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Der vortiegende Band 52 der Abhandlungen 'Anthropogeographie' des Instituts für
Geographische Wissenschaften der Freien Universität Berlin erfaßt mit 54 Beiträgen
den wissenschaftlichen Forschungsstand der IGU-Kommission 'Urban Development
and Urban Life'. Die vorgelegten Fassungen stellen die diskutierte und revidierte
Form der Beiträge dar, die während der Jahrestagung der Kommission vom 15. bis
20. August 1994 in Berlin gehalten wurden. Der Herausgeber des Bandes 52 würde
sich freuen, wenn mit dieser Publikation der Kreis der Interessierten und
Diskutierenden wesentlich erweitert und damit zusätzliche Anregungen, Sichtweisen
und Einblicke in die Arbeit der Kommission hineingetragen werden könnten.

Die Tagung selbst stand unter dem Thema 'Urban Transition and Quality of Life'
und forderte damit in den jeweils zwei Einführungs- und zahlreichen weiterführenden
Referaten der drei Arbeitsthemen
I I'Restructuring Urban Systems in Central and Eastern Europe',
I "Unemployment and Informal Economy in Cities" und
. 'Urban Identity, City Image and Urban Marketing"
zu Bewertungen des Forschungsstandes bzw. kritischen Stellungnahmen durch

aktuelle Forschungen heraus. Da sich im Verlaufe der Diskussion besondere
Schwerpunkte der Tagung auf die Themen der Restrukturierung von Städten und
Städtesystemen bzw. des städtischen Managements, Marketings und Images als
Folge der durch Restrukturierung von Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft hervorgerufenen
Wettbewerbsveränderungen auf den unterschiedlichen sektoralen und räumlichen
Ebenen konzentrierten, wurde folgender Titel für den Tagungsband gewählt:

"Managing and Marketing of Urban Development and Urban Life".

Die Strukturierung der Schwerpunktthemen fand i.d.R. folgenden Ablauf: ein Main
Speaker und ein Discussant eröffneten mit einem Literaturreview bzw. einer
kritischen Bewertung der wissenschaftlichen Ergebnisse den jeweiligen
Themenbereich. Die Diskussion über die nachfolgenden Referate bezog sich
weitgehend auf die elaborierten Kriterien der jeweiligen Eröffnungsredner. Beim
Lesen der einzelnen Beiträge bedenken Sie bitte als Leser diese Vorgaben der
Kommission.

Einen zweiten Schwerpunkt der Tagung bildete der Transfer theoretischer
Konzepte auf die Planungssituation von Berlin und Umland. Dieser Transfer wurde in
den Einführungsreferaten (siehe Kapitel I. Introduction) sowie durch zwei
Exkursionstage (Excursions-Guide) geleistet. Inhaltliche Schwerpunkte waren für
den Innenstadtbereich Berlins Aspekte der Stadtplanung, Restruktun'erung, Urban
Recycling, neuer Urbanismus sowie Architektur und Funktionen städtischen Lebens.



Für die suburbanen und peripheren Stadtbereiche bildeten Prozesse der
Zentralisierung vs. Dezentralisierung, das Konzept der dezentralen Konzentration,
der Zyklus der Urbanisierung, Integrationsprozesse östlicher und westlicher
Sozialstrukturen am Beispiel der Entwicklung der Wohnungsbauplanung sowie der
FIestrukturierung der Wirtschaft bzw. Planungskonzepte zwischen zwei Ländern,
zwischen Zentrum und Peripherie, zwei Stadthälften und zwei Gesellschaften
(horizontal und vertikal) das Hauptinteresse.

Der vorliegende Abhandlungsband gibt nun in den Kapiteln", HI und V die
Schwerpunktthemen wider. Kapitel IV und V! sind Bindeglieder zwischen bzw.
empirische oder konzeptionelle Anwendungen zu den Schwerpunktthemen.

Das Schwerpunktthema l‘Flestructuring“ (Kapitelll) eröffneten REY und GHIMM.
Hervorzuheben sind in besonderem Maß die Beiträge von PALOMÄKI bzw. SINCLAIR
und VENDINA, die das Phänomen der Flestrukturierung im Zusammenhang mit der
Globalisierung der Wirtschaft und dem Aufbau globaler Netze im nationalen bzw. im
regional-lokalen Kontext ausarbeiteten. Der Beitrag von PHESTON findet insofern
besondere Erwähnung, als er in der Lage war, die Prozesse der Flestrukturierung als
einen kontinuierlichen Prozeß zwischen zunehmender bzw. abnehmender
Komplexität bzw. Hierarchisierung zu identifizieren. Verknüpft sind damit die
Erkenntnisse unterschiedlicher Kompensation der relativen und absoluten
Globalisierung durch die Suche und Entwicklung regionaler Identität und regionalen
Images.

Der zweite Themenblock "lnfonnal Economy" (Kapitel!!!) hat gezeigt, dal3 der
Literaturstand dieses Phänomen bislang auf Volkswirtschaften der Dritten Welt bzw.
Schwellenländer bezieht. AGUILAFI hat als Main Speaker konzeptionell die Rolle der
"Informal Economy" bei der Entwicklung zur nationalen und globalen lntegration
beschrieben. Trotz Anregung vor Beginn der Tagung sind noch keine Studien über
die Rolle des informellen Sektors bei der generellen Bewältigung von "Übergängen“
bzw. wirtschaftlichen und sozialen Krisensituationen erstellt worden. D.h. es fehlen
Belege für die Hypothese, dal3 auch in weiter entwickelten Volkswirtschaften der
informelle Sektor in transitorischen Phasen eine wirtschaftliche und soziale
Überlebensstrategie darstellt.

Das dritte Schwerpunktthema "Management and Marketing" (Kapitel V) wurde von
BORCHERT und DEMATrEIs eröffnet. Deren Beiträge sind zusammen mit dem von
HELBRECHT als konzeptionell wegweisend einzustufen. RACINE arbeitete
insbesondere den Zusammenhang von Identität und Marketing als Schlüssel
zukünftiger Entwicklungen heraus. OSTENDOFIF konzentrierte seine Argumentation
auf die Rolle des Welfare State und die Evolution von "hard cities" - Städte, die
Überlebenschancen besitzen. Der Beitrag von BOURNE (Kapitel V!) ist als
gedankliche Erweiterung von Image und Identifikation zu sehen. Er eröffnet mit
seinen Ausführungen Möglichkeiten strategischer Konzepte im Zusammenhang mit
Urban Recycling und zyklischen Entwicklungen im Urbanisierungsprozeß.
WÄRNERYDS Beitrag ist als perspektivisch einzustufen, wenn er Zusammenhänge
zwischen Stadtentwicklung und NetzenhNicklung unter der Vorgabe weiter



zunehmender individueller Mobilität herstellt. Die Funktionseinheit von City und
Countryside hilft dabei traditionelle Vorstellungen von Stadt und Land oder Stadt-
Land-Kontinuum zu übewvinden.

Von den methodischen Einzelthemen (Kapitel VII) wird besonders der Beitrag von
KOPP hervorgehoben, der konzeptionell Richtlinien für ein Prozeßmoniton'ng und
eine Simulation städtischer Entwicklung herausarbeitete. Die Beiträge von PUMAIN
und PORTUGALII BENENSON wurden anläßlich des Joint-Meetings zwischen der IGU-
Commission I'Urban Development and Urban Life" und der IGU-Working Group
"Urban Modeling" in Prag diskutiert.

Die Kommission setzt ihre Arbeit mit der nächsten Konferenz in Cape Town 1995
mit dem Thema “Structuring the Contemporary City: International Geographical
Insights" fort. Die Arbeitsergebnisse der Berliner Tagung haben gezeigt, dal3 nach
ausführlichen Diskussionen über die Auswirkungen der Globalisierung
wirtschaftlicher Prozesse auf die intemationalen und nationalen Städtesysteme die
internen Strukturen der einzelnen Städte neuen Prozessen in der Formation von
Sozialgruppen, in der sozialen Segregation, Integration und der sozialen
Transformation ausgesetzt sind. Auch die Rolle städtischer Planung muß in diesem
Zusammenhang überprüft werden, da die urbanen Lebensbedingungen bei weitem
nicht mit den politischen Leitbildem und Planungsvorgaben übereinstimmen.
Am Ende einer Tagung - und ein Abhandlungsband zeigt ein solches an - besteht

die Notwendigkeit und hinreichend Anlaß all denjenigen zu danken, die mit
Ausdauer, Geschick und Engagement zum formalen und inhaltlichen Gelingen
beigetragen haben. Dies sind zunächst die Referenten, die nicht nur originäre
Forschung zur Tagung selbst beigesteuert haben, sondern sich auch der Diskussion
und einer Revision der Beiträge für die Publikation gestellt haben. Es sind in
gleichem Maße auch all diejenigen Kollegen gemeint, die durch ihre
Diskussionsbeiträge, durch das Leiten von Sitzungsabschnitten und durch
Vorbereitung der Exkursionen das wissenschaftliche Niveau der Tagung mitgeprägt
haben.

Besonderer Dank gilt vor allem all den Mitarbeitern des Organisationsteams, die
nahezu über ein Jahr lang intensiv und weit über die "normale" Arbeitszeit hinaus mit
ihren Ideen, ihrer Motivation und Energie zum Erfolg der Tagung beigetragen haben.
Wenn der Organisator gestützt von den Teilnehmern der Tagung behaupten kann,
dal3 keinerlei der üblichen wie außergewöhnlichen Pannen im gesamten Ablauf
eingetreten sind, so ist dies des Organisators “Rechter Hand" Herrn DipI.-Geogr.
Axel Bergmann zu verdanken. In gleicher Weise danke ich den weiteren Mitarbeitern
Herrn Martin Cassel M.A., Herrn Maik Dorl, Frau Heide Lindemann, Herrn Andreas
Meißner, Herrn DipI.-Vw. Frank Spieken'nann, Herm Axel Schröder, Herrn Gabriel
Schwaderer und Herrn Hans-Christian Winter. Frau Gisela Woosnam hat als
Sekretärin des Arbeitsbereiches Stadtforschung im ersten Jahr ihres Wirkens mehr
als eine Feuertaufe erhalten und diese mit Bravour gemeistert. Ihrem Mann, Herrn
John Woosnam ist besonderer Dank auszusprechen, da er die Organisation im
Rahmen der Abstracts, des Exkursionsführers, der einführenden Vorträge und in der



Revision zahlreicher Beiträge für die Drucklegung mit seinem High British English
und seinen Fachkenntnissen so grundsätzlich unterstützt hat, daß alles wie aus
einem Guß erscheint.

Im Rahmen der Tagung wurde auch eine Ausstellung mit aktuellen Forschungen
Berliner Geographen und Berliner bzw. Leipziger Institutionen vorbereitet. Allen
Kollegen sei hierfür vielmals gedankt.

Im Rahmen der Drucklegung der Proceedings ist einer zweiten "Mannschaft" von
Mitarbeitern zu danken. Frau Juliane Korn, Frau Heide Lindemann, Frau Angelika
Schulz sowie Frau Gisela Woosnam, Herr John Woosnam, Herr Martin Cassel MA.
und Herr DipI.-Geogr. Michael Tiefelsdorf haben in zeitlich und inhaltlich z.T.
aufreibenden "Schlachten“ die einzelnen Beiträge mit ihren jeweils "spezifischen"
Softwares, Formatierungen und Abbildungen ohne inhaltliche Einbußen auf ein
gemeinsames formales und inhaltliches Niveau gebracht. Die hierfür in vier Monaten
investierte Zeit entspricht der Jahresarbeitszeit manch anderer.

Für finanzielle Unterstützung der Tagung und der Abhandlungen ist in besonderem
Maße der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft, der Senatsvenivaltung für
Wissenschaft und Forschung, dem Akademischen Außenamt der Freien Universität
und dem Institut für Geographische Wissenschaften zu danken.

Ein besonderer Dank schließlich geht an die Kollegen, die als Herausgeber der
'Abhandlungen - Anthropogeographie" der Aufnahme in diese wissenschaftliche
Reihe zugestimmt haben. Herr Dr. Janzen hat als Schriftleiter der Abhandlungen
wesentlich dazu beigetragen, daß inhaltlich, organisatorisch und finanziell die
vereinbarten Standards gehalten werden konnten. Ihm sei an dieser Stelle für die
gute Zusammenarbeit besonderer Dank ausgesprochen.

Ziel einer jeden Publikation ist, Sie als Leser zu erreichen, Sie zu interessieren und
in Diskussion mit Ihnen zu treten. Als Organisator der Tagung und Herausgeber des
Abhandlungsbandes 52 sehe ich zusammen mit allen Mitarbeitem und Referenten
den Lohn unserer Arbeit darin, dieses Ziel mit Ihnen gemeinsam zu erreichen.

Berlin, 1994

Gerhard O. Braun



Anmerkung:

in die hier vortiegende Publikation sind ohne Ausnahme sämtliche während der Tagung
gehaltenen Vorträge aufgenommen worden. Es soll damit vor allem das Leistungsspektrum
der Mitglieder der Kommission sowie das Diskussionsumfeld mitsamt seiner envünschten
Heterogenität dokumentiert werden.

Aus vielerlei Gründen konnte nicht in allen Fällen ein einheitlicher formaler Standard für die
eingereichten Manuskripte erreicht werden. Es wird daher betont, dal3 sämtliche Beiträge
inhaltlich und formal in der Verantwortung der jeweiligen Autoren liegen. Dies gilt
insbesondere auch in all den Fällen fehlender Quellenangaben für Tabellen und
Abbildungen. Sie bedeuten vielmehr; daß der Autor selbst als alleiniger Urheber anzusehen
ist.

Gerhard O. Braun



This volume, number 52 of the transactions “Human Geography" of the Institute for
Geographical Sciences of the Freie Universität Berlin, contains 54 contributions on
the development of scientific research presented at the IGU Commission "Urban
Development and Urban Life". The texts comprise the revised papers discussed at
the annual meeting of the Commission in Berlin between the 15 and the 20 August
1994. The publisher would be pleased, when with this publication the circle of those
interested in the issues discussed in the papers could be significantly widened. In
this way additional ideas, points of view and insights into the work of the Commission
could be taken into account.

The Conference itself dealt with the theme I'Urban Transition and Quality of Life"
and promoted therewith in each of two introductory and numerous continuing
seminar papers, either an evaluation of the state of research, or a critical comment
on current research relevant to the three themes:
I “Restructuring Urban Systems in Central and Eastern Europe“,
- "Unemployment and Informal Economy in Cities“ and
- l“Urbain Identity, City Image and Urban Marketing"
In the course of discussion of the principal focal points of the Conference. particular

attention was given to the management of cities and city systems and to the
management. marketing and images of cities as a consequence of the restructuring
of the economy and of society (which restructuring itself triggered changes within and
competition on the various sector and spatial levels). Consequently the title selected
for the Conference report was

"Managing and Marketing of Urban Development and Urban Life“.

The principal themes were usually presented in the following way. A main speaker
and a discussion leader opened proceedings with a review of the scientific issues to
be discussed under the respective headings. The discussion in the seminar which
followed, picked up, to a large extent the criteria raised by the respective opening
speakers. (When reading the individual contributions please take into account the
way in which the Conference was conducted).

A second principal theme of the Conference dealt with the application of theoretical
concepts to the planning context of Berlin and its surrounding area. This application
was achieved during the introductory seminar (see Chapter I. Introduction) as well as
through the two days of field trips (Excursions-Guide). For the inner city area of
Bertin the principal themes were, in substance, aspects of city planning,
restructuring, urban recycling and new urbanisation as well as the architecture and
functioning of city life. For the suburban and peripheral city areas processes are

3‘1



developing of centralising versus decentralîsing; the concept of concentration away
from the centre; the cycle of urbanisation of the process of integration between
eastern and western social structures exampled by the development of the planning
of housing construction as well as the restructuring of the economy; planning
concepts deveIOping between the two regions and between the centre and the
periphery, and (the principal concern) the planning development (horizontal and
vertical) taking place in the context of Berlin, the two halves of the city and its two
societies.
This volume of proceedings contains the principal themes in Chapters II, III and V.

Chapters IV and Vl are links between the respective empirical or conceptual
applications to the principal themes. The principal theme “Restructuring" (Chapter II)
was opened by HEY and GFIIMM. To be especially emphasised are the contributions
of PALOMÂKI. SINCLAIR and VENDINA respectively which elaborated on the
phenomena of restructuring in correlation with the globalising of the economy and
the construction of a global net in a national or, as the case may be, in a regional-
local context. In this respect PRESTON deserves special mention, as he was able to
identify the process of restructuring as a continuous process between increasing or
diminishing complexity or hierarchic growth. Associated with that, is the recognition
of varied compensation of the relative and absolute globalising through the search
for and the development of regional identity and regional images.

The second group of topics on the 'Infon'nal Economy" (Chapter III) had shown that
the state of the literature dealing with this phenomenon had hitherto only covered the
national economies of the third world or threshold regions. AGUILAR, as the main
speaker, had described the role of the “Informa! Economy“ by the development to
national and global integration. Despite encouragement before the start of the
conference no papers were produced on the role of the informal sector in generally
coping with "transitional states" or rather economic and social crisis situations. That
means that no documentation exists for the hypothesis that the informal sector
represents an economic and social survival strategy in more highly developed
national economies.

The third principal theme “Management and Marketing" (Chapter V) was opened by
BOFICHEFIT and DEMATI'EIS. Their contributions together with that from HELBHECHT
are, to be categorised as conceptually pioneering. RACINE sought especially to clarify
the connection between identity and marketing as the key to future development.
OSTENDORF concentrated his critical analysis on the role of the welfare state and the
evolution of “hard cities" - cities which possess the chance of survival. The
contribution of BOURNE (Chapter VI) is to be seen as a reflective enlarging of image
and identification. He opened with an exposition of the possibilities of a strategic
concept in connection with urban recycling and cyclic development in the process of
urbanisation. WÄFINERYD'S contribution may be classified as being in the nature of a
perspective, by which he established connections between city development and the
development of nets under the handicap of further increasing individual mobility. The



functioning unity of city and countryside helps to overcome the illusion of city and
region or the city - region - continuum.

From the methodical individual themes (Chapter VII) the contribution from KOPP
deserves prominence. In this the conceptional guide lines were worked out for the
process of monitoring and simulating city development. The contributions of PUMAIN
and PORTUGALI/ BENENSON were discussed on the occasion of the joint meeting of
the lGU Commission 'Urban Development and Urban Life“ and the lGU-Working
Group 'Urban Modelling" in Prague.

The Conference will continue its work at its next meeting in Capetown 1995 with the
theme “Structuring the Contemporary City: lntemational Geographical Insights".

The results of the work of the Berlin meeting, after extensive discussion over the
effects of the globalising economic processes on the intemational and national city
systems, have shown that the internal structures of individual cities are exposed to
new processes in the formation of social groups by way of social segregation,
integration and transformation. In connection with this the role of city planning must
be examined insofar as the urban conditions of living do not match the political
models and planning handicaps.
At the end of the Conference, as evidenced by the volume of transactions, it is

necessary and there are excellent grounds for thanking all those who with stamina,
skill and commitment have contributed to its formal success and its success as
regards content. First the speakers, who not only contributed to the success of the
Conference by their original research but also to the discussion and to the revision of
their papers for publication. Included, to the same degree, are all those colleagues
who through their contributions to the discussion, by their leading of sections of the
Conference and by their preparation of the field excursions moulded the scientific
quality of the Conference.

Special thanks go above to all the members of the organising team who, over
almost a year, contributed to the Conference by working intensively way above
“normal“ hours and by bringing their ideas, motivation and energy to ensure its
success. When the organiser, supported by those taking part in the Conference, can
claim that none of the usual, as well as none of the unusual, breakdowns occurred
during the period of the Conference, then thanks for this must go to the organisers
"right hand"I Herrn Dipl.—Geogr. Axel Bergmann. In the same way I thank the other
helpers Herrn Martin Cassel M.A., Hen'n Maik Don, Frau Heide Lindemann, Herrn
Andreas MeiBner, Herrn Dipl.-Vw. Frank Spiekennann, Herrn Axel Schröder, Herrn
Gabriel Schwaderer and Herrn Hans-Christian Winter. Frau Gisela Woosnam had, in
her first year as secretary to the Department dealing with City research, endured
more than a baptism by fire which she mastered with style. To her husband John
Woosnam I give a special thanks for his support of the organisation in reviewing the
abstracts, as excursion leader, translator of the introductory lectures and the revisor
of numerous contributions for printing into British English so that everything
appeared as a unified whole. In the framework of the Conference there was also an



exhibition prepared depicting current research by Berlin geographers and Berlin or
Leipzig Institutions respectively. For this I thank all my colleagues.

In connection with the printing of the Conference proceedings a second team of
fellow workers must be thanked: Frau Juliane Korn, Frau Heide Lindemann, Frau
Angelika Schulz and Frau Gisela Woosnam, Herm John Woosnam, Herrn Martin
Cassel MA. and Herrn Dipl.-Geogr. Michael Trefelsdorf. In a sometimes stressful
battle against time and with the content of individual contributions, each has with
their specific software, style and computer skill and without affecting the contents,
brought them to a common form and internal quality. The time invested for this
labour over four months is the equivalent for some others of a year’s work.

For the financial support of the Conference and its transactions thanks are
especially due to the German Research Association, the Senate's Administration for
Science and Research, the Extemal Academic Department of the Free University,
and the Institute for Geography Science.

Finally, a special thanks goes to the colleagues who as publishers of the
“Discourses - Human Geography'I have agreed to the inclusion of these papers in
this scientific series. Herr Dr. Janzen as editor of the discourses has intrinsically
contributed to the fact that from the points of view of contents, organisation and
finance the standards agreed upon could be sustained. A special thanks is therefore
due to him for his excellent co-operation.

The aim of every publication is to reach you, the reader, to interest you and to enter
into discussion with you. As organiser of the Conference and as publisher of the fifty-
second volume of transactions I, together with all fellow workers and speakers see
the reward for our work in our being able together in this way to reach you.

Berlin, 1994

Gerhard 0. Braun



Note:

The complete lectures presented during the Conference are included in this pubiication
without exception. In this way the spectrum of achievement of the members of the
Commission is documented as well as the areas of discussion together with their welcome
diversity.

Notwithstanding, the guidelines steady suggested by the publisher, it was not in every case
possible to shape all manuscripts subsequently received into a standard form. it is
emphasized therefore that the responsibility for all contributions, in respect of both their form
and their content, lies with their respective authors. This is particularly the case where the
sources for tables and figures referred to have not been given. in such cases it is assumed
that the writers themselves are the authors of such material.

Gerhard O. Braun
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Honoured conference participants
Honoured chairpersons
Honoured colleagues and students
Honoured representatives of the press

It is our great pleasure to greet you as guests of the Free University of Berlin and of
the Institute for Geographical Sciences.

We are satisfied, based on the financial support of the German Research
Foundation (DFG), the Senate Administration for Science and Research and the
Academic Office for External Affairs of the Free University, that the formal conditions,
necessary to bring together in this conference more than 30 scientists from more
than 45 countries, have been fulfilled. This foundation will enable you to discharge
the tasks to which you have bound yourselves in the course of your commission's
work. It is an honour for the University and for the Institute to be able to organise the
conference.

With the quotation from Theodor FONTANE "I do not myself do well in life, I lack a
sense of social spiceII in a commentary on the Rector's opening of the Berlin
University in 194B, a stone was loosened from the university landscape which was
itself changing. This led to the founding of the Free University in the same year. This
event was to have a lasting effect on the structure of the city. it was during the Berlin
blockade and marked a time of great economic and social distress, of internal re-
orientation, and political confrontation. Perhaps is was a time which was not really
appropriate for founding a university. Or, as we hope you will concede at the end of
our remarks, it was a time that was exactly right because of the long—tenn effects that
the foundation of the Free University was to have.

In its demands for freedom in research and teaching, and independence from the
pervading power of the State, the founding of the university aimed at a social
condition well above the widespread poverty and near economic collapse of the time.
The university's foundation, carried through by the students and supported by the
American military government, initiated two aspects of the university as well as for
German society, which have remained characteristic of Berlin:



c the readiness to offer support (shown, in the case of the founding of the FU, by
Berliners, emigrants, international help and the Ford-Foundation) and

I the readiness to accept innovation (brought about by both the structure of the
university's constitution and by the achievements of its researchers.

The relationship between political-social-ecological responsibility and the allocation
of scientific responsibility seldom produces a balance. More often the tensions
between these areas of responsibility produces swings between extreme positions -
moreover, this was particulariy the case in the political arena. This environment of
uncertainty bred a climate of constant re—structuring which could only continue as the
growth of democracy triumphed over dictatorship. Thus. it was from the university's
high ideals - born in a difficult economic and social situation - that the almost obvious
varied structures for the municipal organisation of Berlin were derived and developed
further so that a close interdependent relationship was created between the city and
its university.

In the first term after its foundation, 2140 students had matriculated in three
faculties of the new "free" and “substitute“ university. The first Fiector called on these
students and professors not to engage in competition against the Berlin University
(today the Humboldt University) but to compete with each other, a situation chance
which at that time, and is the case today, did not properly present itself.

In the following years the university quickly diversified, creating'additional faculties
(twenty-four in all) and six central institutes offering about a hundred academic
disciplines. Prior to the building of the Berlin wall about one third of the students
came from the eastern part of the city. After 1961, about two thirds came from
outside Berlin. The evolving character of the university as a center of progressive
thought facilitated great spatial and intellectual mobility on the part of its students
and faculty. These traits help to explain the attractiveness of both the university and
the city to the present day.

The rapid growth of the Freie Universität in an already built-up area meant that
locational cohesion was lost. Despite the university's effort to concentrate its
development at a few planned locations, the institutes are spread out over the whole
S-W sector of the city. Moreover, there are branches strewn in other parts of the city
as well. Libraries, living quarters and student services are quite often far away from
these related institutes. For many students and the academic administration, a
logistical problem has been created which has led both to friction and imaginative
solutions.

Thus the locational problems of the Freie Universität have their parallels with the
spatial city-structure of Berlin. This is indicated by the almost hierarchy-less



polycentric structure which was inherited when the formerly independent local
authorities were first incorporated in 1920. The potential of the market locations were
however diminished lagging synergy-effect because of missing suitable
infrastructural network.

The current problems of the university are especially affected by both the
substantial financial cuts and the negative effects of being a mass-university. These
problems have led to a fundamental necessity for the creation of a new image, the
sphere of resolution of which must be defined through research performance and
political discussion. Based on the aims of your commission's work it is apparent that
you address many similar problems. The three principal topics of discussion selected
by your commission: “Restructuring", "Management, and Marketing'I as well as your
interest in "the informal economy" have parallels in the organisation and structure of
the Free University.

Allow us a few explanatory comments on this theme in the hope that we may both
stimulate solutions to your questions and be able to adapt your results to our tasks.

1. First, the process of restructuring the system of land settlement from a strictly
hierarchical organisation to one which is network-like, is one which affects the
universities. The smaller universities which lie outside large cities currently enjoy
development advantages which stem partly from their current geographical location
and partly from the movement away from hierarchies in the distribution of
universities. It seems to be easier to develop new locations than to reconstruct old
ones.

Added to this come the structural effects of the central allocation of the limited
admission to university places, the formerly valid reasoning for which justified the
allowing of expansion where the greatest demand existed, or at least to the tolerating
of it, as well as the pressure for an urbane lifestyle and the free selection of a place
to study.

Fulfilling its role, the Free University grew into one of the largest German
universities. lts budget, however, could only be produced while the political function
could be coupled to do so. The structural effects of this growth were above all
I the separate deveIOpment of the contents of teaching and research,
r an adverse development in the relationship of care between lecturers and

students,
I the proportion of student over-loading,
I the development of deficiencies in the teaching and research infrastructure,
- over-lengthy average lengths of study (with in the whole negative influence on

the ability to study),
a very rapid growth in the sphere of administration, and
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I an increase in intervention by the state, together with a growing inflexibility
towards innovation; the opportunity for implementing innovative developments
was made difficult because of the mass-effect.

Because of the hierarchical organisation of the university's administration, the
problems moved downwards through the structure. Thereby, larger subjects in a
university such as German, Economics and Law were as affected as smaller
subjects. Some of the smaller subjects lost their eartier purpose because eartier
conditions for study, as escape refuges, had changed. The Freie Universität shared
this fate with other large universities which, having reached a state of diseconomies
of scale, had to accept an ossification of its structure just as the city as a whole did.
Both were affected by the strain imposed by long, forced, unrestricted economic and
political growth which accumulated without a qualitative balance and without the
opportunity to exercise influence over it.

To counter this situation, the smaller universities developed outside the large
conglomerations knowing full well the quality of easier locational factors for current
economic and social forces, as well as the advantages from economies of scope.
This development was only possible through the building of a complete non-
hierarchical spatial and structural network for information carriers and innovators.
Scientists no longer needed to go to seek information because the information
comes to the scientist. The infrastructural development advantages of the “Big ones"
are thus reduced; however, their massive structures remain.

It is, however, more than a mere suburbanisation of science and research that has
occurred. There has developed a new standard of university environment that
corresponds more to current conditions; e.g., the current conditions established by
the synergetic effect of university research and training with economics and society.

University planning is eagerly going to see which solutions are suggested for the
current urban development problems caused by the old influences on modern growth
through the current processes of destructuring and de-concentration.

One development path that has appeared clearty is the new creation of hierarchies
on a global scale. This pattern, however, may not indicate a direction for all former
growth poles.

2. Your second principal topic certainly calls for wider management and marketing
strategies which are in equal measure meaningful for cities as for universities. Even
if the products of universities can be described as research and training, the
universities in their entirety, and just like the cities, are a long way from being
products that can be traded exclusively as monetary wares dealt in specifically
organised markets. Included here is not only research which is directly applicable
economically or socially, but, above all, research which requires time to convert its



potential, basic research into the long-tenu cultural value out of which the stuff of
social, political and organisational regeneration may be extracted.

In this context, please allow us to touch on two things which in my view will be
significant in the future structures; namely, the management of invention within the
university and the protection of university image. The Freie Universität has at
present, and more than any of the other universities, to suffer the pressure of past
mass growth and current budget control. In shorter and shorter periods new
adaptations and strategies aimed at reducing these problems have been
encouraged. Nevertheless, conditions which, when applied to the aims of a
university, were ever more illogical continue to appear. The solutions to such
conflicts are no longer to be found in the usual rational thinking but need expansive
thinking which is separated from the logic of the short term objective. That means
solutions which are to be found not in linear thinking but in self-created dynamics or
the state of Autopoiesis. Thus, to make future structures self-aware, a new creativity
is necessary, a creativity for which, as yet, no awareness exists.

In the sphere of product economics it is the case that those products on the market
which are especially successful were not invented because the market demanded
them - but before the demand for them arose. Nearly all current economic and social
structures are frustrated in their attempt to cope with the demand for solutions to
their structural problems. Such solutions must be appropriate to autopoietic
conditions. Exceptions to this argument are the merely basic products and non-
proprietorial bulk goods to which neither universities nor municipal functions should
be compared, it they wish to remain capable of surviving.
Autopoiese demands invention, “as-if-realities". It demands new programmes which

are de—coupled from traditional logic and linear thought structures, there must be
freedom for illogical thinking, surprise, and the making possible of the virtual and the
untrue. The task of the university is to organise itself in such a way as to create a
situation which allows processes of thought beyond the limits of what has hitherto
been usual, logical or true. It is necessary to go beyond what can be easily
corroborated and nevertheless guarantee certainty for those who think in terms of
future inventiveness.

That means that the management and marketing functions of the universities, as
well as of municipal authorities must free themselves from the burden of offering only
bulk products for the market place. The traditional duties of the universities should be
handed over to the colleges, just as the cities must release certain decisions to their
substructures on their spacious outskirts. Universities, equally, are not appropriate
locations for "knowledge-shops", just as cities are not appropriate locations for
supermarkets. The sites are too valuable. Universities and central cities should
produce innovation, synergies and creative variety. Certainly, such a “culture of
enterprise" demands its price from management when a High-Trust-Culture is



introduced. Only when conditions - like planning certainty, more individual freedom in
more general safety, and freedom from individual risk - raise the assumption of the
possibility of identifying with work and produce such an identification, it is currently
possible to develop creativity and the willingness to take risks in order to develop the
structures, which will be needed tomorrow and which cannot easily be taken into
account today.

Consequently, expansive thinking depends decisively on a culture of enterprise and
entrepreneurship.

Although, we are a long way from being able to offer such solutions for future
university structures, useful working hypotheses can be identified in two different
dimensions. One concems itself with producing a dissolution of the mass-effect
structures. This means in increasing measure not attracting students to the
universities but, rather, to promote knowledge where students are involved in the
Latin sense (Le. those who strive for engagement and erudition). The second
hypothesis takes into account the fact that people prefer to work where there are
others with similar tasks and needs. Arising from this situation, specialisation and
originality are essential prerequisites so that commissions can be accepted and
solutions for tomorrow's problems thought through.

Transferred to municipal problems, the argument just presented means that cities
can only be innovative with respect to growth and development when they are ready
to de-centralise and take on highly specialised functions. Thus, the city of tomorrow
could more closely correspond to the pre-industrial time than to trends in current
metropolisation.

3. Your third principal topic is concerned with the informal economic sector. There
are also demonstrable and substantial connections with university structures in this
area. Although the term “Informal economy" is derived from less developed
economies and from a planning point of view may be seen as a possibility for dealing
with poverty, it must be made clear that this form of economy has achieved a
growing importance in developed economies as well. Let us try to demonstrate this
on the basis of two examples: the student labour market and "science at almost no
cost“. The Free University has over 60 000 students, about 4000 academics and
12000 non-academic workers together with the structures of a large business
(budget 1993: DM 1.3 billion).

Even if the students take their responsibilities seriously in accordance with college
law almost all of them are more or less regularly employed up to halfsdays. Even with
higher unemployment, regular workers for part-jobs are increasingly difficult to find.
Thus, students as "corner workers"I (who in general work for minimal wages and live
in the residual housing market) are valued in the general economy for their
qualifications and in the meantime have become economically necessary.



Discussion about studying for over—lengthy pen’ods would profit from considering
the impact on student behaviour of the multiple forms of employment.

The second example deals with “research at no cost“. Most university institutes
produce research the conversion of which to income only indirectly benefits the
university or the researchers.

A university budget based at least partially on interest payments would be easy to
manage, and could provide the capital for research for the national economy.
Recalling the comments made above, this would, however, also mean that
universities must become predominantly places of research and places for
negotiating for research. This in turn, could only be achieved by securing the
necessary certainty of planning. The political and academic management belonging
thereto must be developed into invention-management for this purpose.

The suggestions we have made in these remarks should be accepted in the sense
set out above; namely, to procure I'illogioal" processes of thinking. They should
emphasize that the solutions offered by your varied discussions have complex
parallels in other contexts.

We wish the conference creative power, to be able, in the sense of PHIGOGINE, to
discover new routes leading into a new open existence.
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After the rapid end of its geopolitical constraints, Bertin - with its region — is experiencing far- v
reaching changes in spatial processes. Set to become Germany's centre of political decision—
making again, the city is reappearing as a metropolis of European importance. An urban fabric
which was conserved under special conditions is rapidly changing, mainly in accordance with
general principles of Western capitalist urban development. Berlin's specific situation regarding a
number of development factors to be examined, however, has important implications for the
direction of spatial evolution.

Key words: Beriin, Containment, Suburbanisation, Urban Sprawl, Deindustrialization, Capital
City, Power, Knowledge
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1. The end of the contained city

After 50 years of no or very little suburbanisation in both West and East Berlin,
urban sprawl, and suburbanisation of all kinds of urban functions, is setting in again
in the Berlin metropolitan region. Berlin is developing from an exceptional case of
urban containment into a “normal" urban area.
The reasons for this specific conservation of urban containment are, of course,

different in West and East Berlin: In West Berlin, the wall prevented urban
expansion. Here, containment was not a planning vision, but a harsh geopolitical
reality. Against tertiarization pressure, which, however, was still comparatively weak,
housing and a rich functional mixture had to be preserved in the central areas,
though decentralisation (especially of population) did occur within the city of West
Benin, with the development of large-scale housing schemes on the periphery.

In East Berlin, it was rather the central allocation of land use (and of building
materials) that hindered urban sprawl on a large scale, and enabled functional
variety in the core area to be retained. (There was, however, “suburbanization
through the back garden", with a large part of the population spending the summer in
allotment plots outside the city, as well as population decentralisation to large new
housing estates on the urban fringe).
The vital questions of urban development in the Berlin metropolitan area in the

19905 are: In what way and how fast will the move of urban elements towards the
urban fringe set in? How will this process of metropolitan expansion transform the
functional structure of the metrOpolitan area, i.e. the reunited city of Berlin as the
core and the ,new“ or rediscovered suburban belt in the neighbouring state of
Brandenburg (Figure 1)? In addition to this, the macro-spatial question concerns the



still very sparsely populated rural periphery of Brandenburg: Will it continue to be the
origin of urbanisation flows, or will it gain from far-reaching suburbanisation or
counterurbanisation?

Figure 1 Berlin und Brandenburg
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In 1994, Berlin presents itself still as the compact city of the recent past, with its
clear-cut urban edge in most parts, with two central business districts as focal points
within the densely built-up pre—1914 housing belt (also including much small and
medium scale industry and services), with medium and low density housing beyond
and the large post-war housing developments as well as open spaces on the urban
periphery (Figure 2). So far, in 1994, there are few signs of suburban development in
the Brandenburg part of the metropolitan area. They can be seen above all in
consumer services, haulage and warehousing and some manufacturing, but much
less so in housing. In 1994, integration of the two Berlins and also of the
rediscovered suburban space surrounding Berlin is mainly through commuter flows
from East to West Berlin (118 000 in 1993, ca. 8% of the labour force employed in
Berlin) and from Brandenburg to West Berlin (45 000). But planning for the
development of commercial and housing estates is heavily under way. The Sparsely
populated rural parts of peripheral Brandenburg are losing out totally and preparing
for further depopulation.



Figure 2 Berlin - General Structural Lay-out
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2. Fundamental ingredients of metropolitan growth and their role in present-
day Berlin

Six factors have been selected for discussion that will in any case play a key role in
the development of Berlin and its region. In general, these determinants influence
wealth creation, urban deveIOpment and the ability to attract value added in
metropolises.
Size, in terms of population, stands for the size of the regional market, the
purchasing power as well as the available human capital and general interaction
potential of the urban area considered. Secondly, despite the relative growth of
services, manufacturing still matters as a source of wealth and employment in urban
areas; the future "service society" or “information society“ will certainly not be “post-
manufactun’ng“. Thirdly, services are expanding in the shape of consumer services,
shaping the role of a city as a central place in Christallerian terms. In addition, two
kinds of information functions strongly determine the dynamics of urban areas: those
of power and knowledge. Both have always been a major facet of urban growth. With
the increasing importance of control and knowledge in the economy, where
competitive advantages are above all sought in advantages in knowledge, their
influence is still rising (LAMBOOY 1993). Finally, quality of life, in terms of housing,
environmental quality, social, cultural and leisure facilities, is important, not only for
elite personnel, but also as the foundation of the social urban fabric, minimizing
social strain.

2.1 Size, in terms of population

The city of Berlin has experienced slight population growth for a number of years,
and has now a population of 3.472 million (1993), of which 2.174 are registered in
West Berlin and 1.297 million in East Berlin. In recent years, this growth has been
due to the fact that increases in the non-German population (mostly through in-
migration, but also as a result of higher fertility of non—Germans) have been greater
than losses in the German pepulation, which have to be attributed to the number of
deaths per annum exceeding the number of births (Figure 3). West Berlin
experienced population decline from 1957 onwards until 1983, when a turnaround
occurred, and in-migration of migrant workers from Southem Europe as well as of
Germans from the 'mainland', lured into Berlin by tax incentives and other subsidies,
caused West Berlin's population figure to rise again. East Berlin had lost about
150 000 of its population between 1949 and 1961, mainly through out-migration to
West Germany, which was consequently stopped by the wall. Since then population
figures in East Berlin have shown a steady increase, in contrast to population losses
in the whole of the GDR (Table 1).
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Figure 3 Beriin: Population Change 1990-1992
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Table 1 Berlin: Population figures (1000s)

West East total

1939 2751 1588 4339
1950 2147 1 190 3337
1961 2197 1055 3252
1970 2122 1086 3208
1993 2170 1291 3461

Source Statistisches Jahrbuch Beriin, 1994

With the in-migration of migrant workers and their families, the share of non-
Germans in the total Berlin population has risen continuously, and amounts to 10.7%
in 1992. Most of the migrants still live in West Berlin, so here the percentage is 15.3
(which is still much less than in cities like Frankfurt or Stuttgart) as opposed to East
Berlin's 3.4%. Just over one third (34.7%, June 1993) of the non-Gennans are
Turkish, 15.6% come from former Yugoslavia. Other important national minorities in
Berlin are Polish, Greeks and Italians. The Turkish as well as the other non-Gennan
inhabitants of Berlin live predominantly in the old working class quarters of the pre-
1914 Wilhelminian belt (Neukolln, Kreuzberg, Wedding, Schöneberg and
Charlottenburg).

Thus, the mass in-migration, which many commentators expected after the fall of
the wall, has not materialized. Neither have large numbers of Germans entered the
city in a wave of 'catching-up' with urbanisation, nor have large numbers of people
from Eastern Europe (both Germans and other nationalities) migrated to Berlin so
far.

Neither has there been a great population increase in the surrounding districts of
the federal state of Brandenburg, so far. For the period from 1989 to 1992, the
districts neighbouring Berlin actually experienced population losses, mainly due to
out—migration (to West Germany and to West Berlin!). Berlin was still in the process
of urbanization. 1993 is the first year, when a centrifugal movement from Berlin
towards the neighbouring Brandenburg districts has set in, though on a very small
scale (Figure 4).

2.2 Manufacturing industry

Sheltered by specific mechanisms from national and international competition, both
East and West Berlin were heavily over-industrialized. In East Berlin, this was due to
economic strategies in the GDFl relying predominantly on manufacturing industry. In
West Berlin substantial subsidies for branch plants with very low qualification profile
of the workforce (in textiles, food processing, consumer durable industries) were
responsible for the over-industrialization during the division period. This is now



followed by a process of harsh deindustn'alization in both halves of Berlin (Figure 5).
In East Berlin, manufacturing employment has gone down from around 180 000 in
1989 to just over 40 000 in 1994. Noncompetitive plants were given no time to adapt,
and the East German market was swamped by Western products. In West Berlin,
subsidies have been cut severely. Here, manufacturing employment declined by
16%, falling from 172 000 (in 1990) to 144 000 (in 1994).

Figure4 Migration from and to Berlin 1993 according to regions of origin and
destination
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In July 1994 212 000 people were unemployed, 13% of the working population.
Moreover, a similar number of people work in employment creation schemes paid by
the labour office. Without these, the actual unemployment rate would amount to
about 25%! Correspondingly, cases of derelict land - to be developed - are
numerous. Amidst the dereliction, individual new plants stand out as modernisation
islands, in the built-up area as well as on the metropolitan fringe.
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2.3 Trade and central place function

Retail trade and other consumer services contribute considerably to the visual
image of the city, and both halves of the city have well-developed hierarchies of
retailing centres, though on different levels of quality and quantity. Whereas East
Berlin functioned as the unquestioned retailing centre for the GDP! as a whole, the
situation was different in West Berlin, which was relatively under-equipped with retail
functions, — in comparison with West Germany. Tourists did not compensate for the
missing hinterland. Various indicators reveal figures for Berlin retailing that are below
the national average for big cities, e.g. retailing floorspace per capita (FNP 1994),
and Berlin’s share in the total retailing turnover in Germany is less than its population
share.

2.4 Power

The capital question is the capital question: The role which Berlin will play as a
government centre depends, of course, on the speed with which the Federal
govemment and parliament are moved from Bonn to Berlin (envisaged now for the



year 2000). This will also result in relocations of various other functions (business
and nonprofit associations). So far, Berlin's importance in power functions is very
small. The Berlin government is only responsible for the city of Berlin. Former GDFl
functions have been replaced by branch ministries from Bonn.

Very important to note is the very small role that Berlin plays in housing industrial
headquarters, after a more or less complete post-war exodus from West Berlin and
the break-down (and sell-out by the Treuhand) of the former GDFl conglomerates in
East Berlin. Of the 250 largest companies in Germany (1993, by turnover) only six
have their headquarters in Berlin, and only 8 of the 500 largest. This small list is
headed by debis, the Daimler-Benz services company, now the main investor on
Potsdamer Platz, and includes a large proportion of public companies like the
German railways and electricity companies for East Germany and Berlin. The same
applies for banking: Berlin is only a minor location for finance capital institutions, and
the relocation of major institutions from Frankfurt, Germany's dominating financial
centre, is not expected.

2.5 Knowledge

Berlin is the leading centre for university education in Germany, with nearly 130 000
students —- though with specific problems (see the contribution of DlETZ and BRAUN in
this volume). In research also, Berlin occupies a leading position, especially in
information technology, materials research and biomedical science, of which by far
the greater share is govemment-funded.

The fundamental problem of Ft & D in Berlin is a lack of networking of govemment
institutions with industry and industrial Fl & D as well as of technology transfer and
application, which results in a poor performance in innovation compared with other
metropolitan areas in Germany. With this lack of internal industrial integration Berlin
does not function as a ,new industrial space“ with an „innovative milieu“, and retains
many aspects of a ,Fordist“ city instead. Associated with the lack of business
headquarters, there are deficiencies in high-ranking business services like
advertising, accounting and legal services - although Berlin is currently catching up.
On the other hand, there is an over-supply of administrative bureaucratic
organizations (though with a large labour force), eg. the state pension fund
organisation BfA or the Treuhand, the largest state holding company in the world set
up to privatize East German industry.

Finally, there is the rich cultural life of the city, but again this is mostly based on
public funds, and therefore in danger. Hopes are set on media development,
especially the film industry, which is also based in the Potsdam suburb of
Babelsberg.



. 2.6 Quality of Life

For a city of over 3 million inhabitants, Berlin is still a 'soft city' in many respects:
For those who have lived here for a long time and who have been in rented
accommodation for a long time (and Berlin is a city of tenants - only just above 10%
of the population are owner-occupiers), housing is not expensive - but for
newcomers the situation is different. In a highly segmented housing market, new
rents are three times higher than those in long-standing contracts!

Public transport is efficient and comparatively cheap, as are social facilities of
various kinds. The environmental situation shows signs of improvement - but there
are - now - too many cars (and too many dogs). Increasing use of private cars has
counteracted the benefits from reductions in power station and industrial waste
emission.

In general, the rediscovered quality of life, in the extensively renewed urban fabric
of the late 19th century with its density, tradition and the generous layout of Prussian
urban planning with wide tree-lined streets, is widely acknowledged. Leisure facilities
are also numerous and generally of good quality, including parks, forests, lakes in
the city and nearby.

3 Conclusion

In 1994, Berlin’s economic situation is largely problematic: A capital accustomed to
subsidies is entering a phase of financial crisis due to the harsh winds of competition.
Employment creation, especially for the large petit bourgeois and working classes,
will continue to be a great problem in the near future. The situation is aggravated by
the unfavourable macro-spatial situation of Berlin, on the Eastem edge of the
European growth area (wherever a European ”banana“ can be found, Berlin will not
be in it!). All this happens in (and is made worse by) a phase of mental stress due to
rising East-West differentiation and tensions, which heavily diverging election results
in West and East Berlin clearly demonstrate. This is why Berlin has put so much
pressure into becoming the seat of government.

On the other hand, office and retailing development, infrastructure renewal and
redevelopment of derelict land on the former wall strip area (especially on Potsdamer
Platz) indicate the potential for growth in the near future. In addition, there is the
investment on the suburban fringe, in the "bacon belt“ around Berlin, where
Brandenburg wants to take part in the growth process. Favourable sites for housing
as well as commercial uses are being developed there, often in competition with
central Berlin. A political and planning solution to direct spatial evolution in this
situation of competition still has to be found, also including the difficult situation in
peripheral Brandenburg.
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Planning for the future of Berlin

It is over four years now since the Berlin Wall was opened. Previously a symbol of
the bi-polarity that divided the world, today Berlin is an example that the difference
between the two systems can be successfully overcome. Due to its geopolitical
position at the heart of Europe and as the German capital, Berlin will play a vital role
in the future of Europe.

Now the city stands at the brink of an enormous growth process, offering great
opportunities but also considerable challenges in the field of urban planning. The city
of Berlin, 880 square kilometres in all, has a present population of 3.5 million,
predicted to rise by 300,000 by the year 2010. Such growth demands a similar
development in the necessary housing and infrastructure. Furthermore the decision
to make Berlin the capital of Germany, siting a number of ministries here as well as
the Federal Parliament, has brought a wave of investment which requires a
corresponding growth in available office space.

With this in mind, we intend to make Berlin a global forum for contemporary urban
design and architecture. However new developments must respect the distinct
identity of Berlin and conform to Berlin's traditional urban structure and architecture.
Above all they should not disrupt the mixture of housing, parks and commercial
activities that can be described as being typically 'berlinish.‘ To address all these
points, parliament decided upon the new Land Use Plan (LUP) alter 60 hours of
discussion and voting on the 23rd June, 1994. With this tell one of the biggest
hurdles that Berlin would have to face in this definitive stage of its development; that
is to say, having no one permissible development strategy for the entire city area.
The Land Use Plan aims at nothing less than laying down the preliminary
prerequisites for a reunited capital, Berlin. While protecting 'green' Berlin, the Plan's
contents also insure and encourage the unusual scope of variety particular to this
city. The Plan forms the basis of new strategy for Berlin the working city, and for
sufficient and attractive accommodation potential.

For each area of the city the type and intensity of use has been defined and is a
precondition for all investment. So the Land Use Plan is an opportunity to put our
major principles of urban development into practice. Emphasis is to be placed upon
development within the city rather than urban expansion. Priority will be given to
regaining the inner areas which Berlin lost, as well as healing the wounds left by the



war. During forty years of division the planners pursued separate goals, sometimes
making the same mistakes in both halves of the city. We hope to make use of
Berlin's growing political influence, and its economic, social and cultural importance
in order to restore, repair, renew and modernize the city after years of stagnation and
waste. This applies to the reorganization of large infrastructure systems, such as rail
and road systems, but also to the numerous small gaps and barren areas which still
disfigure the fabric of the city — not to mention, of course, the deep scar where the
Wall once stood.

Moreover, the Plan offers an outstretched hand to Brandenburg. Our Land Use
Plan fits perfectly into the bounds of the agreement, already drawn up between the
Land Brandenburg and Berlin. While our Plan allows 500ha for supplementary trade
and industrial areas, this has now become almost 4,500ha in Brandenburg, nine
times the amount therefore, to mention only the approved plans. It is clear from this
that our Land Use Plan does not hinder any moderate development plan for the
entire region, but on the contrary that it challenges it. This year we wish to do away
with the principles of a county development programme common to both Berlin and
Brandenburg, and put forward a common housing development concept instead, for
the narrow band around Berlin where the two areas merge.

The focus of our attention in planning and financial terms is the eastern part of the
city, specifically the north- and south-east. The development plans as well as the
extension and renovation of the necessary infrastructure have assumed priority so
that in 20 years time the new, modern aspect of Berlin will be there. Precautionary
planning measures have been taken to meet future needs, specifically the provision
for up to 150,000 new inhabitants as well as 60,000 new work places. Now our task
is to define priorities for the developments, judging them against economic,
ecological and urban criteria. Environmental aspects of urban development are dealt
with in the Landscape Programme. This outlines, amongst other things, the creation
of 16 new parks as well as 450 kilometres of green swathes throughout the city.
These are necessary both for recreation and sport facilities; for the protection of
animal and plant species as well as to improve the climate of the city itself.

In November 1992 the government of Berlin passed a detailed plan to secure 21
industrial areas. This is based on the recognition that rev-industrialisation is important
for the long-term economic viability of Berlin and that a healthy, lively development of
the services sector can only be expected on the basis of an adequately strong
trading and industrial base.

In this context Berlin is encouraging the settlement of new firms in combination with
research institutions, university locations and residential areas of the highest
standard. A suitable structural model has been developed in AdlershofJohannisthal,
a 460 hectare site with a long tradition of industry. lt has been chosen to locate,
amongst other things, the new Science Faculty of the Humboldt University and the
research cyclotron Bessy II, in order that a new industrial and commercial structure
can be developed. Moreover these facilities will complemented by 5,000 new flats
and a 75 hectare landscaped park.



it is predicted that the demand for various types of office space in Berlin over the
next twenty years will necessitate a doubling of the capacity in 1989. It is precisely
this extensive growth which must be channelled into a well considered location,
where it will boost rather than disrupt the town.

in aiming to meet this demand we wish to concentrate most of the office projects in
Berlin along the inner railway ring, specifically at those places where it is intersected
by railway lines from the suburbs and outlying areas. The necessary sites for office
space have already been designated, as have the areas for industrial and
commercial use. Furthermore the sites for the 400,000 new tenement flats which
may be required within the next 20 years have also been found. That is to say, all
precautionary planning measures have been taken to meet future needs.

Our planning for Berlin the working city is limited neither to the provision of the
500ha for supplementary trade and industry, nor to the doubling of office space in
the city, as revealed in the Land Use Plan. We also have a planning strategy for
those such places in production work as are now benefiting from the coexistence of
science and culture, found specifically in towns. And it also entails the concentration
of office Space wherever it will enliven and define the city, and neither empty nor
dominate it. It is with this in mind that the plan exists to situate office blocks on rail
"crosses", and have a purely qualitative growth in the centre.

In preparing Berlin for its role as the capital city we have made considerable
progress in a short time (Figure 1). On 20th June 1991 the German Bundestag
(federal parliament) gave us the task of planning and constructing the capital in
Berlin. Eleven months later we had agreed with the Parliamentary Commission and
the Federal Govemment, on the goals, programme and parameters for the urban
design competition to relocate the two houses of the Parliament and the chancellery
in the Spreebogen area. Both this competition and that for redesigning the Reichstag
were successfully completed in spring 1993. The proposals put forward by the
architects Axel SCHULTES and Charlotte FRANK for the integration of the
parliamentary quarter, the Spreebogen, into the city, and Sir Norman FOSTEH's ideas
for the reconstruction of the Reichstag, all do justice to the importance of the task in
hand.
The concept for planning the capital city stipulates that Govemment and Parliament
will find space in the heart of the capital. On the contrary, the political institutions,
along with other facilities of international standing such as the museums, the Opera
and the Humboldt University as well as residential and commercial facilities, will all
contribute towards repairing the severe damage suffered by th city and create a lively
area rather than merely a govemmental ghetto. This criterion is particularly valid for
the Spreeinsel, the former site of the Stadtschloss (old city palace), and its
immediate vicinity. We have reached an agreement with the Federal Govemment
that in the long term three ministries will be located here. In this historical area, which
in the past has always marked the interface between representatives of state and
city, we want to create a new type of ministry, suitable for a modern European
capkaL
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The final design in the urban design competition for the historical centre of Berlin
around the Spreeinsel was decided upon in May 1994. After the major competition
on the Spreebogen area, the competition to redesign the Spreeinsel was the second
part of the town planning preparations for the move. At the same time, it was the last
stage in the restoration of Berlin's historical centre. Young Berlin architect and first
prize winner, Bemd NIEBUHn's greatest strength was his superb combination of the
ministries' demands and those of the town.

However it is not only the arrival of the government and parliament that we have
been planning for. In 1993 decisions were also reached in the competitions for the
urban development of a number of areas in the east, specifically around the Bahnhof
Friedrichstraße. the Hauptbahnhof, and Heinrich-Heine-Straße near the former
border crossing. This last project is a prime example of the necessary urbanization of
Berlin, entailing the restructuring of a fallow area, where the Wall formerly stood, to
create one of the most valuable sites between the historic centre and the
neighbouring districts. The regeneration of barren wasteland is also apparent at
'Checkpoint Charlie' where the architectural proposals put forward by Philip JOHNSON
and David CHILDs, amongst others, have been chosen for a large-scale
development. Along the Friedrichstrasse, north of 'Checkpoint Charlie‘, we have
approximately 15 projects in all, involving architects such as PEI, COBB and UNGERS.
It is here that the Lafayette department store, designed by Jean NOUVEL, is presently
under construction.

A two-phase urban design competition was launched in May 1993 for the
Alexanderplatz. This area to the east, neighbouring on the old centre will in future be
the most important urban square in the re-united city. There, in the middle of the city
centre and following the basic structure of historic Berlin, an example of modern
urban planning will emerge. A decision was reached in September 1993 in which the
first prize was awarded to the Berlin architect Hans KOLLHOFF. The buildings here will
be taller than elsewhere, in order to make the place stand out from a distance, since
this is to become the most important city square for shopping, socialising, leisure,
living and services. The square itself is to be the most important of meeting places
for the citizens of Berlin. The jury agreed that his urban design with a number of
skyscrapers would complement the 360m television tower there, whilst making
maximum use of the space available.
The first major project affecting the structure of the re-united Benin is the

development of Potsdamer Platz and Leipziger Platz; alter the Spreebogen the
second most important link between East and West Berlin. In 1991 it was the subject
of a complicated but relatively short decision-making process. Today the
architectural competitions for this area have been completed, and construction is
already undenrvay in some parts. Daimler-Benz and Sony, for example, will be
erecting headquarters, together with shops, flats and additional facilities to create a
new and lively area in the city. Within the framework of Fienzo PIANO'S urban design
concept a selection of eminent international architects have drafted buildings:



KOLLHOFF, ISOZAKI, ROGERS and MONEO amongst others. For the area on the
opposite side of Potsdamer Platz. ABB have chosen the design by Giorgio GRASSI.
The vast amount, spatial and temporal, of future projects places new demands on

the state of planning in Berlin for the century to come, as was clear from the start.
The whole of Berlin has to come to terms with its new-found future. This is why we
needed a new way of handling the methods and tools of planning, some of them old,
others new.

By setting out well-defined parameters, specifically the Land Use Plan and the
Landscape Programme, we intend to ensure that the economy and social structures
can develop in a controlled and sustainable manner. Above all, the planning and
development of the city must be seen in a wider context, so that a close relationship
is maintained between Berlin and the surrounding state of Brandenburg. Only then
can the region strengthen its position within Europe as a whole.
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Urban planning in the 903 is going to be much more aggressive than 10 years ago
when planning retarded guided by the philosophy and consciousness of absolute
preferences for preservation. In times of major structural changes in economy and
demography, the dominance of environmental policy is superseded by an increasing
dominance of economic transformation processes. In the 803 the ecological scruple
against land consumption and spatial demand created a mood of retreat driven by
the ideology of social egality. After unification, however, and in the course of the
progressive economic transformation process, of increasing in-migration, of
competition mentality, and of increasing social segregation (one-third-society), the
growing demand on living and industrial space can not be delayed. The backlog
demand on space designs a reality which is in sharp contrast to the internal
development, to the development of expenses, and the former idea of sustainable
development. For example the conversion of relocated intraurban industrial areas,
former military areas and the recultivation of farm land takes time, landuse planning
cannot go back to these areas for a long time.
The economic pressure on cities leads into a vicious circle polarized by the

ecological and social burdens and the necessity of earning tax income (Figure 1). It
seems to be that urban planning slides immediately into private business
dependency, and cities seem to become extortable (ALBERS, p. 23). The pressure to
adjust economic transitions, which lead to an increasing discrepancy between form
and function inside of cites and force far-reaching planning activities, converts the
relation between public and private planning dominance. In the past, urban planning
authorities sometimes cultivated, under the pressure of social stress and fear of
technology, a style of partly dirigistic, partly over-democratic behaviour, whose
effects have been directed to obey the correctness of administrative procedures and
to carry through political ideologies. In times of empty treasury and high public
deficits on the one hand side and changing location qualities and increasing mobility
of the economy on the other, it seems easy for the big business to take over the
leading role in public planning. Deregulation is substituting dirigism, while
management and marketing structures control the procedure of planning aiming to
the amortisation of investment. There is no doubt, cities like Berlin need private
initiatives and investment in order to induce spread effects in all sectors of the
society.

Considering the extent of planning necessities in Berlin and having in mind the
heteronomy and the subsidized habit of parts of the population during the last 40



years, the initiatives from big business are not sufficient to guarantee success in the
structure longed for. For people to be carried away, planning needs partnership and
has to rely on the multiplying effects of everybody's contributions. In this respect, the
Berliners have not got over themselves yet.
As vital sparks images of the city of tomorrow, guide lines, dreams and visions may

function. With it, images can be determined positively as friendly visions like "the
service city", “the safe city", “city with new urban life style“, or as negative images like
horror scenes can e.g. work in the same way: “the average family only consists of a
widow" or “after the collapse of the total environment you will find out that Olympic
games are not eatable".

The advantages of visions are:
— One can think independently of former guidelines, streams or experiences.
—- Visions are more basic than reality and have the character of a signpost, show

directions.
—- They never show negative implementations. As altemative scenarios they clarify

new goals and new ways to reach goals.
Up to now, Berlin has not found any visions. The chance of getting the Olympic

Games has been bargained away in the run-up of the formation of pluralistic
opinions. Conversely, it isn't easy to set up a visionary slogan which is basically
acceptable. -

To design visions, a five step procedure is requested (AFHELDT, pp. 1-3):
— The first step concentrates on the analysis of the city's strength and weakness.
— The second step tries to understand the present trends as to structural changes

and weights the processes stronger than their products.
- The third step designs a desirable future development.
— The fourth step finds out the quality of conditions and the quantity of niches of

different alternatives and calculates priorities.
— The fifth step designs programmes and starts the marketing of the vision. That

final step contents the transfer of visions to actions, forces the readiness to act
and to run a risk.

Transferring that stage model to the Berlin situation. some of the structural
problems of the present slowness will become recognizable.

(1) The analysis of the present situation will indicate that many things are double,
others are missing or incompatible. Deepite the globalization of the economy and
mainstream adjustments in the demographic structure, the real planning problems
are completely different from all other cities. Both, the strategies of socialist planning,
which tried to set up a new type of city suiting to a new type of society, and of
planning for an island situated in an artificial market situation cannot be continued, at
best resumed after a 40 to 60 year break. Both the socialist and the artificial
principles have to be transferred to the harsh reality of a free market economy. The
strength of Berlin under these aspects is the chance for new structuring instead of re-
structuring, the weakness of Berlin is again the call for new subsidies, the negative
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investment climate, and the waiting for initiatives like the relocation of government
and parliament (Table 1). Chances are rare, but they are a precondition to carry
through planning measurements.

(2) The results of the present process-analysis are comprehensively documented
in literature. Therefore, it is an utopia to believe, especially capitals could escape
from globalization and heteronomy. Berlin's economic structure is to be characterized
as dualistic and polarized: extreme situations alternate with a 20—year time lag (Table
2).

(3) The third step designs goals. Common goals like an unhurt environment,
freedom, self-realization, and search for home and local identity are true for Berlin,
too, without any doubt. The Berliner imagination culminates in the statement: "in the
frontyard the Kurfürstendamm and in the backyard a chicken-run". Of course, it is a
satirical misunderstanding of urban principles. More seriously translated it means:
after a period of heteronomy, Berliners want to design their own solution
independently from outside and from global, national and regional processes and
networks. They try to ignore the globalization effects of all branches of the society,
instead of thinking about the way to ignore foreign influence. But for that goal they
need to rise their overall productivity.

(4) Desirable goals for Berlin range from reestablishing the former industrial
dominance in the economy to a sound environment. In the long run, it is short-
sighted for saving jobs and smoothing the process of structural change to lose
ground to the adjustment of global trends and integration into new markets.

Other goals are ranging from re-structuring the historic urban process, small scale
economy, and full employment to gigantism, standards of global cities and leading
positions. Both directions are not qualified for future development considering the
previous analysis.

A third vision deals with the concept of concentrated decentralization while a real
functioning center as the engine for urbanization processes is missing (HEGIOPLAN
a.o.). In the past, the two downtowns have been shaped only as virtual centers of
their former ideology and economic potential and not as real centers of an integrated
regional, national or global hierarchy. However, the distance of some 4 km between
both centers is too far to be filled out with core functions, while most of the daily and
more specialized central goods and services tend to be sold outside in shopping
centers or aren't needed in downtown.
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Table 1 Berlin's Present Economic and Demographic Structure - June 1993

average turnover
structural change

economic structure (1992)

Migration 1992
in-migration 12.356
out-migration 8.123
intra-urban migration 25.000
W-E migration 1.100
E—W migration 772

Population change (1991/92) + 1.0 %
demographic portion - 0.4 %

structure comments

rate of price increase 4.4 °/o main portion: rent: 8 %
production rate - 13.5 %

investment goods - 18.8 %
consumption goods - 13.4 %

export 1992 - 15 °/o
import 1992 - 8 %
turnover

tax turnover (1990/1992) 65 % 5 % in businesses
tax relevant turnover (1992)

production ind. 30.4 %
construction 6.1 %
trade 27.8 % (50 % retail)
service . 27.1 “/o

enterprises (1992)
production ind. 11.0 %
construction 9.5 %
trade 26.4 % 1/3 to 1/4 in 10 years

retail dominating
service 48.5 % 1/3 to 1/2 in 10 years

far below western standards
from II to III sector (high backlog
demand; peak in II after unification)
20 % of all enterprises contribute to
90 % of tax turnover
- process of concentration
- small scale economy: highly
specialized or in retail

between districts



Table 2 Berlin's Structural Planning Situation (1990)
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EAST WEST

Service - one center . no dominating center
Sector] - no real functions - wide spread functions
lntra-Urban - many small scale centers
Centrality . Iow quality/ quantity of . high quality of supply - medium

supply quality of local demand

Centrality - monocentric hierarchy . polycentric
Pattern - non interconnected small - no hierarchical patterns

scale centers

industrial - low tech - medium tech
Structure - large scale industries - small scale

. high tech Fl&D
. low qualification standards . medium qualification standards
. full employment . high unemployment

. subsidies, tax-reduction

Social - segregation between small - wide range of social scale
Structure top and wide bottom - top class is missing

. middle class dominating

Social - low cost . high cost
Infrastructure . easy access - difficult access

- low standard . high standard

Environment - no/ low environmental control . intensive control
- low investment . high investment

External . high interdependency - loss of interdependency
Relations . economic core with low - economic periphery with

standard medium standard

Planning - growth oriented - green
ideology

(5) The transfer from the ideal to practicability is hard to realize. But, all cities are
an integral part of large scale development. That means that the range of self-
determination and dynamic decision making of each individual city is limited. But, at
a certain time all cities have enough individual scope which can be materialized in
competition with other cities in case the marketing starts right in time. The brilliance
of simple slogans for a take off of development is needed to catch up the problems -
strength and weakness - less complex than planners or politicians put faith in. The



transfer of visions into actions requires not only a creation of consciousness but also
their acceptance to understand that decisions for visions are - as a rule - irreversible
milestones of future developments. Both components are still missing in Berlin.
Berlin is still in want of its unique attitude. The consciousness of its real structural
situation is still split into rivaling positions:

— the psychological position: It is the overall hubris to believe that there is no real
necessity of external impulses, heteronomy can be avoided, only local politics
can set up the frame, and economy has to follow these directions - but not
talking about the governmental support and the dependency on the relocation of
the government.

- the economic position: In the past, the permanent condemnation of any kind of
growth ideology created a climate of inefficiency, low productivity, a low rate of
innovation and crusted structures. The re-development of competitive economic
structures can not only be seen in favour of an absolutely sound environment.
People should be qualified for compromises.

— the alternative position: The emotional situation right after the unification and the
show-piece—situation before unification created an attitude to believe in the
inalienability of the old hierarchical position, which can be re-established without
further efforts. This emotional image could not be directed immediately into a
take off of marketing, it rather turned after three years of partly boring
discussions into a defensive reaction, peanut—decisions, planning uncertainty and
sometimes into destruction. While people believe in small scale actions or are
satisfied with actionism, investment needs rentabilities, strives for pioneer wins
and follows its own philosophy - just in time. A capital has not only to work for its
pure existence, it rather has to stay for all negative circumstances.

Berlin's vision can be designed as: take part instead of complaining.

Therefore, irreversible decisions and contracts as well as real investment in all
branches of infrastructure can be seen as milestones for future development. Among
these location factors the soft ones play the decisive role. The success of visions,
therefore, depends finally on the questions (AFHELDT, p. 2):

-— Do visions answer the questions of today and to—morrow?
- Do the visions live in the heads and hearts of leaders and followers?
— Is the city‘s network and circulation system sound enough for to multiply the

vision by participation?

In the following, I am going to present the guidelines of the present state of
planning in three different concentric rings shaping the Berlin region. The discussion
for each ring will concentrate on the question: What are the strategic and innovative
elements of that planning understanding?



Ring 1 (the core and historical suburban zone; Figure 2)

At present there are no major innovative changes inside the hard core and the intra
railroad beltline - except an enormous number of small-scale restorations, the re-
invention of the property market and alternative models to forecast the demand on
land use space. Long-lasting, contradictory and hard discussions in the past about
locations like Potsdamer Platz, the bow of the river Spree (Spreebogen),
Alexanderplatz or the Spree Island and the question of a central railroad station and
of how to detour the Brandenburger Tor have taken place but no definitive decisions
have been made yet not to mention any activities. Hundreds of architectural plans,
revisions of these plans, endless discussions and informative exhibitions offered a
scenario of the upswing of Berlin. Unfortunately, planning strategies have been only
considered in one dimension: in the view of architecture which has to fulfill the
dirigistic style of blocks, axes and the historic height of eaves. To give rise to
planning pluralism that means, by contrast, to design ideas or visions which are able
to restructure the entire urban organization in all regional scales and structural
sectors. Planners are of the opinion that those concepts which can fundamentally
stimulate the network of communication and transport, may provide a high quality of
supply of public urban services and professional services and may improve the
environmental quality, and need more than buildings, parking lots. streets, parks or
business parks. These concepts presuppose confidence in planning, private-public
partnership, and the readiness to give up even intimate structures.

It seems as if the planning authorities are playing with bricks having a mentality
which is embedded in early twenty century or post-war subsidized economic
behaviour and which ignores the ongoing globalization of production and changing
management structures as well as the changing markets on the European scale. The
idea of comprehensive planning is far away, rather disjointed incrementalism is
characteristic (GANSER, p. 59).

Planning initiatives or activities which are able to stimulate in the sense of a
perspective incrementalism are rare. Only Mercedes started (October 1993) with the
cut with the Spade.

Berlin‘s historical downtown was part of the Soviet sector and thus the n'ght of
private land ownership was abrogated. After unification the uncertainty of ownership
of the different lots, the rapid growth of land value, the intervention of EC-
commissions against indirect subsidies and the protest and demonstrations of
population against big business and modern architecture, and finally the changing
behaviour of the government and parliament prevented a major take off in a large
scale restructuring of the core area. The scrapping between the prescribed image of
the historical city on the one side and the profit ideology as the presupposed basic
idea of investment on the other side stopped to get initiatives going. Despite all the
activities in renovation of facades, building-infrastructure and road surfaces,
structural changes and adjustments did not take place. There is no doubt, that

_ _ m
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positive decisions and construction activities of the political side and the big business
side - and both are dependent on their decisions - would influence the entire
economic, social and cultural take off. Since the government was hesitating a long
time the initiatives have been taken over now by a group of 30 companies which are
able to set their own marks on planning and future structures.

The urban model of the first ring (Figure 2) is oriented on 4 interdependent spatial
elements reserved for the tertiary sector (downtown, Fling—Center, Spree-Area,
peripheral supplementary areas). This model tries to decentralize the service sector
in order to stabilize the core as a location of urbanity.

- The urban center is to be planned as a ribbon between the two former downtowns
of Alexanderplatz and Zoo in E-W-direction and a N-S-axis which is planned to
become the focal area of the railway network. This ribbon continues to develop the
historical pattern of intraurban centrality into a network. It links retail, offices, culture
and housing in a mixed landuse pattern. The key-function of this area will be the
capital-function. A central triangle between the so-called Spreebogen, the Spree
island and the Kemperplatz builds up three forums as political-cultural centers. The
proximity to the central parks of Tiergarten will lead to a close link to national and
international operating organizations and businesses.
The nodes of the ribbon, which are able to create a differentiation of locational

attractions, are Potsdamer Platz, Friedrichstraße, Alexanderplatz, Zoo, and the
future train stations Lehrter Bahnhof and Gleisdreieck. Especially the Potsdamer
Platz as the economic counterpart is to be seen as the key-location to develop into a
corporate center which attracts dependent and supplementary businesses in front
offices and will spread out back offices into the next intensity zone. The spread effect
will dominate the land value pattem of the entire Berlin region.

- Because of the concept of deconcentration the development of the ring center will
be of great importance. The area of the ring contains some 90 km2, one million
people and one million jobs and its ground plan is fixed by the extensions of the two
core-axes. The top and average rent in this area is up to 50% below the core area.
The structure of this area is determined to reduce the daily mismatch of in- and
outgoing commuting traffic between residential and business locations. The
transportation advantages — the area is surrounded by rapid transit system and the
entire Berlin region lies inside a 30-minute isoline driven on highways and a great
portion of the built up area inside a 30-minute isoline ridden on public transportation -
allow to remove the pressure of demand for central locations.
The capacity of vacant space and space under construction for offices is at present

three times and the sum of planned office space is twice as much as the supply
inside the core. But, compared to the supply in other German cities the backlog
demand on office space would amount to about 10 million n12. This number is three
times higher than the available and planned office space. Considering the structural
problems which indicate that 1/3 of the existing office space is located in buildings
not built for office activities, one can imagine the pressure on the residential housing
market. Therefore, the Berlin model concentrates on 4 effective service centers at



the intersections of the ring and radial rapid transit system. The so-called East and
West crosses as public transport intersections will especially attract offices, while the
North and the South crosses (in the same function as the other crosses) will be
structured as multifunctional urban service centers. This concept tries to balance out
the east-west discrepancies not only for office but also for retail space with a deficit
of 1/3 to western city standards.

- The third and the fourth zone show best the polycentric structure with a total of 30
middle and 38 lower-ranked centers. They offer partly a well segregated structure of
residential, industrial, retail and park areas, and partly the so—called Berlin mixture.
The expansion of office space replaces not only residential area but also former
industrial space. Therefore, the Berlin senate decided to reserve 21 larger locations
exclusively for industries. The decision will prevent a general trend to capitalize
abandoned industrial properties by transformation into office space.

Beside the planning ideology to implement a polycentric pattern of decentralized
and highly interconnected centers, a real strategic planning can be seen in the
concept to design the building sites ecologically acceptable and peaceful for the daily
life. The main idea is to create a positive climate of acceptance for all building
projects and structural changes. Two strategies are of innovative importance.

— A building-marketing will invite the public to take an interest in and to sympathize
with the progress of restructuring. The daily confrontation with the disadvantages
and personal consequences of the construction process should be prevented
and the public consciousness should be directed towards the future effects.

— Large-scale building sites need their own technical infrastructure. It is necessary
to connect these building sites via separate roads and bridges with logistic sites.
Instead of projected 40.000 km/day, the transportation by trucks can be reduced
to 3.000 krn/day. The centers coordinate not only transportation but also the
organization of the construction depots and all kind of engineering. The Space
required for such a center is about five to six times larger than that for the
building site. Similar centers for the other major projects at Spreebogen and the
main railway station are needed.



Figure 2 Core and Decentralized Centers
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Ring 2 (the outer zones to become suburbanized and urbanized; Figure 3)

The main structural changes take place in the second ring. This second ring is
completely located within the boundaries of the Land Brandenburg. It represents the
economic heart and concentrates most of its population. Therefore, two different
concepts will interfere in this area.



(1) The first concept is characterized by the enormous backlog demand. This ring
was located under the command economy of the former GDFt regime in the lee side
of the E-Berlin development. E.g. the supply with space per capita for retail and
services amounted to one quarter compared to western standards. Therefore, it
should be a first task to redesign an integrated network of central places and to
create basic infrastructure in order to attract and to keep human capital.

(2) The second concept is derived from the ongoing suburbanization, which speeds
up to an enormous extent. The reason for that development is founded in the frozen
inner-Berlin landuse structure as a result of the 40 years of partition and the low re-
investment and low productivity of the weakening economy. The built up area, the
ecologically protected area of agricultural land, lakes, rivers, forests and parks and
additionally some of the administrative regulations left virtually no room for new
housing and commercial development.

The pre—second-world-war-development has prestructured a spider-like pattern.
The radial part of this pattern consists of major transportation lines which connected
Berlin by a rapid transit system with 6 to 7 city-reach sectors. The sectors in between
are structured by farm land and forests. The other shaping elements are the rapid
transit ring and the highway ring which at present attract the regionally and
structurally most effective investment within the entire region. Under superficial
aspects it seems that this area develops slowly as a bacon belt at the cost of Berlin's
intra-urban-development.
After the unification the process of restructuring and deconcentratien of the western

economy started towards this belt because of cheap land- and labour-costs and
better access to growing markets. In the East, by contrast, the process of
reprivatization, restoration and restructuring of the entire economy made it possible
that a large number of locations have been released. These areas could be reused
for the new-organization of the growing service, office and research and
development market but a high portion of these locations are very unattractive for
investors, because they are characterized by a low access to important
infrastructure, ecological burdens, and — most important — they are not available
because of time-wasting administrative regulations. E.g., the average period of time
between the date of purchase and the availability to invest in is 9 months.

Therefore, both Länder created strategic development models and founded each
an organization to develop a functioning property market and infrastructure which
may attract investors and enable them to invest immediately. Both models act as
public management organizations but in competition with each other. Just recently
they founded a common subsidiary in order to coordinate joint tasks. These
organizations function as interfaces between public administration and private
investors. They especially strive for short ways through the administrative jungle,
ownership problems and planning and building laws and regulations. These are the
main problems beside the shortage of valuable properties.



The tasks of the Brandenburg development organization are defined more
comprehensively. They also take care for about 100 communities with their projects
in housing, restoration and transportation. In times of low private investment they act
as the main investor in Brandenburg. They meanwhile developed some 8000 ha for
new business parks — that is twice as much as Berlin is using at present.

Both Länder can get a boost from these organizations but in times of weak
business cycles, structural deficits. and changing markets both are waiting for
investors.

Figure 3 Berlin - (core - suburban zone - urban fringe)
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Ring 3 (the urban fringe; Figure 3)

The current confusion in the development of Berlin is based on a series of facts: It
has mainly been determined by the fast industrialization, the historical metropolitan
competition with London and Paris, and the political consequences and economical
effects since World War II.

Before Second World War, Berlin was one of the first cities to develop
suburbanization and subcentralization; this was primarily caused by an enormous
expansion and in-migration into the city and effectively contributed by the later
amalgamation of some 60 cities and communities up to then developing and
planning authorities of their own.

But, the urbanization cycle froze at that scale because of the political separation,
the island situation in the West and the separate socialist planning ideology about
the future structure of cities in the East. What we realize at present is the
development of an active land value market, the out-migration of space-consuming
industries and services and the replacement of the weakest competitors from
valuable locations. That signifies an adjustment to the intemational development with
a time lag of approximately 20 years. This process is aimed at by directing a
decentralized concentration of infrastructure in order to preserve space and
structure. It is the concept of a third ring of central places which are to absorb up to
40% of the increase in population and 40% of the estimated total number of new jobs
(v. EINEM). According to the view of the joint committee of the governments of Berlin
and Brandenburg, this concept is to prevent the bacon belt within ring 2.

Similar developments are, in fact, absolutely successful in the southern parts of
Germany with the regions of Munich and Stuttgart, where the city cores expand, the
industries relocate to peripheries, the infrastructure in the peripheries is improved to
urban standards, and where central places within the outer fringe are strengthened
(v. EINEM).
The reality of Berlin will prove that it is far too early for such a development due to
1. the lack of quantitative and qualitative economic dynamism being strong enough

to reach beyond the first and the second ring.
2. the lack of state-advance payment and incentives to install standards of

technical, material and personal infrastructure in Brandenburg so that the central
places of the third ring can compete.

This is, however, one of the most essential preconditions to direct capital flows out
of the first two rings. There is also a total lack of any pace making and encouraging
signs which could have been set by planning and investment decisions nor is there
any certainty and continuity in planning what could have set a motivating basis; for
example what concerns the question of an international airport or the successful
hiring of key-industries. Their forward and backward linkages might especially in the
developing of professional services effect a stabilization of the population potentials.

This scenario is by far too ambitious even if its aims seem to be understandable. At
the moment the tendency might be experienced that -— due to a minor general



demand — Brandenburg and Berlin run a mutual competition thus blocking a
necessary joint planning of structure. Berlin should not feel sorry about the relocation
of industrial jobs or the withdrawal of taxes as a result of growing shopping centers at
plain country side, when, as a counter-effect, the abandoned space can be recycled
for reducing the infrastructural deficits and attracting top services and professional
industries at the right location. Brandenburg need not hope for important capital
functions — except for golf courses where sometimes basic decisions will be made.
Despite decentralization and counter-urbanization it is the function of the periphery to
provide compensations for core development and to accept lower ranked-central
functions.

For both Lander, strategically it seems to be meaningful and necessary to catch up
the politically effected time lag in the urbanization cycle by designing a stage plan.
The process of decentralization can only be successful if the previous processes of
centralization have reached a stage of maturity. Berlin can only take over capital
functions and climb up in urban hierarchy, if the suburban periphery is efficiently
equipped with modern infrastructure.
As a consequence, the two inner rings have to be restructured first before there is a

need for the outer fringe to relieve congestion in the core area. One of the conditions
for such a stage plan is to work out a model to merge the two Lander. Certainly, a
unified province of Berlin-Brandenburg would risk considerable finance problems,
because the loss of the city's state privilege would reduce the governmental transfer
payments. A compensation via community transfer payments would not cover the
necessary investments for the capital functions.

What is more important (Table 3): not even the small number of positively
evaluated location factors can be obtained. First of all the quality of universities,
research and development institutions has to be strengthened with Berlin being the
main net-exporter of research people in Germany. Because of the still existing
backlog demand the expenditures for consumption are too high, while the
expenditures for investments are too low. As long as there are no decisive planning
activities to merge both Länder, the competition between both of them will increase
the deficits of the budget and prevent a functioning mutual cooperation. The main
strategic element in planning should be to find a model which concentrates on the
importance of soft location factors like the quality of education systems, quality of
life, Ft & D -c|imate. knowledge, flexibility, and tolerance in order to influence and to
diffuse the complex structure of the “product" city.



Table 3 Evaluation of the Berlin Region Location Factors

Location Factors Evaluation

present I future
Job market

human potential
qualification
wages

Transportation! Accessibility/ Logistic
airport
high way
ICE

Quality of Life
landscape
culture
housing

Research and Development
research institutions
RaD employment

Location of Finance
Cost of Energy
Exhibition— and Congress-Infrastructure
Industrial Space
Economic Climate
Flexibility

enterprises
employees
administration

Knowledge on Eastern Europe
Business Community

+

ol+

OO

‚+1

02|21|100+2|2

Sum of -

Sum of +
Sum of o

Œ—l-OÜODO

_|..M

Evaluation Scale: - negative 0 neutral + positive ++ very positive

Source: Recommendations of the structural-political expert-commission, Berlin 1992



Conclusion

The term of strategic planning is used in very different ways. In the specific situation
of Berlin strategic planning should aim at concepts of comprehensive and
perspective incrementalism. Visions which will express the potential of qualities of
new location factors and which are managed by progressive marketing activities, can
work in the sense of those concepts. They especially can initiate a process of
circulative and cumulative stimulation to restructure the entire social, economic, and
ecologic organization of cities and their related networks.

The planning strategies for Berlin are still in a stage of preconditions. The main
strategic element "time" has been wasted, many snowball effects caused by general
planning decisions and basic investments and even planning certainty have been
missing. Hopefully, the slow procedure will at least create a climate of democratic
tolerance and political stability which may attract the next generation of investors. In
any case, the image of Berlin-Brandenburg will appear differently.
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I. Introduction

Since 1990, several cities in the former GDR have been investigated, to observe
the development of the former east German urban system after the unification of the
two Germanys.

The example of the medieval city of Eisenach, which is presented here, has been
the subject of two sample questionnaires in the context of field studies in urban
planning in 1991 and 1993 by the urban research group of the Geography
Department at the Free University Berlin. The long term aim of the project is to
monitor the ongoing urban restructuring process in the five New Länder. The change
of Eisenach's medieval core, from a city shaped for the last 45 years by socialist
urban planning to a newly emerging capitalist city, defined by its supply of high order
goods and services in the core, will be demonstrated.

ll. Study Area

Eisenach, an old regional municipal centre, is located in Thuringia at the western
end of the line Gera - Jena - Weimar - Erfurt - Gotha - Eisenach, approximately 25
km from the former inner German border. This line of regional centres is connected
with a relatively good developed railroad and Autobahn connection. The distance to
Erfurt, the capital of Thuringia, is approximately 50 km.

Eisenach was founded around the year 1150. It is a historically famous place:
Martin Luther resided at the nearby Wartburg; Johann Sebastian Bach was bom
here. For some centuries Eisenach served as the residence of the Thuringian rulers.
In 1852 Eisenach had a population of 10,817. Then, in a dramatic growth, the
population rose to 31,580 in 1900 and to 50,464 in 1939. From the 1950s to the
19705 Eisenach's population oscillated around 50,000. In December 1991 only
44,266 inhabitants were counted.

In the period of the industrial revolution several branches of the metal processing
industries developed. The “Gründerzeit“ was determined by a very fast economic



growth that was combined with a very strong increase of population. The first car
manufacturing plant in Eisenach was established in 1898. Since the 1930's the car
industry became the most important economical factor in this region and has been till
today. Steps in this development were a BMW manufacturing plant in the 1930s and
40s. the East German Wartburg plant after WW ll and since 1991 the technologically
most modern car manufacturing plant in Europe by Opel (General Motors).

III. Analysis

In 1991 and 1993 two sample questionnaires regarding 700 buildings in the
medieval core of Eisenach have been conducted. The questions focused on the
usage of the buildings, the architectonic types and the current conditions of the
buildings. Building use was differentiated in 123 types of commercial and non-
commercial use. For display and analysis reasons, these classes were aggregated
into a hierarchy of goods and services of different order. The architectonic types
were separated by the age of the building and the constructional type. The building
conditions were evaluated and divided into five categories.

In the following results of a comparative analysis of the 1991 and the 1993 data will
be presented.

Changes in the commercial structure of the medieval core of Eisenach from
1991 to 1993:

- overall slight increase in the supply of goods and services
- increase of businesses with goods and services of higher order in the main

shopping areas (central places)
- a majority of supply with goods and services of a relatively low centrality

remain in the most central places of the inner city
- depletion in the supply of goods and services in the outer parts of the

medieval core
I decline of commercial building use in construction areas in the south and in

the periphery of the medieval core
I increase in the intensity of commercial building use due to the creation of

service centres - e.g. clustering of offices of lawyers and physicians

A hierarchy of the supply with goods and services has not yet been established.
Tendencies towards the establishment of a central place hierarchy and thus the
development from a socialist city to a capitalistic city can be detected. A sign for this
development is an increased supply of higher order goods (non-daily demand).

An uprising of new service centres, where different complementing services are
clustered together in the same house, e.g. pharmacies and physicians etc., can be
observed in the 1993 questionnaire.



Building conditions in the medieval core of Eisenach from 1991 to 1993:

. overall slight improvement of the building conditions
- good building conditions in the main shopping areas due to the commercial use

of these buildings
- buildings in peripheral areas of the medieval core remain in very bad conditions
. only a relatively small number of buildings have been renovated or restored in

the periphery of the medieval core
- improvement of building conditions along the main connecting roads
. attempts to restore the medieval building substance can be detected
I ongoing demolition process for buildings beyond restoration

The socialist inner city was characterised by a lack of functions. This policy and the
general deficiency of funds prevented necessary investments to stop the decay of a
lot of the half-timbered houses, characterising the medieval core of Eisenach. With
the restructuring process, starting in 1990, functions shifted to the old city core. With
the help of private and public investment the valuable medieval building substance,
that is characteristic for Eisenach, is currently being restored.

Percentage of vacancies in the medieval core of Eisenach from 1991 to 1993:

. increase in the highest class of vacancy due to an increase in not useable
buildings

- increase of vacancies in the southern parts of Eisenach's medival city core, the
current centre of the restoration process

I increase of vacancies in areas currently under-going road construction due to
non or only limited access for customers

Many different reasons for the increasing number of vacancies in the core of
Eisenach can be identified. First of all, the overall economical situation. The effects
of the current recession are strongest in the former GDFi. These effects are
enhanced by the shut-down of a lot of unsuccessful enterprises. started in 1990. A
more local reason for the vacancies can be seen in the restructuring process in
Eisenach. The building activities in the city core limit the accessibility of businesses
for customers. The difference between the rate of vacancies in already restored
parts of the city and parts that are currently in this process are evident.



IV. Conclusions

The example of Eisenach demonstrates some of the current develoPments and
problems in the evolution and emerging of a new urban structure in the eastern parts
of Germany.

The issues illustrated here are not only to be seen in the urban context of Eisenach,
but also in respect of Eisenach's regional role in the urban hierarchy. Smaller towns
like Eschwege, just on the other side of the former border between East and West.
are currently much more important and much more attractive for customers than
Eisenach, although its population is only half that of Eisenach. It can be
hypothesised that Eisenach will sooner or later reach the status of the dominating
centre in this region.

Further research and the constant monitoring of the urban restructuring process in
Eisenach will give future insights into the development of the new urban system in
the five New Länder.
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.' How would be the hierarchy of urban systems ch nged by the post communist syste 7 The
paper deals with this question of the main importance for the future of the territorial restructuring
in EOE, in two aspects:

First, the current change is prospected at the national level of each urban system: there is no
important change expected due to constraints as demographic decrease and economic crisis;
transportation improvement and administrative change are delayed. Significant changes could
appear only On peripheral towns, underlying the factor of I'geographical situation”. 3:“

Second, the future of urban hierarchy is observed facing the geOpolitical change and upgrowing
of politically independent states. The importance of capital cities is reinforced but on a globally

;: lower hierarchical level; even it the selection between the capital cities, as shown by intemational 33
congresses location. advantages Budapest, no evident challenger occurs among the "happy few"

i; cities competing for the international metropolitan status.
To conclude, the paradigm of convergence between western and eastern urban systems does

not seem convenient. .,

- Key words: Urban System, Capital City. Hierarchical System, State, National System," - lntemationalisation Process 3.

When Eastern Europe underwent major changes in 1989, it was clearly hoped that
the countries concerned would develop in line with Western standards. Indeed, no
Eastern European country had reached the very high level of urbanisation common
to most Western European countries and even the largest cities in the region did not
exceed a population of 2.5 million. Out of a total 120 million inhabitants (in the B
countries situated between the European Community and the former USSR), less
than 14 million people lived in cities with a p0pulation of 1 million or more - the type
of “metropolis' usually considered as a node in contemporary social systems1. How
were these countries to reach Western levels? And why? Which of the values in the
Western model did they wish to adopt?

I would like to make some comments on the very broad issue of "Restructuring
urban systems in Eastern and Central Europe" and raise a few questions in
reference to the hierarchical changes that are likely to take place in urban systems. I
am convinced that any immediate changes will be qualitative ones that take place
within towns, on a micro rather than on a macro-level. However, the strength of
interactions between these two levels is such that the macro-level must not be
overlooked.

The form that urban changes will take is necessarily dependent upon both the
nature of the urban dynamics previously at work and the objectives of the new



system that have emerged since 1989. In short, urban changes still depend, and will
continue to do so, on 3 functional factors:

1 — International opening, i.e. the economic opening to the world market; political
opening as a result of the disappearance of political borders; human opening and the
natural and cultural mobility that this has incurred.

2 - The industrial crisis and the recomposition/relocation of the productive pattern,
closely interrelated with the emergence of certain towns as tertiary towns and service
centres - of productive services as well as utility services.

3 - The end of a centrally planned state system with its more or less unique
decision-making centre and the end of administrative command and exclusively
governmental assistance; the revival of local/regional initiative and of an individual
entrepreneurial system.
These three elementary factors are at the basis of the changes that have taken

place in the people living in towns, in the function of these towns and in the regional
seats of power.

Based on these assumptions, I am focusing my paper on hierarchical modifications.
A number of converging considerations combine to emphasise the importance of this
issue. Because the hierarchical principle served as the practical tool of the entire
socialist system, the fact that it has now been at least partially replaced is
symptomatic of the direction changes will take. The current urban hierarchical
changes are to a certain extent connected to essentially geopolitical changes - the
construction of a new Europe and the emergence of new decision-making areas.
They are closely linked to the highly specific social and economic conditions
prevalent in Eastem-central Europe at the moment. But taken in a wider perspective,
the subject of urban systems and their hierarchical forms offers a rich theoretical
framework that can provide enlightenment as to what will happen in the future
although the present period probably represents a turning point in an urbanisation
process in which structural hierarchies could be substituted by more diversified urban
patterns (connection trends and networks).
I will present my comments under two headings:

1 - Changes in national urban systems (as a result of the disappearance of the
former socialist systems)

2 - The effects on the urban hierarchies involved in the geopolitical changes.

I - Changes in National Urban Systems

Previous studies have shown the extent to which the urban national level is
significant in the structure of the urban pattern and how the concept of "urban
system" is more apt than that of "urban network" to express the many
interdependencies that exist between cities. In the former Eastem Europe, the term
"national level“ is appropriate since geopolitical conditions imposed national
confinement. The concept “urban system" is less appropriate than it is for Western



towns because interdependencies and multilateral flows existing between cities were
limited. If we are to formulate a hypothesis on developments in the near future, we
must first examine the situation that was bequeathed by the socialist regime.

I - 1. Urban tendencies during the socialist period

Urban growth was formerly based on two socialist principles:
- to treat all cities as equal regardless of size, except for the capital which was the

command centre
- to disperse urban/industrial centres all over the national territory in order to give

rural populations “spatial justice" in the urban process. The result was an
apparent higher level of homogenisation inside each national urban system and
greater similarity between the various urban systems.

Because both of these principles and the methodological approach used to
describe urban hierarchical structures have already been amply described (the I"ranks
size rule" and the CHRISTALLEH model), I will simply discuss the results of their
application.

Evolutions in the rank-size distribution in certain countries (Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Romania) give an indication of the manner in which socialist
urbanisation has (or has not) brought about significant changes in hierarchical
structures.

a) Each national urban system has kept the general form of its rank-size distribution
throughout the entire XXth century, a phenomenon also observed in certain non-
socialist countries. This strong inertia - or is it constancy? - in the distribution of
towns indicates that there is a gap between the perception of changes and hidden
structural tendencies. For instance:

- the outstanding predominance of Budapest, partly due to its previous historical
function as capital of the extensive Kingdom of Hungary in the Habsburg Empire, has
remained unchanged. Despite a limited (applied with leniency) number of residence
permits granted, other factors influencing concentration occurred during the socialist
penod;

- on the contrary, Prague shows no particular predominance. The lack of political
function before Independence in 1918 and, more importantly, the fact that it
belonged to the Bohemian settlement system specifically characterised by very high
densities of small and medium-sized towns, explains the weak hierarchical trends.
The apparent conformity with the model proposed by the socialist system could be
misinterpreted if the historical trend is not taken into account. The same historical
interpretation is valid for the low predominance of Warsaw, inherited from the Polish
Partition period.

b) Nevertheless, it is evident that during the socialist period a secondary change in
hierarchical design occurred, visible in the more horizontal overall pattem of
development of medium-sized towns: medium-sized towns of similar size are more



numerous than would be expected in terms of the “rank-size rule". These were, in
fact, the administrative seats of the new districts created by the Administrative
Fieforms that took place in the late 60s and early 705. When these towns were
vested with their new administrative functions, they were given specific grants for
equipment, services, housing etc. and because of this they undetwent accelerated
urban growth at the expense of other towns. When considered in this context, it can
be seen that no specific phenomena account for their growth. But because of the
centrally planned economic system and because economic control was in the same
hands as and subordinate to political control, the urban administrative pattern
provides the key to the profound changes that took place over a relatively short
period of time (less than 25 years). Although the phenomenon was more spectacular
in Romania, the very same process occurred in all of the Eastem European countries
and has generally been recognised as an inherent source of difficulties. In Bulgaria,
early administrative reforms have resulted in today's high level of rural depopulation.

In other words, the planned administrative and urban political system played a
major role in creating a hierarchical structure composed of a series of steps rather
than of a more regular rank-size hierarchical distribution. This highlights the
difference between imposed and free territorial relations and their effects on the
hierarchical organisation of space, between "forced" and "spontaneous" hierarchy or,
to be more precise, "stochastic" hierarchy. Even though the major incentives that
form the Christa/lenan model (and optimise behaviour in a market economy) were
lacking in the socialist system, it is, in fact, prevalent throughout.

c) Syntheses of statistics in the form of graphs comparing urban growth in Western
and Eastern countries from 1950 to 1990 highlight the differences between the two
parts of Europe: low growth and limited differences between size-categories in
Western European towns; rapid growth and marked differences in Eastern Europe,
with growth in certain of the major towns being restrained and others being propelled
to the forefront.

The fore-mentioned conclusions raise questions as to the nature of the urban
growth that took place during the socialist period. Did a specific form of urbanisation
exist or did it not exist under the socialist regime in Eastern EurOpe? This may seem
a purely philosophical question, nevertheless it calls for study. It has been the
subject of much discussion, only too often influenced by the political beliefs or
national experience of the observer. Whilst Eastem-central specialists consider that
the meaning of urbanisation in their countries has the same historical roots and has
followed the same trends as in Western Europe, Western specialists are more
interested in highlighting differences between their own urbanisation and that of the
former socialist countries. (It should be mentioned that, in fact, this question applies
more to intra-urban aspects than to interurban ones). Only future evolutions can
bring any sort of answer as to whether the socialist experience has simply been one
specific urban stage in a long urbanisation history, or whether it has been strong
enough to irremediably alter urban trends. The answer will probably differ from one
country to another, depending on the level of urbanisation that existed in the country



at the outset of the socialist process (40% in Czechoslovakia, 22% in Bulgaria and
Ftomania) and on the future changes that will take place in surrounding urban
densities.

However, as it is generally accepted that the urban structure changes very slowly,
we must consider the time-scale as being of equal importance to the space-scale in
our discussion on the restructuring of urban systems in Eastem-oentral Europe.

I - 2. General context in which national urban change will take place

in my opinion, only limited changes will occur to shape new patterns within national
urban systems over the next few years, despite the huge global geopolitical
transitions that have recently taken place. Transition is a very complex phenomenon
and many of the forecasts made in 1990 have yet to be confirmed. However,
concrete observations will undoubtedly be presented on this issue before the end of
the present session, particularfy in reference to Berlin. Although some radical
changes have occurred in institutions, most of the changes capable of modifying the
dynamics of interdependence between towns and altering the hierarchies have not
yet come into effect. Administrative reforms and new administrative patterns are
forever being discussed but have not yet become a reality, except in the German
New Lander. Moreover, essential functional and technical changes in the large
industrial structures are still way behind those which have taken place elsewhere,
regardless of the institutional changes that have already taken place.

Economic crises and the lack of financial support have crippled initiative and
outweighed the positive effects of the stimulation of urban growth and interurban
mobility, although in some cases urbanisation due to paupen‘sation has appeared.
Despite what changing statistics may lead us to believe, the marked mobility
between cities registered since 1990 is more often than not simply due to a change
in regulations at the District Registrar‘s office. The seemingly large variations in
certain towns should be interpreted with caution.

Mobility for the most part is due to the influx of foreign professionals and to the
arrival of emigrants from the CEI and refugees from ex-Yugoslavia. The forecast
return of urban populations to rural areas in counteraction to the excessive
urbanisation and increase in urban unemployment has not occurred; unemployment
is, of course, higher in the rural areas because of the de—collectivisation process than
in the cities where the industrial process has been retarded.
The low demographic growth (and, in certain cases, demographic decrease) is no

longer a stimulating factor, though an excess of agricultural manpower in a few areas
does still provide a source of emigrants to towns. Moreover, the present crisis has
emphasised a general decrease in the birth—rate.

The major change will tend towards a re-composition between towns. Historical
experience gained at the time of the Industrial Revolution has shown how difficult it is
to alter the industrial pattem of urbanisation. It should be remembered that the



socialist regime's preference for a general distribution of medium-sized industrial
towns was not only ideological, it was also a concrete answer and a means of
adapting to the poor transport infrastructure available as well as a way of reducing
the cost of providing an elementary urban infrastructure. Though these conditions
still exist, from our point of view there are nowadays several factors preventing a
rapid change in the relative position of towns from taking place:

1) the lack of a rapid transport system between the majority of towns, Le. the lack of
"space/time shortness" that endows easily-reached towns with an asset that can
distort and accentuate the normal hierarchical structure;

2) the new (hypothetical) administrative reform which has selected a smaller set of
regional administrative towns (a most important point here will be the new legislation
making each town financially autonomous);

3) the introduction of new information technology (fax, E-mail etc). Though
apparently such tools do not contribute to a better regional integration of towns,
whether owned by private people, companies or institutions they still serve to create
interconnections on an intemational and intercontinental level.

I - 3. The peripheries of national urban systems

Although the socialist system purposely restricted growth in traditional regional
cities, they have nevertheless retained certain of their former advantages. They
continue to attract tourists as academic, cultural and historical centres and it is in
these cities that we find the “elite social class" necessary to ensure a metropolitan
renewal. The part played by these towns in the political events leading to and
immediately following the fall of the Berlin Wall could perhaps be interpreted as a
symbol of the permanent role of the elite social power. However, nowadays
“geographical situation“ in terms not only of national and international urban patterns
but also in international flow and proximity to international (and more importantly,
Western) boundaries is an important element in new metropolitan trends. Peripheral
towns therefore have a natural advantage over nationally central ones (such as
Poznan, Gyor, Timisoara).

Practically speaking, it seems to me that by studying and analysing the mesh of
new university centres that have sprung up in every country we can develop a
convenient albeit partial framework for studying the I'urban milieu“, potential for
innovation and competitive behaviour.



II - Geopolitical Changes, International Opening and Urban Hierarchies

Today's political map of Europe certainly shows unexpected, though
understandable, changes: political phenomena play a less determining role than
other social phenomena, which are more dependent upon premeditated and
economic contexts. Instead of 8 states, there are now 12 statesz, and Democratic
Germany has disappeared. This means that there are five new political capitalsa plus
Berlin, the capital of reunified Germany. This represents a major change in the
national and European urban pattern. Let us examine some of the consequences.

ll - 1. Hierarchical importance of capital cities reinforced in a globally lower
hierarchical system

When we consider the evolutions that have taken place in Western Europe, spatial
links appear to have been broken up rather than joined. If we set aside the federal
model and choose to examine unitary models instead, it becomes obvious that
today's patterns are strongly influenced by ethnoeauto referenced national identity
based on social behaviour and common cultural values rather than on other
functional objectives.

It is generally accepted (though perhaps regrettably) that the territorial identification
process provides the strongest factual support for a global feeling of national identity;
the capital city plays a very prominent role in this respect, both from a practical and
symbolic point of view. These 5 new capital cities will therefore be attributed all the
most specialised and valuable functions, services etc. (intercity railways already link
some of them) and will be placed on an international level, at least on diplomatic
issues. This means that within the respective state territories, capital cities will enter
a new, qualitative, “maturation“ phase at the expense of other towns (mainly those in
a demographic non-growth phase). Predominance phenomena will be reinforced
and, in the case of cities such as Bratislava, Zaghreb and Skopje which are located
at the boundary of state territory, predominance will develop in a totally eccentric
position.

But what type of predominance will result? When expressed in a I'first townzsecond
town' ratio, predominance has generally only been moderately reinforced (approx. to
a value of 2, Le. the population of the capital is twice that of the second town),
though the ratio is more marked in Macedonia and Croatia (value of 4, 6
respectively). The state territories of both Prague and Belgrade have been reduced,
yet their predominance has been reinforced. The powerful movement of national
identification that accelerated the territorial break up has, paradoxically, strengthened
the hierarchical structure within all states, even though it now operates on a reduced
(Prague and Belgrade) or very limited potential national population: the 5 new states
each have a population of between 2 and 5.3 million inhabitants‘.



Capitals and Second Towns in East Central Europe in 1993Table 1
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When we examine the relationship between political status and degree of urban
predominance, it is evident that two phenomena occur concurrently: a federal
political system with a low predominance in the corresponding urban system
(predominance index of less than 2 or 3) and a unitary political system with a high
predominance in the corresponding urban system (index of predominance greater
than 6). A similar relationship can be seen in Western Europe. However, only the
federal states of Eastern Europe have not survived the shock of 1989 and the end of
the Communist Party dictatorship (Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and the USSR).
Here, one borders on the rather obscure connections that exist between urban
systems and ethno-political entities. A realistic study of the federal status of both
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia shows that both countries have evolved politically
towards acknowledging their national-ethnic diversity and managing it autonomously,
i.e. by means of an association rather than separation (somewhat like the EU).
Nevertheless, regardless of which dynamic federal process is at work (associative or
separative) the relationship with the urban system is clear: there is lower urban
aggregation/concentration and a lesser degree of urban predominance in a federal
system than in a unitary (or imperial) model.

This issue is not a purely philosophical one, particularfy in the case of Berlin. Will
Berlin be able to revive its pre-war predominance, as certain people seem to think,
when it assumes capital status in a federal system rather than in an imperial one?
And who would wish to see that? Is it really desirable?

lt is not certain that the capitals of states which escaped political change - Poland,
Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria - will be at an advantage in the new international
pattern of capitals. Although each of these capitals has a population of between one
and two million inhabitants, they will all fare differently in the new intematicnal
pattern, since the determining factors will be geographical situation and geopolitical
context.

II - 2. The example of international congresses

In order to estimate the international status of Eastem-central cities at the
beginning of the transition and assess the possible advantages they inherited from
the socialist period, we made an analysis of the location of international congresses
held over the past twenty yearss. We chose this as our index of high intematicnal
centrality, because international congresses call for a high level of intematicnally
famous specialists, accessibility, accommodation etc.

Flesults of this analysis are particularly interesting though not totally unexpected:
a - during the socialist period, international congresses held in Eastern Europe

totalled just 20% of the overall number that took place in Western Europe and were
mainly concentrated along the western border, which corresponds to the medieval
limit of urban culture,
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b —- the monopolisation of certain capitals was greater in Eastern than in Western
Europe (60% versus less than 50%). This illustrates the paradox of socialist
urbanisation, which limited the growth of capital cities but accorded them the
exclusive right to foreign contact,

c - the map of congresses reflects the hierarchy-type of each national urban
system: predominance is at its greatest in Budapest. The international integration of
the Hungarian capital is also be observed in its share of foreign investment and joint
ventures. In Poland, the low predominance of Warsaw is reflected in the number of
congresses held in other regional metropolises,

But in the previous federal systems of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia we see the
contrary effect: Prague was the site of the majority of congresses despite the status
of Bratislava; Belgrade was little used in spite of its status as federal capital.

d - in the 3 transition years (1990-91-92)5, the number of congresses held in
Hungary and more especially in Budapest (80 to 86%) increased, thereby
emphasising even further its international profile. However the number of congresses
held in Poland decreased (less than 1/3) and the trend towards regional distribution
was confirmed (only 45 to 50% in Warsaw). Poznan, Cracovie, Wroclaw and Gdansk
all gained in importance. In Bulgaria, there was a marked decrease (1/2).
Unfortunately, we lack data on Czechoslovakia.
This example is a concrete feature of a more general trend towards international

opening and it raises question about the metropolisation of the "lucky few" cities that
managed to emerge in the top hierarchical level.

II - 3. International metropolisation tendencies

In light of today's so-called 'infonnation society", the modified structure of the world
system and the consequences of over—metropolisation, the question of spatial
hierarchy between towns must be reformulated. Until recently Christallerian-type
urban hierarchies had provided the Optimal solution for the problem of distance, but
now the information age has "deleted" distances and reinforced ties. This in turn has
favoured the development of a new hierarchical system founded on fewer of the
large metropolises that serve as node-centres within more diversified segmented
urban networks.

How can we imagine the re-entry of major Eastem—central European cities into
global Europe and onto the rapidly growing international competitive scene?

- Do they have all of the essential attributes of metropolises? Only the six largest
capitals (and the Polish Silesian conurbation) that have populations of one million or
more inhabitants are really large enough. Moreover, international equipment
(international airports, rapid continental transport systems, international economic
services etc.) is still lacking, the potential of their demographic hinterland is only
moderate, their economic profile is too industrial and their cosmopolitan society too
weak- in fact, this is the element that offers the greatest contrast with the pre-war
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urban societies. (Given the circumstances, it is easy to understand why they
compete so vigorously for international investments to improve transport and
communications systems.)

- What is the make-up of their "urban milieu“? Do they possess the internal synergy
necessary to become autonomous in terms of impetus and dynamism? Long-term
development will depend not only on the interaction between global networks and
individual cities and between macro and micro~levels, but also on the historical
inheritance, cultural background and concrete and provisional urban requirements of
each city.
Let us look at two examples:

Budapest, with a population of 2.3 million inhabitants, holds the most favourable
position in international networks, is the best equipped in international requirements
(improved in preparation for the 1995 International Fair) and has an urban elite
capable of ensuring its rise in international competition, an elite which has already
proved its ability to assume the transition from socialist methods. However, it is
situated less than 200 km from Vienna and Bratislava, at the head of a small state
(10 million inhabitants) in the Danubian corridor where demography is on the decline
and handicapped with connection difficulties within its own territory. Perhaps it is
destined to become a world relay centre rather than a middle-European metropolis.
Bucharest, with a population of approx. 2.1 million inhabitants and also located within
a medium-sized state (23 million inhabitants), is a reasonable distance from other
cities of more than 2 million inhabitants (Istanbul 400 km, Kiev 700 km and Budapest
700 km). However, among other things, the firmly entrenched Romanian economic
crisis has deteriorated already inadequate urban equipment (water, electricity,
sewage networks etc.) and national transport connections (internal flights stOpped).
Bucharest is therefore unable to promote all of its international/regional advantages
and could be affected by a process of I"demetrOpolisation" in today's competitive
world.

Hence it seems that no convincing Eastem-central challengers have yet entered an
arena that is largely monopolised by the obviously much better equipped West.

To conclude, I would like to enlarge on three points.
1 - The restructuring of urban systems in Eastem'central Europe certainly implies

changing from vertical hierarchical systems to more dynamic urban networks in
which individual cities will gain greater autonomy in the power of initiative. But by
integrating these changes into the former state-built models, the larger cities will be
propelled to the fore-front as major stakes in the international competition and thus
contribute to creating a more complex and less predictable hierarchical structure.

2 - Eastem-central cities cannot catch up for lost time in the international
metropolisation process that is now undenivay. In fact, the risk is that this process will
reinforce the social distance already existing between capital cities and the rest of
the countryside as it will be necessarily limited to a very small number of cities -
capital cities and those that are better situated in terms of geographical advantages.
Will national integration lose out in favour of international integration? Some
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countries will be globally weakened by international metropolisation. But border cities
such as Berlin, Istanbul and, to a lesser extent, Warsaw will improve their position.

3 - One means of restructuring these urban systems could be to promote the
"network of cities" concept that has been experimented in Euro-boundary regions
and which would allow for the development of common infrastructures. However, this
solution implies that traditional rivalries be forgotten and that local societies be
genuinely concemed by the future of their towns. Is this possible in all cases?

Perhaps urban researchers should be encouraged to renew and reinforce empirical
and theoretical analyses at the local-level. At present, it seems to be regional rather
than urban systems that are at issue.

Lastly, I would like to emphasise the fact that the Western paradigm of
convergence does not seem to be geographically applicable here, although it does
seem quite possible that Eastem-central Europe will re-enter a global Europe. It must
not be forgotten that the European paradigm is a combination of wide geographical
diversity and common spiritual values and behavioural standards.

NOTES

1. On the contrary, 50% of the German population live in agglomerations of more than one million
inhabitants.

. The new states are: Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Macedonia,
Yugoslavia.

. The five new political capitals: Bratislava, Ljubljana, Zaghreb, Sarajevo, Skopje.

. Nevertheless, the reduction of population potential should not be exaggerated, as for a long time
the main flows to Prague and Belgrade have been Czech or Serb, rather than from the whole
federal territory.

5. This analysis was based on a former study on Western cities, initiated by C. HOSENBLAT and
continued by N. MAZEK.

6. For the temporal comparison we have taken into account the periods 1987-89-89 and 1990-91-92.
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The report is based on an international investigation which enclosed more than 50 partners
from 14 countries. It contains Central and Eastern Europe: east of Germany between
St.Petersburg in the North and the Black Sea and Danube in the South.

i As the main trends of the future development of centres, traffic axis and urban systems may be
emphasized:

an increasing polarization in favour of the already most important metropolcities such as
Budapest, St.Petersburg, Warsaw and Prague;

a more moderate trend in favour of the capitals of the smaller new states such as Riga (Latvia),
Vilnius, Ljubljana (Slovenia);

good chances for all the centres of preferred Western orientation, that is of cities in the most
Ï;..Ï-_-’ Western regions, cities at the East-West traffic axis, ports at the Baltic Sea and Black Sea;

increasing difficulties for cities and regions with a monostructural economic base such as
M.Ostrava (mining, Czech Republic), Hunedoara (mining and steelworks, Romania), Upper
Silesia (Poland), most of them have serious environmental problems (extreme situation at
Tschemobyl, Ukraine);

remaining uncertainties in regions of foreign stationed forces (e.g. Eastern Moldavia) and in
some cases of ethnical differences and tensions.

I. Introduction: goal and representation of a study project

The socio-economic and political collapse in Central and Eastern Europe initiated
rapid and radical changes in the urban and urban system development. While the
former German Democratic Republic applied for integration into the Federal Republic
of Germany many other countries separated from their former political organization
to move into political independence. Most of these countries, however, depended
extremely on international socio-economic integration to start their own network of
nation wide infrastructure and to have access to international development.

Planners and politicians meanwhile designed many rough plans while basic
research is needed not only because of missing information but also because of
quite different conditions as to traditional theoretical experiences.
The Institute of Regional Geography examined in this respect the urban and urban

system development in Central and Eastern Europe acting on the financial support of
the German Federal Ministry of Regional Planning, Building and Urban Development.
The project has been assisted by more than fifty experts from 14 different countries
(Table 1). The study in the whole covers two main parts:
I intemational structures and tendencies of urban system development and
I the urban systems of the individual states and regions.



Table 1 Population and Capitals

Country Population Population-density Capital
(mill. inhabitants) (inn/km?) {official languafl

Byelorussia 10.3 50.1 Minsk
Czech Hep. 10.4 131 .4 Praha
Estonia 1 .6 35.2 Tallinn
Hungary 10.3 1 10.7 Budapest
Latvia 2.7 41 .9 Riga
Lithuania 3.8 58.3 Vilnius
Moldavia 4.4 130.6 Chisinau
Poland 38.3 1 22.5 Warszawa
Ftumania 23.3 98.1 Bucuresti
Slovakia 5.3 107.9 Bratislava
Slovenia 2.0 98.9 Ljubljana
Ukraine 52.0 86.1 Kyiw
Germany 79.4 223.0 Bonn/Berlin
(in umarmen)
Remarks: Data about the western border region of Russia are not calculated.

From Ukraine only the western parts are researched.

The first part consequently deals with a classification of the important centers
based on the prevailing political, administrative and high—ranking central functions as
well as on traffic functions and population potentials (Figure 1). A combination of all
these criteria results in a five categories urban center classification.

In the second part regional conditions of the present and future urban system
development. structures of the historical background, the structure of population and
economy, the transportation network and traffic flows, the environmental situation are
examined in detail for all countries investigated in the project. In relation to that
regional development tendencies and political planning concepts are evaluated.
The second part additionally describes the development paths of the capital and of

its subordinate centers and highlights the advantages and disadvantages of
development under changing political, economic and social conditions. All cities
under investigation have been classified as 1St order. 2""d order etc., centers (e.g.
Figure 2: Byelorussia).
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II. The present state of the urban centers and urban systems under
transformation

The present period of changes in Central and Eastern Europe is characterized by
many thorough transformations in the fields of politics and socio-economic conditions
since the end of the 80’s.

Most important as to urban centers and urban systems development may be the
following:
I the fall of the Iron Curtain which brings the divisions and separate development of

Eastern and Westem Europe to an end;
I the collapse of the Soviet Union and of the Comecon organization (Council for

mutual economic assistance, CMEA) which made possible of a new kind of
partnership between the former socialist states in Europe;

I the reunification of Germany which renders the former devided urban systems of
Western and Eastern Germany to integrate and restructure as well as to develop
the capital of Berlin as a metropolis of European importance;

I the growing together of national markets inside the European Union which causes
new imbalances between the increased economic and political power in Western
Europe and the weaker but still existing economic and military potential of the East
(especially Russia, Ukraine);

I the foundation of new states in the former Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia;

I the transformation of former socialist states towards pluralism and democracy;
I the transformation of former centralized socialist planning economy into capitalist

market economy.

For a realistic geographical assessment of the following centers’ systems and
regional development attention must be given to the fact that
I the Central and Eastern regions have to a large extent a related structure and are

characterized by large areas and considerable distances;
I the surface is widely poor in reliefs and consequently does only seldom set

imperative guidelines (with the exemption of South-Eastem Europe);
I the population density is considerably less compact than in Westem Europe;
I the cities/population clusters are often surrounded by regions with a less compact

population density so that the whole trade centers’ system mostly turns out to be a
network composed of island-like centers linked by traffic arteries.

1. One focal point of the investigation is the determination of centers' categories
ranging from A to E (Figure 3).
The A category covers the 7 largest capitals, inclusive of St. Petersburg. These

centers are characterized by their historical continuity as important political cores, by



their capital function for one of the bigger Central and Eastern European states as
well as by the dominating position within their state territory. They, additionally, are
going to take over intemational functions. They posses a great population potential
within their spheres of influence. Those cities are Budapest, Bucharest, Kiev, Minsk,
Prague, St. Petersburg and Warsaw which clearly differ from the other Central and
Eastern European centers.
The B centerlcategory is composed of 17 Central and Eastern European centers;

among these range all other state capitals. Both the capitals, e.g. Riga, Vilnius,
Ljubljana, Chisinau (Kishinev), and other B centers, e.g. Krakow, Odessa or Bmo are
the dominating centers within their respective regions and are characterized by an
advantageous within the national and partly even within intemational traffic network.
Aside a few A centers, these historically grown centers are strong enough to take
over intemational functions going beyond their previously mentioned national
functions, such as the port of Gdansk or the trade fair city of Poznan.

Ccenters are smaller but never the less important large cities which, as a rule, form
the political and administrative center of a district (komitat, judetz, oblast etc. as
those districts are called) and which present a dominating influence reaching into
adjoining regions. The position within their regions is historically grown, e.g. with Iasi,
the historical capital, or with Timisoara, the Banat center. Their current importance is
often increased by the allocation of national functions; this is for instance noticeable
with the Rumanian port Constanta or the old-established Estonian university town
Tartu. The pointed out C centers constitute, just as the B centers, interesting site
alternatives to the A category centers which are often automatically preferred by
foreign investors. '

The D center category is composed of 25 centers within the Central and Eastern
European territory under study. To this group belong towns of a predominantly
regional importance: their activity is mainly concentrated on their own district or on an
analogous political and administrative territory. The number of inhabitants of those
towns and of their influence spheres are clearly in comparison with the C centers.
However, their position inside the transportation network is less advantageous. The
smaller low population density and the considerably long distances to other equally-
ranked or higher-ranked centers implicate nevertheless that the D centers assume
an important and uncontestedly dominating position within their respective regions,
as for instance Szeged and Fees in the south of Hungary as well as, a notable
extreme, the Moldavian city of Tiraspol striving for a separate "Dniester Republic“.
The towns registered as E centers are mainly centers of their assigned districts (the

so—called ,komitat“ etc.), and, by German standards, satisfy the criteria of a superior
center (Oberzentrum) or of a partially superior center. Examples are the Czech city of
Liberec or the Slovenian city of Maribor.
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2. The political and economic modifications in Central and Eastern Europe will
substantially take place within the frame formed by the centers and the traffic arteries
where the following changes become apparent:
In distinctive polarization tendencies in favour of large metropolises (A centers);
I moderate polarization tendencies in favour of the capitals of the new smaller

states;
- development advantages for the especially West-orientated centers (westem

regions, ports, towns situated on the West-traffic arteries);
. development difficulties for most of the other towns and regions, above all for

mono-structured sites as for instance those of the integrated iron and armament
industry plants;

- uncertainties with the foreign military garrisons.

Large towns with millions of inhabitants and a capital function, which we assigned
to the A center category, seem to be especially development-prone. An increasing
polarization in favour of these centers is foreseeable. A similar prognosis, but in a
slightly lower degree, is true for the B centers which became only independent
states’ capitals during the recent years, such as Ljubljana and Vilnius. Favourable
development prospects also exist for the large ports on the Baltic sea and on the
Black sea, for the Polish ports in addition to St. Peterburg, for Odessa, for Cherson
(Ukraine) and for the Flumanian Constanta. A stronger dependence on the actual
political developments in Central and Eastern Europe exists for the port centres
Fiiga, Tallinn, Ventspils, Klaipeda and Kaliningrad since their future is decisively
determined by the relationships with the Russian hinterland. Positive growth
impulses become apparent or are in the offing in the westem centres of Central and
Eastern Europe, for instance in Poznan (Poland) and Györ (Hungary). In contrast to
that, considerable difficulties become apparent for the large heavy industry sites, for
the mining industry sites and for the energy management sites such as Nowa Huta
(Poland), Kosice (Slovakia), Galati (Flumania) and Tshemobyl (Ukraine).
Among the Central and Eastern European traffic arteries (Figure 4 and Table 2) the

European capital artery Berlin-Warsaw-Minsk-Moscow is of prime importance. It is
characterized by the succession of big population clusters and by intermediate great
areas of low population density. In contrast to that artery the at present
internationally much-discussed links towards the EurOpean North-East (Via Baltica,
Via Hanseatica) are hardly more than intention statements for the moment. Those
future visions are far advanced to the realities. Another traditional traffic and
settlement artery runs in a westerly-easterly direction along the north foot of the
uplands: Leipzig-Dresden-Wroclaw (Breslau)-Upper Silesian industrial region-
Krakow+Lviv (Lvov); the economic importance of that artery speaks in favour of its
further development. Within the boundaries of the former Czechoslovakia and
parallel to that artery the Bohemian-Carpathian artery came into being during the 20“l
century; its future will especially depend on the developing relations between
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Table 2 International Main Traffic-arteries within Eastern Europe.

Preliminary remarks:
- Sequence of traffic—arteries irrelevant
- Cities outside the research-field in brackets
- Oblique points at branching of traffic-arteries

(1) Berlin-Warsaw—St. Peterburg/Kiev-Moscow
(“Capitals-Artery“)
(2) Dresden-Wroclaw-Katowice/Krakow-Lviv-Kiev
("Artery along the north foot of the uplands“)
(3) Niimberg/Miinchen-Praha-Wroclaw/Ostrava—PoznanNVarsaw—Gdansk
(,Bavaria-Bohemia-Poland-Artery“)
(4) Hamburg/Benin-Dresden-Prague-Vienna-Bratislava
(continued by artery 6)
(5) Southern Baltic region-Eastem Baltic region-St. Peterburg
(”Baltic llitrtery‘l oder „Via Hanseatica“ and „Via Baltica“)
(6) (Vienna)/Bratislava—Budapest (Belgrade-Sofia)-Craiova/Brasov-
Bucharest-(Sofia)/Danube—mouth
(”Danube-Artery“)
(compare with artery 4)
(7) Prague—Olomouc—Kosice—Uzhgorod/Ukraine-Lviv/Ukraine
(,Bohemia—Carpathian-Artery“)
(8) Gdansk-Warsaw/Lodz-Katowicemrakéw—Brno-Vienna/Bratislava (-Trieste)
(,Vistula-Adriatic-Artery“)
(9) St.Peterburg-Kiev-Odessa
(”Baltic Sea-Black Sea-Artery“)
(10) Riga-Hezekne—Moscow
(compare with artery 11)
(1 1) Riga/Klaipeda—Vilnius—Baranovichi/Minsk-Moscow/Kiev
(compare with artery 10)
(12) Ukraine/Lviv-Uzhgorod-Budapest—(Zagreb)/Maribor-Ljubljana (-Trieste)
("Ukraine-Italy-Artery“)
(13) Ukraine-Tschemiwzi-Bucharest (-Sofia)
(,Ukraine-Moldavia-Artery“)



the two Czechoslovakian successor states. During the Iron-Curtain period, the
Danube artery running south-east was split into a western branch (Austria-
YugoslaviaiGreece) and into an eastern branch (Czechoslovakia-Hungary-Ftomania-
Bulgaria) whose reunificiation is now under way. Their traffic links are at present
being crippled due to the Yugoslav civil war. An integrating effect might emerge from
the Danube-Main-Hhine—Watenivay which was completed some years ago.

3. The current urban and regional policy of the Central and Eastern European
states under investigation presently contents itself with shadowing the reported
processes. The newly structured Central and Eastern European states are mainly
still concerned with the elementary problems of political stabilization and economic
restructuring. They are not able to deal with the requirements of a long-term urban
and a regional development before their previously cited problems are solved. Their
current regionally relevant tasks are the installation of the capital functions, the
organization and the safeguarding of the new frontiers and the limitation of the most
serious environmental damages. Elements of a wider ranging and further reaching
urban and regional policy become at the earliest apparent in the traffic development
programs initiated from the western leadership. An important and urgent task would
be to record and to safeguard the serviceable knowledge pool of the former urban
and regional planning institutions.

4. Relationships between the urban and regional development of Germany and of
Central-Eastem Europe become most clearly evident in the large centres of the
eastern part of Germany and in the immediate frontier regions. In that respect, Berlin
plays a special part since its stabilization and potential development as a German
metropolis with a European spillover effect would have decisive influences on the
urban system of Poland and of the adjoining Central and Eastern Europe. The future
of Berlin as that of the Saxonian centres of Leipzig, Dresden and Chemnitz will
further be affected beyond all measure by the duration of the restructuring processes
in Central and Eastern Europe which presently are above all perceived as a
development obstacle for the economy of the new federal states. Hamburg, Munich
(München) and Nuremberg (Nürnberg) could again open up their traditional contact
and trading territories after the elimination of the Iron Curtain. The survey on the big
centres reveals the close connection between the East German urban developments
with the current economic crisis and the anticipated future upturn in Eastern Central
Europe.

Ill.Considerations concerning the perspectives of the urban centres and
systems

The political and economic future of the Central and Eastem European region
located between Germany and the European Union on one hand, and Flussia and
the Commonwealth of Independent States on the other hand is linked with a bondle
of changes in development. Therefore, it seems to be appropriate to draft some



possible political and economic development variants and their conditions in Central
and Eastem Europe with in terms of urban and regional development.

1. lt is more or less assured that the free-market system turned out to be
appropriate and that the economy of all Central and Eastern European states will
probably undergo a thereto orientated irreversible development. Therewith, both the
rhythm of change and the relationship between free-market development and
differently orientated developments vary from country to country while a layering
between the immediately adjoining states, the other Eastem-Central European states
and the Commonwealth of Independent States becomes apparent. Important
repercussions on the urban and regional development arise from the more
favourable development of the biggest centres (especially A centres), and from the
westward orientated regions and towns, from the increasing polarization between the
preferential regions and the other regions as well as between large cities and
countryside, from the crises of many monostructured industrial and mining regions,
from the restructuring of the rural areas especially in agriculture as well as in many
frontier regions as a consequence of the there appearing, glaring prosperity gap.
This can result in various regional developments for instance for the future
importance of the great West-East traffic arteries, for the relationships of the ports to
their hinterland, or for the layout development of the frontier regions.

2. The European Union brings its influence to bear upon the Central and Eastem
European states with corresponding consequential effects for the urban and regional
development by means of its economic association and admission policies. The
degree of integration into the hitherto existing West European economy system will
decisively determine the future developments of the big centres and of the industrial
regions, of the large traffic arteries and of the ports as well as of the various frontier
regions in Central and Eastern Europe. The present economic policy of the
European Union refuses free access to the European Union’s market for the steel,
textile, agricultural and some other products of our eastern neighbours and thus
complicates the redevelopment and the wortd market connection of the respective
branches of economy and of the Central and Eastern European regions maintained
by them. Space-relevant repercussions on the frontier regions additionally arise from
the provisions for the extemal European Union’s frontiers which along the EU East
borderline, affect for the time being almost only Germany (aside from Italy/Slovenia),
but which will also affect in the next future the new EU member-states Austria and
possibly Finland. The speed and the intensity of the capital functions’ relocation to
Berlin might be of great importance to the Eastem-Central European region far
beyond the German frontier.

3. The political and economic future of Russia as well as those of the Eastern
EurOpean states united in the Commonwealth of Independent States is at present
difficult to appraise. The development potentials of the Eastern European centres
and regions are extensive: continuation of the strictly classified and Moscow-
orientated centres’ hierarchy, greater independence, self-development and variety of
the new capitals as well as of the province and district centres, quicker development



of the west-orientated centres and regions. From the German and Western
European view the on-going developments in the western Commonwealth of
Independent States’ regions are of special interest: new impulses for St. Peterburg,
upturn boom of western frontier regions and of the regions situated on the trunk road
Berlin-Warsaw-Minsk-Moscow; intensive relationships of the Baltic ports to the
Eastern European hinterland, the future part played by the district (Russian term:
oblast) of Kaliningrad which became a Russian exclave.

4. Since the removal of the Iron Curtain, the civic war in the disintegrated
Yugoslavia has become the enemy of a peaceful regional and urban development in
South-Eastem Europe. During the period of East-West confrontation the
relationships between Central and South-Eastern Europe were split in a eastern and
a western axis: GDFt-Czechoslovakia-Hungary-Flumania-Bulgaria as well as Austria-
Yugoslavia-Greece-Turkey. At present most of the links on land routes with the
South East are maintained via Fiumania bypassing Yugoslavia. This situation
overtaxes Humania’s infrastructure. The reintegration of the Yugoslavian successor
states into the European Commonwealth is conceivable in various variants from
which correspondingly different urban and regional developments may arise in the
EurOpean South-East. After a political stabilization we can also count on a navigation
revival on the Danube in connection with the transcontinental Danube-Rhine-
Waterway.
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Independence has brought great changes to the development of towns in Slovenia, whether in
is; economic, functional, social, or spatial aspects.

From an economic point of view, it has meant integration into the international flows of market ;-2.;Ï
i" economy; it has brought the processes of denationalization and privatization processes. These

_..}, are being accompanied by certain outstanding side effects, such as the increase in land and
building prices, and the increase in rents, which all lead towards a greater differentiation in all

is, senses. The released private initiative has also given rise to lively building activity which has, after i
L; a few years of inactivity, been intensely revived, especially in towns. However, costs on individual
e, towns have increased extremely - the leading role being taken by the capital Ljubljana with its
gr: high prices.

E32 From the functional point of view, private initiative has caused a great increase in the number of' ’ï all activities, particularly non-productive activities, and has accelerated the building of numerous
business-market centers.

_' From the social point of view, differentiation is increasing, the centrality of town areas are being
s changed, and consequently, the social structure of towns as well.

«2:- The current development of Slovenian towns thus means that they are being transfcrrned and
, also expanded spatially. Capital, knowledge, and power are being more and more concentrated

in the capital Ljubljana while the other towns are lagging behind ever more. Consequently, the
3-- problem arises of ensuring a more even deveIOpment of Slovenian towns and together with that.
j__ a more even regional deveIOprnent.
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lntroduction

The development which started in Slovenian towns in the eighties and gradually
intensified towards the end of the decade was based on the following elements:
polycentric development, economic crisis, first beginnings of market economy,
development of service activities, and the changing of urban space values. After
Slovenia gained independence, the position of Slovenian towns has changed a lot in
many senses; their development has been much faster, more dynamic and diverse.
The listed elements are so dynamic that they are changing the appearance of towns
and their economic, functional and social structure. Much of the development of
Slovenian towns results from deindustrialization on the one hand and the
tertiarization process on the other, based on market economy and other
development factors.

Slovenian towns are small: only two exceed a population of 100,000 residents;
none of the rest has over 50,000, and only 5 of these exceed the number of 20,000

222%



inhabitants. Therefore, Ljubljana is well ahead of other Slovenian towns. Due to
accelerated suburbanization, only slightly more than 50% of the Slovenian population
live in towns and other urban settlements. The economic growth of towns is also
influenced by denationalization and a whole series of other factors which are
indirectly related to the rapid transition into a market economy.

The elements of demographic development

Due to the polycentric concept of development of Slovenia, and due to the intense
suburbanization process, the population in Slovenian towns increased much more
slowly than in other regions of former Yugoslavia; it was only by 7.3% between 1981
and 1991. The former intense immigration to Slovenia from other regions of ex-
Yugoslavia was radically slowed down in that period, while political events and
economic recession at the end of the eighties and particularty after Slovenia had
gained independence almost put a complete stop to this immigration. Since the
natural increase of population has almost fallen to zero in the majority of towns, the
growth of population is only minimal and it depends on the economic orientation of
individual towns (PAK 1987). In the majority of towns, except for a few of the smallest
ones, population growth was faster in the 1971 -81 period than ten years later.

In Ljubljana, the capital, with 267,008 residents in 1991, the number increased by
18.7% in the 1981-91 period; yet, in Maribor, the second biggest Slovenian town,
population numbers declined by 2.1% in the same period. In five towns, of 20,000-
41,000 residents, the numbers increased by 14.2%, and in the group of eight towns,
of 10,000-20,000 residents by, only 6.6%. In industrial centers the population
declined (the case of Maribor) or stagnated. A more favourable growth of population
was typical, above all, of towns in the central most developed part of Slovenia and in
some other parts with specific functions. Economic recession most strongly affected
marginal areas and some others which are now suffering unfavourable population
growth, as a whole together with their local and regional centers. Thus, the map on
population dynamics reveals unfavourable population dynamics in the entire
northeast of Slovenia. As in Maribor, the population has also declined in some other
centers (Figure 1).

The economic crisis in Slovenia peaked in 1989; then, bigger industrial plants were
most heavily affected. Great reduction of working posts in manufacturing industry
and, consequently in all other branches of economy, for similar reasons together with
rationalization, and the reduction of jobs in other areas of activity, were the cause for
a complete stop of immigration to the towns. To maintain an existence, people are
willing to move out of towns. They are returning to their places of origin. This has
subsequently caused negative migration balances in numerous towns in the past few
years. In 1992, a half of all towns belonged to this group.

Such development has also brought the following changes to Slovenian towns: an
aging of population, a lower share of employed women, the decline in number of
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workers in manufacturing industry; a further decline in fertility, a dramatic decline in
number of marriages (also due to the concern for their existence by the population);
unemployment; and, due to terminated immigration, a much slower growth of the
number and percentage of the non-Slovenian population which amounted to 22.2%
in Ljubljana in 1991 (PAK 1993).

Some economic consequences of the market economy

Direct economic results of the market economy in Slovenian towns are manifested
as follows: the growth of land and building prices and rents (profitable and non-
profitable rents of dwellings), the increase of these differences between individual
towns, reduced building of dwellings, the more intensified use of urban space, the
accelerated building of non-residential facilities, a greater density of buildings, and so
on. The differences in the raising of rents and prices of buildings and land between
individual towns are increasing rapidly. The highest prices are in Ljubljana (20-30
DEM per month for renting one square meter of business premises and 1000-2000
DEM for purchasing one square meter of business premises), and where the
economically most attractive towns are to be found in the Littoral region and by the
western border. Even the difference between the two biggest Slovenian towns,
Ljubljana and Maribor, the benefits of Ljubljana by one third , while the ratio between
Ljubljana and smaller towns is 2:1.

Breakthrough of service activities

From the functional aspect, a rapid development of service activities has taken a
leading role in Slovenian towns, particularly the development commerce, trade and
financial, technical, and business services. According to official data, the number of
shops in Slovenia increased by 12.4% in the 1988-92 period, but in reality, this
percentage is much higher. Even more numerous are enterprises in the field of
financial-technical-business services.

This rapid progress of service activities has had numerous effects on the structure
of towns: the forming of new business, business-commercial, and residential-
business-commercial centers; numerous minor concentrations of these activities in
the inner city; the rising of rents; the increase in the number of those employed in
these activities and so on. Ljubljana as the capital is well ahead of the other towns in
respect of these matters.
The actual development of service activities is manifested particularly in the

secondary Slovenian center, i.e. Maribor, where the number of shops increased from
490 in 1988 to 667 in mid 1993, while wholesale trades increased even more from 48
to 394, which is altogether far more than a 100%.

The number of financial, business, and technical services increased by several
times, to 1205: in the field of finances to 46, various transport services to 663;



engineering and related services to 261; research-developmental services to 145,
and business services by 90%. Over 89% of all these services are private (JELEN
1994)

In Ljubljana, Maribor, and other bigger Slovenian towns, such growth of service
activities is also related to urban spatial expansion. Together with further
concentration in inner city and wider center areas. Here fast transformation is taking
place, from a residential function to non-residential ones. Besides the former model
of radial growth of activities which ran outwards from the inner city, dispersed
locations have also occurred in the suburban areas, in local centers and outside
them, particularly along the principal roads leading into towns where those activities
are being located which require the largest space. The expansion of car shops,
besides others, is typical of Slovenian towns.

Foreign investments

The beginning of such investments in Slovenia dates back to 1969. However, they
were more numerous only in the 1970-74 period, and from 1989 onwards. From
altogether 3224 foreign investments between 1969 and the first half of 1992, 174
were made in 1989, 661 in 1990, 462 in 1991, and 1928 in the first half of 1992.
Such a rapid increase in the number of foreign investments is also the result of a
transition from investing in manufacturing industry to investing in trade, commerce,
financial and other services. The most numerous are foreign investments in financial
activities which amount to 39%, then follow the investments in commerce (29%); and
the investments into manufacturing, industry and mining (19%). The share of foreign
investments into other branches does not surpass 3%. However, foreign investments
are financially modest: thus, 19.1% of investments in 1990 comprised 30.4% of
invested capital; 14.3% of investments in 1991 comprised 30.5% of invested capital;
and 58.9% of foreign investments in the first half of 1992 comprised but 20.4% of all
foreign capital invested in the 1969-92 period.

Foreign investments, mainly made in mixed enterprises and in enterprises in foreign
ownership, are most numerous in the biggest towns: Ljubljana, Maribor, and Celje.
Ljubljana with 37% of foreign investments is well ahead of the other two. Next
comes, as to foreign investments, the area by the western, i.e. Slovenian-Italian
border with its two outstanding minor centers Nova Gorica and Se‘ana, through
which the majority of flows of goods with Italy run. The proximity of the border also
influences foreign investments in minor centers of the undeveloped border areas
greater flow of foreign investments is also directed to other towns of the most
developed areas in Slovenia. Foreign investments are much fewer in the centers of
less developed areas and in the areas which are more remote from the central
development core and less accessible for transport (Figure 2). The structure of
investments also shows qualitative differences as regards regional development of
Slovenia: investments into financial and other services prevail in the towns of more
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developed areas, while in less developed areas, investments in secondary industry
and other activities are more common. There are but very few investments of foreign
capital in centers near the Slovenian-Croatian border (Figure 3) (DOLINAFt 1994).

Recent developmental trends in Ljubljana

The function which Ljubljana acquired in 1991, of the capital of a sovereign state
brought great changes in its development and structure. Centralization began to
affect severely the concept of the polycentric development of Slovenia together with
its hierarchy of central settlements. Thus, Ljubljana is, by far the most attractive
nucleus for all activities, related to economy or not, as well as administrative
activities, in which the staff is irrepressibly multiplying, and consequently the price of
urban space is increasing rapidly with its neighbouring satellite settlements are
trying, more or less successfully, to derive their development from the capital
(Dom‘ale by assuming some educational, developmental, recreational, and, above
all, service activities; Grosuplje as a residential area, and in the field of service
activities (GOSAH 1994); Vrhnika as a residential area; and Kranj in various fields).
Ljubljana differs essentially from all bigger towns with its manufacturing industry
which used to be very diverse and narrowly specialized serving the needs of the
former big State with numerous small industrial plants. In 135 industrial plants in
1989, about 50,000 workers were employed, which was only 370 workers per plant
on the average. Thus, the manufacturing industry in Ljubljana was much less
affected by the industrial crisis; the decline in the number of jobs in manufacturing
industry has been relatively small, and due to opening new jobs in the tertiary sector,
the problems of unemployment are much less in Ljubljana than in other Slovenian
towns.

Besides the developmental elements already mentioned of population
concentration, the development of the tertiary sector, the rising of the price of etc.,
the following facts also affect the recent development of Ljubljana:
- In connection with denationalization, private capital brings new vigour to the old

core of the town. The social and functional structure of the latter is thus changing
and the revitalization process of the old town core is accelerated. Due to the
pressure of capital, this process is much more intense in Ljubljana than in other
Slovenian towns.

. Faster than ever before, non—residential areas are spreading into town cores at the
cost of residential areas, population density and the number of residents decline.
Vacant areas are being built up, old buildings are being renewed and certain
areas which formerly served some other purposes are being built up (former
workers' hostelries, barracks, reserved areas, as well as areas of industrial
warehouses in the very city). Such locations are the target of commercial-business
and partly also residential building activity in entire Ljubljana.
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- Parallel to the numerical expansion of state administration, it is also spreading
spatially, and the administrative district is also being formed. In such areas
pressure by the embassies is great, particularly on the old villas, which, of course,
rapidly raises the price of space, and at the same time, it means accelerated
renovation of very old buildings.

. Interest for old villa districts on the fringes of the town core has increased a lot.
Since rents are higher above all, foreign business representatives move in. Due to
the general increase in land prices and much the aggravated conditions for
building houses, the prices of residential areas has also heavily increased in these
districts. The same holds true of all new housing areas since businessmen are
interested in purchasing or renting expensive profitable residences.

The analysis performed in Ljubljana has fumished data on a great number of new
business-commercial districts, heterogeneous as to functions and of various sizes.
Their number is increasing rapidly. Along with quite small concentrations, bigger
heterogeneous districts have also developed. with shops, business enterprises,
administrative services, medical stations, financial institutions, etc.



There are altogether 21 bigger districts which have been developed after 1985; four
of them are located in the close centers of towns themselves, while almost all the
others are located in suburban areas (Figure 4).

Only 4 of them were built before 1991, B were built after 1991, and 9 of them were
begun before 1991 and finished later. It is typical of this recent expansion of
commercial districts that 17 of them were built anew. As to structure, the commercial
function prevails over the business and residential ones. There are 7 business-
commercial centers, 4 of them are commercial and business-commercial-residential,
3 of them are commercial-residential, and some other combinations occur one of
each case. There are several business-commercial districts which are still in the
phase of construction or preparations are going on for them to be built.

Conclusion

Like in all east-European towns, political changes and the market economy have
brought along great qualitative and quantitative changes to Slovenian towns too.
Numerous investments are typical which enable the deveIOpment of service
activities. In this process, enormous selectivity is characteristic, especially in the
sense of the faster development of bigger towns, Ljubljana in particular. Various
specific location factors are becoming particularly important, as well as the inherited
structure of the economy. Most affected is the development of all industrial centers of
permanently undeveloped areas.
Among Slovenian towns, bigger ones in particular, competition is growing in
obtaining transregional functions which would give them certain developmental
impulses. Thus, the third Slovenian university is planned in the Littoral. Individual
state agencies and other services are being dislocated from Ljubljana. And above all,
further concepts of polycentric development of areas and central settlements is
questionable.

The fast growth of Ljubljana is essentially connected with its function as the capital
and the best indicator of its development, besides the accelerated building up and
growth of tertiary sector is, a much faster increase in the price of space as compared
with other Slovenian towns.
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Any town evolves in close correlation with its deveIOpment potential and its ability to put it to
good account. If the equivalence relation between these two basic components is frequently
disturbed through external intervention (which happens in supercentralized regimes) then the e;
evolution of towns is marked by a succession of bifurcation points. .1

Assuming population to be a synthetic indicator and town fluctuation in the national or regional é:
hierarchy to represent an edifying sign of competition with other urban centres, we could build a r,
simple evolution model, similar to the LOTKA-VOLTEHHA one, particularly suitable to being

v reproduced graphically. IIn the first half of the 20th century, towns in Romania recorded normal developments. Things i"?
i changed in the last forty years when the building of huge enterprises - a specific option of theF industrialization drive - has disturbed normal evolution. Together with the house-building
Ë campaign that accompanied this process, industrialization has led to a significant population
.2.:='E§I§f increase. The close correlation between the moments when huge enterprises were put into

operation and the spectacular demographic leap (registered over a fairly long time-interval) has
“331.. resulted either in the disruption or in accelerated multiplication of the urban population.
, This model, applied to Romania's towns, has revealed the following types of evolution: ï

explosive, cascade-like, tending toward a dynamic equilibrium, contradictory and regressive.
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Introduction

Any town's evolution is a long-lasting process of self-organization against a specific
environmental background. Assimilating the town to a living organism we shall
distinguish a moment of birth, a phase of maturity and, finally, of decay and
disappearance. Viewing it in this light, we could say that the town is the product of its
own environment, developing within its framework and eventually becoming
organically integrated into it.

The town could also be assimilated with an open, optimal thermodynamic and
informational system, fact that accounts for its specific and permanent relationship
with its environment and its ability to survive through self-organization.

The contemporary geographical literature provides a wealth of town evolution
models, some of them simple, others very intricated and difficult to implement, and of
controversial efficiency. The model presented herein is a very simple one, and it is
based on the idea that the situation of a town can be assessed by the number of its
inhabitants. This is a synthetic indicator which reflects on the one hand, the
relationships between the respective town and its immediate environment and on the
other hand, the permanent competition with other towns. The foundation on which



this model is built represents a correlation between the number of inhabitants and
the position held by the respective town in the urban hierarchy during its lifetime.

Description of the model

An essential aspect of urban dynamics is the ratio between its development
potential (Pd) and its ability to use it (Up).

The development potential is conceived as a generic function and is given by the
soil and subsoil resources, geographical position, available workforce, traditions, etc.

Pd = f (i1, i2, ........ in),
where i1, i2, ..... in represent various development potential components.

At the same time, using its potential depends on the town's ability to put to account
its natural, human and material resources, its infrastructure, etc. Thus,

Up = f (j1, jg, .........jm),
where j1, jg, .....j“I1 represent components of the town's capacity to put its
potential to good account.

In the history of each town, the population appears to be both a resource of labour
and an instrument of using extent availability. Development depends largely on the
relationship established between these two components. In principle, three major
types of relation develop between them: subunitary (Pd «a: Up), equivalent (Pd = Up)
and supraunitary (Pd :- Up).
The town is not an isolated whole, it is part and parcel of the society that has built it.

This means that, whether willfully or not, it stands selective restrictions imposed upon
it by society. These restrictions are the result of demographic and economic policies,
of policies of regional development, territorial planning and the like. They can be
favourable or on the contrary, detrimental to some towns, intervening in the normal
relations between their two components.

In theory, if a town were isolated in space, the ratio between the two major
components would be readjusted in time, tending to unity (value 1). In reality,
however, the Up/Pd ratio is oscillating close to unity, causing fluctuations around a
normal trajectory. These fluctuations are the outcome of technological progress or of
gradual accumulations occurred in the town's evolution.

It is especially in overcentralized economies that violent interventions imbalance
this ratio, fact that causes frequently dysfunction and points of bifurcation in the
evolution of a town. It should also be remembered that the general level of
urbanization in a country or region augments or depresses the effects of such
interventions.

The scope of these interventions, the duration and incidence of each of them tell
one the general evolution of towns. Let us take moment To in which the Pd/Up ratio
stands close to unity (Figure 1). If the historical evolution is normal, and there is
scientific and technological progress, the town's use potential is greater than its
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Figure1 Hypothetical evolution of town development potential (Pd)/use potential
(Up) ratio. a) the case of violent interventions at great time-intervals; b) the case
of violent interventions at small time~intervals; c) the case of normal situations,
with the ratio neighbouring 1. Each case has at the bottom its own hypothetical
trajectory.
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capacity to put it to account at moment T1, hence the ratio is subunitary. What
follows, is a state of mild involution due to an excedent of resources and labour, the
town's influence zone shrinks, its pOpulation migrates, unemployment rises and
revenues decrease. An outside intervention, eg. the building of big industrial units
(customary under Ceausescu's regime in Flomania) mainly in the small- and
medium-sized towns, tends to reverse this ratio, with the use potential exceeding the
development potential (Up < Pd). In this case the town experiences a shortage of
resources (raw materials, workforce) and grows into an active territorial convergence
centre.

This theoretical succession of relationships between the two components which
suffer the impact of external shocks indicates three distinct situations:

a) when the time-space between the two interventions is sufficiently long for the
town to rebalance and proceed at almost normal development rates until a
new violent shock is inflected (Figure 1a);

b) when the time-space between the two interventions is fairly small and the two
components have not succeeded in attaining a normal balance; or when the
singular intervention is initially sudden and then grows progressively,
maintaining the imbalance between the use potential and the capacity of
putting the production capacity to good account (Figure 1b);

c) when town evolution is not disturbed by large-scale interventions, the Up/Pd
ratio is being adjusted in time through fluctuations, which tend to bring it close
to value 1 (Figure 10).

These types of evolution are governed to a large extent by intertown relationships.
Let us take two towns A (Up1, Pd,) and B (Up;, Pd;) and analyse them by analogy
with DENDHINOS and MULLALLY‘s interurban evolution models (1985). If the type of
use potential between the two is complementary and functional, then we witness a
symbiotic interaction model, with Up; :- Pd1 and Up; z: Pd; in both cases; if Up1 us: Pd.
and Up; c Pd;, then the interaction model is governed by competition. It Up; = W1
and Up; = Pd;, it means that the two towns have not established significant
relationships between them. In case in one town Up1 :- Pd, and in the other Up; -=:
Pd;, we are faced with a situation in which town B falls pray to A, meaning that part
of the workforce, resources (material and financial) and influence zone of the former
are snatched by the latter. Hence a predatory-type relationship. The other two
situations, developing commensal and ammensal-type relations result in one town
having either a positive (Up; :a Pd1; Up; = Pd;), or a negative (Up; e: Pd1; Up; = Pd;)
impact upon the other.

The relationships between two towns can be fairly simple at a given moment, but
they become extremely complex when it comes to urban systems. The more
components these systems have, the more diversified the relations among them.
Assessing the effects of these relationships on individual towns means resorting to a
new indicator, beside the Pd/Up ratio, which is the town's hierarchical seat variation
within the respective system over time. The relation between the demographic



evolution (according to the Up/Pd ratio) and the town's rank variations could be
edifying in establishing an evolution pattern.

In consequence, writing the number of inhabitants on the ordinate and the
hierarchical rank occupied by town X when "measurements" had been made on the
abscissa, we obtain the real trajectory followed by the reSpective town over or given
time interval (Figure 2). Trajectories vary widely when it comes to labeling a town (a)
predator; (b) pray or (c) alternating position. Other trajectories indicate that a town
has come close to a state of imbalance (d), or holds a contradictory position (e).

Some particular trajectories do not indicate whether a town is the predator or the
pray, despite having these attributes. These include the towns placed on the upper
and the lower hierarchical seats, respectively. In this situation, the hierarchical
position being stationary or almost stationary, the town's trajectory depends solely on
its demographic evolution, showing an upward or downward course (f) on the upper
and lower scales, respectively. The same situation is encountered in the case of
significant hierarchical disruption, when some towns may nevertheless preserve their
hierarchical seats (hierarchy barrier).

This particular aspect renders the model rather irrelevant for towns seating at the
extreme ends of the hierarchy, it is fairly accurate for towns occupying the in-
between segments. A perturbing factor of town evolution is the deveIOpment of new
towns. This phenomenon is particularly obvious in countries faced with spectacular
urban population increases, where some rural settlements grow into towns.

A case study: Towns in Romania

Main features of urban evolution in Romania. Before going on to apply this
model, I would like to outline some global characteristic features of urban evolution in
this country. Here they are:

a) a predominantly rural network in mid-20th century (75% in 1948) would stamp
its mark on town behaviour over the next period (after 1950);

b) relatively few towns compared to the number of rural settlements (one
town/200 villages) and to present urban pepulation figures (a medium-sized
town records 47,600 inhabitants);

0) urban development policy espoused by the old regime were largely based on
subjective factors, settlements being decreed towns on any ground but
scientific;

d) industrialization policies basically pursued the building of large units (with over
1,000 employees), to fit into the harmonious development, pattern of all of the
country's, regions no matter their economic efficiency;

e) collectivization of agriculture created a surplus of manpower and a huge gap
between the peasants' revenues and the workers' wages in town. Together
with the socialist industrialization of cities, the collectivization of agriculture
was a cause of intense village-to-town migration;



Figure 2 Hypothetical types of trajectories. a) progressive evolution - predatory-type
town; b) regressive evolution - prey-type town; 0) leaps; d) tendency toward a point
of equilibrium (limiting cycle); 9) contradictory evolution; f) stationary.
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detachment of Bucharest - Romania's capital - from the other towns, the city
being almost six times as large as the second-in-rank town in the national
hierarchy;
very strong intertown competition for acceding to the second hierarchical seat;
the small difference in regard of number of inhabitants in five cities (Cluj-
Napoca, lasi, Brasov, Constanta and Timisoara) led to a kind of rotation of
position in the second seat, with significant changes at that level;
underdeveloped services sectors in the majority of towns, generated a
singular dependency upon industrial activities and construction works; as a
matter of fact, a very close correlation between industrial activities, obvious
just when large units were being put into operation, and the disruption they
entailed in the number of inhabitants, can easily be established;
the urban evolution in Romania was also disturbed when relatively large
numbers of settlements were periodically promoted to township (51 in 1968
and 23 in 1989); the hierarchical loss or gain experienced by some small
towns the very years when new urban localities appeared on the map is not
the consequence of involution but rather the result of these disturbances.

Types of town evolution in Romania. Analysing the relationship between town
population and town seat in the national hierarchy has led us to building some
specific graphical models. Comparing them, and finding them to be very much
similar, we could deduce some characteristic classes (Figure 3).
1. Towns marked by progressive or explosive evolution have made a spectacular

leap in the national urban hierarchy. Their promotion is rather momentous than
continual throughout this century. One such moments is the period after the
year 1966, when two categories of town recorded explosive development: a)
the newly—established county-seats (after 1968), which had a population under
30,000 inhabitants, and b) the towns specialized in distinct industrial branches.
The first category consists typically of "predator" towns, which had profited by
big investments in industry and house-building. The systematic pumping of
important funds into local budgets, pushed these towns steadily upwards in the
hierarchy. The most significant leaps were made by Slobozia - 68 seats (Figure
4a), Zalau - 55, Vaslui - 45, Miercurea-Ciuc - 40, etc. In the conditions when the
urban network is reduced, such leaps bring about major functional deregulation.
The second category encloses quite numerous towns, is. the small and
medium-sized ones. Their population increasing, they implicitly gained
hierarchical seats. As a rule, either one single industrial enterprise was built
there, or one of the old units would be extended to gigantic proportion.
Dominant branches are mining, machine—building and chemistry. A typical
example is Navodari which gained 121 seats over 1966-1992 when the
Chemical Works, built after 1975, were put into operation and staffed with
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Figure 3 Types of town evolution in Flomania (not including settlements promoted to
townships in 1989). 1. progressive (sometimes explosive) evolution; 2, leaps; 3,
tending to a point of equilibrium (Iimiting cycle); 4, contradictory evolution; 5,
regressive evolution; 6, stationary.
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7,000 employees; Mangalia, a ship-building centre, gained 57 seats over the
same interval.
Other towns which evolved in the same way during those years gaining
significant seats, are: Motru - 85, Targu Frumos - 68, Buftea - 49, Plopeni - 41,
Cristuru Secuiesc - 33, etc. Some of the small specialized towns recorded
explosive evolution during 1956-1966. This is especially the case of mining
sites ( Moldova Noua - 30 seats; Baia Sprie - 20 seats), oil-drilling centres
(Baicoi - 26 seats), or towns in which huge industrial units used to be emplaced
(Onesti - 61 seats, Zamesti - 50, Sebes - 22).
Few towns recorded continuous evolution in mid-20th century. One such town
is Hunedoara, which gained 104 seats over the 1930-1966 interval, due in
principal to the steady expansion of siderural activities at the only plant of that
town.
Towns marked by cascading evolutionary leaps have, in general, a population
of 50,000 - 100,000 inhabitants. They feature by a succession of disruption.
This however, only seldom means that a spectacular numerical rise is followed
by a drop in the number of inhabitants; more often than not, what actually
happens is simply a slowing down of the increase rate. A typical case is Barlad,
whose basic economic structure was directly and violently disturbed (Figure
4b), hence a sudden upsurge of population. In the early 1950s, a big bearing-
material factory was built and the town's economy was revitalized. This brought
it four new seats in the national hierarchy. The boom lasted until 1973, when
despite continual population rises, the town tell pray to the new county-capitals
that had been re-established in the year 1968. It declined at a steady pace
when, in 1980, the construction of a machine-building factory and the
enlargement of the ready-mades factory stopped its downfall and the town no
longer lost hierarchical seats.
Similar evolution were registered by the towns of Roman, Flesita, Tulcea,
Caransebes and many more.
Towns marked by contradictory evolution are these which, after having gained
important seats in the national hierarchy during a certain time-interval, are
steadily losing them, or the other way round, after significant losses, they begin
recovering. This group, too, includes primarily small towns rather than medium-
sized ones. Among the latter we would mention Alexandria and Dorohoi, which
have a complex industrial sector. The upsurge of the former began in 1968,
when it was decreed capital of Teleon'nan county. Dorohoi prospered after
1973, once its industrial development began to be heavily funded (Figure 40).
Some of the small towns are Bals, Cugir, Stei, Gaesti, Pascani (with a powerful
machine-building sector); Uricani and Vulcan (mining centres); Covasna,
Orsova, Pascani and Toplita.
Towns tending to achieve a point of equilibrium or limiting cycle in their
evolution are few. Their evolution throughout the century is analogous to a
limiting cycle, or we might see it as a tendency to stability. Most typical in this



respect are the towns of Turda and Medias (Figure 4d), old industrial centres
both of them. Their enterprises have continually developed in time, without any
spectacular leaps. Other towns tending toward a stable equilibrium after a
period of upsurge, with important hierarchical gains, are Petrosani and
Medgidia. They had been industrialized in the first stage of "socialist
construction", subsequently diversifying this industrial basis at a reasonable
pace.

5. Towns marked by regressive evolution represent the largest category, and fall
almost permanently pray to others. Although in the majority of cases their
population is increasing, they, nevertheless, are constantly losing seats. In this
situation are the specialized industrial centres (Moinesti, Cisnadie, Buhusi), the
dominantly agricultural centres (Vânju Mare, Beresti, Târgu Bujor, Curtici, etc.),
or the towns in which the services sector prevails (Baile Govora, Baile Olanesti
and Balls Herculane spas, Sengeorz-Bai). Irrespective of whether the
population of these towns rises or drops, they lose seats in the national
hierarchy (Figure 4e).

6. Towns marked by stationary hierarchical evolution are the large cities which,
despite sensible growth, fail to change their hierarchical position: on the one
hand, because towns ranking immediately below have a small chance of
shifting their position and, on the other hand, because hierarchical barriers
extent between some of them stand in their way. For example, Bucharest city,
hugely oversized in respect to other towns, has been maintaining its top seat
throughout this century (Figure 8: the vector perpendicular to the abscissa).
Such a representation could hold also for Tusnad-Bai, a town seating at the
bottom of the national hierarchy, but for the 23 new settlements given a
township status in 1989 (which have all lined up ahead of it). This has obviously
disrupted the vector (Figure 4f).
Despite relatively small variations, the configuration of other large centres can
be vectored, see for example Constanta, or others which show important
variations in the upper segment of the national hierarchy, e.g. Brasov city.
With due corrections depending on the hierarchical segment occupied at the
time of our study, some small or medium-sized towns, showing insignificant
seat variations (lntorsura Buzaului, Câmpia Turzii, Ticleni, Videle, etc.), also fall
into this category.

Conclusions

The model presented herein is essentially a modified Volterra-Lotka graphical
model. The modifications concem the particular relationship between an individual
(town X) and the group (urban system) containing it. In the event of a mathematical
formalization of the model the twofold role (either pray or predator) a town may
successively play in the course of time, asks for adequate parametrical selection.
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The undergoing transition from the "centrally-planned", quasi-communist system to a market
economy and parliamentary democracy in East-Central Europe has already exerted some impact 5;

i upon the growth of capital cities in the region.
The introducing of self-government at the local level in Poland in 1990 together with the

disintegration of spatial socio-economic planning, have led to the emergence of a specific
planning vacuum at the regional level. The gap is felt particularly strongly in the larger '

“s metropolitan areas which consist of a number of self—govemmental local units, i.e. towns and
townships. The region of Warsaw is a case in point. The new administrative division of Warsaw
(from 19 June 1994) creates a political and legal structure for reintroducing an importance of if}
metropolitan aspirations. The idea of creating a Central District, which will contain the whole
complex of governmental administration, science and culture, as well as of national and fist-z
intemational banking and management, has been implemented. This central unit has now much r

.,, better chances for quicker revitalisation, modernisation, and for the fulfillment of the central'
function on national and international scale. The lifting of political and economical barriers in

g-Äf international context created a new challenge for Warsaw competing for a place in the emerging $37.;-
urban hierarchy of Europe. The outcome of this competition will determine the chances of

:::.-“ Warsaw for prosperous development at the beginning of the next century. Also important is the .33
9": question about the role of the national capital: will Warsaw continue to be the most important
3;: centre on a regional and national scale, will its central position gain strength, and will it tend to

take on a new meaning in the near future?
ÿ" The advanced version of the program on Warsaw XXI was released in May 1994. Its contents t“

will focus on three critical development issues. These are represented in the following questions: ï
a; (1) Should the current demographic stagnation of Warsaw be considered a major development

barrier?
(2) To what extent are the alternative development goals of transformation and conservation st:

mutually conflicting? .:;.e
(3) Should the trans—national, rather than national-wide functions be emphasized in the long-

1range development program for Warsaw?:5”;
‚es;
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Introduction

The undergoing transition from the “centrally-planned", quasi-communist system to
a market economy and parliamentary democracy in East-Central Europe has already
exerted some impact upon the growth of capital cities in the region. Their growth
potential seems to be quite substantial, although the costs of transformation loom
large as well. The anticipated increase in the role of tertiary and quaternary activities,
and a shrinking of the manufacturing sector will undoubtedly favour the national
capitals vis-a-vis other large urban centres, in particular those specialized in
traditional branches of industry, such as iron and steel or textiles.

The centrally-planned economy provided a number of stimuli to the expansion of
large cities, including the capital cities and regions. The very heavy emphasis which



was put on industrial development did not bypass the national capitals. Large
industrial plants, including those in labour-intensive sectors, emerged in every single
capital city of East-Central Europe between the 1950s and the 19703.

The growth of capital cities under the "centrally-planned economy" was also
affected by the symbiosis of political and economic decision making. They became
the foci of the elaborate system of planning, management, research and control
functions with its heavy bureaucratic apparatus anchored at state planning
commissions, numerous branch ministries, industrial corporation offices as well as
various central "cooperative“ organizations. A lack of strong incentives to increase
the productivity of labour further contributed to the labour market pull of the national
capitals. However, the system was unable to ensure the level of housing construction
and the growth of tertiary activities so as to match the demand generated by the
expanding secondary and quaternary sectors in the urban areas in general, and in
capital cities in particular. This imbalance prompted the introduction of growth
limitation policies focusing mainly on industrial deconcentration and in-migration
controls.

Hence, the expansion of capital cities and regions in East- Central Europe was
propelled by general economic policies (of which industrial development policy was
the main part), while it was at the same time curtailed by urban and regional planning
measures. The interplay of these contradictory forces added to, rather than lessened
the mismatch on the local labour and housing markets. It has also contributed to the
observed fluctuations in the rates of urban growth during the last several decades.
The growth limitation policies resulted in a specific selectivity of migrations to, and a
virtual lack of out-migrations from, the capital cities. As a consequence, the process
of aging of the population proceeded rapidly. For example, values of such
demographic indicators as percentage of population 65 years and above, or the rate
of decrease in the mean size of households, in the case of some East-European
capital cities assumed values typical of large West European cities, during the 1970s
(KOFlCELLI 1985).

Self-Government Reform Consequences

The introducing of self—govemment at the local level in Poland in 1990 together with
the disintegration of spatial socio-economic planning, have led to the emergence of a
specific planning vacuum at the regional level. The gap is felt particularly strongly in
the larger metropolitan areas which consist of a number of self-govemmental local
units, i.e. towns and townships. The region of Warsaw is a case in point. In 1990 the
City of Warsaw became subdivided into federation of seven (since 1993 - eight)
independent townships (communes), along the borders of the former administrative
districts. According to special legal provisions, the townships entered into an
obligatory union, although the competence of its bodies remained relatively
restricted.
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This system has proved to be largely inefficient and conflict generating. It was
subject to diverse criticism and, subsequently. became modified in 1994. A negative
result was a further territorial disintegration. Warsaw - its importance and economic
power has been differentiated; from a relatively wealthy central district (Srodmiescie)
to poorer peripheral districts. The attention of new self-govemment has been turned
to the local interest and struggle with the inherited poor infrastructure and every day
issues. The strategic development of the whole city has been partly neglected.
The new pattern consists of eleven townships, out of which the central township

(Warszawa-Centrum) corresponds approximately to the prewar territory of the city of
Warsaw. '

The new administrative division of Warsaw (from 19 JUne 1994) creates a political
and legal structure for reintroducing the metropolitan aspirations (Figure 1). The idea
of creating a Central District, which will contain the complex of governmental
administration, science and culture, the complex of national and international
banking and management, has been implemented. This central township has now
much better chances for quicker revitalisation and modernisation, and fulfillment of
the central function at the national and the international scale.

Figure 1 New administrative division of Warsaw (from 19 June 1994)
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The main rationale for the political reform of 1994 was to safeguard national-wide
interests which required the improvement in the administration and the day-by day
functioning of the capital city. In practice, the reform involves a provision, according



to which the mayor of Warszawa—Centrum can be dismissed (and nominated) by the
Prime Minister. Such a decision, in fact, seems to be a rather unhappy development,
considering the present oversensitiveness concerning the dominant role played by
democratic institutions in Poland.

The rapid shift of control over space from central to local scale created at the
beginning a lot of problems. The new self- government has not been prepared to
deal with the emergence of numerous “new" actors, mostly from private sector,
competing for space. The recent developments indicate the gradual limitation of the
prevailing shift of power over space from central and public to private actors.
The new political division of Warsaw brings also a number of dangers. One of these

is a great distortion of the balance of potential and power between the central
township which accounts for more than two-thirds of the total population of Warsaw,
and over ninety per cent of its tax base, and the remaining ten peripheral, mainly
residential and partly industrial townships. It is still to be seen whether the new
system will be conducive to urban policy being made on the level of the city and of
the urban region.

Patterns of Population Development

Since World War II Warsaw has experienced two decades of accelerated growth
and two decades of relatively slow growth. The annual rates of population change
show a more regular pattern by forming two successive growth cycles with the
dividing point around the year 1970 (KOFlCELLl 1987a).

The war left only 162 thousand out of Warsaw's 1.3 million inhabitants. By the end
of the first cycle the city reached its pre-war number of inhabitants, although the
population was distributed at much lower densities than before the war (over 446 km2
as compared to 123 km2 in 1939). During the second cycle, the number of
inhabitants of Warsaw increased by some 340 thousand, while 39 km2 were added
to the city area. The main boundary extension took place in 1951 and involved a
three-fold increase in the city area as well as an addition of 156 thousand inhabitants
to the population of the city. Subsequently, the townships of Ftembettow and
Kaweczyn, with a total population of 25 thousand, were annexed to Warsaw in 1957,
and the town of Ursus, with its 68 thousand inhabitants, in 1977.

Very high rates of population growth predominated during the 19503, when the
main phase of reconstruction of the city after the widespread war damages took
place. it was accompanied by an extensive industrialization program. The 19603,
especially the second part of that decade, were characterized by the so-called
deglomeration policies, aiming at deconcentration of some of Warsaw industries to
smaller towns within the region, and, at slowing-down of population in-migration to
the capital. These policies were relatively successful in achieving their primary goal,
as both the industrial employment growth and in-migration fell down visibly during the
19605. However, the deglomeration policies created a number of adverse secondary



effects, including the ever-large shortage of manpower in the tertiary sector
(employment growth controls were still more permeable to the industrial sector), a
rapid aging of the population of Warsaw, and a large influx of rural migrants to its
peripheral zone.

Economic policies of the 19705 brought about a new wave of industrial investments
(expansion of the existing, and siting of a number of new plants) and a large
extension of housing construction programs (including the Ursynow project for some
100 thousand inhabitants). These trends were reversed during the crisis decade of
the 19805 which witnessed a sharp drop in the volume of dwelling units built, a
decrease in in-migration to Warsaw, and a stabilization of the total employment
number.
The rates of population change for the region of Warsaw (which is here identified

with the capital voivodship - one of 49 administrative regions of Poland), reveal
somewhat smaller temporal variability than in the case of the corre5ponding rates for
the city of Warsaw. During periods of rapid population growth (Le. the 19503 and the
19703) these rates tend to be higher for the city, while converse is true during the
slow-growth periods. This suggests that population concentration on the regional
scale has been characteristic of the former, while population deconcentration has
prevailed during the latter periods.

lntra-regional pOpulation deconcentration during the late 1960s was a product of
the deglomeration policies. However, its scale may be overestimated by the official
statistics. ln-migration control policies have namely produced an underestimation of
the population of Warsaw, to which the policies applied. Some of its de facto
residents were maintaining their official domicile in smaller, urban and rural
communities situated beyond city administrative boundaries. When considering the
whole 1950-1990 period, the basic proportions between the city and the rest of the
region (Le. the metropolitan ring) have virtually remained constant. The share of the
ring within the total population of the region has decreased nominally, from 0.33 in
1950 to 0.32 in 1990.
Of the two basic components of population change, is migration and natural

increase, the former played a more important role during the early 1950s (the highest
level of birth rates, 16 per thousand population, was registered in 1955), the early
19605, as well as during the whole decade of 19705, and, most recently, the late
19805. For example, in-migration contributed 72 percent to the population increase in
Warsaw in 1978, and 50 percent in 1985. Generally, a gradual contraction of the
natural increase has been accompanied by fluctuations of diminishing amplitude,
with respect to the migration component (KORCELLI 1987a). Exceptions to these
trends were noted during the early 19705 and the early 19805, when birth rates
actually went up. These rates have been declining sharply since 1984; since 1989
the natural increase was negative both in the case of the city of Warsaw and the
urban region.
The two phases of Warsaw's rapid population growth, i.e. those of the 19505 and

the 19705, occurred both when in-migration waves coincided with peaks in the rates
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of the natural increase. This was a product of a temporal correspondence between
spatial policy and national demographic trends, since periods of industrialization-led
urban expansion coincided with times of vigorous demographic growth. The early
19803 marked a divergence of the two trends; with high birth rates prevailing until
1984, the number of in-migrants went down precipitously. The two trends converged
again in the early 19905, producing a nearly zero-population growth both in the city
and the urban region of Warsaw.

The demographic situation of Warsaw and most of its region can be described as
stagnation. The migration pressure on Warsaw, limited during most of the communist
period by administrative restrictions, since 1975 has start to decrease. Even lifting
the administrative constrains in 1984 has not changed the general tendencies. As a
consequence of that, and of the low natural increase, the number of Warsaw's
population has been gradually declining. The last increase occurred in 1990, (by
4500 people) and in 1991, for the first time since the Second World War the
population of Warsaw has decreased. The phenomenon occurred similarly in the
whole region.

One of the feature of the demographic situation is the increasing share of the
elderly population. Partly, it is the “natural“ process, but together with declining in-
migration it could have a negative impact on the economic situation of the region.
The age structure of the population is a prime determinant of the natural population

increase, as well as of its mobility potential. Large cities are typically characterized by
a high share of young adults. This is an accumulated effect of past migration flows
towards urban areas. In the case of the European cities it is also the elderly group
that tends to be "overrepresented“ among the total populationgWarsaw is not an
exception to these rules. The age category of 20-59 years accounts for almost 60
percent of its population (59.3 percent in 1985), as compared to 54.6 percent of the
total population of Poland, and 53.0 percent of the total urban population of Poland.
Similarly, the share of the eldedy category, Le. 60 years and above, is considerably
higher in Warsaw than in Poland as a whole (POTRYKOWSKA 1992, 1993).

These proportions imply a below-average percentage of children and youth among
the population of Warsaw. The share of 24.1 percent of the city's total population
falling within the age brackets of 0-19 years (1985), is indeed considerably lower
than the national total of 32.0 percent, and also when compared with the respective
share for the total urban population of Poland (30.0 percent).

Thus, one may conclude, the process of population aging is quite noticeable in the
case of Warsaw, despite its substantial in-migration gains during the past decades.

" .,',',,,-, ' ' ‘ '
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The Socio—Spatial Polarisation

The increase in social differentiation is one of the most frequently described
phenomenon of the market transformation not only in the case of Warsaw but in all
former communist countries.

The formation of the social structure of the city - the new social groups including the
new middle class _‚ is the result of privatisation and the development of the private
sector. The increase of the self employed and diminution of the working class group
are two opposite social tendencies.
The widening of the poverty strata in Warsaw has been very evident. The large

share of people employed in the administration or dependent on the state budget is
generally poorly paid. Warsaw became slowly very expensive to live for an increasing
share of citizens. They still can survive having often a niche in the informal sector of
economy. This phenomenon contributes substantially to the increase of social
polarisation which has its impact on spatial segregation.
The quickest formation of a new socio- spatial structure occurred in the central part

of the city. The new elite enclaves are formed in redeveIOped areas inside or next to
deteriorating neighborhoods inhabited by the poor and elderly. The increasing scale
of social and wealth contrasts in spatial proximity creates a sort of dual city where the
poor and the rich will live in the same areas. However, they use a different space:
luxury shops versus street bazaars; public transport versus private cars; different
places of work and services.

For several years, together with the lifting of administrative restriction for settlement,
Warsaw became an open city, but has remained economically closed. For numerous
citizens it is too expensive to live in; there is no chance to move due to shortage of
hosing and unemployment. The new poor immigrants are marginalised and restricted
to poorly paid jobs and poor housing in emerging slum areas. Parallel to this, the
inflow of wealthy population additionally creates a new polarisation.
The contemporary situation of Warsaw has been inherited from the previous

system. It is the result of an imposed ideology, different cultural traditions and an
accumulated outcome of underdevelopment. The existence of false priorities in
economic policy under communism (for example the forced and extensive
industrialisation of the city and the region) should be stressed. As a result of this
there is a concentration of numerous disproportion in the deveIOpment of Warsaw,
which can only be overcome in a longer time period. However, some components of
the former structure will now work in favour of future development (for example the
dispersed development and existence of extensive green areas).

Changes in Employment Structure

Political change that occurred in 1989 initiated a transition of ownership and
organizational stmcture of the national economy. Evolution of the sectoral



composition of employment represents the most widely accepted measure of
economic structural change. Nevertheless, many employment indicators refer to
social and demographic change, to such matters as activity rates, female

labour participation, mean age of entry into the labour market, the share of the
“labour-force", i.e. 20-59 years category within the total population.
The total employment in the region of Warsaw (the capital voivodship) reached a

peak in 1975-1977, when it exceeded one million. Since then employment in the
socialized sector has been decreasing, first rather slowly until 1988, and then quite
dramatically. The private sector employment has been increasing, although not
rapidly enough to compensate for the total loss. Unemployment became a noticeable
category in 1990.

At the end of 1993 the public sector accounts for 60.7% of the total employment in
the region. The share of the private sector employment has been increasing steadily,
although these developments are not fully reflected in the available statistics.

The decrease in the total employment in the region of Warsaw since the late 19705
has been accompanied by a steady, albeit slow increase in the number of
inhabitants. The divergence between the two trends is explained by the evolution of
the population age composition (higher percentage of children in particular), as well
as a decrease in activity rates. The latter phenomenon was partly caused by the
introduction of paid child-care leaves and early retirement schemes at the beginning
of the 1980s.

In a quasi-socialist economy, a large share of industry in the total employment was
considered as sign of economic viability, and an indicator of a relatively high
purchasing power of the local population. In the period of transition to a market
economy, the oversized industry came to be regarded as a liability rather than an
asset, a potential source of local unemployment, and perhaps of social unrest. This
applies in particular to situations when large industrial plants dominate the local
economy. Warsaw's position in this reSpect can be evaluated as intermediate. Being
big in numerical terms (some 200 thousand employees in 1991), its industry
constitutes only about a quarter of the total employment, which is a smaller
proportion than in other large cities in Poland, and in some other European capitals
as well.

Over the next few years the employment in industry in the Warsaw region will
probably be subject to further contraction. The important economic challenge,
specific not only for Warsaw, is caused by the decline of industrial production in the
state sector. Warsaw has a unique position in this respect compared to other regions
of Poland, for it has zero growth or even a small increase. Employment however, has
been substantially diminishing for several years and particularly since 1989.

The reduction of industrial jobs and increased efficiency of industry in the city have
brought an improvement in the ecological situation. Industry, however, remains
important for the city and national economy. It needs modernisation in order to be
competitive under conditions of market economy.



Industry in Warsaw has a bigger chance than in other region. Most important factor
is the existence of large local market, skilled labour together with relatively better
access to modern science and technologies. The basic problem is the lack of capital.
Because the chances for modernisation are evident, the position of industry in the
city's economy will be probably re-established, though on a lower level than before.

In the Warsaw voivodship the influence of the private sector was - even under
communist regime - relatively strong. In the late seventies it represents over 5% of
employment and in late eighties jumped to over 20%. Additionally, very intensive and
commercialized suburban agriculture causing that private enterprising attitude was
present and had tradition in the region, even though it was constrained to marginal
branches of the economy. The removal of these constrains resulted in the
mushroom-like increase of the private activity which still lasts.

Foreign Firms: Privatization Process

There are several forms in which private, including foreign capital enters the
region's economy. One of those are direct capital investments in the existing
enterprises, in either by purchasing shares or by establishing joint ventures. Among
all sectors, private firms accounted for 87 percent of the total

(10268 out of 11734) number in the region in 1991; 714 firms are wholly or partly
based upon foreign capital.

The ownership transformation was the biggest economic phenomenon. The
number of economic units in private sector in Warsaw jumped between 1991 - 1994
from 32 thousand to over 141 thousand, and the share of employment in June 1994
reached over 44 percent.
As mentioned earlier, the level of unemployment in the region of Warsaw has so far

been rather low. In fact, there is a continuous labour shortage in lower paying
categories of manual occupations. Whatever unemployment exists, it pertains
primarily to semi-skilled clerical jobs. The labour market is highly segmented, with
certain skills, such as law and business administration being at premium, especially
when accompanied by the knowledge of English or German. Income disparities
between the state-owned and private enterprises still persist, although in some sub-
sectors they tend to flatten.

Since industry is expected to lay off more workers (as well as clerical personnel) in
1995-1996, the total unemployment in the region may rise in the near future. It might,
however, be absorbed by the now rather slim construction sector. At this point further
speculations have to refer to national economic prospects and policies. In any case,
the region of Warsaw is expected to undergo a more rapid transition to market
economy than Poland as a whole.



The Unemployment

On a regional scale, the unemployment pattern is an indication of spatial
polarisation. Relatively good situation on the labour market in Warsaw has no direct
impact on the surrounding voivodships, particularly not on the northern sector. In
Poland Warsaw and its voivodship is one of the regions less affected by
unemployment. In August 1993 the unemployment figure for Warsaw was 5.8%,
when the national figure was 15.4%. For March 1994 the corresponding figures were
6.6% and 16.0%. Warsaw and the surrounding townships have relatively low
unemployment rates. In the adjacent townships the unemployment rate increases to
the 7.0% and 9.0% while in the neighboring voivodship in the north it reaches over
20.0%.

In Warsaw the majority of unemployed are manual workers with basic or only
vocational education. The increasing share of young unemployed and people
permanently (more than one year) without employment could create more serious
problems of poverty.

Warsaw Versus Other Large Cities in Poland and East—Central Europe

Warsaw occupies the top hierarchical level in the Polish urban system, but its
primacy is smaller than of many other European capitals. The second tier in the
urban hierarchy is represented by five cities: Lodz, Cracow, Gdansk, Poznafi, and
Wroctaw, the combined population of which is more than twice as large as that of
Warsaw. Also, the Upper Silesian conurbation, with its main centre of Katowice is a
larger and more populous (3.5 million inhabitants) urban area when compared with
the region of Warsaw.

Therefore, it is no wonder that with the advent of democracy and decentralized
economic decision making, the major regional centres may express their aspirations
to intercept some of the capital functions if not to supersede the dominant position of
Warsaw. This applies in particular to Gdansk which sees its future role as that of a
political, trade, and financial centre of national and international (especially with
respect to the Baltic region) importance, and to Cracow which emphasizes its
ascendancy over Warsaw in the domain of cultural heritage, public life, and the
quality of scientific institutions. Conversely, public leaders in Poznafi and Katowice
attach more importance to the future role of these cities within the respective regions
(Greater Poland, Upper Silesia), especially as the new administrative reform,
planned for the late 19905, create a smaller number of large voivodships,
empowered with regional self— government.

The lifting of the political and economic barriers in international context created the
new challenge for Warsaw - the competition for a place in the emerging urban
hierarchy of Europe. The outcome of this competition will determine the chance of
Warsaw for prosperous development at the beginning of the next century. Also
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important is the question about the role of the national capital: will Warsaw continue
to be the most important centre on a regional and national scale?, will its central
position gain strength, and will it tend to take on a new meaning in the near future?

A gradual decline in the role of Warsaw on the national scale is also possible an
outcome. Warsaw is located in one of the underdeveloped regions of Poland, so one
of the basic conditions for Warsaw's development in the future is the reduction of
existing economic imbalance between the city and the surrounding region. Warsaw,
as a big economic centre and a capital, has substantial influence on the diffusion of
the modernisation process in the eastern part of the country. This influence has
substantially increased due to the quick development of the private sector. However.
the spatial concentration of some economic activities may also contribute to the
increase of regional disparities.
The future integration of the settlement system of Poland and of Warsaw with the

West European system is inevitable. Analyzing, however the relationship between
former communist cities and Western European cities, one can see that the former
cities may fulfil lower order functions (for example Bratislava as a suburb of Vienna).
A similar situation could developed in case of Poznan, Szczecin and Wroclaw in
relation to Berlin. European integration, and decentralisation of national
administration, will lead to the establishment of new links. For example Gdafisk may
become a partner of Copenhagen; Wroclaw a partner of Prague; Cracow will
establish closer ties with Vienna and Budapest. 80 the challenge for Warsaw and for
regional policy of Poland is to organize the city more attractive for other big Polish
cities. An alternative future for Warsaw, is that it becomes only a "capital" of eastern
Poland.
The expectations held by regional leaders as to the future expansion of their main

urban centres at the cost of the national capital, may however by ill-founded.
Warsaw holds a number of assets vis-a-vis other major cities of Poland. These
include, among others : 1) more balanced economic base and employment structure;
2) the location on the main European West-East transportation axis; 3) the only full-
scale international airport, with a modem terminal in operation since late 1992 ; the
first Euro-City train connections (to Berlin, Vienna and Prague). 4) more vacant land
suitable for commercial and residential use at relatively close distance from the city
centre; 5) larger field of potential migration, extending over the still predominantly
rural, eastern part of Poland.

Also, the improvement of Warsaw's international images is the constant challenge
for now and the near future. This could attract direct foreign investments and create
opportunity for economic growth.
The factors listed above give the capital city a comparative advantage over the

regional centres in the process of competition for new activities. The latter may
represent a variety of functions, including:

Firstly, the production and distribution of information, including that of political and
scientific character. After the Second World War it was London, Paris or Munich
where a number of independent Polish institutions and publishers found their home.



Warsaw, and to a certain extent Cracow are now regaining some of the cultural
functions they could not perform before 1989.

Secondly, the decision-making functions that used to rest in the domain of Moscow.
as in the case of COMECON and the Warsaw Pact. Thus Warsaw is regaining some
of the attributes of the first-order national capital, although skeptics point out that,
these may soon be lost again, in this case to Brussels.

In order to realize its potential for future growth, several critical barriers to Warsaw's
development have to be overcome rather soon. One of these obstacles is of political
nature and relates to the city fragmentation. Under current tern'ton'al division, as well
as the division of power, it is very difficult to reach consensus matching the interests
of each of the eleven townships of which the city of Warsaw is composed, with the
interests of the city, and of the urban region as a whole.

Interrelated with the previous issue is the urgent need to plan for the revitalization of
the downtown area, so that it becomes an attractive location for private and public
investments, both domestic and foreign. Another crucial barrier is the current state of
the underground technical infrastructure, in particular the central heating system.
Also, any increase in the volume of traffic is almost unthinkable without the
completion of at least the first metro line (due to put in operation early 1995),
connecting residential districts in the south with the city centre. Finally, the current,
very low niveau and high cost of residential construction precludes the development
of a housing market in Warsaw that would allow for the adjustment of housing
consumption patterns to both housing needs and income levels, as well as for in-
migration of persons with skills demanded on the local labour market.
The city and the region need effective strategies of development to adapt to the

new economic and political situation. Unfortunately, there is a lack of a widely
accepted vision for the continued development and evolution of the city. There is no
clear idea of what to do with the city, and no explicit urban policies have been formed

We can however observe an evolution and creation of a new type of the city.
Whether Warsaw become a "Capitalist City“ is the question of the future.

Warsaw starts to release itself from the principal features of the I"Socialist City"
(WECLAWOWICZ 1993). The most important trends are listed as follow (WECLAWOWICZ
1993, 1994): - the return of the importance of land rent and the increased number of
actors competing for space,

- the return of self-govemment; the shift of absolute control over Space from central
to local,

- the increase of social and spatial differentiation and changing the rules of spatial
allocation of people from the political criterion to the economic one,

- the transformation of employment structure from the domination of industry to the
domination of service sector,

— the substantial transformation of urban landscape and architecture,
- the transformation of values and symbols mostly by replacing numerous politically

symbolic names and functions with other functions and recently viable symbols.



Those phenomenon are not unique for Warsaw, nor for the most recent
transformations. For example, the evolution of the labour market in Warsaw and
privatisation had started already before 1989. The socio-spatial polarisation did exist
under communism; and national, Catholic values and symbols were present all the
time in the urban space. Also, the demographic trends have a much longer term
character.
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An analysis of urbanization patterns of the fourteen states of India over the 1971-91 period i};
based on (31338" measure of scale indicates that even with a relatively low degree urban, the ’°
scale has continued to outpace the degree. Glees' prediction of a low correlation between the
degree urban and the smallest size class(es) is borne out. However, contrary to Glees’ notion,
the pyramidal base (at the lowest size classes) for India, a country with a very low degree of
urbanization, appears to be contracting.
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Introduction

According to a 1989 United Nations' report, in the recent past the developing
countries’ share of the worldwide urban population has been rising rapidly, narrowing
the wide gap in the levels of urbanization between the developed and the developing
worlds (1989: 4). Three years ago the Department of lntemational Economic and
Social Affairs of the United Nations projected that by 2010 one-half of the population
of developing countries will reside in urban areas (1991: 4). As such, third world
urbanization has become an especially important arena for research for social
scientists and urbanologists. It has become obvious that for urban strategies and
policies to be effective it is essential that the changing trends and patterns of
urbanization be clearly understood. It has long been felt that in order to understand
and compare urbanization in international and regional contexts some simple and
easily comparable measures need to be used. Such measures would ensure
comparability and address a range of structural changes within the urban hierarchical
system. Nearly thirty years ago Jack P. GIBBS (1966) proposed a simple measure as
a supplement to the conventional measure of degree. The objective of the present
paper is to apply GIBBS’ measure in an intra-national context to provide an empirical
analysis of the urbanization process of India as a case study among developing
countries.

The Urban Framework in India

In India, according to the 1991 Census of India (NANDA 1991: 7-10) there exist “two
distinct types of urban units.“ The first is defined as a place having some sort of
urban local government, such as a “municipality, corporation, cantonment board or



notified town area committee." The second category contains places which also
qualify as census towns or non-municipal towns if they fulfill the following criteria:

1. a population of at least 5,000;
2. a minimum of seventy-five percent of the male work force engaged in non-

agricultural occupations; and
3. a minimum density of 400 persons per square kilometer.
Furthermore, places which do not meet the above criteria of population size,

occupation and density, but depict certain urban characteristics and offer facilities
such as “major project colonies, areas of intensive industrial development, railway
colonies [and] important tourist centers“ may be included in the second category.

Urban places with a population of 100,000 and over are known as cities, and those
with smaller populations as towns. All cities and towns are grouped into size
categories on the basis of population: Class l--those with 100,000 and above; ll--
50,000-99,000; lIl--20,000-49,999; lV--10,000-19,000; V--5,000-9,999; and Vl--less
than 5,000 population. Lastly, in 1961 the census introduced the term "town-group",
which was subsequently redefined as I"Urban agglomeration", consisting of "a town
and its adjoining urban outgrowths'. The Indian metropolitan area is generally

defined
as an urban agglomeration or a city with a population of a million and

above .

Urban Scale and the Urban Process

As GIBBS pointed out, the measure of degree revealed only one dimension of
urbanization, the proportion of total population residing in the'urban areas. It is
possible, then, that two areal units with the same degree of urbanization may have
wide variations in their individual urban structure. He proposed a measure to
supplement the degree, namely, a scale2 of urbanization, that would take into
account "the distribution of both the urban and the total population among size
classes of urban units" (GIBBS 1966: 170-171).

Although he found the two measures to have an extremely high positive correlation,
to the point of redundancy, GIBBS argued that "the logical possibilities of divergence
[between degree and scale of urbanization] make the observed correlations all the
more remarkable" (1966: 174). In other words, divergence is a possibility for
countries with the same degree of urbanization but different structural patterns,
reflecting a differential process at work.

GIBBS postulated that the process of urbanization would dictate the nature of the
relationship between the two measures of urbanization, namely, degree and scale.
He noted that I‘Countries do not achieve a high degree of urbanization by uniform
and constant expansion of the population in each urban size class" (1966: 174).
Drawing an analogy between the urban structure and a pyramidal structure, GIBBS
noted that:



". . . as the size of the pyramid (i.e., the degree of urbanization) expands, the
base . . . [proportion of the total population in the smallest size class] does not
expand proportionately, or at least it does not do so indefinitely. Eventually, the
base either remains constant or contracts, and subsequently the degree of
urbanization increases by expansion of the proportion of the total population in
larger urban units. In other words, as the degree of urbanization increases,
there is a corresponding increase in the scale of urbanization and population
concentration." (1966: 174).

GIBBS hypothesized that the correlation between the degree of urbanization and the
proportion of population in the urban hierarchical system would follow a curvilinear
pattern, with very low correlation at the lowest class, increasing up to the middle
classes and declining beyond that point. His rationale for the low correlation at the
base was that in countries with a high degree of urbanization the base size would be
stagnant or contracting, whereas in those with a low degree of urbanization it would
still be at an expansion stage. The low correlation at the top was explained by the
absence of urban units in "extreme upper size ranges, because the scale of
urbanization has not yet reached that point" (1966: 174).
This hypothesis was borne out by an examination of the urbanization process of

eighteen countries in GIBBS' study. He also found "additional supporting evidence"
through an examination of intercensal changes in the proportion of total population in
the lowest size class: seventy-five percent of countries with a relatively low degree
[>50] of urbanization, in contrast to only 37.5% of those with a high [:50] degree,
showed a proportional increase in the lowest size class, indicating that after the
degree of urbanization reached a certain level, the base ceased to expand. GIBBS
observed the contraction of the base of the pyramid to be extending beyond the
smallest size class in the United States.

In addition to his theory about the uneven expansion of the urban structural system
[the pyramid], and the possibility of a divergence between the two measures of
degree and scale, GIBBS also agreed with Kingsley DAVIS and Hilda GOLDEN (DAVIS
and GOLDEN 1954 as cited in GIBBS 1966: 177) that "increases in the degree of
urbanization [would] eventually assume a logistic form, that is, the higher the degree,
the less the subsequent increase." “In other words", according to GIBBS, "beyond a
certain point, the crucial variable . . . [would be] the scale rather than the degree of
urbanization" (GIBBS 1966: 177). Citing the example of a higher increase in scale
than in the degree of urbanization in the United States in 1950-60, GIBBS concluded
that 'in at least some countries the degree of urbanization may eventually cease to
reveal significant changes in the urban structure" (1966: 177).



Degree and Scale - An Empirical Analysis3

The present study area consisted of fourteen states of India for which comparable
data for the 1991 and 1971 census years were available. States lacking urban
centers in one or more size classes4 and the Union Territories were omitted.

At the outset, the high correlations between the degree and scale of urbanization
among the fourteen states at .97 (1971) and among 15 states at .97 (1991) were
consistent with expectation. This confirmed GIBBS’ assertion that at least up to a
point the two measures could be used interchangeably.

.

In order to examine GIBBs’ findings of a curvilinear relationship between the degree
of urbanization and the proportion of total population in the size classes, a series of
coefficients of correlation were undertaken for each of the two census years. The
results are presented in Table 1.

Table1 Coefficient of Correlation Between Degree of Urbanization and the
Proportion of Stats Total Population in Each Size Class 1971 and 1991

Proportion of State Total Degree of Urbanization
Population in Size Classes 1971 1991

Classl .8813* .9679*

Class II .7582" .4714*

Class III .4322 .4888"

Class IV .5623 -.0322

Class V .2308 -.0357

Class VI .4629* .1147

*Signiiicant at or above .05

At the upper end of the urban hierarchy the non-linear correlation pattern evidenced
in GIBBS’ study did not appears. At the lower end, however, with the exception of
class VI in 1971 (positive at .05 level of significance), the smaller size classes
showed low correlation with the degree of urbanization. This finding is consistent with
Grees’ prediction and findings of relatively low correlation for the smaller size
classes.

However, Glees had argued that this low correlation would come about in countries
with low degree and scale of urbanization as the proportion [of population] in the size
class would be in the process of expansion (1966: 174). This notion did not seem to



lnter-Censal Changes in Population (Proportion of State Total) in SizeTable 2
Selected States of India, 1971-1991Classes
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apply in the Indian context. When the intercensal changes in the proportion of total
population in each state for each of the six size classes between 1971 and 1991
were compared, it became apparent that in ten of fourteen states in class VI, and in
all fourteen states in class V, the proportion of state total population decreased
instead of being in a state of expansion as GIBBS has postulated (Table 2).
Furthermore, not only did the base of the pyramid contract, but, paradoxically - as
GIBBS had concluded in the context of the United States three decades ago .. “The
contraction of the base of the urbanization pyramid . . . now extends beyond the
smallest size class" (GIBBS 1966: 176).

A comparison of the findings presented in Tab|e1 above with those of a similar
study conducted on the 1951 and 1961 urbanization patterns (MOOKHERJEE 1969)
portrays an interesting trend in the development of urban structure in India over the
past forty years. Whereas in the earlier study only class I cities Showed positive
correlation with the degree urban in 1951 and 1961 (1969: 311), current analysis
revealed the same for classes I and II in 1971 and classes I, II, and III in 1991.
Clearly, the conclusion of the eadier study that "the rise of urbanization in India is
associated with increase of urban population in only these larger units" (1969: 311) is
no longer tenable.

Finally, consistent with the trend observed in India (MOOKHERJEE 1969: 312; HARRIS,
MOOKHERJEE and DENIS 1984: 51), the scale of urbanization in 1971-91 continued to
outpace the degree of urbanization in all but two states (Table 3).

Table 3 Ratios of the Degree and Scale of Urbanization: Selected States of India
1971-1991 -

States Ratio of Degree Ratio of Scale
1971-1991 1971-1991

Andhra Pradesh 1.39 1.63
Assam
Bihar 1.32 1.46
Gujarat 1.23 1 .42
Haryana 1.40 1 .65
Kamataka 1.27 1 .47
Kerala 1.63 1.42
Madhya Pradesh 1.42 1.52
Maharashtra 1 .24 1 .34
Orissa 1.60 1.83
Punjab 1.25 1.45
Rajasthan 1 .30 1 .46
Tamil Nadu 1 .13 1.23
Uttar Pradesh 1.42 1.37
West Bengal 1.11 1.15



GIBBS had theorized such an eventuality for the highly urbanized countries, which
makes this finding a matter of interest for a third world country with only about a .26
degree of urbanization. The degree and scale of urbanization in the selected states
of India for 1971 and 1991 are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Degree and Scale of Urbanization by States
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Concluding Remarks

As evident in our empirical study, the use of Glass measure offers valuable insights
into the process of urbanization; it is especially useful at sub-national or regional
levels in depicting structural changes in the urban hierarchy. Our research findings,
however, lend only partial support to GIBBS' theory. For example, the prediction of a
low correlation between the degree urban and the lowest size class(es) was borne



out, however, GIBBS’ rationale for this result - involving intercensal increases in such
class(es) - was not. The same anomaly was noted regarding his idea of scale
outpacing degree. India has a low level of urbanization. Only a quarter of its
population, according to census, resides in urban areas. However, with the exception
of two states, the ratio of scales from 1971 -1991 was higher than that of the degrees
for the same period at the sub-national level. The degrees of urbanization in seven of
the fourteen states under investigation are even lower than that at the national level.
Lastly, for all but one of even these least urbanized states in India, the scale of
urbanization has proved to outperform the degree.
These mixed patterns of inter-state spatial variations indicate that the variable of

population concentration alone, as examined in this paper, offers only limited
explanation of structural change. Other socioeconomic and institutional factors such
as infrastructure resources and governmental policies must be explored in future
research endeavors for a better understanding of the complexities of the urbanization
processes, especially in the context of culturally diverse developing countries such
as India.
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NOTES

1. For details, see Census of India 1991, particularly chapters two and three (NANDA 1991).
2. GIBBS” measurement of scale is based on size classes and employs an arbitrary minimum size limit.

For detailed discussions on the implication of the size limits, see GIBBS 1966. The formula for the
measure of scale: "Su = EXY, where Su is the measure, X is the proportion of the urban population
in units above a certain size . . . and Y is the proportion of the total population in the same units”
(1966:171y

3. Whereas GIBBs’ measure of scale was based on a minimum size limit, the present study employed
the Indian Census definition of urban that had no minimum cutoff point.

4. The only exception was Kerala, which, in spite of absence of class VI towns in 1991, was included
in the study because of its importance in the overall urban structural analysis.

5. lt should be noted that the present analysis is based on six census size classes. If the population of
the top size class I is further sub—grouped, for example, in 100,000-250,000, 250,000-500,000,
500,000—1,000,000, and 1,000,000 and above population size categories, a different pattern could
have emerged. Population numbers for all urban centers for each class size are computed for each
census year.
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The Urban System in Sri Lanka is dominated by a vast functional urban region (fur) known as
the Colombo Metropolitan Area (CMA). Despite numerous development activities undertaken by

f; successive Governments since achieving Independence in 1948, there has not been a significant

w- «V

1. The Evolution of the Urban System

1.1 The Pro - Colonial Era (prior to 1505)

Urban centres in Sri Lanka pre-date colonial rule. During the pro-colonial era, the
relative importance of urban centres in Sri Lanka changed from time to time. Hence
no city (with the exception of Anuradhapura) could dominate the urban system for
long periods. Evidence from historical sources reveals that only Anuradhapura - the
first capital and planned city of the Sinhala kingdom, remained as the chief city in the
urban system for several centuries. It was established in the dry zone1 in the 4th
century 3.0. Other urban centres at the time included regional capitals, sea ports
and trading centres.

In the 11th century the kings were forced to transfer the administrative and religious
capital to Polonnaruwa and later to other localities in the dry zone due to recurrent
South Indian invasions. By the 13th century a combination of factors which included
the destruction of reservoirs and the disruption of economic activities by invading
armies had affected this hydraulic civilization in the dry zone to such an extent that
there was a drift of the population to the more humid south westem quadrant known
as the wet zone. The administrative capital was shifted to new locations in the south
west. Hence by the end of the 14th century the dry zone was depopulated and its
former capital cities declined in importance. As a result of this distribution significant
proportion of the population came to be concentrated in the wet zone.

1.2 The Colonial Period (1505 - 1948)

At the time the Portuguese arrived in Sri Lanka in 1505, the capital of the Sinhala
kingdom - Sri Jayewardenepura Kotte, was located in the south western lowlands.
The Portuguese selected a small port called Colombo which was situated



a few miles to the west of the capital city, to set up a naval base and a fortress. The
Dutch who defeated the Portuguese after 1 1/2 centuries and captured the maritime
districts preferred to keep Colombo as the chief port and administrative centre. In
addition to the towns already in existence, a new city called Kandy had emerged at
this time in the wet zone hill country. It grew rapidly as the capital of the Kandyan
(Sinhala) Kingdom due to royal patronage.
After the British conquered the whole country in the eany decades of the 19th

century, they retained Colombo as the capital and chief port. There was a relative
decline in the importance of the two capital cities of the Sinhala Kingdom viz. Sri
Jayewardenepura Kotte (which became a suburb of Colombo in the 20th century)
and Kandy which had flourished during the Portuguese and Dutch periods. Colombo
was the locus of the new transport network. When the Suez canal was constructed in
1867, Colombo became a vital link in international trade routes. In order to compete
successfully with other ports in the Indian Ocean, breakwaters were built in Colombo
to create a deeper and a safer artificial harbour. As Colombo was the Administrative
Capital and chief port of the colony, all the higher order commercial, health,
educational, cultural and other functions were concentrated in Colombo which
attracted a large number of foreign and local migrants.

In order to maintain an integrated and an authoritative administrative structure, the
British also established provincial and district capitals at strategic locations. Thus,
former capitals and other important urban centres such as Anuradhapura, Kandy,
Jaffna, Trincomalee and Galle acquired new administrative functions and were linked
by road and rail to Colombo. Further, the introduction of plantation agriculture to the
South Western quadrant in the 19th century provided a stimulus to the growth of
small towns at road and rail intersections as collecting and distributing centres while
the hill country towns gained an additional importance as advantage as holiday
resorts due to the salubrious climate.
Thus the foundation for the colonial urban system was laid down in the 19th

century, with the externally oriented port and multi functional capital city ranking first
in the urban system. However in 1871, Colombo had not yet become a Primate city
since the Index of Primacy (measured by the 2 city Index) shows that Colombo was
only 1.9 times larger than the second city (Galle). By 1881, the degree of Primacy
had risen to 2.7 after which it increased rapidly to 6.3 in 1931 (Table 1).

2. The Urban System in the Post - Independence Period (1948 - 1981)

2.1 Rank Size Shifts in the Urban System

Between the census years of 1946 and 1981, the number of towns in Sri Lanka
rose from 42 to 134 and its urban population increased from 1,00,000 to 3,195,000.
As revealed in Table 2, the number of cities (:100,000) increased from 1 to 6 during
the same period. An interesting characteristic is the proliferation of small towns



Table 1 Primacy of Colombo

Indices 1901 1921 1931 1946 1953 1963 1971 1981
,———————"———.————

Colombo OMA

2 City Index 4.0 5.8 6.3 5.9 5.5 4.6 3.6 3.3 23.8
(J8=P1IP2)

Second City Galie Jaffna Dehiwela Mt. Lavinia Jaffna
4Citylndex 1.43 2.1 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.3 9.3

(Jb=P1r'P2+P3+P4)

(920,000) from 30 in 1953 to 102 in 1971 due to the elevation of Town Councils to
urban statusz. The distribution pattern illustrated in Figure 1a, shows that the majority
of small towns are widely distributed in the dry zone while the medium (intermediate)
size towns and cities are concentrated in the wet zone.

Significant shifts in the ranks have occurred in the urban system in the post -
independence era as indicated in Figure 2. Colombo retained its supremacy but
regional capitals located at important transport nodes that had enjoyed high ranking
positions as administrative and commercial centres have been superseded by rapidly
growing suburbs of Colombo. Figure 1b shows that many cities and medium sized
towns had either been stagnating or growing slowly during the last intercensal
decade of 1971 — 1981 either due to saturation within town limits or to lack of
dynamism.

2.2 Suburbanization and the Creation of the CMA

One major factor which caused shifts to occur among the higher levels of the urban
system is the emergence of suburbs around Colombo. By 1948, the primacy of
Colombo had been firmly consolidated due to its pivotal position in national and
international trade as well as the initial creation of the administrative hierarchy with
power concentrated in Colombo and the centralization of higher order functions.

Even 40 years after Independence, Colombo continued to maintain its demographic
and functional supremacy not as a single city but as a vast functional region called
the Colombo Metropolitan Area (CMA).

The CMA comprises the central city (Colombo), old suburbs (in the inner crescent),
new suburbs (in the outer crescent) and the turban area including non-suburban
towns (Figure 3). During the 19th century and early decades of the 20th century,
Colombo grew by annexation and in - migration. Later, its horizontal expansion was
curbed by local Authorities administering the adjoining suburbs and in-migration was
reduced when city-bound migrants were enticed to suburbs by relatively low rentals
and low land values. The older or the inner crescent had been formed by 1948 and



Table 2 Urban Papulation According to Size of Towns (1946—1981)
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the outer crescent appeared by 1971 as shown in Figure 3 as well as former regional
capitals in the periphery (WANASINGHE 1985). These 2 suburban crescents have
appropriated a significant proportion of CMA's population growth. Between 1963 -
1971. while Colombo grew at the rate of 9.9 percent, the majority of suburbs in the
inner crescent gained between 20 - 39 percent. During the 1971 - 1981 intercensal
period, the growth rates of suburbs in the outer crescent surpassed those of
Colombo and the inner crescent (WANASINGHE 1985). This rapid growth is attributed
to residential growth as well as to spontaneous suburbanization of commerce,
industries and offices and the planned suburbanization of administrative activities
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after the establishment of Sri Jayewardenepura Kotte in a suburb, as the
administrative capital of the country.

2.3 The Opening up of the Dry Zone

Another factor which contributed to rank size shifts at the lower level of the
hierarchy is the stimulus received from State aided colonization schemes in the dry
zone during the 20th century. The dry zone which was the most developed and
densely populated area before the 13th century had been neglected for 7 centuries.
In 1946, it contained only 33.7 percent of the total population although it covered 75
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Figure 2 Rank of Major Urban Centres in Sri Lanka (1946-1981)
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percent of the land area. The Opening up of the dry zone for colonization by the
provision of water, land and infrastructure facilities and the eradication of malaria
attracted migrants from the densely populated wet zone. Population in Vavuniya and
Anuradhapura - Polonnaruwa districts in the dry zone increased by 644 percent and
509 percent respectively during post-war years (1946-1981) in contrast to 174
percent in the Colombo district. As a result, instead of a single in-migration stream to
the Colombo District (a part of the CMA) which occurred before Independence, 2
migration streams have appeared in recent years - one directed towards the CMA
and the other towards the dry zone (WANASINGHE 1992).

The environment created by population growth and agricultural development in the
dry zone provided the necessary stimulus to the expansion of existing urban centres
and the emergence of incipient service centres, some of which were upgraded to
urban status after 1963. Their impact on urban growth is also reflected in the
relatively high average annual growth rate (aagr) of 11.1 percent experienced by
urban population in dry zone districts as opposed to 5.2 percent in the wet zone
districts during the 1953 - 1963 intercensal decade. The corresponding figures for
the 1963 - 1971 period were 6.0 and 4.9 percent respectively. During the last
intercensal decade of 1971 - 1981, when the aagr of urban population in the country
declined to 1.2 percent, small towns located in or near Colonization Schemes such
as Ambalantota, Hingurakgoda, Tissamaharama and Moneragala had aagrs ranging
between 3.5 and 4.7 percent (WANASINGHE 1986, 1987).

3. The Impact of Recent Policies on the Urban System

3.1 Trends in Economic Growth in the Post-Censal Period (1981 onwards) and
the Strengthening of the CMA

Population estimates after 1981 indicate that the aagr of urban population has
increased from 1.2 to 1.58 percent between 1985 - 1990 while that of rural
population declined from 1.79 to 1.26 percent. Projections for the 1990 — 1995 period
reveal that while the aagr of urban population was expected to rise to 2.19 percent,
that of rural population was projected to drop to 1.0 percent. Thus, if the Urban Rural
Growth Difference (URGD) is used as a measure of the tempo of urbanization, it can
be concluded that the tempo which was slow in the past had accelerated after 1985.

This impetus to urban growth was provided by developments in the economy of Sri
Lanka. Two of the lead projects launched by the Government in 1977 had an urban
bias viz. a) the Urban Development and Housing Programme and the establishment
of the Urban Development Authority (UDA) and b) the Greater Colombo Economic
Commission (GCEC). The UDA promoted large scale investment of public and
private sector funds in urban areas and introduced liberal financial incentives which
encouraged individuals and companies to invest in approved property development
to cater to the rapidly increasing demand for commercial, industrial and residential

'
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Figure 3 Evolution of the Colombo Metropolitan Area in the 20th Century
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land especially in the CMA. The Greater Colombo Economic Commission
established 2 Free Trade Zones in its area of authority in the Northern part of the
CMA resulting in the rapid increase of foreign and local investment as well as
number of factories and industrial employees in the CMA.
The period after 1981 is therefore characterized by a rapid growth in real estate,

building construction, money broking, banking and insurance; retail and wholesale
trade; industries; transport and communications. Most of the activities are
concentrated in the CMA which increased the immigration rate (both permanent and
temporary) thus reinforcing and strengthening the supremacy of the CMA.
Consequently the population of the CMA which stood at 2,763,000 in 1981 was
estimated to increase to 3,340,000 by 1992 and projected to rise to 3,753,000 by
2001.

3.2 Economic Growth and Towns in the Periphery

During the last intercensal decade (1971-1981) towns in the periphery had not
succeeded in attracting investment or people but economic growth after 1981
resulted in towns such as Kurunegala, Ratnapura and Bandarawela growing at rates
ranging between 1.7 to 3.7 per annum according to estimates provided by Urban
Local Authorities' as shown in Table 3. However, in common with Galle other
"underbounded" towns in the country continued to stagnate due to saturation in
congested high density wards near the CBD under utilization of less developed and
unserviced wards and residential growth in the more accessible settlements outside
the city limits. Hence in contrast to the aagr of 0.8 percent in “Galle, its incipient
suburbs grew at rates as high as 4 percent between 1971 - 1981. Unless these
areas are incorporated into the "underbound" towns, their rank position in the urban
system will fall down even further.

3.3 Devolution of Power

The 13th Amendment to the Constitution introduced in November 1987 devolved
key functions to Provincial and Local Councils. One major goal of devolution is the
promotion of regional development in order to reduce disparities between the core
(CMA) and the periphery. The Southern Provincial Council has recently formulated a
regional development plan which would contribute considerably to town growth in its
reglon.

3.4 The New Urban Strategy

In order to facilitate devolution and to strengthen urban institutions, improve
resource mobilization, maximize access to urban services, facilitate investment by
the private sector and address environmental problems in peripheral towns the UDA
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is implementing a new urban strategy with ADB funding (WANASINGHE 1987). Sixteen
small and medium sized towns in the periphery with the potential for development,
(out of which 11 are District and Provincial capitals) have been selected for
development. The towns are predominantly service centres but they lack suitable
serviced sites, a regular water supply, good roads a communication system and 3
phase electricity to attract industries. The new Urban Strategy encourages
investment in these towns by providing the necessary infrastructure facilities for
industrial growth and it is expected that population growth rates will increase rapidly.

3.5 Conclusion

The above analysis shows that due to the actions of successive Governments since
independence substantial changes in the urban system during the past 46 years
have occurred. Due to primacy and suburbanization towns within the CMA have risen
to higher ranks within a short period, thus pushing the former regional capitals to
lower ranks. In future, the devolution of power and launching of the new Urban
Strategy will undoubtedly contribute to the reorganization of the urban systema.

NOTES

1. The dry zone is an agro-climatic zone characterized by seasonal and low rainfall. It covers
approximately 75% of the land area. See Figure 1.

2. All agglomeraticns administrated by Municipal, Ulban and Town Councils were classified as urban
at the census of 1931.

3. I wish to thank Mr. G.F. de Alwis, Senior Staff Technical Officer, University of Sri Jayewardenepura
for the neat and accurate maps.
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_ With the construction of the European Community, the European urban system appears more
and more integrated. Even if this level of organisation seems to be emerging, looking at the

E'Ï history of the european cities, one can recognize different signs of the long existence of
*5”; interaction between them. Today one can observe the international processes, even if national

level is always relevant. The paper underiines this historical and contemporaneous processes,
using large databases, constructed with the preoccupation of homogeneity. 5*?

ystems,
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Introduction

Since World War II, the national borders of West Europe countries have opened
progressively. At first this was limited to a few products like coal or steel and to a
group of six countries only. The construction of a socio-economic European entity
has expanded spatially as well as in the variety of functions. In this process, the
importance of exchanges between countries has multiplied. The increase in the
number and size of long range flows is also a result of a more general trend of
internationalization of the economies. Among the consequential effects of this upon
national urban systems, is the emergence of a few cities which happen to be in the
position of centres within those networks and which act at an upper geographical
level. There is an increasing influence of such cities beyond their national boundaries
and the importance of their international relationships is increasing when compared
to their communications with their regional or national environment.

The question of interest for this paper is the possible substitution of an integrated
(west) European Urban System for the former juxtaposition of less interconnected
national urban systems. ls such an integrated supra-national urban system already
perceptible? Which types of emerging structural characteristics are recognizable, or
detectable, from the actual observation of west European cities today?

In order to answer such questions, we shall first recall the main significant historical
meaningful "events" (or structural divisions) which shaped the specific features of the
European set of towns and cities. Second, we will identify the main prOperties which
characterize the European settlement system compared to those of other continents,
especially North America. Third, by using both recent observations of large European



cities and theoretical knowledge of the dynamics of urban systems, we shall try to
predict some possible emerging characteristics of what could be considered in the
future on relevant observation as a I'European urban system”.

1. Historical path dependence of the system

Recalling briefly a few steps of the progressive building of the European national
settlement systems over a long period, it will be shown how the long distance
exchanges between towns and cities already had strong effects in shaping variety of
structures of urban systems.

1.1 A very old connected network

Over several centuries, the urban network which now appears on European maps
has been shaped by trade relationships. The resulting flows of goods, population,
and information created linkages of interdependancies and competition between
towns and cities (i.e. between the individual actors and corporate institutions or
various centres of power within them).

Everywhere in Europe, the creation of urban systems followed a "basic
urbanization" comprising networks of a small agricultural markets serving rural
population (Figure 1). By oversimplifying a complicated history, two main divisions
can be identified since the middle-ages (BHAUDEL 1979; DUBY 1985): a first wave of
urbanization occurred at the time of the crusades, due to a weakening of feudalism
and to a strengthening of an urban bourgeoisie linked with' the reopening of
commercial routes (PlFlENNE 1939). After an unstable period of war, a second stage
of urban development in the XVIth century lead to a more selective process of
growth of a few large cities which concentrated the economic boom of the time. The
most rapidly growing cities were either political capitals, or centres of the long
distance and maritime trade. The set of cities become more hierarchical, and
monocentric, as the old mediterranean area (Napoli, Venice, Milano, Geneva), lost
its relative importance whereas the north sea urban network around Bruges, Gent
and the towns of Flanders, and then London was reinforced.

The development of small and medium size towns was sustained by demographic
growth and by the Industrial Revolution. The urban hierarchy was meanwhile
completed and its contrast was reduced without changing its spatial pattern much (DE
VFtlES 1984).

The individual histories of those European towns and cities exhibit, at several points
during that long period, general similarities in trends which prove that even in those
ancient times, they did not evolve in an isolated manner, but by interaction. To that
extent is it possible for this past period to use the expression "European urban
system" without it being an anachronism, even if the urban development at that time
was not precisely the same everywhere.
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1.2 Partial and progressive restructuring

During the various stages of urbanization, inequalities in deveIOpment occurred
between the various parts of the continent. The three important phases in the
formation of the European urban system may be analysed in connection with the
successive valuation of main communication roads. The situation of cities relative to
the principal trade axes was decisive in establishing the upper level of the urban
hierarchy (HOHEMBERG & LEEs 1985). The center of the so-called "world-economy“
after F. BRAUDEL shifted from Venice at the beginning of XVIth century toward
Antwerpen and Amsterdam from the beginning of the XVllth century onwards. The
geographical position of the towns and cities within the communication networks is
well demonstrated by a measure of their population potential. That index is a
synthetic measure of the accessibility of one town to all others according to their
size, so it may also be interpreted as a number of possible interactions with other
urban centres or for individuals living in one particular city. Between 1500 and 1800,
the maximum values of the European urban potential (as measured after the
population of all towns and cities over 10.000 inhabitants) shifted from northern Italy
to the lower Rhine valley and finally to London (DE VRIES 1984). The famous main
axis of European urbanization which appears nowadays as a real megalopolis was
meanwhile built and reinforced over a duration of several centuries, as it is shown by
such a geographical move of the largest potential values.

The main centres of the former long distance maritime trade and the cities which
were at that time the capital accumulation centers have generated most of the
largest cities of EurOpe today. The few exceptions like Paris reflect the rare
processes of extreme political centralisation of large territories. Not only the
differences in city sizes, but sometimes also in the nature of their economic basis,
are still deeply rooted in that ancient period. The Industrial Revolution did not much
alter the main feature of the structure of the urban system established by the shift of
the area with highest density from south to north-west Europe. It merely amplified it
due to the powerful impulse given to urbanization by the industrial development of
the XIXth century. Moreover, the Industrial Revolution deeply modified the structures
of the cities which were developed at that time, since those cities still appear today
with the highest specialisation level within the European urban system.

1 .3 A global translation

There is actually a surprising inertia of the hierarchical dimension within the
structure of the European urban system. Towns and cities which already had over
10.000 inhabitants in 1500 still accounted for 2/5th of the 864 European towns and
cities over 10.000 inhabitants in 1800 (DE VFllES 1984). They concentrated 23 of the
number of urban citizens at that time. Even if the Industrial Revolution "created"
several very large cities as in the Ruhr region, or in northern England, or in the north



of France and Spain, there was a broader general stability in the urban pattern of
southern Europe (SCHMALL 1981). Cities with a glorious past like Venice have been
relatively weakened, but for instance Napoli is still today the third Italian city.

By definition, the function of cities is related to trade and exchange. lt creates,
between them, a multiplicity of links of interdependencies and competition. Those
connections ensure the continued existence of the mesh of the urban system.
Because it promotes a quick diffusion of new ideas, competition is the main cause of
the persistence of the possible former inequalities. Competition is the regulating
force which widely contributes to maintain the structure of the urban systems (PUMAIN
1992). Other factors lead to the same result, as the administrative or political mode
of organisation of the territories; when they function for long periods of time in the
same way, federal systems tend to favour urban systems where inequalities between
cities are less important, whereas centralised systems lead to more pronounced
hierarchical contrasts (MORICONl-EBRAHD 1993). The existence of the communication
infrastructures, as they most of the time adapt to the pre-existing urban hierarchy, is
also a condition of the stability of the urban systems (PFlED 1977).

2. Main structural characteristics

The European urban system of today is the result of the accumulation of the affects
of several successive organisation of power, which have modelled it (Figure 2).

2.1 An old urbanization

As its settlement system is very old, Europe has a very high density of towns and
cities when compared to other continents. Another linked characteristic is the large
share of small and medium-sized towns in the urban system. There is inversely a
relative lack of very large metropolises: if one considers cities over 200.000
inhabitants, their average size is about 800.000 in Europe against 1.300.000 in the
United States and in Japan (MOFllCONl-EBRARD 1993).
Those main features are revealed by a simple comparison of the distributions of the

number of towns and cities according to their size in USA and in Europe (Figure 3).
The inequalities in size are much higher in the USA as indicated by the higher slope
value of the adjustment line. On the other hand, there is no example in Europe of the
huge megalopolis like the one around New York or even of a very large urban area
like Los Angeles.
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2.2 The inherent spatial organisation

The European urban system is without doubt dominated by two large
agglomerations, London and Paris, which have been by far the largest for more than
a century. Whatever the criteria, they stand well over the other cities, mainly when
measures of economic power and weight are considered, like for instance the
number of headquarters of large companies (Figure 4). In those two cities alone are
concentrated more than half of the headquarters of the 300 largest European firms in
1990. The explanation of such a concentration is a matter of historical accumulation
reinforced by a factor of proximity to political power, more than of population size and
density: the comparison with the lower number of headquarters located in the large
urban area of over 10 million inhabitants concentrated in the Ruhr region (Essen,
Dusseldorf, Duisburg) demonstrates it.



Figure 4 The Largest European Firms
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Generally, international functions are highly concentrated in the largest cities, which
offer favourable conditions for their development: their number and variety is
correlated with the presence of international airports and important traffic
connections, with the importance of high-level business services and luxury
accommodation capacities (ROZENBLAT & PUMAIN 1993). However, a specific aspect
of such functions like the attraction of intemational congresses may give a broader,
not only economic, view of the international dimension of cities (Figure 5) (PALOMAKI
1991). The main European cities for congresses are still Paris and London, but
Geneva, Brussels, and Wien appear to be in good positions. The main large cities of
eastem Europe are still lagging behind those of westem Europe, even for such an
international cultural function which is much less concentrated than the purely
economic ones.
The European regions with highest densities do not concentrate many international

functions but have developed a high intensity of international links. It is in those cities
which are close to several national borders that the branches of multinational firms,
looking for an access to large potential markets, have their highest density of
linkages (Figure 6). Such a relative preference is explained by the existence of very
well connected networks of cities which is characteristic of the rhenanian type of
cities network (JUILLIAHD & NONN 1976).

3. Previsible developments

According to the large inertia of urban systems, and to the slow demographic and
economic growth rates of the period in the whole European area, 'one cannot expect
strong upheaval of the structural features of the European urban system in the near
future. However, a few trends can be identified which may slightly alter the pattern as
described above.

3.1 Shifts in urban growth

During the last four decades, a double shift occurred in the demographic and urban
growth pattern of Europe (CA‘I'I'AN and al. 1994; KUNZMANN & WEGENER 1991): the
first one from the north to the south, and a second one from the west to the east may
both be explained by a diffusion process (Figure 7). Such a process includes the last
stages of demographic transition, rural exodus, and suburbanization (HALL 1993;
CHAMPION 1989). The decrease in fertility rates has been surprisingly rapid in several
countries, except in some part like Sweden and France. So the main growth
differential in the future is to be expected from international migrations, whose
intensity depends on political decisions and may be higher in the vicinity of the
former border between the two blocks. High urban growth rates may also be
expected in most of eastern countries where the growth of the largest cities had been
contained by deliberate policies of housing shortage or migration regulation. The



opening of trade and the development of communication means will also in a first
stage favour those main economic and political centers of eastern Europe.

Figure 5 The Congresses in European Cities

Number of congresses Number of congresses
(1987-1989): for 100.000 inhab.:

529 - 20-35
144 - 5-520
1 - 1.3—5.5

- 0.1242.
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Source: International Congress Calendar (1987-1990)
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Figure 7 European Urban Population Change (1950-1990)
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Figure 7 European Urban Population Change (1950-1990) (continued)
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Figure 7 European Urban Population Change (1950-1990) (continued)
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masseuse:

3.2 Weight of national organisation

Despite the growing internationalisation, the development of the urban system is
still for the main part occurring within each particular country. National borders are
still strong barriers in the geographical pattem of exchanges of all types. The
presence of such borders still divides by a factor six or seven the importance of flows
of migration or of goods, by train as well as by air (CATI'AN 1993).

Moreover, the impression of national patterns is such that the actual position of a
city within the emerging European urban system depends more of its relative weight
within the national urban system it belongs to, rather than to its relative position in
the European urban hierarchy. It is very likely that such a ranking which raise the
level of a few relatively small but first-rank cities of small countries compared to the
larger but second-rank cities of larger states, will continue to affect the reorganisation
of the European urban system.

As a conclusion, one may assess that the future position that cities will occupy in
the emerging European urban system will depend first on:
- their level in the general European hierarchy of city sizes;
- the role they have in their own country, as political or economic main centers;
- their specialization in various intemational functions like financial services, or

transportation, as well as culture and tourism;
- their geographical position, giving an advantage to cities which are already more

open to international connections because of their location close to several borders
of a small country or at main junctions of wide-range transportation networks
(CATrAN and al. 1994).
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In the near future the economic forces connected with a growing process of internationalization g};
begin to change the settlement system of Finland. They are the heightening competition in a
possible member country of the EU and the consequenses of wider free trade agreements to a
northern agriculture and to the industry using these products as raw material. Probably, the
process of concentration of industry will continue benefiting many-sided industrial centres, which
already are rather internationalized. Population will grow in bigger cities and in corridors leading to îï-
them. Services are improving, too. The public sector seems to be under very heavy restrictions
because of difficulties in state finances. The development of settlement system seems to be a
retreat of countryside, the expansion of urbanized areas and possibly even the return of
wilderness to newly founded rural settlement areas. This means a major turn of settlement
development towards a more intensive form in Southern Finland and a more extensive form in
other parts of the country.

Key Words: Intemationalization, Competition, Concentration, Northemess

1. INTRODUCTION

As a result of an extensive study of the national settlement system of Finland in the
situation prevailing about 1985 (Atlas of Finland 1992: Foli0270), the system is
characterized as being rather small, only moderately urbanized, hierarchically
organized with only a few really specialized communities. It is internally well
connected and strongly dominated by its Capital District. lt is fairly dense only in its
southern parts and fades out towards north in accordance to the worsening physical
conditions.

The inner structure of the system is very much influenced by physical geographic
and economic factors. Today the process of intemationalizing seems to come more
and more forward as a changing factor. As a small and peripheral country with high
quality of life Finland has depended on international trade, and the dependency is
increasing. The markets for large scale and growing forest based industry are
international. The competition in connection with European integration is increasing
and that forces the country to adaptations in economy and other fields. even in
administration system. All these developments have a direct or indirect influence on
settlement system, too.



2. PHOCESSES

The process of internationalization seems to be a many-faceted complex of
threads, possibilities and needs of adaptation to new demands. The agriculture in
Finland operates in a very northem position. To make it competitive, it has been and
still is very much subsidized. There has been also a strong control of imports of
those agricultural products, were Finland has been a weak competitor. lf Finland will
become a member of EU, this situation will change radically. The same applies to
that part of food industry using domestic agricultural products as raw material. The
size of Finnish farms is small, on the average. One of the trends has been to enlarge
the farms through purchases, but the process is slow. To reach an economically
sustainable situation in the countryside the number of farms should be halved.

In the structure of industry as a whole there seems to be a process of concentration
going on. The size of firms is growing and as a consequence of that, also a regional
concentration is taking place. Finland has had a dense network of dairies (YLJ-JDKIPII
1970), but because the firms have to be competitive with the European giants in the
field, the strongest have bought the smallest, and only a few of the previously so
thriving small dairies remain. The same applies to the industry based on meat, too.

In other branches of industry the deveIOpment seems to take another way. Firms in
woodworking, metal- and electrotechnical industry, for instance, seem to
intemationalize in a more direct way. Finnish companies buy firms in other countries,
continue their operation and get a stronghold of the markets in that particular land.
Arrangements will, of course, be needed. Internationalization takes place also
through foreign investors buying shares of Finnish firms or whole firms and dividing
the risks and profits of the activities. Some enterprises have founded new plants in
Finland. The size of production units seems to get smaller, because these are easier
to manage effectively in operation. A large part of the production is divided to
subcontractors. This element seems to increase in the industrial regional system,
too.

One of the greatest problems in the country since 1990 during the recession is a
severe unemployment (about 20% of working force). Especially industry and
construction have suffered. At first it was hoped that the beginning of the upswing in
the economy as a whole would eliminate unemployment or in any case considerably
diminish the rate of it. Now it seems that in Spite of growing production, the
unemployment falls much less than anticipated. Firms do not invest, they rather pay
their loans back. With the developing technology industry is moving more and more
towards automation of the production. There have been even philosophical
questions, whether there in the future will be working possibilities in the present
sense at all (VON WRIGHT 1993). Even a positive answer would mean less and less
work especially in industry. The thinking on the nature of work has to take totally



different mode than today. What kind of influence this has on settlement system,
nobody seems to know or even be seriously interested in.
The role of services has grown considerably in the economy of Finland. In 1985 the

share of service employment was already more than 50% (Atlas of Finland 1992:
Foli0270, p.12) in most of the rural communes, too. The recession has had its effect
here. Wholesale and retail trade have lost much of their markets because of
diminished purchasing power of population. Banking has met great difficulties
because of careless lending in the late 803, and many other mistakes. This has led
to a huge support to the banks by the government, amalgamations of banking firms,
closing of many offices and raising the price of money. Planning services have
suffered from recession in construction. Most successful firms have tried to offer their
services to bigger countries with some success. Tourism, on the other hand, has
benefited from the lower price level in the country and the number of foreign tourists
has increased. So, services seem to be such a heterogeneous field of economy, that
internationalization has no easily explainable influence on it. Clearly, however, the
smallest communities seem to loose most in the development.

Administration suffers from the deficit in the state and communal budgets and the
heavy debts of the Finnish state, which has compelled to cuts and savings in
expenditure not only in pure bureaucracy but also in linked fields such as social and
health care and education. The number of civil servants has diminished, some
functions have been privatized and some administrative functions have been
eliminated. There have been attempts to reduce the cost of administration by
reconsidering the need of agencies on central, regional and local levels. Finland
takes part quite actively in intemational political affairs, but the possible joining to EU
will increase this form of participation very much. This seems to affect the
administrative system of the country, too. The regional divisions are influenced
already.

Communication systems are developing all the time for national reasons. However,
some developments, are planned also for international needs. The increasing goods
transports between industrialized Western Europe and Russia, especially that of
St. Petersburg, requires a higher port and railway capacity than what the Russians
have today. Because the Finnish railways have the same rail gauge as the Russian,
Finnish seaports and railways have received much of that transit traffic. It seems
now, that the capacity ought to be increased. It is also obvious that an increasing
part of that intemational flow will go on lorries.

Nearly all of these more or less spontaneous developments would lead to a greater
concentration through greater efficiency of operations and hardening competition.
The countereffects are mainly new modes of regional development policy, whose
main aim is to keep the whole country settled and even having more or less same
welfare level for population in all parts of Finland (Maaseudun kehittamisohjelma
1991). Regional policy is financed by national funds, but also by EU funds in the
case, that Finland will join this organization as a full member. Just now there is a



heavy discussion going on concerning the benefits and drawbacks of such a vital
decision. There will be a referendum in October 1994.

3. REGIONAL CONSEQUENCES

3.1 Degree of lnternationality at the Beginning of the 19903.

It can be supposed, that a place which already is in its functions more
internationalized than its competitors will also in the future keep its relative position.
This is so. because people there are already used to cooperation across the borders
and have created connections, which can be useful in creating new ones. Therefore
it is interesting to see, which Finnish cities have this position of “early beginners".
The analysis by PAJUNEN (1994) was restricted to Finland's provincial centres,

because it was obvious, that large and middle—sized cities have the most favourable
situation in developing intemational connections. Indicators were the share of the city
of intemational trade among the cities compared in 1991, the share of headoffices of
foreign firms in 1992, the share of inhabitants of foreign nationality in 1993. the share
of foreign students in 1992, the share of foreign tourists, international congresses,
consulate offices, friendship cities, and the accessibility of the city from abroad.

All of the cities studied had begun the process, but were very different in the degree
and content of internationalization (Figure 1). The large cities are mainly at the top of
the list, but not all. There are also discrepancies in comparison to the hierarchical
position. Maariehamn in the Aland islands has only 10,000 inhabitants and is a very
weak provincial centre, but has a third place on the list. On the other hand, Kuopio in
Eastern Finland has about 80,000 inhabitants and is a supraprovincial centre for a
very wide area, but it is only ninth on the list. Factors affecting positively the
internationalization seem to be bilingual population structure, location on the coast
and the size of population.

3.2 lnternationality of Industry

It can be supposed, with precursions, that the more the industry of a city is now
involved in international markets, the better are its possibilities for competition in the
future, too. In a calculation based on the Yearbook of Industry 1992, Table 1 (Central
Statistical Office of Finland 1994) it was found, that there are very big differences in
the intemational status of industrial centres. Using the value of exported products
and the share of exports of the total value of production, a possibility to rank the
cities was achieved. Comparing the results (Figure 2) with the composition of the
industrial activities in centres (Atlas of Finland 1993: 21) also the important fields
could be seen.
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Figure 1 The index of intemationality of Finnish provincial centres 1992
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Figure 2a The export orientation of industry in Finnish municipalities 1992
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Figure 2b The export orientation of industry in Finnish municipalities - The
alternative
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The largest industrial centres topping the list (Helsinki, Turku, Tampere, Pori,
Vaasa, Oulu) are versatile industrial places. Many of the big places are characterized
by some prominent industry, which in most cases is forestbased industry, but may be
metal and metalproducts industry, electrotechnical industry or production of vehicles.
There is a group of small and highly export oriented places, but their total industrial
production is very small and therefore they can not be regarded as centres with
promising future in internationalized Finland. With a very few exceptions these are
forest industry places.

The impact of change by the internationalized industry, so far, seems to be rather
modest. This may be because of the uncertain situation in the country and abroad.
Industry has not invested in Finland very much, because during the recession and
bank crises it has been paying its debts with the money it is earning from earlier
investments. Another factor is that the Finnish membership in EU is still an open
question in July 1994. Meanwhile some important Finnish internationalized firms
have moved their headquarters to cities within the EU area. This could be a sign of
the future. The uncertainty in industrial organizations and their competition
circumstances may cause unexpected results.

3.3 Services

Services have suffered very much from the recession, but not in the same way and
degree. When the purchasing capacity has decreased, whole sale and retail trade
have lost customers and profitability. Even big companies have proved to be
unexpectedly weak, loosing their share in competition and also their presence in
central places. Trade invested very much during the last years of the=19BOs and that
is one of the difficulties and reason for retreat. Banking was earlier very much
regionally oriented in the competition of market shares, but now especially it is
retreating from smaller places. Tourism suffers from the disease of overinvestment
especially in northern part of the country and bankruptcies have been common. The
services have, however, recovered quite rapidly and well, because the price level has
sunk and seems to be a tourist attraction today. This will help some of the centres to
stay in the fight against the recession. In the field of services the internationalization
process seems to have less direct influence on the change of position of central
places than the general downswing of the national economy.

3.4 Transportation

In traffic there are the same needs of adjustment as in other fields. For instance,
the size of the planes on domestic routes have been diminished and the
transportation capacity brought closer to the demand. Some routes have
disappeared, but all airfields are in function. Quite a large share of investment is
directed towards the highway network especially close to the bigger cities. Railways



are less active. They plan seriously to cut down old connections, especially in
eastwest direction. With the coming of the high speed trains for passenger traffic this
will alter the relative position of railway centres and make them even more selective.

The whole system of first class roads is under considerable improvement. Eg. a
high-class road along the southern coast and further to Russia is being planned now.
Especially around bigger cities the network is quite dense, but real interregional
works have been proposed, too (Figure 3). They lead mainly from a major
bordercrossing to another. Of course, these improvements benefit all centres along
the routes. In any case it can be supposed that the new system will help to
concentrate economic activities to places with improved accessibility within the
country.

3.5 Public Administration

Public administration is not directly involved in intemationalizing, yet. The process
towards an EU membership, however, influences the development. Finland has had
a shortage in democracy on provincial level, because the laani agency is a regional
general state administration agency. In Europe a democratic middle level is the
norm. Finland has to have that, too. Now there is a new agency called provincial
administration, which regionally is based mainly on functional economic provinces.
The iääni administration has lost weight considerably. The new provinces are in fact
coalitions of municipalities (SIPPONEN 1992: 21). To get really a direct democratic
provincial administration there now is a political proposal, that in addition to the two
operating provinces there should be a third one, which should keep council elections
and have the right of taxation and this way it could be really self—supporting. So, in
the best case there will be a double democracy prevailing in Finland at the provincial
level! Of course, those centres, which have been selected as sites for this level
administration, will profit.

Another type of impact is caused by the heavy burden of loans, which the Finnish
Government has had to take to keep the state economy on the move. To lessen the
budget deficit, different kinds of cuts are done and new ones are proposed. This
concerns also the lower levels of state administration. The Finnish regional
administration system now is quite complicated with 8 levels in central place and
area hierarchy. The cuttings are directed towards all levels in order to diminish the
agencies and especially the personnel.

Regionally, the development may mean a process schematically exemplified in
Figure 4. The basis is a commune (460 in number). Local state administration
consists of 7 different agencies and they are fewer (181) than communes. The
municipality group centres and areas (57) are constructed of 6 agencies.
This system is changing as a result of two impacts. Individual municipalities in order

to lessen their economic burden are striving for cooperation - regionally the process
of “tractation”. This term at the beginning meant the functional expansion of



Figure 3 The future Finnish Trans-European highway network (decision 24.2.1994)
and the proposed support areas for Finnish agriculture
1) Trans-European highway
2) Border crossing point A. B. and C support zones for agriculture (see text)
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Figure 4 Phases of probable development of local administration system
schematically.
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individual cities to neighbouring rural municipalities (PALOMAKI 1986, VAFtTlAINEN
1988), but widened later to include the cooperation between purely rural
municipalities, too (HANTAHALVAHI 1992)

EU has made its hierarchical area system and Finland has created something
similar. There are new circuits for administration and minor economic regions mainly
for statistical purposes (Council of state 1992 a and b). New circuits will make the
state local administration level to disappear and also the municipal group areas join
the new circuits (Figure 4).

It has been discussed, whether the new tracts should be the basis for new
municipalities. If all this will go as foreseen here, the communal and state local
administration reform will be exceptionally severe. lt means a loss of jobs and has a
relatively stronger impact in areas with less employment possibilities. This new lower
local level should have 95 areas, which already are demarcated. Centres, however,
have not been selected yet. Will there be one centre for a new circuit or will the
agencies be divided among several places? On the upper levels it seems to go so,
that provincial centres will grow in importance while the lääni centres will suffer. The
supraprovincial level seems regionally to develop to quite an unclear system. It is
possible, that even the capital city will loose some of its present dominance in
administration.

3.6 Regional Policy and Agriculture

To avoid an overly high regional concentration of economy and population to the
southern and westem coasts and only some islands of development in eastern and
northern Finland, the regional policy has got new importance. One part of it is EU
based support to agriculture and problematic industrial areas. The other is the
national support especially for those agricultural areas, which will fall outside the EU-
support. In September 1994 there was no certain knowledge of the content of the
regional agricultural policy. Even such a crucial question as whether Finland will be a
member of EU or not, has not been solved. It is also obvious, that the regional policy
will be different, more project oriented than today. Sweden is approximately in the
same position as Finland. There, the discussion has found many points, where even
further basic research is necessary for a feasible regional policy (BYLUND 1994: 36-
38).

It seems that Finland will be divided into three principal areas for agricultural
support (Figure 3). The southernmost and best area (A), where the wheat grows
satisfactorily, will get only national and environmental support. It is not clear, yet, how
much the help can be. The second area (B) gets a little more, the mountain support
in the area, where the hilltops seldom are higher than 300 m over the sealevel. The
northern area (C) gets most of the support.

In addition to the support from state and EU levels, there are several research and
planning projects going on, which try to find methods for the development of



countryside by the people living there now. This would be implemented by
diversifying the local economy, by increasing cooperation between villages, and by
attempting to inspire the city people to move to countryside (KATAJAMAKI-KAIKKONEN
1991: 136-164).

In this phase of planning and policy formulation it is very difficult to see, what the
result will be. Because of the heavy overproduction and prohibition of export
supports, the total production in agriculture must be reduced. This must have
influence on the rural settlement pattern, too. The population in real countryside will
decrease and this way also the smallest central places will diminish or disappear as
central places.

3.7 Population Development

Time has not been sufficient for population development to react to the influences
of recent internationalization. On the other hand, the present recession with high
unemployment rate has not made it possible to migrate for jobs in other places. A
comparison between population development maps from the late 19805 to the early
19905 shows changes. The share of growing municipalities has increased. The
number of stagnating municipalities has doubled and the share of diminishing
communes has decreased.

The development of cities and their surrounding municipalities has changed most.
Those cities, which decreased in the late 19805 have begun to grow or at least the
decrease has stopped. Stagnating cities of the late 19805 have all begun to grow
again. In earlier phase the municipalities around main centres grew relatively faster
than the proper cities. This has now leveled to the same rate of growth. The
decreasing municipalities are still at the national and provincial peripheries. The
interpretation could be, that the increasing concentration is beginning, but not very
clearly because of recession. The same interpretation could be reached through the
study of population development in clustered settlements (PELTOLA 1992).

4. CONCLUSION

In principle it could be possible to calculate from the kind of information presented
here (and some other material), what the prospects of municipalities and regions in
the more internationalized Finland will be. Too many decisions have not yet been
made and even the statistics seem to lag behind. Therefore it could be advisable to
wait a few years to be in a stronger position.

If the kind of development described above will be real, the character of Finnish
national settlement system will be rather small, stronger urbanized, hierarchically
organized and may have some more specialized communities. It is internally even
better connected than now. The domination of the capital district has grown. The



density of the system has increased in southern, but decreased in northem and
north-eastem parts. Maybe with the weakening countryside even the wildemess will
cover larger areas than now.
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World city can be understood in relation with the borderless internationalized economy. The
main functions for the world city include international financial activities, multinational corporation ..2.-
activities, locations of international organizations, major manufacturing activities, international
transportation activities, and the large population. The world city system is a network connecting
world hub cities, that is characterized by concentration and centralization of international facilities
and activities. The position and role of Seoul in the world city system show the 6th rank among 35
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major world cities in terms of various indicators. Moreover, comparing with other 12 cities around -
the Pacific region, Seoul is the third city just following Tokyo and Los Angeles. As a world city,
Seoul becomes a center of East Asia with Singapore, Taipei, Hongkong.

Geographically, East Asian urban system comprises several subsystems including ASEAN
economic region, South Chinese economic region, and the Northeast Asian economic region in
which Tokyo plays a key role in decision making. These subsystems are interrelated by the flows
of people, goods, capital and technology. Broadly, East Asian urban system is understood as a
hierarchical system, in which Japan stands at the top followed by the Newly lndustrializing
Countries and ASEAN countries omupying at the bottom.

The necessity for Seoul to be an international center of the Northeast Asia, the Pacific Flims and
the World requires careful strategies of city management and administration. The first strategy is
to build infrastructure in relation to urban restructuring, such as hub airport, seaport, and teleport.
These 3-P facilities make Seoul be a hub center in transportation network in Pacific Ftims. The
second is to raise up the appropriate industries in Seoul by restructuring process in industrial 7
sector. The future industries for Seoul should include the high-tech industries such as infomiation
industries, Ft & D, knowledge industries by combining the second industry with the third - ..
industries. The third strategy is related to historical and cultural inheritance attracting tourism "'7.
around the world. The globalization of local culture is a feature of the world city. Seoul has long
cultural and historical properties over six hundred years enough to attract international tourists.
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I. Introduction: Globalization of World Economy

The last decade of this century moves in the trend of globalization towards the 21 st
century. The trend of globalization which views the whole earth as one society
enables us to expect a new social change. It may safely be said that this trend is
closely related with the reorganization of the recent world economy.

The most influential force upon the reorganization of worid economy is the
internationalization of capital and capitalist mode of production. Over the last 30
years world economy has repeated the cycle of depressions and uptums. It is true
that this cycle was accompanied by surplus production of advanced countries.
Regarding the recent drop in profits as a crisis, advanced countries adopted new
measures to overcome this so called crisis. Advanced countries indeed attempted to
increase profits through the division of international labor markets, the creation of



new demand in consumption, and the introduction of flexible production systems.
These new tactics and measures were followed by centralization of capital
throughout the world, and reorganization of industry (especially in advanced
countries). As a result, the world converges into one integrated world system of
capitalist economy. In other words, the world is faced with a new trend of economic
globalization.

ii. The World City and the Status of Seoul

1. The World City

lt is not easy to define and conceptualize the wond city in one sentence. However,
what is important in understanding the world city is that it deals with the world
economic system. FRIEDMANN who has worked systematically on the world city thinks
that the world city is connected with the appearance of worldwide production and
market system. According to him, the wortd city should satisfy the following seven
conditions: an international financial center, the location of head office of a multi—
national company, the location of executive office of an intemational organization, a
place where service industry grows rapidly, a center of important manufacturing
business, a junction of main transportation lines, and population size. With respect to
globalization, the world city may be defined as an internationalized place which takes
multi-functional role in the order of world economy of capitalist societies. The rise of
the worid city means the decline of the order of world economy based on the
economic situation of each independent country. In other words, lowering the barrier
between countries means that the role of world cities connecting countries have
increased, though each country still retains its sovereignty.

The system of world cities may be said to be the worldwide network of major urban
centers (hub) which obtained comparative advantages while the order of the worid
economy was in the process of reorganization. These hubs, retaining their relation
with world economy, are consolidating their multi-functional positions as global
centers.

Figure 1 represents the wortdwide network of hubs. Knox and AGNEW suggested
three scales of the network: dominant world city, major world city, and secondary
world city. Until the 1960s New York was the largest world city. However, as world
economy is divided into three blocs - Europe, North America, and East Asia -,
London and Tokyo came to have equal status to New York. What is remarkable is
that Seoul has become a world city though it belongs to the low group. (see Figure 1)
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2. The Status of Seoul as a World City

What is the present status of Seoul as a world city? Table 1, in which FHIEDMANN's
criterion of the world city is adopted, shows Seoul's status among world cities. A total
of 35 cities” are selected and Seoul's status in 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1988 is
respectively compared with that of the other cities in Table 1. (see Table 1)

In 1988 the rank of Seoul, determined on the basis of 5 indexes, was the 6th
among 35 cities, and it belonged to the group of second tier world cities. In 1970
Seoul, belonging to the group of third tier world cities, was ranked the 26th. The
comparison of the status of Seoul in 1970 with that in 1988 shows Seoul's rapid
growth as a world city. Even if we exclude the population index in consideration of
the urban pepulation increase in the Third Wond and analyze the other four indexes,
in determining the hierarchy of world cities in 1988, Seoul is ranked the 11th. lt
proves that for the last 20 years Seoul, compared with the other cities, has grown
very rapidly as a world city.



Table 1 Flank of Individual and Composit Index of World City Hierarchy

196g 19_7_(_)
T B City Pop MNC Tra Mai Tot R City Pop MNC Ban Tra Mai Tot

1 London 2 2 1 1 6 1 London 3 2 1 1 3 10
2 New York 1 1 4 2 8 2 New York 1 1 3 4 2 11

I 3 Paris 4 4 2 4 14 3 Paris 6 4 7 2 4 23
4 Tokyo 3 5 19 9 36 4 Tokyo 2 3 2 12 10 29
5 Rome 16 15 5 5 43 5 Frankfurt 35 9 4 :_3 1 52
6 Mexioo C. 10 15 16 8 49 6 L.A. 5 7 8 17 24 61
7 L.A. 6 5 17 24 52 7 Milan 13 11 11 10 19 64
8 Frankfurt 35 9 7 3 54 8 Mexico C. 4 15 25 16 8 68
8 Milan 13 9 11 21 54 9 Bome 22 22 15 6 5 70

10 Chicago 7 3 22 23 55 1O Brussels 32 14 9 9 9 73
Il 11 San Fran. 17 7 25 7 56 10 San Fran. 23 11 7 25 7 73

11 Amsterdam 32 15 3 6 56 12 Chicago 12 5 13 22 23 75
13 Hong Kong 16 15 14 17 62 13 Buenos A. 7 15 12 20 25 79
14 Brussels 29 12 9 13 63 13 Zurich 34 15 10 7 13 79
15 Buenos A. 5 15 20 25 65 15 Montreal 24 9 17 15 16 63
15 Miami 31 15 8 11 65 15 Osaka 9 6 6 29 33 83
15 Zurich 34 15 6 10 65
16 Montreal 25 11 13 13 67 17 Amsterdam 33 22 19 5 6 85
19 Madrid 22 15 15 19 71 18 Toronto 26 8 17 11 28 90
20 Toronto 27 7 10 28 72 19 Madrid 20 22 22 13 15 92
21 Sydney 24 12 27 12 75 20 Sydney 25 15 15 27 12 94
21 Stockholm 33 15 12 15 75 21 Hong Kong 19 22 14 24 26 105
23 Manila 21 15 28 14 78 21 Miami 30 22 34 8 11 105
24 Fiio de J. 10 15 26 29 80 23 Stockholm 31 11 34 14 17 107
25 Cairo 14 15 21 31 81 24 Flio de J. 10 15 ' 24 30 29 108
25 Seoul 19 15 31 16 81 24 Singapore 28 22 20 18 20 108

lIII25 Singapore 28 15 18 20 81 26 Seoul 15 22 26 31 16 110
28 Bangkok 23 15 24 22 84 27 Manila 17 22 30 28 14 111
29 Osaka 8 12 32 34 86 28 Bangkok 21 22 26 21 22 112
30 Sao Paulo 12 15 30 32 69 29 Sao Paulo 8 22 20 32 34 116
31 Vienna 26 15 23 26 90 30 Delhi 17 15 29 33 27 121
32 Calcutta 9 15 35 35 94 31 Cairo 14 22 32 23 31 122
32 Jakarta 15 15 34 30 94 31 Calcutta 11 15 26 35 35 122
34 Delhi 20 15 33 27 95 31 Vienna 27 22 33 19 21 122
35 Taipei 30 15 29 32 106 34 Jakarta 16 22 23 34 30 125

35 Taipei 29 22 30 26 32 139
Note —T: Tier. R: Bank, Pop: Population, MNC: MNC Headquarters, Ban: Banking Index,

Tra: International Air Transportation Passengers, Mai: International Air Mail,
Tot: Total.

Source: JD, Soon—Jae 1992, p.117



Table 1 Rank of Individual and Composit Index of World City Hierarchy
(continued)

19_80 19_88
T Fl City Pop MNC Ban Tra Mai Tot R City Pop MNC Ban Tra Mai Tot

1 New York 2 1 2 3 2 10 1 London 9 2 1 1 2 15
2 London 5 3 1 1 1 11 2 New York 4 4 2 3 3 16

I 3 Tokyo 1 1 3 8 5 18 3 Tokyo 1 1 3 7 6 18
4 Paris 11 4 7 2 4 28 4 Paris 14 3 6 2 4 29
5 LA. 7 8 9 13 8 45 5 L.A. 11 6 10 14 8 51
6 Frankfurt 35 10 4 4 3 56 6 Frankfurt 35 15 7 4 1 62
7 Madrid 21 10 6 17 15 71 7 Seoul 7 7 15 20 13 62
8 Rome 22 16 16 10 9 75 6 Hong Kong 20 29 4 5 9 67
9 Chicago 14 6 10 22 24 76 9 Toronto 25 6 14 10 12 69

II 10 Hong Kong 20 27 6 11 13 77 10 Chicago 19 6 11 24 10 70
11 Toronto 25 7 25 12 11 60 10 Madrid 21 14 10 17 18 80
12 Milan 15 13 14 18 21 81 12 Zurich 34 11 18 9 11 63
12 Singapore 27 27 5 5 17 81 13 Amsterdarr 33 19 20 6 5 63
12 San Fran. 24 13 12 25 7 61 13 Singapore 28 29 4 8 20 69
15 Seoul 12 9 17 28 16 82 15 Milan 17 19 11 18 25 90
16 Osaka 10 5 13 27 31 86 16 Brussels 32 15 13 16 15 91
17 Amsterdarr 33 27 15 6 6 87 17 San Fran. 24 19 19 25 7 94
17 Zurich 34 16 16 9 12 87 18 Home 23 15 26 15 16 95
19 Brussels 32 16 11 14 18 91 19 Osaka 10 5 23 28 31 97
20 Manila 17 19 20 26 14 96 20 Mexico 0. 2 19 21 29 28 99
21 Miami 30 27 28 7 10 102 20 Sydney 22 19 11 26 21 99
22 BuenosA. 6 19 20 31 27 103 22 Stockholm 31 8 25 19 19 102
23 Stockholm 31 10 22 21 20 104 23 Buenos A. 6 19 22 32 27 106
24 Mexico 0. 3 19 32 23 28 105 23 Sao Paulo 3 29 16 34 24 106
25 Montreal 26 13 25 20 22 106 25 Taipei 26 19 17 13 32 107
26 Sydney 23 19 19 29 19 109 26 Miami 29 21 33 1 1 17 11 1
27 Cairo 13 27 27 15 33 115 27 Rio B 19 30 30 26 113
28 Rio 9 19 33 30 25 116 28 Manila 16 29 29 27 14 115
29 Bangkok 19 27 30 16 29 121 28 Montreal 27 11 32 22 23 115
30 Sao Paulo 4 27 23 34 34 122 30 Bangkok 18 29 26 12 34 121
30 Taipei 28 19 24 19 32 122 31 Cairo 13 29 27 21 33 123
32 Vienna 29 19 31 24 23 126 32 Jakarta 12 29 24 31 29 125
33 Delhi 18 19 34 33 26 130 32 Vienna 30 19 31 23 22 125
34 Jakarta 16 27 29 32 30 134 34 Delhi 15 15 34 33 30 127
35 Calcutta 8 27 35 35 35 140 35 Calcutta 5 19 35 35 35 129

Note -T: 'I'Ier, FI: Flank, Pop: Population, MNC: MNC Headquarters, Ban: Banking Index,
Tra: International Air Transportation Passengers, Mai: International Air Mail,
Tot: Total.

Source: Jo, Soon-Jae 1992, p.117

As shown in Table 2, the rank of Seoul among the 12 cities in the region of Pacific
Ftirn rose from 9th in 1970 to the 3rd in 1988, next only to Tokyo and LA. Among the
cities in the region of East Asia it is ranked the 2nd, outdoing Osaka, the second
largest city in Japan. If we exclude the population index, Hongkong is ranked the 2d.



and Seoul, Singapore, and Taipei are all ranked the 3rd. This shows that the four
cities of Seoul, Taipei, Hongkong, and Singapore from NICS, which is usually
compared to four dragons, are in keen competition as world cities in East Asia. (see
Table 2)

Table 2 Rank of Composite Index of the World Cities in the Region of Pacific Hirn

Flank 1960 1970 1980 1 990
1 Tokyo Tokyo Tokyo Tokyo
2 L.A. L.A. L.A. L.A.
3 San Francisco San Francisco Hongkong m
4 Hongkong Osaka Singapore Hongkong
5 Sidney Sidney San Francisco Singapore
6 Manila Hongkong W San Francisco
7 M Singapore Osaka Osaka
B Singapore Bangkok Manila Sidney
9 Bangkok _S_e_cy_l Sidney Taipei

1 0 Osaka Manila Bangkok Manila
1 1 Jakarta Jakarta Taipei Bangkok
1 2 Taipei Taipei Jakarta Jakarta

III. The Position of Northeast Asia and Seoul in the Era of Pacific Region

1. Mega-Cities in East Asia

In East Asia there are about 60 mega-cities which have a population of more than
one million. To be concrete, there are 6 in Korea, 1 in North Korea, 10 in Japan, 9 in
ASEAN, 1 in Hongkong, 2 in Taiwan, and about 30 in China (including 12 with a
population of more than 3 million). However, it may not be just to say that the size of
population is simply the factor determining globally oriented mega-city. In East Asia,
only 9 cities may be included in the category. They are Tokyo, Seoul, Hongkong,
Singapore, Taipei, Osaka, Bangkok, Manila, and Jakarta. These cities take a form of
the world city system and at the same time they represent a hierarchical subsystem
according to the economic and political characteristics in the East Asian economic
zone (see Figure 2).



Figure 2 The Wortd City System in the Zone of East Asia
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The city system of East Asia tends to depend much upon Tokyo's key role in
decision making. But the subsystems such as ASEAN economic bloc, the economic
bloc of southern China, and that of Northeast Asia connect cities within their bloc
which grow rapidly with their dynamic manpower, resources, technology, and
international capital. ASEAN nations, formed around Singapore, try to become a
crucial economic zone among the world economic regions through active exchanges
within the bloc. This bloc is also firmly cooperating politically. The South Chinese
economic region connecting Kwangtzow, Taipei, and Hongkong forms a strong
international city system supported by the great manpower of China, the international
finance of Hongkong, and the technology and capital of Taipei. Moreover, it is
emotionally united with the motto of Chinese “one people of same origin". The
economic region of Northeast Asia, though its unity is rather loose, actively pursues
the cooperation between the nations within the bloc in accordance with the interests
of each nation in this group. The open economic policy of China, the Russian policy
on the East, and the Japanese policy concerning the East (Japan) Sea are all the
factors that have great influence on the unity of this bloc. This region is considered to
be no less important than EC and NAFTA both in economic and geopolitic aspect,
especially with respect to Japan's political and economic ambitions.

As mentioned above, the status of mega-cities in East Asia reflects the multi-
layered city system formed in the order of those of Japan, NICS, and ASEAN. (see
Figure 2)



2. Mega-cities in Northeast Asia and the Geopolitical Status of Seoul

The zone of Northeast Asia consists of five countries on both sides of the East
(Japan) and Yellow Sea: Korea, North Korea, Japan, Russia, and China. As Russia
and China are as wide as continents, this area comprises practically Korea, North
Korea, Japan, Far Eastern Russia, and the districts of China along the coast of the
Yellow Sea including Manchuria.

If the mega-city is considered on the composite basis of population, world city
concept, and the city‘s hinterland situation, the following cities in Northeast Asia may
be said to be mega-cities: Seoul, Beijing, Tokyo, Shanghai, and Vladivostok. Seoul,
Beijing, and Tokyo are not only the capital cities whose population is over 10 million
but also the central cities in the BESETO beltz’. Shanghai is also a super city whose
population is over 10 million, and the mouth of Yangze River with huge inland
hinterlands. The population of Vladivostok is no more than one million. But according
to the 20 year development plan of this city, it would include a total area of
15,000 km2 and population increase from 1.5 to 2.3 million. Thus, this city may be
regarded as a mega-city in Far-Eastem Siberia.
Accidentally, Seoul is located at the center of these mega-cities. That is, the other

four mega-cities are located within two hour distance from Seoul by airplane. So, as
shown in Figure 3, Seoul has a comparatively good locational advantage as a hub
among the major cities in the Northeast Asian region. Japan shows interests or tries
to take initiative in developing the economic bloc around the East (Japan) Sea, while
China in developing the bloc around the Yellow Sea. To be more concrete, Japan
tries to develop the coastal area of the East Sea which lags behind economically,
while China attempts to construct a "C' shaped economic zone along the coastal
area of the Yellow Sea. Moreover, China hopes to construct “another Singapore" in a
district located in the southeast of Shanghai. On the other hand, Russia plans to
develop a triangular zone around Vladivostok. It is regrettable that Northeast Asian
zone is divided into the bloc around the East Sea and the bloc around the Yellow
Sea. Though mega-cities in Japan, China, and Russia form only a marginal bloc
topographically, they make every effort to take the initiative in the deveIOpment of
Northeast Asian zone. Tokyo, though already an international city, is handicapped
topographically compared with Seoul. The development of the area around
Vladivostok is not expected in a short period. Beijing and Shanghai are only new
starters in the competition of capitalist market. Now it is time that Seoul, with its
comparatively good locational advantage, should try to take the lead in stepping up
as a world city not only in this region but also in the world. (see Figure 3)
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IV. Seoul: Its Urban Management Strategy as a World City

The urban management tactics of Seoul in the 21th century should satisfy the
already mentioned '7 conditions of the world city suggested by FHIEDMANN. How many
conditions are satisfied in Seoul? The realistic urban management strategy of Seoul
should be focused on the reinforcement of the urban functions in view of these
conditions. Figure 4 suggests a model of the strategy. (see Figure 4)



Figure 4 Model of Urban Management Strategy for Seoul as a World City
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The first management strategy is to construct hub airport, seaport, and teleport to
reorganize the spatial structure of Seoul and its hinterlands. A new international
airport is already under construction in Yongjong Island near Seoul. A
communication satellite will be orbited in 1995 as a means of constructing a teleport
with our own technology. The construction for harbor improvement is under way in
Pusan, and new seaports are under construction in Kwangyang and Asan
respectively. If the construction of these hub airport, seaport, and teleport is
completed, Seoul would be one of the world transportation centers connecting the
airline traffic with the surface trafiic throughout the world.

The second management strategy is connected with the reorganization of industrial
structure of Seoul. New industries fitting to Seoul are those with the combination of
manufacturing and service sectors. These industries are expected to create high
technology and new employment, including semiconductor production industries,
computer soltware induStries, information and communicationindustries, designing,
entertainment industries, international financial activities, and knowledge-intensive
industries and so on. Seoul and its adjacent areas have great potentiality tor the
development of this kind of new industries. We call them "Seoul type" industries.



The third management strategy is concerned with the cultural inheritance in Seoul.
The visible or invisible cultural legacies of Seoul should be internationalized.
Globalization implies "the most unique is the most global." Thus, innumerable
cultural legacies of Seoul with a history of 600 years as capital city may prove to be
intemational ones which various peoples around the world can enjoy. As one of the
characteristics of the world city is the attraction of many tourists, tourism should be
settled as a major future industry of Seoul. The improvement of the tourist facilities
and services are being considered as an important part of the urban management
strategy of Seoul. For example, Seoul over 10 million inhabitants has few full-scale
convention centers, despite the fact that intemational events have been frequently
held here since the 1988 Olympic Games.

V. Concluding Remarks

The world city system is a network connecting world hub cities, that is characterized
by concentration and centralization of international facilities and activities. The
position and role of Seoul in the wortd city system show the 6th rank among 35 major
world cities in terms of various indicators. Moreover, comparing with other 12 cities
around the Pacific region, Seoul is the third city just following Tokyo and Los
Angeles. As a world city, Seoul becomes a center of East Asia.

Geographically, East Asian urban system comprises several subsystems including
ASEAN economic region, South Chinese economic region, and the Northeast Asian
economic region in which Tokyo plays a key role in decision making. These
subsystems are interrelated by the flows of people, goods, capital and technology.
Broadly, East Asian urban system is understood as a hierarchical system, in which
Japan stands at the top followed by the Newly lndustrializing Countries and ASEAN
countries occupying at the bottom.

The necessity for Seoul to be an international center of the Pacific Rims and in the
World requires careful strategies of city management and administration. The first
strategy is to build infrastructure in relation to urban restructuring, such as hub
airport, seaport, and teleport. These 3-P facilities make Seoul a hub center in
transportation network in Pacific Rims. The second is to raise up the appropriate
industries in Seoul by restructuring process in industrial sector. The future industries
for Seoul should be knowledge based industries by combining the second industry
with the third industries. The third strategy is related to historical and cultural
inheritance attracting tourism around the world. The globalization of local culture is a
feature of the world city. Seoul has long cultural and historical properties over six
hundred years which are powerful enough to attract intemational tourists.



NOTES

1) The 35 cities listed in Table 1 are those cities which were cited as major world cities in the nine
following resource papers. I selected the 35 cities for my comparative analysis.
Resource papers:
1. THHIFI'. N. 1989. 'The Geography oi International Economic Order“. in R. JOHNSTON and

P. TAYLOR (eds.), A World in Crisis? New York: Blackwell.
2. KNIGHT, R. 1989. "The Emergent Global Society', in H. EWERS at al. (eds.), The Future of the
MM. New York: Walter de Gruyter.

3. FEAGIN, J. and M. SMITH 1987. ”Cities and the New International Division of Labor: An
Overview', in M. SMITH and J. FEAGIN (eds), The Capitalist cm. New York: Blackwell.

4. REED, H. 1983. "Appraising Corporate Investment Policy: A Financial Center Policy of Foreign
Direct Investment", in C. KINDLEBERGER and D. AUDRETSCH (eds), The Multinational Comration
in the 1980s. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

5. FRIEDMANN, J. and G. WOLFF 1983. “World City Formation: An Agenda for Research and
Actions“, ntemational Joumal pf Upbpn and Regional Research, 6: 309-344, and
FRIEDMANN J. 1986. 'The World City Hypothesis', Development and Changp, 17: 69-83.

. HALL, P. 1977. The World Cities. New York: McGraw Hill.

. BHUNN, S. 1983. Cities pf the Wprlg: World Rpgipnal Urban Development. New York: Harper &
Row.
DOGAN, M. and D. KASARDA 1988. A World of Giant Cities. Beverly Hills, CA: Sage.
Flossen. W. and D. REGAN 1972. Great Cities of the World: Their Govemmem, Ppl'nics, and
Planning. New York: Macmillan.
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2) BESETO is the abbreviation of the first two letters of the three mega-cities: BEijing, SEouI, and
TOkyo.
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The Toronto urban system was studied for the period 1930-1991. Findings suggest that urban i
systems evolve differently under conditions of growth, stability and decline. New subsystemsä":

g emerged until 1960 and resulted in a larger, more complex, and increasingly integrated urban
53;, system. Since that time, the system has been stable in terms of the rank order and patterns of
as dominance of its large cities. Moreover, since 1970, system formation has been increasingly

influenced by Toronto's growing importance as the provincial and national business and financial it

PROBLEM AND RESEARCH PROCEDURE

This study describes findings and a conceptual framework emerging from research
on the Toronto urban system (Figure 1). The problem addressed was "How do urban
systems change over time?II Findings were based on a decade-by-decade analysis
of Toronto's system between 1930 and 1991. Because the nature of urban systems
formation has changed since the late 1960s (PRESTON 1991a, 1991b), the 1971-
1991 period was emphasized. The contrast between the pre-and post 1971 periods
was highlighted by an examination and restatement of generalizations regarding
urban systems formation based on the 1930-1971 experience (PRESTON, 1979).
The Toronto urban system was defined on the basis of daily commuting and

newspaper flows, intermetropolitan migration, and air passenger flows (PRESTON,
1979, 1986). Toronto (Census Metropolitan Area, pepulation 3,893,046 in 1991)
dominates all of the urban subsystems in Ontario (population 10,084,885 in 1991).
The places considered in this study were those that offered daily newspapers during
one or more of the study years. Central place importance was emphasized and was
defined initially by the number of daily neWSpapers exported from each town. The
logical link between central place importance and the export component of economic
base theory was therefore clear. Moreover, because of an emphasis on high-order
central place (urban) functions, the terms central place and urban system were used
interchangeably.

In the 1930—1971 study of the Toronto urban system, measures of central place and
urban system dynamics were derived from daily neWSpaper circulation data for each
decade. Included were all places offering a daily newspaper in one of the study years
and all places receiving 25 or more copies on an average day. Measures were
number of subsystems, number of papers offered and exported by each newspaper
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Figure 1 Counties, Districts. and Urban Centers in Ontario
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town, rank-size distribution, magnitude of primary and secondary linkages within both
the system as a whole and each subsystem, and patterns of territorial competition.

The evolving patterns of territorial dominance and hierarchical organization were
analyzed decade-by—decade and from two perspectives. First, ray diagram maps
showing patterns of dominance by newspaper town in each study year were
considered. Then, choropleth maps showing patterns of dominance and competition
by decade by county were considered. The first set of maps can be used to evaluate
different nodal variables, while the second set identify pattems of dominance for a
temporally stable and data rich set of spatial units.

Findings from the 1930-1971 study provided the basis for the following
generalizations about the recent evolution of urban systems

1. Urban systems are not static over time, and, as they evolve. both territorial and
hierarchical reorganization takes place.

2. The weight of the urban systems in existence at the outset of a study period
has considerable influence on the pattern in subsequent years. Most important,
here, is the persistence of the pattems of rank order and dominance of the
largest centers.

3. Changes in rank order are concentrated below the level of the largest places
and can be spectacular and significant.

4. As an area's urban system evolves, the number of linkages increases and a
more complex hierarchical structure emerges.

5. As urban systems evolve, central places and market areas increase in number
and produce a nested hierarchical structure in which boundaries between
smaller places are well defined and larger places penetrate the market areas of
smaller places.

6. Over time, the territorial extent of large center dominance is reduced by a
sequence in which large center dominance is replaced by smaller but more
accessible central places inserting themselves between receiving places in their
local areas and the larger centers.

7. Central place replacement first occurs at the periphery of large center market
areas, next in interstitial locations relative to larger centers, and later still within
the commuting zones of larger centers.

8. When central place replacement occurs in an area, that area's main secondary
link remains with the formerly dominant place.

Early in the consideration of data for 19714991, it was apparent that forces
shaping the Ontario urban system during that period were different from those of the
preceding forty years (SIMMONS, 1992, PRESTON, 1986, 1991b). Consequently, some
of the generalizations regarding the evolution of urban systems based on the 1930-
1971 experience appeared not to be holding up and were in need of revision. To
deal with this situation, an attempt was made to (1) incorporate other variables, (2)
consider space and time together, (3) include exogenous forces, and (4) to adopt a
multiple-scale perspective (SIMMONS, 1992).



This study thus incorporated not only measures of daily newspaper flows, but daily,
weekly, and monthly business press flows, population size, domestic
interrnetropolitan air passenger flows, and air passenger flows between Toronto and
large U. 8. cities. Emphasized also was a four-scale analytical framework, identifying
different geographical patterns and suggesting different shaping forces; namely, (1)
the urban regional system scale, (2) the agglomeration scale, (3) the national urban
system scale, and (4) the intemational scale.

FINDINGS

Findings for the Regional Urban System Scale were based on the two series of
maps and were as follows. (1) Within Ontario, the number of newspaper towns, the
number of places receiving newspapers, the total number of newspaper linkages,
and the ratio of primary to secondary linkages, all increased between 1930 and
1950, but have been stable since. Moreover, the complexity of linkages between
Toronto and places outside Ontario has increased since 1971. (2) Flates of growth in
central place importance within both the Toronto and national systems changed from
an overall pattern of growth prior to 1971 to one of concentration of growth in a few
larger centers, widespread stability, and pockets of decline. When percentage
change in central place importance by decade was examined for the Toronto system
by three classes (gain, stable, and loss), 94 % of the places grew during the 1940-
1950 decade, but only 38 % for 1981-1991. By contrast, places with stable central
place indices increased from 3 % in 1950 to 36 % in 1981-1991, and places showing
losses in centrality increased from 3 % in 1950 to 43 % in 1971-1981, and stood at
26 % in 1981-1991.

(3) The entire provincial system is increasingly dominated by Toronto, with Ottawa
and London playing important, but secondary, roles. (4) The overall system has
shown considerable structural (territorial and hierarchical) stability since 1961.
Moreover, most shifts occurred among the smaller central places. It is thus clear that
when a place rises to some significance in the system, its rank order tends to
stabilize. (5) Between 1930 and 1960 new subsystems emerged consistently and the
patterns of territorial and hierarchical change were repetitive. (6) After 1960 however,
urban systems emerging within Toronto‘s daily urban system prior to 1971
disappeared, at least as daily newspaper towns, and components of subsystems
near the outer edge of Toronto's daily urban system weakened substantially (for
example, those dominated by Kitchener and St. Catharines). (7) Linkages between
Toronto and the other system-forming central places in Ontario increased steadily
after 1971. (B) Linkages between Toronto and regional centers outside of Ontario
increased substantially after 1971.

Several additional findings stood out when the central place rank—size distributions
for each study year were compared. (9) A notable break-of-slope existed between
the dominant and continuous lower part of the distribution in every study year.



(10) Toronto dominated the urban rank size distributions. (11) The overall structure
of the urban rank—size distribution changed between 1930 and 1971 in the sense of a
filling-out of a fan-shaped zone between the largest places and those forming the
continuous tail of the distribution. Cities within that zone became the third and fourth
order system-fonning central places in Ontario.

It was apparent that the situation of the Ontario urban system changed from one of
overall growth between 1930 and approximately 1971, to one of limited growth
focused in a few larger centers, overall stability, and pockets of decline. Moreover, it
is suggested that the spatial structure of the Toronto urban system was established
by 1960, and that since that time change has taken forms other than the generation
of new urban subsystems.
In the context of both the provincial and national urban systems, the growth of
Toronto has been the outstanding event. Overall, the city greatly increased its central
place importance (from 292,000 exported newspapers in 1960 to 680,000 in 1991,
an increase of 388,000). Thus, while the overall pattern of territorial dominance
within the province changed very little after 1960, linkages between Toronto and key
places within its commuting area, the province (Table 1), and throughout the country,
increased substantially after that date. The increasing national importance of Toronto
is underscored by the increase in the number of copies of the “Toronto Globe and
Mail" delivered outside of Ontario from 4,726 in 1961 to 108,163 in 1991.

Table 1 Linkages between Toronto and System-Forming Central Places in Ontario:
1971 -1 991 .

Central Place 1971 1991

Hamilton 12,829 24,563
Ottawa 12,860 19,051
Kitchener 5,963 14,425
St.Catharines 5,196 1 1,028
London 6,628 8,947
Kingston 5,995 6,31 1
Sudbury 3,774 5,111
Windsor 3,454 3,512
Thunder Bay 1,615 1 .079

Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations

Analysis at the Toronto Agglcmeration Scale showed three clear dimensions: (1)
the increasing importance of Toronto as a focus of population concentration. (2) an
outward spread effect, and (3) an influence beyond the daily urban system, or
commuting zone, referred to here as an urban field or cottage effect.

A key reason for Toronto's growing role as the "Metropolitan Center" of Canada is



the sheer mass and complexity of the agglomeration embraced by its daily urban
system. In 1991, there were 5,684,513 people (20.8 % of Canada's 27,296,859)
living in the Oshawa—Barrie—Kitchener—Niagara triangle, an area consisting of
Metropolitan Toronto, the Regional Municipalities of Durham, Halton, Hamilton-
Wentworth, Niagara, Peel, Waterloo, and York, and the Counties of, Simcoe and
Wellington.

Moreover, in southwestern Ontario there are seven regional urban complexes
(PRESTON, 1991 a) that serve as nearby investment alternatives to the Oshawa-
Toronto-Hamifton complex: Kitchener-Guelph, London-SLThomas, Niagara,
Brantford-Pan's, Mariposa-Lake Simcoe, Peterborough-Lindsay, and Belleville-
Trenton. All of these complexes are located in the most dynamic section of the
Windsor-Quebec City Axis, and their growth has caused a shift of the national
heartland's core toward southwestern Ontario.
Using the number of daily newspapers originating in Toronto and delivered in
counties within its daily urban system as a measure of agglomeration effect, an
increasing linkage with Toronto was revealed (Table 2). This situation is at least
partially explained by the increase in employment in the outer reaches of Toronto's
commuting area (BRYANT, 1991).

Table 2 Agglomeration Spread Effect (Daily Urban System).

Percent Toronto Newspapers

County 1 961 1991

York 100 100
Peel 85 100
Dufferin 95 100
Ontario 56 69
Durham 54 65
Wentworth 19 21
Wellington 28 30

Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations.

The same measure also showed strong links between Toronto and counties located
beyond its daily urban system in the traditional cottage country of Ontario. Counties
included in the cottage or urban field effect included those where the proportion of
total daily newspapers in each county originating in Toronto exceeded 29 % in 1991
(Table 3). This cut-off figure is arbitrary and these data must be refined to produce a
more complete spatial pattern. Nevertheless, they identity, at least partially, the
territory included in the weekending, or longer, recreational (cottage) dimension of
Toronto's urban field.



Table 3 Urban Field Effect (Beyond the Daily Urban System): 1961 and 1991.

Percent Toronto Newspapers

County 1961 1991

Haliburton 100 100
Muskoka 90 96
Parry Sound 66 50
Victoria 50 41
Northumberland 64 37
Manitoulin 79 30
Prince Edward 47 30
Hastings 79 30
Peterborough 25 29

Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations

This section emphasizes the National Urban System Scale, and thus the increasing
linkages between Toronto and the system-fonning central places in the country
outside Ontario (PRESTON, 1986, 1991a, 1991b). For example, SEMPLE and GREEN
(1983) demonstrated Toronto's importance as the command and control center of
the national economy by the number of corporate and financial head-offices it
attracted. Following this theme, the nation's nine Census Metropolitan Areas with
over 500,000 inhabitants were ranked by population size and viewed in terms of
three measures of high order urban functional importance for 1991. Toronto's
leadership in every category was striking (Table 4).
When Toronto's increasing national dominance in high order urban functions was

combined with the fact that during the 19705 and 19805 the main regional system-
forming central places throughout the country either increased or maintained their
central place importance, is was clear that there has been a concentration of
national- and region-serving central place functions both in Toronto and the regional
capitals (PRESTON, 1991b). It is suggested, moreover, that this concentration has
been at the expense of the smaller and more specialized urban centers.
The most significant change in the national pattern of daily newspaper dominance

in Canada since 1970 has been the increase in both volume and area coverage of
Toronto newspapers, especially of the Toronto Globe and Mail (PRESTON, 1986).
This situation suggests that the increasing importance of Toronto, the decline of
Montreal, and stability in the pattern of dominance of the main regional centers are
all associated with Toronto's rapid development as the nation's key business center
(SIMMONS, 1994).



Table 4 Corporate Control Points in the Canadian Urban System: 1991.

Metropolitan Area Population Top 100 Top 100 Top 500
Industries Financial Industries

Firms
Toronto 3,693,046 44 53 191
Montreal 3,127,242 21 13 94
Vancouver 1 ,602,502 6 6 41
Ottawa 920,857 1 4 13
Edmonton 639,924 2 4 16
Calgary 745,033 9 2 43
Winnipeg 652,354 5 1 20
Quebec City 645,550 0 2 3
Hamilton 599,760 2 2 B

Sources: Statistics Canada (1991) and The Financial Post 500 (1992).

It is suggested that the failure of regional centers to prevail as suppliers of the latest
specialized information to expanding regions, or even to their traditional regions, also
reflects Toronto's increasing ability to provide this type of information for the nation.
The nationwide increase in Toronto's newspapers appears to be related directly to
the city's expanding central place function as the national center for business and
finance. This argument is deveIOped next.

At outset of the 19705 Canada did not have a national daily business press
(PRESTON, 1966). The task of spreading business information by newspaper fell to
the region-serving daily papers in each province and to nationally-distributed weekly
and monthly business publications. This situation changed between 1971 and 1961,
and has persisted. That change was linked to a increase in national coverage by the
Toronto Globe and Mail. Facilitated by satellite transmission and same day
publication in four locations outside of Toronto (Vancouver, Calgary, Ottawa, and
Monoton), by 1991 the Globe and Mail occupied a strong presence in every major
central place system in the country. This situation suggests that 'the nation's
business had become Toronto's business and vice versa' (Table 5).
The key element in the nationwide appeal of the Globe and Mail has been demand

for its 'Fteport on Business'. This is a daily survey of national and international
business and financial matters plus special reports on subjects of interest to
business people. The performance level of the Report on Business has surpassed
and replaced attempts by metropolitan and regional newspapers elsewhere in the
country to develop or maintain a regionally dominant daily national business section.
This dominance in the daily business press was reinforced 1969 by the addition of a
daily edition by the Toronto based "Financial Times".



Table 5 Links between Toronto and System-Fon'ning Central Places Outside
Ontario: 1961 and 1991 (Based on the Number of Copies of the Toronto 'Globe
and Mail“).

Central Place 1961 1991

Vancouver 1 24 25,085
Calgary 69 10,496
Edmonton 99 8,433
Regina 49 2,776
Saskatoon 35 2,253
Winnipeg_ 191 7,495
Montreal 934 15,590
Quebec City 149 1,392
Saint John 26 1,370
Halifax 51 7,602
St. John's 35 1,806

Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations

The Toronto Globe and Mail experience during the 19705 and 19805 was only part
of the story of events highlighting the increasing importance of Toronto in the
territorial reorganization of Canada's business press. The city has also become the
national center for weekly and monthly business publications. Moreover, much of
Toronto‘s growth has been at the expense of Montreal (PRESTON, 1986).

When the nation's urban system was organized on the basis of intermetropolitan air
passenger flows for 1991, Toronto's dominance was apparent (Table 6). Toronto
appeared in the three largest links, with Montreal, Ottawa and Vancouver. Toronto
also appeared in seven of the top ten links. No other city appeared in more than
three.

This section emphasizes the International Scale, and thus links between Toronto
and large U.S. cities. Toronto appeared in eight of the top ten air passenger links in
1991 (Table 7). This suggests an increasing integration of Canada by way of Toronto
into the North American network of large cities. Significantly, the link between
Toronto and New York is second only in magnitude to that between Toronto and
Montreal in the Canadian context. Moreover, the 2nd through 10th links between
Canadian and US. cities are similar in magnitude to the 4th through 10th links within
Canada.



Table 6 Ten Largest Domestic Air Passenger Links: 1991 (Pairs Ranked by Total
Inbound and Outbound Passenger Volumes).

Rank and City-Pair Number of Percent of Total
Passengers (000)

1 . Toronto—Montreal 1 ‚122.0 9.87

2. Toronto-Ottawa 659.5 5.80

3. Toronto-Vancouver 639.8 5.63

4. Calgary-Vancouver 399.8 3.52
5. Toronto-Calgary 375.2 3.30
6. Toronto-Winnipeg 317.2 2.79

7. Toronto-Halifax 298.9 2.63

8. Vancouver-Edmonton 293.6 2.58

9. Calgary-Edmonton 259.8 2.28

10. Toronto-Edmonton 245.5 2.16
Statistics Canada. Air Passenger Origin and Destination Flights. Domestic Joumeys. 1991.

Table 7 Ten Largest Air Passenger Links between Canadian and U.S. Cities in
1991 (Pairs Ranked by Total Inbound and Outbound Passenger Volumes).

Flank and City Pair Number of Percent of Total
Passengers (000)

1. Toronto-New York 838.6 9.23
2. Montreal—New York 381.9 4.20
3. Toronto- Chitggo 320.6 3.53
4. Toronto-Les Angeles 260.1 2.86
5. Toronto-Boston 264.3 2.91
6. Toronto-Miami 213.7 2.85
7. Vancouver-Les Angeles 251.7 2.77
8. Toronto-Tampa 214.8 2.36
9. Toronto-San Francisco 184.0 2.02
10. Montreal-Miami 182.3 2.01

Source: Statistics Canada. Air Passenger Origin and Destination. Transborder Journeys. 1991 .



CONCLUSIONS

This study described the evolving urban system in Ontario between 1930 and 1991
and the emerging conceptual framework being developed to guide that research.
Strong themes were the stability in the rank order and territorial extent of the areas of
dominance of Ontario's main system-forming central places, increasing links
between Toronto and key centers within Ontario, increasing links between Toronto
and the main regional centers outside of Ontario, and strong links between Toronto

and large cities in the United States. It is apparent that Toronto has become
Canada's chief central place and the core of its main population concentration. It is
suggested that the population figure for Toronto's Census Metropolitan Area
understates the importance of the city in the province, in the nation, and as a link
with key centers in the intemational system of cities.

Special attention was given to a list of generalizations describing the evolution of
Toronto's urban system between 1930 and 1971 (PRESTON, 1979). This examination
was in the light of comparable data for the period 1971-1991, and prompted by the
shift in Ontario from one of general growth in the post-war period until 1970 to one of
a complex pattern of concentrated growth, widespread stability, and pockets of
decline between 1971 and 1991. lt was concluded that urban systems evolve
differently under conditions of growth, on the one hand, and of stability and decline,
on the other. Accordingly, a partially revised list of generalizations was produced.

1. Urban systems are not static over time. As they evolve, territorial and hierarchical
reorganization takes place. Under conditions of growth, decentralization is the rule at
all scales. By contrast, under conditions of stability and decline, centralization is the
rule.

2. The weight of the urban system in existence at the outset of the study period has
considerable influence on the pattern in subsequent years. Most important, here, is
the persistence of the rank order and pattems of dominance of the largest centers.

3. The dominant city in the system increases its central place importance over its
chief competitors under conditions of both growth and decline. Under conditions of
growth, urban systems expand and become more complex by increasing the number
and magnitude of links both inside and outside of their primary systems. Under
conditions of stability and decline, functional importance is concentrated, first, in the
largest city in the system, and second, in key regional centers. Moreover, the links
between the dominant center and both the most important centers within and beyond
its immediate system increase in magnitude.

4. Changes in rank order are concentrated below the level of the largest central
places and can be spectacular and significant.

5. As an urban system evolves, the number of linkages increases and a more
complex hierarchical structure emerges.

6. As urban systems evolve under conditions of growth, central places and market
areas increase in number and produce a nested hierarchical structure in which
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boundaries between smaller places are well defined and larger places penetrate the
market areas of smaller places.

7. Under conditions of growth, the territorial extent of large center dominance is
reduced by a sequence in which larger central place dominance is replaced by
smaller but more accessible places inserting themselves between receiving places in
their local areas and the larger centers.

8. Under conditions of stability or decline, the territorial structure of the urban
system stabilizes; however, the larger centers exert pressure on both emerging
subsystems located within its daily urban system and on established urban systems
located at its outer edge. This pressure appears to result in the centralization of
functional importance within pressurized urban subsystems.

9. Under conditions of growth, central place replacement first occurs at the
periphery of large center market areas, next in interstitial locations relative to larger
centers, and later still within the commuting zones of larger centers. Under conditions
of stability and decline, overall spatial structure stabilizes, and reorganization is
concentrated within the area of continuous dominance of the largest center.

10. When central place replacement occurs in an area, that area's main secondary
link remains with the formerly dominant place.

11. Under conditions of stability and decline, peripherally located urban systems
stagnate, with what growth there is concentrating in the largest places.

Finally, it was concluded that explanation of evolving urban systems requires both
consideration of exogenous forces and a multiple-scale perspective. The influence of
exogenous forces on urban systems was not studied; however, a multiple-scale
framework emerged that emphasized the (1) urban regional system scale, (2)
agglomeration scale, (3) national urban system scale, and (4) international large city
network scale.
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Viewed at a continental scale, the growth of Toronto over the last two decades is truly
anomalous; it has added more people than any other city north of Texas and east of California.
Why?

The growth of high order service centres is best explained by growth in the markets they serve.
Toronto serves Canada, which has grown more rapidly in population and income per capita than in
the United States. More important, the abdication of its main competitor, Montreal, gave Toronto E
a substantial increase in the share of this market, as demonstrated by changing patterns oi air '
passenger flow.

Looking to the future, Toronto's role within the Canadian market is likely to be eroded with the
growth of north-south linkages across the border. Its growth will depend on its ability to compete
with major service centres in the northeastern U.S. to serve regions in both countries.
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The growth of Toronto during the post-war period has been rapid and significant by
North American standards. Since 1971, for example, the population of the Toronto
CMA has grown at an average annual rate of 1.98 per cent, almost twice as fast as
the rest of Canada at a rate of 1.06 per cent; and this continued concentration of
growth is an important aspect of the changing economic geography of the country.
Toronto's growth becomes more astonishing, though, when the city is examined at a
continental scale (Figure 1). If a spatial definition is used that matches the US.
criteria for Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Toronto's population of 4.2 million makes it
the seventh largest urban centre in the combined Canada-US. system, and rapidly
closing on the sixth city, Detroit. In terms of the magnitude of population growth over
the last two decades, Toronto ranks fifth, after Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas, and
San Francisco. All these other cities are located in the far West or Southwest.
Toronto's annual growth rate approximates the 1.90 per cent per year growth of Los
Angeles between 1970 and 1990.

If the map of growth in this continental urban system is examined (Figure 2),
Toronto stands out as the major growth node outside the Sunbelt, with more
population growth (1,312,000) than any metropolitan area north and east of Dallas.
Nearby American cities in the Great Lakes region have all lost population over this
time period, and other major metropolitan areas in the erstwhile manufacturing belt
have shown little growth at all: The MSAs of New York and Pittsburgh, for example,
lost population; Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore and Chicago grew by less than one
hundred thousand. Only Washington has grown significantly.

Toronto's growth is not a minor perturbation, the result of changes in one or two
economic sectors or migration streams. The explanation is not to be found internally,



Figure 1 Urban Population: Canada and the Unites States, 1990
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in terms of the composition of its economic base (and certainly not its climatel). It
must be the result of an extended period of competitive advantage relative to other
cities with respect to a variety of economic activities. Toronto has grown because of
the growth of the Canadian market that it serves. and the increasing share of this
market that it controls. For high order centres in the modern urban system such as
Toronto it is not the sectoral composition of economic activity within the city (the
economic base) that is important, but the city's external relationships with other cities
within the urban system: in particular, the location of national economic growth
relative to the city's market area and the market areas of competing service centres.
This paper pursues this argument by exploring the growth of Toronto's market

(Canada) and especially its changing share of that growth (vis-a-vis Montreal) and
then speculates on the prospects for growth in the future from this market-share
perspective.

The Market-Share Approach

Cities that act as service centres grow in proportion to the market that they serve.
The market can be defined as the product of the population and the income per
capita, within the trade area served; its growth is the change in this market, and most
important for this paper, the changes in the spatial extent of the trade area itself.
Toronto's growth reflects disproportionate rates of growth in each of these three
aspects of the market -— total population, income per capita, and market-share (the
proportion of a market that is served by competing places). The market is Canada;
the competing service centres in this market are Toronto and Montreal. As context.
consider Figure 3 and Table 1, which compare the growth of Canada and the U.S.
Graph 3A compares Canada's population growth to that of the U.S. since 1970. The
former has grown at an average annual rate of 1.18 per cent, the latter at a rate of
1.01 per cent. Most of the difference reflects the immigration policies of the two
countries; Canada's immigration rate is some fifty per cent higher. and about one-
third of the immigrants go to Toronto. This also works to Toronto's advantage by
providing a direct source of population to support any economic growth. Graph SB
compares the two countries in terms of gross national product per capita in constant
dollar terms. Again, the Canadian growth rate has been higher, 45 per cent greater
than the U.S. growth rate over the study period. The demand for Canadian
commodities has held up better than the demand for US. manufacturing output or
US. commodities. Note that the shifting value of the Canadian dollar is not relevant
here; it is the growth within the national trade area per se that counts. Taken jointly
the overall annual rate of market growth in Canada (the real gross domestic product
at 3.49 per cent) is about 36 per cent higher than the U.S. growth rate (2.57 per
cent), so one would expect a centre serving the Canadian market to have grown
more rapidly - even without a shift in the share of the market.



Figure 3 Canada - U.S. Comparisons
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Table 1 Comparing Growth Rates

Location] 1971 1991 Average Annual
Measure Growth Rate

Canada
Population 21 ,568,000 27,297,000 1 .18
Gross Domestic Product/

Capita ($01981) $10,760 16,888 2.27
Gross Domestic Product

($01981, billions) $232.1 $461 .0 3.49
($U.S. 1981, billions) $229.8 $390.7 2.69

M
Population 207,661 ,000 252,628,000 1 .01
Gross National Product/

Capita ($US1985) $13,273 $18,123 1.57
Gross National Product

($031935, billions) $2,756.8 34573.4 2.57
Toronto CMA

Population 2,628,000“ 3,893,000 1 .98
Market* ($01981, billions) 135.9 322.0 4.41

(30.8.1981, billions) 137.3 272.3 3.49
Montre_al CMA

Population 2,743,000“ 2,921 ‚000 _ 0.31
Market* ($01981, billions) 96.2 139.0 1.86

($U.s.1931 , billions) 97.2 1 17.3 1.01
* Proportional to share of Canada's domestic air traffic x the Canadian market.
** As defined in the 1971 Census.
Source Statistics Canada. monthly. Canadian Economic Observer. Catalogue 11-010.

United States Bureau of the Census. annual. Statistical Abstract of the United States.

The most important element in Toronto's growth, however, has been the increase in
market-share - its increasing domination of the Canadian market relative to its initial
competitor, Montreal, and secondarily to other urban centres. To illustrate, if the
patterns of intercity dependencies represented by air passenger flows are compared
for 1971 and 1991 (Table 2) the decline of Montreal's role as a national service
centre is apparent (see also PRESTON 1991). Montreal has lost up to seven per cent
of the airline traffic even in those regional markets such as Halifax and St. John's
where it has had a significant share; while Toronto has gained from five to ten per
cent in almost every major market. As Montreal has lost 3.5 per cent of the share of
total domestic flights, Toronto has gained - increasing its share from 58 per cent to
70 per cent of all trips to these two highest order centres. Maps of the change in
share across the country suggest that Montreal has lost very heavily in the Atlantic



provinces, especially New Brunswick, and in Northern Ontario and the eastern
prairies. Substantial gains for Montreal have occurred within Quebec, in traffic to
Sept lies, the Saguenay and Ftouyn, suggesting a stronger regional role. Toronto's
gains, on the other hand, are almost universal, and the growth mirrors the pattern of
Montreal's decline in the Atlantic provinces.

Table 2 Changing Floles in the Canadian Market (Domestic Air Passenger Flows)

Share of All Passenger Flows (in %)
Flegional Centre Montreal Toronto

1971 1991 Change 1971 1991 Change
St. John's 11.9 9.1 -2.8 18.5 26.2 7.7
Halifax 19.6 12.0 -7.6 23.5 31.1 7.6
Montreal -- -- -- 40.8 52.5 1 1 .7
Toronto 28.9 22.7 -7.2 --- --- -—
Winnipeg 8.1 6.1 -2.0 23.2 28.8 5.6
Calgary 4.3 5.3 1.0 10.9 20.6 9.7
Edmonton 3.2 3.8 0.6 9.3 17.5 8.2
Vancouver 5.8 5.8 0.0 13.7 22.1 8.4

All domestic flights 12.9 9.4 -3.5 18.3 21.8 3.5

In 1971 it was possible to make a case for Montreal as an equal partner to Toronto
at the top of the hierarchy in the Canadian urban system; suppose therefore that it
was allocated a share of the Canadian market equal to its share of the total domestic
airline flights originating in the two cities - 41.6 per cent. By 1991 Montreal dominates
only the francophone cities of Quebec; assume that its share of the Canadian market
continues to equal its proportion of flights originating in the two cities, now only 30.2
per cent (Figure 4A). Taking market growth and market-share (as assumed)
together, Toronto's market has grown by an impressive 4.41 per cent per year, as
shown in Figure 4B; while Montreal's market grew by only 1.86 annually.

Although Montreal's service role in Canada has been declining relative to Toronto
for a long period, a series of political events in the 19705 undoubtedly hastened the
process, as reflected in migration flows (SIMMONS and BOURNE 1989). Many
Anglophones and anglophone businesses relocated to Toronto, taking their
anglophone customers with them. Toronto's growth, coupled with Montreal's
economic stagnation, quickly cemented Toronto's dominant position in the Canadian
market, while Montreal intensified its regional role serving the francophone trade
area. Toronto was also helped by the continued growth in its immediate hinterland -
southern Ontario - due in part to the Canada-U3. auto pact of 1965, - and by the
fragmentation of the market in the growing regions of western Canada among three
competitors: Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver.



Figure 4 Changing Intemal Relationships: Toronto, Montreal
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The contrast with the United States again is striking; almost all that country's growth
has occurred in the periphery, outside the old manufacturing belt, and Los Angeles
has become a significant competitor to New York, overtaking Chicago. Washington
DC, the only growth point in the northeast and north-central regions, is the one city
that continues to reflect the growth of the entire national economy, due to the links by
government.

The principles of the market-share approach that underlie the above argument are
quite simple:

1. Service centres grow in proportion to the economic growth of their trade areas.
2. Within the ore-existing trade area the effect of growth is inversely proportional to

the distance from the centre. Growth at the periphery is more likely to be served
locally, or leaked to competing centres.

3. The spatial expansion or contraction of the trade area (changing market share)
may be due to changes in transportation systems or public policies; but it may also
reflect the differential growth rates of the two competing centres themselves in a
process of positive feedback. Rapidly growing centres attract services from centres
that grow slowly, and thus become more attractive across a wider region.

4. Stability in the urban system is maintained by the substantial city size differences
that are inherent in the urban hierarchy. Sustained differences in growth rates of at
least two per cent per year over twenty years are required to shift the hierarchical
relationships between a pair of cities; Là to make a tributary city into a competitor, as
Toronto challenged Montreal in the post-war period, and Los Angeles now
challenges New York City.

The Future of Toronto

What does the market-share approach to urban growth suggest for Toronto's future
over the next twenty years? Let us make some assumptions and speculations:

1. The overall growth rate of the Canadian market will slow down, perhaps
averaging three per cent per year - still higher than the US.

2. A greater share of this growth will occur in the far West; and given other
pressures for fragmentation, Toronto's share of the Canadian market will decline
slightly, perhaps losing 0.5 per cent of the market per year. Toronto's market, as a
result, will grow at 2.5 per cent per year (about half as fast as the last twenty years),
and population growth will be reduced to about one per cent per year unless an
alternative source of market growth is found.

3. The Canadian market will continue to become more open; this will increase the
competition in peripheral regions in the east and west (see item two), but will permit
Toronto to compete to a limited extent within the adjacent United States market.

4. An increased service role in the US. provides the major opportunity for
accelerated growth. Detroit aside, Toronto is the largest urban centre between
Philadelphia and Chicago, and the only one that has grown substantially in the last
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twenty years. Many erstwhile competitors such as Buffalo, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh
have already been left far behind. Toronto has a strong 'urban' image; and its recent
growth provides a significant advantage for many service activities that depend on
infrastructure and technology. From office buildings to universities, shopping malls
and hospitals, Toronto is newer. Toronto's disadvantages in this competition relate to
the advantages that protected its Canadian market in the past: the invisible barriers
of institutions that restrict cross-border flows, ranging from financial regulation to
health care and education systems, to customs officials and government
procurement policies. The relative value of the Canadian dollar will be important.
Toronto in the future will be competing in a much different kind of market, with

many more competitors and quite different rules. On the one hand, this is a huge
market! The part of the US. that is north of the Mason-Dixon Line and east of the
Mississippi has an income equivalent to $U.S.(1991) 2,135 billions, just under 40 per
cent of the U.S. total and about 3.5 times the size of Canada's GDP. If Toronto could
increase its share of that market by only 0.5 per cent per year the city could maintain
the level of growth in the last twenty years. On the other hand, in the worst case
scenario, Toronto's headquarters and service activities could migrate to New York,
Dallas or Los Angeles as quickly as they moved from Montreal to Toronto.
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Ë The relationship between industrial change and urban development has been an important part
s of the literature of economic restructuring. Much of this literature has focused upon the Los i

Angeles area, which in many ways has been a laboratory for research on the topic. Given the
common acceptance of the term 'Postfordism" to describe recent production changes, it would

if; seem appropriate to look at the 'horne' of Fordism. This paper, then, focuses upon metropolitan
‚m Detroit. looking at some broad aspects of spatial restructuring within the city. The paper (a) looks is

at the place of Fordist and Postfordist production in the spatial development of Detroit, and (b)
considers some spatial repercussions in the 19905.' Twentieth Century industrial development in Detroit might be divided into three periods,
described as Earty Fordism. Late Fordism. and Posttordism. Each of these production periods
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Introduction

The relationship between Industrialization and Urbanization has received renewed
attention in the literature of Industrial Location and Urban Systems (SCOTT 1986,
1988; ERNST and MEIER 1992). As part of the literature of Economic Restructuring,
the theme has included a wide range of topics affecting cities from a global (STOHPEH
1992) to a local (SCOTr 1988) scale. Considerable attention has been placed upon
linking these two aspects of the new order (industrialization and urbanization) within
specific metropolitan regions (FAINSTEiN et al. 1986; SMITH and FEAGlN 1987). In the
U.S., much work has focused upon the Los Angeles area, which has become a
virtual laboratory for a group of productive urban-industrial scholars (SCOTT 1938;
SOJA and MORALES et al. 1983; STORPEH and WALKER 1983). To what degree Los
Angeles is a prototype of the new intrametropolitan order (SOJA and SCOTT 1987) or
a one-of-a-kind example, is clearly controversial (as was Chicago during the heyday
of the Chicago "school“), and has promoted a great deal of intense discussion
(GEHTLEFt 1992).
The present paper focuses upon metropolitan Detroit (which would seem

appropriate given the apparent universal acceptance of "Post—Fordism" as a
catchword for describing recent production changes). The paper looks at some of the
broader aspects of spatial restructuring taking place within the city. In doing so, this
paper (a) asks a few questions about the Postfordist literature and its relationship to
urbanization, (b) looks at the implications of Fordist production in spatial



development of the Detroit area, and (c) considers some of the spatial implications in
the age of Postfordism.

A Comment on Postfordism and Postfordist Literature

The term Postfordism has been used both (a) as being synonymous with and/or (b)
as being part of, the global economic restructuring process which has been taking
place in the last few decades. At the same time, Postfordism has been considered
both a response to, and a contributor to, the economic crises of the period.
Postfordism, in turn, has been described in terms of two other concepts which are
assumed to be, but are not necessarily interrelated. Those concepts are (1)
Deindustrialization and (2) Flexible Production, each of which has achieved a “life of
its own" in the restructuring literature. (Although it should be noted that some authors
have considered them as sequential strategies in capitalism's response to economic
crisis [SCHOENBEHGEH 1988]). Although no attempt will be made here to discuss the
meaning and repercussions of flexible production (GERTLER 1988, 1992), it might be
noted that the term has both internal and extemal implications. lntemally, the term
refers to dramatic technical and social changes in the workplace, management, and
labor relations of a firm. Extemally, it is related to, and incorporates, dramatic scale
shifts, toward the scope of transnational corporations, the new international division
of labor (NIDL) and generally the shift to a global economy.

Complicated as those terms can be in terms of the production process, they
become even more difficult when an attempt is made to apply them to society as a
whole (HARVEY 1988; GERTLEFl 1988; HARVEY and SCOTI' '1989), or to the
urbanization process (SCOTT 1986). In his thought-provoking paper, SCOTT suggests
that the structure of production “underpins the whole pattern of the metropolis“. The
scope of the Postfordist idea would seem to reach its extreme when it is applied to,
or at least embedded into, the even more all-encompassing topic of Postmodernism.
Although this observer will not attempt to discuss the postmodern paradigm (HARVEY
1989), his reading of the descriptions of the "Postmodern city“ suggest the pervading
impact of Postfordist production in the structure of that city (SOJA 1989).

lt should be noted that there have been strong disagreements concerning both the
universality and the timing of the Postfordist process (HUDSON 1989). Indeed, the
Postfordist literature is replete with multiple possible interpretations, suggesting the
need for some caution. There is no question about the importance of the structure of
production upon the pattern of urban development. At the same time, the relationship
between the two processes (industrialization and urbanization) is anything but linear.
Postfordism needs to be considered in conjunction with other contemporary social
processes which impact upon the urbanization process (DUNFono 1990). Among
others, four might be mentioned (as parallel processes influencing metropolitan
structure during the Postfordist period).



First and foremost is the macro-scale impact of general economic change in the'
Western world as a long sustained period of boom and optimism changed to one of
nongrowth, slow growth and general economic slowdown. Although this change is
implied in the debates on de-industrialization, its underlying significance is often
neglected, and discussions proceed as if production changes in themselves were the
motors of vast changes taking place.

Second, the coming of Postfordism has been contemporary with dynamic changes
taking place in the demographic structure of Western countries. The generational
shift from a baby boom to a baby bust, the revolution in family composition and
household size, changing life-styles, and new modes of consumption have had
momentous impacts upon urban restructuring (SINCLAIR 1991). Clearly these shifts
parallel developments which are commonly attributed to the Postfordist paradigm.

The most obvious urban phenomenon which has paralleled the change to a
Postfordist industrial economy is the changed size and shape of the metropolis. In
North American cities, the suburban sprawl of the postwar (Fordist?) period has
given way to a different form of metropolitan expansion, as extended exurbanization
converts unprecedented quantities of land into a quasi-urban environment. Along
with this expansion, social segregation (of classes, races, lifestyles) is spread out on
a vastly greater spatial scale. The demands of Postfordism contribute to these
change, but do not explain the forms and processes of modem sprawl which are
redefining metropolitan regions.

In sum, Postfordism, and economic restructuring in general, is one of a series of
momentous social changes which are transforming contemporary metropolitan
landscapes (Table 1). Somehow the spatial demands of Postfordist production fit in
with those other metropolitan developments. They do not, however, control them.

In concluding this discussion, need it be mentioned that processes associated with
economic restructuring, universal as they might be, operate upon a pre-existing
legacy of each city's unique geography and historical development, including its
traditions, modes of doing things, and specific ways of looking at things? In the
following pages, a case will be made that in many ways the spatial development of
Detroit was a model of Fordist production needs. But this is not only because the city
housed the industry which is most associated with Fordism. Detroit's history, and the
city's physical geography, enabled the forces of Fordism to evolve spatially, in almost
a model-like manner. By the same token, and for similar reasons, the common
categorization of Detroit in Postfordist times as an aging "Flust Belt“ metropolis, is in
many respects erroneous. Moreover, certain factors cited as hallmarks of the
Postfordist city, are totally lacking in Detroit.

Fordism, Postfordism, and Metropolitan Detroit

The automobile industry in Detroit essentially is a product of the 20th Century.
Although the issue is controversial, it is convenient to equate the advent of Fordism
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with the second decade of the Century (Ford's renowned Highland Park plant was
constructed in 1914). If, as the literature suggests, the coming of the Postfordist era
is the late 19605 and early 1970s, the year 1970 might be considered a convenient
dividing line between the two eras. However, from the urbanization standpoint, World
War II and its aftermath had such a revolutionary impact upon metropolitan Detroit,
that it is almost necessary to divide the Fordist period into two periods - prewar and
postwar. This paper therefore considers three periods, termed early Fordism, late
Fordism, and Postiordism (Table 1).

Some Relevant Background

Detroit at the turn of the Century was a well-established industrial and (commercial
city of some 280,000 people, with an economy and development closely oriented to
the Detroit River. A few simple geographical realities is important in understanding
the city's later spatial development (SINCLAIR 1972). Most obvious is the trend of the
Great Lakes waterways in this area. Detroit lies north of those waterways, and north
of Canada, ensuring that the city's growth was to the north and west, away from the
mainstream of the American industrial belt, and ensuring that the city's expansion is
not interrupted by the expansion of competing urban areas. The image of unlimited
space to the north has ingrained itself in the psyche of Detroit's people, and in the
locational decisions of its institutions. A second reality is the early development of the
area's transport system. From the establishment of early Indian trails through the
forests, Detroit's transport pattern, the area's spatial development, and as will be
seen, the pattern of social space, has been dictated by a series of arteries, radiating
from the riverfront (today's downtown) into the hinterland of Southern Michigan. A
third reality is the location of the City of Detroit's northern political boundary, which
was firmly established early in the 19th Century along what is now known as Eight-
Mile Fload. As will be seen, the location of this line has had a profound effect upon
the area's political and social development.

The Early Fordist Period

The salient aspects of the early Fordist period are well-known. The period saw the
inauguration of mass production, the creation of a vast middle-class market for
automobiles, and the gradual emergence of three giant corporations, which
dominated the automobile industry and its markets. Within two decades, Detroit's
economic structure changed from a balance of diversified industries and services to
the most specialized industrial economy in the country. The labor needs of the
industry were satiated by a massive flow of immigrants, largely from Eastern Europe,
which transformed the ethnic geography of the city.

From the beginning, the spatial needs of the growing automobile industry dictated,
rather than adjusted to, the spatial development of the city. Two main factors



underlay the spatial pattern, namely (a) rail facilities and (b) open space adjacent to
the built-up area. Although earlier industries were scattered throughout the city, the
first large automobile plants were established along the main railroad lines which
surrounded and penetrated the central part of the city. There was a concentration on
the city's east side where the largest plants were established. In time, the new
factories shifted to the northern outskirts of the city (Highland Park and Hamtramck),
and later to the southwest, where the Ford Rouge plant was established in what later
became East Dearbom.
The location of factories initiated urban development. In the period of early Fordism,

“factory towns" developed. Because the labor needs were fed by the chain migration
of immigrants, these "factory towns" were also "ethnic villages", each with their
livelihood and loyalties dictated by the factory which brought about their existence.
The Dodge Main plant in Hamtramck, and the steel mills in downriver Detroit became
synonymous with the Polish and Hungarian districts respectively. Although the
corporate-labor “social contrac " was unheard of at this stage, in its place was a kind
of company dependence and loyalty which dominated the social relations of the city.
The managerial and professional workforce settled in quite different residential

areas. During the eariy period, white collar workers located in special residential
districts on the East riverfront and to the northern edges of the city. Later these white
collar districts concentrated to the north and northwest of the city, and in a few high-
income residential suburbs. These suburbs were founded along the radial arteries
leading outward from the city,particular1y to the northwest, and along the east
riverfront. Their location had a profound influence on the succeeding spatial
development of the region.

Thus, the Fordist pattern of production had already influenced the urban structure
of Detroit. Increasingly, the city's social relations and spatial pattems were dominated
by the expanding needs of the automobile corporations. This was to continue, with
quite different spatial patterns, in the next phase of Fordist production.

The Late Fordist Period

lt was in the late Fordist period that mass production and Fordist production and
management methods reached the pinnacle of productivity and maturity, and the
automobile industry became the hallmark and the motor of American industrial might.
Wartime demands for armaments, postwar pent-up demands for automobiles, a
booming economy, rapid population growth, and the almost universal
suburbanization and sprawl of American metropolitan areas brought about an
unprecedented prosperity to the auto industry which was sustained throughout the
1950s and 19605. During this period the celebrated corporate-union "social contrac "

was forged, which gave management a secure and almost uninterrupted control of
production and gave Detroit automobile workers the highest manufacturing wages in
the country, along with a middle-class standard of living and consumption seldom



found in a blue-collar work-force. At the same time, a second unwritten “contract"
existed among the three automobile corporations, which paid lip service to
competition for market share, but ensured that competition did not reach the stage of
greatly upsetting the ongoing status quo. It was this second "contract"I which later to
subjected the industry to accusations of "corporate bloat”, inefficiencies and overall
complacency.

Like other U.S. cities, Detroit underwent the impact of postwar urban expansion
processes which transformed America from an urban to a suburban society.
Suburbanization in Detroit was rapid and extreme, enabled by a relatively flat land
surface, a tradition of low-density single-family housing and home ownership, and a
long-standing regional I'psyche" which assumed that “newer" and "farther out" was
”better”. But for the present paper, it was the spatial pattem of Detroit's postwar
suburbanization that is relevant. For the carving out of suburban space in
metropolitan Detroit appeared to exemplify the operation of Fordist production and
consumption principles. It would be difficult to find a situation where the relationship
between industrialization and urbanization was more direct and visible.
There were two distinct aspects of postwar suburban growth in metropolitan Detroit

(SINCLAIR 1972). One reflects the movement of the managerial, professional, and
white collar working force of the automobile industry. Almost exclusively, this group
moved outward into a series of radiating suburban sectors extending outward from
the city of Detroit. Initially attracted by the well-established high income communities
along the area's radial arteries and the physical amenities to the East and Northwest,
these suburbs were consolidated, extended and widened. The generally high
incomes of this group attracted high class shopping centers, professional and
business offices, and first-class educational institutions. Continued growth was
ensured by the construction of the Detroit area's main expressways. Overall, these
radial corridors reflected wealth and qualityz-a balanced pattern of upper and middle
income residential areas; superior services and amenities; and the majority of the
important service, professional, and leadership activities of metropolitan Detroit, (and
of the American automobile industry). The zone received none of the industry's large
investments in industrial and production facilities.
The second aspect of postwar suburbanization in Detroit was the suburbanization

of production facilities, as the automobile industry sought new sites away from the
congestion and outmoded facilities of the previous period. Again, the predominant
needs were space, (and the ability to manipulate that space), rail facilities, and the
proximity to work force. These needs were found in the undeveloped rural land lying
in-between the previously mentioned sectors of radial development. In these wedges
of suburban space were built the industry's new factories, which virtually transferred
the industry from its fairly compact concentration in Detroit, Highland Park,
Hamtramck and Dearbom, to a series of industrial corridors following the main
railroads leading into the city. The establishment of major automobile plants was
followed by (a) the swarming of ancillary metal and machinery industries, and (b) the



extension of residential subdivisions which caught up with and engulfed the original
factories.

For the most par, the residents of this area were the second and third generation
offspring of Detroit's older immigrant ethnic communities. They established
themselves in the new subdivisions and Levittowns which were developed on vacant
land. New suburbs were built and created. In many respects these new suburbs
epitomized American postwar suburbia, cradling the “baby boom“, and characterizing
the consumer-oriented life-style which fulfilled the “American dream". In the Detroit
area that dream could be considered part of late Fordism's “social contract". High
wages, relatively steady employment, and a wide range of benefits provided a quality
life-style. Though affected by urban social crises of the 19603 (SINCLAIR and
THOMPSON 1978), the economic security of this zone's residents were a reflection of
the general security of the period.

In summary, postwar suburban expansion in metropolitan Detroit left a distinctive
social pattern. Radial growth sectors of high and middle income, housing the white-
collar decisionmaking element of the automobile industry, altemate with intersectoral
wedges of sprawling, blue collar industrial suburbs to create an essentially sectoral
pattem. When the writer modeled this structure in 1972, he had not heard of the term
Fordism. However, using more contemporary jargon, it would seem that the
demands of Fordist production and consumption had molded the pattern of Detroit
suburbia.
There is a third aspect to metropolitan Detroit's spatial structure. The events of the

late Fordist period had a devastating impact upon the central cities, precipitating an
ongoing social crisis. The postwar suburban movement of population (largely white)
was accompanied by wholesale abandonment of productive facilities. For many
remaining central city residents, this meant reverse commuting to suburban jobs.
Although those commuters also benefited from the "Social Contract", they found it
more difficult to participate in the lifestyle associated with that contract. Although the
social problems in Detroit's central cities have a wide variety of causes and results
(SINCLAIR and THOMPSON 1978), it is not difficult to integrate them into the Fordist
paradigm.

The Postfordist Period

Although the arrival of Postfordism, like the term itself, is highly problematic, it is
common to associate the period with the world economic crisis of the 19705. Events
associated with that crisis affected Detroit directly and severely, including the two oil
"shocks“, foreign competition (particularly from Japan), the invasion of Japanese
automobile transplants, the imposition of expensive governmental environmental
regulations, and the magnitude of the recession of the early 1980s. Moreover,
because Detroit had few of the dynamic military, aerospace and related research
industries, the city received virtually none of the lucrative defense contracts (and



guaranteed markets) which transformed the economies and Postfordist landscapes
of Los Angeles and other sunbelt cities.
The response of the automobile companies varied from company to company, but it

is possible to delineate three distinctive kinds, which to it degree, occurred
sequentially. Each was to have an impact of the geography of metropolitan Detroit.
The first was markedly Fordist in nature, utilizing the "muscle“I of giant (the world's
largest) corporations, to remedy the situation "immediately" by inaugurating vast new
programs, requiring unprecedented investments. The introduction of the “world car"
concept, the construction of several huge new “state-of-the-art" plants, the purchase
of EDS information services and Hughes Aircraft by General Motors, and ironically,
the announcement of the new Saturn operation reflected a characteristic Fordist
approach. These investments brought a significant restructuring of the industry at a
global and national scale. Today they are considered to have precipitated the
financial crises of all three corporations (one of which was bailed out of bankruptcy
by the US. government), not to mention a shake-up in corporate management. But
most relevant for this paper, they also had an indirect, but significant impact upon the
structure of metropolitan Detroit. For example, the EDS acquisition brought an
empire of information technology and technologists to the metropolis (and for a while
overwhelmed the real estate situation in certain parts of the area). The needs of the
new auto plants helped expand the robotics industry in Southern Michigan. The ill-
fated "world car" had the effect of increasing international technological exchange
and bringing foreign (largely European) firms into the area. All became part of the
spatial restructuring of the metropolitan area.

The second response fits into the rubric of “deindustrialization”. Like other midwest
industrial areas, the Detroit area undenlvent the litany of job losses, plant closings
and unemployment which characterized the 19703 and 19803 (BLUESTONE and
HARRISON 1982; CLARK 1986; HILL 1986). Although most attention has been paid to
the situation in the auto companies themselves, the process was even more
devastating to the thousands of small service "shops“ which served the industry. It
was in the industrial suburbs that the most severe impact of the "deindustrialization"
took place, although the process exacerbated the already existing economic distress
of the central cities.

The third response of the automobile industry reflects the various production and
managerial changes implied in "flexible production". in various ways and in different
degrees, "lean" production was introduced, involving technical and organizational
changes on the factory floor. Producer-supplier relationships were also
revolutionized, resulting in significantly fewer, and more committed suppliers
(HOLMES 1986). Thousands of tool-and-dye “shops" were thereby eliminated, while
larger and more modern (and significantly fewer) supplier plants were constructed.
Thus, a major spatial reshuffling took place within the Detroit's industrial suburbs,
quite apart from what was taking place among and within the major production
plants.



lnevitably, the above responses weakened the labor/corporate "social contract"
which had served the industry through many decades of Fordist production. Although
the transition was remarkably smooth and peaceful, considering the tense labor
conflicts of previous crisis periods, there was gradual reduction, both in the benefits
and privileges of that contract, and in the number and proportion of workers covered
by it. (Paradoxically, many production workers who have retained their positions are
working overtime at higher wages, while more and more work is done by temporary,
part-time, or other categories of workers at lower wages and without the social
benefits.) Although the physical and visible impact of the transition probably was less
in Detroit's industrial suburbs than in many other industrial cities of the “Rust Belt"
(many workers had seniority, substantial retirement benefits, medical benefits and
paid up home mortgages built up during three decades of prosperity), hardship was
greater than at any time since the 19305 depression. Of greater lasting importance
was the collapse of a social and psychological "climate" that had prevailed over a
period of more than three decades (CLARK, 1986). For younger people, the future
was less secure. In essence, the framework for a whole way of life was undermined.

There is another side to the restructuring process. Detroit is a corporate city - the
key decisionmaking center of a dominant and increasingly global business. The
decisionmaking elite has a superior lifestyle, and the power and networking ability to
continue to enhance this lifestyle. In a sense, the restructuring process strengthened
Detroit's decisionmaking role and expanded this elite. Changing technologies
brought new industries and technical personnel. Changing managerial arrangements
brought a variety of new business services. Joint ventures and strategic alliances
brought foreign firms and a foreign white collar workforce. These'developments had
an agglomerative effect as companies like Toyota, Nissan, Volkswagen, Mazda,
Bosch and Siemens established offices and technical centers in the city. Unlike
many other industrial cities, Detroit was able to strengthen its role in research,
engineering, information processing, hi tech, business services and spin off
consumer services. The developments brought an increase in service jobs as the
number of manufacturing jobs decreased. They also brought another well-known
characteristic of the restructuring process, namely increasing bipolarity of
occupations and incomes. For a city renowned for its prosperous middle income
society, this bipolarity brought problems and changes in the city's economic and
social geography.

In discussing that geography, a re-classification of functions should be recognized.
In place of the blue collar-white collar dichotomy which had dictated the spatial
patterns in the Fordist period, emerged a different configuration, which recognizes
that the locational needs of "advanced" manufacturing (technology, research,
information, engineering etc.) merge with those of advanced business services
(managerial, administrative, professional marketing, and finance). These needs
contrast with those of more traditional and now diminished, manufacturing processes
to provide the basis for the changed (Postfordist?) geography of Detroit.
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The dominant locational concern of the former (advanced business and services)
was space, but not, as in the past, the space needs of large production enterprises.
Rather the space needed to construct the range of facilities associated with a
postindustrial complex. Within this complex, consumption was as important as
production in carving out Spatial patterns. Residential areas and amenities were
factors in business location as well as the other way round. Striking examples were
provided by the major corporations. Chrysler transferred its research and technology
operations from the company's traditional corporate center in central city Highland
Park to new 'state-of—theuart' facilities in suburban Aubum Hills. Soon afterward, the
corporation transferred its world corporate headquarters to the same location. A
stated reason for the move was that "with the increasing integration of technical
developments and corporate planning, this will eliminate the time wasted by
executives traveling between the two facilities". Unstated, but inherently part of the
decision, was the time saved by both corporate and technical personnel in getting to
and from their suburban Oakland County homes. Needless to say, accommodating
the needs of the new Postfordist economy requires prodigious amounts of land. For
a metropolitan population which will likely increase by some 6 percent during the next
fifteen years, it is predicted that 40 percent more land will be developed.

The spatial pattern of this expansion is distinctive (Figure 1). Anchored in the
affluent northwest radial growth corridors which developed in the late Fordist period,
(in Southern Oakland County), the complex fans out to the north and west into a
broad crescent extending from the university city of Ann Arbor in the West to the
(also university) cities of Rochester Hills and Auburn Hills to the North. This arc is
concentrated in Oakland County, but is extending into adjacent counties of
Washtenaw and Livingston. Within this arc is an array of business centers, research
parks, office parks, "technopoles', edge cities, multifunctional malls, and diverse
residential areas which is reminiscent of the more celebrated Orange County in Los
Angeles. It is, indeed, the new "job crescent" of Southeast Michigan. Virtually none of
these "postmodem' facilities and activities have been developed elsewhere in
metropolitan Detroit.
Throughout this crescent is the diversity of residential types characteristic of the

needs of different affluent life-styles, from the older solid residential suburbs of the
automobile elite, to the new "packaged” residential communities. But most striking is
the emergence of an outer "residential crescent“ of low-density , exurbia surrounding
the job crescent in the far reaches of Northern Oakland, Livingston, and Washtenaw
counties. Convenient to the high income occupations of the "job crescent", this
emerging residential area is far away from the distant Central Cities of the
metropolitan area.

In those Central Cities the impact of Postfordism served to exacerbate the
conditions which had developed during the Fordist period. Population decline and
economic disinvestment continued. Job losses in manufacturing (in the industrial
suburbs as well as Detroit itself) impacted the city even more than in the industrial
suburbs. A “permanent underclass" expanded. The conditions of the Central Cities
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will not be described here. However, it should be noted that many developments
commonly ascribed to the "restructuring” literature, did not take place in central
Detroit. Most significantly, the city did not receive the flow of corporate real estate
investment which has rejuvenated and brought wealth to the downtown cores of
other cities undergoing the restructuring process. One consequence is that the city
did not see the expansion either of high income 'gentrified' housing or of local low
income service jobs, which partially alleviated the employment situation elsewhere.
Thus, the bi-polarization of the metropolitan job market has negatively affected the
Central Cities in virtually every respect. The number of middle income manufacturing
jobs has significantly declined. The expansion of both the high income advanced
service jobs and the low-income service jobs has taken place far away from the
central areas. This spatial mismatch has been exaggerated by the metropolitan

.area's inadequate, and often absent, public transportation system (an interesting
legacy of the Fordist period).

In summary, the transition to Postfordism has significantly changed the spatial
configuration of metropolitan Detroit. The three-fold framework of the Fordist period
has been maintained. But the spatial dynamics of the metropolis has been
transferred from the industrial corridors to the wedges of white collar suburbia. The
latter have extended outward from their previous core in Southern Oakland country
into a broad arc to the North and West. Within each of the three areas, a
restructuring process has taken place. The system as a whole has expanded to
incorporate a massive quantity of metropolitan space The accompanying model
conveys a dynamic, rather than a static, condition (Figure 1).

Conclusion

This paper has attempted to relate some broad aspects of urban growth and
structure to three periods of economic restructuring, commonly referred to as early
Fordism, late Fordism, and Postfordism. In many respects, the developments
discussed here appear to parallel those found in studies of other cities, most notably
Los Angeles. At the same time, some commonly assumed characteristics,
particularly in the Postfordist period, are quite lacking in Detroit. Overall, however, it
would seem that the spatial developments associated with all three periods are more
clear-cut, visible, and model-like in Detroit than in many other metrOpolitan areas.
This would seem to be in keeping with the Fordist-Postfordist theme, in that they
partially reflect the city's one-sided economy, as well as the dominating role of the
industry's decisionmakers.

However, it is easy to ascribe more to the Fordist-Postfordist theme than is
warranted. The developments described in this paper were paralleled by a series of
demographic, social, and technological changes which have transformed Western
society. Postfordism is part of this transformation, and not the other way round.
Moreover, the nature of spatial restructuring in Detroit reflects not only the impact of



Fordism and Postfordism, but also other aspects of the city's development, such as
the city's physical environment, the nature of its historical development and the
distinctive mental outlook of its population.

Given these caveats. it is appropriate to point out some implications of the spatial
developments which have taken place in metropolitan Detroit during the Postfordist
period. Among the most important are (a) the shifting of the 'core' of the metropolis
to a suburban job crescent, anchored in Oakland County, (b) the development of an
outer peripheral “residential crescent" serving the high income workforce of this I'job
belt“, (c) the increasingly external orientation of this new configuration as the new
suburban core becomes locked into an increasingly global economy, and as the
developing residential crescent becomes integrated into a more extended and
westerly regional system. These developments are taking place outside of and away
from both the older industrial suburbs and the Central Cities. Within these last-
named areas, different kinds of spatial adjustments are taking place, both positive
and negative. Whatever the adjustments, they are more isolated and involve
declining interaction with the growing outlying suburban core. The ultimate course of
Postfordist restructuring might well be a further functional and social separation of
the metropolitan area.

Postscript

In the last few years, there is some indication that many of the conditions which
contributed to and resulted from, the nature of structural change and of Postfordism
(as well as the prodigious and controversial literature on the topic), have changed
substantially. In much of the midwest manufacturing belt, there are signs of
economic readjustment and stability, suggesting that the course of deindustrial
decline might have tun its course. As has been seen, the govemment-subsidized
prosperity of many sunbelt cities (and some Eastern cities such as Boston), which
dominated the early literature on the restructured metropolis, has been undermined
by dramatic cutbacks in defense spending. Of particular relevance to the present
paper, the image of the U.S. automobile industry has changed from that of
complacency and inefficiency to one of greater competitiveness, which some say is
"leading the country out of recession". It has even been suggested that the industry
is reverting from a pattern of structural change back to that of cyclical change. It is
too early to assess the accuracy of these observations, and their potential impact
upon metropolitan structure. To the degree that they are valid, however, it would
seem that these trends would serve to enhance and extend the emerging spatial
structure of metropolitan Detroit that has been described above.

isms.-
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.. shown that the population distribution in Canada has become more concentrated in a
limited number of large urbanized regions over the past twenty years, although there has been
decentralization within these areas. This led to the questioning of the counter-urbanization thesis
and some of the other new concepts that are linked to the new technologies. It is concluded they

as may provide additional options that add to the complexity of settlement systems rather than ,-
completely transfon'nrng them

Introduction

The theme of this conference, set in the land that produced the Grimm Brothers +
those famous authors of fairy tales - makes it appropriate to begin this review of our
perception of urban system settlement change with the words they made famous.

ONCE UPON A TIME the study of urban system change seemed simple. For most
of the last century the western world showed a pattern of urban, then metropolitan
growth complemented by rural decay. These trends seemed inexorable; they were
part of an inevitable urbanized future in which DOXIADIS'S (1974) megalopoli seemed
the ultimate destiny. In the last thirty years a series of societal changes has
transformed many aspects of our society, especially our communication and
employment systems, leading to an increase in urban complexity, although many of
the forces for individualism and specialization cannot be attributed to the modem or
post—modem world alone (DAVIES and HERBERT 1993). Much of the conventional
wisdom of the past about urban systems has been overturned or at least challenged.
We live in a new world in which information transactions, not goods production,
represent the major economic growth force and in which the old locational
imperatives - such as raw materials and power, trained workforce and transportation
linkages - no longer seem so important. For those who like contemporary jargon our
post-industrial service society is an era of global production systems based on post-
fordist lines set in a post-modem ideology. The world can be brought to the nearest
computer terminal. Information, image and amenity seem to be the new gods of
location whose power seems to be able to lead to the creation of residences or
employment in any space.

We cannot deny that the societal changes of the last quarter century have had a
profound impact on our lives. In a settlement context we have witnessed the growth
of multi-nuclear and decentralized urban regions, with affluent suburbs confronting
impoverished or at least socially polarized and complex inner cities. But the specific



effects of the new communication technologies upon our urban systems - considered
as settlements that have different character and interactions - are still not clear and
the pundits may have exaggerated or even distorted the effect of these changes.
Some of the trends that have affected our behaviour and settlements have been
crystallized in a set of concepts that seem to provide signposts for the radical
transformation of our urban systems. Prominent among these are: the non—place
urban realm concept (WEBBEH 1964) of the 19603, counter-urbanization and the
population tumaround in the 19705 (BEALE 1975, BERRY 1976), urban networks and
their alternatives (DAVIES and THOMPSON 1980, DUNN 1980), edge cities (GARHEAU
1988), telemarketing and telecommuting in the 1980s, to the information highway of
the 19903. These and other trends seem to have produced an implicit belief -
especially in the popular press and when these ideas filter down to local planning
literature — that the new communication devices will lead to a massive re-structuring
of our settlement systems, which WEBBEFl (1968) anticipated as the post-city age.
But it must be acknowledged that many authoritative reviewers of the field
(HEPWOFtTH 1989, HALL 1990, DURLAK 1994, PHUD'HOMME 1993) are actually rather
cautious in their predictions about the extent of real change in settlement systems.
Similarly, CASTELLS (1989) in his book on the Informational City, as well as a recent
O.E.C.D. (1992) report on Cities and New Technologies, have showed how cities
may be affected differentially and provided many examples of how the new
technologies were being used in cities. But combined with the reviews it is difficult
not to be left with the view that the extent of urban system re-structuring by new
technologies may have been exaggerated. After all, it is increasingly clear that the
new technologies affect different activities and settlements differentially and
computer systems can lead to centralization. The most obvious case is the way in
which the electronic revolution in financial marketing that created the 24 hour trading
system led to a concentration upon the major World Centres of Tokyo, New York and
London. In the more specific context of telecommuting the following statement by a
researcher on teleworkers (STEINLE et al. 1988: 8) was quoted with approval by one
of the contributors to an authoritative set of essays on Cities and New Technologies
(O.E.C.D., Paris 1992): there are more people doing research on telework than there
are actual teleworkers (QVORTRUP 1992: 87). The extent of telecommuting may have
changed in the last two years. But is QVORTHUP'S comment closer to the truth than
some futurist vision of a world populated by workers inhabiting electronic cottages?
Similarly one may also cast some doubt upon the general importance of
telemarketing. It has certainly grown substantially but it is well below other modes of
retailing and the wages paid to the workers are often pitiful. Also, it may have hit a
consumer resistance level since many people do not like to be solicited in the privacy
of their homes. Interactive marketing may be another trend whose impact may be
exaggerated (see The Economist August 20, 1994).

Despite these cautionary examples most will agree that there remains an
impression - given the theme of this conference, should it be called an image of our
beliefs? - that the new technologies will produce, or has produced, a massive



change in the size and distribution of our settlement systems. It is the object of this
discussion to review the relevance of some of these new trends from an urban
system viewpoint. The first section of this discussion focuses specifically upon the
population turnaround or counter-urbanization concepts and reviews their
significance. The second section provides some empirical evidence for the extent of
counter-urbanization or metropolitan concentration in the Canadian settlement
system. The third section tries to place these trends in perspective by broadening the
discussion to some of the other concepts that have been suggested as
fundamentally altering our settlement system. It must be stressed that this discussion
is written from the perspective of urban systems, so the issue of a internal re-
organization within the urban centres or urbanized regions is only of secondary
importance.

Counter-urbanization

In the 1970s a new trend appeared that seemed to point to a completely new future
for settlement systems. First recognized in the early 1970s in the United Bates and
variously known as the population turnaround (BEALE 1975) and counter-urbanization
(BERRY 1976), it stemmed from the fact that the average rate of rural growth - even in
areas outside the immediate orbit of cities - was greater than in urban places for the
first time in the twentieth century. This led BERRY to conclude that:

I'counter—urbanization has replaced urbanization as the dominant force
shaping the nation's settlement pattern Counter-urbanization is a process of
deconcentration: it implies a movement from a state of more concentration to a state
of less concentration" (BERRY 1976: 17).

Others, working in rural areas went further, with VINING and STRAUSS (1977)
interpreting the trends as some clean break with decades of rural depopulation and
small town decline. Similar findings in other parts of the western world led to an
explosion of articles and books on the topic (CHAMPION 1989). Although the various
terms used to describe the 1970s changes are related, it does seem worth
distinguishing between two interpretations: first, the idea of a population
deconcentration expressed in suburban and fringe growth; and second, that of a
more general deconcentration due to growth beyond the immediate influence of the
cities - which is surely what the word counter-urbanization implies to most people.
This latter interpretation captured the imagination of many; it seemed to fit in with the
idea of major changes that were altering western society, whether de-
industrialization, or the service and global economy. The new terms quickly provided
new images for our thoughts about settlement system change. Indeed the
persuasiveness of the concepts were very much influenced by the fact there seemed
to be a number of reasons to expect the trends to continue: these reasons that can
be easily summarized in several categories.



- One was the people-led changes, from preferences for small towns to retirement
centres.

- The second consisted of the obsolescence and ethnic problems in the inner areas
of many large cities and the negative extemalities, which encouraged dispersal.

- The third set were the societal changes of a lower birth rate, increased numbers of
women in the workforce, and an aging papulation. All of which reduced growth.

- The fourth were the technological changes produced by cars, new roads and then
computers and subsequently fax and video machines which allowed
decentralization.

- The fifth consisted of the employment-led trends of employers seeking workplaces
with lower cost locations, better amenities or in third world countries.

- The sixth was the lubricating effects of direct and indirect government action, from
old age and unemployment benefits, which have helped people remain in small
centres, to the provision of infra-structure and policies designed to stimulate small
towns and rural employment.
Despite the persuasiveness of the six factors “posted" above for the counter-

urbanization and population tumaround concepts, a closer review will reveal many
flaws in the utility of the ideas - at least when interpreted as some radical
transformation of settlement patterns, rather than a continuation, with increased
speed and spread, of older decentralization trends in the area around the city. One
of its weaknesses has been the inability of investigators to differentiate between the
effects of the various causal factors, to allocate weights to each, so as to define their
relative importance - either generally or in specific areas. But in common with the
preference to exaggerate the significance of new trends over the old, it does seem
that emphasis is often given to the new communication technologies in accounting
for changes. Moreover there were a number of technical or measurement problems
which cast doubt upon the scale of the change, issues that have been summarized
elsewhere (DAVIES 1990). Also evidence from detailed studies of settlement change
(CHAMPION 1989, DAVIES 1990) have also cast doubt upon both the longevity of the
change and the fact that the regional and settlement size specific changes cannot be
summarized by such a simple term as counter-urbanization, as there are often major
differences in various countries and areas within them. So although there were
changes in the settlement patterns in the 19705 and beyond it must be
acknowledged that there are also several forces that militate against counter-
urbanization - at least seen as a massive dispersal of population from city regions -

and these need to be identified.
—- Land Use Controls. There is little doubt that one of the major reasons why there

have been major changes in the USA compared to Europe is because there are far
few land use controls in rural areas, so dispersed habitations or new housing tracts
can be built much more easily, whilst new jurisdictions separate from the old cities
can emerge. In most parts of Europe there are stronger societal preferences against
sprawl — whether on aesthetic or cost grounds - a stronger central city residence



ethic, pro-conservation views, land use laws that constrain sprawl as well as a
planning climate that inhibits or reluctantly allows employment on the fringes of cities.

- Energy. Scattered settlements serviced by the car incur huge energy costs that
are borne by the individual commuter. The 1970s oil price increase led to predictions
of a crisis in future energy supply. The conventional wisdom of the last part of that
decade was to reduce oil use and to devise alternative settlement scenarios. Will the
issue of renewable resources re-emerge and cause problems for the future
functioning of modern settlements?

4— Agglomerafion Advantages. Although surveys frequently tell us that residents of
westem societies prefer small towns there are many advantages for bigger places,
ranging from job opportunity, amenities, socialization and entertainment facilities.
Certainly many cities may have negative images but we must not discount the
agglomeration economies of cities. In addition there are enough people who prefer
urban life, with its complexity, opportunity and excitement - to isolation, fresh air,
cows and poor quality services!

- Dispersal Costs. The desire of rural jurisdictions to increase their tax base to pay
for services led many rural areas to seek industry and service employment.
Employers have been pleased to decentralize to avoid high urban taxes and long
commuting journeys to city centres compared to the lower costs, ease of parking and
often higher amenity levels in the urban fringes. Increasingly, however, this trend is
being counteracted by the recognition of the costs of dispersal. Floads that allow
ease of travel to big centres were built with national or state taxes, so costs were not
borne locally. Hence people that have dispersed may have been subsidized by
society as a whole. But there are other public costs involved in supporting a private
life-style in the country - such as the infra-structure of health care, fire services,
schools, garbage disposal, even water supply etc. Such services are very costly to
provide for a scattered population. Jurisdictions that have allowed sprawl, such as
the province of New Brunswick in Canada, are increasingly uneasy about the costs
involved, as a recent Royal Commission has shown (N.B.D.M. 1993).

- Security is the issue we often forget. It may soon be apparent to common thieves
that our isolated teleworker on his rural plot would be a great target for robbery, given
electronic equipment in abundance and few neighbours to depend on for rapid help.
Most have seen the famous film Star Wars. Perhaps we should remember what
happened to Luke Skywalker‘s parents in their isolated remote settlement on a
distant planet! It was their death that led him to challenge the evil Empire. We do not
have to look to a fictionalized future. There have been many historical precedents of
the same thing. Just remember what happened to the Roman villa, once the Pax
Romana broke down. If security disappears in the developed world will there be less
attraction for the decentralized mode?

These factors “leads" (an acronym for the factors) one to suggest caution in the
application of the counter-urbanization trend, al least in its sense as a clean break or
some universal anti-urban or urbanized region trend for the future There are powerful
forces working against counter-urbanization when it is seen as a process of
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settlement change beyond the process of suburbanization or in what used to be
called the urban field. Technology, even with the new forces for dispersal at the
present. may not lead to the transformation of urban systems that has been
predicted. Again these words of caution do not deny the importance of the growth
that has taken place in some areas - especially those of high environmental amenity,
in some rural areas that have attracted new industries, or a major growth in the
middle order centres where centralization has taken place, as well as the suburbs,
small settlements and traffic nodes around the big cities. Rather the point is that the
recent dispersals may be better seen as only the latest manifestation of centuries-old
trends that have expanded the influence of the big city, or rather the urbanized
region. Is it so different from the urban field argument of other years? If there is a
difference, it is that the decentralized businesses now have a mass that is often
larger than the older central business area. Moreover to posit such a general process
as counterurbanization does cause problems in our increasing complex world, when
there may be a variety of different trends in different areas or at different levels in the
settlement system as CHAMPION (1989) and DAVIES (1990) have shown. We do not
have to be post-modemists to be suspicious of grand theory or the proposition of
universal processes. Moreover, if the scale is switched to an urban or settlement
system scale another question may be asked. Is it possible that the terms counter-
urbanization and population turnaround may have helped conceal the fact that at an
urban system scale there has been a concentration of people in the new sprawling
urban regions? This issue will be examined by reference to the Canadian case.

Settlement System Change in Canada

Before looking at the case study of Canada there is a vital need to make two points.
First, the discussion will focus on the size and distribution of settlements and their
region, not upon the degree to which the pOpulation is more or less decentralized
within these areas, between central city and suburb or urban field. Second, it is
necessary to differentiate between the aggregate and individual behaviour
differences in urban systems - between the size, distribution and interactions of
places. We can accept there may be changes in the behaviour of people in the
settlements, in the sense of increased non-place activities or telecommuting in a
non-contiguous space. But this does not necessarily translate into major differences
in the degree of scatter of settlements and the structure of urban systems?
a) The National Scale

In 1984 a Statistics Canada publication on urban growth described the decline in
the proportion of population that was urban: from 76.1% to 75.7% from 1971 to 1981
(8.0. 1984). Noting the decline in the central areas of metropolitan areas and the
fact that the rural population was increasing at a greater rate than the total population
the report concluded:



"Urban Canada is losing ground, partly to exurbia. The counter-urbanization
movement that began in the earty 19705 appears to be continuing the growth
in the rural proportion of the population over the past decade is a demographic
milestone ..." (S.C. MAY 1984: Conclusion).

Although the report was careful to note that the rural growth was not a
consequence of a farm population growth, the impression of some major change in
the settlement pattern was firmly established. This conclusion needs to be re-
evaluated in the light of recent changes. It is certainly possible to find areas in
Canada that have dramatically increased their population. Some large urban areas
show a decline in their population - the most significant of these is Saint John (N.B.),
which has declined from 92,162 in 1971 to 90,457 in 1991, although King's County
outside the city, has increased to 62,122 from 33,285 over the period and there are
other increases in rural areas within commuting range. In general the major
percentage growth lies in areas of high amenity in a recreational sense -
environmental niches of growth - and around the major settlements. But apart from
these examples a superficial view of the most recent p0pulation figures may lead
some to conclude that the so-called counter-urbanization trend seems to have
continued since the 1970s. After all, half of the Canadian ten provinces, including the
two largest, had decreases in the proportion of their population that lived in urban
places (the urban definition in Canada refers to those places that are essentially over
1,000 population) between 1971-91 (Table 1). Such trends in the Canadian
settlement system may give those who believe in the new decentralized future
grounds for delight. Indeed, when one reviews the distribution of the provinces, there
is a broad east west-division in the changes in the proportion of people in urban
places, perhaps tempting us to think in terms of some wave or cycle analogy, in
which the older centres of the east are in some ruralization phase, the central
provinces of Quebec and Ontario are poised to go this way, with the west, being
younger, still urbanizing (Table 1). But such an idea does not stand the test of
scientific acceptability, for other features need to be considered. These need to be
enumerated.

First, the proportion of population that lives in urban places is high: 76% for
Canada as a whole. Since the proportion is near saturation levels in the bigger
provinces we should not exaggerate minor percentage changes.

Second, political boundaries have not always kept up with the trends of
deconcentration of the population. But one cannot deny that there has been some
decentralization to places that cannot be considered to be urban. Indeed, Table 1
shows that the rural non-fan'n proportion in Canada has increased substantially over
the period, from 17.3% in 1971 to 20.5% in 1991, compared to 6.6% and 2.9% for
the rural population - although this is measured as the farm population . In the case
of Saint John (N.B.) the city has been economically depressed and the regional
population increase that has taken place is a product of increased commuting to the
city and to industries established in the area around. Moreover, it must be noted that



the province of New Brunswick has relatively lax planning controls, so scattered
habitations have been easier to build in the past.

Table 1 Urban and Rural Population in Canada: 1991

1991 1991 1991 1991
Size in Percentage Rural Rural

Area Thousands Urban * (1971) Farm“ Non Farm

Newfoundland 568 53.56 D (57.2) 2.5 46.2
Prince Edward island 130 39.93 I (38.3) 6.3 53.7
Nova Scotia 900 53.50 D (56.7) 1.3 45.2
New Brunswick 724 47.69 D (56.9) 1.4 50.9
Quebec 6,896 77.60 D (80.6) 1.7 20.7
Ontario 10,085 81.84 D (82.4) 2.1 16.1
Manitoba 1,092 72.09 I (69.5) 7.1 20.8
Saskatchewan 989 63.04 I (53.0) 14.9 22.0
Alberta 2,546 79.78 I (73.5) 6.7 13.5
British Columbia 3,282 80.44 I (75.7) 1.5 18.0
Yukon 28 58.75 D (61.0) — 41.2
Northwest Territories 58 36.69 D (48.4) — 63.2
CANADA 27,296.860 76.6% (76.1) 2.96 20.5

t Urban places are settlements greater than 1,000 population with certain density levels.
Note that small fishing, mining communities are not classified as rural because of the
restriction to the term to agricultural areas. Source: Statistics Canada.

Third, it is very dangerous to focus on percentage changes, especially when the
provincial and urban areas are of very different sizes. Table 2 shows the absolute
changes in the numbers of people in urban places over the 1971-91 period. It can be
seen that 4.5 million of the Canadian increase of 5.7 million people were in urban
places, well over three-quarters! More to the point the loss of 15 thousand residents
from urban areas in New Brunswick is seen as insignificant when one considers that
Ontario added 1.9 million urban residents over the period, with another 1.7 million
added to urban places in Alberta and British Columbia. Little of the increase can be
attributed to political or census unit boundary changes. Surely this shows the
dangers of accepting the counter-urbanization argument.

Fourth, one of the latest in a series of valuable monitoring reports by BOUFINE and
SIMMONS (1989) have shown the slowdown in the rate of growth and the regional
variations in Canada in the 19805. Yet when one looks at where the majority of the
population of Canada lives it can be seen that the country became urban in 1931,
became metropolitan in 1971 and, it can be argued, became large or big-
metropolitan in 1991. This term has been used to draw attention to the fact that half
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Table 2 Percentage and Absolute Values of Urban, 1971 -91

1971-91 Absolute Changes in Urban:
Population Increases Percentages Absolute Values

Newfoundland 46,371 -4.4 +5,831
Prince Edward Island 18,124 +1.6 +9,046
Nova Scotia 110,980 -3.2 +34,127
New Brunswick 89,343 -9.2 -15,385
Quebec 868,201 -3.0 +492,891
Ontario 2,382,778 -0.6 +1 ,906,1 1 1
Manitoba 103,698 +2.6 +100,352
Saskatchewan 62,683 +10.0 +132,510
Alberta 917,676 +6.3 +834,353
British Columbia 1,097,429 +4.7 +986,331
Yukon 9,412 -2.3 +5,1 16
Northwest Territories 22,843 -11.7 +4,306
CANADA 5.729m 4.496m
(of increase 1 971 —-91) (100%) (78.46%)

Source: Calculated from Statistics Canada, 1991 Census.

of the population live within 100 miles (160 kilometres) of the three largest census
metropolitan areas that are over a million in population (DAVIES 1993). Updating the
figures to the 1991 census indicates the dominance of the Toronto-centred area, with
19 centres over 10,000 people within 100 miles, accounting for 23.54% of the
Canadian population. This is now well above the Montreal-centred region, with 18
places accounting for 18.12% of the total and Vancouver with 5 places over the
threshold size, at 7.93%. Of course, other authorities have drawn attention to the
trends of concentration in other ways, such as YEATES (1975), with his Main Street
concept, encompassing the Quebec-Windsor corridor, or the Great Lakes
megalopolis of DOXIADIS (1967), to which one can add the emerging idea of
Cascadia, which puts the Greater Vancouver area into a larger region including the
Seattle-Portland grouping in the Pacific North-West. What seems clear is that
Canada has been characterized by an increased concentration of its population in a
limited number of areas over the past twenty years. As a result, the continued use of
the counter-urbanization concept will distort the reality of these changes. Again to
avoid misunderstanding the presence of increased concentration on a limited
number of large pieces or urbanized regions in Canada, does not deny that there
may be decentralization within these regions. One of the important trends within
these areas has been the emergence of new nodes within the large metropolitan
areas, whether Mississauga, North York or Scarborough in the Greater Toronto area.
The current debate on the need for increased density in the inner areas of the large
centres may help reverse the older trends of decentralization. The large centres are



also becoming more ethnically diverse, the reverse of the economic changes over
the past few decades, where convergence is more apparent (DAVIES and DONOGHUE
1993, DAVIES 1993), providing greater differentiation in the settlement system.

Identification of the increased importance of the large concentrations, yet
decentralization within the urbanized regions, can be reinforced by studying the
pattern of connectivities. It is increasingly difficult to measure information flows
between places, given the increased size of the connections and number of different
modes available. However a previous study of the structure of air line passenger
movements between Canadian metropolitan areas including USA cities, revealed a
simple structure (DAVIES 1993), with the dominance of Toronto confirmed (Figure 1).
It is a dominance that has increased, as SIMMONS (1994), elsewhere in this volume,
has shown, paralleling its demographic "victory" over Montreal. Figure 1 shows that
regional hierarchies based on the peripheral metropolitan centres have been
reduced in relative importance. The subordinate role of Montreal and the regional
networks are clear: they are only present at the second order of flows. A big question
is whether the increased American trade ties will decrease the dominance of Toronto
in favour of re-alignment with US centres.
b) The Prairie Settlement System

It the scale of analysis is changed to that of the Prairies, further evidence of a
concentration of population in the largest centres can be seen, together with
centralization trends in the service centre system. A previous study criticized the use
of the population turnaround idea with respect to the Prairie provinces over the 1971-
86 period (DAVIES 1990). The results showed a series of divergent trends. Some
were the familiar trends of mid century: metropolitan concentration, small town
decline for the places below 250 population and in some areas - especially in the dry
belt of the old short grass Prairie, the area often known as Palliser's Triangle. Yet
there were also areas of small town growth, especially in the north, around cities and
along the main highways. In addition there is little doubt that the secondary centres,
or the regional nodes, also increased dramatically - as did the middle order of places.
This study is being updated, helped by the fact that the national census produces
data on unincorporated places - nodes that do not have any legal status - allowing a
comprehensive view of the bottom end of the settlement hierarchy. Table 3 shows
some preliminary results. It is clear that despite a decline in the growth rate - largely
a product of the collapse of the resource-inspired boom in Alberta in the early 19803
and the continued decline in the population in agriculture - the metropolitan growth
has continued. By 1991 57% of the population of the Prairies lived in the five census
metropolitan areas and another 11.7% were in the administrative areas of centres
over 10 thousand population. The growth of the bigger centres may be below the
rates of previous decades, but the trend is obvious. This growth contrasts with the
decline in the estimates of the dispersed population - those not living in
agglomerated settlements - to just under 12% of the totals. If the counter-
urbanization or perhaps the population turnaround process was relevant to this area
one might expect that many of the smaller towns would have grown. In fact the graph
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Figure 1 Airline Connectivity in Canada
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Figured are the airline passenger flows from each centre, expressed as a percentage of total flows
from that centre's airport. The values are put in rank order of importance (21.6 from Victoria). or are
shown as shared flows if the difference is under 2%.



Table 3 Prairie Population by Settlement Category, 1961-1991

1961 1971 1981 1991

Total Prairie population 3,178,811 3,542,363 4,232,278 4,626,423
Metropolitan“: %
(number of places
1951 and 1991) 38.2 45.1 48.2 57.4 (5)
Regional (zu-10.000)": % 6.3 8.5 11.9 11.7 (22)
Large (1000-9999): % 11.3 11.9 13.4 10.6 (189)
Small (150-999): % 7.9 7.3 6.4 5.2 (636)
Minor (1-149): % 0.6 1.6 2.1 1.5 (1153)

Estimated dispersed
populationt: % 35.5 25.6 18.0 11.9

TOTAL 1 .128m 0.908m 0.763m 0.552m
Rural and

unincorporated: “/o 38.1 29.9 23.9 21.6
TOTAL 1 .210m 1.058m 1 .015m 0.996m

C.M.A.'s of Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon (prior to 1971 population
sizes includes centres subsequently incorporated into City)
Regional centres are incorporated places of this size - not the census agglomeraticns

1' Residential population after all settlement data extracted. Calculated as the residual
population once the totals for all settlements had been extracted

it

of growing versus declining towns over the 1961-91 period in Figure 2 shows that the
"threshold of growth" has increased substantially over the previous decade. The
"threshold" is defined as the size category beyond which there are more increasing,
than declining, places, and is at the 1250-1499 level for the 19805 - except for one
reversion to decline, rather than growth, in the 2000-2500 categories. Perhaps one
should not exaggerate this situation; in most of the size categories where decline is
dominant the prOportion of declining, as opposed to growing places is between 55-
65%, showing there are some places than have grown. What does seem important is
the fact that the situation is very different from the 1971-81 period, where the
threshold of growth was in the 250 size category range. These results show that the
situation for most of the smallest centres on the Prairies have deteriorated rather
than improved in the 1980s. There are few grounds for believing that there can be
any general rural renaissance in this region.
These examples show that the current trends in the Canadian settlement system are
not helped by the use of concepts such as population turnaround or counter-
urbanization. Such terms distort the reality of the system, which is continuing to show
increasing concentration in a limited number of regions - whether in the areas around



Figure 2 Proportion of Prairie Settlements Showing Decreases
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the three big millionaire centres, the metropolitan centres and the middle order
places. This does not deny that there has been decentralization, in the sense of
dispersal, within these areas and the development of multi-nuclear regions. But to
focus upon such trends leads one to ignore the centralizing trends at a regional or
settlement system level. In addition there are examples of small town or area growth
that may be locally important - especially in areas of high environmental amenity -
but they are not sufficient to substantially transform the settlement system. Moreover,
many small centres, from the Atlantic fishing outports and many Native Indian
reserves, owe a great deal of their marginal viability to government welfare
payments. The situation may be one in which the smaller centres outside the daily
orbit of the big nodes may again have to use the new technologies to maintain what
they have - not to substantially increase their importance, leading to a stabilization,
not growth in the settlement system. So it is worth reviewing some of the other
concepts, linked to the new technotogies, that have been touted as leading to
massive urban system change.



Related Trends: Will They Transform or Add to System Complexity?

It is not hard to understand why the new technological trends of the past thirty years
have led to such radical interpretations about the future of urban systems. From a
technical viewpoint we can communicate with the rest of the world from any place on
the earth, so the initial impression may be that our residences and workplaces will be
increasingly decentralized. But despite the persuasiveness of the view there are
increasing doubts about whether there will really be a radical and certainly uni-
directional transformation of the settlement system. There may be a high level of
inertia in the system - at least in the urban regions rather than the old central cities -
and these areas may possess more advantages than many futurists are willing to
admit. Hence it can be argued that the trends should be seen as providing additional
features that add to the complexity of urban systems rather than completeh/
transforming them. Some examples may justify the opinion.
We all operate in what WEBBEFl (1964) described as a "non-place urban realm" via

our E mail systems; some may spend more time connected to the world than with
our colleagues in workplace. But with the exception of the technicians who service
the systems, are these systems only a quicker and more accessible version of the
older postal system, providing access to more information, and one that involves
more people? More importantly, it seems clear that for all but the dedicated
"computer hacker" the E mail represents an additional and optional part of our
communication with others - not a complete replacement. Moreover, some of the
connections we can make electronically may be made in other ways. lt will pain
those of us who like to visit new cities to note that from a technological viewpoint
there has been little point in this meeting in Berlin. The money we have all spent on
airfare and accommodation could have been used to set up a video-conference in
which we could all have stayed at home and had more sleep because of our late
night discussions after the meetings. How boring!! This one example will
demonstrate that our E mail systems have increased the speed and frequency of our
contacts, even the volume of information we can access, but does not necessarily
decrease our desire for personal contacts or affect our residential locations. We may
know examples of individuals working from remote Pacific Islands or mountain
retreats. But surely the numbers are few and have limited impact upon the system as
a whole.

A similar point may be made with respect to the new emphasis that has been
placed upon when networks of towns or of firm linkages. The new trends have
certainly provided more complicated linkages than the simple hierarchies of the past,
with cities linked through national systems. Empirical studies of these new linkages
has demonstrated the complexity of the emerging networks (PUMAIN et al.
1994: 106), and there have been attempts to identify the theoretical alternatives in
the past (DUNN 1980, DAVIES and THOMPSON 1980). But should we consider the new
urban networks to be new? lt may be salutary to note that there have been many
examples of viable urban networks in the past, especially in such organizations as



the Hansa trading bloc in medieval Northern Europe. Perhaps our new networks
should be seen as a reversal to older, more flexible systems that were replaced by
hierarchical structures because of national power relationships and fixed transit
linkages. Again, however, we should be cautious. The hierarchical, and national
linkages may have been eroded but they have not disappeared completely.

Telecommuting is another trend that has received a great deal of publicity. But
again it must be asked whether the trend has it been exaggerated as a force for
major settlement system change? In the Canadian context some 1.1 million
employed people are full-time home-workers, but this only amounts to 8% of the
workforce. Also, since 26% of these are farmers, the true proportion for
homeworkers - those in paid employment - is only around 6%. There are also some
variations by metropolitan area: industrial towns such as Oshawa have only 3.6% in
the home-worker category, compared to 6.0% for Calgary and 7.2% for the tourist
and retirement centre of Victoria. These figures have doubled over the past decade -
the figures for Calgary and Victoria were 2.8% and 4.2% respectively in 1961.
Nevertheless they have still a long way to go to challenge the traditional conception
of the workplace. Again it seems that the statistics show that the homeworker and
telecommuter trends are better seen as producing alternative workplaces. QVOHTHUP
(1992: 103) suggested that telecommuters may grow steadily but their importance
may lie in “more flexible work arrangements, networking and self-employment"l and
he was at pains to observe that he did not believe in the demise of the city. Moreover
one must remember that entry into the instant world of telecommuting is not without
costs and skills - many firms still need hard wiring to make communications safe -
and there are disadvantages in work isolation. It may also be worth putting these
trends in historical context. The use of the home to assemble many products of
limited complexity is not new. It can be seen as a retum to the "putting-out system" of
the past in textile production. This was the first stage in the commercialization of
production, whereby spinners and weavers worked at home for entrepreneurs who
went around the settlements collecting up the finished or partially finished products.
In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the need for power and the
productivity of the new machines obliterated the old production system and made
concentration in large manufacton'es almost mandatory. So although there may be
areas with high proportions of telecommuters and the numbers may increase, in total
the numbers are still relatively small and have not produced major urban system
changes to date.

Another trend that has received a lot of attention has been the massive growth of
employment, commerce and leisure activity in the outer suburbs or edges of
American cities, a growth that led GARREAU (1969) to coin the term "edge city" to
define these new entities and to identify over 200 of these nodes. GAHHEAU'S
illuminating, yet often breathless, prose - well suited to reporting in motorized society
- maintained the changes represented a third stage in American urban evolution:
“first came the suburbs, then the malls and now edge cities". The slogan succinctly
summarizes the successive growth of residential, commercial and now employment



and leisure activities outside the older cities - but only from World War II. Edge cities
were seen as some new manifestation of the "frontier", a phenomena Opposed to the
often decaying or stagnant American downtowns.

One must accept that the size, speed of growth and dispersal of these edge cities -
often in linear and scattered form - provides key differences to the old urban forms of
the past. But the fact that these edge cities have sufficient concentration of activities
to be identified as new entities - whether nodes or linear strips — should give us faith
in the fact that agglomeration economies must still be present. GAFtFtEAU used
photographs of Tyson's Comer outside Washington in the first few pages of his book
to show the change from the sleepy country store in the 19503, but the size and
concentration that is revealed is more typical of older nodes of commercial and
employment centres. Edge cities may be larger, more dispersed than in the past but
surely the principle of such decentralization is nothing new? A decentralization of
power from cities took place when European kings moved their courts to new
centres, such as Versailles outside Paris and Potsdam outside Berlin in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Even the name of Frederick's palace at Sans
Soucis (Without a Care) outside Potsdam shows that government was not the only
order of business in these centres - pleasure was an important part of life for the
elite. The creation of industrial satellites in nineteenth century or the absorption of
older towns in the new urbanized area were other examples of decentralization.
Exurbs grew up on commuter railways and streetcars spawned the late nineteenth
century suburbs. New business hubs frequently grew up in at major intersections in
the new sprawling metropolis of nineteenth century, and later around the stations on
the mass transit routes. The post-World War II planned new towns in many
European countries, especially around London, Paris and Stockholm, provide
examples of other hubs. Are the so called "edge cities“ in America merely another
manifestation of these outward trends? Again it is important to note that there are
some differences. First, they have experienced rapid growth and are unplanned - but
this is no different to the unplanned and explosive growth of many cores of old
industrial cities? Second, one must note the size of these older “edge cities"l relative
to downtown; their suburban predecessors were always smaller than the downtown.
Third, they are more scattered or diffuse due to connectivities based on the car and
the absence of any overall planning. These three features may provide a rationale for
the view that these areas are very different from the types of decentralized forms of
the past, and as such deserve to be dignified with a new label. Others may see the
“edge cities" as a particular American version of a historic decentralizing trend, rather
than something radically new - a trend that has been influenced by the minimal land
use controls and the security problems of the American inner city as much as by the
car. Indeed, in the wider context of urban systems it is dubious whether our
understanding of the emerging urban America is helped by GAFlFIEAU'S observation
that :

Eighty eight percent of all Americans live outside what has traditionally been
defined as a big city - with half a million population (GARREAU 1989: 61).
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Surely this gives quite a false impression of the distribution of pepulation? Are
suburbanites really non-urban? The result is to downplay the significance of the
sprawling urban region in accounting for the majority of the American population.
These large urbanized regions may be multi-centered, by regional malls, older
centres that have been absorbed by growth, as well as the new "edge cities“. But the
fact that so many people are concentrated in such a limited, albeit it deconcentrated
area, may be the most important feature in an urban system concept. Such a finding
takes one back to the seemingly forgotten megalopolitan principles. Certainly we
must acknowledge that there has been decentralization within these new Sprawling
regions - GARREAU observes that there is more office space in New Jersey than in
mid-town Manhattan - but again this is an internal growth and re-organization issue,
one that may not worry those who are adopting an urban system perspective. An
unresolved question is whether these American trends will provide the same type of
transformation of business activity in European cities. Perhaps it may be appmpriate
to end with a phrase from a Leonard Cohen's popular song: 'First we take Manhattan
then we take Berlin“. If the "edge cities" have beaten or "taken” the core of New
York, then will the same occur in the city of this conference?

Conclusion

This essay has attempted to show that many of the trends that have been proposed
as transforming our settlements - again the stress is upon settlement or urban
systems, not on employment levels or new ways of production - may simply be
features that add to the complexity of our settlement systems, rather than completely
transfonning them. These cautionary comments are designed to provoke discussion
on these issues, given that this forum has urban experts from many countries. There
can be no doubt that the new technologies have had tremendous effects on the
organization and amount of production, of the way we transmit information and have
access to it via computerized library and data systems. But are there similar
revolutionary changes in our settlement systems? Can one now extend the context
and question whether the computer and other communication devices will have the
same drastic effect as railways and cars had on city systems? In the former case the
commuter railroad led to the exurbs of the mid nineteenth century and allowed the
daily influx of people that increased the importance of downtown; in the latter case
they reduced the importance of downtown and led to suburbanization and the
extended urban field of the post World War II era. But have the new communication
changes really have such similar radical effects upon the size and distribution of
settlements? It is possible that the new distance~decreasing technologies may act
more like the telephone in an urban system context, improving our communication
with each other by improving the speed, convenience and spread of contact rather
than radically altering the structure of our settlement systems, yet creating
decentralized and multi-centred regions. But when all these examples are added up



have they been sufficient in scale to have really transformed our settlement system,
in the sense of the size and distribution of centres or settlements areas? Certainly
there may be science centres that are built around the new technologies. But how
many of these places are there? Should they be considered in the same way as
some of the old specialized or new wave cities of the past based on the new function
or principle of the age, whether Potsdam, Saltaire or Letchworth Garden City? Their
numbers are limited. Also, if we filter out the effect of inner city decline and
deconcentration has there really been a counter-urbanization in the literal or common
sense meaning of the term, some massive dispersal that means that the areas we
can still define as urban regions, rather than the old central cities, have lost out to
rural areas? The empirical evidence for the Canadian settlement system points to an
opposite conclusion. This is why one can argue the case that the telephone analogy
may be the more appropriate model than the car or railway when we look at the
impact of the changes on urban systems - except for a few activities. It may be a
consequence of the fact that the computer and the new electronic devices are not
space intensive users like the car and railway, so the devices can be fitted into the
existing fabric. This may allow the perpetuation of many of the existing structures,
unless they are too expensive or inconvenient. In addition there may be costs or
disadvantages, especially to the decentralization beyond city regions, that individual
societies are not prepared to pay. This scepticism of the real effect of the new
technologies upon urban systems - not on the way the businesses are carried out,
the effect on workers or upon their location within the urban region - was the reason
why the words so familiar to readers of fairy tales were used to begin this essay and
can be used again to look at the changes of the last thirty years.

Once upon a time there were peeple who thought that urban centres would always
grow relative to rural areas. Then came the “shock" of the population turnaround,
leading many to believe there would be massive changes in our settlement system
due to the new technologies. Clearty there have been changes our behaviour and
communications and decentralization within the urbanized regions. But can we
believe in massive changes in settlement systems? It may be time to re-evaluate our
images of the changes - or at least question and modify them. Perhaps it is time to
remember the other famous fairy story, of the majority who were too awed to tell the
emperor he had no clothes! It took the fresh and naive eyes of a child and his piping
voice to slice through the accepted opinions. This may take the analogy too far. But
the story should remind us of the need to question the conventional wisdoms: they
often need modification when seen in different contexts.
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A Europe of Flegions is a popular phrase that has been widely used to refer to the economic t”
and political strengthening of regions in the new integrating Europe. Besides some real _-_
regionalisation processes in the European space it reflects some new kind of imaginary and
visionary spatial thinking. One of the current tendencies behind this catch—all term seems to be
the intensifying role of the major cities and the corresponding regional alliances in regional
devetopment efforts. In the first part of this paper the growing strategic importance of urban
regions in Europe will be demonstrated both in theoretical and empirical terms. The latter part
lays stress upon some unresolved questions oonceming the new spatial (European) imagination.

Introduction

This paper is, in a more general way, related to the issue of social production of
different geographical scales or the scale politics of spatialily as Andrew E. G. JONAS
calls it in his recent editorial in Society and Space (12:2). 'A Europe of Regions" is a
popular phrase that has been widely used to refer to the economic and political
strengthening of regions in the new integrating Europe. It is basically one version of
globalisation (SWYNGEDOUW 1992), i. e. the combination of globalisation
(europeanisation) and localisation (regionalisation) into the same process.

Even though this phrase contains a good deal of wishful thinking and, to be sure,
political persuasion, it may be seen as a challenge set for serious discussion in
urban and regional studies. In addition to some real regionalisation processes in the
European space, it reflects some new kind of imaginary and visionary spatial
thinking. Many geographers are now very eager to sketch out a new map for growing
and declining EurOpean regions — "the blue banana" introduced by some French
scholars is the most powerful case expounded. At the same time, the European
scene is full of new networks and coalitions of public and private agencies for urban
and regional development efforts which challenge both geographers and planners to
create new paradigms (cf. COOKE & MORGAN 1993, HEALEY & WILLIAMS 1993).

These endeavours are, in a way. taking the place of analytical spatial thinking and a
regulatory way of planning in the applied field of urban and economic geography. It
seems very easy for us as scholars to become part of the new world of large-scale
development projects and place-marketing. Still, there is another group of scholars
for whom the rising inter-urban competition masks, notwithstanding all the optimistic
talk of regional autonomy or pro-active regions, growing spatial disparities



(BEYNON a HUDSON 1993, 178). In that way, some interpretation of the practical and
socio-theoretical implications of these new developments is badly needed.

In the first part of this paper the growing strategic importance of urban regions in
Europe will be demonstrated both in theoretical and empirical terms (chiefly with
reference to Finland and the other Nordic countries). The latter part of this paper lays
stress upon some unresolved questions concerning the new spatial (European)
imagination. These questions are taken for granted even in many scholarty works, to
say nothing about most recent planning documents.

A Europe of Urban Regions

We can find several dimensions in the discussion of "A Europe of Regions"
(KOKKONEN & VARTIAINEN 1993, cf. also KOKKONEN & VAFlTlAINEN 1994). The three
basic ideas behind this are: 1) a federal Europe formed by politically and
administratively more autonomous regions (or localities, in effect), 2) a Europe of
competitive and cooperative functional regions on different spatial scales and 3) an
economically strong Europe characterized by 'postfordist' industrial districts.

One of the current tendencies behind this catch-all term seems to be the
intensifying role of the major cities and the corresponding regional alliances in
regional development efforts. As LEVER (1993, 937) puts it in a somewhat normative
way:

" 'A Europe of the Regions' is in the most part a Europe of the urban
regions - regions without a metropolitan focus are unlikely to compete
effectively for employment growth, an expanding fiscal base and greater
political or administrative autonomy."I

In that way the somewhat vague concept of region manifests itself in the concept of
'urban region' or, from a slightly different conceptual angle, 'regional city'. Besides the
micro-perspective on individual urban regions, a Europe of urban regions - or an
image of it - is constituted by new macro-regions which denote some large—scale
functional city regions (like Mälardalen around Stockholm) and transborder areas
('Euroregions') as well as some new 'European corridors' (like Scan Link between
southern Sweden and Sjaelland).

The growing strategic importance of urban regions or regional cities can be proved
from many different viewpoints:

Social theory: The system of urban regions forms the local core of
capitalism. The individual urban regions have, in a relative manner
(HARVEY 1985, 139 if), a distinctive character of their own. Cities or
regional alliances act like collective units in social development (see also
Cox & MAIH 1988).



Settlement geography: The key feature in the change in the settlement
system, of the Nordic countries at least, has been the growth of a few
strong but intemally decentralising urban regions (JÄRNEGFIEN 8: VENTUFIA
1977, VAFlTlAINEN 1994).
Economic geography: Geoeconomic restructuring is now occurring at a
more rapid pace and the possibilities of large corporations to exploit
spatial differences are even broader. As a consequence, cities and their
regional coalitions are forced to compete more intensely with one another
in an attempt to ensure their position in the (inter)national division of
labour (LEITNEH 1990; see also Cox 1993).
Political geography: The role of urban governance is being transformed
from managerialism to entrepreneurialism (HARVEY 1989). This trend
stresses economic policy as the main focus of urban policy. According to
this, only powerful and dynamic local governments can play a central role
in organizing the control of localities and regions over the supralocal
forces.
Urban & Regional Planning: The new coalitions of public and private
actors to improve the preconditions for high-tech industries and
entrepreneurship take their most effective territorial base in urban regions
as functional economic units. In the case of Finland, for example, urban
regions have a stronger economic basis than traditional municipally-based
administration, while territorially heterogeneous regional administration
has difficulties in representing real local interests.

It must be noted that 'urban region' now takes a rather different form than it was the
case in an industrial society both in its external and internal constituents. The
sociologist CASTELLS (1993) characterizes this through the simultaneous use of the
concepts of informational, global and dual cities while the geographers KNAAP 8: LAAN
(1993) point out the formation of multi-centered urban regions as a part of a
complex, large-scale network structure. Urban regions may now have a more
autonomous role in relation to national government but, at the same time, they must
have a more active supraregional role in relation to multiregional enterprises and
other urban governments. 80 urban regions increasingly depend on their global
relations rather than on their place in national urban and regional systems. Cities can
no longer count on locational advantages or on national policies to protect them from
market forces; they are becoming increasingly global in nature (DHEWETT et al. 1992,
127). According to CASTELLS (1993) the new spatial logic that now characterizes
European cities is determined by the pre-eminence of the space of flows over the
space of places.

These developments underline the importance of strategic planning at the urban-
region level (DHEWETT et al. 1992, 133). In most cases, European urban regions lack
their own development capacity. As a result, cities must compete with their



neighbours instead of coordinating their endeavours in inter-regional competition and
co-operation.

A metropolitan bias?

The current emphasis on the urban-region-based development concept lies chiefly
in the main metropolitan areas. Earlier regional policy, however, tried to prevent the
over-development of these metropolitan areas - over-development as perceived from
the inward-looking national perspective. Now the same areas have proved to be the
main strengths in an outward-oriented regional policy on a European scale. The new
emphasis of the regional policy discussion in the Nordic countries is one example of
this trend (cf. NordFlEFO 1989; Nordstat 1992, 5-6). The four capital cities are seen
as aspirants for the "European league of main metropolitan areas“. At the same time.
the first national leagues are also taking shape. In Finland. for example, this is
expressed in projects like "Finncity" denoting the 'core triangle' encompassing
Helsinki, Turku and Tampere as well as the current attempt by the Ministry of the
Environment to sketch out the main development axes of Finland (according to
European model, in fact; of. the summarizing report by the Federal Ministry in Bonn
1994)
Many recent European studies - like DHEWETT et al. (1992) - have also presented

an emerging scenario of metropolitan concentration at the European level while
some planning-oriented studies - like SCHÖN (1993) - point towards maintaining a
more polycentric structure of European urban systems, which places more emphasis
on smaller cities and small-scale networking endeavours. So the" essential question
is, in which spatial form the coming regionalisation process will occur and by which
social structures and agencies it will be constituted.

A reintroduction of spatial fetishism?

A new map of Europe is being drawn by city-growth figures of various kinds. The
Nordic example of this is the report by VEGGELAND et al. (1993) which is summarized
in the many coloured figures in Nord Fievy No 3/4, 1993.
The future of each region seems to be spatially determined, depending on its

location on these maps. It is also quite natural that every peripheral urban region
seeks to find the best paths to these expected growth areas, to look as attractive as
possible to the supralocal decision-makers. Development programmes are thus
themselves becoming one part of the city (region) marketing process.

Seen from the standpoint of the Nordic peripheries, for example, the Europe of
Regions seems to offer two conflicting scenarios (KOKKONEN & VARTIAlNEN 1994).
Firstly, a weakening national welfare system leaves the periphery to its own fate in a
world of freely-competing regions. Secondly, a self-reliance strategy promises them
reduced external dependence on the sectoral and hierarchical structure of the
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international economy and on national or supranational political decision-making. In
any case, in many recent maps of 'EurOpean Urban Systems“ - in the polycentric
version of German planners (SCHÖN 1993) as well - they are marginalized out of the
whole system.

These images of 'good and bad regions' are spatial fetishes, of course, but real in
regard to image-making and -marketing (of. ASHwonTH & Vooso 1990). The urban
and regional images form one basis for industrial location as well as for supralocal
infrastructure projects. At the same time, the infrastructure projects concretely shape
the expected growth corridors. In that way, we can speak about the social production
of spatial fetishes - which were once analytically constructed in spatial analysis along
the models of Peter HAGGETI' et al. and which were heavily criticized by a later
generation of human geographers.

Still, we can criticize the onessidedness of this new spatiality both from the
perspective of corporate reality and the social needs. The competitiveness of urban
regions is, obviously too strongly, expected to rely upon investments in the built
environment and the consequent large-scale projects. The case of London's
Docklands is very telling here. At the same time, the meaning of physical distance as
such is losing its meaning. So the question of periphery is becoming increasingly
connected to the situated (placescharacterized) features of social reality; seen from a
rather different kind of European periphery than the Nordic peripheries, Merseyside,
cf. also MEEGAN (1993). Consequently, production of space achieves a still more
complex social base than mere physical infrastructure (cf. LEE & SCHMIDT-MARWEDE
1993)

Are there any theoretical perspectives beyond pure taxonomies and vague
visions?

The expectations of the coming form of urban systems are still based on a rather
vague visionary imagination and rhetoric or on some oversimplified models like the
cyclical urbanisation model (see VAFtTlAINEN 1994). It is likely that the trends of the
1970's and 1980's, which we are still repeating through statistics (as well as by
maps), are now passing. One illuminating case is the deconcentration trend, in many
cases over-simplified (cf. VAFlTlAlNEN 1994), of the urban system. In the Nordic
periphery of Europe, for example, regional medium-sized growth centres are losing
their clout in the powerful public sector which once established, above all, new
universities and developed administrative functions and welfare services there. it
looks like the Europe of the future will once again be more or less a result of two
post-welfare state processes: first, the geographical foundation of a new market
economy and, second, the geopolitical formation of a new world order (after the
collapse in the East).

The supposed transfer from Fordism and post-Fordism is a far too abstract model
to adopt in making local level explanations of these changes (see AMIN & MALMBEHG
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1992). Much work still needs to be done in specifying the convergence of the
basically local settlement forms and the wider societal processes which go beyond
the simple picture of growing and declining European regions.

There are still rather few studies which reflect the recent regionalisation processes
more deeply, both on a theoretical and a concrete (and comparative) basis. The
most popular way of portraying European urban regions is still based on a rather
traditional locational analysis; perhaps this occurs by means of a more subjective
attempt to rank these cities or regions by listing their attractive features for both
economic decision-makers and residents. Some of the more serious attempts to
analyze these patterns come from the groups led by Paul CHESHIRE, on the one
hand, and Klaus KUNZMANN, on the other (e. g. CHESHIFIE 1990, KUNZMANN &
WEGENER 1991; see also LEVER 1993). These studies are, however, based rather
simply on statistical inference and, consequently, retrospective generalizations.

The well-documented North-South division in Germany, for example, only
emphasizes the relative growth rates of population and employment, but not the role
of various urban regions as the focus of economic power and innovative (or more
widely socio-cultural) capacity which form the long-run context of their development
possibilities. In the light of the latter aspect Hamburg and Berlin, for example, are not
pre-deterrnined losers in a 'New Europe'.

What is the content of regions beyond statistical units?

One link missing between pure regional description and abstract theorization is the
unspecified character of the regional concept. Urban regions are usually defined as
statistical units such as travel-to-work areas. Much more fundamental questions
require us to specify the different and often divergent territorial bases and functions
of regions. The mechanisms behind travel-to-work areas, i. e. local housing and
labour markets, quite evidently form one, but only one, local framework for
production and governance (in a wider meaning than government; of. HARVEY
1989, 6). The actual formation of functional urban regions is based, consequently,
much more on the direct links between the ruling and creative agents of the local
economy and politics.
The notion of local governance - in a different tone, 'community‘ or 'local state' - is

again at the heart of geography but urban systems studies have not really be
affected by this discussion yet. Localities will continue to be handled only as
statistical units, i. e. as administrative areas of local government, not even fitting the
current functional basis of urban regions. To be sure, some recent policy-oriented
urban systems studies - like DREWE'rr et. al. (1992) in their report for the EC
Commission - speculate whether EurOpean cities should, and if they could, become
key actors in economic (or more specifically S & T) policy.

Nevertheless, there is a need for genuine studies of leadership, growth coalitions -
or more generally: human agency - in a structural context and the specification of



that 'context' itself. Thus far the first attempts to do this have been based on some
local case studies or stress the agents' view - still basically reflecting the rhetoric of
those agents (AXFOFID & PINCH 1994, JONAS 1992 and JUDD & PARKINSON 1990, for
example). The new popular way of analyzing cities and regions as active territorial
agents is, of course, a very one-sided procedure. Consequently, the structural
approach would require new a totally new research orientation, following the
dwindling enthusiasm for input-output tables.

While analyzing the role of urban regions as a structuring or contextualizing factor
in social processes we should not uncritically go back to the idea of region as a
physical and social entity. First of all, 'region' as a social construct lacks any defined
physical shape. This relative meaning of region, in terms of how one differs from
another, is expressed by HAFlVEY'S (1985, 139 ff.) concept of structured coherence.
In any case, emphasizing these small differences while satisfying universal
standards is one feature of the current city—marketing, as well as regionalist, belief.

The politico-economic formation of regions, and the still wider coalitions between
them, could be an interesting topic of study as such. Formation of cities and regions
should always be analyzed on a variety of spatial scales ranging from basic localities
to macro-regions. The latter, for example, can even be seen as a basic feature of a
'New Europe', which refers to several inter-regional (and often inter-national)
coalitions in border areas as well as through growth corridors. lt is quite evident that
the various institutions representing the interests of certain regional scales are also
confronting each other.

Conclusion

Certainly one of the most influential social reforms introduced by functional spatial
analysis after the Second World War has been the territorial reform of local
govemment - just to better fit the system of urban regions. It now seems that
geographers are expected to draft a plan for a rational Euro-regionalizafion. At the
same time, by analyzing the functional basis of the urban and regional system,
geographers are expected to find the most fundamental types of regions for
development purposes - or in fact products for marketing purposes.

This task is, however, much more thoroughly political than is believed by the faith
placed in a pure spatial analysis. At the same time, politicians are also losing their
faith in any comprehensive territorial reforms and top-down development
programmes based on regional taxonomies. It seems that informal forms of urban
regions (of. DE SMIDT 1990) and a locality—specific method for regional development
have a more promising future now. In this way the role of geOgraphers could be
much more active in strategic thinking, too. And today, we also function more as
insiders than outsiders in politics and administration.

But are we now, in that insider role, simply a part of the pro-growth ideology which
both the Euro- and local politicians are formulating? By doing applied, or more or



less interventionist, research we are not only residents with certain territorial interests
but also active agents in the competition between regions. Coming originally from
outside the map of the 'New Europe' (which at best in Finland only reaches Helsinki
or the south), I believe the tones of a new geography look, at least, pro-metropolitan.
This being the case, the ideological dimension of geography itself turns out to be
regionalized.
Along with the integration of spatial planning and local economic development in

the European context (HEALEY & WILLIAMS 1993, 709), a new way of thinking is
needed, but it still should be analyzed critically. I believe that we could have a still
more universal - not only a localized and subjective (in that way 'urban') - critical
perspective on the 'hegemonic projects' of the leading regional coalitions. So, I think
that the tradition which HARVEY (1985, 1989) introduced in the 1980's for analyzing
the social basis of urban coalitions, mainly in class-terms, still awaits further
consideration - but now more in terms of displaced people, gender, ethnic groups,
and the like (of. JONAS 1992).

As CASTELLS (1993, 255) has formulated, the tension between the space of flows
and the space of places - i. e. the supralocal challenges and the local needs - could
become a major destabilizing force in European cities. KNAAP 8 LAAN (1993), too,
have pointed out the conflict between the current socio-spatial developments and
urban policy in the Netherlands, one of the few countries having a serious urban
policy. We must bear in mind that the emphasis placed on the competitive position a
city occupies within the global urban system may have many negative social returns
and, in the long run, these returns threaten urban revitalization itself.
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The aim of this paper is the analysis of distribution of ethnic and social groups in Greater
London in the end of the XX century.

In order to analyse the social and ethnic structuration of a metropolitan Space as complex as
that of London, five questions have been asked:

I-==f__' i) How are the different social and ethnic groups distributed in Greater London (GL)? ;
î’ ii) Does the decline of population of GL concern the whole population or only particular social '_g„f_

3-122. groups?
iii) Is the diminution of population density of GL accompanied by a diminution in residential

.3. segregation or, in the contrary, by an increase of social division?
iv) ls ethnic membership or individuals' social status the more important factor for the division of

intra-urban space?
v) How do social and ethnic variables interact?

52...25 Key Words: Greater London, Residential Segregation, Ethnic Group, Social Group, SOCial
Polarisation.
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1. Introduction

For the first time, the questionnaire used in the 1991 Census of Population of Great
Britain included a specific question on ethnicity. This required respondents to
indicate which ethnic group individual members of their household belonging to.
Despite the advancement of numerous critiques, this type of question is very
important for understanding demographic structure — and particularly the degree of
socio-ethnic division at national, regional and local levels - and for the formulation of
planning policies which are sensitive to socio—ethnic differentiation.
The data so obtained is used here to describe the socio-ethnic structuring of

Greater London (Figure 1). By virtue of the wealth of information available, London
offers a rare opportunity for this analysis.

In later years, important research has been undertaken on urban depopulation and
deconcentration of activities in large urban regions (HALL and HAY 1973; BERRY
1976; DHEWEIT et al.1976; VINING and KONTULY 1978; CHESHIRE and HAY 1986;
HAMNETr and RANDOLPH 1982; and HALL 1989). Nevertheless, the new social
structuralization of the metropolitan space of London does not in itself constitute a
substantive field of research.
The majority of specialists agree that suburbanisation processes have affected

Greater London and the principal metropolitan areas of Great Britain (GLASS 1963;



DICKINSON 1964; DONNISON 1967; MOINDHOT 1968; CHALINE 1971; DENNIS 1986;
FAINSTEIN et al 1992).
A strong trend in population deconcentration in the London area is also evident.

From Figure 2 we can see that the population of Greater London has decreased
since 1941. The 'lnner City" started its decline in 1921, and after a decade of
stability and another of weak revival, since 1951 it started a period of continuous
decline. The outer metropolitan area recorded strong growth from 1891 to 1941.
Since 1951, the population of both inner and outer London have decreased, although
the decrease in the outer metropolitan area has been less pronounced.

One can postulate that there is a connection between the qualitative and the
quantitative transformations of the population of Greater London and their spatial
distribution in intra-metropolitan space. The intra-metropolitan distribution of the
population is of more significance for urban geography than the simple study of
deconcentration. From this point of view. in order to understand the social
structuration of a metropolitan area as complex as that of London, it is necessary to
try to answer at least 5 important questions:

i) Does the decline of the population of Greater London concem the whole
population or only any particular social groups ?

ii) How are the different social and ethnic groups distributed in intra-metropolitan
Space ?

iii) Is the diminution of the population and density of Greater London accompanied by
a diminution in residential segregation or, on the contrary, by an increase of social
division ? '

iv) Is the ethnic membership or individuals' social status the most important factor for
the division of intra-urban space ?

v) How do social and ethnic variables interact '?

In order to answer these questions, one has to undertake an analytic and synthetic
study of the location patterns of ethnic and social groups in Greater London.

2. Problematic and Hypothesis

Segregation is a relevant category of the social sciences and notably of urban
geography. This is because is linked to a multiplicity of other complex questions
concerning the structuration of space. A particular concern is the relationship
between social classes and social space, Le. the space/society dialectic. Indeed,
from the end of the 19th century the social sciences have manifested a strong
interest - explicit or implicit - in the spatial configuration of social phenomena. Such a
concern has produced means by which to comprehend the complex relationship
between the spatial distribution of social groups and the phenomena which
determine their social morphology. But the social sciences' interest in the topic of
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Figure 1 The Boroughs of Inner and Outer London
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Figure 2 Greater London 1891 - 1991: Evolution of the Pepulation
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segregation has not been continuous. Indeed a literature review on the subject
shows that while segregation constituted an important field of theoretical and
empirical research during the 1920s, 19505 and 19603; it was seldom commented
upon in the 1970s and 19803 (PARK et al 1925; DUNCAN and DUNCAN 1955; and
CHOMBART DE LAWE 1964).

Yet, during these later years, evidence of mounting tension and riots in the Inner
City indicated that the problems associated with segregation were far from being
resolved.
According to post-modem theories, strong social divisions do not exist in the post-

industrial societies. But in the present phase of urbanisation, even if the spatial forms
of segregation are not always the same as in the past, a social discrimination of
lower income groups persists. This hypothesis is not only verified by personal direct
observations of metropolitan space in Turin, Milan, Glasgow, Barcelona and London;
it is also confirmed by such others as KANTROWITZ (1973) with reference to New
York.

In order to judge, one must give a definition of the term 'segregation'. The specialist
literature points to a minimal definition, however, this is neither definitive nor
universally accepted.
A social group is segregated when it is not in position to benefit from the range of

conditions which constitute the social system to which it belongs. Among those
conditions, two have incontestable socio-geographic importance:
a) the position of individuals in the process of production; and
b) their residential location.

3. The Measurement of Segregation

The synthetic indices that we have chosen are the index of segregation and the
index of dissimilarity.
The index of segregation (IS) gives a measure of the differentiation of one social

group in relation to the total of other social groups:

I'I

|S=1I22 | x.-y.l 100 (1)
=1

where:
x, represents the percentage of the x social group in the i-th area,
y. the percentage of all the other social groups in the i-th area, and
n is the number of areas considered.
The values of the index of segregation ranges from 0 to 100, which respectively

represent perfect distribution (social-mix) and maximum segregation of the social
groups analysed.



The index of dissimilarity (ID) gives a measure of the compatibility or incompatibility
of two social groups' residential location. The values of the index range from 0 to
100, which respectively represent perfect similarity and extreme dissimilarity.

I'I

ID=1122 I x‚-z‚l 100 (2)
Î=1

where:
x. represents the percentage of the x social group in the i-th area.
2. the percentage of the z social groups in the i-th area, and
n is the number of areas considered.
The analytic indices are the ones which measure the relative concentration of a

social or ethnic group in metropolitan subunits (in this case boroughs). In the
following analysis Location Quotients (LO) have been used:

L0 = x/X, (3)
where:
LQ represents the relative concentration of a social group x in an area
x. is the percentage of a social group within the i-th area, and
X] is the percentage of the same group within the wider metropolitan area

(Greater London).
The values of LQs are all positive:
LQ-cz1 relative underrepresentation of the social group in a zone, _
LQ=1 the representation of a social group in an area is equal to the metropolitan

average, and
LQ>1 relative over-representation of a social group in a zone.

4. The Types of Data

The data taken from the Census of Pepulation for England, as published by the
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys. The areal subunits are the boroughs of
London. The total area analysed is that of Greater London, which is comprised of 33
boroughs. Greater London is divided between 12 Inner London boroughs and 20
Outer London boroughs. The population of the individual boroughs varies between
132,996 residents (in Kingston-upon-Thames) and 313,510 residents (in Croydon).
At the time of the 1991 Population Census, the City had a total population of 4,142
residents. The boroughs are sub-divided into wards, which are themselves
subdivided into Enumeration Districts (ED). The data on the ethnic and social
composition of Greater London is available at borough (data on those variables at
ward and ED-level has subsequently been made available. Comparable data on
social groups of the population is available for 1981 and 1991, while data on ethnic
groups is only available for 1991.



The data are published after a survey conducted every ten years in 1981 and 1991.
The population of London is subdivided into 11 different ethnic groups: Whites, Black
Africans, Black Caribbeans, Other Blacks, Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis,
Chinese, Other Asians, Others, Irish (bom in Ireland). However in order to facilitate
the reading of tables, the results of the analysis of a number of ethnic groups have
been excluded, namely: Other Asians, Other Blacks, and Others. These groups have
also been excluded by virtue of their representing strong heterogeneous
associations. For the analysis of the division of different social classes in space one
has to consider six social groups according to their position in the social hierarchy:
Professional, Managerial, Skilled Non-Manual, Skilled Manual, Partly Skilled and
Unskilled.

5. The Ethnic Division of Greater London

On observing Table 1 —-which summarises the indices of segregation for ethnic
groups according to their location in Greater London- one can see that the Asians
exhibit the highest degree of segregation. The Bangladeshis constitute the ethnic
group with the highest value on the segregation index (56.47), although
proportionally they constitute the smallest ethnic group in the study area (1.23%,
85,738 residents). The Pakistanis and Indians recorded segregation indices of over
40. The Blacks have a segregation index between 32 and 35. While the least
segregated groups are the Chinese, Irish and Whites (16.34, 16.95 and 24.52
respectively).
This demonstrates that in Greater London, ethnic segregation at borough-level is

independent of the quantity of the population groups analysed, Whites exceed 5
million, the Chinese are 94 times less numerous than the Whites and the Irish 4.5
times more numerous than the Chinese.

Table 1 The Concentration of Ethnic Groups in Greater London, 1991

ETHNIC GROUP SEGREGATION POPULATION POP. G.L. (9/...)
INDEX

White 24.52 5,333,580 76.80
Irish 17.64 256,470 3.69
Black Caribbean 36.18 299,968 4.32
Black African 32.14 163,635 2.36
Indian 41.40 347,120 5.00
Pakistani 40.23 87,816 1 .26
Bangladeshi 56.47 85,738 1 .23
Chinese 16.48 56,579 0.81



6. The Social Division of Greater London

One notes therefore a strong ethnic division of the metropolitan space of London.
But it is wrong to think that ethnic division is the most important phenomenon, and
that the individual ethnic groups analysed are homogeneous. Neither the 5.5 million
Whites nor the 50,000 Chinese belong to the same social class, nor do they compete
with the same resources in the employment or housing markets of the capital of
Great Britain. The weak values of the index of segregation for Whites, Chinese and
Irish suggests that there are other types of division of these groups, for example
social class division.

ln analysing the social division of Greater London, one considers 6 social groups:
Professionals, Managers, Skilled Non Manual, Skilled Manual, Partly Skilled and
Unskilled. These groups are comparable between the 1981 and 1991 population
censuses.

Table 2 Segregation Indices of Social Groups in Greater London, 1981 and 1991

Social Groups 1981 1991
Professional 34.71 44.76
Managerial 22.65 26.14
Skilled Non Manual 10.51 15.61
Skilled Manual 14.47 30.48
Partly Skilled 22.43 33.80
Unskilled 36.30 47.72

In 1991, the most segregated social groups were situated at either end of the social
hierarchy, namely Unskilled workers and Professionals. The most weakly segregated
group comprised Skilled Non Manual workers.

From Table 2 and Figure 3, one can see the evolution of the indices of segregation
of social groups in Greater London between 1981 and 1991. One notes a general
increase in segregation across all social groups. The 1991 index for Skilled workers
has more than doubled since 1981, and that for Professionals and Unskilled workers
has increased by more than 10 points in a single decade. And this has occurred in a
decade where the supporters of the 'weak thought' and post-modem sociology, are
convinced that the ethnic and social class division of metropolitan space has finished
(BERRY 1976, SAUNDERS 1980, BAGNASCO 1986). The increase in segregation is very
easily visible from Figure 2. If one takes account of the processes of invasion,
succession and gentrification which affect the populations of large metropolitan
areas, the increase in segregation is greater than that represented by the results of
the foregoing analysis. In addition, one has to consider
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that the level of the borough is not the most appropriate for analysing the social
division of space. This is because in terms of dimension it represents a territory with
a population equivalent to that of a medium-sized city. If we have at our disposal
data on the ethnic and social subdivision arranged at the level of wards or
'Enumeration Districts' the values of segregation would be found to be higher. This
hypothesis is confirmed by an analysis of 10 boroughs using ward-level data.

7. Ethnic and Social Division

By means of the analysis of the ethnic and social division of space in Greater
London, we note that certain ethnic and certain social groups are more concentrated
than others. Next, it is necessary to try to answer the following question: Is the
division of space in Greater London based on the ethnic or the social division of
space? In other words, do either ethnic or social class origins prevail in residential
behaviour?

For neither the analysis of individual social groups nor individual ethnic groups
pretends to be capable of revealing metropolitan spatial divisions. A social group is
not homogeneous from the ethnic and/or cultural point of View, nor is an ethnic group
homogeneous from a socio-economic perspective. Nor is either group homogeneous
at levels of education, residential consumption or other forms of spatial behaviour.
However, ethnic and social class memberships are, closely linked. lt is useful to try to
understand the interaction of these two variables, and their relative importance in the
residential location strategies of households.
With the data available on Greater London, one can analyse the division of

residential space at borough level, across Ethnic and social class variables. Thus
one obtained 48 analytic groups (6 social classes for 8 ethnic groups), (Table 3).

In general, White social classes are the most dispersed; with their indices of
segregation ranging from 9 (Partly Skilled workers) to 17 (Professionals); Among the
Unskilled workers, Bangladeshis are the most segregated group (64). The
segregation indices of Partly Skilled Pakistanis and Skilled Manual Bangladeshis are
strong (58). The Irish and the Chinese (with the exception of the Professionals) are
the least segregated after the Whites.

Indians and Pakistanis record fairly close indices of segregation (except for the
Unskilled workers). The level of segregation of Indian social groups is generally
weaker than that of Pakistanis, except for the Managers and the Skilled Non-Manual
workers. Generally, the distribution of the Chinese social classes is more dispersed
than that of other Asian groups (Bangladeshis, Pakistanis and Indians).

Figure 4 illustrates the segregation indices of different ethnic groups by social class.
One can see that the Chinese social classes form an almost perfect 'U-shape' (the
segregation indices are at their strongest at the top and bottom of the social
hierarchy, and the weakest in the intermediate classes). The curve of the Irish social
classes is similar to that of the Chinese, but less regular. The Whites have a weak



Table 3 Indices of Segregation by Social Class and Ethnic Group, Greater London
1991

White Black Black Indian Pakist. Bangl. Chinese Irish
Caribb. African

Profess 1 7 31 26 29 30 39 32 1 7
Manag. 12 30 28 33 30 37 21 12
SkNonM 12 33 34 41 40 33 21 16
Sk.Man 12 33 34 46 44 50 22 19
Part. 5k. 9 37 39 45 49 58 27 19
Unskill 1 1 40 44 49 58 64 41 25

differentiation, with the exception of the pronounced "auto-segregation" of
professionals. For the other groups, there is an inverse correlation between their
position in the social hierarchy and the value of their index of segregation: the
highest social class have the weakest degree of segregation, and vice versa.
The fact that the highest concentrations occur in the Asian lower social classes,

provides evidence of the emergence of an ethnic working class. Social and ethnic
segmentation is not a simple reflection of the labour market and/or the residential
market in intra-metropolitan space; it is also a reflection of the sense of belonging to
a group (the phenomenon of “ethnic union" within different Asian Groups). A
comparison of the weak concentration of the White working class social groups with
other ethnic working class groups, suggests different types of segregation based on
the employment market. The Asians work in a network of small enterprises generally
located in their “community zone" or “ecological zone“. The owners of these
enterprises recruit their personnel from their own ethnic communities. In contrast, the
White working classes are employed by the large manufacturing industries which
have drastically reduced their number during the 1980s.

The analysis of the dissimilarity indices is rather complex and difficult to synthesize
because it is composed of a matrix comprising 48x48 variables, resulting in 2304
values. Figure 5 is a representation of the residential locational incompatibility
between the different social classes comprising each ethnic group. The apices of the
hexagon represent the six social classes analysed (Professionals, Managerials,
Skilled Non-Manual, Skilled Manual, Partly Skilled and Unskilled workers). The
thickness of the lines expresses the degree of residential differentiation between two
social groups of the same ethnicity.
Figure 5 shows:
a) a strong polarisation between the upper and the lower ends of the social class

hierarchy across all the ethnic groups analysed;
b) social class polarisation is most strong among Asians from the Indian sub-

continent, which also comprise the most segregated ethnic groups;
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Figure 6 Greater London 1991: Location Quotient (LO) by Ethnic Group
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c) in absolute terms the highest degrees of residential differentiation occur between
the 'working classes' and Managers/Professionals; and

d) the indices of dissimilarity between the upper layers of the social hierarchy are
very weak, with the lowest values occurring between the Professionals and the
Managers.

The indices of segregation and dissimilarity commented upon up to now, have been
calculated using very broad territorial subdivisions. As such, they remain synthetic
and spatial (implicit spatiality) and are not valid for allowing comparisons between
precise spatial units. One can assess the spatiality of social differentiation using LQ
analysis. By so doing, one can observe in Figure 6 -which shows the L03 of ethnic
groups in 1991 - that the Whites are concentrated in the City and in the Outer London
boroughs (east, south and west), and in the Inner London boroughs where
residences are being 'gentrified'. LQs for Whites in these boroughs are all above 1.2
(Figure 6).
The other ethnic groups forming veritable ethnic islands are the Irish in Brent and

the Chinese in Westminster, where they are twice as concentrated as in the other
boroughs comprising the metropolitan area. The Chinese have two types of
residential behaviour. The first represents a strong concentration of Chinese in an
area of London known as "China Town". The second mirrors a dispersed pattem of
Chinese restaurants and laundries situated along the many 'High Streets' of the
'urban villages' which constitute Greater London.
The concentrations of Indians in Brent and Enfield, Black Caribbeans in Lambeth,

and Black Africans in Southwark, are more than three times as strong as the
average. Finally, the concentrations of Pakistanis in Waltham Forest (4 times greater
than the average) and Bangladeshis in Tower Hamlets (18.5 times) are far greater
than those of the other ethnic groups.

The general decrease of the working classes (Skilled Manual and Non-Manual
workers) and the increase of the middle-upper classes in the areas examined, were
not sufficient to reduce the high levels of social polarisation. The different locations of
the social classes situated at either end of the social hierarchy, by ethnic groups. The
Professionals of the most segregated ethnic groups have different residential
locations to other members of their own ethnic group. These groups of Professionals
are either located in "suburban" boroughs adjacent to the borough in which their own
group is most concentrated (Indians, Pakistanis, Blacks, Bangladeshis and Chinese),
or in boroughs remote from the borough in which their own ethnic group is most
concentrated (Irish and Whites).

9. Conclusions

In a world city like London at the end of the 20th century - in a phase of population
decline, suburbanisation, de-industrialisation and tertian'sation, we can see strong
social and ethnic polarisation of the intra-metropolitan space. We can also see a



general increase in residential segregation across all social groups. For all ethnic
groups values of the segregation indices of Unskilled Manual workers and
Professionals are the highest. Despite the similarity of these segregation indices,
there are two distinct patterns. First, the Partly Skilled and Unskilled workers are
concentrated in the rented sector, particularly in the Inner City. Second, the
Professional classes are concentrated in the more expensive areas of owner-
occupied housing. These two pattems reflect segregation and auto-segregation
respectively. The segregation indices of Skilled Non-Manual and Skilled Manual
workers are the weakest.

The results confirm a hypothesis derived from earlier work (PErSIMEHis 1987), in
which it is suggested that segregation is not a characteristic exclusive to the 'Fordist
city', rather it is also to be found in 'post-Fordist' cities.

Segregation processes evolve over a 10 to 30 period, during which they develop
through three stages: birth, development and maturity. During their evolution, there is
a progressive substitution of lower income groups by higher income groups. The
metamorphosis of a 'working class' area of the Inner City is not immediate, rather it
occurs over a period of years. The completion of gentrification occurs after a period
of transition, characterised by social-mix and a consequent decrease in the index of
segregation. Greater London shows a contrasting trend whereby decreases in total
population and blue collar workers and increases in higher income groups and
social-mix (both determined by gentrification) are coincident with increasing
segregation and social polarisation.

Segregation at borough level in Greater London should be seen as an increase in
relative concentration, rather than the emergence of starkly contrasting absolute
differences. This phenomenon is not without economic and functional consequences
for the future structuration of space. lntra-urban space should not be considered as
less important than inter-urban space; rather it should be viewed in the context of
local and international transformations, and inter-urban competition.

Gentrification is also the consequence of the restructuring of the labour and
residential markets. In the absence of empirical evidence, it is not possible to
examine trends in ethnic and ethnic/social segregation in Greater London. However,
evidence of increasing social segregation clearly falsifies post-modem theories of
weak segregation in cities of the 'post-Fordist' era.

It is particularly noteworthy that segregation is apparent at the broad geographic
level of boroughs.
The foregoing analysis has drawn upon evidence for Greater London. The extent to

which the phenomena herein described characterise other cities, must await
comparative studies in Great Britain and the collection of comparable data for the
cities of Continental Europe.

The social geography of European metropolises must be revised, since neither
post-modem theories nor the model of 'Fordist cities' correspond with the empirical
evidence. At the very least post modern theories of weak segregation must be
verified by empirical research.
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. The scrapping of the Group Areas Act in 1991 has in a short space of time contributed to some
55 changes to the former apartheid cities of South Africa. Pietersburg, capital of the Northern

Transvaal province, which has been labelled a conservative city, is at present also experiencing
socio-political transformations. Proof of change include the incorporation of coloured and Indian
town councils, non-racial schools, sport and leisure, as well as residential desegregation. These
processes form the basis of transformation democratisation of the urban community in South
Africa. Over the period September 1992 to May 1994, black home owners' residential patterns

{i were monitored at three dates. The resulting spatial patterns illustrate the existence of both' defended and integrated residential spaces. A sepia-economic survey confines that only middle :-
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1. Introduction

A characteristic feature of an urban community is the social segregation of the
population groups. JOHNSTON et al (1981: 424) define segregation within the context
of human geography as '...the residential separation of sub-groups within a wider
population “. Two residential segregation types have been identified (VAN DER MEFIwE
1986). One is voluntary segregation, examples of which are the Asian migrant
communities in Britain (PHILLIPS 1981) and Jews in London (WATEHMAN & KOSMIN
1986 and 1987). This can be either permanent or temporary in nature. Another is
forced residential segregation which usually has a permanent character. This form
can be divided into two situational types, one forced by means of social pressure, is.
racial discrimination (eg. the African American communities in the U.S.A. “JOHNSTON
1984; TAEUEBEFI a TAEUEBEFt 1965), the other arising from legal manifestation of
laws, as in apartheid South Africa (VAN HUYSTEEN 1990).

An active political struggle by liberation movements and legal transformation or
changes implemented by the veriigre new National Party (realized in the repealing of
apartheid laws in 1991). paved the way for normalizing a society hampered by years
of forced segregation. Monitoring and investigating spatial outcomes of various social
processes, such as desegregation of residential areas in the post-apartheid city, will
become a subject of much debate in the near future - a debate perhaps already
outdated in the international arena.



Numerous studies have been published on the inhuman nature of urban apartheid
in South Africa (DAVIES 1981; SMITH 1982; SIMON 1986 8 1989; LEMON 1987).
Publications on the causes and effects of forced segregation, which formed the
fulcrum of the apartheid city, are also abundant (CHRISTOPHER 1989, 1990, a
1991(a); HART 1989; MABlN 1992; RULE 1989). The repealing of the Group Areas Act
(Act 36 of 1966) on 30 June 1991 has, in a short space of time, already led to
considerable changes in the spatial settlement patterns of people in the former
apartheid cities of South Africa. These events also opened up a fertile source of
research yet to be exploited. Excluding case studies on .‘grey areas" (e.g. MAHARAJ &
MPUNGOSE 1994), empirical investigations of residential desegregation after the
repealing of all apartheid laws are at present limited to a few case studies. These
include studies in the Northern Transvaal (TAIT 1993), Pieten'naritzburg (PAUL 1992).
Durban (DAYANAND 1992) and Pietersburg (KOTZE & DONALDSON 1993).

2. Research Aims

This paper is an empirical investigation of the spatial evolution of residential
desegregation in Pietersburg between June 1991 and May 1994. Identification of the
spatial settlement patterns of black in-migrants in a white city such as Pietersburg
may shed light on socio-political and/or socio-economic forces that are playing an
active role in blacks' decision-making processes. Supplementary data derived from a
preliminary socio-demographic survey among black residents residing in previously
non-white neighbourhoods was investigated. Including information on their reasons
for moving to a predominantly white area, the survey results gave insight into this
"new" phenomenon which is now "legally" taking place in South African cities.

3. Research Methods

The research process consisted of three main steps. A first step was to differentiate
Pietersburg's suburbs from each other according the average municipal valuation of
their private residences. This was done so that the role property values might play in
the desegregation process could be determined.

Secondly, Pietersburg Municipal property data roll was again used to determine
where, and to what degree, desegregation had occurred. In addition to the valuation
of properties, this source of data also contains information on the name and race of
owners, the location of their properties, and the size of plots. Thus, it was possible to
determine the addresses of black property owners and to analyze the resultant
pattem of desegregation. Unfortunately, information regarding rented property could
not be determined.

As a third step a socio-economic mail questionnaire survey was carried out.
Questionnaires were sent to the 52 black residents who had bought property within
the municipal area before September 1992. The initial response was insufficient and



a follow-up was done in March 1993 when questionnaires were personally delivered
to each household. Fifty-four percent of the respondents returned their
questionnaires.

4. Pietersburg: From Conservative Town to Urban Reality in the 19905

Pietersburg or Polokwane (its African name) capital of the newly-bom Northern
Transvaal Province, is a high-order regional service centre of long standing. The city
is regarded as the economic heartland of the NTVL, the poorest province in SA.
Under the new govemment's Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP),
and, given overseas investment in the region, Pietersburg is expected to expand
dramatically. The planning department is already projecting an expected demand for
14 000 residential sites over the next 5 years (Northern Review, 24 June 1994: 3).
A classic example of DAVIES' (1981) apartheid city model (Figure 1) shows that

most of the traditionally white residential areas are found to the east of the Central
Business District (CBD). There are, however, three exceptions: Annandale (north),
Ivy Park (west), and Penina Park, which is found to the south of the CBD. Residential
areas with the highest valuations (Bendor Park, Welgelegen, Ster Park, Silwerkruin
and Fauna Park) occur on the north-eastem periphery of the city, with lower values
closer to the CBD and to the northern, southern and western sides of it.

The Indian and Coloured residential areas developed to the west, with the city's
light industrial area (Suburbia) and a strip of open land between it and the "whites"
CBD serving as a buffer zone. The nearest black residential township, Seshego,
located 12 km northwest of Pietersburg, was a homeland-border township of the now
defunct Lebowa. Besides Seshego, the city serves a hinterland of traditional rural
settlements, peri-urban informal settlements, a black university town, and the old
Lebowan capital, Lebowakgomo. It is estimated that between 40 000 and 70 000
people from these areas commute daily to work in the city.
Although labeled a politically white conservative city, Pietersburg has over the past

three years undergone a metamorphosis due to the demise of apartheid. City and
capital status were obtained respectively in 1993 and 1994. Moreover, evidence of
transformation includes the incorporation of the Coloured and Indian Town Councils
(Management Committees) into the previously all-white Pietersburg Municipality, the
opening of, to some extent, non-racial schools, integration of sports and recreation
facilities, and residential desegregation. Despite recent changes, however, the
spatial morphology of Pietersburg still largely conforms to DAVIES' model. This spatial
legacy is likely to persist for some time to come.
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5. The Nature of Desegregation in Pietersburg

Desegregation patterns were monitored on three dates. namely September 1992.
May 1993. and 1994. Table 1 gives an indication of the number of blacks who had
bought property by those dates in the specific residential areas. The percentages
figures in brackets express these figures as a proportion of the total number of
residential units within each suburb.

By September 1992 no desegregation (Le. the purchasing of residential units by
blacks)lhad taken place in five suburbs - Annandale. Capricorn, Eduan Park.
Moregloed/Hospital Park, and Silwerkruin) - and the percentage of black owners was
under 2% in most of the remaining residential areas. However, Ivy Park (2.2%) and
Penina Park (3.6%) located in the southwestern quarter of the city. had figures
higher than two percent. The second highest category (1,1 - 2%) was found on the
eastern periphery of Pietersburg in the residential areas of Bendor— and Flora Park.
The city's other residential areas generally had a very low occurrence of black home
owners or none at all.

In May 1993, eight months after the initial survey. the number of black residential
owners had increased from 52 to 169 (Table 1). This represented an increase from
1% to 3,1% of privately—owned residential units by blacks in previously all-white
suburbs. At this stage. there were only three areas where black people had not yet
bought property. namely Annandale. Eduan Park and Capricorn. The first two of
these are located north of the town. while Capricorn occupies a more central
position. The residential areas with the highest percentage of desegregation in May
1993 were Penina Park (11.7%). Silwerkruin (9.3%). Flora Park (7%), and Ivy Park
(6.1%). Thus. most of the highest scores again fell within the southem periphery of
the city. The only exception was Silwerkruin (at 9.3% second in terms of
desegregation level). located in a new residential area with a limited number of
building plots.
The most recent desegregation figures for May 1994, show that 8.4% of the city

has now been desegregated. This suggests an increase of 5.3% over a one-year
period (1993-1994). The respective spatial desegregation patterns and percentages
for May 1994 (Table 1) highlight the fact that two suburbs. Penina Park (24.1%) and
Flora Park (20,3%), are showing a remarkable increase in desegregation. On
average. up to now. 10.5% desegregation has occurred in the middle socio-
economic suburbs. 3.8% (in the wealthiest) and 1.2% in the poorest suburbs. A total
of 460 new black home owners have now bought property in Pietersburg. With only a
limited number of newly-built houses in the city over this period. a question that
arises is where and why are the white people moving? Any answer must be
speculative. but it is probably significant that the S.A. Airforce's military base has
been closed. resulting in many whites being transferred or moving to metrOpolitan
areas in search of alternative job opportunities.



Table 1 Desegregation per suburb for 1992, 1993 and 1994
(Number of new and percentage of new residents per suburb/year - %
Desegregation in brackets)

SUBURB September 1992 May 1993 May 1994

Penina Park 10 (3.6) 32 (11.7) 66 (24.1)
Ivy Park 4 (2,2) 11 (6,1) 19 (10,6)

Flora Park 14 (1.9) 50 (7.0) 145 (20.3)
Bendor Park 9 (1,9) 19 (4.1) 52 (11,2)

Central City 8 (0.6) 23 (1,6) 100 (7,2)

Ster Park 2 (0.3) 5 (2-0) 16 (3:3)
Fauna Park 4 (0,7) 17 (3,0) 44 (7,7)

Welgelegen 1 (0,4) 1 (0,4) 1 0 (3,8)

Silwerkruin 0 (0) B (9.3) 12 (14.0)
Hospital PaddMoregloed 0 (0) 3 (1,2) 8 (2,4)

Eduan Park 0 (0) O (0) 2 (0:9)
Capricorn 0 (0) 0 (0) Ü (0-0)
Annandale 0 (0) Û (Ü) 7 (1 ‚2)
Total : 52 (1 ) 169 (3,1 ) 480 (8,4)

DUNCAN and DUNCAN's (1955) segregation index was calculated to determine the
spatial distribution of black home owners in comparison to whites within previously
whites-only suburbs, thereby indicating what level of segregation exists.
Pietersburg's segregation index values of 41,3 and 38,37 in 1993 and 1994
respectively reveal an uneven distribution between black and white home owners.

6. Socio-Economic and Decision-Making Characteristics of Black Home
Owners

Investigation of the socio-economic characteristics of black home owners in
Pietersburg's white suburbs revealed that most of the respondents occupy
established positions in the life-cycle (Table 2). Fifty-seven percent were between 30
and 39 years of age, 78,6% were married, and 75,1% had a family size of four or
more. lt was also revealed that 100% had had a tertiary education. Fifty percent were
active in the education profession and 71 ‚4% fell within a high income group of more
than R5 000,00 per month. Forty-six percent of the respondents had previously
owned property in black residential areas at the time of their relocation to
Pietersburg, and 89,3% received housing subsidies from their employers. Figures for



Table 2 Socio-economic characteristics of respondents

AGE ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION
<29 3.6 Tertiary 1 00
30-39 57,1

4o_49 21.4

5059 1 0,7

>60 3,6

no response 3-6
MARITAL STATUS INCOME

Married 73-3 Fl 1 000 - 1 999 °
Single 7-1 Fi 2 000 - 2 999 3:5
Other 14:3 FI 3 000 - 3 999 3:6

Fl 4 000 - 4 999 21-4
z:- n 5 000 71-4

FAMILY SIZE OCCUPATION
Three 21 .3 Education 50:0
Four 39'3 Psychology 3-6
Five 17.9 Technical 3-3
Six 1 4,3 Law 1 4.3

sSix 3’6 Administration 14-3
N0 response 3'6 Business 10-7

No response 3-3
HOUSING SUBSIDY

Yes 39,3
ND 7,1

No response 3-6

H = Hand

Table 3 Reasons for relocation to Pietersburg

REASONS %
PULL FACTOR PUSH FACTOR

lnfrastucture and housing 43

Changes in social milieu 15

Financial consideration 7
Problems in black townships 29

No response No response 6



social interaction with neighbours indicate that 54% of respondents had good
relations while 46% indicated that they had no contact at all.

Push and pull factors are cited by KING & GOLLEDGE (1978: 314) as reasons for
residential movement. These for respondents' relocation to Pietersburg were
grouped into four categories (Table 3). The majority of respondents (43%) moved to
Pietersburg for better housing and services and to be nearer to their work. The
second category (29%) is linked to the first, namely the poor infrastructure and
services in the black townships, as well as crime, noise, and nepotism as far as
allocation of property according to ethnicity is concerned. Fifteen percent of
respondents indicated that a change in social milieu (Le. integration with other
communities) and financial considerations (7%), for example the purchasing of
properties for investment purposes, were reasons for their relocation. The pull factors
(65%) have thus a greater impact on purchasing pattems than push factors (29%).

7. The Desegregation Process in Perspective: Concentration or Non-
Concentration ?

Transformation in the 19905, as seen in the legalisation of property purchase, has
stimulated a search for the socio-spatial outcomes of democratisation. A question for
the future is whether there will be a tendency in the settlement pattem of incoming
black home buyers to concentrate within a specific socio-economic and/or racial
group.

According to BOAL (197B: 73) “if the entering group has very few differences from
the host society, rapid dispersal into the urban spatial structure is to be expected".
BOAL (1978: 75) goes further to say that those in-migrants would "easily disperse
within the socio-economic spatial context", especially if they have "close cultural
affinities with the host population." It would be difficult to argue that in conservative
urban white areas such as the NTVL the legacy of decades of separation has not left
its mark on people's political perceptions. But, with the exception of a few mainly
conservative suburbs, blacks are rapidly dispersing into the host community of
Pietersburg, creating integrated residential spaces. Because of the possibility of
hostile attitudes among white residents in such suburbs as the conservative low-
class neighbourhood of Annadale these areas are perceived as defended spaces.
This perception influences where black newcomers to Pietersburg are prepared to
buy homes. Unlike in other suburbs, integrated space and shared values based on
socio-economic and racial composition are not found there. In more integrated
suburbs, the prevailing values of the host community, based on socio-economic
status and not political hue, act as a mechanism for influencing in-migrants'
perceptions positively. Concentration for security against possible political resistance
to in-migration is thus unnecessary in most of Pietersburg.

Predictions of conflict in SA. cities by BEAVON (1992), BERNSTEIN 8t MCCARTHY
(1990) and K0125 & DONALDSON (1993) so far have not materialised. According to



BEAVON "large urban places and minor metropolitan areas such as...Pietersburg...,
the possibilities of racial clashes in a post-apartheid era, created by the scrapping of
racial laws but without a change in attitudes, will be high." To date, no such clashes
are known to the authors. In fact, since the elections a general change in people's
attitudes towards a new dispensation and an open society has been observable in
most of S.A. The socio-political reality emerging from the changing spatial picture of
the city has thus so far been surprisingly peaceful.

Also, rather than thinking of themselves as political guinea—pigs, blacks perceive the
urban construct as an economic entity with better social and living conditions.
Therefore the anticipated concentration in a colony, enclave or ghetto, before being
dispersed into the host community, is unnecessary. They also perceive their new
living environment as an escape from an apartheid are characterised by a lack of
certain facilities and services. Poor housing and health care, remote township
locations and distance from work (spatial and psychological needs), scarce
opportunities for home ownership (esteem need), and lack of educational needs
(cognitive needs) all testify to the poor quality of life in black townships.
Two reasons may be postulated for the observed 13% + increase from 1993-1994

in Penina and Flora Park. Penina Park was labeled a black suburb by local estate
agents from the moment when the first black people moved into Pietersburg, thereby
creating a perception amongst potential black in-migrants that they should buy there.
On the other hand, Flora Park is situated in a relatively new and expanding modem
middle-class suburb. The area and its house sizes are comparable to those in the
rising middle-class sections of the black township. One may well find then that blacks
who favour this suburb belong to an emergent middle-class.

Other conclusions drawn about Pietersburg's desegregation process are the
following:
(1) Detailed information about the renting of property is unknown. It was, however,

established that some black home owners rent their properties to white people.
(2) The process of invasion and succession consisting of four phases - initial,

reactionary, general influx, and climax - (VAN DER MERWE 1986: 137), indicates
that Pietersburg is in the general influx stage. Invasion of middle and high
income areas is taking place with no resistant reaction from the host
community.

(3) According to interviews, estate agents at present play a decisive role. In the
highly competitive property market of Pietersburg, agents influence the spatial
buying decisions of the "new" and “often uninformed" black home buyers.
Because most potential buyers have access to housing subsidies, it is not
uncommon that properties which can generate high commissions for agents are
favoured by them. Estate agents also refer to Penina Park as the "blackI
suburb. Buyers are informed about Specific areas which are politically
conservative, which are then automatically avoided. Not surprisingly, then,
despite their low house values, these areas are still fairly unpopular.
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(4) Expectation that house values might decrease in areas where the most
integration has occurred have not materialized. In fact, prices everywhere have
kept pace with the normal increase in market values. Price hikes are thus not
resulting as a defensive mechanism but purely as a feature of supply and
demand, especially with the city's growth consequent upon its new status.

8. Conclusion

Pietersburg since the scrapping of the Group Areas Act is still politically immature.
Indications of spatial change in residential areas are subject to political maturity in
the greater South African community. Affirmative action in the redistribution of land,
resources and employment in bureaucratic structures will continue for some time.
The prospect of an elitist bias, whereby only black professionals and bureaucrats will
qualify for housing subsidies, clearly indicates a division between privileged and
under-privileged blacks, as was the case in America. In the words of a newly-
released economic report, such an income gap has to be seen "as a possible threat
to South Africa ‘3 new democratically-elected government " (ANON 1994).
South Africa has completed its liberation phase and is now present going through

the phase of democratisation and socialisation. In our search for social theory on
residential spatial manipulation in a different societal setting such as South Africa,
comparative case studies on resegregation and desegregation may be of invaluable
assistance to urban geographers.
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This paper aims to compare the spatial segregation of ethnic minorities between Munich and . ':
Duisburg. Although we find similarity of infra-urban distribution of ethnic minorities among West F-gi
German cities, the degree of spatial segregation differs markedly from city to city. It is more
severe in Duisburg than in Munich. The proportion of Turks to the foreign inhabitants is higher in

.- the former than in the latter. In order to explain the difference, it is more appropriate to adopt a
-' structural approach than an approach emphasizing the choice of individuals of ethnic minorities. l '.fff-g

shed light on the role of charitable and co-operative housing corporations (gemeinnütziges
«a Wahnungsuntemehmen) and the significance of publicly assisted dwellings (Öfientiich geförderte

Wohnungen = Sozialwohnungen) in the congregating process of ethnic minorities. Severe spatial ÿ]:
segregation of ethnic minorities in Duisburg is due to the locality of Duisburg, which has been
shaped by the activity of a large charitable and co—operative housing corporation, is. a subsidiary
of Thyssen concern. We cannot always find discrimination in the activity of this corporation. On ‚Ei
the other hand, there has been discrimination in allotment of publicly assisted dwellings in
Munich. This housing policy is one of factors, why the spatial segregation is moderate in Munich.
Contrary to the classical theory of human ecology, it is proved that discdmination does not always
bring about the strong congregation of an ethnic minority in a specific area in a city. *’
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I. Introduction

According to a classical theory (PARK 1926: 25), spatial segregation of an ethnic
minority reflects social distance between the minority group and the majority. If the
former is highly segregated from the latter in the spatial sense, this situation has
come about as a result of exclusion, usurpation and discrimination of the minority by
the majority. On the other hand, spatial segregation prohibits or at least hinders a
positive interaction between the minority and the majority. This interrelationship
between geographical phenomenon and social processes is clearly stated by British
social geographers (PEACH 1975: 1; PEACH and SMITH 1981: 10-11).

It is well known that a lot of foreigners live today in the Federal Republic of
Germany. Many of them first came as "guest" workers (Gastarbeiter) from
Mediterranean countries, with which the Federal Government had made a bilateral
recruitment agreement. It was expected that "guest“ workers should stay only a few
years in West Germany and return to their home countries. But they have been
joined by their families and have settled down in West Germany. The reunification of
families had been already observed in the 196051), but this behavior became more
apparent after 1973, as the Federal Government stopped the recruitment of foreign
workers through the Labor Exchange (Arbeitsamt). These foreigners are not to be



regarded as "guest“ workers anymore, and today are often called alien fellow-citizens
(ausländische Mitbürger) at least by the people and organizations who are eager to
integrate them into German society.

It is evident from several papers (O'LOUGHLIN 1980; O'LOUGHLIN and GLEBE 1981,
1984; GLEBE 1984; IPSEN 1981; HOFFMANN-NOWOTNY and HONDRICH 1984; JONES
1990, GLEBE and O'LOUGHLIN 1987; YAMAMOTO 1980, 1987) that the spatial
residential pattern of ethnic minorities in West German cities is different from that of
cities in the USA "Guest" workers and their families usually concentrate either in the
inner city or near industrial districts within West German cities, while ethnic minorities
in American cities often live in the inner city”. We find another feature of the spatial
segregation of ethnic minorities peculiar to West German cities. There is no
complete spatial segregation on the ward and tract levels or even on the building
block level in the cities of this country, while there are genuine ghettos of ethnic
minorities in American cities. The degree of spatial segregation is, however, very
high on the level of individual apartment building in West German cities.
Thus, if we compare the situation in West German cities with American cities, the

similarity stands out among West German cities. But we can find distinctiveness
peculiar to each city in this country. In 1989, I had a chance in Duisburg to have a
glimpse of a few building blocks, in which many Turks lived. I have realized through
this experience that the situation in Duisburg is quite different from the one in
Munich. In this paper, I reexamine whether or not the classical theory of spatial
segregation is valid for the situation in West German cities, focusing upon the
uniqueness of the individual city, and shed light on the role of housing subjects in
order to explain it. -

ll. Spatial Segregation and its Change in Munich and Duisburg Between the
1970s and 1990

1. Cities investigated and research methods

The presence of Turks is important for the research on spatial segregation in
German cities, because they are often regarded as the most underprivileged minority
in this country, and because discrimination should necessarily bring about spatial
segregation according to the classical theory. As is well known, Turks have been the
largest ethnic minority in this country as well as in many of its large cities since the
early 19703, but this does not apply to every city. The population of Yugoslavs is
larger in Munich than the pOpulation of Turks. On the other hand, Duisburg shows a
very high percentage of Turks (Table 1).

The index of dissimilarity (ID), which DUNCAN and DUNCAN (1955a) devised, is
adopted here to investigate spatial segregation. As DUNCAN and DUNCAN (1955a: 43;
1955b: 53) suggested and PEACH (1975: 4) pointed out clearly, the ID has some
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shortcomings. First, it varies if the unit of area for computation varies. The smaller
the unit, the larger is the ID, even if the geographical distribution of social groups
does not change. Because of this, we should notice the difference in spatial division
of a city, when we compare the degree of spatial segregation between different cities
and between different points of time.

Secondly, it is inadequate to tell us anything about spatial segregation only with a
numerical value. This was also pointed out by DUNCAN and DUNCAN (1955a: 42) and
PEACH (1975: 3). Even if a social group is in a spatial sense completely segregated
from other groups in a city, a specific division of the city area can bring about a very
low ID. Therefore, we should grasp a form of spatial segregation not only by means
of the ID but also by means of a map.

A location quotient (L0) is often used to describe the spatial pattern of an ethnic
minority on a map“. This measure makes clear only the relative spatial distribution
and we should take into consideration the absolute number of inhabitants, if we want
to grasp congregation as well as concentration of an ethnic minority in a real sense.
In the following sections, I describe absolute as well as relative spatial distribution of
ethnic minorities and then examine the degree of spatial segregation and its change,
focusing on Turks.

2. The case of Munich

Many of Turks lived in the wards characterized by the location of manufacturing as
well as by the position in the outer city. They were Schwabing-Nord/Milbertshofen
and Allach-Untermenzing in the northern part, Obergiesing and Ramersdorf—Perlach
in the southeastem part, and Sendling, Thalkirchen-Obersendling and
Waldfriedhofviertel in the southwestern part (Figure 1). All these wards indicated a
higher LO for Turks than 1, and especially high in Allach~Untermenzing and
Obergiesing. Large factories of machine industry are located in the former ward, and
one of the main plants of Siemens AG is located in the latter. A higher LQ was found
for Turks in the inner city, too. Level was particularly noticeable, because Turks
reached nearly 1,000 in this ward and its LQ was higher than 2.
Table 2 proves clearly that Munich had experienced relaxation of spatial

segregation by 1990. Spaniards, Italians and Austrians have indicated remarkable
decline of the ID in relation to Germans, and the ID between Turks and Germans has
also declined. There are only two cases which show the increasing ID, between
Austrians and Yugoslavs, and between Austrians and Turks.

Munich shows its own characteristics in the order of spatial segregation of the
ethnic minorities from Germans. Spaniards resided in 1971 most dissimilarly from
Germans, followed by Greeks, Turks and Yugoslavs. The degree of spatial
segregation of Italians was lowest, if we ignore Austrians whose ethnicity hardly
differs from Germans. The geographical distribution of Spaniards was also
considerably dissimilar from that of the other ethnic minorities, and Greeks lived dis-



Table 2 ID Between Ethnic Groups in Munich, Above Diagonal: 1971 and Below
Diagonal: 1990

Ger. Ita. Spa. Gre. Yug. Tur. Aus. 0th.

Germans 18.6 33.5 31.4 23.0 25.7 12.5 19.3
Italiens 11.6 34.7 26.9 15.1 18.7 14.2 22.1
Spaniards 18.4 17.0 39.6 31.6 36.3 31.4 35.1

Greeks 30.5 23.9 32.1. 27.2 28.3 30.4 30.1
Yugoslavs 22.1 14.4 23.7 15.5 20.7 16.1 23.5

Turks 23.6 17.8 30.8 20.4 16.6 20.0 28.5

Austrians 6.6 9.4 16.4 28.5 19.3 23.1 16.8

Others 14.5 14.5 22.7 27.4 21.0 20.3 13.7

Source Calculated from the unpublished statistical materials made available by the
Stadtentwicklungsreferat München und Münchner Statistisches Jahrbuch 1990

similarly from the other ethnic minorities as well. As a result, it was the ID between
Spaniards and Greeks that was largest in 1971. On the contrary, Turks resided in a
relatively similar way to the residential pattem of Italians and Yugoslavs. The ID
between Turks and Greeks were also relatively lower. We find the lowest ID between
Italians and Yugoslavs, if we disregard Austrians again.
As mentioned above, the IDs declined between 1971 and 1990 in almost all cases.

The order of spatial segregation of the ethnic minorities from Germans has changed
as a result of the uneven declining ID. Nevertheless, it is not Turks, but Greeks that
shows the largest ID from Germans. Thus, Munich's case tells us clearly that there
may be no correlation between the spatial segregation of ethnic minorities and their
cultural differences. Cultural differences here mean psychological distance between
two groups based on their difference of language, religion, way of thinking, family
cohesion and so on. It is a part of social distance.

3. The case of Duisburg

In Duisburg, there were several wards where many Turks lived, and these wards
were scattered throughout Duisburg. However, the northern wards were most
noticeable among these wards because of a large scale of Turkish population
(Figure 2). This area originally belonged until 1929 not to Duisburg but to another
independent large city in the German sense. A number of coal pits were developed
between the late 19th and the early 20th century in this area. Some rural
municipalities were merged in 1900 and the new coal city was named Hambom
(FHEUNDLIEB 1930; KÜPPER 1937). The steel industry was also located in this city.



Figurel Spatial Distribution and Location Quotient of Turkish Inhabitants in
Munich, 1971.
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Source Unpublished Data of the Stadtenhuicldungsreterat and the Statistisches Amt der
Landeshauptstadt München.

The northern wards lie near the steel mills, the coking plant and the coal pits of the
Thyssen concern. The other wards, in which more than 2,000 Turks lived. were
Hochfeld, Hüttenheim and Hochemmerich. The last ward lies on the left side of the
Fthine. This area was also an independent city, Rheinhausen. until the 1970s (Amt
für Statistik and Stadtforschung der Stadt Duisburg, 1982). A steel mill of Friedrich
Krupp Hüttenwerke AG is located here. On the other hand, a large plant of
Mannesmann AG is located in Hüttenheim and the southem part of Duisburg
including this ward was an independent municipality until 1929 as well as Hambom.
Hochfeld lies in the original area of Duisburg and includes an industrial district on the
Rhine.

Housing for workers was developed near each core of manufacturing. and
commercial activities were located in each onetime independent city. In brief, it is
true that Duisburg is today a single metropolitan municipality, but it is a multipolarized
city. Turks lived numerously near each industrial core and the LC) was also high at
the cores. We find no complete spatial segregation of ethnic minorities on ward level
in Duisburg as well as in Munich. Even in the wards, in which Turks or some other
ethnic minority congregated and the LC) was very high, the proportion of the ethnic
minority to the total number of inhabitants did not reach more than 40 per cent. But
the degree of congregation of ethnic minorities was higher in Duisburg than in



Munich. While foreigners hardly occupied more than 30 per cent of the total
inhabitants in any ward of Munich, Duisburg had a few wards where the figure
reached more than 30 per cent. Especially in Hiittenheim, Turks accounted for about
37 per cent of the inhabitants. Duisburg was unique in this sense.

Figure2 Spatial distribution and Location Quotient of Turkish Inhabitants in
Duisburg, 197B.
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Source Unpublished Data of the Amt für Statistik und Stadtforschung der Stadt Duisburg.

Table 3 shows that the order of Spatial segregation of ethnic minorities from
Germans in 1978 was in Duisburg similar to the one in Munich. Hollanders, who
resemble the Germans in the lower Rhine area in ethnicity, resided in Duisburg very
similar way to Germans in a spatial sense, very like the relation between Austrians
and Bavarians in Munich. The only difference between Duisburg and Munich was the
order of Greeks and Spaniards.

We must notice that the degree of spatial segregation in Duisburg was not so high
in the early 19705. Foreigners were'distributed in those days much more equally
throughout this city than in the late 19703. If we include Rheinhausen which was



Table 3 ID Between Ethnic Groups in Duisburg, Above Diagonal: 1978 and below
Diagonal: 1990

Ger. lta. Spa. Gre. Yug. Tur. HoI. Mor. Pol. 0th.

Germans 26.5 47.6 57.9 33.7 42.1 18.8 - - 16.7
Italiens 26.7 40.4 49.4 28.4 36.5 29.3 - - 26.3
Spaniards 41.2 32.6 50.5 40.0 48.0 45.7 - - 43.9
Greeks 50.2 42.2 44.4 43.9 56.7 53.8 - - 52.7
Yugoslavs 33.5 26.1 32.7 35.0 28.9 31 .3 - - 28.4

Turks 42.8 41.2 46.3 54.5 31.5 45.8 - - 38.8
Hollanders 14.8 27.4 37.2 46.7 30.3 44.5 - - 18.7

Moroccans 44.2 39.9 47.6 43.5 31.2 35.6 42.3 - -

Poles 30.2 29.5 45.3 49.3 37.8 49.6 28.3 44.6 —

Others 22.2 22.9 36.4 39.0 23.2 41.4 19.8 36.7 28.2

Source Calculated from the statistical materials offered by the Amt für Statistik und Stadtforschung
Duisburg.

then a city independent of Duisburg, the area of Duisburg was divided into 42 polling
districts, each of which had a population between 11,000 and 17,000 in 1970. Most
of the districts belonged to a population scale between 12,000 and 16,000.
Foreigners made up about 4.8 per cent of roughly 592,000 inhabitants in 1970.
There was no polling district in which foreigners occupied more than 10 per cent of
the inhabitants, and only one polling district indicated less than 2 per cent of this
figure (Figure 3). As a result, the ID was low, only 18.3.
However, in 1979 it reached 29.1. This figure approximates the ID between
foreigners and Germans on the basis of Duisburg's 46 wards in 1978. In these ten
years, the number of foreigners doubled in this city, and several polling districts
experienced an increase rate of more than three times, in particular Marxloh,
Obennarxloh, Bruckhausen, Oben'neiderich, Hochfeld, Hochernmerich and
Huttenheim. This sharp increase of foreigners in several specific districts is attributed
to the influx of family members of the "guest" workers. Therefore, it may well be
interpreted that the severeness of spatial segregation in Duisburg had some
relationship with the process of family reunification. But this process per se did not
bring about the high degree of spatial segregation. The type of housing is very
important for this process.
There were some cases which witnessed the increase of the ID (Table 3). Turks

and Italians, for example, showed a small increase of the ID in relation to Germans.
The index became larger between Turks and Italians, and also between Turks and



. Yugoslavs. On the contrary, we find a remarkable decrease of the ID also in this city,
as exemplified tor Spaniards.

Figure3 Spatial Distribution and. Location Quotient of Foreign Inhabitants in
Duisburg, 1970.
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Source Amt [ür Statistik und Stadtforschung der Stadt Duisburg: Stmkturdaten für die Duisburger
Wahlbezirke und Wahlkreise, 1979.

Table 3 shows the cases of Moroccans and Poles below the diagonal. These ethnic
minorities indicate rather high IDs. Spatial distance between Moroccans and
Germans is higher in comparison with that between Turks and Germans. Moroccans
came to Duisburg as "guest" workers until the early 19705 just like Turks, while Poles
came after the recent political and economic conversion in their mother country.

Although Duisburg has not seen any radical change of the spatial pattern of
residence of the ethnic minorities since' the late 19705, there is a tendency for Turks
to congregate in some wards in the ex—independent city Hambom. On the other
hand, the population of Turks has stagnated in Duisburg in the narrow sense and



decreased in Huttenheim. The latter is attributed to the massive return migration in
the mid 19803. as Turks were dismissed or compelled to work short time by
Mannesmann AG and returned to their home country, receiving the return bonus
through legislation in November 1983‘”.
Which city shows more severe spatial segregation, either Munich or Duisburg?

The l in Duisburg are generally higher than those in Munich. This may be due to
difference of the scale of areal unit for the calculation of the IDs. The areal unit is
larger in Munich than in Duisburg, and the number of areal units is fewer in Munich
than in Duisburg (Table 4). Therefore it is logical that the IDs are generally larger in
Duisburg than in Munich. However, Munich shows a very low lD, even if we divide
this city into more than 400 areal units (Table 5). This means that the spatial
segregation of alien fellow-citizens is much more moderate in Munich than in
Duisburg.

III. Significance of Housing for Spatial Segregation

1. lnapplicability of the classical theory to West Germany

As I have analyzed above, the classical theory of spatial segregation of ethnic
minorities is not strictly applicable to the alien fellow-citizens in German cities,
because Greeks who are considered to be culturally nearer to Germans than Turks
show a larger ID to Germans than that between Turks and Germans both in Munich
and Duisburg. There are also a number of small IDs between ethnic minorities
whose culture differs markedly from each other, or who may well have antipathy to
each other in the light of intemational political relations. The other inapplicability of
the classical theory can be found because of the variety of changes of the IDS in the
last twenty years between Munich and Duisburg and among ethnic minorities. These
facts suggest that the structural factor or the factor “constraint" peculiar to each city
is more important to the residential distribution of ethnic minorities in the West
German cities than the factor "choice" of ethnic minoritiess). O'LOUGHLIN (1937a) also
points out the importance of the structural factors.
Then, what kind of structural factors are important to the geographical distribution?

Paradoxically, the clue to this lies in a factor common to the cities. Although the IDs
are highly varied according to city as well as according to minority group, the areas
where ethnic minorities congregate and concentrate resemble each other in Munich
and Duisburg. That is to say, they often reside either just near an industrial district or
within the inner city. It is also noticeable that they concentrate in wards where high-
rise apartment buildings have been developed as publicly assisted dwellings” since
the 19605, at least in Munich. These facts suggest the importance of types of
housing for the spatial segregation of ethnic minorities in West German cities.



Table 4 Scale of Wards or Subwards in Munich and Duisburg

Munich Duisburg

Whole area (km2) 311 233
Year 1971 1 990 1970 1 978

Population Scale

under 1,000 131

1,000 - 4,999 239 5

5,000 - 9,999 59 14

10,000 - 14,999 12 25 9

15,000 - 19,999

20,000 - 29,999

30,000 — 39,999

40,000 - 49,999

50,000 - 59,999

60,000 - 69,999

70,000 — 79,999

80,000 - 89,999

90,000 - 99,999

100,000 - 149,999 dOO-JLÜOJU'I-ÄCDUIN-i

Number of wards 36 442 42 46

Sources Statistical offices of Munich and Duisburg

Table 5 ID between Germans and foreigners in Munich and Duisburg

Munich Duisburg

Year 1 971 1 975 1 990 1 970 1 978 1 979 1 990

Number 36 429 442 42 42 46 46
of Wards
ID 15.2 25.0 21.5 18.3 29.1 31.8 31.7

Sources Statistical offices of Munich and Duisburg



O'LOUGHLIN (1937b: 66) rightly points out that the invasion-succession model does
not fit the process in the West German cities. Germans leave the inner city by intra-
metropolitan migration not because of fear of foreigners' invasion, but simply
because they can find more modern and comfortable dwellings somewhere else in
the city or suburbs. He does not, however, sufficiently take into account the housing
sector peculiar to West Germany.

In this country, it is usually not easy to find a suitable dwelling on the market, not
only for foreigners but also for Germans. It takes even Germans several months or
much longer to find a dwelling to move in. The housing situation in West German
cities is quite different from US American cities, where people can freely choose a
residential place or municipality at least for the middle and upper class. The market
mechanism plays a more important role in the US American housing sector, although
public housing cannot be ignored, in particular for the lower class. On the contrary.
government intervention was great for housing of the wide—ranging middle class as
well as of the lower class in West Germany, although the government sector did and
does not supply accommodation directly.

Housing conditions vary among West German cities, too. It has been difficult even
for the middle class to get a suitable dwelling especially in the large cities such as
Munich”, the economies of which have flourished since the “economic miracle" in
the 19503. On the contrary, housing conditions were not so tight in the depressed
cities such as Duisburg, at least until the late 19805.

O'LOUGHLIN (1987b: 58-68) rightly pays attention to housing in West Germany,
where a large number of ethnic minorities live in rental apartments of poor quality,
which are frequently located in the inner city and were developed before
World War II or even in the late 19th century (O'LOUGHLIN 1987b: 63). But he misses
the significance of publicly assisted dwellings in certain German cities. The dwellings
of this type have been massively supplied in particular by the charitable and co-
operative housing corporationsa). It is generally considered that alien fellow-citizens
do not live in such dwellings, but this belief should be reexamined. In this paper, the
significance of publicly assisted dwellings and charitable and co-operative housing
corporations is described for Duisburg and Munich as examples.

2. Significance of a charitable and co—operative housing corporation for the
spatial segregation of ethnic minorities in Duisburg

According to the public relations magazine of the Thyssen concern (Thyssen
aktuell, 1983), there are in Duisburg a lot of dwellings which were built by the coal
and steel corporations at the turn of the 19th and the 20th century to accommodate a
large number of Polish Germans in those days. The Thyssen concern, which was the
largest employer in the onetime large city, Hambom, and is also now the largest in
Duisburg, owned about 6,700 dwellings in 1913. Only employees of the concern
were allowed to live in such dwellings. But in the early 19205, a law for mining



workers' dwellings was enacted and the connection of dwelling with employment was
relaxed. Then in the Nazi period, three charitable and co-operative housing
corporations were established and these inherited the company dwellings from the
coal and steel corporation, Vereinigte Stahlwerke AG. The Thyssen concern had
been amalgamated into this corporation in 1926.
One of the three corporations for housing was Fiheinische Wohnstatte AG, the

predecessor of Thyssen Wohnstatte AG. At the end of World War ll, this corporation
owned 22,603 dwellings, of which about 8,000 were not completely suitable for living
and a considerable number were out of order. The housing corporation repaired
them and newly built more than 16,000 dwellings between 1946 and 19749). Thyssen
Wohnstätte AG was born in this year through the reorganization of Rheinische
Wohnstätte AG and has continued to build apartment houses for workers. The
number of dwellings belonging to that housing corporation reached about 47,000 in
1963 (Thyssen aktuell, 1983).
German workers moved into the newly built apartment houses and as the old

dwellings of poor quality became vacant as a result, some of them were utilized as
dormitories for “guest“ workers who left their families behind in their home countries
(Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, 1970). As such workers reunified their families in
Duisburg, the housing corporation made the old dwellings available to the ethnic
minorities. A “guest“ worker could get permission to reunify his or her family
members from the German authorities, only after he or she had occupied a dwelling
large enough to live with family members. Because of the number of vacant
dwellings, it was easier for the "guest“ workers in Duisburg to reunify their families
than in Munich. And as such dwellings were concentrated in a specific area of
Duisburg because of the history of urban development in this city, the degree of
spatial segregation has become more severe.

The behavior of the charitable and co-operative housing corporation caused the
filtering down of dwellings from the German working class to the ethnic minorities.
Prejudice and intentional discrimination did not work in this process. Needless to say,
most of the "guest“ workers residing in such dwellings are employed by the Thyssen
concern, because the housing corporation is a subsidiary of Thyssen AG. But if they
retire at the age limit, and even if they leave the company and are employed by
another employer, they may continue to live therew).

In the northem part of Duisburg, there are a number of housing blocks, of which
Turks are often more than 90 per cent of the inhabitants (Table 6). These are usually
classified as to the type of dwelling described above. A similar history is found in the
other places such as Hüttenheirn and Hochemmen‘ch. Mannesmann AG played an
important role in the former ward, and Friedrich Krupp Hüttenwerke AG in the latter.
Therefore, the spatial segregation of ethnic minorities has not come about as a

result of intentional discrimination by Germans against the ethnic minorities. if
anything, it has been constrained by the history and geography of housing
construction. In other words, the rapid development of Duisburg as a coal and steel



Table 6 Population of a Block in the Northern Area of Duisburg

Age Group Germans Foreigners % of foreigners

0 - 4 0 105 100.0

5 - 9 3 80 96.4

10 - 14 1 127 99.2

15 - 19 2 137 98.6

20 - 24 4 112 96.6

25 - 29 7 68 90.7

30 - 34 7 57 89.1

35 - 39 8 54 91.7

40 - 44 6 63 91.3

45 - 49 2 61 96.8

50 - 54 9 56 86.2

55 - 59 5 29 85.3

60 - 64 9 8 47.1

65 - 69 10 2 46.7

70 - 74 13 O 0.0

75 - 79 5 1 16.7

80 - 84 8 0 0.0

85 - 89 1 0 0.0

90 - 94 1 1 50.0

Total 96 961 90.9

Source Stadt Duisburg. Amt für Wohnungswesen. Bevölkerungsstatistik, Einwohner mit Hauptsitz
in Duisburg am 30.06.1992.

industrial city between the late 19th century and the first half of the 20th century has
conditioned the spatial distribution of ethnic minorities in this city since the 1970s.

Even if the old housing block has been redeveloped, the foreign inhabitants can
continue to live in the renewed dwellings at lower rent. The renewal is often practiced
through public financing at low interest from the Federal, Land and Communal
governments. Public financing demands that priority should be given to the socially
weak on the occasion of the allotment of the renewed dwellings. For example, a
housing block in Marxloh was renewed in the early 19805 through the aid of public
financing. It is owned by the Thyssen Wohnstätte AG. The proportion of alien fellow-
citizens had been 83 per cent and foreign households had made up 72 per cent



before the renewal. Just after it, foreign households decreased only slightly to about
70 per cent and then sank to 63 per cent after one year. But this figure has remained
until now because the public authorities financed the renewal of the dwellings on the
condition that at least of 63 per cent of tenants should be foreigners (ZIEGLER 1985,
and personal communication with him in 1991).

3. Significance of publicly assisted dwellings for spatial segregation of ethnic
minorities in Munich

Admittedly, although a large number of foreigners obviously do not live in the
publicly assisted dwellings, we cannot ignore the role of housing of this type for
foreigners. The publicly assisted dwellings have become more and more important
for accommodation of ethnic minorities in Munich since the late 19703. For example,
11,548 dwellings of this type were allocated to alien fellow-citizens in this city
between 1977 and 1988, although no more than 1,500 dwellings were allocated to
them before 1977 (Referat für Stadtplanung und Bauordnung der Landeshauptstadt
München, 1990).
According to this source material, approximately 9,900 alien fellow-citizens rented

the publicly assisted dwellings in 1989. This figure is smaller than the cumulative
number of dwellings allocated to the fellow-citizens, partly because some left the
publicly assisted dwellings and partly because some dwellings have ceased to be
classified as publicly assisted after full repayment of the debt by the housing
corporation concerned.

There are a lot of publicly assisted dwellings especially in Flamersdorf-Perlach and
Schwabing—Nord/MiIbertshofen (Table 7). Ethnic minorities and especially Turks have
lived in these two wards. A new town has been developed in Flamersdorf-Perlach
since the late 19603 and a large number of high-rise apartment buildings have been
constructed with public aid. The quality of dwelling of this type is not bad, but some
of these are not popular among Germans.

Contrary to the statements of some researchers (O‘LOUGHLIN 1987b: 64),
application for publicly assisted dwellings is open to alien fellow-citizens and a large
number of ethnic minorities do live there. The alien fellow-citizens are, however,
restricted in their access to the housing of this type. The condition is in general the
length of residence in the municipality concerned. Taking the case of Munich, an
alien fellow-citizen has a right to apply to the authorities for accommodation in
publicly assisted housing, if he or she has lived in the city for at least three years
continually. Germans and citizens from the EC countries could apply until 1991, if
they had lived in Munich for one year. In this sense, there was discrimination against
non EC citizens. But Germans and other EC citizens must now wait for three years to
obtain the right to apply for publicly assisted dwellings1 1).

Nevertheless, non EC citizens are still now underprivileged, because their family
members living in their home countries must not be taken into account on the occa-



Table 7 Number of Publicly Assisted Dwellings According to City Wards in Munich
1 989

Foreign tenants
City Wards Publicly Total NB L0 LC! of Number as. te

assisted dwellings ‘13 publicly fer- publicly
assisted signers assisted

1990
1. Altstadt 211 4,606 4.6 0.29 1.69 21 9.9
5. Maxvorstadt-Universität 560 6,760 6.6 0.54 0.94 77 13.2
6. Maxvorstadt-KP-Marsfeld 714 10,514 6.6 0.43 1.40 55 7.7
7. Maxvorstadt-Josephplatz 1 .008 10,660 9.5 0.60 0.96 85 8.4
9. Ludwigsvorstadt 98 4,891 2.0 0.13 2.04 15 15.3
10. Isarvorstadt—Schlachthcfv. 279 8,009 3.5 0.22 2.02 27 9.6
1 1 . Isarvorstadt-Glockenbachv. 597 9,325 6.4 0.40 1 .41 53 8.8
12. Isarvorstadt-Deutsches M. 325 4,726 6.9 0.43 1.49 37 11.3
13. Lehel 236 6,613 3.5 0.22 0.65 9 3.8
14. Haidhausen ' 1,395 17,104 8.2 0.52 1.42 271 19.4
16. Au 2,043 12,221 16.7 1.05 1.14 194 9.4
17. Obergiesing 4,556 24,945 16.3 1.15 1.39 409 8.9
18. Untergiesing 2,259 26,140 6.6 0.54 0.79 154 6.8
19. Sendling 2,304 16,401 12.5 0.79 1.21 161 6.9
20. Schwanthaierhöhe 1,566 13,366 1 1.9 0.75 2.10 222 14.0
21. Neuhausen-Oberwiesenield 2,011 11,644 17.0 1.07 1.14 164 6.0
22. Schwabing-Freimann 3,965 30,467 13.0 0.62 0.94 360 9.0
23. Neuhausen-Nymphenburg 2,017 20,552 9.6 0.62 0.71 126 6.2
24. Thalkirchen-Obersendling-F—F. 4,604 29,431 15.6 0.98 0.94 236 5.0
25. Laim 5,123 27,260 16.6 1.16 0.67 332 6.3
26. Schwabing-West 612 18,327 4.4 0.28 0.94 71 8.7
27. Schwabing-NordlMilbertshcien 10,456 47,848 21.9 1.36 1 .23 1,264 1 1 .4
26. Neuhausen-Moosach 7,196 34,707 20.7 1 .30 0.66 615 6.0
29. Bogenhausen 2,962 35,494 6.4 0.53 0.75 190 6.3
30. HamersderfiPenach 12,953 44,214 29.3 1.84 1 .12 1,954 13.7
31. Berg am Laim 4,409 17,902 24.6 1.55 0.69 352 7.7
32. Trudeling 442 15,569 2.8 0.16 0.64 22 5.2
33. HasenbergVFeldmcching 8,876 21,650 41.0 2.56 0.97 624 9.1
34. Waldfriedhefviertel 4,737 24,869 19.0 1.19 0.79 369 6.2
35. Pasing 3,067 18,665 16.4 1.03 0.76 164 5.3
36. Selln 249 10,969 2.3 0.14 0.56 6 3.2
37. Obermenzing 216 9,591 2.3 0.14 0.44 4 1.6
36. Allach-Untermenzing 550 10,392 5.3 0.33 0.96 46 6.3
39. Aubing 3,975 12,647 30.9 1.94 0.76 439 1 1 .0
40. Lcchhausen-Langwied 66 2,209 3.1 0.1 9 0.49 4 5.8
41 . Hadern 5,347 20,766 25.7 1.62 0.72 525 9.6
Munich in total 102,228 643,858 15.9 1 .00 1 .00 9,879 9.7

Sources Sozialreferat der Landeshauptstadt München (1990). Statistisches Jahrbuch München
1990. Statistisches Jahrbuch München 1991.



sion of the application. Generally speaking, a poorer household with several children
is given priority to live in a publicly assisted dwelling. But even if alien fellow-citizens
have lived in Munich for more than three years, and if they lived by themselves, they
do not have a chance to get a publicly assisted dwelling. They must depend first of
all on the private housing market, if they want to reunify their family members.

The number of accepted applications for publicly assisted dwellings differs from the
number of actual tenants. Table 8 shows the proportions of seven nationalities to the
total in each year between 1977 and 1989 concerning these numbers. Germans
were obviously privileged in comparison with alien fellow-citizens, and Turks were the
most underprivileged among foreigners especially until the early 1980s. But it is also
noticeable that the proportions of Germans tend to decrease and that the gap
between the accepted applications and the actual contracts is not so great as before.
On the other hand, the proportion of Turks to the total contracts has increased
gradually, and the gap between the proportion of applications and the proportion of
contracts has become smaller.

Foreigners make up a higher percentage of the accepted applicants for a larger
dwelling and the Munich authorities do introduce more foreign candidates to a
landlord than Germans, if he supplies a larger dwelling. In 1990, for example, the
Bureau of Housing of Munich introduced twelve households of alien fellow-citizens
and three German households to a landlord of Hansapark. The landlord was going to
rent four dwellings with a size of 4.5 rooms. On the other hand, the Bureau
introduced only thirteen alien fellow-citizens and 79 German households for 33
dwellings of 2.5 or 3 rooms (Sozialreferat der Landeshauptstadt München, 1990).

The Munich municipality has adopted a policy that foreigners should not
concentrate in a specific area. Concerning publicly assisted housing, the proportion
of foreign inhabitants to the total in an apartment house should be under 20 per cent.
This policy has been adopted since 1985. Although it is difficult to achieve this target
at all times, almost all the wards record under 20 per cent of foreign tenants to the
total who rent publicly assisted dwellings. The percentage is higher in wards where
the proportion of foreigners to the total inhabitants is higher (Table 7). Taking into
account the difference of family size between Germans and alien fellow-citizens, it is
clear that publicly assisted dwellings are one of the important factors why ethnic
minorities congregate and concentrate in Schwabing-Nord/Milbertshofen and
Ramersdorf-Perlach.

From some considerable time before, especially since the 19603, Munich has
suffered from a more severe housing shortage in comparison with the other large
cities in West Germany. There are a relatively smaller number of vacant dwellings in
this city. It is the tight housing market and the discriminatory policy of publicly
assisted dwellings against foreigners that have led to the lower degree of spatial
segregation. One can say paradoxically that alien fellow-citizens do not concentrate
in specific areas in Munich because of discrimination, whereas their counterparts
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concentrate in specific areas in Duisburg because of the generous behavior of
housing corporations”) and Land and communal governments.

IV. Conclusion

In comparison with American cities, there is some uniqueness of spatial
segregation of ethnic minorities in West German cities. That is to say, the degree of
spatial segregation does not accurately reflect the social distance between ethnic
groups. Uniqueness is to be found in the spatial segregation in each West German
city, too. Although we have found similarities in the characteristics of areas where
ethnic minorities congregate and concentrate, there are differences among West
German cities concerning the degree of spatial segregation, the order of Spatial
distance of ethnic minorities from Germans and these changes since the 19703 differ
from city to city.

These facts cannot be explained well by the approach which emphasizes only the
free choice of individuals. I adopted here an approach, focusing on the structural
factors and behavior of housing subjects. The most important factor is the difference
between housing markets among the cities. The historical heritage of housing and
the behavior of a charitable and cooperative housing corporation explain the strong
concentration of alien fellow-citizens in specific areas of Duisburg. The severe
tightness of housing market has an effect on the prevention of foreigners'
concentration in specific areas of Munich. In addition to this, the discriminatory
housing policy of the municipality is one of the factors which have brought about the
dispersion of ethnic minorities in Munich, although we should admit that it is not
always discriminatory against alien fellow-citizens.

NOTES

1) According to the research of the Federal Bureau of Labor in 1968, nearly 40 per cent of the ‘guest'
workers from the countries with which the West German govemment had made a bilateral
recnritment agreement are already reunified with their spouses. The ratio was high especially for
Greeks (81 per cent), but low for Turks (28 per cent). There were a lot of unmarried 'guest"
workers and if we take these people into account, the ratio of reunification of family members
would actualty become higher than these percentages. It was estimated that about 250,000
children had joined their parents (Bundesanstatt for Arbeit, 1970: 53-57).

2) We can understand the characteristics of US American cities from many studies of ethnic
minorities in this country. MORFllLL (1965: 342) writes, for example, "the ghetto is almost always in a
zone peripheral to the central business district, often containing fom'rerly elegant houses
intermingled with commercial and light industrial uses."

3) To give a few examples, LEE (1977) uses L0 to illustrate the geographical distribution of
immigrants in London, O'LousHLIN (1980) and YAMAMOTO (1980) present maps of LQ for “guest"
workers and their families in West German cities, and MK and VEHKOOFIEN-HEMELAAH (1976)
adopt this index to investigate the spatial segregation of Turks in Rotterdam and Utrecht.

4) According to a local newspaper (Rheinische Post, 18. May 1966), Mannesmann AG was the
corporation employing most Turks in Duisburg in the mid 19605. In those days. approximately
3,500 Turks worked in this city and the population including family members reached about 8,000
or 9,000. In the early 19805, however. the corporation urged many of Turkish workers to return to
their home country, because it fell into very bad business. Between late 1983 and early 1984,



roughly 900 Turkish workers of the corporation went back to Turkey, after receiving the returning
premium (Neue Fiuhr Zeitung, 24. Jan. 1984).

5) 'Constraint' means structure which necessarily leads to the concentration of a specific group in a
specific area. “Choice“ means voluntary decision-making of an individual (JACKSON and SMITH
1981).

6) Publicly assisted dwellings are owned neither by the central government nor by the local
governments, but by various housing companies including charitable and co-operative housing
corporations or individuals. The public authorities in West Germany do not construct dwellings by
themselves. They merely promote housing through financing at low interest and providing tax
incentives. The dwellings for rent, which are constructed with public aid. ought to be rented for
certain years only to persons who have been officially recognized to need housing urgently. The
rent is much lower than the dwellings constructed through private financing. If the constructing
subject has paid all the debt to the public sector, the dwellings may be rented in the free private
market. It is a local government that supervises the publicly assisted dwellings. But it does not have
authority to allocate dwellings to specific persons. lt can only introduce a few candidates for a
tenant to a landlord. It is the landlord that decides his or her tenant (Sozialreferat der
Landeshauptstadt München, 1990; HELLBERG 1982; ANDRITZKY, BECKER and SELLE 1975: MussEL
1979; WDLOWICZ 1990).

7) KREIBICH (1982) describes the difficulty in getting a suitable dwelling through an example of a civil
servant who works at the municipality office of Stuttgart. KOCH (1982) estimates that shortage of
dwellings prevailed even in the late 19703, although housing supply seemed to exceed the demand
statistically. According to HÜBNER and RCHLFS (1988: 119), housing conditions are especially tight
in Frankfurt am Main, Stuttgart, Munich and other southern large cities, and less so in northern and
western Germany. According to the Bundesforschungsanstalt für Landeskunde und Raumordnung
(1976), the rent of dwellings constmcted before 1949 was lower in Benin (West) and Duisburg than
in Stuttgart and Munich. This was also the case with the rent of dwellings constructed since 1958
through private financing in the market.

8) The charitable and co-operative housing corporations are restricted not to exceed their profit
allotment to capital per year of more than 4 per cent and they are also regulated to be audited by
the authorities every year. Instead of the restriction, they gain finance at low interest. There were in
1972 more than 2,000 housing corporations of this sort in West Germany and the largest was
Neue Heimat, a subsidiary of the German Federation of Trade Unions (DGB: Deutscher
Gewerkschaftsbund) (ANDRI'IZKY, BECKER and SELLE 1975: 354).

9) ItIs proved fromIssues of the public relations magazine of the Thyssen concern (unsere ATH until
1976 and Thyssen aktuell since 1977) that this corporation actively constructed new flats between
the 19503 and the early 1970s.

10) This information is based on my hearing from Mr. ZlEGLEFl and from a Turk residing in Duisburg.
11) The information about the publicly assisted dwellings in Munich is based on my hearing from the

person in charge of the Bureau of Housing of Munich. The regulations of the dwellings of this type
may be different from city to city. I will reconsider this question on another occasion.

12) We can interpret the behavior of the charitable and co-operative housing corporation in Duisburg
not as generous but as inevitable, because it could not utilize its old housing blocks if it would not
rent these to foreigners. Anyway, the manufacturing corporation which holds the housing company
must rely on the labor force of foreigners. The word "generous" is appropriate only in the meaning
that the permission for reunification of family members is easily issued through the behavior of the
housing corporations by the authorities.
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The Basque Country and Navarra occupy a mountainous coastal area of Northern Spain of
less than 20,000 km2 and approximately 2.7 million inhabitants. This space has four major cities
totaling 1.6 million inhabitants: Bilbao, San Sebastian and Vitoria in the Basque Country, and
Pamplona in Navarre. The first two were industrialized at the beginning of the century, whereas
the latter two experienced growth only as of the 1960s. This has given rise to two subsystems of
differential characteristics, with San Sebastian and especially Bilbao in the north suffering the
consequences of economic crisis and reconversion, whereas Vitoria and Pamplona in the south
have fared off much better. This paper analyzes the poverty resulting from this crisis from a
descriptive, statistical and geographical point of view, using a variety of indicators. The authors
conclude that although the northern capitals of the Basque Country are suffering from new forms
of poverty, within the Spanish context they are still better off than the average. This poverty is
very much an urban phenomenon, with new manifestations. Meanwhile, the southern capital of
the Basque Country and the capital of Navarre have in fact little incidence of poverty at the
present moment, and are favorably compared with many regions of Europe.

The aim of this study is to analyze urban poverty in a system of Spanish cities
pertaining to two different generations: the cities of the northem Basque Subsystem
and those of Alava and Navarre, further south. The territory being analyzed covers
17,000 km2, is occupied by 2.7 million inhabitants, and is made up of two
Autonomous Communities: the Basque Country (7,000 km2 and 2.2 million
inhabitants) and Navarre (10.000 km2 and 0.52 million inhabitants). In this space, an
urban system has developed on the basis of four Metropolitan Areas: Bilbao (0.9
million inhabitants) and San Sebastian (0.3 million), both located on the coast; and
Vitoria (0.20 million) and Pamplona (0.25 million), located in an interior corridor south
of the Cordillera separating Spain from France. The first three cities are provincial
capitals of the Basque Country, whereas the fourth is the capital of the Autonomous
Community of Navarre. Together, they form the vertices of a quadrilateral of
approximately 90 km. on each side just south of the French border, whose interior is
occupied by a mountainous zone associated to the Pyrenees.

I. STATISTICAL REFEREN’I’IAL FRAMEWORK

1 . The concept of poverty applied in this study

The concept of poverty applied to the defined zone reflects a social condition linked
to the lack of the means to satisfy basic human needs. These basic necessities can



refer to the minimum basic requirements for survival or else to basic needs that
reflect the standard of living of the surrounding community or social entourage, and
whose absence indicates social margination.1 When studying poverty, one must bear
in mind both its duration in time —long-term, short-tenn or cyclical— and its spatial
distribution and concentration within a certain set territory —certain social groups in
the developed world, or large human masses in the so-called less developed
nations.

In order to adequately measure the phenomenon of poverty there is the need for
other indicators other than per capita income, stemming from the direct observation
of income and expenditure, qualitative socio-economic variables, household
conditions, characteristics of the living milieu, state of health and indicators bearing
on persons, families and households. This explains the leading role played by the
Surveys on Family Budgets carried out by the central statistical organs of our
country.
The measurement of poverty, be it objective or subjective, requires the

consideration of three parameters:
1) The selection of the so~called poverty line, that is the value that separates those

who can be considered to be relatively poor (less favored households) as compared
to the remainder of the population. Three objective poverty lines have been selected,
situated at the levels of 40% (PL40), 50% (PL50) and 60% (PL60) of the mean
equivalent household expenditure. The proportions of households situated below
these poverty lines are useful in themselves as indicators of poverty.

2) The selection of the equivalency scale, which ponders the different budgetary
requirements of the different types of persons making up a household.2 This permits
the comparison of households composed by a different number of individuals with
varying incomes.

3) The selection of indices of poverty, which determine the relative position of the
poor sector of the population with regard to the remaining population, as well as the
soscalled poverty gap. This is obtained by relating by coefficient the mean
expenditure of the poor and the mean expenditure of the poverty threshold.a

Apart from the objective indicators, in the Spanish Survey on Household Budgets
1990-91 there is also a subjective module which converts this and other studies into
a source of primordial importance vis-à-vis the direct observation of households.

2. Analysis of poverty in Spain according to mean equivalent expenditure per
household

The study of the mean equivalent expenditure per household allowed us to find the
proportion of households located below the different poverty lines. The mean
household expenditure in Spain in 1991 is calculated to be 852,640 pesetas
(approximately $7000). To complete the analytical framework, we compared these



results with those of the subjective study, that is to say the self-classification on the
part of individuals according to their perception of their own state of wealth or
poverty.‘

As a result of the study of the Survey we can detect certain at risk groups or social
groups having a high incidence ofpoverty.

With regard to the type of household, the Survey shows that there is a greater risk
of objective poverty in those households made up of a single person of an advanced
age, whereas couples with an only child are the most favored. Regarding the
composition of the household, the greatest risk exists in households with only one or
two members, or in those having more than six members. As for the age of the main
money-earner, those included in the 18 to 29 age range are less exposed according
to the three poverty lines; this makes us think that young people only form an
independent household if they are in a favorable economic position.5 With regard to
the sex of the main money-eamer, those households whose main earner is female
have a greater probability of being situated below the different poverty lines. This
confirms that women have greater difficulty of access to the labor and consumer
markets on an even standing with men. According to the activity of the main earner,
as was to be expected having a job is the greatest guarantee against objective
poverty. Finally, the level of formation of the main eamer allows us to detect those
persons finding themselves in social situations far removed from marginal groups or
unfavorable situations. In this sense, university studies or their equivalent on the part
of the main eamer are a definite safeguard.
The study of the incidence of poverty in Spain according to Autonomous

Communities shows that the region having the highest risk of objective poverty is
Extremadura, with 28.2 % of its households located below PL40, whereas on the
subjective scale it is much better off than the Canary Islands. The households of
Madrid and Navarra, on the contrary, are the least vulnerable vis-a-vis objective
poverty according to this indicator.

it is possible to apply the different classifications to the population occupying the
households under study, in order to obtain data relating to the number of persons
instead of the number of households. Approximately 4 million Spaniards (10.4 % of
the total population) occupy the 11.3 % of households that spend less than 40 % of
the national mean equivalent expenditure. This naturally is in keeping with the
tendencies observed in the case of households, only with a slight variation in the
percentage.

According to PL 50, Andalucia stands out in the number of poor households (22.9%
of the national total), that is almost three times more than in the case of Catalunya
(8.2 %), although the relative number of households within the national framework is
practically the same in both regions (16.6 and 16.0 % respectively).

By means of the LlSFlEL Program we were able to cross-reference the answers to
the questionnaire relative to the subjective appreciation of household poverty with



the general objective characteristics of households (mainly data relating to the main
earner). Tendencies have been the same at both the national level and the regional
level,6 both in the case of horizontal and vertical percentages.

Some of the conclusions obtained have been the following:
1) Difficulty to meet monthly budgetary requirements:
The modal value is situated in the category of IIwith some difficulty". Those

households in a situation of poverty which find it I'very difficult“ to make ends meet
are 20.4 %, whereas within the total number of households they represent only 11.9
% of the total; this reflects a double prevalence as compared to the national total.
These households have many of the characteristics outlined in the preceding
section.

2) Minimum net income needed to meet budgetary needs:
The survey shows that 71.6 % of the poor consider that they would need a

minimum monthly income of 100,000 pesetas, ($800), whereas only 44.5% of the
total households consider this to be the minimum income required. On the contrary,
only 8.3 % of the poor households consider that more than 150.000 pesetas ($1200)
would be needed monthly, as compared to 23.9 % of households situated above PL
50. Let us remember that although 19.7 % of households are situated below PL50,
only 3.9% self-classify themselves as being poor. The characteristics of those
households finding themselves in this situation are again similar to those previously
outlined.

3) Household situation in relation to social and geographical entourage:
The poor households (40.8%) and the national ensemble of households (49.0%)

consider that their economic situation has improved as compared to the preceding
generation. It is to be underlined that within the national ensemble the number of
households stating an improved situation slightly outstrips the number of those that
state a worsened situation. The effect is inverse within the ensemble of poor
households. There is a considerable increase of households that consider
themselves unfavorable as the geographical referential space is extended (local
neighbourhood, Autonomous Community, Spain, European Union). This behavior is
more accused among the poor households than within the national ensemble of
households.

If we analyze poverty from the perspective of its evolution in recent years, we will
observe a large amount of stability during the three years of the Spanish Survey
(1974, 1981 and 1991). Those households not reaching 50% of the mean equivalent
expenditure, in all three years, are about 20%, whereas the number of persons has
decreased by 1.5% in the last decade. This reflects, more than anything else, that
the average size of households in Spain —inc|uding the poor households—— has
diminished between 1981 and 1991. Also, it must be borne in mind, vis-a-vis the data
provided by the Survey on Household Budgets 90-91, that important redistributing



effects have taken place due to the extension of Social Security and Unemployment
benefits?

ll. SPA11AL AND SOCIAL FRAMEWORK

1. Dualism within the Basque and Navarrese Subsystem

The analysis of poverty in the Basque Country and Navarra necessarily has to be
made in reference to the historical process leading to the formation of its urban
system. Whereas the take-off of the two northerly cities (Bilbao and San Sebastian)
took place at the beginning of the century as a consequence of the First Industrial
Revolution, that of the southerly cities (Vitoria and Pamplona) did not take place until
the 19603. Within the system, whereas the first two became strongly specialized in
traditional basic industry, the innovating initiatives proper of the Second Industrial
Revolution became located in the second two, frequently as the new location of
initiatives that were fleeing from the congestion which was imposed upon the
northern cities by the surrounding relief. This gave rise to counterpoised industrial
subsystems, with two being out-dated —Bilbao and San Sebastian— and the other
two being adapted —Pamplona and Vitoria.

Excessive specialization in critical sectors —steel, metals, chemicals, equipment,
shipbuilding— within the northern subsystem made it especially vulnerable in the
face of the economic crisis of the 1970s, and even today the process of spatial,
urban and productive reconversion is far from being completed. The problem has
been especially grave in the case of the Metropolitan Area of Bilbao. Along with the
Metropolitan Area of San Sebastian, Bilbao occupies the apex of a set of
hierarchically ordained medium-sized cities in the northern. subsystem in which
intense spread effects took place with regard to the production model. The
Metmpolitan Area of Bilbao concentrates 80% of the population of its province
(Vizcaya), which has only 5 small cities and very few nuclei at base level. In
Guipuzcoa province polycentrism is very accused given that apart from the
Metropolitan Area of San Sebastian there are 40 cities and towns of varying size
having historic centers and new peripheral urbanization, and whose total population
within the province by far outstrips that of the main city.

As opposed to the northerly polycentrism, in the southern fringe the second
industrial phase, accompanied by a strong tertiary effect, gave rise to two small
Metropolitan Areas, Pamplona (Navarra) and Vitoria (Alava), which organize highly
centralized subsystems, especially in the latter case. Endowed with a great capacity
of diversification, these cities adjusted to the different crises of recent times. At the
present moment they are free from the drawbacks of obsolete sectorial and spatial
structures, and are developing urban *residential and productive— zones of great



quality. The creation of these new qualified metropolitan zones is linked to the new
middle classes related to industry and specialized services.

Demographically, the entire system is at zero growth. However, whereas in the
northern subsystem population is declining due to the joint forces of increased out-
migration and negative natural growth rates, further south the absence of out-
migration and a younger age structure helps to maintain growth rates at a slightly
positive level. All this is a change of tendency in an area that experienced enormous
rates of growth between 1950 and 1975. Vis-à—vis centrality, the system is structured
according to a set of levels whose distance is one to four; and at distances of 12, 10,
B, 6, 4, 2, 1 and even less at the superior metropolitan level, with nuclei being more
abundant at the lowest levels. Industrialization has been diffuse, culminating in the
phase of greatest industrialization in Spain (1955-1975). Urbanization affects
practically the entire northern subsystem, whose population density is above 300
inhabitants per km2.

In Viton'a and Pamplona, urban take-off, linked to non-basic industries —
automobiles and auxiliary industries, machinery, household appliances, light
metals— did not take place until the 19603. Growth became confined to the apex of
the urban system whose demographic and functional distance is quite far removed
from the few small nuclei organizing rural areas. There is nonetheless a certain
difference in the case of Navarra (Pamplona), where the institutional policies of
decentralization produced a greater degree of industrial dispersion than in Alava.
Vitoria, the main city of this province, has become the site of many industries that
due to their size were unable to occupy the narrow valleys of the northern provinces,
and due to its proximity to the traditional industrial areas of the Basque Country, of
which it is the political capital (see Figure 1).
As a consequence of both subsystems pertaining to two distinct generations of
productive models, they have experienced the effects of economic crisis in different
manners. In the northern subsystem, de-industrialization has been considerable,a to
such a degree that the Central Government has had to intervene with incentives and
reconversion policies, canying out huge investments with the aim of helping the large
numbers of persons having their jobs at risk in the steel and metallurgical sectors.
The economic crisis has however affected almost all sectors, including those which
at first did not seem especially vulnerable. At the present moment unemployment is
higher than the national average (20%) in the northern subsystem, whereas in the
southern subsystem it is much lower. Unemployment in Navarra ispresently the
lowest of all the regions of Spain (13%). As a result, the provinces of Vizcaya and
Guipuzcoa, which at the beginning of the 19705 —along with Catalunya, Madrid and
Baleares— spearheaded the economic development of Spain and the rise in its
standard of living, are at the present moment somewhat below the national average
in per capita income. This decrease is however not so accused if we examine other
indicators such as Disposable Family Income, as we shall see later on.
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Within the context of Spain's large Metropolitan Areas, Bilbao has been the most
vulnerable. It is without doubt the Spanish Metropolitan Area presently suffering from
the greatest amount of problems, since its reconversion has not been completed and
on top of this it is just now beginning its much-needed urban remodeling. It is
therefore understandable that poverty should affect above all the old urban and
industrial structures, especially the Metropolitan Area of Bilbao, in view of its size
(41.3 % of all industrial employment in the Basque Country, 44.8 % of all
employment in services, and similar figures of percentages of total population and
employment within the whole of the Basque Country (44.3 and 42.2%), and in view
of the specific nature of its industry which concentrates a huge percentage of critical
installationsg

2. Differential development of the urban subsystems

During the phase of development in Spain by way of intense industrialization (1960
to the mid-19705),m Bilbao, Barcelona and Madrid were at the head of the country.
Bilbao is an economic metropolis whose influence is macro-regional and national.
The strong migratory movements which Spain underwent in the 19605 flowed to the
provinces of Vizcaya and Guipt‘izcoa in 15% of all cases. All the economic indicators
situated these two provinces among the first positions within the national ranking
around 1975.

However, The huge masses of immigrants found great failings in household
infrastructures, with resulting overcrowding which only began to be solved in the mid-
sixties. On the other hand, basic infrastructures and services Were insufficient to
meet the growing needs of population coming in not only from the surrounding
provinces, but also from further afield.
There was also a lack of adequate urban planning. The mechanisms of

metropolitan planning implemented were not able to solve the growing problems of
street saturation and of greatly increased housing densities. The situation was
negatively affected by the mountainous relief of the area, which relegated housing to
narrow valley bottoms and steep hills, with all the environmental, economic and
social costs that ensued. In the Metropolitan Area of Bilbao ———20 km. of built-up
space disposed in a very narrow axis— there is the greatest concentration of
problems of this nature. Although the shortcomings of living quarters were eventually
solved, during the entire period of intense urbanization and industrialization, as in
other large Spanish cities, an extended periphery of blue-collar residence was built
up with deficiencies in infrastructures and environmental quality, as well as in
employment opportunities and social standing. Within this context, in spite of evident
morphological improvements, there still persisted the existence of some shanty
towns erected in the 19505 where the marginal population lived.

The industrial and urban process developing further south was different. Pre-
existing institutional and socio-economic factors made for a qualified adaptation to



the new society (Alava and Navarre have historically conserved a high degree of
self-govemment, the modernization of agriculture rested on a small but well
organized urban population, and industrialization was carried out in agreement with
policies regulating needs relating to land uses, housing and infrastructures). Vitoria is
the finest Spanish example of the application of Rationalism. In Pamplona and in
other industrialized nuclei in Navarre, due to institutional action —Ftegional
Government and local town councils— a climate of solidarity and associationism was
fostered which spread from the countryside to the cities (the agricultural cooperative
model was transferred to housing cooperatives) and relatively qualified housing was
constructed, mainly in the capital. As opposed to the northern subsystem, in the
south the historical city centers are the only zones in which urban poverty would
become somewhat entrenched, and it is indeed rare to find poverty elsewhere.

3. Crisis and transition towards the postindustrial society

A question to be stated in the first instance is the extent to which de-industrialization
and industrial reconversion, with the resulting regulation of jobs and unemployment.
are related to the increase in poverty. In principle, the data on the removal of
enterprises in the Basque Country are eloquent. Between 1981 and 1994, the
number of large business endeavours (more than 500 workers) was reduced by
53 %, (from 80 to 38). As regards medium sized business concerns (100-500
employees), these became reduced by 12 %, (from 428 to 380). And with regard to
small businesses reduction has been by 20 % (from 511 to 407 in the same
period)"

In spite of the high level of unemployment, which —as we have said— according to
official figures is above 20% at the metropolitan level, and above 30% in some urban
districts, the levels of social protection have been important, although we must
distinguish between coverage given to workers in large enterprises being
reconvened, and that given to workers in small businesses, usually auxiliary
companies, whose coverage has been more precarious. The existence of strong
family ties, linked to a reality of underground economy, are factors which have
permitted survival amongst such high levels of unemployment in the last 15 years.
An evident problem on the medium-ten'n is that posed by the younger generations,

whose insertion within the labor market is most difficult. As an example of this
phenomenon, it must be stated that concretely in the Basque Country in 1990 —as
compared to 1975 and as we have said before— 44% fewer people under 30 years
of age are now living independently from their parents.

Of the three unemployed groups —persons receiving subsidies, non-subsidized
persons and youth in search of insertion within the labor market— the latter two are
the most vulnerable. It is in the second group where we find correlation with poverty
and with the additional problems of family breakdown, drug addiction, urban tribes,
delinquency, school dropout or political radicalism. Unemployed youth are most



vulnerable to this type of exclusion; they proceed above all from non-subsidized
unemployed families, thus perpetuating a vicious circle of poverty which is
exacerbated by the bad image caused by the confliction which is generally
associated to juvenile marginaticn.

It is especially worthy of mention to note to what extent the process of disintegration
has taken place in regions historically characterized by profound religious sentiments
and how in such a short period of time there has come about a change towards a
new urban subculture based on individualism and pennissiveness associated to a
certain indifference vis-a-vis ethical and civic values.

III. ANALYSIS OF POVERTY IN THE BASQUE COUNTRY AND NAVARRA

1. Statistical parameters of poverty within the subsystem

The Basque Autonomous Community has been the pioneer of the application, in
Spain, of policies in the fight against poverty by means of the so-called fngreso
Minima de fnsercio’n which, after its implementation in the Basque Country in 1989.
has been adopted by the remainder of Autonomous Communities in Spain. As a
previous step and as a consequence of the application of this instrument of social
policy, different reports on poverty in this region have been published. These reports
—preliminary survey in 1986 and follow—up reports—12 coincide in their general
results with other sources, such as those published by Can'tas."3

In 1986 it was estimated that 38 % of households either had prOblems when trying
to fulfill the ordinary requirements of basic needs (maintenance poverty) or else were
unable to fulfill the minimum requirements for equipping their household. These
figures are evidently samples of difficulties which nonetheless may not only reflect a
reality of low income, but also one of excessive expenditure which relies heavily on
credit. It can be estimated that 22.5% of those households have arrived to this
situation of difficulties as a result of the economic crisis. The average income of poor
households can be estimated at 47.1% of that of the non-poor households.
Households in extreme poverty, with an average income situated at 24.5% of that of
non-poor households, can be estimated to be 4.9% of the total (29.000 homes in the
Basque Country). Extreme accumulated poverty can be estimated at 2.1%.

Figures relating to problems for fulfilling ordinary living requirements are highest in
the province of Vizcaya (42.7%, which is 10% higher than in the rest of the
Autonomous Community). Finally it can be estimated that 2% of Basque homes have
serious problems when trying to attain the fulfillment of the minimum monthly food
requirements.

In agreement with this study, it can be considered that the highest rates of poverty
are found among families whose head is a married unemployed male (73.5%). If



furthermore he is an immigrant from another region in Spain and over 40 years of
age, the percentage jumps to 84.3%. It can be considered that within the ensemble
of the population long—term unemployment poses the greatest problem, which in turn
is exacerbated by the fact that the traditional social networks of immigrant solidarity
were broken down by the immigrants themselves.

Among the employed, the causes of objective poverty are to be found in the low
salaries of lower-scale professional categories, the saturation of the small
independent commercial markets, the low production capacity of some farmers and
the difficult situation of some groups in precarious labor conditions.

As was commented in a previous section, it is to be noted that the mechanisms of
social protection have played an important role. As a consequence, the highest rates
of poverty are to be-found among the unemployed, the handicapped and women in
broken homes, whereas rates among the elderly are similar to those of the general
population. This situation is corroborated by the analysis of the beneficiaries of
welfare programs, who come to approximately 85% of all potential receivers. It is
estimated that 1.7% of all homes in the Basque Country have at some time received
official aid, with prevalence in Vizcaya being 1.9% . Of these homes, 70.2% have no
other means of income. Although it has to be taken into account that separated or
divorced persons are few in the Basque Country (5% of all married persons —
although the proportion of separated or divorced attains 10% in the case of persons
born in the 19603), it is to be noted nonetheless that 46% of households whose head
is either separated or divorced have had to be aided by social welfare programs.
Within this general framework, poverty appears according to a twofold spatial

component: diffuse and sectorial. The first case is typical of the districts of the
Metropolitan Area of Bilbao where early industrialization was rampant, as well as in
mining areas, with the greatest rates being found in submetropolitan areas
downstream from the central municipality, whose population is 200,000 inhabitants.
The second case is more typical of sectors further removed from contact with the
modern city in historical centers (whose deterioration has fostered penetration by
recently arrived poor immigrants, the establishment of marginal groups and the
permanence of low-income elderly persons), and of other sectors which are either
commonly associated to the residual suburbs of the second industrialization phase,
or else correspond to residential zones where aging buildings, small living quarters
and defects in standard of living and environmental problems are common, along
with the lack of infrastructures and public spaces, and the existence of contaminating
industry located close by.

In agreement with the study La pobreza en la Comunidad Autonoma Vasca
(Avance), —which, as we have said, estimates that 38% of the population has
difficulty in maintaining a decent standard of living— at the level of the Basque
Autonomous Community the highest rates of poverty are found in marginal rural
mountainous zones, the historical centers of Bilbao and Vitoria, and in the blue-collar
periphery of the Metropolitan Area of Bilbao. The rate of poverty thus understood



attains over 50% of all households, and jumps up to 75% in the case of shanty
settlements.

Special relevance has to be assigned to the central Municipality of Bilbao, where
the greatest accumulation of marginal sectors is found, given the fact that along with
the suburbs, here greatly represented, we must add the ample marginated sector of
the historical center, especially two specific zones. One is the barrio chino or red-light
district, which in the first and second industrialization phases was associated to one
particular street and which at the present moment includes the entire center (Bilbao
la Vieja), in which we find the greatest degree of urban marginal deterioration:
prostitution, delinquency, drugs and street people, in an entourage of substitution of
the traditional activities proper of a historical center (local and even urban commerce,
crafts) in favor of other activities related to degraded leisure.

In the submetropolitan periphery there exists another district, Otxarcoaga, which
integrates all the components of Rationalism and which is the second zone of social
margination. Erected with the aim of finding housing for the inhabitants of the
suburbs whose homes were demolished during the Franco Regime and who were
forced to move to Otxarcoaga, in the last three decades there have been processes
of substitution which have converted this district into a marginal zone, whose
characteristics are broken homes, drugs and delinquency.

As a counter-point to this type of urban units, the Metropolitan Areas of San
Sebastian and especially Bilbao have also developed districts that were already
segregated from the rest during the First Industrial Revolution due to their greater
environmental quality and which during the second industrialization phase
experienced an important process of expansion (Guecho and Lejona in the
Metropolitan Area of Bilbao are the most representative of this type of district, with
approximately 200,000 inhabitants). These districts house the heirs of the old mining.
industrial and financial elite of the First Industrial Revolution, as well as those related
to the second industrialization phase and the tertiary sector —new classes linked to
liberal professions. These privileged social sectors are also present in expansion
zones closer to the city centers, of high architectural design and important urban
remodeling.

It has to be said that from a formal point of view, the old pattems of land occupation
in agreement with the Garden City —which in the Metropolitan Area of Bilbao was
important as a consequence of close links to Great Britain during the First Industrial
Revolution— have been slowly replaced by other types of collective low density
quality housing. Rising land prices and new patterns of individual housing have
fostered this type of urban re—structuring.

Of much greater relevance are the new zones erected in the Metropolitan Areas of
the southern fringe, especially in Pamplona, whose metropolitan economy has been
the most dynamic as a result of the intense industrial and tertiary processes from the
1960s to the present day —the automobile industry, sectors related to multinational
investments or regional initiatives, universities and hospitals, specialized commerce,



etc.—- a striking achievement considering that this Metropolitan Area serves a region
of only half a million inhabitants.

Navarra's originality, however, does nor rest solely on the amount of quality
urbanization which has emerged in Pamplona's metropolitan periphery in recent
years, and in the resulting emergence of new middle classes, but also on another
connotation. Without downgrading the data published recently on the number of poor
people residing in this Autonomous Community (a recent survey points to 30,000
persons), it has to be mentioned that this region contains the only focal point of
immigrants from the Maghreb, thereby constituting a specific form of margination in a
particular urban sector. This focal point, estimated to contain 400 persons in 1994, is
located in Navarra's second city, Tudela ——30,000 inhabitants—, and is narrowly
linked to underground activities in Navarra's most intensive agricultural zone to the
south of the region. Here we find the same phenomenon as in other intensive
agricultural zones in the country (Almeria-Murcia, Catalunya-Levante), in which
immigrants from southern Spain who traditionally tended to agricultural activities are
increasingly being replaced by workers from northern Africa.

On the contrary, in Vitoria and in the northern fringe, this type of immigrant is either
confined to the old districts —alongside Gypsies— or else spread among the poorest
districts of the Metropolitan Areas, where living conditions are at their worst. This
type of immigrant belongs to the group suffering from the greatest degree of social
exclusion in view of the economic and legal shortcomings involved, and especially in
view of stereotyped attitudes that are attached to them, given the fact that the
apparition of some forms of minority delinquency are unjustly extrapolated by some
members of the original population to the entire ensemble of these minority bodies.

NOTES AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL COMMENTS

1 This is the approach used by the research study Estudio de los hogares menos favorecidcs segue
fa Encuesta de Presupuestos Familiares, 1990-91, Madrid: Instituto Nacional de Estadlstica.
The equivalency scale was calculated in agreement with the Oxford Scale, which is obtained by
means of the sum of the members of each household pondered according to the following
coefficients: 1.0 for the main earner, 0.7 for household members above 14 years of age. and 0.5 for
family members under 14.
An indicator employed is the poverty line:

2

d=1-PÏL

P = mean equivalent expenditure of households below the poverty line determined by the mean
equivalent expenditure.
L = effort of additional contribution of expenditure needed to situate the less favored households
above the poverty threshold.
The subjective classification contains the percentage of households which self-classify themselves
as being poor in answer to question 3 of the subjective module of the Survey on Household
Budgets. The household chooses its response on a scale going from rich to poor. The subjective
appreciation is always well below the objective measure in this type of study.
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The Netherlands has gone through a process of deindustrialization and tertiarization. This
resulted in a considerable change in the number and type of jobs. Next to this changing
households and international immigration made the Dutch population much more diverse.
However, in The Netherlands the welfare state reduces differences in income. So, (now) poverty
and (new) wealth is only marginal.

As elsewhere the suburbanization process caused a difference in socioeconomic terms
between Amsterdam and its urban region. However, this difference is not growing anymore since
the 80s. City and urban region differ even more with respect to ethnicity and household type. The
compact city policy aims to reduce these differences. eSpecially the socio—economic difference.
Differences in household type however are functional and desired by the population involved. So,
these do not need correction; the socioeconomic cleavage and the ethnicity difference do!

Within the city there is some gentrification and, in general there is some decrease in purchasing
power of welfare payments. But overall, within the city the differences are small; segregation and
polarization is limited and not growing.

The welfare state is in crisis. This might result in a fundamental change of the system. This can
lead to dramatic changes within Amsterdam, because the population of this city (as other Dutch
cities) is highly dependent on payments of the welfare state. Such a change might result in the
introduction of “hard citiesI within The Netherlands. Of course the big task for the state is to
reconstmct the welfare state without introducing such consequences.

Key Words: Housing Market, Urban Region, Urban Poverty, Segregation, Polarization,
Welfare State
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1. Introductlon

Generally The Netheriands is regarded as a very complete example of the welfare
state. In this view the most significant feature is the broad interference of the state in
many aspects of life: "state-care is everywhere". This interference is supposed to
have a large impact, for instance related to socio-economic differentiation and
polarization.

To some extent this picture may be true. However, societies are not functioning on
isolated islands. This is even more true for The Netherlands, because of its size and
historical openness of the economy. So, many changes are going on. These
changes will also affect the future definition of the welfare state and, as a
consequence, the socio-economic differentiation and the picture in cities and urban
regions.

in this contribution we will pay attention to the most important changes in Dutch
society in the past two or three decades (Section 2) and describe the socio-spatial



consequences in the urban region of Amsterdam and within the central city of
Amsterdam (Section 3). In Section 4 recent policies in reaction to the changes in
society and consequences for urban life are discussed. Finally (Section 5) and in a
speculative way we deal with the question whether the developments will eventually
lead to a fundamental retreat of the welfare state, and thus to the rise of a ‘hard city‘
or not.

2. Dutch society in transition

a. Economic restructuring
O'LOUGHLIN (1992: 24) noticed that over the past twenty years The Netherlands

performed close to OECD average. As far as productivity is concerned the country is
characterised as a fairly successful economy that has managed to avoid much of the
boom-bust character of other OECD member states. The author also mentioned the
state-dependency of the economy. Over 50 percent of employment is state
dependent. This phenomenon as well as the accent on food-processing industries
may well have acted as a buffer reducing the effects of economic fluctuations.

Like many other capitalist countries, The Netherfands has been confronted with
structural economic transformation slowly leading to an economy with a “post-
industrial' profile. Deindustrialization and tertiarization processes were at the core of
this restructuring.

Figure 1 shows the development of employment shares in manufacturing and
service industries in The Netherlands, compared to the USA figures. Though the
starting positions were somewhat different, the comparison is' showing that the
trends are very much alike. The most recent data reveal much similarity between the
two economies, at least as far as the structure is concerned.

But, one should not only look at the development of the structure, but to the
unemployment figures and the speed of the growth in general, too. Looking at a
somewhat longer period, The Netherlands does not perform so well.

Although the yearly growth of employment in the Dutch business services sector
(8.3 percent) during the period 1987-1990 is promising, over the period 1973-1990
only an average yearly growth of 4.9% could be registered. Growth in the service
sector as a whole was even lower: 2.2%. Both last-mentioned figures are much lower
than US figures. Yearly growth of 'post-industrial' employment in the US between
1960 and 1984 was 6.7 percent. 80, The Netherlands is developing towards a post-
industrial profile, implying a larger demand for high-skilled labour, but has to cope
with a shortage of jobs.
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Figure 2 The ethnic composition of the population of The Netherlands 1971-1993
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b. International migration
Until recently, the number of ‘foreigners' immigrating in The Netherlands has been

fairly modest. During some periods, the number of immigrant people was even offset
by the number of outmigrating people. Substantial numbers of Dutch inhabitants
moved to Canada, Australia and New Zealand during the 503 and early 60s.

By and large, and apart from World War II, ethnicity was not an issue until the 60s.
Only since then, the influx of foreigners has increased significantly. In fact, there
have been at least three types of intemational migration, often aimed at staying in
The Netherlands permanently. These types were related to:
I (the termination of) colonial relationships,
- the need for an extended labour force, and
I global economic and political shifts.
The total result of these different immigrations is a population that is more diverse

in an ethnic and cultural respect (Figure 2). Some speak of a multicultural society. it
is of great importance to realise that a relatively high proportion of the immigrants is
low-skilled or manufacturing oriented. A mismatch between the demand for and the
supply of labour is easily developed then (KASAFlDA et al. 1992)." One should be
aware of the fact that the picture of Figure 2 is to be considered as an
underestimation. Of course, illegal residents are not shown. Next to this ethnic
background is a feature that is difficult to describe statistically. In the graph we used
nationality as an indicator to measure the number of Turks and Moroccans, because
this was the best statistic available. However, at least in recent years, the number of
Turks and Moroccans in an ethnic (or cultural) sense with Dutch nationality is
growing. Relating to Surinamese and Antilleans, we are able to use country of birth
(of ego or of ego's mother) as an indicator. But, of course, this criterion is loosing
significance as well when growing numbers of the third and later generations should
be counted.

c. The growth of the Dutch welfare state
After the Second World War the Dutch welfare state developed rapidly. In general,

one can say that its purpose was to prevent people from becoming poor. This was
aimed for by paying attention to three key aspects:

1 The distribution of affluence.
2 The level of social segregation.
3 The chances for social mobility.
The Dutch welfare state interferes with all three key aspects of poverty: the state

redistributes income, combats social segregation and promotes social mobility.

- Redistribution of affluence
The Dutch welfare state commands many instruments that promote the

redistribution of income and guarantee access to good-quality housing for everyone.
These instruments include tax codes, social benefits, disability benefits,
unemployment benefits, and welfare payments. In addition, there are housing



subsidies, both for producers and for consumers, as well as subsidies for health
care, etc. (ct. SWAAN 1988, KLOOSTEHMAN & LAMBOOY 1992).

With respect to housing, the high share of social rental housing in the total stock
(highest of all EU countries) should be mentioned. Next to this the housing stock is
relatively new, of good quality and well equipped.

In summary, the Dutch welfare state creates relatively modest contrasts between
population groups in terms of possibilities to consume.

- Combating social segregation
Income redistribution policy and the provision of social housing have been highly

effective combating social segregation in The Netherlands. In the system of housing
allocation money is of only moderate importance. To a large extent housing needs
determine whether a household can gain access to a dwelling: the number of
persons belonging to a household is of major importance to determine the size of the
allocated dwelling. If a household cannot afford to pay the rent of the allocated
dwelling, usually rent subsidies are available. The result is that - even within a
relatively homogeneous stock - a mixture of households by income level can occur.
This mixture even is a policy goal for local authorities. The ‘lron Law of the Housing
Market' (PRIEMUS 1984), that stresses the strong connection between the income of
a household and the price and quality of the dwelling, surely applies to the US. There
one might even speak of a relation of steel. In The Netherlands however, a much
more gentle concept would be more appropriate.

- Promotion of social mobility
The access to the Dutch educational system is very open. Virtually 100 percent of

the educational system falls under the authority of the state. The costs to the users
are low. A good education has always been an important condition for getting a job,
especially a job with high wages. The new job opportunities are demanding
constantly higher training, but there is still a strong correlation between the level of
training and the labour market participation rate. In general there is no great reason
for concern, because the average level of completed education is rising strongly
(SCP 1992a: 28). The changes going on indicate a protessionalisation process: the
entire population raises its education level (HAMNErT 1994). Ethnic groups however,
are performing less well than the average.

And still, unemployment is relatively high in The Netherlands (OECD 1993). One
should also be aware that currently, there are some 850,000 disabled persons out of
a total labour force of 7,000,000. It is generally assumed that the disability program
shelters many unemployed people. Until recently, the welfare payments for the
disabled were better (i.e. did not decrease in time) than for the unemployed, so a lot
of people preferred the former status and if possible, applied for that.



- The profile of the Dutch welfare state
Comparing welfare states ESPING-ANDERSEN (1990) sees “three worlds of welfare

capitalism', Le. three types of welfare states with a differing orientation:
- liberal welfare states, 'in which means-tested assistance, modest universal

transfers or modest social-insurance plans predominate" (p 26). The liberal welfare
state prefers the market as the solution for the distribution of benefits; in its welfare
policy it is aiming to help only people who are really in need, but in a modest way and
after a strict test of their own means, often resulting in stigmatization. The USA is
considered as a typical example.

- conservative, strongly corporatist welfare states have welfare policies that are less
market oriented. However, the orientation is not directed at redistribution, but at the
preservation of existing status differentials. These welfare states "are also typically
shaped by the Church, and hence strongly committed to the preservation of
traditional familyhood. Social insurance typically excludes non-working wives. and
family benefits encourage motherhood“ (p 27). Germany is treated as an example.

- social democratic welfare states, 'in which the principles of universalism of
social rights were extended also to the new middle classes Rather than tolerate a
dualism between state and market, between working class and middle class, the
social democrats pursued a welfare state that would promote an equality of the
highest standards, not an equality of minimal needs as was pursued elsewhere'
(p 27). Sweden is treated as an example.
The Dutch welfare state does not fit very cleariy in one of these three 'worlds'. The

analysis of ESPING-ANDEHSEN results for The Netherlands in a position as a social
democratic type of welfare state. With respect to the universal orientation of the
Dutch welfare state this is correct. But the Dutch welfare state has marked
corporatist characteristics as well. The functioning of the labour market is strongly
regulated, as is the case in corporatist welfare states. Thanks to its corporatist
characteristics, job growth is moderate and the activity rate is low: a large share of
the professional population is in unemployment, early-retirement and disability
schemes. The response to the problem of unemployment appears to be crucial. The
levels of benefits for the unemployed and disabled are relatively high in The
Netherlands, so consumption needs are met. But the organization of the labour
market is kept unchanged. Relatively little money is spent on promoting labour
market participation and re-entry of the unemployed and disabled. In short, the Dutch
welfare state holds a very high ambition in preventing poverty in The Netherlands.
However, much more attention is given to the possibility to consume than to
programs aiming the re-entry to the labour market of the massive numbers of
unemployed and disabled.

As a result the Dutch welfare state can be characterized by its low income
inequality and its low activity rate on the labour market. lnevitably, the above
described profile of the Dutch welfare state - 'a lot and for everybody' - has its
consequences. One of these is that public spending in The Netherlands has grown



tremendously during the last decades, although in recent years some corrections can
be noticed. We come back to this issue in Section 4.

3. Soda-Spatial consequences

a. Amsterdam and its urban region
From the start of the 20th century Amsterdam has lost inhabitants to its

surroundings. The result to its urban region are considerable. In the suburbs one
encounters the Dutch family households and as a consequence a lot of purchasing
power, customers, pupils, students etc. In Amsterdam one encounters young one
and two person households as well as a population of foreign origin. Unlike the
households of Dutch origin, the ethnic population in Amsterdam is often living in
family households. Moreover, their fertility rate is higher than the fertility rate of the
population of Dutch origin. 80, while the share of population of non-Dutch origin
amounts to 26% (Muus 1993), the share of children of non-Dutch origin in
Amsterdam is more than 50%.

At the beginning of the 80s the attitude of Dutch government relating to ongoing
suburbanization, urban population loss as well as the now considerable loss of jobs
caused by the massive suburbanization of employment, changed fundamentally. The
loss in population and jobs, the decreasing socio-economic position of the urban
population as well as the need to reduce mobility for environmental reasons made
the Dutch government to switch its policy goal from new towns to the 'compact city'
(Fourth Report on Physical Planning in The Netherlands 1988). The compact city
concept supported the idea to put an end to the population loss of cities in favour of
suburbs: new housing projects should be within the urban areas and near public
transport facilities; and the urban population should become more 'balanced' in
composition. The compact city concept does not pay attention to the differentiation in
housing preferences of different types of households, but wants to make the urban
population more balanced by bringing (back) all kinds of households to the city.
Although the shift in Dutch policy from new towns to the compact city is at the same
time meant to be a shift to a more market-oriented policy - which means that the
proportion of social housing will be diminished and that people have to pay the full
amount of the costs of their housing - the demands of the Dutch family households
for suburban housing are denied. Summarizing, one can state that the differences in
household type between central city and suburbs are functional and desired by the
population involved. These differences do not need correction; the socioeconomic
cleavage and the ethnicity differences, however, do.

b. The urban mosaic in the city of Amsterdam
Despite the quickly rising number of foreign immigrants, it is an interesting fact that

in Amsterdam, as in other Dutch cities, there is virtually no evidence of clear or



increasing spatial segregation of ethnic groups. The different categories are only
moderately concentrated. Figure 3 shows the example of the Turkish and Moroccan
population. That is not to say that the patterns do not change over time: the pictures
show a lot of dynamics in the residential patterns of immigrant population in
Amsterdam.

The distribution of the Turks and Moroccans shows a close relation with the
development of the immigration. The process can accurately be labeled as “from
lodging houses to family houses". In 1973 the labourers were living in lodging houses
in and around the centre of the city, without their families. The expansion of the
households in later years, implied a move to the adjacent low-rent neighbourhoods,
with a lot of sub-standard dwellings. In more recent years the system of housing
allocation has become relevant. The share of immigrant households that reached an
adequate position on the housing allocating lists, increased, related to the length of
stay in Amsterdam, the size of the (unified) family, and stimulated somewhat by
urban renewal activities in the old 19th century neighbourhoods. Compared to the
remaining part of the population of Amsterdam the Mediterranean pepulation
consists of large families. The municipal system of housing allocation relates size of
the family to size of the dwelling. So, more and more immigrant households are able
to apply successfully for the relatively large and cheap council dwellings built in the
period 1920-1960. Because of the price level the expensive southem sector hardly
provides accommodation for Mediterraneans. The centre of the city, which housed
almost the complete Mediterranean population in 1973, housed hardly any
Mediterraneans in 1991.

Summarizing we notice that, while the relative segregation of Turks and Morrocans
does not increase [the index of Dissimilarity is hardly fluctuating and lies around .35
for almost 20 years now (AMEHSFOOHT 1987 and calculations of the authors)], the
overall pattern reveals a shift from the inner city towards the more recently built
areas. In other words, the development shows a shift through the concentric zones,
as discerned by BURGESS, but triggered by time-specific factors. To state there is no
concentration of ethnic groups at all, is too rigid, but it is quite clear that the fast
increase of immigrants entering Amsterdam during the past two decades, did not
lead to extreme segregation or polarisation processes, compared to for example US
cities (AMEHSFOORT 1992). An important factor explaining the low level of segregation
can be found in the organisation of the Dutch welfare state, including special
arrangements in terms of income distribution, housing, social security, subsidies, and
the specific battle against poverty.

The changing distribution of one and two person households within Amsterdam is
related to the suburbanization of Dutch family households and the changing pattern
of non-Dutch population. In the 703 and 803 the process of gentrification gradually
caused the inner city to develop into residential areas for career-oriented young and
highly-educated singles and couples with well-paid jobs. The adjoining parts of the
city, built in the 19th century and containing small dwellings that are not very well



Source: Municipality of Amsterdam

Figure 4 The development of the minimum welfare payment compared to the mean
income, 1 970-1990.
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equipped, developed into a residential area for less well-to-do small households,
such as students and young professionals starting their working career. So,
especially Amsterdam's inner city, as the most centrally situated district and
containing a lot of monuments often situated along the historic canals, has benefited
from the revitalisation (MUSTERD & VAN DE VEN 1991). As a result, the physical and
social structure of this core district was completely transformed in the past fifteen
years. Until the late 60s, the inner city had some of the most infamous backstreet
neighbourhoods in Amsterdam. Nowadays, hundreds of buyers crowd round each
time a handful of new or renovated houses are put onto the market in those same
areas. At the beginning of the 705, the inner city was the primary concentration area
for the settlement of ethnic, allochthonous immigrants. Currently, the percentage of
residents belonging to these minority groups is considerably lower than the average
for the city (Figure 3). In this context, it is surprising that this transformation not only
comprises socio-economic upgrading but also an increase in the total resident
population, in spite of the fact that the average number of inhabitants per dwelling
dropped constantly over this period. The changes in the 803 have resulted in a more
even spatial distribution of incomes per earner (MUSTEHD & OSTENDORF 1991).

Summarizing and generalising it can be stated that within Amsterdam segregation
of population with respect to ethnicity, income or size of household is not increasing.
Nevertheless, the distribution of population within Amsterdam is highly dynamic. But,
maybe unlike one would expect, these changes do not result in polarization within
Amsterdam. The cleavage between Amsterdam and its surroundings, however. is
considerable.

4. The restructuring of the Dutch welfare state

In the 805 the awareness grew that the Dutch welfare state had its problems as
well. The amount of public spending done because of the payments within the
framework of the welfare state was very extensive and the central government
started some efforts to cut this back. For instance, the policy of the 70s, when the
lowest level of welfare payments rose faster than the mean income, came to an end
in the 80s, when these payments stayed behind (Figure 4).

But the real weakness of the Dutch welfare state is the missing reaction on the low
participation on the labour market. For this reason many people think that the Dutch
welfare state has to be restructured (Centraal Plan Bureau 1992).

The urge to restructure the welfare state does not come from inside only. The
globalization of the economy easily results in a loss of jobs. The creation or the
preservation of jobs is constantly more considered relative to opportunities for
contracting elsewhere in the world. For that reason the European Union advocates
for harmonization and, even more, liberalization of economic and social policies.

An argument for adjustment of the Dutch welfare state can also be found in the
comparative study of ESPING-ANDERSEN (1990), we mentioned above. According to



ESPING-ANDEHSEN the key problem of the corporatist welfare state, for which
Germany is used as a model, is a slow change in the direction of the post-industrial
economy. Germany is characterized by a modest growth in the number of jobs in the
service—sector, with a continuation of the loss of industrial employment. Germany
does not rely on a maximum of participation, but on a high-productivity in order to
finance the burden of maintaining a growing population of (early-)pensioners and
non-actives. Entrance and exit on the labour market is regulated, for instance by
early retirement and unemployment programs and by financially encouraging guest
workers to return. The small growth in the number of jobs results in few chances for
new categories on the labour market, such as women and foreigners. So, the
chances for social mobility are blocked.

This profile of a corporatist welfare state resembles very much the Dutch situation
(see also Section 20). The slow growth in the number of jobs seems related to the
high costs that are involved in creating new jobs (high contributions and relatively
high wages).

So, we can conclude that the Dutch welfare state, because of its corporatist
characteristics, does not perform well in creating new jobs, that is to say, in solving
the most essential problem of poverty: giving opportunities to social mobility.

The study of ESPING-ANDEHSEN also gives some clues in what direction an
adaptation of the welfare state should be looked for. The liberal type of welfare state,
with the USA as his example, appears to create many more chances on the labour
market and on social mobility. Here the transformation into the direction of the post-
industrial economy is much more advanced. The number of jobs has increased
considerably, especially in the field of health, education, welfare, producer services
and 'fun' services. The growth relates to jobs demanding higher as well as lower
skilled people. Entrance to and exit from the labour market are far less regulated in
the US compared to The Netherlands.

To widen the Opportunities to enter the labour market the corporatist character of
the Dutch welfare state should be relaxed. Trying to compete with the so-called low-
wage-countries in the field of manufacturing seems to be a dead-end effort. The
creation of new service sector jobs and jobs in new sectors offer better prospects.

Because until now several barriers exist for the development of low-skilled jobs, it is
precisely this field where success should be looked for. In other words: the growth of
the number of jobs and the reduction of the level of wages has to develop parallel.
This may lead to an increase of income inequality and a rise of polarisation, sharper
spatial segregation and more frequent social conflict. But the most important choice
is between work or no work, and not between one job or another. The initial job may
be a job of low quality, but it can function as a take off. That job will increase the
probability of upward social mobility and may be the best tool to combat poverty.
Exactly this dilemma was in the heart of the Dutch elections in May 1994 and in the
forming of a new government: the protection of the minimum wage levels and welfare
payments against the creation of more jobs.



5. Conclusion: a future with a hard city?

Up until now the developments like growing unemployment and enlarged influx of
foreign migrants have not yet resulted in increased segregation and sharp
polarisation between ethnic and social groups in Amsterdam. There are no
pronounced spatial concentrations of poverty, unemployment, or ethnic minorities.
The special character of the Dutch welfare system is probably one of the main
factors that prevented the rise of sharper (spatial) contrasts, as are observed in cities
like London by PETSIMERIS and, to a lesser extent, in cities like Duisburg and Munich
by YAMAMOTO in this book. This suggests that SASSENS (1991) assertion that
processes of economic change result in growing polarisation is too general and not
valid for the Netherlands, as is showed also by HAMNElT (1994).

In a country like the United States the aspects of poverty we have dealt with -
income and housing, segregation, and participation in education and the labour
market - are closely related. In The Netherlands the correlations are much lower,
thanks to the instruments of the welfare state. With respect to consumption, housing
opportunities, and non-segregated housing situations, the Dutch welfare state
guarantees an acceptable minimum level, irrespective of the labour market
participation. As a result, livability in the cities is very well taken care off. There is no
poverty in consumptive terms, but there is poverty expressed in terms of the lack of a
job, and therefore in the lack of opportunities with regard to social mobility. On the
other hand one should not forget that livable cities may also serve as economic
magnets, attracting investments and population, and contributing to the increase of
tax income and the number of jobs (FFllEDHlCHS 1993).

However, for the time being, absence of a perspective of upward social mobility in
combination with permanent dependency of the state may result in a decrease in the
level of aspiration of individuals, to the development of so—called receptive behaviour,
state dependency and, so, to the creation of an underclass (see also WILSON 1987;
WRFl 1990). This might be labeled 'the trap of the welfare state'. Until now the fear
for an underclass in the Amsterdam situation is still lacking ground. Permanent
dependency on the state and bleak prospects for social mobility that may induce the
development of an (ethnic) underclass, have not been shown so far.

Still, the Dutch welfare state is in a crisis, because the present welfare programs
ask for more money than the state is able to supply and because the unemployment
figures are much too high. it seems obvious to change the attention of the
interference of the welfare state from consumption to participation on the labour
market. So, the big task is to increase the participation on the labour market in order
to maintain the redistributing efforts of the welfare state.

If national govemment will seriously look for solutions in the field of new jobs and
will step back from state-controlled programs that may stimulate state-dependency,
then several effects have to be expected. Market-controlled development will be
more prominent. With respect to ‘work' there are several effects: minimum wage
levels will decline, social security programs will be reduced and job entry and job



exits will be facilitated. As a result social polarisation will increase as well as spatial
segregation. With respect to housing there are at least two effects. First, owner-
occupier dwellings will become more prevalent. Whereas these are built
predominantly in suburban environments, suburbanization of higher-income groups
will continue. Secondly, the function of the social rental housing sector for the lowest—
income groups will be accentuated. This will diminish the present mixture of income
categories among the tenants. Residualization of the sector may be the result.
Immigrants and other low-income groups will be restricted to living in this sector and
therefore in the cities.

In short, social polarisation and spatial segregation will increase, as well as the
chance of social conflict. A polarised urban environment, a 'hard city may develop.
One should be aware of the fact that in the long run such polarised environments
may loose economic attractiveness too. Then along this road population categories
will be excluded from mainstream society!

On the other hand such a re-orientation of the welfare state into a more liberal
direction will offer more jobs and alongside new prospects as far as upward social
mobility is concerned.

In accordance with the description above Amsterdam shows a high proportion of
unemployed, students, people (like one parent families) depending on social welfare
and people depending on benefits paid because of disability to work (Table 1). So
Amsterdam is highly vulnerable for a restructuring of the welfare state.

Table1 The proportion of the population of Amsterdam and its region (excl.
Amsterdam) depending on payments of the welfare state.

unemployment disability welfare Total
benefits benefits payments

Amsterdam 11.8 6.4 4.3 22.5
Urban region 3.8 5.4 1.9 11.1

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics Regional Income Statistics 1989

A fundamental reduction of the payments to these people makes the purchasing
power of the urban population to collapse. Subsequently, Dutch society will
undoubtedly experience a move into the direction of the 'hard' city. Since the
continuation of the actual welfare state model will lead to problems as well, the big
task is to restructure the Dutch welfare state but also trying to avoid the development
of extreme social polarisation and the rise of hard cities.
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The aim of this paper is to analyze, during the last decade, the restmcturing of the urban labor F
market in Mexico as a result of the uneven impact of economic recession and a more recent
neoliberal policy. Special emphasis is paid to the trends of the formal and informal sectors of the
economy where three main aspects are to be argued: (i) the formal sector has lost dynamism to
absorb labor force, which is particularly clear in the case of industry; (ii) the informal and less
productive sector has experienced a very rapid increase more notably in the tertiary sector and;
(iii) the occupational structure has suffered a marked polarization between the higher and the

-+ least qualified occupations.
: Naturally, the economic recovery or restructuring has not been shared equally in all parts of the

country. The most fundamental disparities in the geography of the urban labor market are
examined comparing big and small urban areas, and the most depressed and the already affluent

. regions in the country. It is sustained that the most marked differences in the labor market 5'* restructuring are present in those cities and regions that before the economic crisis concentrated ;
most of the job gains. i

_.; Key Words: Labour Market, Urban lnfonnality, Occupational Structure. Regional Differences

I. Economic restructuring and the Urban Labour Market in Mexico.

The period 1970-1990 was a very important transitional phase in the country's
history since there was a change in the deveIOpment strategy, passing from an
economic growth based on an "import substitution industrialization“ (ISI) model, to a
strategy to promote exports. The adjustment process that was applied in the early
1980s after the crisis period, obviously affected among other fields, the employment
structure and the functioning of the labor market.

The economic development of Mexico from 1940 to 1980 was a result of a policy of
import substitution industrialization. With this industrial model the Mexican economy
experienced one of the highest rates of economic growth in Latin America. In the
period 1940-70 the GDP grew at an annual rate of more than six percent while the
average growth of the population was 3.1 percent (REYNOLDS 1970: 22).

With the first signs of exhaustion of the development model in the early 19705, the
effects of economic instability began to be felt later in the decade, only interrupted by
the oil boom that took place between 1978 and 1981. By 1982 the economic crisis
became evident: subsequent devaluation. 100 percent inflation, a current account
deficit of 2,685 million dollars, a public sector deficit equivalent to 17 percent of the
GDP and an external debt of approximately 85 thousand million dollars (BRAVO
AGUILEFIA 1993: 319).



During the first half of the 1980s, Mexico adopted an adjustment program through
the Intemational Monetary Fund (IMF), receiving also support from the Wand Bank to
apply structural changes that included emphasis in exports as a widely
recommended measure. In fact, Mexico's entrance to the GATT in 1986 represented
the elimination of trade barriers and a means to ensure the commitment to liberalize
the national economy. Thus the transition from the old ISI or inward-growth model
toward a different “outward integrated'I or "exporting" model, took place in
accordance with the demands of the new international division of labour.

The stagnation of the economy during the crisis had negative impacts in the
integration of the labour market. The crisis provoked the increase in the
unemployment level which at the beginning of the economic instability was of 6-7
percent in the main urban areas. Large sectors of the labour force had to find a
modality within the informal activities, those who did not remain employed as a wage
workers in the formal sector were willing to work for lower salaries in the informal
sector as non-remunerated family labour. The informal labour market was very
diverse and dynamic during the crisis period and the proliferation of these activities
can be seen as an opposite phenomenon to the integration of the labour market
(ALBA 1993: 187-191).
As LUSTIG (1992: 75) points out, in a country like Mexico with no unemployment

insurance benefits, it is no surprising that people will accept working at lower quality
jobs rather than be unemployed. To be unemployed is a luxury that most Mexicans
cannot afford.

1. The absorption of labour force by the formal sector

The employment growth rate of industry has a big impact on the growth pace of the
sector since more than 90 percent of its workers receive a salary. This situation is
different to that in Commerce and Services where there is a great proportion of
unpaid workers. In the last decade the manufacturing industry experienced a drastic
fall in the rate to absorb labour force which was reflected in the performance of the
whole formal sector.

In fact, the slow growth in the manufacturing industry during the period reveals a
differential growth by industrial sectors. In some of this sectors, there was even a fall
in the total number of firms which might be related to the effect of the crisis and the
consequent bankruptcy of some firms (RENDON and SALAS 1992: 20). An example of
sectors that experienced a decrease in their total number of firms is the textile and
garment industry.

When we look at the data about employment growth by economic sectors, there is
a great contrast between the manufacturing industry and the commerce and services
sectors. In Table 1 data show that in the period 1980-89 whereas manufacturing only
explains 25 percent of the employment generated in those years, commerce and
services explain 39 and 36 percent respectively of the employment in the same



Table1 MEXICO: Participation of number of establishments and workers in the
economic sectoral change by city size, 1980-1989 (%)

Rank - size Total Manufac. Commerce Services

Total
Establishments 100.00 4.43 56.30 39.26
Workers 100.00 25.33 39.03 35.64

1,000,000 and more
Establishments 1 00.00 -0.48 58.21 42.27
Workers 100.00 -0.49 53.66 46.83

500,000 - 999,999
Establishments 100.00 6.06 57.79 36.15
Workers 100.00 48.13 26.99 24.88

250,000 - 499,999
Establishments 100.00 6.54 54.35 39.1 1
Workers 100.00 32.65 34.47 32.88

100,000 - 249,999
Establishments 1 00.00 5.44 54.73 39.83
Workers 100.00 21.96 38.77 39.27

50,000 - 99,999
Establishments 100.00 6.82 56.94 36.24
Workers 100.00 33.52 34.50 31.98

15,000 - 49,999
Establishments 100.00 8.75 54.21 37.04
Workers 100.00 29.20 37.89 32.91

Source: Calculated from INEGI (1981 and 1989), Economic Census. Industry, Commerce and
Services.

period. Thus industry lost importance to absorb labour force, and the tertiary sector
was responsible of generating about 75 percent of the jobs, which also shows how
the process of tertian‘zation became more relevant in the whole economy. In the case
of the number of firms the situation is clearer, manufacturing industry only had a 4
percent of increment, while only commerce explained more than 50 percent (56 %)
of the total increase in the number of firms.

If we examine this employment sectoral change by city size, it stands out that
manufacturing activities had a dramatic decline in big cities with negative growth
rates either in salary workers or in the number of firms, while middle-size and small
cities gained employment in the three economic sectors.



In the particular case of industry, it is possible to identify two complementary
processes: a deconcentration of manufacturing activities from big to secondary cities;
and a slight tendency of industrial employment to concentrate in cities between
250,000 and less than one million inhabitants, where 67 percent of the total
employment in the period was located. In a context of very slow growth of
manufacturing activities the urban centres in those rank-sizes (250-499,999 and 500-
999.999 inhabitants) were the "winners“ in terms of jobs gains. However, it is worth
to emphasize that analyzing the number of firms there is no correspondence with
employment in the location of gains; the higher gains by number of firms are in the
rank-size of 15,000 to 49,000 inhabitants in the first place with 32 percent of the total
increment; and in second place the rank-size of 250,000 to 499,999 with 26 percent.
Data tends to demonstrate that in the smallest cities there was a proliferation of very
small firms without generating a lot of waged employment, probably family business;
and in the intermediate cities the tendency was the location of big firms which
although reduced in number offered much more employment, as in the case of the
rank-size of 500,000 to 999,9999 inhabitants.

With reference to the commerce and services sectors the pattern is very similar. On
the contrary to industry, these sectors registered the main increases in employment
and number of firms in those urban centres bigger than one million inhabitants,
confirming so the tertiarization of the urban economy (AGUILAR 1993); and in the
second place, in those cities in the rank-size of 250,000-499,999 inhabitants. In
general, the tertiary sector was the main generator of employment in all the cities
across the urban hierarchy; commercial activities were the most important in all the
rank-sizes, with more than 50 percent of all the number of economic units, and from
the point of view of employment it was also the principal sector, with the exception of
the rank-size of 500-999,999 inhabitants where manufacturing registered the highest
employment gain (48 percent) (Table 1).

In regional terms, data demonstrates that the northern part of the country was the
most benefited in receiving employment growth and new firms (Table 2). Just in the
North Region the employment gains represented 40 percent of the total, here we
have to remember that most of those new jobs are related to the maqur'ladora
industry (assembly plants). Anyway, if we consider the proportion of new jobs in the
two northern regions (North and Center-North/West) there was a clear preference of
the economic activities to locate in those areas, with 65 percent of the total
employment. Looking at the participation by economic sectors the picture seems
consistent with the recent trends of industrial deconcentration and tertiarization of the
economy. Table 2 shows that manufacturing registered a very small participation of
the growth in employment and the number of firms, and the most went to the North
Region. But the significant process was the decline of this activity in the Central
Region that presented negative rates in the period. In the case of Commerce it
represents the sector with the highest participation in the number of firms (more than
50 percent in all the regions), and employment (with the exception of the North



Table 2 MEXICO: Participation of number of establishments and workers in the
economic sectoral change by region, 1980-1989 (%)

Region Total Manufac. Commerce Services

Total
Establishments 100.0 4.4 56.3 39.3
Workers 100.0 25.3 39.0 35.6

North
Establishments 100.0 5.7 56.7 37.6
Workers 100.0 41.2 30.2 28.6

Center I North I West
Establishments 100.0 7.9 53.3 38.9
Workers 100.0 32.9 36.1 31.0

Center
Establishments 100.0 -3.4 59.3 44.1
Workers 100.0 -16.4 61.0 55.4

South
Establishments 100.0 7.3 56.3 36.4
Workers 100.0 19.8 41.5 38.8

Source: Calculated from INEGI (1981 and 1989), Economic Census. Industry, Commerce and

Services.

Region); although the Central Fiegion lost industrial dynamism its tertiary activities,
Commerce and Services, presented the highest rise in the country.

In other words, whereas the industrial modern sector mainly moved and located to
the northern part of the country where it generated more employment, domestic and
foreign capital preferred to invest in tertiary activities in big metropolis, looking for
more profitability away from industry, provoking a process of higher urban
concentration as in the Central Region.

2. The characteristics of the informal and less productive occupations

During the 19803 the absorption of labour force in the urban modem sectors
suffered a setback and the expansion of the tertiary sector in particular was highly
associated to informal and less productive activities.

One of the more recent studies to characterize the informal sector in Mexico was
based on the 1988 National Survey on Employment, and the following proportions of
these activities were obtained, with respect to the total occupied population: 33.6



percent following the minimum salary criterion; 38.5 percent according to the size of
the firm; 26.1 percent taking into account occupational categories; 37.9 percent
combing the criteria of firm size and occupational categories. In total numbers these
estimations vary between 7.3 and 10.7 million workers in some sort of informal
working condition (see Secretaria del Trabajo y Prevision Social 1993: 81)‘.

In the following section data about the magnitude and recent growth of the informal
sector are presented, with particular reference to the main urban areas in the
country.

The size of establishments. - The increasing importance of the informal activities
during the 19805 can be confirmed by the proliferation of small businesses that to a
great extent were the cause of the economic expansion in the tertiary activities.
There was a notable increase of firms with less than two persons where most of the
non-salary workers are to be found.
Table 3 shows some data about the marked contrasts of economic activity in

Mexico with respect to size of firms and occupied population. The size of 87 percent
of the firms is of less than 5 workers; and 73 percent of these firms only give
occupation to two workers. However, this last category of firms only represents about
24 percent of the total employment, even so, from 1986 to 1989 the proportion of
workers in the small firms (less than 5 persons) increased its importance in three
percental points, from 23 to 26 percent. On the other side, the biggest firms (more
than 50 workers) that only represent about one percent of the total number of firms,
in terms of employment are quite relevant with about 50 percent of the total
employment, though from 1986 to 1989 its weight in these terms decreased in 5
percental points, from 53 to 48 percent (see Table 3).

Table 3 MEXICO: Total number of establishments and workers by size of
establishments, 1 986-1 989

Percentual Participation

Establishments Workers Establishments Workers
Size of establishment 1 986 1 989 1 986 1 989

1 to 2 persons 73.1 70.1 15.0 15.7
3 to 5 persons 14.0 17.2 7.5 10.0
6 to 50 persons 11.3 11.1 24.8 25.7
more than 50 persons 1.6 1.4 52.8 48.4

Source: INEGI (1986: Table 5); INEGI (1989: Table 3)



Looking at Table 4 there are clear differences of salary and non-salary workers by
firms size. These firms with the highest proportion of salary workers are the biggest
(more than 50 workers) with about 60 percent of them, nonetheless, between 1986
and 1989, there was a decreasing tendency of its proportion. On the contrary, the
small businesses with less than 5 workers, present the highest number of non-wage
workers, in fact, its proportion increased in the period 1986-1989, from 81 to 83
percent (see Table 4); these small firms contain most of the self-employed and the
unpaid family workers and their rise is consistent with the idea that during the
adjustment process informal employment rose.

Table 4 MEXICO: Total number of establishments and workers by wage and non -
wage condition, 1986-1989

Workers (%)

Waged Non - Wage
Size of establishment 1986 1989 1986 1989

Less than 5 workers 9.4 11.6 80.6 82.7
6 to 50 workers 28.0 29.0 10.9 12.3
more than 50 workers 62.6 59.2 8.5 5.0
Source: INEGI (1986: Graphic 4); INEGI (1989: Table 3)

Characteristics of the informal economic units. - In order to give a general view
about informal activities in Mexico in this section the analysis is based in the so
called 1990 National Survey of lnforrnal Economy which is representative of the most
urbanized areas of the country. The total sample was of 3,459 small businesses.

First of all, data shows the great importance of the small businesses in the
commercial sector with 45 percent, representing the highest proportion of the whole
sample; in this case this proportion includes either formal (26 percent) or informal
establishments (19 percent). These establishments comprise retail activities at very
small scale that respond to the purchasing patterns of poor population sectors that
normally buy basic goods in very small quantities, for example food and general
supplies; these units proliferate in low income and working-class settlements and
also include street vendors. The small units that sell food and beverages are second
in importance (11 percent); they serve the low salary workers and the informal ones,
particularly in urban sectors with important social concentrations such as industrial
areas, markets, or public transport stations. This is one of those type of businesses
that do not require a lot of capital and skills to be established. The small units for
repairing services follow in importance (12 percent), and also respond to the low
purchasing power of ample social sectors that require low cost services to repair and



maintain their households and domestic equipment. Examples of this sort of repair
services are: car workshops, carpentry, plumbing, domestic appliances, electric
workshops, construction workers etca.

Examining the size of the economic units by economic branch some interesting
conclusions can be derived (Table 5). It stands out that in average, most of the units
(69 percent) function with one person, and 18 percent have one worker; this is to say
that 87 percent of these businesses are of very small scale. In consequence, only 13
percent of the units have more than two workers. By economic sector the situation is
more accentuated in the case of textiles and leather (77 percent), informal retail (B4
percent) and repair services (70 percent) with units that have no workers; on the
other side, particularly the food and beverages businesses tend to present one or
two workers, an average of two persons in their units. In general, data tend to
confirm that most of all these units are one person family businesses.

if we examine the type of premises of the businesses it is possible to identify two
main groups: the mobile activities and those with a permanent establishment (Table
6). In the case of the mobile, the most important are those that are exercised in the
customer house (24 percent), these activities are related to wood industry (especially
carpentry works), repair services, construction-related works, and other cleaning
services; following in importance are those itinerant activities that are carried on in
vehicles in public areas (22 percent), through this modality most of the informal retail
and food preparation is offered.

With reference to the permanent establishments, those activities that are exercised
in the own house of informal workers are the most important with 21 percent. This
modality is relevant for the majority of the economic sectors represented in Table 6,
which registered high percentages in this type of premise; the most significant are
particulariy the manufacturing of products, that for textiles and leather reaches 83
percent; the elaboration of food products; and repairing services. This means that a
lot of precarious occupations, without any social security, are exercise in households
which means great difficulties to apply labor legislation. This also explains the low
proportion of expenditures on administrative costs, such as rent, electricity, water,
etc. The other important permanent establishment are shops (19 percent) where
informal activities such as formal retail and elaboration of food products are carried
on.

3. Changes in the occupational structure and qualification of labour force

Not only during the 1980s the modem sector lost dynamism to absorb labour force
but those jobs that were generated tumed to be of inferior quality, and with it,
workers found themselves receiving lower incomes. Thus, the adjustment policies
during the crisis resutted in a deterioration of the urban labour market that can
bemeasured, among other aspects, through a loss of quality in the occupations
(AGUILAR 1993).
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In order to sustain this aspect, Table 7 presents data of the Total Occupied
Population (POT) by main occupation and economic sectors for all the metropolitan
areas in the country, for the period 1970-903. These data are very representative of
the urban labour market since the total POT of these zones comprises 65 percent of
all the urban POT in the country. It is argued that according to data, there is a double
tendency. On one hand, a polarization in the occupations between the more and the
less qualified population. On the other hand, a more numerous and rapid growth of
the lower Qualified occupations as a sign of a more precarious employment.

With respect to the dualism between highly paid workers and poorly paid workers it
can be observed that, at one extreme, the most qualified occupations as
Professionals and Executive Personnel significantly rose their weight passing from
13 percent in 1970 to 20 percent in 1990, growing at rates between 5 and 6 percent
in the period. The growing of Professional occupations was more important in the
tertiary activities, while the Executive positions registered the highest increments in
the industrial sector. At the other end, less qualified occupations very much
associated to retailers, wholesalers, administrative or service-related workers also
registered an important rise. In the first place, commerce-related occupations passed
from 11 percent in 1970 to 15 percent in 1990; and secondly, the administrative
occupations from 13 to 14 percent in the same period, with growth rates of 5 and 4
percent respectively. In this occupations group it has to be remembered that
particulany the Commercial sector is formed by a great number of very small
businesses in the tertiary sector carried on by unskilled and self-employed
population. Although the diverse occupations in Services did not increase their
percentual participation in the two decades, they notably rose their total number,
growing at a rate of 3.2 percent.

With reference to the second aspect, the net occupations increases in the period
naturally benefited the lower level occupations. Whereas the Professional and
Executive occupations registered a net rise of 1,334,720 jobs (25 percent of the total
increment), those related to Commerce and Services had a higher participation with
1,796,945 jobs (34 percent); additionally, the blue-collar occupations also registered
a very important participation in the net increase with 1,366,038 jobs (25 percent),
however, in this case it has to be emphasized that manual workers had a much
higher increases in tertiary activities than in industry. In other words, about 60
percent of the total increment in occupations was related to low qualified activities.
Data confirms the present importance of sectors like Commerce and Services to
absorb labour force (tertiarization of the economy), though in many cases in
precarious situations; and the increasing importance and absorption of manual
workers (blue-collars) in the tertiary sector.
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II Conclusions

The 1980s economic recession and the subsequent productive recovery or
restructuring in Mexico has had an uneven territorial impact and has not been shared
equally by the main regions and cities in the country. Data about restructuring of the
labour market show a more heterogeneous and dualistic structure between the
formal and informal sectors, and between the highly paid and skillful workers, and
the poorly paid and unskilled workers.

The tertiarization of the economy presents a very marked growth tendency, and the
anatomy of jobs creation demonstrate a clear shift from Manufacturing to Commerce
and Services employment. The recent neoliberal policy has only privileged the
growth of very few industrial branches, such as the maquiladora plants, and has lost
dynamism to absorb labour force showing so a decline as the engine of the
development strategy. The benefit of new jobs in the formal sector, particularly from
manufacturing, has gone from big cities to middle-size cities like those in the rank-
size of SOD-999,999 inhabitants, and to the northem regions of the country widely
oriented to the USA economy. In the tertiary sector, the big metropolis have received
a good proportion of new jobs mainly in wholesale and high-level services linked to
recent foreign investments, that require highly qualified workers and in some
situations give support to productive processes.

In territorial terms, main metropolitan zones in the country constitute an expression
of the most marked contrasts in the recent location of economic activities, and
presence of qualified labour force. These urban areas present a large concentration
of producer services given its high specialization and advanced technology; and at
the same time, the largest proportion of the self—employed and the less qualified
occupations proliferate in them. The tertiarization of the economy in Mexico has also
meant a multiplication of informal microenterprises and other itinerant economic
activities that maintain the precarious situation of important segments of the urban
labour force given the scarce opportunities in the formal sector. Occupation with very
low salaries, self-employed people, and a lack of labour stability tends to be
predominant for the majority of less qualified and unskilled labour force.

NOTES

1 To measure the informal sector special calculations were made from this sample. It is
acknowledged that the methodology used in this sample highly likely resulted in high estimations of
employment in the country.
Following in importance, the industrial units in the textile and leather sector can be mentioned with 6
percent. In the study of ELIZONDO (1992: 59) about informal enterprises in Mexico, he gave more
weight in his survey to those units in the industry sector, which contradicts the great importance that
has been sustained here for the businesses related to the commercial activities. Perhaps this is due
to the very small sample used in such studies (22 units).
These data refer to the 26 metropolitan areas that were delimited in the mid 1980s by NEGHETE and
SALAZAFI (1 986).
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Since the 1978 implementation of the structural reforms and the socio-economic as
well as political opening to the outside world China is experiencing a period of
fundamental economic restructuring. This period is going to cover a gradual
transition from a centrally planned economy towards a socialist market economy.
Experiences resulting out of these transformation processes are expected to pay
world wide attention.

The structure of China's socialist market economy can be characterized by the
following principles:

'

I the state is governing and in control of all basic decisions,
I public ownership will be the dominant form in future while individual economic

initiatives should enable the market to develop its characteristic forces for wortd
wide competitive potential,

I in case, this type of market-economy creates major regional disparities, uneven
income distribution and long term imbalances in natural resource based
economies or in environmental control. the government gets back its overall
control.

The process of economic reform in China is organized as giving free rein to market
mechanisms. The previous strictly centrally planned economic model has been
changed in terms of
I ownership structure: the former public ownership - including state-owned and

collective owned economy - is going to change into a new structure in which
public ownership is dominating but individual ownership and private and foreign
capital is an integrated part of the new stmcture.

I income distribution: the former simple distribution pattern has been replaced by a
pattem which is preferably based on efficiency and productivity but also including
other considerations.

I economic operations: the former approach of having a unique plan has been
replaced by relying on a combination of both central-planning and market
mechanisms. Price control on most of the commodities has been removed.

I economic decision making: the former system of central decision making is
decentralized to form a system multi-level involvement. This system enables
locations, enterprises and individuals to play a very active role under the
guidance of the central government.

The non-public owned sectors of the economy embrace individual as well as private
and foreign funded economic sectors which are known as appendages and



recruitment of the public owned economy of socialism. These non-public economies
are going to play an important part of the national economy of China. While in 1978
the state owned economy accounted for 56%, the collective economy for 42% and
the others only for 2% of the gross national product (GNP), at the end of 1992 the
proportions had changed to 40%, 50% and 10% respectively.

China's informal economy embraces individual, private and private-foreign joint
ventures. Their importance in the overall economy is increasing because they
represent the most active economic element in the urban economy. The main
characteristics can expressed by the following aspects:

1. The overall progress has been made not only in a quantitative but also in a
qualitative course. In recent years, the informal sector in China took its way from
small scale and weak economies to large scale and strong economies. During
this stages in development, the informal economy did not only pay attention to
the increment of quantitative output but also to the improvement in quality. This
course was made possible by major capital investment which enabled labor
intensive industries to be reorganized into technology intensive industries. The
former industrial pattern of "high output but low benefit" is being gradually
converted by a high tech based pattern of high market capacity, high additive
output value, high foreign exchange earnings and high benefits. In terms of the
product structure, the elementary and mono-type products are going to be
gradually replaced by deeply processed, refined and final products. These
processes have been supported by training programmes which created a great
number of managerial staff, professionality and an optimization of employment
efficiency.

2. Trade developed from small dealers to private owned enterprises which play the
key role in industrial and commercial retailing and wholesaling.

Table 1 The urban informal economy in China

secondary sector tertiary sector
handicraft commerce (self-employment, retailing, wholesaling)
printing tourism '

food industry services (hotel, entertainment, catering, haircutting)
textile industry transportation
clothing industry real estate
building industry advisory service
electronic industry information service
communication equipment
research and development



3. The organizational form of business operations is tending to become more
pluralistic. Their characteristic forms clearly are private and self operated, run by
local people, based on joint stock with workers and staff, and co-operating with
foreign investors.

4. The informal economy develops as the main urban tax payer. Since 1990, the
informal sector became the main financial source of income for local
governments, especially for small cities and towns.

Table 2 Share of taxes paid by informal sectors

Cities Districts Small Towns
>10% for large cities (Nanjing) 40% (Pukou) 60-80% (towns in Taicang city)
>70% for intermediate cities (When Zhou)
>70% for small cities (Shi Shi)

5. The informal economy provides the urban inhabitants not only with a wide variety
of services for the daily life but also with a qualified range of jobs. Employment
amounted in China in 1992 to 590 million peOple; among them there have been
150 million workers and staff, 8.38 million employees in private owned
enterprises and self-employed laborers in cities and towns, and 440 million
laborers in rural areas. Between 1971 and 1992, 102.32 million people found
new jobs in cities and towns. Only in 1992, 7.36 million people in cities and towns
entered work force. The unemployment rate was 2.3%. In the case of Nanjing,
the capital of the Jiangsu Province, there are 93.698 individual industrial and
commercial retailers with 157.710 workers and 2.656 private enterprises with
28.482 workers and staff members.

Since the 90s, the informal economy is serving as the main push factor which
accelerates the progress in the economic development in Chinese cities. China is
still in a stage of economic structure like other developing countries but its national
conditions are of very particular interest. They result, especially in transitional periods
towards market economy, in problems typical for the general adjustment.

1. Although the non-public sector has developed rapidly, its economic and financial
contribution, however, developed disproportionally. E.g., in 1991 the non-public
sector contributed two-thirds to the national income and hearty half to the
industrial output value, while the financial contribution was far below these
portions.
China instituted various categories and rates of tax for enterprises of different
ownership, 9.9. China granted tax reduction or exemption to foreign funded
enterprises. The persistency in the discriminatory tax rate toward state
enterprises has not only violated the fairness and impartiality of market



competition but also caused a huge drain on the state tax revenue on "totally
justifiable' grounds.

2. China is experiencing a stage of income gap expansion in the transition from a
low-income to a middle-income country and from a centrally planned economy to
a market economy. These processes will increase the disparities in income
between regions, between peasants and non-peasants. and between rural and
urban residents. These disparities count manifold because the population is
stricken in poverty.

'

3. Increasing life expectancy, working life, polarization by market forces and many
other factors will result in a long lasting and high rate of unemployment. The
urban 'open' unemployment rate and the rural "hidden'I unemployment rate will
rise steadily.
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_ Population growth has been one of the most unmanageable problems of the Third Wortd
1‘1 Countries. This has been exacerbated by the impact of investment strategies brought by global - j'

politioo-economic policies. It may be noted that shifts in investment to the modern, capital-
intensive—urban-based industry have been impoverishing the traditional-rural—agricultural --
countryside, thereby inducing massive rural-urban influx and a shift from rural underemployment _
to urban unemployment. These migrants are largely poor, unskilled, illiterate agricultural families
that get eventually absorbed into the urban labour market of service and trade at very low wages -
through the informal sector. '

The objective of the present paper is to see where and how these migrants get absorbed. what
‚ the patron-client relationship is, and how such activity is sustained by the dynamics of the Urban
.=_,'j; economy. The focus of the study is on women as significant countributors to the domestic .-

economy and their role in satisfying the basic human needs as well as in poverty reduction. The -
if}, magnitude of the problem has attracted the interests of such international agencies as the ILO '
213; and Overseas Development Agency (U.K.). Hyderabad City, one of the leading metropolitan --
2}}. settlements of India, has a proliferation of the informal sector activity and is therefore selected as . '

the study area for the purpose of this paper.
'

1 INTRODUCTION

The trends and patterns of population distribution and movements bear testimony
to the existing dichotomies in global development, and consequently the
classification of countries into developed, developing and under-developed regions.
The continuing concentration of population within the developing countries,
particularly the acceleration of metropolitan and even mega-city growth are proof of
the deepening! widening chasm between the rural and the urban, the traditional and
modem, the indigenous and western, and the agricultural and industrial sectors. The
wide disparities between these sectors have rendered the large urban settlements
more attractive and magnetic than necessary and intensified population migration
from countryside to the cities.

The problems accruing from unmanageable urbanization are peculiar to the
developing countries particularly due to the non-complementarity of the city vis-a-vis
the countryside. While urbanization itself is a global phenomenon, a greater
proportion of the world's urban population Le. 54.3% was concentrated in the
developing countries in 1970. It increased to 65.3% in 1990. Estimates made by the
U.N. indicate a further rise of urban p0pulation but a decrease in its share to 60.9%
by 2000 AD. A major chunk of this (41.2%) is projected to happen in Asia which has
one of the oldest civilizations and, therefore, of urbanization. An increase in this

' ' ~ 5j gym ._ - ' '



proportion supported by an annual average growth rate of 3.2% per annum is
expected. This concentration will thus sharpen to 44.2% by 2000 A.D.

Whereas the growth rate of urban population of the world is expected to stabilize in
African and Asian countries higher growth rates (5.1% and 3.2% per annum 1980-
1990) are indicated. Given these growth rates, the possibilities of declining urban
concentration appears remote even if deliberate government policies do attempt to
monitor the movements.
Atthough the size of the urban population itself is phenomenal the levels of

urbanization are not very high, when compared to the developed or industrialized
countries, owing to the predominant rural economies. Thus, whereas the world
averages of urbanization levels range from 37% in 1970 to 43% in 1990, those in the
developing countries are 26% and 34% respectively for the corresponding years.

In the developing countries hierarchies, forming various patterns and structures of
urban system, have emerged, and continue to change in response to the investment
policies of the nation states. However, one general trend is: national and regional
polarization and emergence of primate cities. The paucity of finances have rendered
greater importance to scale economies and investment in one or two settlements.
They have thus grown to unmanageable proportion, as Table 1 indicates.

Table 1 Metropolitan Settlements: 1991

S. No. Region No. of Metropolitan Total Population in Average
Settlements Metropolitan Settlements Size (mic)

1 Africa 16 30938 - 1.934
2 Central America B 1 371 3 1 .714
3 South America 35 83133 2.375
4 Asia 1 01 293661 2.906
5 Total 1 60 421445 8.929
6 India 20 62688 3.1 34

The emergence, growth and proliferation of metropolitan settlements and urban
agglomeration has been more marked during the second half of the present century.
Particularly in the past 19605, the independence of several has resulted in the lifting
of migration restrictions imposed during the colonial period. This change has opened
the flood gates of employment seekers. The inability to achieve political and
economic stability due to internal conflicts between diverse ethnic groups and
external economic dependence, has only exacerbated the trend of rural-urban influx
and metropolitan concentration.
The developing countries have, by 1991, thus acquired 160 metropolitan

settlements together supporting thus a population of 421,445,000 with an average
size of 2.6 million per settlement. Over 63% of these settlements are concentrated in
Asia. While the average Asian metropolis amounts to a population of 2.9 million
India's average metropolis size is larger (3.1 million). India, by virtue of its very large



population size, has almost 20% of Asia's metropolitan settlements, and over 21% of
its metropolitan population. Even as proportion of the total developing countries,
India's share is 12.5% of all settlements and 14.9% of population in 1991. Thus, it
may be noted, that despite the Indian Planning Commission's warning since 1981 to
encourage the growth of small and medium towns, the population concentration in
metropolitan settlements and the complexity of the metrOpolitan settlements
increased. What emerged the second half of the 20th century is a potpourri of the
rural and urban lifestyle Le. even while the settlement urbanized, it retained its rural!
traditional culture and way of life. One of these characteristic features is reflected in
the informal sector of the urban economy. It stands in sharp contrast to its
counterpart, the formal sector. Nevertheless the informal sector is becoming
important and more widespread.

2 A CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

Although the informal sector activity is an integral part of older cities, their
prevalence in cities of newly independent (post 1960s) countries is not insubstantial.
With the pioneering study by HERT (1972) on Ghana and the ILO report on Kenya,
interest in this area gained momentum. The importance of the informal sector to the
urban economy of cities, criticism of its negligence by government through their
policy of discrimination between the formal and informal sectors, management
problems, statistical information, in addition to conceptualizing the informal sector,
are the principal themes studied. The more recent works highlight the coexistence of
the formal and informal sector and the need to strengthen this relationship (Run
1992). MCGEE (1988) attributes the evolution of the informal sector to "urban
involution".
While the existence of urban economic dichotomy is indisputable, AZIZ (1984)

makes note of ‘trichotomy' including within its purview, the organized formal sector,
organized informal sector, and unorganized informal sector.

The informal sector, organized or unorganized, is the result of the excessive
number of unemployed, unskilled and economically weak persons. These people
occupy the interstices created by the gaps in demand and supply of services and
infrastructure, extending the same at low and negotiable rates. It would be interesting
to study the gender implications, particularly regarding women. The purpose of this
paper is to look into:

(a) the incidence of informal sector activity in Hyderabad and the estimated growth
in the 'mega-city' by 2000 A.D.,

(b) a comparison of proportionate informal sector activity in the higher income
locality within a specific administrative unit (block), vis-a-vis its slum area,

(c) case studies of women in different informal activities, organized and
unorganized.



3 HYDERABAD'S OCCUPATIONAL SITUATION

Hyderabad‘s feudal system of government and lifestyle gave rise to and sustained
the informal sector activity (ALAM 1965). Estimates of the Third Economic Census,
showing an account of 451,504 workers in the informal sector of Hyderabad, and
681,168 in Hyderabad including its suburbs, highlight quantitatively the importance of
this sector and the need to allocate development funds. The vegetable, fruit, flower
and fish vendors, the petty traders, both stationary and itinerant, and the welders,
mechanics, painters, masons, etc. a male dominated sector, coexisted. Women,
however, owing to what was called the purdah system, did not venture out and their
participation in any formal or informal economic activity was minimal. Yet, since 1960
major changes took place. Greater awareness, economic necessity due to rising
inflation, achievement of higher education and individual interest as well as the
government's reservation policy of education and employment quota for women have
served to increase both literacy levels and employment.

The Ftegional Center for Urban and Environmental Studies (ROUES) and Center for
Economic and Social Studies (CESS) have made two exhaustive studies on the
urban informal sector and the unorganized economic activity in Hyderabad. The
occurrence, structure and importance of the activity was examined and its future
growth assessed. While MOHAMMAD looked into the definite characteristics and
nature of the informal sector, PRASAD looked into its management aspect, including
economic regeneration, environmental improvement and small loan extension.

The economy of Hyderabad is managed by 714,101 workers employed in 221,792
units. 58.50% of the workers are occupied in the informal sector. The size of the
informal sector units with an average of 2 employees per unit is small compared to
the average size of the formal sector units (44 employees). This does not only
emphasize the small size of the informal sector units, but also a proliferation of them,
with the concentration of 97% of the total units as against 3% in formal sector.

Table 2 Proportionate Size of Units in Urban Activity in Hyderabad - 1987

Sector Manufacturing, Construction Trade & Transport 8; Services
Processing & Commerce Storage
Repairs

Informal Sector 2.9 1 2.1 1.7 1.9
Formal Sector 52.0 - 18.0 67.0 44.0
Total 9.9 1 2.5 2.6 3.2

Source: computed from Table 1.3, MOHAMMAD (1992)

Of the total number of units 39.9% are located in the core of the city - 38.2% within
the municipal limits. Another 17% are in the periphery of the city. It may be noted that



these units cater thus to domestic needs and are located closer to residential rather
than industrial areas.

4 WOMEN IN THE INFORMAL SECTOR

Female work participation in urban vis-a-vis rural areas is almost negligible. It is
reported that in urban China women constitute over 21% of total laborforce (HowE
1971). The existing sex-wise occupational structure of the manufacturing sector
based on a sample study indicates a low 4.5%. This is mainly due to the requirement
of highly skilled and professional qualified workers who are scanty amongst women.
On the other hand the informal sector, owing to the lower technological skill required
and relative accessibility extended, supports a slightly higher level of female work
participation of 10%. In the non-manufacturing sectors of trade, commerce and
services, the female participation rates are higher (Table 3).

Table 3 Hyderabad: Employment by Gender

S. No. lnfon'nal Sector Formal Sector
Male Female Total Male Female Total
(%) (%) (in thousands) (%) (%) (in thousands)

1 Manufacturing 90.0 10.0 60 95.5 4.5 179
2 Construction 91 .1 8.9 43 - - -
3 Trade&

Commerce 89.0 11.0 188 91.3 8.7 46
4 Transport&

Communication 96.5 3.5 86 91.1 8.9 45
5 Services 74.5 25.5 208 88.4 1 1.6 225

Total 85.3 14,7 585 90.0 10.0 495

Particularly in respect of services the proportion of females are comparatively high
and are mainly constituted by domestic servants.

Over forty informal sector activities are identified but not all are accessible to
women. Their accessibility is limited to only 23 activities. Some activities are shared
by or indulged in by both sexes but four are restricted to women. In KARUNANYAKE
and WONASHINGHE’s (1988) study of Colombo female participation is not uniform in
all sectors and areas. It is noted that some activities are gender-fixed. They include
boutiques, housemaids, clothes! utensils swappers, and papad/ chips makers.
Selected sample cases, at random, in proportion to their incidence are taken to
examine: the need to work, income ranges, the education status and their
contribution to the family or household income-expenditure share. Ten broad
categories are taken for this purpose.



The samples (Table 4) exhibit wide ranges in incomes and variations in educational
status and contribution to household income and expenditure. Of the ten selected
categories, eight do not require educational qualifications, only three require some
skill (pottery, basket weaving, fish cleaning).

Table 4 Socio-Economic Profile of Households

S. No. Occupation Average Literacy Percent Average Per capita
Household in Earners Income Income

Size Percent per HH
(6!) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

1 Potter 4 75 25 1 500 375
2 Housemaid 5 25 55 1729 353
3 Construction labour 6 21 54 2325 388
4 Fish cleaner 6 90 36 2650 481
5 Flower vendor 3 67 67 3325 1 108
6 Vegetable vendor 4 46 54 3800 876
7 Basket weaver 5 80 40 4800 800
8 Fish seller 6 58 16 4200 700
9 Tailor] Boutique 4 1 00 53 1 7708 5348

10 Beauty parlour] Saloon 3 100 50 20000 5000

The last two activities (Table 4) require comparatively major investment as well as
formal training. The size of households do not show much variation but the
proportion of literates vary from 21% in construction to 100% in respect of tailors
(boutique and saloons). The percentage of earners, too, range from 16% in the fish
seller's category to 67% in the flower vendor’s category. But here, the number of
earners in a household is determined by many factors including need and willingness
to work, availability of work, and accessibility of work. Most of them particularly in the
lower income groups have developed on the one hand a resentment towards the
formal sector workers, and on the other frustration due to inability to save money
despite putting in much time and effort. The incomes of the households range from
Rs. 1500 (=75 DM) per month with Rs. 375 (=19 DM) per capita to Rs. 17,708
(= 885 DM) per household and of Rs. 5348 per capita (= 267 DM).
The expenditure pattern of the household and the contribution by the women

earners have their own peculiarities. In all income groups and occupational
categories the percentage of income spent on food is substantial and ranges from
32% in the tailor/ boutique households to 73% in the case of the vegetable vendors.
However, the proportion of income spent on food in the city of Hyderabad is 30%,
which is the lowest in comparison to other metropolitan cities of India (Economic
Census of A.P.). The vegetable vendor group spends about 18% towards rent, which
would increase their total expenditure on food and rent to 92%. The balance of a
meager 8% is stretched to support children's education, clothes etc. The amount and
proportion spent for rent is not substantial. The expenditure in all these households



surveyed (except the last two categories), is compared to earnings substantial. Many
households can not provide the necessary food, shelter, clothing and education.

The contribution of women's earnings to the total household's earnings (Table 4)
varies from 28% to 100% as does the contribution to the household expenses. The
daily wages particularly in the low income category spend as much as their husbands
on household expenditure. The vendors also subscribe large amount. In all cases,
however, the husbands as head of the households give a fixed amount to their wifes.
But this amount is not adequate to manage the household expenses, and. thus she
earns to supplement that. Among the largest income earners, their amount given is
normally sufficient for the total household expenditure, therefore, women can keep
their earnings for all their personal savings.

The female population share in Hyderabad is 48% of the total population
(2,055,543 in the year 1991). The sex ratio is 0.926 in Hyderabad (India 0.893). It
constitutes 42% of total literate in Hyderabad and accounts for 50.6% literate of total
female population. In contrast to these figures, the proportion employed is negligibly
small, constituting only 7% of the total employment, and 10% of workers in the
informal sector.
The principal factors that determine the low participation rates of women include (1)

the priority they give to children's upbringing, (2) time taken by household chores, (3)
increasing number of nuclear families, (4) limited number of temporary and part-time
jobs, (5) low level of skills and specialization, (6) husband- and/or in-laws-dissuasion.
These criteria are most applicable to the middle class families. In the higher and
lower income groups, the causes vary widely. The higher income groups and elite
families employ people to do the routine household work, and they themselves
continue to work in their area and occupation of interest and choice. In the lowest
income group economical compulsions and increasing inflation rates are the crucial
determinants for entering workforce.

However, the primary objective of all these women, as their responses to queries
suggest, is to see that their children are given a better education and training so that
they get better jobs. These women, very few of them are single mothers, manage the
limited earnings, and hold the fabric of the Indian urban society together. They hear
the reSponsibility of offering the next generation a better life and strive towards this
with total determination whereby the urban poverty levels are kept at bay. What they
do require to ensure success in their endeavor are indoctrination and guidance
through certain awareness programs e.g. on health, hygiene, thrift as well as to the
right perspective of priorities to epend their limited resources judiciously.



5 INCIDENCE OF THE INFORMAL SECTOR - IN THE CITY

The urban informal sector as is reiterated by successive studies, is of peculiar
characteristic to the urban settlements in developing countries. Several scholars
have attributed its preponderance to the slum areas and the poorest sections of the
urban population. To test the applicability of this observation to Hyderabad, an
administrative block of Hyderabad (block 3 of administrative ward No. 8) has been
selected for detailed investigations.

From within this block, 68 households were selected randomly, based on a 0.5%
sample (total number of households 13,600). These 68 households are split in 35
living in slum areas and 33 living in higher income residential areas. In the slum area
(SA), 46% of the households were in the informal sector, while in the non-slum area
(NSA) the proportion was only 27%.
A comparison of the informal sector activity and the socio-economic implications in

the two specified areas highlights the presence of variations and the degree of
variations if any. The related average household income is Rs. 2084 and 1300
respectively. It is surprising that the informal sector income in the SA is higher than in
NSA. exceeding by over 1.6 times. Similar variation exists with respect to per capita
income too, with Fis. 263 and 202 respectively. The literacy level in the NSA,
however. is twice (81%) that in SA (41%). This implies that literacy and income levels
need not correlate positively (Table 5).

Table 5 Hyderabad: lnforrnal Sector in Slum and Non-Slum Areas (block 3)

Total Sample Total % in Average Per capita %
= 68 No. of Informal Household Income (Fls.) Literacy

Households Sector Income (Fis.)
Slum Area 35 46 2084 263 41
Non-Slum Area 33 27 1300 202 81

Reasons for this surprising results are:

(a) the informal sector is not slum-specific;
(b) low income need not to be peculiar to slums above;
(c) literacy levels and income levels need not to be interrelated;
(d) preference to shift to the formal sector is minimal.



6 MEGA-CITY PLANNING AND THE INFORMAL SECTOR

The informal sector activity in Hyderabad is as old as the settlement itself. Its
flexibility and wide ranging activities have rendered it more accessible to many
people who seek part time or temporary employment. The growth of this sector is
preordained (MOHAMMAD 1992).
The implication of Hyderabad's geographical conditions is that the newly emerging

mega-city planning, coordinated by HUDA and MCH, are likely to displace more
people from the rural sector and indirectly channelize their shift to the informal
sector. An assessment is attempted here, taking the preposed area planned under
the mega-city program for the year 2011. A 50-kilometer radius has been earmarked
for land use planning with Rs. 913 crore. There are 453 villages within this area.
Taking for granted that the landed gentry are likely to shift from agriculture to industry
and the educated get observed into these industries, the mega-city plan is likely to
affect the landless agricultural labor, who constitute 17% of the population in each of
the mandals around Hyderabad (1991 Census).

Taking into consideration the different growth rates of the population in the mandals
during 1981*91, which range from 17.6% in Choutuppal to 61.8% in Flajendranagar,
the population for 2000 and 2011 A.D. can be obtained. The existing rural population
component in the specified area in 1991 was 704,043, of whom 70% are illiterate
and 20% are landless agn‘cultural laborers and marginal workers. With growth rates
ranging from 18% to 62%, the population is expected to increase to 170,671 and
212,251 respectively by 2001 and 2011 AD. Most of these people will be absorbed
by the informal sector in either construction or as domestic assistants. The mega-city
program includes, among its objectives, creation of additional employment
opportunities; but, the outcome remains to be seen. The provision of viable and
gainful, alternative occupations would help to a large extent in improving the quality
of life. However, it would be more economic for the urban development authority to
guide these inmigrating people rather than to extend all the facilities that a planning
package entails. It would also be beneficial to the informal sector, if the government
adopted a policy of positive interference, as advocated even by the ILO.
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.. _ The Lake Chad basin is a turning point between Cameroon, Chad, Nigerand Nigeria. In this
«a; region of precolonial trade and migrations N'Djamena tha Chadian capital is the major town. The .fi'f"

informal sector or the sector of small urban activities little or not at all controlled by State, as far 35,2;
*3 as the Cameroon section of this basin is concerned, seems to have specific characteristics.
ffit Contrary to the rest of the country where it is carried out by natives and developed to meet the
i; local consumption, here it is extroverted not only by the origin of its human resources, but also by
“i the destination of its services. ItIs also basically made up of commercial activities and concerns
:less products of local microenterprises than imported goods. The reasons, implications and
iprospects of this unusual situation are examinedIn thispaper.

KeyWords: Informal Sector, Lake Chad Basin, Cameroon Section, Extroversion.
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Many studies have been carried out on the informal sector related both to its
definition and to its delimitation criteria. We will not come again across these general
features here. The development of this sector is growing in importance in Africa as
population increases and as the standard of living deteriorates. This importance can
be observed not only through the number of inhabitants involved in it but also
through the amount of services rendered to a growing population. In general this
sector is more developed in big towns than in small.

The Lake Chad basin stretches on four countries and comprises the far north of
Cameroon, the west of Chad, the south east of Niger and the north east of Nigeria
(Figure 1). In this region, N'Djamena appears as the biggest city. The other localities
are of modest size. Towns of this region share not only the exploitation of the Lake
Chad resources - mostly fish - they belong to the same borderland and, last but not
least, their informal sector seems to have specific characteristics. What are they?
Why is it so? What could be their implications on the regional economy and their
prospective? Before analysing these characteristics, the context has to be presented.

1. Towns of the Lake Chad Basin

During the precolonial time the Lake Chad basin as terminus of two Saharan routes
namely Tripoli—Njimi and Cairo-Njimi was very often visited by Arabs and Barbers in
search for gold and slaves. It was also a region of high population migration following
the rise and fall of several Sudanese empires.

Nowadays the region is a turning point between Cameroon, Chad, Niger and
Nigeria. It is therefore a transnational zone in which populations and goods from
different countries get across each other (SIMEU 1994a). In this region of precolonial
trade and migrations, N'djamena the Chadian capital is the major town. With a little



more than 300 000 inhabitants, it has for many years suffered from a civil war.
During that time trade was the only activity in the whole country which appeared
deeply dependent on Nigeria for its manufactured goods, its oil and building
materials. The present economic crisis does not seem to facilitate a quick recovery.

Figure 1 The Lake Chad Basin
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Apart from N’Djamena. other towns are of less importance. As far as the Cameroon
section of the Lake Chad basin which coincides with the Logone-et-Chari division is
concerned, Kousseri appears with its 53 173 inhabitants (1987), as the most
important town. Though located some 1600 km from Douala the Cameroonian main
port. it is at the same time well linked to the rest of the country by a good
communication infrastructure and geographically very close to N’Djamena. Situated
along the Logone river. it faces the Chadian capital across the river at 200-500 m.
Like in N'Djamena, urban activities here have been greatly disturbed by the Chadian
civil war. Other towns of the Logone-et-Chari division are of less importance. Their
economy is very close to that of rural centres. However they singularise themselves
by their specific locations (Figure 2). Blangoua and Makary with respectively 8671
and 5228 inhabitants in 1987 are very close to Chad, Niger and Nigeria. Fotokol
(6401 inhabitants) is near to Nigeria whereas Goulfey and Logone-Bimi (4955 and



5529 inhabitants respectively) are close to Chad. Consequently they are populated
both by Cameroonians as well as by people from neighbour countries. So if towns in
this section of the Lake Chad basin remain different as far as population size. urban
and commercial equipment and administrative status are concerned. they share the
same particular location - close to a neighbour country - and therefore have their
economy greatly influenced by the outside world. With the present market integration
they stand as satellites for the Nigerian economic pole (EGG and IGUE 1993).

Figure 2 Cameroon Section of the Lake Chad Basin
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2. Characteristics of the urban informal sector in the Cameroon section of the
Lake Chad basin

2.1 Structure of the urban Informal sector

Productions and services proposed by the informal sector are generally extremely
diversified. Three main branches are easily distinguishable. They are handicraft
production, trade activities and services activities.

Exception made to tourist towns like Maroua, the main town of the Far-North
province, where handicraft tends to be an important branch of the informal sector, in
other towns, it is generally marginalized. In these towns like in many others all over
sub—Saharan Africa, trade and services are the dominating activities (SCHNEIDER
1993). Figures drawn from KENGNE (1991), show the following structure of small road
activities in Yaounde:

- handicraft production: 13,7%
- trade: 59,8 %
— services: 26,5 %

In Maroua the proportion of persons involved in handicraft activities should probably
be higher than that of Yaounde. Whereas the dominance of trade and services tends
to be typical of the informal sector in general, the Kousseri small activities are based
mainly on trade. Very few handicraft activities are carried out here. Flepair work and
other services like hair dressing, shoe polish or nails cutting are also limited.

in a recent investigation on the local private sector in Kousseri (SIMEU 1994b), the
general structure of population activities was:

-informal commercial activities: 31,5 %
- agriculture: 35 %
- small activities: 12,5 %
- other formal activities: 21 %

What is important to notice is that even at the general level of the town’s activities,
trade is still important. Small trade here is based mainly on imported goods
(phan'naceutic products, cosmetics, etc.), oil products and building materials. It is
also based on agricultural products such as tomatoes, vegetables grown up in winter,
yams, fruits and on fish.

In the other towns of the Logone-et—Chari division, the structure of the informal
sector is slightly different from the one of Kousseri. Although trade is still the
dominating activity, there are more agricultural and agro-pastoral products on the
market than manufactured goods. These are cereals, goat, sheep, fish, gum,
firewood and date palm nuts. Products of local microenterprises such as smithy and
basketwork are more present here. This is probably the result of a greater influence
of the rural environment (SIMEU 1993). Because producers and consumers are
almost the same, the volume of exchanges in these towns is relatively low.



2.2 The origin of workers

The informal sector or the sector of small urban activities little or not at all controlled
by the State (DE MIRAS 1987), is in general, mostly carried out by natives or by
immigrants from surrounding rural environment. This can be verified through many
examples. In 1976-1977, 98,2 % of town dwellers involved in handicraft originated
from Maroua and surrounding regions (MAINET and PABA SALE 1982). In Garoua, we
emphasised on the fact that people involved in the informal sector in 1982 were
recruited inside the town among the marginalized population made up of new or old
immigrants from the entire northern province, that is the present North, Far-North
and Adamaoua provinces; whereas some directly come from their native villages
(Mandara mountains, Diamaré or Adamaoua), other transited through a small town
before (SIMEU 1985, 1989). In another study in Yaounde (KENGNE 1991), origins of
workers involved in the informal sector were:

- Yaounde’ and surrounding regions’ ethnic groups: 31 %
- Bamile'ké: 50,4 %
- Ethnic groups of the rest of Cameroon: 11 %
- Foreigners: 7,5 %

Here Bamiléké come first. In fact, although originated some 260 km far away from
Yaounde, the country’s capital city it has to be pointed out that people of this ethnic
group represent almost half of the city total pepulation. They also have completely
monopolised the entire trade system in the capital. These examples contrast violently
with the situation prevailing in the Cameroon section of the Lake Chad basin. In
Kousseri, informal activities in general are largely influenced by Chadians. This is
obvious not only for trade but more specifically for technical activities. In 1982, they
owned, as stated by PABA SALE (1982), 82 of the 111 stands existing in the five
streets situated south of the market. According to the same source, Chadian wives
represent 62 to 74 % of various vegetables retailers in samples of 92 and 94
respectively. Still in Kousseri, a survey carried out in 1989 by the divisional office for
Labour and Man Power on 31 joinery’s microenterprises and their workers showed
the following nationalities (Table 1).

Table 1 Nationality of workers in joinery’s microenterprises

State of origin Owners Other workers Total workers Percentage

Cameroon 10 20 30 39,5
Chad 16 16 32 42,1
Central Africa 2 2 4 5,3
Other nationality 3 7 10 13,1
Total 31 45 76 1 00



It appears that the leading "group of workers in these joineries as in many other
technical works are not composed of Cameroonians but of foreigners and especially
Chadians. Foreigners are numerically more important not only as owners but also as
workers. This domination of foreigners in informal technical branches is not as such
as in trade were natives are relatively well represented. In Kousseri Cameroonian
young people of 10 to 15 are very early initiated to cola and many other commodities’
trade. Among them, a good number are later involved in the urban informal sector. In
fact, trade for natives is the easiest way of gaining money.

In the other towns of the division, the market holds only once a week. At that day.
people from several origins, but mostly natives found themselves on the market
sailing at the same time agricultural products and commodities imported from or
through Nigeria. Among them, many are ambulant.

2.3 Destination of products

With a limited population size - less than 60 000 inhabitants in 1987 - Kousseri
does not seem to be the main destination of trade and services generated or arriving
in the town. The fact that half of the estimated sixty thousand persons who cross the
N’guely bridge towards N’djamena every morning, return to Kousseri in the afternoon
reveals the importance of exchanges between the two towns (PABA SALE 1982).
Although some of them are just walkers or are from outside Kousseri, a big
proportion are involved in the local informal sector. This importance of exchanges
can also be viewed on the Logone river through which a heavy boat traffic carrying
drinks and rice leaves Kousseri every day to N’djamena. It therefore appears that
most of the services and products offered by the informal sector in Kousseri are
mainly destined for N'djamena, the Chadian capital city which is also a big market.
Contrariwise products in small towns are destined mostly to local consumers.
Blangoua is however an important centre for collecting and redistribution of
agricultural and agro—pastoral products.

Contrary to most of the towns where the informal sector reflects the characteristics
of the surrounding rural environment, here it reveals specific features. This is an
unusual situation as far as Cameroon towns are concerned.

3. Some reasons for understanding the urban informal sector in the Cameroon
section of the Lake Chad basin

This unusual situation of the urban informal sector in Cameroon can be attributed to
four main reasons. The first one is the presence of a huge number of Chadian
refugees in Kousseri (SIMEU 1994a). At the beginning of the 1980s, following the civil
war in Chad. many fugitives found refuge in this town. Very rapidly, they got
integrated in the local population and did not hesitate in getting involved in the
informal sector, the easiest job opportunity at that moment. With time, they found



themselves more dynamic in this sector than the natives and today, they largely
control it.

The second factor is the proximity of N'djamena, the Chadian capital city situated
just half a kilometre away. With its over 300 000 customers and a higher purchasing
power, it is a more attractive consumption market than Kousseri. It is therefore the
preferential market of the informal sector in the Cameroon section of the Lake Chad
basin.
Thirdly the structure of the informal sector made up here mainly of commercial

activities is the result of the proximity of the Nigerian economic pole. This is a big
production market from which natural, agro-pastoral and agro-industrial products
such as mangoes, yams, eggs, maize flour, milk, butter, sugar, oil etc. are exported
at low prices to Cameroon. Not all of these products are automatically made in
Nigeria, some of them come through reexportation. Moreover exchanges are not
limited to neighbour regions. Some originate far away, from south or west Nigeria
(EGG and IGUE 1993). To have an idea on the level of prices, oil was sold five times
lower in Nigeria than in Cameroon before monetary devaluation in January 1994.

Lastly, the existence of good communication infrastructure also facilitate external
influences on the Kousseri urban informal sector. It is easy to get from Nigeria to
Chad through Kousseri and vice versa.

4. Implications and prospects

The fact that the urban informal sector in the Cameroon section of the Lake Chad
basin is extroverted and made up mainly of commercial activities have several
implications. The first one is the increase of external influences through exportations
and the number of foreigners involved in the informal sector, on the national
economy and more specifically, on the informal sector. Exportations from Nigeria to
N’Djamena through Cameroon have negative effects both on the national industry as
well as on the agriculture. On the industrial sector, it reduces sales and jobs and
sometimes it results in the close down of some units (for example Sodeblé, the
wheat factory in Ngaoundére). On the agricultural domain, it weakens the local
production and can lead to food insecurity or dependency. In fact, during the dry
season, there are serious problems of foodstuffs in Kousseri. Another implication of
this extroverted informal economy is that it benefits mainly to foreigners. It has very
little or no effect on the municipality’s budget and therefore on the town's
development.

In this context, what can the Cameroon section of the Lake Chad basin expect from
its informal sector? With the increase of the present economic crisis it is almost
obvious that young Cameroonians who for now are not seriously attracted by the
informal sector will get more and more involved in it. From this attitude, Kousseri
town dwellers and municipality could expect more benefits from the informal trade
even if it is still destined mainly to N’Djamena.



Anyway the future of this activity depends very closely on the evolution of both the
economic situation in Nigeria and on the political climate in Chad. If for monetary,
political or any other reason, prices are no more competitive in Nigeria or Chad
breaks again into war, the structure of the informal sector could rapidly be
transformed. Could this be at the benefit of Cameroon national products? Its hard to
say. Nevertheless, this activity would be affected here. In another point of view, a
significant change in Cameroon tourist policy can also boost the production of local
micro-enterprises and therefore have positive effects on the national economy.

5. Conclusion

It appears from this study that contrary to other regions, the urban informal sector
as far as the Cameroon section of the Lake Chad basin is concerned, is extroverted
not only by the origin of its human resources, but also by the destination of its
services. It is also composed mainly of commercial activities made up more of
imported goods than of products of local microenterprises. This is the result of the
presence of a huge number of Chadian former refugees now completely integrated
in the Cameroon sector of the Lake Chad basin, and the location of the region at the
intersection of two big economic poles which for the first determines the destination
of services and for the second, the structure of the informal sector.
The main implications of this unusual aspect of the urban informal sector are that it

weakens the national economy and more specifically the modern sector and
accentuate the Cameroon economic dependency. With the increase of the economic
crisis, the involvement of more Cameroonians in the urban informal sector in this
region is expected and therefore a greater benefit from this activity.
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The decline of large parts of the major British cities has produced a range of central and local
government responses. The main thrust of official Urban Policy was based on property-led
regeneration and market forces (e.g. Urban Development Corporations) in the 1980s. City
Challenge was a significant departure in 1991 for its emphasis on local partnership in a -
competition for central government support of £37.5m over 5 years. In 1991. 11 winners were
chosen and a further 20 were added in 1992. The initial scheme was welcomed in allowing local
government to propose programmes with a stress on quality of life issues like training, health.
reduction of crime and housing improvement. The scheme has been criticised by those Urban “
Priority Areas whose funds have been cut to pay for the Winners' and for the selection methods.

'
„_

the priority given to private investors, the small areas covered by schemes and the
standardisation of programmes. An emerging criticism addressed here is that the delivery of City 25;}
Challenge is taking less account of the needs of the communities and will thus not have a long

a term impact.

INTRODUCTION: BRITISH URBAN PROBLEMS

Demographic, economic, political and social changes over the past thirty years
have had a profound effect on the relative prosperity of the core areas of Britain's
largest cities. Central Business Districts (CBDs) have usually retained their
attractiveness for offices for infonnation-hungry services and for upscale shopping
developments. However, the surrounding zones have become characterised by a
landscape dominated by derelict land and poor housing, occupied by a population
with high levels of social disadvantage. There has been a wide range of processes
involved in the creation of such conditions - many of them closely interconnected -
but their main features can be summarised in terms of population loss, economic
decline. physical decay and social disintegration (for greater detail see LAWLESS
(1989), Ftoesou (1988), ROBSON et al (1994)).
The loss of population from the inner areas of Britain's cities has been a clear trend

since the 19603. The inner districts of London, for example, recorded an average
annual population decline of 0.8% in 1961-66, rising to a peak of 2.0% in 1971-76
and only returning to near balance in the 19805 (ROBSON 1988). At a more general
level. the results of the 1991 census suggest that the major metropolitan areas lost
over one third of a million peuple during 1981-91, while the rest of the country gained
one and a half million (ROBSON 1994). Some of this loss reflects suburbanisation and
counterurbanisation, another element is inter-regional migration (particularly from
Northern industrial cities) and there is also the influence of lower rates of population



growth nationally - through lower levels both of natural increase and of international
immigration. Where migration from the inner areas has occurred, it has been
selective in terms of class, age-group, income and race, so that the residents
remaining are more likely to be in the lower socio-economic groups, either very
young or very old, poor and members of ethnic minorities.

The loss of jobs is both a cause and an effect of the demographic decline just
summarised. It has also occurred at a more rapid rate - while inner city population
levels in 1981 were 65% of their 1951 figure, the number of jobs there had fallen to
55% of the 1951 total (BEGG, MOORE & RHODES 1986). In the case of manufacturing
activity, this fall has an important national component, as industrial employment has
been falling since 1966 and this was especially marked in the recession of 1980—63,
during which about one third of all jobs disappeared. However, there is also an intra-
regional dimension with a shift of investment from the sites of earty industrialisation
(orientated towards canal and rail transport) towards greenfield locations with greater
accessibility to motorways and airports. The relative costs of new development have
also been important, with expensive city centre land being less attractive for many
factories, especially if modern standards of provision of car parking and landscaping
are to be achieved. The same calculation applies to parts of the service sector too,
so that back-office functions and major retail developments have been located on the
urban fringes, alongside the expanding clusters of local services for the growing
suburban population. Although this trend has not gone so far as to produce the
'Edge Cities" of the USA - even with the easing of planning controls in these sorts of
areas in the early 19803 - there is real competition between out—of—town shopping
and/or office parks and established CBDs for all but the highest levels of services.
This raises issues about the access of inner city residents to such facilities,
especialty as the provision of local services to them tends to decline, but it also
contributes to their rising unemployment as it has reduced the growth of jobs in city
centres (and in some provincial cities actually led to an absolute decline) that might
have offset the disappearance of employment in factories and their supporting
services (13.9. railways). Add these forces together and it is not surprising that the
highest sustained rates of unemployment in the country are overwhelmingly found in
inner urban areas. GREEN (1994) shows both the considerable continuity in the list of
highest unemployment rates from the 1981 to the 1991 census and the fact that 13
of the 15 top places are inner city. A different approach by WILMOTr & HUTCHINSON
(1992) looked at 30 of the most deprived urban districts in Britain and calculated that
they contained 26.3% of the country's unemployed in 1983 (falling to 22.6% in 1991,
which may indicate some success for the policies of the 1980s).

The exodus of people and jobs has produced a landscape of physical decay in
many cities. Empty factories, unused wharves, closed shops and abandoned houses
are left to rot — a process often speeded up by vandalism - and there is little interest
in finding new uses. Old sites of economic activity are often cramped into the wrong
place and very expensive to convert to current standards (especially if there has
been industrial pollution). The transport infrastructure is often poor and sometimes



an actual barrier to contemporary methods. Private landlords lack the confidence to
invest in significant improvement to commercial or residential premises and the
reduction in public housebuilding over the past fifteen years has actually been more
marked in inner urban areas. The result is that over the period 1977-90
housebuilding rates have fallen by 70% in Inner London, 53% in the deprived urban
areas of the West Midlands and 47% in the North West, compared with the English
average of 46%, while rates of homelessness in 1991 were actually 7 times
(Manchester), 4 times (lslington; in London) and 3 times (Hackney, Lambeth; both in
London) the national average (WILMO'l'l' & HUTCHINSON 1992).
The processes of social change in inner city areas also contain a strong component

of national trends in respect of the decline of the nuclear family unit, the increase in
crime (especially related to drugs) and a questioning of the traditional structures of
authority, like the police, the church and school teachers. What is noticeable, though,
is the combination of higher levels of most dimensions of social disadvantage in the
inner city. Single person households and single parent families are more common -
33% of children in Inner London and in Liverpool came from such families in 1991.
For this and other reasons there is greater dependence on government benefits like
income support (which applied to 25% of the adult population in 1989-91 in the
deprived urban areas studied by WILMOTI' & HUTCHINSON (1992), compared with the
English average of 14%). Standardised mortality rates and infant mortality rates are
higher, while educational achievement by young people is lower .. ATKINSON (1994)
shows that 87% of 8 year olds had a reading age lower than their actual age in two
inner city wards in Birmingham, while the wider study by OFSTED (1993) indicated
that achievement at 16 years old in GCSE examinations at disadvantaged schools
was between one-third and one-twelfth of the national average. Many of the
institutions that held the old community together .. especially those that emanated
from stable employment - have gone and there is little chance of recreating them.
This has left a population whose quality of life is severely limited by their concem
about violent crime (very important to 79% of inner city residents sampled by ROBSON
et al (1994)), the quality of health care (74%), the cost of living (72%), non-violent
crime (67%), the quality of housing (64%), the quality of welfare services (62%), what
the area looks like (61%) and their employment prospects (59%).

Taken together, the processes of inner city decline in Britain have been stronger
than in most other European countries, but rarely as extreme as in American
examples like Detroit or Baltimore. It is also important to note that a contributory
factor was the large scale of urban redevelopment after 1945 that created many
public housing estates, either in the inner areas or on the city's outskirts, which
provided better social conditions than in the slums that had been demolished.
However, it became very clear during the 1980s that these estates suffered from a
number of design faults. People living on them were very much affected by rising
unemployment as unskilled and semi-skilled jobs disappeared and, more generally,
many of the features of social disintegration noted above have begun to appear here
too. This means that while the term “inner city" is often used to refer to the areas of



Victorian industrial deveIOpment that surround the 080, recent urban policy
initiatives (like Estate Action and City Challenge) have included some of these areas
of social housing, regardless of whether they are close to the GED or not (for a fuller
discussion of the term “inner city“ see KEITH & ROGERS (1991)).

URBAN POLICY IN ENGLAND

The problems just described have attracted increasing attention from local and
national politicians in recent years - especially when some of the tensions generate
riots or public disturbances on the scale of Toxteth (Liverpool) and Brixton (London)
in 1981, or Handsworth (Birmingham) and Broadwater Farm (London) in 1985.
Depending on your definition, annual expenditure on urban policies from central
government runs at between £2 and £4 billion and over 50 programmes involving
central government departments can be identified (Audit Commission 1989; Reason
et al. 1994). Although there is a great deal of similarity in terms of the issues and the
policies between the various parts of the United Kingdom, I shall limit the discussion
here to the urban policies developed in England, as the constitutional arrangements
for Northem Ireland, Scotland and Wales mean that even apparently identical
policies are implemented in different ways. Furthermore, City Challenge, the focal
point of this paper, only operates in England.

Most reviews of contemporary urban policy (e.g. ATKINSON à MOON 1994; LAWLESS
1989; ROBSON 1988) start with the relatively modest schemes aimed at improving
housing and education (especially for ethnic minority pupils) that were introduced in
the late 1960s. The essentially social character of central government involvement
continued in the 1970s with the creation of the Community Development Programme
and the steady expansion of the Urban Programme scheme run by the Home Office.
This latter scheme was enhanced in 1978 to include more economic and
infrastructural projects and, since its transfer to the Department of the Environment,
has become one of the major ways in which local government can bid for additional
funding to supplement their local tax income. As the activities of the Urban
Programme have extended, so there has been increasing spatial targeting, with the
designation of 57 local government districts as Urban Priority Areas (UPAs), largely
on the basis of a composite index of deprivation derived from six variables in the
1981 Census of Population.
The election of Mrs Thatcher's Conservative Party in 1979 changed the political

context for policy formulation. In place of the stress on tackling the social
consequences of inner city disadvantage came an emphasis on reducing the role of
the state and its replacement by the free market. Although many of the policies of the
19708 continued in some form, these new approaches found an early expression
with the introduction of Enterprise Zones (free from local taxation and some planning
restrictions) and the creation of the first two Urban Development Corporations
(UDCs) in London Docklands and Merseyside. Both these initial UDCs and those



added in 1987-88 shared the strategy of property-led regeneration, in which the
expenditure of public money was aimed at the establishment of the right conditions
for the private sector to invest profitably. This strategy removed the role of local
government as a planning authority and thus most mechanisms for democratic
community involvement in investment decisions. It also relied heavily on the theory of
trickle-down, in which the investment of some £30 million each year by a typical
provincial UDC would create jobs locally through construction work and the new
businesses attracted into the area (on a scale assumed to be at least three times the
value of the public investment). As UDCs increased their expenditure, so the share
allocated to the Urban Programme fell - in 1984-85 the Urban Programme received
£376 million and the UDCs, £108 million, but by 1990-91 these figures were about
£240 million and £500 million respectively.

While some of their achievements in terms of improving derelict land have been
impressive, there have been plenty of criticisms of the UDCs - especially the London
one (BHOWNHILL 1993) - in terms of their interest in large—scale projects, their limited
employment impact and the lack of democratic accountability or community
involvement (Centre for Local Economic Strategies 1992; IMRIE & THOMAS 1993;
National Audit Office 1990, 1993; ROBINSON et al. 1993). They can also be seen as
part of the more general process of centralising political power as the removal of
local government planning controls in UDC areas has been matched by the abolition
of metropolitan authorities in seven conurbations and the increased dependence of
local authorities on central government for money (as the share of their income from
central government rose from 50% to 80% during the 1980s). While this has usually
been justified in terms of establishing better control over public finances and
reducing local bureaucracy, it has also had the effect of reducing or removing the
power of Labour-run authorities and strengthening the position of the Conservative
national govemment.

CITY CHALLENGE

Following the replacement of Mrs Thatcher as Prime Minister and the return of
Mr Heseltine to the Department of the Environment, there appeared to be a
significant departure in urban policy with the launch of City Challenge in 1991. This
programme placed great stress on the idea of partnership, not only between central
and local government, and between the private and public sectors, but also between
policy makers and the local community. Even if this element was only a matter of
presentation, City Challenge was undoubtedly novel in the sense that the 57 UPAs
had to compete with each other to secure a limited amount of public funding over a
short period (£37.5m each over 5 years). UPAs that were not selected would
continue to have access to funds under the Urban Programme but only after the
"winners' allocation“ had been made. In 1991 15 of the UPAs were invited to submit
proposals for the regeneration of part of their area, with this sort of funding as the



basis for further investment by private investors and other public bodies (including
the Structural Funds of the European Union where appropriate). In marked contrast
to the general thrust of urban policy in the 1980s, local authorities were given a
leading role in the preparation of these proposals, though the degree to which they
involved the local community was carefully checked as part of the final judgement on
bids. 11 bids were chosen after a frantic period of preparing proposals (including one
from three districts encouraged by the Department of the Environment to collaborate
in the Deame Valley) and a further competition, open to all UPAs, was held in 1992,
when 20 more authorities were supported (see Table 1 for the authorities concerned
and Figure 1 for their locations). No further competitions have been held due to
reductions in the urban budget and the phasing out of the Urban Programme as a
whole.

In many ways the eady reaction to City Challenge was favourable. The idea that
there should be open competition for public funds and the actual selection processes
were certainly the subjects of criticisms (discussed below). However, these were
generally outweighed - especially in the areas where bids were approved and it
appeared rather like winning on the National Lottery - by the welcome for a I'bottom
up" approach that allowed local government to propose programmes with emphases
on education 8t training, health, reduction of crime, housing improvement, and
environmental enhancement in areas untouched by the large scale property
investments of the 19805 (see BONSHEK 1992, and BOOTH & GHEEN 1993, for early
assessments). The types of area included in the regeneration bids do vary
considerably - from ex—mining wasteland through 19603 social housing estates to
sub-regional commercial nodes — but, in practice, the degree of local specificity of the
schemes in the bids was somewhat limited by the guidance - both formal and
informal - provided by the Department. Hence most of the City Challenge authorities
have plans to improve public housing stock by selling part of it to private investors or
Housing Associations, many have taken the hint that there should be assistance to
ethnic minorities wherever relevant and the arrangements for managing the
programme have become remarkably similar.

The process of convergence has continued since then as the Department of the
Environment has increasingly recaptured some of the initial independence given to
local authorities. This is most evident in the ways in which expenditure is evaluated
and controlled as City Challenge authorities are subject to considerable scrutiny -
especially in relation to the specification of measurable outputs from projects and the
degree of private sector leverage that is being achieved. However. this is more
evident to those working for the authorities than to the general public who still
generally regard the whole process as a way of getting extra money from the
government.



TABLE 1: CITY CHALLENGE AUTHORITIES

Authom'

Hackney
Newham
Tower Hamlets
Lambeth
Brent
Manchester
Leicester
Wolverhampton
Birmingham
Liverpool
Lewisham
Kensington a Chelsea
Sandwell
Nottingham
Blackburn
Middlesbrough
Bradford
Kirkless
Walsall
Hartlepool
Bolton
Newcastle
Sundefland
Derby
Stockton
Wiral
Seflon
Wigan
North Tyneside
Bamsley
Dearne Valley“

' Joint bid by Ratherham, Bamsley and Doncaster

Source: Corrected from ATKINSON a MOON 1994

Deprivation Ranking Successful Flound
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Figure 1 Urban Priority Areas, Urban Development Corporations and City Challenge
Areas in England, 1994
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AN INTERIM EVALUATION

City Challenge undoubtedly unleashed a great deal of the energy and will available
to tackle urban decline in those areas that were successful and that is likely to be
important, even thought the actual amount of additional money is very small.
Although the first round winners - known as the pacemaker authorities - have new



only been in operation for two and a half years and would thus be regarded as not
yet ready for serious evaluation, they are also halfway through their limited life and
so devoting an increasing amount of time to considering their “exit strategy". This
gives an opportunity to reflect on what has been achieved so far and how far it will be
possible to continue the most valuable new practices. Since only the pacemaker
authorities have actually produced an annual report at the time of writing, this will be
based on impression rather than any kind of formal evaluation of official returns or
evidence.

There are a number of criticisms of City Challenge that date back to its original
conception. The 23 UPAs whose public funds were going to be reduced, even before
the recent cutbacks, in order to pay for the "winners" have obvious grounds for
objecting to the idea of a competition between those authorities that the government
has already recognised as disadvantaged. The fact that the list of “winners" excludes
5 of the 10 most deprived areas (including places like Haringey and lslington in
London, and the city of Bristol) makes the point very clearly. It has also been
suggested that the allocation of 27.5 million p.a. to each the selected authorities
should have been adjusted to take account of the size or intensity of their problems
(ATKINSON 8r MOON 1994). There have also been complaints from those local
authorities who are faced with very similar problems but are outside the current list of
priority areas. This is a continuing concem as the 57 UPAs were based largely on
data from the 1981 Census and were manifestly out of date at the time of the first
round, let alone today (though the use of statistics from the 1991 Census to redefine
the areas for future funding is likely to be problematic as the "missing'I 1.5 million
people are most likely to have come from inner city locations).

The second set of issues related to the initial selection revolves around the
definition of the areas for regeneration. Even without considering the whole question
of whether "area-based" approaches can contribute to the solution of problems that
are socially produced, there must be serious doubts about the ability of regeneration
schemes in relatively small areas to have much broader impact. A typical city
challenge area covers 400 to 500 ha and contains 40-60,000 residents, so any
hopes of improving conditions in the rest of the district must depend heavily on a
form of the "trickle-down" that has not yet appeared in the case of much larger UDC
schemes. This problem is all the more evident in the large number of City Challenge
areas which are essentially residential, as attempts there to address problems of
unemployment through training or other schemes immediately require additional
partnerships to be formed with employers outside the area. This kind of reservation
has been expressed in a different way by those who point out that the areas actually
selected may not have any functional unity. Obviously it is difficult in urban areas to
have target areas that correspond exactly to the local labour market, but many City
Challenge areas also fail to correspond to health authority boundaries or school
catchment zones. Furthermore, the residents of the area may well identify
themselves as members of different - and even opposed - communities. This can
pose major problems in light of the stress on partnership with the community within



City Challenge, and in some cases was created at the outset by the authority
effectively gerrymandering the designated area, so as to include a zone with
particularly bad housing problems, or another which would boost the ethnic minority
population.

In a sense these issues about selection and the areas are history and attention
should now shift to what has been happening since those decisions were taken.
There can be no doubt that a great deal of regeneration activity is now undenvay in
City Challenge areas and the first large investments of the pacemaker authorities are
already open for business. Once the first annual reports for the second round
authorities are available it will be possible to provide at least a quantitative summary.
Alongside these physical achievements, however, are three trends that may not be
reported but which raise concern about the long term success of the City Challenge
approach - private sector dominance, central government control and a loss of
community involvement.
At the outset, City Challenge was seen as involving a partnership between the

private sector, the public sector (especially in the form of local government) and the
community. Taken together, these three trends suggest that the operation of City
Challenge is redistributing the power within that partnership. The increasing
importance of the private sector reflects the way in which public funds are distributed
in order to lever in private investors. Just as with the UDCs, there is a requirement
that the City Challenge component of a programme attracts private funding, usually
worth at least twice as much. There is thus considerable pressure to tackle those
parts of the City Challenge strategy that are most likely to interest the private sector,
so you will often find that housing redevelopment has started with the areas that are
the most commercially attractive rather than those in greatest need, or that training
facilities have been redesigned with priority given to generating income rather than
meeting local requirements.

The second dimension of change in the initial partnership has been the increasing
control over the process exercised by central government, in the form of the
Department of the Environment. In some ways this should have been apparent from
the start, as it was this Department and its Secretary of State who made the
selection of the winning bids and so redistributed Urban Programme money.
However, the degree of their financial scrutiny of spending on City Challenge
schemes has been remarkable and led to threats to some of the pacemaker
authorities about the withdrawal of their future funds. This has had two important
consequences. First, the formal evaluation of City Challenge projects places great
stress on achieving “value for money“ in obtaining the outputs initially specified. The
adoption of the accountant's language is no coincidence and leaves little room for
the justification of an item of expenditure as 'community benefit". Secondly, the
degree of detail required of the five-year financial plan of an authority can make it
extremely difficult for City Challenge to retain flexibility and so respond to new
community needs.
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The third set of issues is fundamental both in establishing whether City Challenge
represents a genuine return to the community orientation of the first urban policies
and in forecasting the likely longer term effects of this approach. The identification of
the community as a partner in the initial bid was an important step, not just because
it was meant to make sure that regeneration was relevant to people's needs and
holistic in tackling the various dimensions of urban deprivation at once, but also
because it challenged the prevailing notion of partnership. The way in which
partnership had been introduced to urban policy was heavily dependent on the
model of joint financial involvement by the public and private sectors that was
thought to typify the great American success stories in cities like Baltimore and
Boston. Inviting the community to share in the decision making without having a
direct financial commitment broke with that framework by giving power without
investment and directly challenged the ability of local councillors to represent the
views of the people that they were supposed to represent (MACFAHLANE 1993). The
early evidence is that community representatives (other than local councillors) make
up only 25-33% of the members of the Boards governing City Challenge and may
well not be as able to attend meetings - due to lack of access to transport or child
care facilities - or influence decisions - reflecting their lack of experience — as other
members. Community influence on City Challenge programmes after the initial
consultation period has thus been limited at a formal level. The situation is unlikely to
improve given the pressure on the officials responsible for delivering the increasingly
rigid set of projects (even if they had received the training necessary to consult
informally). This represents a wasted opportunity not only in terms of establishing
community ownership of particular schemes and thus their long term viability, but
also in relation to the effective delivery of programmes. When consultation with the
community actually occurs it is usually confined to training and social issues, but
there is plenty of scope for community influence on the planning of other initiatives,
and possibly a direct role for community groups in their actual delivery. These are the
ways in which the initiative created by City Challenge will become self-sustaining.

CONCLUSION

Britain faces enormous economic, environmental, social and political problems in
the heart of its major cities. A great range of policy initiatives - many of them beyond
the scope of this brief summary - have been introduced in order to tackle them and
there is evidence of some success in improving conditions (Ftoesori 1994). There
has also been a great deal of wasted money and the imposition of solutions on the
people who are meant to benefit from urban regeneration.

The introduction of City Challenge represented an opportunity to team from the
failures of the past and develop an approach that involved genuine partnership at a
local level. There are a number of limitations to its potential beneficial impact that
stem from the initial selection process, but the barriers to long term success appear



to be growing as the original idea of a partnership between the private sector, the
public sector and the community is not working out in practice. The concern
expressed here is that the genuine involvement of the community in City Challenge is
not some kind of idealistic bonus, but rather an integral part of the whole process of
long term regeneration. Without serious consideration of the ways in which
community involvement is treated as part of the process of urban regeneration
instead of being a passing outcome, the City Challenge approach will have the same
limited impact on English inner cities as the community approaches of the 19603.
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:3,- In this paper the current developments of polycentric municipalities are being discussed. This
smaller study reviews only parts of the changes affecting the regional area of metropolitan
Stockholm. It will begin by placing contemporary trends in the context of population and
employment within metropolitan areas, further it will focus on the changes that have taken place
in the intra-urban pattern of places of work and jobs in Stockholm Metropolitan Area.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the 1880s an urbanization process started in Sweden which is still going on.
In 1950 about 50 per cent of the Swedish population lived in localities with more than
2000 inhabitants. Today, this figure is over 75 per cent. The urbanization process of
course, reflects the restructuring that occurred in production. In 1950 about 20 per
cent of the working population was occupied in the primary sector. Currently this is
less than 5 per cent. During the last hundred years growth in employment has been
within the secondary and tertiary sector, typical urban economic activities.

At first, the urbanization process parallelled the development in the industrial
sector, which reached its maximum in the middle of the 19603, employing about
50 per cent of the working population. After that service occupations have
increasingly dominated the economy, thus also the urban areas.

Until as recently as the end of the 19503 the service sector had a traditional
hierarchical structure, with specialized higher order personal and professional
services concentrated in or near the central business district. Since the beginning of
the 19603 however suburbanization and counter urbanization increasingly influenced
the form and structure of the towns. A rise in car ownership, the increasing
participation of women in the labour market, are some forces that reinforce these
changes. The improvement in accessibility opened up larger parts of the urban area
within a short commuting time, and a more mobile population. Suburbanization or
decentralization of economic activities from the (mono)centre is a phenomena that
has occurred during the last decades. Towns have become polycentric.
The trend toward polycentric metropolises has been one of the most characteristic

developments in the structure of many larger urban areas throughout the last
decades. Technological, economic and social change are producing new urban
spatial trends in North America, Europe, and much of the advanced industrial world.
As the number of manufacturing jobs has declined and the size of the service sector



increased it is possible to ask whether a postmodern urban landscape with
IIfragmentation, multi-nodality, plurality and diffusion“ exists (BOUFlNE, 1991).

Multi-nodal'rty or polycentric urban developments and the occurrence of
'subcentres, suburban nucleations, mini cities“ are however widely recognized
(HAHTSHOHN & MULLER). Not only in relation to manufacturing (SUABEZ-VILLA, 1989),
but also retailing (BHOMLEY & THOMAS, 1993; JONES & SIMMONS, 1990), offices (GAD,
1991) or within the service sector in general (DANIELS, 1985). North American and
British literature have dominated the decentralization! suburbanization discussions,
and the uncertain position of the urban core in relation to the competing suburbs is
often discussed (LAW, 1988).

The problem of a diminishing tax revenue base, unemployment, and decline of
certain municipalities within the metropolitan centre is obvious, as the metropolitan
area is not homogeneous. Municipalities have to compete with each other, not only
on the local and regional level, but increasingly on the supra-national level. In this
context it is interesting to see that city-marketing with large advertisement campaigns
has become a concept of growing importance for local managers in order to draw
attention to the attractiveness of their municipality (PUMAIN, 1991; BUUHSINK, 1991 ).

In recent years Swedish towns are developing towards polycentric cities, as several
business activities have been relocating from the town centers or traditional 0805 to
suburban sites, so called Peripheral Business Districts (MAHIEU, 1992).

Figure 1 Intra—urban relocation and the polycentric urban model

CBD = Central Business District
PBD = Peripheral Business District



The overall aim of the study is through a description and analysis of firm location
and relocation in the metropolitan area of Stockholm to be able to indicate whether
the overall intra-urban relocation pattern of Stockholm shows similar development as
in certain other western metropolises.
This paper shall review only parts of the changes affecting the regional area of

metropolitan Stockholm. It will begin by placing contemporary trends in the context of
population and employment within metropolitan areas, further it will focus on the
changes that have taken place in the intra-urban pattern of places of work and jobs
in Stockholm Metropolitan Area.

This is done by focussing on two questions:
1. What changes are taking place in the Stockholm area when looking at changes in

places of work and number of jobs?
2. Do the suburbs growl diminish in relation to the central municipalities, as seen in

other studies?

Even though the suburbanization/ decentralization of economic activities is widely
recognized, its causes and consequences are not.
The driving forces for relocation are of course an interplay between push and pull

factors. The locational choices of firms depend on many factors: accessibility, the
cost of space and location rent, labour market, infrastructure, special building or site
requirements, etc.
Other factors that are less easily pinned down and might be considered “soft“

location factors deserve some attention. Image and status address can be important
for firms. l"To be there' has meaning. In a study of intra-urban relocation within
several provincial towns in Sweden the need for more space was shown an
important driving force, or push for relocation. While image and status address
formed the pull to the destination area (MAHIEU, 1994).

The demand for space for an expanding firm is one of the major driving forces to
relocate and search for new locations, as ERLANDSSON (1975) has shown in his study
of firm development and spatial demands within Stockholm, Malmö, and
Helsingborg. Clear linkages can be made with the product cycle theory, in which the
growth of firms and their place in the different phases — 1. innovation, 2. take-off,
3. mature phase, 4. final phase, determine the metropolitan expansion and urban
renewal (LlCHTENBEFlGEFl, 1991).

THE STUDY AREA

Greater Stockholm or Stockholm Metropolitan Area in this study includes all
municipalities within Stockholm County with the exception of Norrtälje, Sôdertälje and
Nynäsham, which means a total of 22 municipalities. These municipalities comprise



a population of about 1 480 000 persons (The National Atlas of Sweden, 1991). The
mouth of the lake system Mälam divides the area in a southern and northern part.

In this analysis the area is divided in two major parts: The inner suburbs, including
Stockholm with its inner city and 5 other municipalities, and the other 16
municipalities that form together the outer suburbs (see Figure 2). By comparing two
databases which contain the number of jobs and places of work in both 1987 and
1992 on each municipality, the changes in the metropolitan area can be calculated.
Since the 19505 the development of Stockholm Metropolitan Area has changed.

The population in the region grew from 1 million in 1950 to about 1,5 million in 1989.
Thereby, the area increased its part of the national population from 15 to about
20 per cent. This population growth mainly concentrated in the outer suburbs. During
the same period the total number of jobs in the SMA increased from 510 000 to
880 000 (SOU. 1989). The tertiary sector has always dominated in Stockholm, but
the share of service jobs in relation to the total number of jobs has increased during
the post-war period (see Figure 3), and in national perspective the Stockholm region
can be considered as Sweden's service centre.

CONCLUSION

When comparing the databases of 1987 and 1992 we see that the number of work
places (Le. 5 or more employed) in Stockholm Metropolitan Area has grown during
this period. This also counts for the number of jobs these establishments provided.
This growth however has not been equally distributed throughout the entire area.
The inner suburbs (including Stockholm with its CBD) show a lower increase than the
outer suburbs in places of work and an absolute decline of the number of jobs. The
largest growth has taken place in the northwestern part of the Metropolitan area
towards the location of Arlanda, the international airport of Stockholm.

This development clearly shows the same trend as in many other North-American
or European metropolitan areas, even though the centre of Stockholm Metropolitan
Area still remains an important location for economic activities.
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Figure 2 Stockholm Metropolitan Area
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Table 1 The changes in places of work and jobs in SMA between 1987 and 1992

STOCKHOLM METROPOLITAN AREA (Places of work with à 5 employees)

Code Municipality Plaeee Places Absolute Relative Jobs Jobs Absolute Relative
of Work of Work change change 1937 1992 change change

1987 1992 (11.) (94)
114 Upplands vasby 280 349 69 25 9417 11098 -11681 16
115 Vallentuna 130 158 28 22 2660 3188 528 20
117 Ôsîerâker 174 210 36 21 4467 5117 650 15
120 Vänndö 1 1 9 1 47 28 24 3326 3387 61 2
123 Jârfälla 410 453 43 10 16737 16645 -92 -1
125 Ekerö 120 1 35 15 1 3 2491 2963 492 20
1 26 Huddinge 524 650 1 26 24 22276 25654 3378 1 5
127 Botkyrka 386 467 61 21 1 2933 1 451 1 1 578 1 2

126 Salem 54 64 10 19 1352 1255 -97 -7
1 36 Haninge 364 428 64 1 8 1 3334 1 7460 4126 31
136 Tyresô 240 226 -12 -5 5576 5606 30 1

139 Upplands Bro 147 165 18 12 4153 4812 659 16
1 60 Täby 436 536 1 00 23 1 0865 1 2779 1 914 1 8

1 62 Danderyd 296 31 3 17 6 1 7960 1 6722 762 4

163 Sollentuna 484 602 118 24 15000 17408 2408 16
1 80 Stockholm 1 0307 1 0647 340 3 425209 41 31 01 -1 21 08 -3

1 82 Nacka 491 561 70 14 1 6003 1 5624 -379 -2
183 Sundbyherg 374 380 6 2 13609 14132 523 4
1 84 Solna 873 91 3 40 5 50757 50098 -659 -1
186 Lidingö 333 314 459 —18 8409 9043 634 a
187 Vaxholm 59 64 5 8 1664 1231 -433 -26
1 91 Sigtuna 295 385 90 31 1 4000 20576 6576 47

Total 16946 18169 1223 7 672196 684430 12232 2



Table 2 Differences between inner— and outer suburbs. places of work

Change Relative
1997 1992 '87-‘92 ehange

Places of Work
Inner suburbs 12724 13128 404 3 %
Outer suburbs 4222 5041 819 19 %
Total Area 16946 18169 1223 7 %

Source: Calculations after Sweden Statistics, firm registers 1987 a 1992

Figure 4 Changes in places of work between 1987 and 1992
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Table 3 Differences between inner- and outer suburbs, jobs

Change Relative
1987 1992 '87-'92 change

Jobs
Inner suburbs 531947 520720 -1 1227 -2 %
Outer suburbs 140251 163710 23459 17 %
Total Area 8721998 684430 12232 2 %

Source: Calculations alter Sweden Statistics, firm registers 1987 a. 1992

Figure 5 Changes of jobs between 1987 and 1992
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à: A comprehensive review of literature on transport and transport behaviour of residents of the '1'
Ruhrgebiet reveals that most studies tend to use indicators based on individual municipalities or
counties. On this level of aggregation, an empirical investigation of modal split. purpose and
duration of trips etc. presents few problems. Correlating these with the existing level of

I infrastmcture and service provision, however, seems to be too complex a task.
. Since the Fiuhrgebiet is characterized by a polycentric spatial stmcture with notable disparities
à}; regarding population densities and infrastructure, future studies ought to adopt a micro—scale I:

approach focussing on local areas. To be able to counteract the expected increase in the number f»
of trips, obvious deficits in infrastructure and service provision would have to be dealt with,
especially to fulfill the basic needs of residents within the abovementioned local areas. -. .-

We are currently developing a research project which aims to analyze this relationship between
g; the provision of services and infrastmcture on the one hand and the transport behaviour of urban

.' residents on the other. Furthermore, we are seeking to establish the factors explaining mobility
and demand for transport as far as they are related to settlement structure as well as
investigating the preconditions, acceptance and potential for changing consumer behaviour
towards more environmentally friendly means of transport. We are aiming to develop a "535-.
framework for action, serving as a basis for future decision-making processes in urban and ÈÏj,
spatial planning- not onlyin a national, but alsoin a global context.
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1. Problems

The growth of car and truck traffic is a world-wide phenomenon particularly in large
cities and conurbations. It is well known that improvement of infrastructure seldom
helps to manage increased traffic: the expansion of freeways only increases the
traffic jams (as the examples of the 401 in Toronto, or of a three storey freeway - one
on top of the other - in Tokyo show). In Germany the opening of the free trade area
in Europe is expected to drastically increase the volume of traffic on the present
freeway system even more. Indeed, transportation engineers have warned that the
whole system might collapse.

However, "the limits to growth" are not only a problem of infrastructure capacity but
- even more important - an ecological problem, as the Club of Home pointed out in its
famous publication more than 20 years ago and as the “Earth Summit" of Rio
reiterated two years ago.

2. Strategies

What can be done to manage the growth in car and truck traffic? Up to now three
strategies have been applied:



1. fl. car and truck traffic from certain areas
2. 911m it to public transit (people) or railroads (goods)
3. reduce the mobility of people and goods.

2.1 First Strategy

German economists (Le. Paul Klemmer) suggested charging private commuters for
freeway access in order to reduce the number of private cars using the freeway so
that more room is given to trucks. Policies such as this might have serious
consequences for densely populated areas such as the Rhine-Ruhr conurbation.
Traffic jams would be shifted to residential areas and pollution or accidents would
increase dramatically.

Some cities such as Singapore, Hong Kong or Freiburg have started to restrict
access to certain areas. Singapore developed a method of area licensing.
Hong Kong introduced a road pricing system, and Freiburg banned cars from the
downtown area. Such policies tend to displace cars to other areas. Most of those
policies are supposed to support the second strategy: forcing people to use public
transit.

2.2 Second Strategy

This strategy only works in cities with excellent public transit systems and in cities
able and willing to reinforce these policies by political means.

Other policies are based on incentives such as reducing fares for public transit. The
so-called „Umweltschutz Abonnement“ was invented in Basel in 1983. The reduced
fare for a monthly transit pass was supposed to attract new customers, especially car
drivers, in order to reduce pollution and assist environmental protection. Basel was
so successful that its policy was copied widely in Swiss and German cities.
The increased use of public transportation was supposed to reduce car traffic by
25%.
This, however, did not happen. Why?

Many commuters did use public transportation as studies showed ( - even though
not all of them liked it, as the faces in the tramway of this cartoon suggest). However,
the so—called "green widows", housewives living relatively isolated lives in green but
dull suburbs. finally got the chance to get away by using the family car. And they did
(as shown on this cartoon: "Since my husband has been taking the tram l can get my
organic vegetables fresh from the market everydayl").



Figure1 Basel invented the so—called I'Umweltschutz Abonnement' in 1983. Car
traffic, however, was not reduced as much as expected.
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(Cartoon by Ernst Feurer-Mettler. in Nebelspalter and THEMA - Forschung und Wissenschaft an den
Schweizer Hochschulen. Transport und Gesellschaft (1988), no. 5, p.33)

This criticism is not directed against women. It is directed against the way our cities
are planned and built - traditionally by men without considering female needs. This
point leads directly to the third strategy.

2.3 Third Strategy

There are not many policies enabling us to reduce the mobility of people and
goods. Most of them are from the seventies. They were aimed at rebuilding and
reconstructing our cities in a more human way, but none of those strategies were
successful. We remember slogans and buzz words like:

- the compact city
- the city of short distances
- the liveable city.

3. Preliminary conclusions

During my work with a commission set up by the „KVR“ („Kommunalverband
Ftuhrgebie ", a regional association of local authorities in the Ruhr), I had the idea
that we ought to go back to basics. For this reason, the „KVR“ asked me to analyse



all studies dealing with mobility or transportation patterns over the last 10 years.
Some results of this research are of interest here:

3.1 Modal Split

The modal split shows that the Ruhr conurbation has a smaller share of public
transportation than other German cities (9.5% : 12%) while the use of private cars is
more intensive (56.7 : 45). If we compare the modal split of the average city in the
Ruhr conurbation with Basel the dominance of the automobile in the Ruhr is even
more extreme.

Ruhr Basel
Public transport 9.5% 43%
Private cars 56.7% 21%

3.2 Trip Purpose

The data disprove the thesis that most trips are related to work. More than half of all
trips (57%) are related to shopping and leisure activities. Indeed, the share of traffic
related to these activities is still increasing.
The problem of shifting this kind of travel to public transit is that these trips are not

tied to specific places, and individuals are free to decide when and where to go.

Figure 2 Trip Purpose (average) in the Ruhr
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3.3 Distance

The data on trip distances also show that urban transportation planning started
from premises that are obviously wrong. The planners assumed that on average
people would travel long distances. In the Ruhr conurbation, however, one of four
trips are of distances less than 1 km. One half of all trips end after 3 km and two out
of three after 5 km. We may conclude that most of the trips involved are of walking or
biking distance - at least in a European context!

Figure 3 Trip Distances (average) in the Fluhr

3.4 Time budget

The data concerning time budgets are also of considerable interest. Trans-spart
engineers calculate that in Germany the average person takes 3 trips per day. This is
correct if data are related to the total population. If the data are related to mobile
individuals, however, we end up with an average of 3.8 trips per person per day.
However, on average a person is not on the road for as long as transport engineers
suggest: on average 56.5 minutes a day for everybody and 70.8 minutes for mobile
individuals. That is an average of 15 to 20 minutes per trip!



Figure 4 Time Budget in the Fluhr

trips / day (total population) (ö 2.9 trips
trips I day (mobile individuals) Q 3.8 trips

on the road / day (total pOpuIation) (2) 56.5 minutes
on the road / day (mobile individuals) (a 70.8 minutes

3.5 Trip Origin and Destination

Between 70 and 85% of all trips start and end within the same city. These data
show that the thesis of the Ruhr being a multi—nucleated and therefore strongly
interconnected megalopolis is - at least related to transport - only a myth. This
reinforces earlier conclusions about the relatively large number of non-work trips and
the short distance and travel time of the average trip.

4. Future Research

The most important results of our research done for the KVFt were - at least for us -
the questions that we have raised. The main problem is that we still do not know
much about the political, sociological and spatial context of behaviour patterns in
transport.

The most serious deficiency of existing studies is the link between the level of
infrastructure and provision of services within residential areas and the transportation
behaviour of their residents. To begin, we need more detailed investigations of the
purposes and motives for the choice of a specific mode of transportation. That would
mean adding the question of „why?“ to the questions "how“, ”when“. and "where"?
We argue here that one of the major aims of future urban development should be a

sustainable city. Therefore, we have to raise the question of whether or not there is a
connection between the behaviour of urban residents and spatial infrastructures.
Hence, we will have to start with the residents’ day-to-day surroundings and their
actual needs, to find out about deficits (and perhaps disparities) and to show
possibilities for action.

Based on these conclusions we have drawn up two complementary research
projects.

The focal point of these projects will be on possibilities for influencing transportation
behaviour and mode of transportation in order to reduce reliance on automobile
traffic in the Ruhr.
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. Housing is one of the most acute problems in Moscow. In fact. before eariy 1993 housing
distribution was normative. Up to now there have existed and continue to exist long lists for
improving housing conditions. To be put into these lists was possible only in case the people lived
in overcrowded flats with less than 5 sq.m. per person. The process of housing privatisation that _

a}. had considerably developed by late 1992 started the market mechanism for ,buy - sell“ of the
apartments, creating conditions for the formatting of housing market in Moscow. The gradual "

expanding of the real estate market had brought about a relative price stabilisation by 1993.
jj"-i_j' Location affects strongly the cost of a flat. For Moscow, under conditions of socially mixed
Î" population and a vague idea of what is a ,prestigious“ dwelling zone like, a better location is

associated with the city centre remoteness. In reality, the apartment value rate reflects not only I
the quality of the housing proper and its place on the city-maps, but the quality of life in the given .
blocks. The contrasts of the picture as it is draw attention in the first instance. The Central part of 2,"
the city stands out sharply as to the price level. At the same time there are quite a number of ..
blocks in outlying districts able to compete with the centre. It can be noted that there have
emerged two poles of gravitation of well-off people, and alongside prestigious blocks of the

‚Ä, historical part of Moscow similar blocks are arising in outlying districts- The functioning of housing
market significantly enchanted social differences bringing about polarization of urban .
environment. The right of choosing the place of residence enjoyed by the population now, but so _'
far accessible only to "the rich“, has led to redistribution of the pepulation in the city and
segregation of different social strata. It turns urban environment into a source of permanent j -

Ï'i; conflicts and social claims which are the more acute. Moscow's city authorities have not yet been
fully conscious of these problems and in fact the latter are not discussed neither in mass media -
nor in scientific publications.

Key Words: Housing Market, Moscow, Apartment, Location, Price

Housing is one of the most acute problems in Moscow. Swift growth of the city's
population has made this problems almost insoluble. To own “a Moscow flat" people
would stop at nothing: fake marriages and divorces. family dramas, bribes and
forgery. In fact, before early 1993 housing distribution was normative. Up to now
there have existed and continue to exist long list for improving housing conditions. To
be put into these lists was possible only in case the people lived in overcrowded flats
with less than 5 sq.m. per one person.

No doubt there were plenty of ways to bypass the existing regulation either by
making use of one's official standing or by paying a big sum of money. Thus. for
example, in 1988, 105 thousand families and individuals improved their housing
conditions, but only 54 thousands of them were really 'ocheredniki", i.e. those on the
list. By the end of 1988 those on the waiting list amounted to 378 thousand families.
Permanent scandals flared up around housing distribution. A flat in the centre of the

39,' '



city was considered as a privilege enjoyed only by high ranking officials.
Simultaneous with mass housing construction, a selective housing construction was
going on in the centre. Random “enclaves“ of modern multi-storey housing blocks
arose there. Their look and unceremonious invasion of a historically formed housing
pattem irrevocably destroyed the historical milieu of the nicest comers of Moscow.

it is natural that on receiving a new flat people should be far from being always
satisfied with it. Plenty of things did not suit them and in the first place finding
themselves far away from the location they had lived before, and the rupture of all
old ties. There would have been no way out of the situation but for the established
practice of exchanging flats ("housing barter"), which arose as a result of semi-legal
activities of the population. You couldn‘t buy or sell an apartment, but it could be
exchanged on condition that the exchange was equivalent and neither of the sides
worsened its housing conditions to the extent that it might become eligible for getting
a new apartment. As a result, after revealing outstanding abilities to get things going,
wasting lots of time, energy and money, the Muscovites could move to the block that
met their demands. But of course not many could run such risks: only the most active
and well off people. A long-term functioning of housing exchange market formed
certain notions of the values of different city blocks and gave a unique chance to
analyze territorial differentiation of urban environment‘.

The process of housing privatisation that had considerably developed by late 19922
started the market mechanism for "buy - sell“ of the apartments, creating conditions
for the formation of housing market in Moscow. The functioning of it took on a
criminal shade as a result of the absence of a properly worked out housing law,
protecting the citizens' rights to their own dwelling place, and the general juridical
ignorance of the population as well. Thus, according to the Police Department of
Moscow estimates, over 1993, 15,000 cases of eviction of citizens as a result of
housing machinations were registered. Among them 1,500 were murdered, 6,000
found themselves homeless and joined the ranks of Moscow beggars. The rest were
forced to abandon the city. The mechanism of housing deals is rather simple: poor
and lonely people are offered various “benefits" — from considerable sums of money
and housing in other districts of the city or the country to selling the apartment with
the former owner retaining a life-long right to dwell there. The deal concluded, the
“former owner" is of no interest to "the benefactor" and is thrown out into the street.
The lonely old folks, alcoholics, children under age, drug addicts - the most
unprotected layers of citizens - tum victims to this kind of swindling. In February,
1994, a criminal group was disclosed, who were involved in this kind of criminal
activities. In their office, documents were discovered containing data about 2,278
apartment owners, in fact, potentially doomed.

The obvious profit derived from housing speculation gave a powerful spur to the
development of multiple smaller firms and offices dealing with the evaluation of
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realty, its speedy privatisation and selling (buying). At the lowest estimate possible,
there are now 180 similar firms in Moscow functioning legally and specializing in
operation with real estate, apart from numerous banks and stock-exchanges for
which such activity is just work on the side.

In 1992, when the demand for housing in Moscow and for office considerably
exceeded the supply, prices were fixed quite incidentally and might be unexpectedly
low or unjustifiably high. But the gradual expanding of the real estate market had
brought about a relative price stabilisation by 1993. It does not mean that the prices
themselves don't change, they are rising as a result of general inflation but a stable
enough correlation between the prices has been established, depending on the
location of housing within the city, the infrastructure of the adjoining blocks, proximity
to parklands and plenty of other factors.

Now, what is the structure of the Moscow housing fund like? Houses built in Soviet
time form its basis. Historical buildings are located only in the centre of the city, many
houses having been removed from the fund for the reason of not corresponding to
up-to-date notions of the necessary comfort standards. At the same time, they
continue to maintain multistory rental houses, built early in the century, where
people, as a rule, live in "communal'I flats. A number of buildings have been
reconstructed to meet the demands of a prestigious dwelling. In previous times they
were offered to 'nomenklatura", nowadays the latter have been replaced by the "new
rich". But such houses definitely make up an inconsiderable part of the city housing
fund.

Soviet housing, starting with the 203, can be very well divided into clear-cut periods
determined by the dominating urban-planning conceptions. In the 20s and 303 the
principles of constructivism and functionalism were widely introduced into
construction. Concrete is already widely used. The ideas of a "social (communal)
hostel“ bring about a sharp decrease of the useful space of apartments. Many
household functions - cooking, washing, keeping food stores etc., are carried out
beyond an individual dwelling place and the minimum space is left for these functions
within the flat. Compact housing blocks in accordance with the principle of “factory-
settlement" prevail in that period.

From 1932 up to 1958 the dominating idea is the "facade-line“ housing construction
in Moscow, which was meant as a sort of window-dressing. Individually designed
blocks of houses were built along all city avenues, the principal arteries of traffic.
These brick houses, richly decorated, had apartments corresponding to their outer
look. A portion of these apartments was occupied by those belonging to privileged
layers of the population, “the working aristocracy“ included, while in the remaining
part two-three families lived in one apartment, that is, the “communal principle”I was
observed. Construction carried out by such methods couldn't solve the housing



problem - the key problem of the city. The gap between the living standards of higher
and lower layers of the population became dangerous.

Transition to mass housing construction has begun since the sixties, when the
building industry came in place of individual methods of construction. Concrete has
taken the place of brick, 8-9 story houses are replaced by 5-story ones. Making
cheaper the construction becomes a leading principle. As a result, not only
architectural extravagances, but even lifts are given up. The task of providing the
greatest possible number of Muscovites with housing was being solved to great
extent at the expense of increasing the number of compartments in every house.
That's why the living Space per family, as well as the height of ceilings, were sharply
cut. At present, almost the whole 5-story housing fund of Moscow is in such poor
state that it is beyond repairing.

The middle of the 705 marks the beginning of a new stage in the urban planning
history of Moscow. Changes are introduced into the mass planning of prefabricated
houses, widely practiced before. Year after year the number of stories has been
growing from 9 to 22, the lay-out improving and the useful space increasing.
Buildings put into operation in the late 80s almost do not differ from houses of the
505 as to the size and amenities of apartments. Of course, they are much inferior to
the latter as far as quality of the buildings is concerned, as well as their architectural
design and the amenities of surrounding urban milieu.

The concentric development of Moscow conditioned the consecutive lay-out on the
city-map of the blocks constructed at various times. They are easily discerned
visually. But the picture, uniform at first glance, has its nuances connected not only
with the time of housing construction but with houses representing different kinds of
property. It is necessary to note that, though real estate couldn't be owned privately
(individually) in Soviet time, some kinds of collectively owned property were still
allowed, in particular: department property ( i.e., belonging to the collective of a
certain state enterprise, ministry, office or corporation ) and cooperative property
(i.e., owned by an association of individuals). As a rule, departmental and
cooperative houses are of better construction quality and have improved
compartment lay-out. In addition, the dwellers of these houses are more social
homogeneous. Departmental and cooperative housing construction was carried out
at random, within the blocks, and never on mass scale. Though departmental and
cooperative houses are dispersed all over the city, one can easily pick out the blocks
where they are mostly concentrated.

Let's look at maps (Figure 1, 2, 3,). The greatest volume of housing in Moscow is
municipal (state property), but its share considerably varies by districts. Municipal
buildings are located in the first place in the central part of the city, in the zone of
historical housing, where we find former rental houses and private mansions, once



expropriated. Then we see the areas of 5-story housing and former suburbs standing
out very well on the map (Figure 1). They mainly occupy the space in between the
city traffic arteries, its inner districts. If we compare the area of the prevailing
concentration of municipal houses and the underground line network, it will become
evident that it is the above territories that are least of all provided with the
underground transport, which is the key one under Moscow conditions. The residents
of these districts are forced to use the surface transport, which is slow and much
more reliable.

The picture will be quite different if we take departmental houses (Figure 2). Most of
them are located:
I in settlements constructed around bigger industrial units, the airports (for

example, in the settlement of the airport "Vnukovo" 96% of housing is
departmental and the population is employed by this enterprise), the water-
power plant etc.;

- in the central part of the city, in the blocks selected by high party and state
officials;

r in the blocks constructed in Stalin's time, which adjoin Moscow avenues and are
well provided with kinds of transport.

Cooperative houses (Figure 3) are mainly concentrated in the outskirts of the city, in
the area of mass housing construction of recent years, but here the trend for
territorial selectivity is also evident. As construction of cooperative housing
suggested the investments by individual citizens, many factors were taken into
account when choosing the building site. They were the following: transport facilities,
proximity to parkland, the provision of social infrastructure etc. Thus, other things
being equal, the residents of cooperative houses were certain to find themselves in
the better position.

When speaking of structure and quality of the Moscow housing fund, one should
mention that the housing situation differs in various districts. The average living
space provision varies from 8 to 30 sq. m. per capita (Figure 4). The situation is the
worst in the districts where there is still much old residential housing, i.e., in the
inner-city and in the areas where bigger urban and semi-urban settlements of former
suburbs of the capital are still preserved. There are many “communal" apartments.
Things are much better in the blocks of Stalin's time construction. In spite of the
existence of “communal" apartments, the high quality of the housing and vast flats
provide the residents with better living space.
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Figure 1 Share of Municipal Housing in Moscow (1993)



Figure 2 Share of Departmental Housing in Moscow (1993)
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Figure 3 Share of Cooperative Housing in Moscow (1993)
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But it is not only the physical size of the apartments that matters. The demographic
structure of families residing in different parts of Moscow considerably differs. Where
several generations, that is, a young family or grown-up children live with parents,
the provision of living space is much lower. Such situation is typical for the city centre
and former workers' settlements. Where children and parents live separately (i.e., in
new blocks), the living space provision is much better. However, the highest rates for
Moscow are characteristic of the blocks where a great number of lone persons live
and the percentage of elderly residents is high. It is just this circumstance, as well as
the existence of "communal" flats, that creates the prerequisites for redistribution of
population in the city.

Let us dwell now on specific features of housing market functioning in Moscow. The
analysis of the dynamics of the apartment prices in 1993 shows that the market
development brings about stabilization of prices, which become more or less
predictable. Of course, we faced great difficulties when collecting reliable information
Mediation service offices dealing in buying and selling flats keep secret the results of
the bargains made by them. Thus advertisement booklets publishing apartment sale
offer are the only source of information on housing in Moscow. For this reason, we
have chosen a specialized publishing house owned by a reputable realty office,
which has a number of experienced brokers on the staff. We applied to the editorial
office with a request to provide us with the firsthand information at their disposal
received from private persons. It should be noted that before being stored in the
database, "prices" of flats fixed by their owners undergo an expertize by a broker
who is well familiar with a certain district of Moscow. He determines to what extent
the price corresponds to the feasibility of selling the flat for such a sum. That is why
we had no doubt that the received information was reliable. Besides, this office
published the fullest information about the flats offered for sale including their
location in the city and transport facilities. Though we had taken into account all
indices, two factors - "the size of the flat" and "location'-tumed out to be
predominant. As for their significance, they by far exceed the influence of all other
characteristics. Therefore, when analysing spatial differences of the urban
environment of Moscow, which came to light as a result of the housing market
functioning, the main attention was paid to correlation between those very factors
and the apartment price.

In the first place, it turned out that the cost of one square meter of housing is not
the same for flats with different number of rooms. Thus, approximately up to the
middle of 1992, one-room apartments were in highest demand, and the average cost
per one square meter in such flats was much higher than that in others. By the end
of the summer of 1993, the situation had radically changed. Demand for smaller flats
went down, the cost per one square meter of one-room and two-room flats evened
out, but at the same time the cost of three-room flats greatly increased. This trend
had increased towards the beginning of 1994. With the cost per square meter in



standard one-two-and three-room flats being even, demand has greatly increased for
the dwellings whose size exceed the size of standard Moscow flats. In this case, the
bigger the flat, the higher is the price per 1 sq.m., sometimes 1.5 - 2 times higher.
Incidentally, such changes testify to the pace of initial investment accumulation by
'nouveau riche", as well as to a change in the notion of an “adequate living standard"
and "social equality" etc.

Location affects the cost of a flat even more. For Moscow, under conditions of
socially mixed population and a vague idea of what is a I'prestigious' dwelling zone
like, a better location is associated with the city centre remoteness. The proximity of
parks and parkland corrects the established common idea only in a slight degree. lt
is this approach that has affected the formation of territorial rental zones for Moscow,
according to which the land-tax rate is determined. However, evaluating an
apartment, its owner, by intuition, when using the word “location“, means much more
than just how far it is from the centre or the proximity of parkland. In reality, the
apartment value rate reflects not only the quality of the housing proper and its place
on the city-maps, but the quality of life in the given blocks. When fixing the price, the
owner makes use of his own experience. Everything is taken into account: the
neighbours (above all their socio-cultural level, then their income), supply of shops,
the availability of schools, polyclinics, kindergartens etc., their service level, the level
of local criminal activities... In other words, all that man encounters in everyday life
and that can either complicate it or make it easier. That is why the character of
spatial distribution of the housing cost rate enables us to judge of qualitative
differences of urban environment (Figure 5).

The contrasts of the picture as it is draw attention in the first instance. The central
part of the city stands out sharply as to the price level. At the same time there is quite
a number of blocks in outlying districts able to compete with the centre. It can be
noted that there have emerged two poles of gravitation for well-off people, and
alongside prestigious blocks of historical part of Moscow similar blocks are arising in
outlying districts, especially in locations with various sporting facilities, such as
mountain-skiing, tennis and sailing. However, these two poles exist under different
social conditions. The Moscow centre is compact enough. It certainly cannot be
called homogeneous, but still the policy of evacuating the old residents to urban
periphery and moving to the centre and the adjacent blocks the “nomenclature" has
led to creating here a considerable stratum of people whose living standard is higher
than that of the rest of population. The process of privatization and formation of
housing market has considerably increased the number of well—to-do people in the
Moscow centre. And though the sharpest contrasts are peculiar to this part of the
city, such situation is considered natural here and does not give rise to strong protest
on the part of the needy population. Things are quite different in the outskirts of
Moscow, where prestigious blocks are in absolutely different surroundings and
represent sort of enclaves of prOSperity against the background of general poverty.
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Residents in these blocks are obliged to spend big sums of money to protect their
own security and well-being. This naturally affects the cost of apartment.

One of the reasons for this sharp polarization of urban milieu is the low quality of
housing and the fact that urban environment has not been formed yet and has not
been taken preper care of. In spite of the current opinion that flats in Moscow are
sold at fabulous prices, exceeding those in Vienna, Paris and other European
capitals, the bulk of housing is sold at an average price, about 700-800 $ per one
sq.m. It is this price that is the base one for Moscow. However, one can suppose that
this price is somewhat too high due to the fact that the housing market has not yet
taken the proper shape and the demand exceeds the supply. A uniform enough
picture of housing price distribution is broken only in the blocks where the
percentage of cooperative and departmental housing is high (Figure 2, 3), as well as
in blocks constructed in Stalin's time. Here, prices increase by 10-20%. On the
contrary, the cost of apartments located in inner, placed within the city sectors,
blocks, where municipal housing prevails, is below the average by 20-30%, with the
exception of the south-west sector of the city.

It is not quite clear to what extent the proximity of vast tracts of greenery influences
the cost of housing. In fact, though expected to the contrary, they do not change the
picture as it is, and only when they become a real component of urban environment
adapted for urban life and the citizens' needs, they play their role. It tums out that the
availability of vast tracts of greenery as they are in the urban environment is not
enough to cause an increase of apartment cost; a man-made landscape should be
created imitating all kinds of various natural conditions and possibilities and even
visually differing from a usual mid-Russian paysage opening up beyond the Moscow
Periphery - the official city border.

However, it is not merely the quality of housing and proximity to tracts of greenery
that play a decisive role in determining the price level. In most blocks in the outlying
districts of Moscow and in its middle part as well, there are uniform houses which are
under comparatively equal conditions as to their distance from the city centre and
provision with social infrastructure and transport facilities; nevertheless the
apartment cost differs there. There are other factors which come into force here, in
the first place, the social structure of the resident population. Unfortunately we do not
have available official statistics, which would allow us to characterize the population
of different Moscow blocks according to their social and economic status, education
and income levels. The last census of 1989 gives a very generalized information on
34 former administrative districts. Therefore, to confirm the idea that the population
social structure really affects the level of housing cost, we shall make use of indirect
data.



Subscription is one of such indicators. The type of periodicals, the people subscribe
to, especially, if these publications have a clear-cut trend, as to the subject they deal
with, can give an idea of social and cultural characteristics of the population. An
analysis of subscription was made by the author in the cooperation with 3.8.
MIGHEYEv in 1990. Post offices were taken as units of the territorial division. More
than 150 publications which cannot be considered as mass ones were of greatest
interest to us. They are "Literatumaya gazeta" (Literature-news) and 'Sovetskaya
Cultura" (Culture-news) (Figure 6). It is quite evident that the public reading these
newspapers reside in the blocks where the housing cost level is significantly higher
than the average.

On the other hand, in the same year of 1990, the liberalization of access to
information made it possible for us to get data about the crime structure in Moscow,
the number of various criminal categories and the addresses of their residence. It
enabled us to compare this information, the visual image of which you can see in
Figure 7, with the results of the subscription analysis (Figure 6). These maps present
a diametrically opposite picture. Hardly any other indicator could so clearly reflect the
actually existing stratification in the society and the segregation of various social
strata in the city space. It is all the more striking, because the idea of social equality
has been propagated and put into practice for many years.

The functioning of housing market significantly enchanted these differences
bringing about polarization of urban environment. Indeed, blocks with best amenities,
where relatively well-to-do population lives, occupy a merely insignificant part of
Moscow. Apart from the compact main body of the city, they tend to reside within the
three principal sectors: the south-westem, north-westem and north-eastem ones.
Here, the demand for housing and office space is the greatest and prices - the
highest. It is this part of the city that has been rapidly changing its look and that
attracts all the I'new'l urban functions, and here the resident population is most
dynamic and involved in the process of economic and social changes. The rest of the
blocks find themselves at different stages of their evolution. Among them the blocks
of north, west and south outskirts of Moscow, which are kind of suppliers of the city
criminal elements, give rise to grave apprehensions about their social problems and
rapid degradation. The situation is aggravated by the fact that there are numerous
hostels of big industrial enterprises here and in addition refugees from the regions of
ethnic conflicts, who partly find shelter in Moscow, are mostly located in these blocks.



Figure 6 Residence of Subscribers of "Literatumaya Gazeta“ (Literature-News) and
“Sovetskaya Cultura" (Culture-News)
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Figure 7 Residence of Criminals in Moscow (1990)
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CONCLUSION

Thus, even the first steps in the development of housing market in Moscow have
revealed an exceedingly disturbing trend for social self-isolation. We have already
discussed the fact that urban environment of Moscow's periphery has not been
adequately formed and that in spite of multi-storey housing, Moscow's outskirts have
many peculiar features that are characteristics of rural areas and the rural mode of
life. Close neighbourhood of the poor and rich is one of these features. Very often
they live in the same houses, use one and the same social infrastructure, transport
and other facilities, their children go to the same schools. More well-off people,
however, definitely prefer to live in more homogeneous neighborhood of the same or
higher social status. The right of choosing the place of residence enjoyed by the
population now, but so far accessible only to “the rich", has led to re-distribution of
the population in the city and segregation of different social strata. In addition to self-
isolation of population due to difference in their property status, there exists a forced
age segregation, as a result of the urban policy pursued over a number of years, as
well as "ideological" isolation of party and state functionaries.

Moscow‘s city authorities have not yet been fully conscious of these problems and
in fact the latter are not discussed either in mass media or in scientific publications.
But the functioning of housing market has been revealing these problems so fast that
not a trace will soon be left of social equality of the past years and Moscow, like all
the largest cities of the world, will be confronted with a most complicated problem of
the existence of slums. World practice shows that segregation of the population‘s
residential parts of city results in segregation in other spheres of life. It turns urban
environment into a source of permanent conflicts and social claims which are the
more acute the deeper rooted in the people's conscience is the notion of social
equality as “the equalizing right“ and of the duty of the State to secure an adequate
living standard to everybody.

NOTES

1 A number of studies on urban ecology, carried out in the 70s under the supervision of J.V.
MEDVEDKDV, are devoted to this subject. The book by N.B. BAHBASH Methodoiogy of Studying
Territorial Differentiation of Urban Environment. M. IGAN, 1986, gives a most generalized description
of the results of these studies.
At present from 550% of flats have been privatized in different city blocks. This figure has averaged
24% in Moscow (by January 1, 1994).
The notion of prestigious houses, where party functionaries or high—ranking officials resided at one
time does not correspond to reality. In fact, such houses have formed neither a block nor a district
or zone, as a rule (in most cases). Coming out of a guarded entrance of such a house, its dwellers
faced the same urban environment not-taken-proper-care of, the same garbage cans, fences and
trampled lawns as the residents of neighboring houses did. This special "privileged“ world existed
behind the closed doors revealing itself only by small symbols: light—colour brick in the house's
design, a small well-looked-after lawn and a blue fir-tree at the entrance; a low fence and a militia-
man without fail. Of course, such houses were sure to make an impression of the blocks being
prestigious as a whole, but in fact their influence spread over very insignificant part of the city.

2

3





Urban places increasingly compete with each other to attract their share of visitors, businesses,
and investment. Although by no means a recent phenomenon, it is only during the last ten years
that geographers, planners, and marketing specialists have devoted attention to the study of
marketing efforts by urban places and regions. In 1993 and 1994 a number of books dealing with
the subject were published. There is, however, a wide spectrum of definitions and approaches. _ _Î

This paper aims to review the subject, variously labeled as city marketing. urban marketing,
place marketing (or selling places by some authors). lt will be demonstrated that the application
of marketing principles will have consequences for all aspects of urban planning, and indeed will
help urban places to developed their resources and competitive advantages in a more systematic '
way.

Introduction

This paper is dealing with marketing of urban places. It is a recent addition to the
geographical discipline and has been presented under different names. Authors not
only disagree about the labels to be used for this new field, but also have widely
differing views on what the subject is about. Even worse, quite a number of
geographers think that there is nothing really new about the subject, and that its
value is very limited anyway.

Nevertheless, the last few years have seen a substantial number of publications
dealing with marketing of urban places, which in itself justifies a closer look at the
subject. In this paper we will first investigate the different labels under which the
subject has been presented in recent publications. Secondly, it will be demonstrated
that a consensus about what marketing of urban places should include is lacking so
far, with many authors having a very limited understanding of the nature and
consequences of marketing. Finally, a plea is made for a better integration of
marketing principles in geography. The application of marketing principles has
consequences for all aspects of urban planning, and indeed will help urban places to
developed their resources and competitive advantages and unique selling points in a
more systematic way.

A kaleidoscope of urban marketing

For most established specializations within a discipline there is at least some
agreement on the names to be used. Within geography 'urban geography',
'ecorlornic geography', 'regional geography' and many other 'geographies' have



become accepted, even if the exact meaning of each term leaves room for varying
views and definitions. This is not (yet?) the case with urban marketing. Limiting
ourselves to books published during the last few years, the mere titles suggests a
wide variety of views. An early book publication is Selling the city: marketing
approaches in public sector urban planning (ASHWOFlTH a. VOOGD 1990). This was
followed by the proceedings of a conference session at the Annual Conference 1990
of the Institute of British Geographers, published in 1993 under the title Selling
places; the city as cultural capital, past and present (KEAHNS & PHILO 1993). The
same year saw a publication by the well-known marketing specialist KOTLEFI with two
coauthors: Marketing places; attracting investment, industry, and tourism to cities,
states, and nations (KOTLEFl, HAIDER & REIN 1993) and in 1994 an edited volume by
geographers was presented under the title Place promotion; the use of publicity and
marketing to sell towns and regions (GOLD 8 WARD 1994).

It will be observed that there is quite some variety in wording, although all titles
seem to indicate a similar field of study.

Apart from English-language titles, similar examples can be quoted from other
countries. Dutch geOQraphers have favored the seemingly English term 'city
marketing' which nobody else seems to have adopted. Examples are an edited
volume titled Gin/marketing en geografie (BOHCHEFIT & BUUHSINK 1987) and a small
textbook Steden in de mafia; het elan van citymarketing (BUUBSINK 1991). In
Germany the first publications date from 1987 and are summarized in
Stadtmarketing, Kontouren einer kommunikativen Stadtentwicklungspolitik (Helbrecht
1994)
We have limited this listing to publications dealing with general urban marketing. It

would be easy to add other titles discussing specific applications of urban marketing:
for example for urban renewal (HOYTE, PlNDEFl & HUSSAIN 1988), for recreational
cities (ASHwonTH & GOODALL 1990), or for residential suburbs (GOLD 8 GOLD 1994).
However, for this review we stick to urban marketing in general.

New or old?

Before dealing with the contents of urban marketing as understood by different
authors, we want to pay attention to the question whether or not we are dealing with
a subject which is new to the geographical literature, as is the suggestion from our
selection Of recent titles. Even if this selection is by no means exhaustive, it can be
safely stated that urban marketing literature has been booming for the last seven or
eight years, with only a very few contributions before 1985. How can this sudden rise
be explained, and does it not indicate that - contrary to the opinion of many critics -
urban marketing is indeed a 'new' subject?

In an influential article one of the eartier writers on the subject, Jacquelin BURGESS
(1982), remarks that in the seventies various public agencies became involved in
advertising to promote places as good sites for companies considering new
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investment. Notably Development Corporations in Britain started having substantial
expenditures for place promotion. Nevertheless she remarks that thus far local
authority advertising received little attention from either the advertising industry or
from academics concerned with regional policy and locational decision-making
(BURGESS 1982: 1). She succeeds in tracing only a few relevant studies, amongst
others a study of the promotion of five West Midlands overspill towns (GOLD 1974).
Nevertheless, the conclusion that urban marketing is a new subject in the realm of
geography seems somewhat paradoxical in view of recent publications
demonstrating that the conscious use of publicity and marketing to communicate
selective images of specific geographical localities or areas to a target audience has
a long history (WARD & GOLD 1994: 2). WARD & GOLD point out that during the age of
colonial expansion, west European and east coast American newspapers contained
many advertisements aiming at enticing migrants to venture into the unknown.
Seaside resorts in search of tourists and suburban housing areas looking for
well-to-do inhabitants (GOLD & GOLD 1994) are among the well-known examples of
early advertising.
These promotional activities all were intended to have spatial consequences.

Therefore one would have expected that geographers had been amongst the first
academics to study the effects of these early demonstrations of urban marketing. As
this was not the case, we have to conclude that we are not dealing with a new topic,
but rather with an old one, that is only a new field of study within geography, because
it has been neglected in the past. To explain why this is so, we have to take a closer
look at what is meant by urban marketing. We have to be more precise by what we
mean when we use this terminology. In doing so we will discover that marketing of
(urban) places is a relatively unexplored new field, whereas promotion of places is a
very old activity indeed. Unfortunately, the relation between the two seems obscure
for some geographers and therefore will need clarification.

The marketing concept

According to the marketing concept, an organization should try to provide products
that satisfy customers' needs through a co-ordinated set of activities that also allows
the organization to achieve its goal. Customer satisfaction is the major aim of the
marketing concept. First an organization must find out what will satisfy customers.
With this information, it then attempts to create satisfying products. But the process
does not end there; the organization must continue to alter, adapt and develop
products to keep pace with customers' changing desires and preferences (DIBB et al.
1991:13)

In recent years it has been debated whether the marketing concept is still an
appropriate organizational goal in an age of limited resources, environmental
deterioration, population growth and other major problems facing the world. This has
led some marketing scholars to include societal goals in the definition of the



marketing concept. KOTLEFi introduced his concept of societal marketing, which holds
that the organization's task is to determine the needs, wants and interests of target
markets and to deliver the desired satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than
competitors in a way that preserves or enhances the consumer's and the society's
well-being (KOTLEFi 1984: 29). This seems an important addition to the traditional
marketing concept, as it makes clear that marketing policies are not only directed by
organizational goals and consumer want satisfaction, but also by society interests. It
certainly makes the application of the marketing concept more applicable to
non-profit organizations and public authorities.
Although the marketing concept may seem an obvious approach both for running a

business producing goods or services and for non—profit organizations geared to the
satisfaction of needs and wants of people, it nevertheless was in the past not
generally accepted, not even for commercial firms. A famous example is Henry
Foeo's marketing philosophy for cars in the early 19003: "The customers can have
any color car they want as long as it is black".

According to DIBB et al. the marketing era was preceded by the production era
and the sales era. Starting with the Industrial Revolution and its mass production the
main concern for a firm was to manufacture its products more efficiently. This
production orientation continued into the earty part of this century until in the 1920s
the strong consumer demand for products subsided. By this time the production was
organized efficiently and firms realized that further improvements could be reached
by more effectively selling their products. Therefore, from the mid—1920s to the early
19505, businesses viewed sales as the major means of increasing profits. As a result
this period came to have a sales orientation. Business people believed that the most
important marketing activities were selling and advertising.

By the early 19503 it was gradually recognized that efficient production and
extensive promotion of products did not guarantee that customers would buy them.
Firms found that they must first determine what customers want and then produce it,
rather than simply make products first and then try to change customers' needs to
correspond with what is being produced. As more firms realized the importance of
knowing customers' needs, businesses entered into the era of the marketing concept
-- the era of consumer orientation. Surprisingly, forty years after the marketing era
began, many businesses still have not adopted the marketing concept (DIBB et al.
1991: 13). This is even more the case with non-profit organizations. There is
evidence that public authorities actually are just beginning to enter the marketing era.
The marketing concept has been developed primarily for business organizations, and
therefore a time lag for the marketing of urban places is self-evident.

The question has been raised whether at all the marketing concept can be applied
by public authorities. Firms are different from public authorities in many aspects and
have all kinds of freedom in selecting various marketing instruments, whereas public
authorities are limited by many constraints. Taking the classical elements of the
marketing mix, i.e. product, price, place, and promotion, some critics question
whether these can be applied in the case of a public authority. Can they change their



products? And what is their product anyway? At least urban places have to offer
different values for different target groups, which seems incompatible with the simple
term 'product'. Price is another problem, as public authorities are hardly in a position
to manipulate the price as an instrument in the same way commercial firms can. In
quite some cases there is no price at all which can be used as a marketing
instrument. And what can public authorities do with the marketing element of place?
Even if they don't like their place on the map, there is no way to change it. Only
promotion seems to be an element of the marketing mix that public authorities can
apply, but even in this case promotion specialists and advertising agencies working
for public authorities have less freedom than their business colleagues.

These objections seem to be based on simplified and old-fashioned notions about
marketing. Most firms, whether producing goods or services, are part of complex
organizations, and are normally dealing with a multitude of goods for different target
groups. Like public authorities they cannot direct their marketing to a well-defined
product. Actually many firms are marketing images while the products to which they
relate remain vaguely delineated or are even non-existent (ASHWORTH & Vocab
1994: 42): “Heads and minds' campaigns, for all sorts of objectives, not only gave
public sector organizations another demonstration of marketing, but also showed that
a diffuse, complex and vaguely-defined product did not rule out the application of
marketing techniques". This implies that urban marketing can be effective by using
generalized images even though the actual goods and services to be sold are
difficult to specify and the overall goals are equally varied and non-economic. Such
non-economic goals, rather than direct financial profits, are indeed incorporated in
the notion of marketing in non-profit organizations as formulated by KOTLEFI. Even it
important differences between for-profit organizations and public sector
organizations cannot be denied (BORCHERT 1989: 80) there is no reason to reject the
application of the marketing concept for public authorities, and thus its value for the
marketing of (urban) places.

Marketing concept and marketing techniques

The application of the marketing concept in the case of urban or place marketing
can be summarized only briefly within the context of this paper. It implies the use of
different marketing instruments or marketing techniques. Selecting marketing
opportunities implies marketing research, measurement and forecasting,
segmentation, targeting, and positioning (SWOT-analysis: strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats). A sound marketing strategy must take into account, however,
not only the market, but also all functional aspects of the organization that must be
co—ordinated. These functional aspects include decision making procedures, finance,
personnel, and environmental and social issues. In the case of public authorities the
traditional planning procedures will make place for a strategic market plan, which
outlines the methods and resources required to achieve the organization's goals



within specified target markets. As a next stage the marketing tactics have to be
decided, including decisions concerning pricing, promotion, publicity and advertising.
After the implementation has taken place, marketing control (monitoring) is
necessary, and will function for the next round of the continuous marketing activities.

Urban marketing in this sense is a complicated activity, and has consequences for
all aspects of spatial planning. it results in a planning system that takes into account
wants and desires of relevant target groups (firms, visitors, inhabitants) right from the
first stages of the planning process. As urban places increasingly compete with each
other to attract their share of visitors, businesses and investment, a stronger market
orientation is necessary. Increasingly public authorities have to co-operate with
private enterprises, for example in the form of public-private-partnerships, which can
only function when both parties are market oriented. Traditional planning systems
tend to overlook the needs of a changing market. A case in point is the production of
industrial estates in the Netherlands, where during the late seventies many
municipalities eager to earn additional income offered industrial sites, resulting in a
total supply which far outreached the actual demand in the country (KFIOESKE 1987).
Market orientation will help in avoiding planning disasters (HALL 1980). What
contribution has been made so far by urban marketing studies?

A classification of urban marketing studies

In this paragraph a crude classification of urban marketing studies will be
presented. As with many typologies and classifications the main objective is to
present some order in a bewildering variety of approaches and concepts. Although in
most cases some examples of studies are mentioned, one has to realize that more
often than not, specific studies cross the vaguely-defined boundaries, and some
injustice to authors cited seems therefore unavoidable.

In the previous paragraph we have been more specific about the meaning of urban
marketing, a term that often is used rather vaguely. Our later conclusion will be that
not all types of studies under review can claim to be rightly labeled urban marketing
studies. Actually, in our opinion only few can. This, however, does not imply a
degradation of any of the studies whose claim to be an urban marketing study is
questioned, or challenge their usefulness in their own right. Rather, it points to the
necessity to make a better distinction between the various types of studies, and
above all, to adopta more distinctive terminology.

1 Place promotion studies
Promotion probably is the most visible part of the marketing process, albeit by

no means the most important part. Actually in the modem interpretation of the
marketing concept introduced in the previous section of this paper, promotion
only contributes to the ultimate goal in as far as it is fully integrated in the rest of
the marketing strategy.



A review of the urban marketing literature leaves no doubt that studies on
promotion outnumber those on other aspects of urban marketing. This is why we
start our review with promotion studies.

Why are promotion studies favored so much by geographers? One obvious
explanation could be that promotional activities of public sector organizations
and local authorities are more numerous than other activities forming part of the
marketing concept. Actually, the abundance of promotional evidence does not
necessarily prove the existence of modern marketing principles amongst public
authorities. Indeed, promotional activities may be numerous because they very
much belong to the selling era of the past, and even today one gets the
impression that only part of the promotional evidence is vested in modem
concepts in marketing.

The problem with this explanation is, however, that it fails to explain why
geographers only recently jumped on the study of promotion. As was indicated
earlier, the first publications dealing with promotion date from the mid-seventies
(GOLD 1974), but most of those were published ten years later after the
trend-setting article by BURGESS (1982). Should the explanation quite simply be
that the fundamental changes taking place in marketing theory and the breaking
through of a new era of marketing practice went by unnoticed? Do geographers
still consider marketing as an activity to sell things, and for which promotion is
one of the main instruments?

The title of a recent book published by geographers Place promotion; the use of
publicity and marketing to sell towns and regions (GOLD & WARD 1994) could hint
in this direction. A further indication can be seen in the fact that the editors in no
way explain why in the 19905 they chose this specific book title, which would
have been in place only in the sales era up to the mid-fifties. A further indication
is the lack of any theoretical justification for limiting the selection of essays
mainly to promotion. To be fair, some contributions, notably the one by
ASHoTH & VOOGD (1994) stress the point that promotion should be seen as
one (small) instrument within the market-planning process as a whole. The
editors, however, do no seem to embrace this vision wholeheartedly: “The
conceptual problem (of applying marketing approaches to place [J.B.]) derives
from the fact that marketing is a business practice devised to promote a tangible
and clearty defined product that is literally sold to clearly defined consumers. The
maximization of sales provides a very specific objective of conventional
marketing. It is not possible to market places in these ways for several reasons.
One immediate problem is that it is not readily apparent what the product actually
is, nor how the consumption of places occur. Though marketing practices make
places into commodities, they are in reality complex packages of goods, services
and experiences that are consumed in many different ways. In tum this means
that the clear marketing objective of sales maximization (sic!) is easily lost sight
of, except in the still very uncommon circumstances of a place designed
specifically as marketable commodity - a Disneyland for example" (GOLD 1994:
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9). This argument seems to be based on an outdated vision of what modem
marketing is, and may well be part of the explanation of the overrating of
promotion in the geographical literature.

In view of the vast amount of place promotion studies a further subdivision of
this category is made. Only a few studies will be mentioned in each case as an
example.

Urban advertisement studies
There are interesting examples of studies dealing with advertisements of local

authorities. In many cases there is a content analysis, comparing statements in
advertisements with actual qualities of the places concemed. BUUHSINK (1987)
studied the slogans of more than seventy places in the Netherlands, and came to
the conclusion that most advertisements were geared to potential business
investments. The catchwords not always succeeded in presenting other qualities
than for example a central location.

Another approach is adopted by WARD (1994) who tried to identify foci of
promotional activity over time and space. His conclusion is that place promotion
has boomed during depressions, although the more successful strategies were
those which have been conceived or sustained during conditions of general
economic growth. FFlE'I'I'EFt (1993) also found that growth in local authority
promotional activities could be traced back to the mid-seventies when economic
recession started to hit the traditionally successful manufacturing and mining
areas of the Midlands, the North and South Wales.

Image studies
Image studies concentrate on the way in which places have projected

themselves for promotional purposes. An example is a study by BARKE &
HARHOP (1994) analyzing the promotion of industrial towns in the UK that were
looking for new identities in a period of a changing economic climate. Other
examples include ZWAFiT (1987), MEESTER a PELLENBAFIG (1986) concentrating
on images entrepreneurs connect with different places, and HOLCOMB (1993). Of
course not all studies dealing with the image of the city can be classified in this
category: in many cases there are no marketing connotations at all, not even in
cases where the relation between the image of the city and its ability to attract
businesses is the main theme (see for example FiUHL 1971).

Historical heritage and architecture as promotion
Architecture as an advertising tool for urban places is a well-established topic in

geographic literature (CHILLEY 1993). Historical heritage is an important asset for
local authorities wishing to attract visitors, tourist industry and other businesses.
In some studies heritage sites itself are the central theme (HERBERT, PFlENTlCE &
THOMAS 1989), and the discussion includes the tensions arising between
successful promotion and conservation.



1d Urban promotion through public art and festivals
The relation between culture and cities is almost a classical theme. The

intentional use of art, culture and festivals for urban marketing purposes has
been known for a long time, although in recent years the phenomenon has
gained momentum (BOOGAARTS 1992), as is demonstrated by the increasing
number of art exhibitions, musical festivals, trade fairs etceteras all over the
world. Urban policy makers are well aware of the favorable impact such activities
may have on the economic health of their cities in the long run, even if large
initial investments are involved. In some cases culture is welcomed to change
the image of one-sided industrial or commercial cities. Frankfurt made a
determined effort in the mid-seventies to catch up with other European cities by
creating seven museums and rebuilding its opera house, spending eleven
percent of its urban budget on culture, a higher per capita sum than any other
city in Germany. lt has been demonstrated that the existence of cultural facilities
can have an important impact on economic and spatial developments of the
cities ccncemed (TAUBMANN 1987).

This topic offers a wide field for geographical research, and indeed many
geographers have been attracted by the relationship between culture in the
widest sense and the economy of the city (KEARNs & PHILo 1993, CFllLlJ-EY 1993,
GOODEY 1994, WYNNE 1992). Also in this case, however, there is not always a
connection with marketing; the marketing connotation may be weak or even
absent

2 Selling urban places
Although the selling era has long ago been succeeded by the marketing era,

nevertheless there are quite a number of recent publications with titles referring
to selling the city (ASHWOFITH & VOOGD 1990) or selling places (KEAFINS & PHILO
1993). These studies, in most cases, are more market oriented. The city is
considered to be a commodity which has to be marketed, and therefore has to
be competitive with other cities in the same country, or even on an international
scale (DATAR 1989). Comparative research, can trace the strengths and
weaknesses of cities. The weaknesses have to be remedied before the activities
to sell the city are embarked upon. This strategy may not contain all stages of
the modern marketing concept, but at least some of the marketing techniques
are applied in a consistent way. For that reason in our classification they form a
class of their own, in between the mere promotion studies and the full-fledged
marketing studies.

One obvious problem in considering the city as a commodity is the complicated
character of the product to be sold. Although - as was indicated earlier - modern
marketing theory has solved this problem, it certainly is an explanation for the
fact that many studies of this type are dealing with specific qualities of the city
rather than with the city as a whole. Occasionally residential qualities are put
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fomard to attract (new) inhabitants, but most concern is about touristic and
industrial activities, or about economic activities in general. In Germany it has
been proposed to indicate this type of approach as Standortmarketing rather
than Stadtmarketing which should be reserved for a more comprehensive
marketing approach - NR 3 in our classification (BfK-Büro 1993).

Attracting tourism and hospitality business markets
Studies dealing with planning for (urban) tourism and recreation have a long

tradition. Nevertheless, the determined integration of marketing concepts is a
new phenomenon; in the past this had been applied intuitively at the most
(JANSEN- VEFIBEKE 1987: 39). The actual state-of-the—art is summarized by
ASHWOFITH a GOODALL 1987 and ASHWORTH and GooDALL 1990.

Selling the industrial town
Many local authorities are eager to attract businesses. The reasons vary

between countries and are connected with the specific tax and financial system.
As a general rule more economic activities are welcomed in order to create a
sounder financial basis, to improve employment opportunities, provide existing
consumer services to a larger number of customers, or to create possibilities for
re-using old buildings. Classical location theory has been used by geographers
to investigate the changes different places have undergone in competition for a
limited amount of investments, but also behavioral aspects have been taken into
account (MEESTER & PELLENBAHG 1986).

Urban marketing strategies
A final approach of urban marketing incorporates the marketing concept in all

phases of urban planning. This implies that spatial plans for cities are of the
same order as marketing plans in the case of firms. A plea for this approach has
been made especially by ASHWORTH & VOOGD (1987). Similarly KOTLER, HAIDER
8: REIN (1993: 79) stress that "places must begin to do what business
organizations have been doing for years, namely strategic market planning.
Strategic market planning starts from the assumption that the future is largely
uncertain. The community's challenge is to design itself as a functioning system
that can absorb shocks and adapt quickly and effectively to new developments
and opportunities. The community must establish information, planning, and
control systems that allow it to monitor the changing environment and respond
constructively to changing opportunities and threats. The aim is to prepare plans
and actions that integrate the place's objectives and resources with its changing
opportunities. Through the strategic planning process, a place decides which
industries, services, and markets should be encouraged; which should be
maintained; and which should be de—emphasized or even abandoned“ (italics
KOTLEFt, HAIDER 8 REIN).



These authors acknowledge that managing strategic market plans is more
difficult for communities than for individual companies. However, they believe
that the strategic planning process can work in most communities.

As this approach is new to urban planning, it is no surprise that case studies
with full-fledged strategic market plans integrating all aspects of the community,
are hard to find. There are however several encouraging examples of piecemeal
strategic market plans, that is plans for specific planning areas (KOTLEFt, HAIDER
& REIN 1993, BROWNILL 1994, HELBRECHT 1994). It certainly is not coincidental
that in the case of public-private—partnerships in the USA and urban development
corporations in Britain, this approach has been widely accepted. Urban
redevelopment projects are other examples. According to HELBFiECHT (1994) the
lntemationale Bauausstellung Emscher—Park [IBA] is a good example of the
application of the marketing concept to the redevelopment for a larger region
which has been going on from 1988 onwards.

The situation of urban marketing in Germany seems to be strongly modeled
after a pilot project in a number of smaller towns in the state of Bavaria (CIMA
Stadtmarketing 1992). Rather than an integral market orientation of urban
planning per se, it is narrowed down to a communication-political system
intended to develop plans acceptable to all parties of the local community.
Although communication and societal consensus are prerequisites for the
application of the marketing concept to communities, the term urban marketing
(Stadtmarketing) is not justified in these cases.

Conclusion

The recent interest in the market context of places, especially in Europe, has
resulted in a large number of publications by geographers on subjects variously
indicated as 'promotion of urban places', 'selling of cities', 'marketing places',
'citymarketing', 'Stadtmarketing' etceteras. A remarkable rise in the geographical
interest for these topics developed after 1987. A generally adepted explanation for
this sudden emergence of a new field of study within the geographical discipline, is
that competition between places is much stronger than it used to be. This has been
caused by shifts in planning attitudes by governments, resulting in many cases in
reduced state influence. Another explanation is based on the structural changes
taking place in the character of regions and cities. With a decreasing share of
production and an increasing share of service activities, competitive resource-based
spatial advantages are becoming less important, whereas favorable conditions for
the service activities seem more ubiquitous and connected with qualities of cities as
places to live and work. Increased competition between places necessitates local
authorities to market orientation. This in turn would explain the explosion of
geographers' studies about urban marketing.



A closer look at recent publications by geographers demonstrates that this
explanation has to be revised. In most cases there exists only a weak relation with
modern developments in marketing theory. The majority of recent publications are at
best limited to some aspects of marketing, especially promotion. Modern
developments in marketing theory are in many cases neglected. However, there are
some promising exceptions in which the marketing concept is used to transform
urban planning into strategic urban market planning. lt is suggested in this paper to
apply the term urban marketing forthe latter approach only.
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This paper examines what types of city images are required by urban marketing. They have to
;~ reveal the identity of the city as a whole, but without personifying it. nor considering it as anï organism, in that the city is composed of actors, groups and social networks with their own, partly p
; i; conflicting, identities. This does not justify, however, the opposing conception of the city as a3 _. ”crowd“, which denies its identity as a whole. It is suggested that the city can be considered as 'ii&:;--;;

networks of autonomous systems. using the concepts of non-banal machines (VON FOEHSTEFI)i and autopoiesis (MATUHANA and VAHELA). This scheme allows the city to be thought of as made
__ up of different identities, interacting together in competitive, co-operative and conflictive tonne.

according to relatively stable organisational principles even with continuous variation in its
î_ structure. This organisation would correspond to the identity of the city. It is generated as the .'.;;'ÎÏ_

production of images aimed at creating the internal connections through which the city’ '
reproduces itself over time as a complex system. This hypothesis, applied to specific examples of --_-i»_}7'

g urban marketing allows the assessment of the differing effectiveness in the processes of urban'~ development. In this context, the internal and extemai images referring to the urban territory as a‘ dynamic milieu show themselves to be more effective than those referring to the tenitory as mere “is.
'patrimony'. In conclusion, it is upheld that urban geography, in order to respond to the demands

ä of urban marketing. must extend its studies to the meta-geographical level of the construction ___.;;;_.=-:-
and deconstruction of images. „

3-91311":

1. Urban marketing and the geography of the invisible

It is well known that the benefits that cities can offer their inhabitants, visitors and
investors are indivisible use values, extemalities produced collectively, starting from
the preconditions accumulated in the course of history. The expression 'urban
marketing" should therefore be considered as hyperbole, which by analogy recalls
business marketing, extending and restricting certain of its connotations. Among
these. the most hyperbolically distorted is perhaps the spatial connotation. As J.
BOUINOT observed (1994: 177): IIWe should underline a fundamental difference
between a town hall and a company; for the first. communal territory is the prime
object of its activity; for a company (...), space only serves to support its own activity".
While the product of a company can be sold alone. no I'urban product" can be
isolated from its physical environment (VAN DEN BERG and VAN DEN MEEFl 1994). All
the various operational stages in business marketing (product definition, target
specification. image. promotional strategy, response monitoring), if referred to urban
marketing, always necessarily concern. even if not exclusively. the city territory.
This also explains how urban marketing, from being a mere means of external

promotion of the city‘s comparative advantages, has been transformed increasingly
into a form of strategic planning, complementary and in part a replacement of
conventional urban planning (VAN DEN BERG et al 1990; Consrco 1994; BOHCHEFIT in



this book). At the beginning, the knowledge required was summarised simply in the
formula SWOT: Strength and Weakness, Opportunities and Threats (AVE 1994).
Today, this is just the start cf a complex analysis which examines the relationship
between territorial endowment and dynamics, urban identity and image of the
intemal and external actors, of their agency and the consequent territorial
transformations.

Physical space is the starting and finishing point of this analysis, precisely because
it is the means by which the various meanings and values of the city are
represented, expressed, reproduced, destroyed and regenerated.
The space of urban marketing is not, therefore, the simplified space of conventional

geography. It is, rather, "le lieu cù des hommes d'idéologies différentes cherchent à
imposer leurs representations, leurs pratiques et Ieurs intérêts“ (BAILLY 1992: 380).
The geography of this space must deal with subjects such as identities and images,
which do not belong to the external world; they are invisible, but necessary to the
understanding of how the visible ones change.

2. Identification and identity

The expression Iurban identity" assumes different meanings according to whether
we adopt an internal or external viewpoint of the city considered. Four possible
definitions (Table 1) derive from this, which will be examined here and in the
following sections.

Table 1
External viewpoint lntemal viewpoint

Objective reference 1 2
IDENTIFICATION IDENTITY AS SELF-

ORGANISATION

Subjective reference 3 4
EXTERNAL IDENTITY IDENTITY AS SENSE OF
(MARKETING IMAGE) BELONGING

The difference between identification (1) and identiy (2, 3, 4) should be noted first
of all. All cities can be identified precisely, but not all of them have a precise identity;
on the contrary, it is said of many cities today that they have an identity crisis or even
lack an identity. To identify a city it is sufficient to identify some exterior attribute,
such as size, shape or even just the geographical co-ordinates, which distinguishes it
from others. In order to recognise the identity of a city, it is necessary to identify a
unitary set of attributes capable of representing something similar to the personality



of an individual (BRUNET and FERRAS 1992). But this will never be anything but a
metaphor, just as to talk of the city in a physical sense (orbs), to indicate a system of
actors and social relations (cfvitas), is a metonym. The expression "urban identity"
thus contains a dual metaphor. This increases its ambiguity enormously: the realities
that it can signify are innumerable, and escape any definite description.

If we look at the past of urban identity, it appears reflected by the physical form and
the material organisation of the city. If we look at the present or possible future
scenarios, the urban identity can only appear as an image, as a “second reality'1
which echoes an only presumed non-measurable 'first reality" (RACINE 1994), as a
signifier whose signified does not depend on any substantive reference.
The possible reference to a substantive reality, even if objectively grounded, as in

the marketing image "Köln Wirtschaftzentrum West“ (SCHMIDT 1994), is purely
rhetorical and evocative. Its purpose is not to inform us about the economic
geography of the Rhineland but about the identity of Cologne. In the same way, the
image "Montpellier capital of Occitain Florida" states something that is obviously
false (Florida = Languedoc), while it tells us something true about the identity that
Montpellier has given itself in the last twenty years. Naturally, the reference to an
extemal reality can be completely missing: “Toulouse la ville qui gagne" (VOLLE and
FERHAS 1994) is a purely self-referential image, and yet with a perfonnative
effectiveness, equal if not greater than the others.

3. The city: neither group nor crowd

Can the personification of the city, implicit in the concept of urban identity, have any
objective basis?

Psychologists define identity, in its essential features, as that which gives internal
coherence and teleological tension to a social being with its own existence
(MUCCHIELLI 1986). This social being can be an individual or a group. The different
definitions of “group" agree on certain essential traits. A group is a partial
aggregation of individuals who interact stably with each other and who, while not
being organised formally, are capable of pursuing common objectives (GALLINO
1989).
The identity of a city, even if seen through its external forms, refers to the urban

collectivity which has expressed itself and continues to do so in these forms. In other
terms, we imagine identity as what gives coherence and continuity to the life of this
collectivity, what makes the city appear as a structured and stable set of actors and
relations which bind them together and to a given physical environment. The identity
of the city thus understood would therefore be that of a gm}; with a territorial base.
The same can be said of regional or national identity.

But attributing identity to a territorial group means admitting that informal spatial
sub-systems exist (Le. different from associations and institutions) capable of
relatively autonomous behaviour, not reducible to simple Lrts of the global system.



This idea is shared, as well as by geographers, also by sciences such as sociology
(local communities), anthropology (local cultures) and ecology (ecosystems). But this
is anything but obvious. For example, it is not accepted by 'normal' economic theory,
which does not admit the existence of intermediate teniton'al organisations between
the global market and individual actors (households and enterprises) (BECATI'INI
1989)
For economic theory, the individuals who make up a city are simply a "crowd". The

same conclusion was reached at the beginning of the century by the most renowned
critics of the modern metropolis, such as G. SIMMEL, M. WEBER, W. SOMBART and W.
BENJAMIN. They saw the metropolitan "crowd“ as the result of the definitive break in
pre-capitalistic Gemeinschaft, following which the individual cities were nothing but
the local expression of the vaster and more general Gesellschaft, regulated by the
laws of the market and capitalist instrumental rationality (CACCIAHI 1973). This
pessimistic vision questioned individual autonomy and with it responsibility and
values. The dominant culture reacted to them in the mid decades of the century. In
its various expressions, from organicism to functionalism, Marxist structuralism and
system theory, it attempted to rethink the city as a unitary whole and to translate the
old idea of the urban community into the language of modernity. This regressive
nostalgia was also expressed through a strong rationality, which tended to reduce
the city to what H. VON FOEFlSTEFl would call a banal machine, predictable and
controllable from outside. The instrument of this control was comprehensive urban
planning, which had the same conceptual background as Fordist organisation. In the
eighties, with the crisis of Fordism, the city began to be seen as a chaotic aggregate
of fragments, of networks, of nodes belonging to different networks, of partial
projects and conflicts.
Current interpretations of the post-Fordist or the post-modem city, however diverse

they are, avoid the two extreme models of the anonymous crowd and the organic
unitary group. The idea is progressing of a complex aggregate of actors and groups -
the bearers of different projects, images and thus identities which can, according to
the circumstances, stimulate competitive, conflictive, or co—operative actions.

It, therefore, the metaphor of urban identity has an objective foundation, today it
should be sought in the representations of the city as a complex system, or to use
VON FOERSTER'S terminology (1981), as a non-banal machine.

4. Identity as self-organisation

VON FOERSTER (1985) has calculated that a non-banal machine which has only four
inputs and four outputs can have 102‘“I56 different configurations. This obviously
makes its behaviour incalculable. As an urban system is much more complex than a
machine of this kind, to think of the city as a complex system means that a full
analytical description of it cannot be given and therefore that its future states cannot
be predicted. It also means that a universally valid observation point extemal to the



city system does not exist. The urban planner and the public authority which
legitimises his action are not a system of control distinct from the system, but a
component of it. Theirs is a trial, rationality, which, to be accepted as universal, has
to interact, changing itself, with the rationality of the other components.

This is, in fact, the philosophy of urban marketing, which denies the certainty and
the objectivity of conventional planning, and confirms instead that the approach to
the city as a non-banal machine promises to be more realistic and effective.

This approach is logically coherent with the concept of urban identity illustrated
earlier (see Section 2). What we can reasonably expect from a city depends on its
rules of intemal transformation; in other words on the hidden realities which are
commonly thought of as its identity. This also explains why, when urban identity is
translated into images, their meaning is not referential but self-referential. lt does not
refer to things, but through the image of them represents the internal coherence of
the system and its possibilities. Furthermore, it has also been seen that the concept
of urban identity is not applicable either to the city I"personified" as an organic
collectivity, nor to the city as "crowd'. It is, instead, pertinent to the city as an
interactive network of autonomous systems, in that it can refer to the “operator" (in
vON FOEFlSTEFt'S sense) of the connections which allow this network to act as a
system. This does not mean drawing a simple intersection of sets, but of creating
intersections, even conflictive ones, between the different identities within the city.
Among the models of complex systems, the autopoietic ones that H. MATUFtANA and

F. VAHELA (1980, 1987) have derived from Norbert WIENEH'S autonomous systems
are particularly interesting. These are Operationally closed self-referential systems
which are created as networks of interactive processes capable of reproducing the
system, producing its components and modifying its structure as a response to
external stimuli. The identity of these systems (what enables the identification of
them as entities distinct from the environment) does not, therefore, concem their
structure, which is a contingent and variable aSpect, but their organisation, which is
the range of the structural transformations that the city system can undergo without
dissolving itself. If we think of a city as an autopoietic system, its identity will not
consist therefore in neither a particular physical form nor in a given set of functions,
but in what allows the city to continuously produce itself, modifying both its form and
its functions in time.

Thus, for example, recent research on the identity of Geneva (GALLAND et al 1993,
1994) reveals how behind certain great transformations (the Reformation, the
establishment of the intemational organisations etc.) and environmental
characteristics (the lake, the quality of life etc.), there are invariant attributes
(universalism, tolerance, attitude to abstraction, irenicism etc.) and some recurring
themes (aperture/closure, the carrefour, the outsider etc.).

It should be noted that the city components (actors, groups, local networks etc.) are
also assimilable to autopoietic systems, with differing organisational principles that
can give rise to interactions of various types: competitive, co-operative, conflictive
etc. In addition, there can be components of the urban system that are at the same



time components of other systems (e.g. the branch division of a multinational or the
local branch of a political party, a religious sect etc). Thus, in order to talk about
"organisation" of an urban system it is necessary to suppose that within it is possible
to generate a certain degree of connection between components which present
different identities. This connection, which corresponds to the system's operational
closure, can be of variable strength, involve a varying number of components,
manifest itself continuously or only in exceptional circumstances (for example, during
major projects, such as the Expo 92 in Seville or the G7 summit in Naples). What
must be underlined is that the more an urban system presents itself as operationally
closed, the greater its self-organising capacity, the stronger its identity and the more
effective its external action (CONTI et al 1994).

We can thus conclude that the identity of a city finds its objective foundation (Table
1, no.2) in the fact that it presents itself as a self-organised system according to
principles that are invariant in the long term, allowing us to describe it as an
operationally closed auto-poietic system. Recent studies confirm this interpretation.
B. GALLAND, J.-Ph. LEFlESCHE and A. DENTAN (1993, 1994) define the identity of the
city as a sort of software (logiciel) or "cultural algorithm": I"matrice culturelle qui
cosciemment ou incosciemment participe à la structuration de son développement"
(1994, p.33). J-B. RACINE (1994) talks of a “supposed reality" corresponding to
“quelque chose qui ajuste les pratiques aux stuctures, qui se situe entre les
structures qui organisent la ville et les 'dispositions' qu'elle produit' (p.55).

5. Internal and external images

In urban marketing, the production of images is not an activity distinct from the
production of the city. It is not a simple communication strategy to obtain something
more from the outside. The production of images, which is directed at both external
actors (investors, visitors) and internal components, is a constituent means
necessary for the functioning of the city: it is its identity as a complex network which
self-represents itself in order to self-reproduce. As P. GUÉRIN (1994) has observed,
urban marketing concerns more the m of the city than its mere having. This is
true since cities have existed. P. SICA (1970) observed that the configuration of the
Greek city communicates an image which is both ontological and operative: already
clearly defined in the rites of foundation, it founds urban identity and controls the
later evolution of the city.
The images of urban marketing, in order to be effective, must therefore represent

urban identity in the three meanings already mentioned (Section 2, Table 1): (a) as
an organisation or domain of the possible connections between its components; (b)
as empathy or belonging of these components to the city; (0) as the integration of
external values in the process of production of internal components. These are three
sides of the same reality which interact in the process of production of the city: the
(b) images are necessary in order to produce (a), which in turn has to produce (0).
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When urban marketing deviates from this model, it loses its capacity to contribute to
reproduction and long term urban deveIOpment and becomes mere advertising or to
the strategy of an elite which relegates the other social components to a role of
passive adaptation.
The experiences of urban marketing fall between these two extremes. Among those

closest to the complex system model, we can cite the urban promotion of Barcelona
through the Olympic Games (BUSQUETS 1992). The British urban development
corporations, such as the Tyne and Wear Development Corporation (TWDC) also
seem to move in this direction in their programs of promotion and regeneration in
collaboration with the local city councils (TWDC 1993).

These and other examples are characterised by the strategic nature of their
projects and by the breadth of the social components involved. Other projects display
a strategic character, but include a limited number of actors. A typical example is the
Euralille development programme (ENGRAND 1994). where the construction of an
integrated centre with 300,000 m2 of floor space over 70 hectares, aimed at making
Lille an international city on the European scale, was promoted by public and private
actors, but separately from 80 other projects, aimed at fighting the social ills of the
marginalised quarters (BONACOHSI 1994). In this case, the objective of fighting the
"two-speed city" is not pursued through the inclusion in the Euralille of the less
privileged urban components, but by trying to compensate the negative effects of
their exclusion.

A similar case is that of the Expo of Seville, where the strategic exploitation of a
prestige redevelopment project (the World's Fair Expo 92) had scarce effects on the
increase in housing opportunities and has not significantly reduced an
unemployment rate of 30% (PARKINSON 1994). Another example of clear-cut
separation between contrasting identities and interests of different urban
components has been the promotion and creation of the London Docklands (GOULD
1990)

Rather different is the image promotion campaign for the Ruhr, conducted by
Kommunalverband Ruhrgebiet (RECHMANN 1994): starting out from a comparison
between the internal and external images, it managed to reduce the enormous initial
discrepancy between the two and to increase self-confidence and instil a positive
thinking attitude in the internal components. At the opposite end of the scale are the
promotional campaigns based on a generically self-referential external image of the
"Bezier, on va gagner" type (BOUlNOT 1994) or on an internal image which only
expresses the desire of local politicians to be re-elected.
An image of the city as a complex system is also always an image of its territory as

a source of identity. First of all, because the territorial borders, although being
variable for the different urban components, they are an essential factor of identity, in
that they allow the system to distinguish itself from others. Secondly, because the
territory presents itself both to those who observe from outside and those who live
there as an endowment of resources and of useful conditions, both natural and
cultural, material and immaterial, which are the legacy of history. They appear to us



as belonging to a given urban territory in a given historical period, in that they are
specific to it, not transferable or reproducible at will.

One can have a rather static and closed vision of this endowment corresponding to
the concept of l'patrimony" (RACINE 1994; BOUHDIN 1994) or a more dynamic and
open one that refers to the concept of “milieu“ (AYDALOT and KEEBLE 1988; BERQUE
1990; CONTI et al 1994).
The internal images of the urban territory as “patrimony" are of a symbolic nature,

are the foundations of the subjective identities (Table 1, no.4) as a sense of
belonging and empowerment. Their limit is that of looking more to the past than to
the future, of favouring defensive mobilisation, localistic closure, and sometimes
internal fragmentation rather than cohesion (BOUHDIN 1994). For example, in cities
such as Venice, Naples, Liverpool or Marseilles we have strong identities of this type
and poor capacity of common agency.
The images based on MM see the territorial potential and restraints as

"aftordancies' (BEHQUE 1990), that can be valorised through the competitive and co-
operative interactions between the urban components; images are seen as the
substrate of networks of the city‘s internal and external links, that can be activated to
respond to challenges from the external environment and to promote urban
development. These images connect the sense of belonging with mobilisation aimed
at change, and the subjective identities of the individual components with the
collective identity of the city as self-organised system. Images of this type were used
to promote cities such as Glasgow, Toulouse, Annecy, Antwerp and others (AVE and
COHSICO 1994), even if they do not always manage to mobilise all the social
components, connecting the different and often contradictory identities together.

6. Conclusions

"Like geography, urban marketing is based on representations (...); this
enables us to tackle not the city itself, but its meaning in a symbolic and
ideological context. The city, which is both real and imaginary, becomes
the subject of both geographical research and urban marketing. The
geography of ‘knowledge of knowledge' (L. Pn'eto), conscious of its own
subjectivity, tackles both arguments involving cities and their influence on
spatial practices” (A. BAlLLY 1994: 476).

"The practice of the geographer, from when not only the material nature
of a territory, but also the perceptions, representations and symbolic
mediations which run through it are recognised as subjects, continuously
tackles problems of construction, negotiation, transformation and
imposition of significant orders' (L. MONDADA and J-B. RACINE 1992: 271).



"The only quality that makes my geography unusual is that it does not
limit itself to the study of visible things. instead, it tries to foreshadow a
cartography of thought" (G. OLsso~, 1991: 181).

"Surveys certainly do give important help for directing town planning.
Nevertheless, we still increasingly need a democratic ‘culture of slruggle',
Le. an opinion-fencing process which creates transparency and
identification with the city" (K. SCHMIDT 1994: 195).

These quotations seem to me to summarise well the new directions which urban
marketing indicates for urban geography. In order to tackle a city which has to be
described and interpreted from different points of view, with avowedly partial and
even contradictory images, it is necessary to know how to "describe one's own
descriptions". This means exploring the terrae incognitae of urban meta-geography,
i.e. ot the geography which questions itself over how, why and for whom images of a
city are constructed; a geography that becomes conscious of its role as a “provider of
identity" (BRUNET and FERHAS 1992), of the enormous evocative force of its
“concrete" images in the attribution of meaning and the construction of consensus, of
its close links to power, in that it is the art of making the invisible visible and also of
the risk of reduction to the rhetoric of persuasion, if not mere propaganda. This is,
however, a risk common to all the social sciences and today also to planning, which
discovers itself to be increasingly a "rhetorical activity" (THROGMORTON 1993). But this
risk can in fact be avoided by developing a consciously meta-geographical discourse
which makes urban geography capable of both constructing pertinent and effective
images, and of deconstructing their meanings, so as to contribute to the
development of a democratic "culture of struggle“.

In order to achieve this, urban geography must have the courage to become a fully-
tledged social science, opening itself up to sciences such as anthropology,
psychology, linguistics, semiology and political philosophy as well as to history,
economics and sociology: to all those sciences which enable not only the
understanding of the substance and the nature of the things represented, but also
the meanings and the values that they assume in the representations and the
projects that they implicitly suggest.
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Today's city is exposed to interpretation from every angle: its morphology, its stmctures, its
practices, its representations. At each of these levels, the city can be unveiled as a synthesis of
symbolical worlds. The hidden faces of the city, therefore, pose pertinent questions and invite one 523:;
to reinterpret from the inside, the referential totality which gives the city meaning, whatever vast 1
or polymorphous it may be. As such, a hermeneutic type of reflection leads oneto:
1.pose the problem of its latent dimensions, such as identity. If "identity" is considered an

algorithm, it designs and structures representations, thus further formulating not only
methodological but ontological and political problems, particularly when the question of identity
is taken over by urban marketing,

_ï____ 2. call to mind the problem , at this hour when the "territorial city“ or hypenriiie is emerging, of the
possibility of reading and analysing a "metrOpolity' which would be to 'metropolisaticn' what

..5 urbanity did not sufficiently be to urbanisation. 3;
Using examples from Quebec and the Suisse Romand part of Switzenand, the author wishes to

i: begin by investigating, through discourse and through a play on the links between the continuous
and the discontinuous, how a sense of identity is constructed or deconstmcted with different end
results, and to conclude by pointing out the dangers of confusing between the natural object and
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I'The nature of the scientific object is what is hidden", as Gaston Bachelard liked to
say. The search for what is hidden is one of the main preoccupations of
contemporary urban geography; and not only of geography, but also of urban
development, of the history of urban development, of urban anthropology or urban
politics, of sociology or socio-. and even semio—linguistics; and most of all of territorial
marketing. In Switzerland in any case, in the past few years, it has been thought
necessary to be interested in all of these disciplines, in the hidden faces of the city,
in order to be able to answer the key question, which arises out of scientific
discourse as well as from common sense: 'Does a city have a soul?".

Reading the visible and invisible in urban dynamics

Why this question? BASSAND, Sociologist and Director of the “Institut de recherches
sur l'environment construit" at the EPFL proposes a preliminary answer in his book
which carries the results of a seminar entitled "The hidden faces of the city“. He
believes that today's city lends itself to interpretation from every possible angle, its
morphology, its stmctures, its practices, its representations and also because the city
can be revealed / exposed at each of these levels as a synthesis of symbolical
worlds. In BASSAND's own words 'the hidden faces of the city raise so many pertinent
questions and invite one to reinterpret from the inside, the total set of references
which gives the city meaning, whatever, vast or polymorphous it may be".



The epistemological background of the subject is clear. Sometimes implicitly, but
more and more explicitly he adheres to a hermeneutics, which having tested the
limits of a logico—forrnal and empirico-formal approach near to neo positivists who
dominated the social sciences during the thirty glorious years from 1945-75, finally
concentrates at the end of the seventies on questions of meaning and intention. The
visible effects of the city are considered as a text to be deciphered, which constantly
refer to a hidden discourse, which in fact is only a coded transposition of the 'text'
that is visible. Interpretation will depend then on the very theoretical possibility, of
postulating certain non discernible entities, of conferring certain attributes upon them
and of describing the mechanisms by which the observed effects are generated,
from processes situated within these same entities. The main point is to be found
however in the key to reading, still to be discovered. J. LADFllEFtE (1989) cleverly
resumes the validating conditions of this type of interpretation. They are to be found
in 'the degree of saturation of the proposed interpretation, in other words, to the
extent to which this interpretation succeeds in integrating in a coherent whole, the
set of texts considered in detail, including those which are apparently insignificant".
The validity of this schema of understanding resides obviously in its ability to seize
the articulation hidden behind appearances of real-life experience and to efficiently
guide the course of action.

It must also be noted that despite the existence of a large number of urban
theories, most of them appear however to hold back important dimensions of urban
dynamics. This could very well be the result of compartmentalised disciplines which,
while enlightening certain aspects of urban development, necessarily obscure others.
Thus, there are theories that consider the city, like other social realities, as a set of
in-depth structures, arranged in a hierarchy according to their more or less concrete
and directly visible characteristics. More or less concrete and more or less
observable and open to analysis and therefore more and more observed and
analysed, even if the importance of what deserves to be observed in order to justify
the experience is post-rationalised aftenivards: the morphology, yes, practices and
representations, non, or less. Thus, there are structuro-functional theories which
favour economic and political dimensions while relegating or shifting social, cultural
and transformational aspects towards the hidden realms of the city. Thus again,
more theories which represent the city first as a group of actors arranged according
to a hierarchy in terms of power, but who leave certain active minorities completely in
the dark. Thus, there are other historical theories which block creative futuristic
dimensions. Therefore, here and there, a number of urban characteristics stay
hidden, such as social and spatial segregation. A reason perhaps for the emergence
of new metrOpolitan forms which radically question our representations of the city. I
am sure that each one of us could add other elements or even other dimensions to
the list.

With the intention of fighting against this concealment of certain aspects of urban
dynamics, the team that originally developed the study strived to reveal these hidden
aspects as well as those that have not been given due attention, specially those



aspects which have engendered transformations in contemporary urban dynamics.
The team identifies three research orientations: urban identities on the one hand,
neighbourhoods on the other hand and sound culture. These three orientations. in
fact, had been developed beforehand within a Swiss national research programme
called "Ville et Transport (The City and Transportation)”, a programme which we
already had the pleasure of presenting with this same committee in 1989 (RACINE
and CUNHA 1991). The authors must be given credit for the fact that, compared to
research programmes that sought to reveal the hidden faces of the city that did not,
a priori at least, have any obvious interconnections, they succeeded in distinguishing
a common interpretation, through the set of themes concerning the hidden faces of
the city which enabled them to give a common perspective while at the same time
maximizing their respective results.

In actual fact, as J. Ph. LEFlESCHE points out, the set of identification problems gives
precedence to the more secretive or vague zones of urban dynamics, just as much
as it is aware of the changes mainly due to contemporary urban development. An
enigma to be solved, not in order to discover a mystery rising from the inexpressible
and the imperceptible, but within the context of transformations of urban space from
the point of view of an explosion. With regard to this, is there one identity or several
urban identities? How can spatial identity and political identity be expressed? Are
local identities compatible with a metropolitan identity? Is it really the city that
motivates or is it rather the "differential“ identity of social groups? What is the effect
of urbanisation on identity formation? How can one seize and put to use the
important difference, or rift, that exists between urban developments and their
comprehension (perception, understanding) by local authorities (GALLAND et al. 1994)
or inhabitants (LEW 1994)? So at a time when scientists are enthusiastically trying to
prove its existence through functional readings of action space and lived space, does
something exist in represented, managed and measured space, which corresponds,
in the Swiss Remand part of Switzerland for example, to a clearly defined and
asserted 'lemanic" metropolitan identity, and in France to a Francilian identity (of the
lle—de—France around Paris)?

In a certain way, the difficulty of the hidden faces of the city conceptually refers to
the research which nourished a part of urban geography for years, in other words to
a search, in social urban space, for latent dimensions through the techniques of
factorial analysis. The question is to find out if we have really defined "identities"
when data analysis and a hierarchical ascending classification allows us to say, for
example, that apart from the Belsunce neighbourhood which constitutes a category
in itself, Marseilles "appears to be a very diversified city, with multiple contrasts", that
Bordeaux “possesses a very firm commercial character" whereas Lyon "is a more
middle class city" (MANSUY and MARPSAT 1991). Three "identities“ or three
converging forms of statistical data? The idea of a mosaic is it of the same nature as
that of a “middle class“? We hesitate between denotation and connotation, all the
more because between the 19603 where factorial analysis was more generalised,
and the 1980s when this methodology was used again after it had been shelved, it



has shown, almost all over the westem world, a rising differentiation and therefore
the infinitely more complex nature of the intra-urban structure. Between the centre
and the outskirts on the one hand, within these two kinds of areas on the other hand,
more specialised new dimensions appear with time, which, like the results published
from data collected form 1960 or 1961 onwards, cannot be considered to be part of
such general constructs as ethnic groups, family types and revenue levels.

It was obvious, during the 19605 that the family status began to differ according to
the age continuum and due to the progressive participation of women in the work
force. The census data of 1970 showed the family to be a more and more complex
organisation, and this continued during the 1970s with the emergence of new hidden
faces of the city, for example, where the role of single-parent families or of sequential
monogamy seems to play an increasingly important role in the structuring of social
space: an open license to acknowledge, amongst other things, the gendered nature
of our cities. A facet that has been hidden for much too long!

Urban Ontology and Marketing: Do Cities have a Soul?

Was it possible to do any better and go any further, even from a point way above all
urban experience, in questioning the “existence or being" of cities? This
interrogation can proceed from very different approaches and finalities, according to
whether they nourish a sort of "critical regionalism (TZONIS and LEFAIRHE 1981;
FHAMPTON 1987) or by making it (as it is the fashion today), 'the' driving force of
territorial development by integrating it in the subtle dialectic of the image and the
message (RACINE 1989) or by searching for a soul to set in motion. At this moment,
when we are faced with the rise of "non-cities'I within our cities, of counter urban
societies characaterised by segregation and exclusion, violence and Mafia
economics (TOUHAINE 1992), l lent a sympathetic ear to the anxious concerns put
forward by Fl. BRUNET (1992) from Montpellier, "Ia surdouée', who knows perfectly
well what territorial marketing means, in his study on the pertinence of a drift towards
the I'humanistic', where he says that it is an 'overvaluation of places instead of
people". Doesn't this drift purposely lead, I quote him "to mysticism, to a subject that
is buried behind and under a "Being-in-place: Exactly what humanism in the strict
sense of the word fought against“?

The stakes of the identity problem of cities were numerous. certainly of a practical
nature but equally of a methodological nature and most of all of an epistemological
nature. lt can be proved first of all by putting into perspective a critique of
geographical developments and mutations in search of the city. One of the essential
contributions of geographers who claim to be phenomenologists is that they have
helped to reorient us towards questions of sense and intention, by considering object
and subject in a lived unity of naive experience whose different fields could be the
subject of and the main preoccupation of man's phenomenology. In other words, it
was advisable to look for the hidden face of the city in a direction other than the one



proposed by Spatial economy. This course l direction leads us to a sort of a game,
achieved through universal categories of economics, the axiomatic price, within the
framework of an abstract formalism which may well eject the very essence of
phenomena observed in the scientific world.

The critical analysis of certain adjacent parts of identity marketing provided the
Opportunity to look elsewhere and differently. I simply wish to say with BASSAND
(1988) that "if culture is an important mediation" in the sense that it helps to manage
the tension between a will for cosmopolitanism on the one hand and a will for
regional and local identification and belonging on the other hand, this identity only
rarely achieves unanimity. What is emblematical for some is stigmatising for others.
For whom? The question may arise for territories just as much for their inhabitants
and I don‘t think it is necessary here to talk again of the dangers of ipseity (ethnic
purification, for example) and of the personalisation of cities and their territories,
already widely denounced, under different epistemological pretexts and practises
(BRUNEr 1990). The fact is that not only is the marketing of cities a subject quite
different from classical marketing, but furthermore, even for people like Nicolas
Hayeck with his Swiss Swatch, who propose products which are said to be
emotional, "it is not market study that counts but the product and the manner in
which it is communicated". And even then! Again at this level, in terms of strategic
priorities he insists: "1. the product, 2. the product 3. the product“. Just like those
who say “location, location, location" when they are trying to sell a place to investors,
whether its advertisements of Ontario for Americans, or of St. John, New Brunswick
for whosoever may wish to venture there. When reconstructing a new image, doesn't
one create a gulf between reality and representation? This phenomenon has been
studied in relation to the now famous Glasgows Miles's Better (PADDISON 1993).
Having destroyed the negative image of the city in order to replace it with another, by
using as it is the negative economic dynamism of the city in order to simply promote
dynamism, by showing that like all social melting-pots, Glasgow was on the move.
Instead of a negative image, an image inherited from industry was used to target
Glasgow as a city of Art and culture, miling better, that is to say much more
advanced in comparison with its image of industrial ghetto, having largely surpassed
the image of a post-industrial city, with Glasgow finally ending up with the
designation of "European Cultural Capital".

Should one come to the conclusion then that the hidden faces of the city are first
and foremost linked to the rhetorical qualities of advertising systems? What was the
real challenge facing Glasgow's town councilors? To use culture more as a means of
promoting the economy than as a subject in itself in order to make Glasgow a city of
culture, even though it would have been necessary in the 19803 to project an
attractive tourist image, but only partially and solely concentrating on the inner-city,
leaving aside the numerous underprivileged areas, or were they more interested in
trying to reduce the social divisions that exist within the city which project an image of
an well-to-do middle-class and thus ignoring certain embarrassing realities. The
same question arises for Los Angeles: doesn't its official motto "It all comes together



in Los Angeles" strive to destroy the inefficient connective fabric which links its ill-
matched fragments?
This summarises the problem of the manipulation of meaning, to which other types

of dangers linked to the dynamics of change can be associated, in the object itself
and its representations. That is why it is necessary to evoke other possible readings
or interpretations, for that is what it means, which are constantly searching for the
hidden faces of the city, readings which are less shamanistic in their orientation and
conclusions and scientifically more constructed, leading to a genetic and regional
interpretation of urban identities. Some of them can perhaps be connected to 'fomts-
places" that K. FHAMPTON (1987) refers to, forms which would consubstantiate places
and regionally converge in order to define identity characteristics of a lesser
metaphysical nature. The others would depend on the cultural roles of the cities,
heterogenetic for some orthogenetic for other; cultural roles that refer to very
different types of territorial dynamics, which undoubtedly and necessarily interact in
the cities but which sometimes play a dominant role, or at least is perceived as such.

It is for this reason that in our joint study on Canada (RACINE and VILLENEUVE 1992)
my colleague P. VILLENEUVE defined the city of Quebec as a place of continuities,
capable of self-preservation in times of change, being the place where the live
culture of Quebec, specially on the East side, is codified and formalised, where there
are still "Canadians" to be found, where as on the contrary there is Montreal which by
definition would be a "heterogenetic" city, responsible for bringing in extemal
influences into the cultural sphere of Quebec. This may be one of the reasons why
the cultural revolution of Quebec, begun in the heterogenetic environment of
Montreal during the 19405 and 19503 became "peaceful, quiet, tranquil" when it
came in contact with the orthogenetic environment of Quebec after 1960. Isn‘t this a
new hidden face of the city, to be able to legitimately qualify the “tranquil revolution"
as a form of social change, partially resulting form the accelerated spatial interaction
between the region of Montreal, victims of change in discontinuity and that of
Quebec where changes take place in continuity? A global cultural revolution, cpen to
the world, but of an increasingly nationalist nature, took place in Montreal during the
period between 1940 to 1950. Doesn't making a geographical study of the "tranquil
revolution" mean identifying the geographical foundations of a linguistic paradox, by
discovering how a spatial implosion can create a paradoxical social dynamism, which
rises more from a dialectic that a compromise, between Montreal, a scene of revolt
and Quebec a scene of tranquillity?

Symbolical Values and Identity Distinctions

The great achievement of the paradoxical expression “tranquil revolution" suggests
in fact that it has acquired a symbolic value. Symbols can be considered then as
codes which are part of the human action context. In the imaginary world of the
residents of Quebec, different places can mean different logical forms of social and



cultural change. Montreal would represent change in discontinuity and strain where
as Quebec would embody change in continuity and harmony. An interactive type of
interpretation, obviously based on the recognition of the key role played by social
and cognitive representations together with morphological and socio-professional
dimensions, of urban dynamics. But these are just postulations that we will discover
elsewhere to be without a genetic foundation, capable if necessary of a virtually
materialistic interpretation of their reciprocal future. However what is strange and
paradoxical is that the origins of the distinction between the two cities are to be found
in their common roots in far off colonial beginnings, almost as if Montreal had
immediately espoused her savage "American natureII where as Quebec had
remained the city, which had seemed to Pehr Kalm, a Swedish botanist who had
visited the colonies in 1749, to be on the wrong continent (VILLENEUVE 1981).

There would only be a step to take - or maybe a leap - in order to extend this type
of analysis to Swiss cities and discover that Geneva is a heterogenetic city, even
though this is not entirely true when applied to its industrial development, though
relatively modest, developed in an autonomous and autogenous manner. Even
though the consistency with which the external world intervenes may finally be
considered as an orthogenetic factor, genres do mix. Lausanne on the other hand is
the ideal counter example, dominating some well defined parts of the city but soon
loosing its influence beyond those areas. But isn't this yet again a representation
which badly resists historical analysis? It shows in fact that if Lausanne is deeply
rooted in a large area of land, the canton of Vaud, it is somehow independently,
almost involuntarily or even against it that Lausanne developed as its capital city.
This is one of the reasons that Lausanne is still battling to change its image of “la
belle paysanne qui a fait ses humanités" (Gilles, Vaudois poet) "gardant Ia terre a
ses souliers". In Switzerland the expression has been a hit with the pretext that twice
a week Lausanne offers the scene of the open local market where, according to
C. F. Ftamuz, "all the country folk flock together, arranging on the steep side-walks
their pretty cane baskets, full of vegetables, fruits and flowers". Nothing is more
irritating for certain residents of Lausanne amongst them Y. Jaggi the current leader
of the city, who do not recognise nor the city nor its history, in this kind of description.

Likewise, isn't there a similar affinity between historically constructed
representations and therefore between respective but alleged identities of the
Geneva of Ruth Dreifuss, Minister of Federal Internal Affairs, - "That is Geneva, a
rainbow of people from all over the world, who feel at home there" - and of Lausanne
and its inhabitants who would prefer to identify themselves in the History of the
canton than with the History of the city? The problem is to know, as it is between
Montreal and Quebec, how to play on differences that unite.
To play on differences which unite, in other words by inventing a metro-lemanic

identity, is it a way of surpassing contradictions by situating the problem at another
level? The problem is, and it is far from being secondary on the level of significations,
that this second image which has "caught on“ like embers in a fire, has no other
reality other than being a purely discursive product, like so many others. These two



themes, each one in its own way rises out of the problematic of the hidden faces of
the city and I would like to develop briefly as being one and the same thing with the
whole problem of interpreting space.

We must be grateful to one of the IHEC teams (GALLAND et al. 1993; GALLAND et al.
1994) for having simultaneously worked on the identities of Geneva and Lausanne
and on the eventual emergence of a metropolitan identity. They do so by postulating
the idea that "urban identity“ becomes operational from the moment that one
considers an urban collectivity as a social actor. They define it as “an algorithm or a
software that constructs and structures representations that the different internal and
external social groups of a city project for it, for its past, its present and its future, and
this at a given moment in history". With J.W. LAPIEFtFlE (1984) they specify that this
collective identity refers to a "collective memory by which the present group
acknowledges a common past, recall if, commemorate it, interpret and reinterpret it".
The IHEC research team is careful, knowing very well that together with the "hard
core“ of this identity - a sort of group intersection - there may exist corresponding
Specific identifications and identities which belong to certain social categories or
groups. They clearly state however, that authorities must seriously start taking into
account the identity factor, if they intend to develop any long term projects. This way
of taking action by authorities - by becoming aware and taking into consideration the
different sensibilities or representations - they call it "mental ecology".
The methodology used in their study of the identity problem of Geneva and

Lausanne - long interviews with persons defined as I'makers or translators of identity“
having a privileged position in different sectors of urban life - has certainly shown the
importance of the almost sacralised role played by territory and the constructed
environment in determining urban identity. The results are significant, even though
often paradoxical. Geneva shows very strong identity features, the open and closed
theme, which corresponds to the opposition between the economical and
cosmopolitan dimensions of Geneva, that one can call the Geneva of its inhabitants
and its closed territory, whose representations are all imprinted with ethic and cultural
"localisms', while pointing out at the same time that it is not possible to render it
discursively objective. Another paradoxical discovery was that Lausanne is not
comprised of one but several identities, that it is a profoundly varied heterogeneous
city, perhaps because it is actually going through a phase of “identity recomposition"
in its search for a new centrality while its political space does not seem adapted. The
fact that Lausanne is confronted with mobile and changing identities perhaps
explains why questions are being posed about its centrality and political
representation. In both cases however, it appears clearly that one of the key
dimensions of the identity process refers to the definition of frontiers which allows for
self-assertion by indicating a foreigner as necessarily different. In the case of
Lausanne and Geneva, two cities which have been turning their backs on each other
through the course of History, which have both wrought their own type of "cultural
matrix" and who have been able to survive ignoring each other, strangers to one
another, the foreigners being the 'Genevese' for some and the "Lausannois' for the



others. Neither city denies however the importance there would be of considering a
more complementary relationship between the two, specially at a moment when their
identities are in crisis, one seeing its cosmopolitan ambitions on the decline, the
other sensing the dangers of provincialism.

Will growing conurbanisation, and the necessity for better a collaboration in the
development of the "Lemanic arc" (LEHESCHE and BASSAND 1991) lead to a marriage
of convenience? The question is to find out 'if the management and the deveIOpment
of the Lemanic metropolis can be done solely through the technical will of high-
ranking officials or authorities concerned about saving money'. In other words, to find
out if the urban dynamics that preside over the metropolisation of the Lemanic arc is
compatible with the absence of a collective identity particular to the set of
collectivites concerned. Their conclusion is extremely interesting: it highlights the
necessity to “create common practices so that the future may be made up a common
experiences. For it is certainly these future, individual of collective experiences, that
will most successfully transform images, values, representations, and give birth to
new identities and new projects". However, in case a metropolitan system is put in
place, the dynamics of economical, technological, financial and cultural exchanges
should not wipe out local identities and life-styles which appear simultaneously as an
Opposition and a necessity in the face of urbanisation and globalisation of exchanges
that go together with it. It is even justified to ask if it is not exactly this dynamics of
exchanges which exacerbates, in a revived cultural perspective of a symbolically
violent nature, the differentiating discourse. And again it is necessary to take note of
them in order to use them in a positive sense.

From Urbanity to Metropolity: A New Reality

Let us simply note that this difficulty of metropolisation, in actual fact, is in functional
space, which nevertheless corresponds to a “(still) absent metropolis“ (CUNHA and
CSILLAGHY 1993) in represented space, and is also to be found practically all over the
place and can be seen in the emergence of what J. BONNIER and J. P. FEHHIER
(1994) call «a metropolity which would be to metropolisation what urbanity did not
sufficiently be to urbanisation».

This "metropolity" rises from capturing, or disclosing and first of all from the
possibility of apprehending a new reality which corresponds to the new stage of
territorialisation, of the transformation, literally before our eyes, of territories within
the largest urbanised regions. We will progressively find and have already found
here and there from the Atlantic and the Pacific, words and concepts which
correspond to this new process of "metropolisation" which has taken over from
urbanisation. It is the New city of North Americans which defies the ancient
monocentred urban models, it is the “Villa-territoriale“ or hyperville invoked by the
historian of architecture André CORBOZ (1993), it is the Swiss bandstad and even
more exactly the metropolis of the Swiss gold triangle around Zurich, it is also the



lemanic metropolis, it is also, not only the lie de France, but Massalie, the
Mediterranean metropolis which is developing from Montpellier to Toulon. They all
have in common the emergence of a phenomenon concerning the spatial
organisation of residences and production, especially the highest functions of activity
(decision centres, research centres, banking services, higher education) which
operates in a non polarised fashion, within very vast areas, which include habitations,
secondary and tertiary activities, leisure activities, as well- as natural or agricultural
spaces. The central characteristic being that the life of the metropolitan inhabitants
unfolds in a diffused manner because the circulation of information, of goods and
services and of people is more and more numerous. The other reason can be
expressed in the following words which seem particularly pertinent to the observer:
”step by step, limits that were significant within the urban system yesterday are being
wiped out“. An archipelago like territory follows it, where fragmented and successive
space-time territories are multiplied, which are linked to the double income house-
holds, to the increase of university studies, to the continual evolution of the habitat
towards property and the individual model. It is supported by an ancient and
diversified urban patrimony and creates a space of continual flows in which
interaction is extremely intense. A space of flows which changes the terms of the
debate of territorial planning, when we manage ever so slightly to become aware of
these terms: we are not talking anymore about the 810,550 inhabitants of Marseilles
and its outskirts, but of about the few 4 million inhabitants involved in the big modern
adventure of southern metropolisation, the active centre of a future area of more
than ten million inhabitants (size of the region of the lie de France), when the TGV
will offer an hours ride, from Marseilles to Lyon, to Perpignan or to Nice and will bring
about an increase of intercity and regional express trains.
The main problem facing this new reality which is metamorphosing cities and

countrysides to create new work and residential areas is the fact that authorities and
citizens, though concerned at different levels, are not fully aware of its importance.
We have hit on another hidden face of the city, that further to what is represented by
the emergence of the l'hyperville", thinking habits in traditional territorial settings may
have prevented the detection of the unification process and of taking action on a
political and statistical level. In actual fact, the lived city does not correspond
anymore to the political nor statistical city where as all the census data systems
which select information useful for the analysis of this kind of phenomena are buitt by
institutions which have no other projects in mind than self-observation, which is a
means, as J. BONNIER (director of studies at the offices of Departmental
administration - Provence-cote d'Azur) says, of self-justification. How can they be
made to admit that they are not totalities but relativities? In other words, how can the
awareness for the necessity of the tool be constructed?

At a completely different level, we could have pointed out the uncompromising
'localisms' which exist within the Swiss bandstad or in its gold or azure triangles, or
even within the sub-regions of Lausanne. Isn't it the same discourse that we hear at
study committees on intercommunal collaboration? The same reference is made to



the personality of places, to their identity, claimed or created. From what? By
listening to the inhabitants, by observing their way of life and representations that
surround them and which verify the metropolisation by foreshadowing its metropolity.

The question is to know how these new systems which do not dispose of any
intercommunal information and coordination structures are going to carry out their
development projects in a controlled manner. The question is to know the role
played, in what can already appear as an explicit refusal of any type of collaboration,
by the feeling of identity which persists in spite of the evolution of things. The
question is to know how, through discourse, this feeling of identity (belonging) is
constructed or deconstructed, with its different results at the end of it.

The principal risk run by a certain type of geography of representations, led in an a-
critical manner, is to reinforce these images, which catch on like wild fire, - it is an
expression used by Russians when they wish to speak of ethnic and territorial
identity, as it is produced by God knows what passion or cosmic energy identifying
one with the other - but which, like 'la belle paysanne qui a fait ses humanités“, at
close inspection have no other reality than being a pure discursive product, like so
many others. The vicissitudes of the idea of nation and people, of race or ethnic
origin, of their progressive adherence to the idea of common blood, of territory and of
the awareness of a single unity are some of the possible illustrations.

At this hour when so many cities are struggling with problems of partition and
segregation, of marginalisation and exclusion, at this hour when mass migration is
crowding the cities and the question of birthrights and landrights are being
reconsidered, it is more urgent than ever to learn to distinguish the role that
historical, sometimes purely ideological, traditions play, in the way in which all
minority problems are treated, in order to show that words and "discourse" construct
in fact categories which are then thought to be natural, and to which moreover
specific territories are added. It is true for nationalities and ethnic groups, for the
supposedly national character of languages, it is undoubtedly also true for everything
that separates and rises in each case from a different story , indicating here, it is the
only invariant, the victory of some and the loss of others.

Doesn‘t the main problem of studying identities rise, more and more, and without
our knowing, from the "order of discourse“ reminding us of the last line in Umberto
Ecco's in the Name of the Rose: "Stat rose pristine nomine, nomina nude tenemus".
The question to find out is if concepts exist as such or if it is their name that gives
them existence. The danger lies in identifying the object of discourse with purely
natural objects and to talk of the latter as if they were only objects of discourse.
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iii;

„_.‚ This paper presents a case study of city marketing with focus on a deliberate image
construction. The analysis takes its point of departure in a theoretical discussion where both
neoclassical and institutional economic viewpoints and the role of local political interests will be
included in the context of active city marketing strategies. The empirical discussion will centre on ..

>~ :, an analysis of the collaboration of public and private interests during a process of strong industrial " "
.. restructuring and where space was actively used as a measure in recrganising image and
„1 attracting new economic interests to the area. This is reflected both in development of new forms -’ .ï

of transportation infrastructure and in land use. A special case in point, illustrating the optimistic
13?, undercurrent among the political elite was the application for status as Cultural City of Europe in “b”
Î the earfy 1990s. A short analysis why this move was bound to fail, when viewed in a broad Ïï
Î context, will be the epilogue of the paper.

Key words: City Marketing, Image Construction, Industrial Restructuring, Collaboration,
‘3’ Bergen.

PART I THEME AND THEORY

Introduction

City marketing has attracted much attention during the last decade throughout the
western world. The phenomenon can to a large extent be attributed to the changing
dynamics of economic and social development within the western city system as a
whole and particularly to inner city restructuring. This development path, clearly
manifested during the 19803, is documented in a series of books and articles from
the late 1980s and early 19903, among these DATAR (1989), CHESHIRE and HAY
(1989), LEVER (1993). The essential strategic means resorted to is a sharpening of
competition between the cities in the western world. This situation has been
interpreted in various ways. As stated by HARVEY (1989), it reflects the post
modernist capitalism's response to the new fragmented urban regional situation,
being a mobilization by the ruling classes in industry and government "in order to
wage geopolitical struggle in a worid of uneven geographical development".

Selling of cities is nothing intrinsically new. According to PADDISON (1993) both
promotion of places and the implementation of policies to attract new investment,
including provision of sites for development and economic incentives, have existed
for a long time. The situation in the 1980s, however, contributed to promoting a more
systematic organisation and marketing process in the different fields of the urban
context. The strategies adopted have been contingent on the particular problems of



the different cities. The need for exposure has been different in cities with an
established positive image as background and in places with a more negative image
and concomitant social problems.

City marketing as a concept and strategic device

According to ASHWOHTH and V0000 (1990) city marketing is a process whereby
urban activities are related to the demand of targeted customers in order to maximize
the social and economic functioning of the area in question in accordance with
established goals. This type of marketing differs from conventional commodity sales
in many respects, mainly on the supply side. The product being marketed is far less
tangible and clear-cut than the products usually offered in the marketing process. It
generally possesses a lot of characteristics, which are both physical, economic,
social and cultural. This has led VAN DEN BERG to argue for a more holistic
interpretation of city marketing, encompassing all kinds of societal welfare. This
viewpoint also fits into the idea put forward by KOTLER (1986) of social marketing,
creating of attitudes in order to enhance the consumer's and society's well-being.
The latter idea makes up a meeting point between marketing and city planning, a
point also emphasized by BORCHEHT (1994). It means to put more emphasis on the
city or city region as a spatial product that, it is hoped, will be demanded by different
types of consumers whether residing inside or outside the boundaries of the area in
question. This brings us to consider city marketing as a supply-demand function,
where a close juxtaposition of both sides is needed if successful transactions are
going to take place (BORCHERT op. cit.). The product must not only have a general
appeal, but an appeal just to the buyers whom one is going to persuade to buy it.
This presupposes, in order to be efficient, an analysis, however crude, both of the
demand and the supply side of the equation. The city as a product (the supply side)
has in this context a much wider connotation than most other products being
marketed, ranging from heritage from the past to modern artefacts, economic and
social organisation and environmental qualities.

In a marketing process the strategies for presenting and renewing the product will
depend very much on the target groups on whom the city authorities will concentrate
their effort. These groups are both extremely complex and overlapping. However,
generally there is a segmented market to be taken care of and whose potential will
have to be appreciated. Depending on the type of product(s) and thus the scope of
marketing it, both a concentration and differentiation can be necessary.
Simultaneously the marketing measures may be directed towards existing
consumers whose demand it is of interest to reinforce, and new target groups among
whom demand must be created.

With all these rather complicated structures as a background urban marketing, to
be successful, needs a constant evaluation both of the product and its users. It is
above all necessary to pay heed to changing demand and try to find out how broad



societal development influences both the specific demand in the industrial sectors
and in the social, cultural domain. As crucial, however, is to analyse and assess the
performance of the city itself in supplying these specific products. This is particularly
important in the external marketing process in order for the city to position itself
among its competitors. This brings us to another important concept, that of image
and image—building.

The role of image in the city marketing process

Images are constructions perceived by people as impressions and ideas of
commodities, services, organisations and the like. Image may also be constructed of
geographical entities, notably places and accordingly, cities. These are more difficult
to make, however, because of their many attributes. Such images may therefore
easily develop into oversimplified stereotypes so that they, instead of being means of
communicating the richness and complexity of experience and emotion, HOLMAN
(1989), may become distorted cues, which are little helpful in decision making. Image
making, by and large, is a communication process, dependent on a sender and a
receiver, often through many channels before the message can be decoded by the
receiver. Thus the original information sent may suffer much loss on the way.
Three kinds of place images are crucial in place marketing: entrepreneurial images,

residential images and tourist images (ASHWOHTH and VOOGD op. cit). As important
as segmenting the images, however, is realizing that there are clear links between
them. The prospective entrepreneur will, as a rule, not only be interested in
knowledge of the qualities of the locality for location of economic activities but is also
curious of qualities of residence.

A positive portrayal of the socio-economic situation is common in most image
making. False and distorting images may turn out to be counterproductive, however.
This is particularly a risk to run in attempts at image remaking of places of which
predominantly negative images are held. PADDISON (1993) has shown this for
Glasgow, and MADSEN (1992) for Liverpool. In such an image revision—making there
is a temptation to forget the realistic portrayal and resort to symbolic representations.
Undue emphasis was thus put on the "dockland facelift“ in Liverpool and on the
cultural activities in Glasgow. Although there were some improvements in ratings, the
efforts resulted, as contended by the authors in few lasting effects with only scant
external investment.

The cultural image and its promotion

The particular cultural endowments of a place have been used for extending
positive images, although not so explicitly, according to BOHCHEHT (op. cit.), in the
marketing process. The meaning of culture in this context has not been
unambiguous, however. KLAUSEN (1977) strongly emphasizes the need for



differentiating between culture as an aspect and as a sector, the former concept
reflecting the values, norms, artefacts etc. of a collective, the latter the activities
linked to art in the widest sense of the term, to conservation of heritage, whether
tangible or non-tangible and to other non—material pursuits, notably folklore. In the
Nordic countries both conceptions have been used for developmental purposes, in
the 1970s by underlining culture as a goal in itself, as a means of enhancing
personality development through participation, extending the concept from a reactive
enjoyment of the fine arts to a more proactive production and consumption. Later the
role has become more instrumental and sectoral, the importance of the activities
lying in boosting economic development both as a prerequisite and through the
multiplier effects of the activities themselves.
The importance of culture as a force in promoting industries has been disputed,

however. Extensive investigations show no conclusive findings. LINDEBORG (1991)
clearly argues for a positive relationship, as she claims culture to make up an
important competitive factor. DEDEKAM (1992) although finding a concentration on
cultural variables valuable per se, is very careful in inferring both social redistributive
and economic impacts and multiplier effects in other industrial sectors. HANSEN
(1993) emphasizes culture as an important condition for location of other activities,
but is careful in using it as an argument for increased employment and wider
economic effects. Its value is primarily social, in enhancing quality of life, creativity
and a sense of esthetics, economic gains being largely unintended. In the same vein
AHNESTAD (1993) concludes that direct investment in tangible production is more
profitable for society in economic terms than cultural investments, which mainly are
made for political purposes.

In spite of these vague and uncertain linkages both theoretically and empirically
between place promotion and investment in culture, the fact that image builders in
cities and regions so overtly use culture as an argument, necessitates us to include it
as a variable when analysing marketing of cities. In an increasingly fierce climate of
competition cultural uniqueness has also grown in importance. It is in this context
that this variable will be included in the case study that follows.

Organisational aspects of city marketing

Marketing of cities is a professional activity in a modern society. As such it needs
efficient and adequate organisation. Its role in changing socio-economic conditions of
the entity simultaneously calls for transparency and accountability versus the people
and interests who are affected. These considerations have frequently been
neglected. The main objection to the Glasgow renewal during the late 19805, as
seen from the left (BOYLE and HUGHES 1991), was ignoring of interests of common
people and enhancement of elite culture. Characteristic of many of the city promotion
efforts during the last decade have, on the whole, been disentangled actions, often
carried out by agencies and institutions with few linkages to each other. Special



interest groups have all too often operated in isolation with few linkages to central
local political bodies. Originally an American legacy this development path has been
transferred to Europe, falling on fertile ground under nee-liberal regimes. It is
described by HARVEY (1985) as cross-class alliances, very much founded on
common interest in enhancing already invested infrastructure by “boosting an
upward spiral of perpetuated and sustained accumulation". As a countervailing force
to unbounded decentralized entrepreneurialism UFIHY (1990) urges well planned and
coherent locally based policies, serving both inner and outer markets efficiently, but
at the same time being participatory (empowering the local population at large). This
organising of sales promotion might be a public and private co—effort, integrating
public planning and city marketing as underlined above. It would represent a
conception theoretically in line with institutional more than conventional neoclassic
market economics. With a good organisation and competence in marketing its
promoters would still be able to reach interesting entrepreneurs and simultaneously
prevent lepsided social development. In the case of the Bergen City and region
marketing this is a valid proposition.

PART II THE CASE STUDY

The Bergen case of city marketing will be the theme of the remainder of the paper.
it gives an example of a deliberate image making in order to boost a felt need for
restructuring, but without reconstructing an ill-reputed image like in the cases of so
many other western cities.

The background of city marketing. The Bergen region and its industrial
transition.

The national and international legacy
Located on the middle of the West Coast of Norway, Bergen early rose to national

and even international prominence under the prevailing technology and organisation
of world trade. It functioned during the late Middle Ages and for more than a hundred
years thereafter as the northernmost link in the commercial network of the Hanseatic
League. As a visible reminder what is left of the old wharf is today a Unesco World
Heritage.

Even after the withdrawal of the Hansa Bergen for a long time acted, through the
organisation and networks which had been created, as Norway's most important
gateway to the world. lt was still a substantial commercial centre, outwards in
intemational trade, inwards not primarily as a node for the subnational region, but as
a continuation of an old tradition as a centre for the northern part of the country in the
fish trade and in supplying consumer goods. Moreover, the Bergen area early
developed as an industrial nucleus, particularly in textile manufacturing, where it
became a national centre of gravity.



New transportation technology, new industrial organisation and administrative
restructuring, has done away with much of Bergen's comparative situational
advantages and made Oslo a more natural nucleus in the national context. Bergen's
gateway functions were negatively affected by the transition from sea to air
connections and her domestic trade advantages were eroded by the growing
landward orientation in transportation. New administrative structures, especially
decentralisation in the public sphere, further undermined the city's role. Finally new
international division of labour and industrial organisation put an end to the
advantages enjoyed in the main industrial sector, thus reducing the textile and
clothing business to a mere trifle from the 19705. Another heavy sector, shipbuilding,
also drifted into trouble, aithough it was to some extent compensated by switching to
functions linked to the petroleum activity (platforms, modules, machinery).

The problem of situation was also aggravated by constraints of site, which had
been excellent under the old technology and the traditional industrial structure. The
topography turned out to be hostile to firms requiring more space in a modern
development process and particularly problematic for developing a modem
communication infrastructure. Tunnel solutions helped to some extent, but soon
created congestion problems in the central city. To this was added a political—
administrative bottleneck. Only in 1972 was the city area enlarged and it took some
time before the planning system could be coordinated in order to bring city
development out of deadlock.

Still, the next twenty years were to bring about a veritable transformation process
both in the industrial and spatial structure, the latter often a

prerequisite
for the

former, as we shall presently see.

The recent restructuring process
The structural changes in employment 1980-1990 by main industrial groups is

shown in Table 1. The illustrations clearly reflect the declining (sunset) industries as
well as their counterparts, the growing (sunrise) activities. Decline in manufacturing is
vividly demonstrated, signifying a veritable deindustrialisation. But relative losses are
recorded also in the distributive trades (including transportation) and personal
services. This is part of a rather general process in all industrial countries, being,
however, as the figures show, rather accentuated in this case. The decade
witnessed a rise in the vigorous producer services industrial group, supplemented
with gains in an educational, research, health and petroleum service group. To this
must be added a growing tourism. All these subsectors mark new growth clusters in
the industrial structure.

By following the cluster of declining industries over time (manufacturing,
commercial, transportation and personal services), we find that as late as 1970 about
60% of the workforce was engaged in these trades. This figure was reduced to 52%
in 1980 and 43% in 1990 — signifying for most of the activities a loss even in absolute
terms. The comparable cluster of growing activities (petroleum activities plus the
advanced services and the tourist group) — shows quite an opposite trend —— from a
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mere 22% of the workforce in 1970 to 32% in 1980 and 41% in 1990. Thus the
modern growth activities have today converged in relative strength with the traditional
industries of the Bergen area.

Table 1 The workforce in the Bergen region by industries

1980 1990
Share of Share of Change
total total of

Workforce Workforce Workforce Workforce Workforce

Oil extraction and mining 429 0,3 2662 1,8 + 2233
Other primary 3160 2,3 2929 2,1 - 231
Manufacturing 25502 18, 7 19166 13,0 - 6336

Whereof textiles clothing 3412 2,5 913 0,6
Construction, gas, water

supply 11682 6,5 12673 6,6 + 991
Trade (wholesale 8 retail) 22391 16,4 23086 15,7 + 695
Hotels and restaurants 3562 2,6 4870 3,3 + 1308
Water transport 5101 3, 7 3374 2,3 - 1 727
Other transport, communic. 8979 6,5 9229 6,3 + 250
Financing, insurance 2751 2,0 4090 2,8 + 1339
Fieal estate and producer

services 5623 4,1 10122 6,9 + 4499
Public adm. and defense 10237 7,5 10451 7,1 + 214
Education and research 11484 8,4 14441 9,8 + 2957
Medical and social services 18684 13,7 23429 15,9 + 4745
Cultural services 1360 1,0 1714 1,2 + 354
Others (personal services) 5767 4,3 4711 3,2 - 1056

Total 136712 100,0 146947 100,0 10235

Source: NOS. Censuses

This change is marked by the growth of a series of subclusters, four of which
should be emphasized:

1) Activities linked to the petroleum business, both in the production and service
sphere.

2) Fish farming and related activities — a reflection of Norway‘s prominent position in
salmon aquaculture, of which about 60% of the output and distribution is located in
the Bergen region with spin—offs in biotechnical R & D and subdeliverers.



3) Financial and maritime pursuits — traditional sectors, which have been upgraded
during the 19803. The former sector, consisting originally of domestic activities went
intemational during the late 19803 to be hit by a severe crisis on the threshold of the
1990s, from which it has not recuperated. Maritime activities have always been
intemational in scope. In this sector manning of the fleet has clearly declined,
whereas services linked to the industry have grown. Among these can be mentioned
consultancy and brokerage activities which have expanded during the whole period.

4) Higher education, research, medical services, high tech and producer services
have expanded particularty vigorously, some of them being linked to the above
mentioned clusters. These activities are mainly affiliated with the Norwegian School
of Economics and its research foundation, with the University of Bergen, the second
largest Norwegian university, and the CMI research foundation. Of some interest is
the establishment of a High Technology Centre with linkages to a science park.

The growth of these highly competent industries is also reflected in the boosting
professional structure of the workforce, and the declining numbers of manual
workers.

The scientific, professional and related workers and to a lesser extent
administrative and managerial personnel have in reality increased more than total
net growth of jobs. Even if the group is heterogeneous, most have an education
beyond the primary level and a substantial number have attained a very high level
Thus during the 6 years from 1986-1992 the highest grade of university education
grew by 1 percentage point in the labour force and the next highest level by
4,2 percentage points, while the lowest grade of education, (primary education only)
suffered a decline, the share falling by 6,5 percentage points during the period to a
mere 18%.

This development has brought the share of the labour force at university level up to
more than 25%, second in relative frequency only to the Oslo region, very strongly
linked to the clusters and industrial complexes which in the above paragraphs have
been termed sunrise industries.
This restructuring process in its many details seems to have given the metropolitan

region back some of its former vigour.
In the short analysis which follows we shall try to put this development into the

context of deliberate promotion by the public authorities and other cooperating
agencies, following as closely as possible the theoretical systematization outlined in
part I.

Actors and forces behind the changes

Behind the structural changes which have been outlined above many forces have
been at work, acting both singly and in concert. It is of course difficult to evaluate
how much of the transition should be attributed to direct responses to the new



challenges by entrepreneurs, and how much is attributable to an effort by public and
semipublic bodies and agencies in image building and sales promotion, to which also
belongs development of needed infrastructure in traffic and communication systems
and site preparation. The Bergen City region, as we now are familiar with the
concept, was a very loose construct after the enlargement of the central city area in
the earty 19703; only gradually was there an orientation towards an enlarged city
region. The first decade was in reality a search process for a new role both in
industrial development, in residential amenities and servicing of the new socio-
economic structures. Two important foundations were laid in the outer region in this
period, a supply and maintenance base for petroleum activities at Agotnes and a
refinery for North Sea oil at Mongstad, reinforcing the activities in subcluster1,
mentioned above (Figure 1). It would be premature to claim, however, that this
immediately triggered off a strategy for the further development, including internal
systematization of planning and outward directed promotional efforts in order to
broaden the industrial structure. What in reality occurred was the start of a process
of a series of measures, at times seemingly uncoordinated both in planning and
implementation, but gradually better timed until a strategic industrial planning for the
whole county emerged by the salty 19903, centering on the Bergen region as a
spearhead of development (Figure 1).

Basic conditions and infrastructure

These changing visions were reflected in physical planning, including zoning of
industrial activities into appropriate areas near the airport and development of new
infrastructure by tunneling and bridging the whole metropolitan region. Although
being the responsibility of the state, the development of the traffic structures have
actively been promoted by the City of Bergen by introducing the toll road ring, the
first one in Nomay for further investment purposes. In this way a basic coordination
has occurred which has given the area a physical cohesion, which it formerly lacked
and which frequently was an obstacle in the urban development process. Modern
connections have been developed with all important sites within the Bergen
municipality, and all the islands have been bridged into a well integrated system. This
is in reality an outstanding example of actively manipulating space in modern city
development process in order to facilitate both location and circulation, creating new
basic conditions for further development purposes, also through a deliberate
marketing process.

Images in the city marketing

On the background of the active use of space referred to above, the Bergen city
(the inner town) and the Bergen region have been able to expose themselves as a
coherent and functional area, entrenched in an historical legacy but with future



Figure 1 Built up areas, road and ferry networks in the Bergen region.
Brought up to date 1994
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development prospects. This image-building has been promoted by many
organisations, but mainly by the municipal authorities, who also in this case have



used space rather deliberately by depicting a historic city with a unique setting with
accessibility by way of the sea right into the heart of the historic centre. which is
surrounded by charming small scale neighbourhoods and a compact neoclassical
rebuilt central part. To this picture of an historic and modem integrated city with a
clear identity is added that of an increasingly environmentally clean central area,
made possible by the new large scale traffic solutions on its tangents and by direct
measures in the CBD, although reality does not quite correspond to the image. There
are examples of extreme traffic overload in vulnerable city-near locations, even right
into the heart of the city; suffice it to mention the area along the old Hanseatic Wharf.
This environmental image is supplemented with that of a cultural city, strongly
embedded and visible in the city core, a conditioned truth though, as. according to a
recent investigation, ARNESTAD (1993 b), the share of cultural employment in the
Bergen work force is the relatively lowest among the four largest Norwegian cities.

Finally the image is sought completed by portraying a modern, well-functioning city
with a variegated industrial structure, reinforced by a close cooperation between
research, development and industry in spite of a regional industrial structure which is
heavy in primary industrial production and has a rather low degree of refinement. To
this picture belongs the above mentioned availability of land, tailored to new
development on a large scale on the outskirts of the city area and access to science
park facilities near the centre of the city.

The marketing process

The image construction is consciously or unconsciously a link in selling the city as a
modern economic and social entity. In the organisation of this development
promotion both direct public and semi-public organisations as well as private interest
organisations participate. It would take us too far to analyse contributions by all these
bodies and the result of their work. What is important is to locate the most central
agencies. The particular organisational model in the case of Bergen has been a
combination of a strong politically accountable management, centred in the municipal
council, its board, in sectoral implementing agencies and particularly bodies of
implementation for development and marketing. Among these should be mentioned,
The Bergen Site Development Company, the Bergen Inner City Renewal
Corporation, the Chamber of Commerce and the Bergen Tourist Board. The
development company is particularty crucial, as it should be considered the
lengthened arm for the municipality's physical development. It is fully publicly owned
but at the same time a free standing corporation with full economic responsibility and
accountability. It is responsible both for acquiring land, coordinating its preparation
for further development and in cooperation with the technical department of the
municipality, for equipping it technically, and finally selling it at full cost, leaving it to
buyers to construct the necessary buildings (Figure 2).



Figure 2 Actors in development and marketing of land, applied to Bergen city
development
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In this way the company differs markedly from development corporations
elsewhere, notably in the US and Britain, where, as shown by LEWIS (1994) the
public control is lax, transparency non-existent and participation by the final
consumers minimal. As discussed in the theoretical part of the article above, the city
marketing has also in this case been rather selective. It is mainly directed towards
three target groups or sectors of consumers: entrepreneurs, residents and tourists.

Increasingly in cooperation with surrounding municipalities it has been a social goal
not to forget the responsibility towards the residing population at the same time as
attracting outside investment and residents into the city and region. Although some
criticism has been voiced, particularly in the heyday of development of petrol related
activities, it would be correct to conclude, that little of the criticism referred to in the
theoretical part of inner city prestige projects at the expense of badly needed renewal
programs, is applicable to the Bergen situation.

The entrepreneurial target group
Central in marketing of the city as a location of activities is the Development

Company, to some extent supported by a revitalized Chamber of Commerce, both
being organisations with competence in marketing. In an evaluation of development
policies of main Norwegian cities the Bergen Company is emphasized as an
adequate model for promoting development also in accordance with superior master
plans (JENSEN 1992). This is due to a good management of land by long term
strategic acquisition, thereby lowering prices and being able to time development in a
better way. The flexibility this can offer developers is a clear competitive factor,
demonstrated by the agreement reached with the largest national petroleum



companies in the 19805. The companies located the coordination of their offshore
activities, including consulting functions for the northern part of the North Sea, to the
largest site development. Sandsli, near the airport (Figure 1). The companies would
probably have located somewhere in the Bergen region anyhow, but the timing and
the particular location offered undoubtedly triggered off the establishment also of
other enterprises which otherwise might not have come to the area. Location of
foreign companies has by and large been restricted to various engineering and
consultancy companies, partly mediated by the Bergen High Technology Centre with
spin-offs in marketing even to the United States. Finally, when adding a building site
for platforms as a joint venture between the Bergen and the neighbouring Askey
municipality in the Hanoyarea, sold to large national construction companies, we are
led to conclude that much of the industrial transformation of the city and the region,
spatially cleariy visible to-day (Figure 1), can be attributed to the deliberate activities
of specially designed place marketing organisations.

The residential target group
There is a close connection between entrepreneurial activities, incoming investment

and residential development. Key personnel moving to the area generally demand
access to good residential properties. In a situation with outward directed acquisition
there is therefore a danger of discrimination, which was an issue in the 1980s.
However, by and large, development and marketing of properties have been targeted
towards domestic buyers. In Bergen a division of labour has developed between the
aforementioned Development Company and the Institute of Town Renewal, the
former taking care of new suburban development, the latter of the renovation of the
inner city. The development company has been rather proactive in the process,
having tried to coordinate as far as possible, also spatially, the parallel industrial and
residential development.
The inner city development has mainly been a facelift of the housing areas on the

fringes of the CBD. Starting 15 years ago, a comprehensive planning and
implementation process was initiated by cooperation between the municipality and
the dwellers. The renewal was planned and implemented by blocks, taking care of
both houses and outer areas. In case of sufficient resources, also through cheap
loans from the State Housing Bank, this was largely done by participation from the
dwellers themselves, otherwise by another city owned renovation company, the
Institute of Town Renewal, later reorganised as the Bergen Inner City Renewal
Corporation. This renewal process met with difficulties, as the first development
company virtually went bankrupt. Liability has come to rest heavily on the
municipality, also because of sluggish marketing of properties needing to change
owners. However, the fact that about 6000 dwellings, more than 50%. of the targeted
total, have been renovated with relatively scant displacement of original dwellers, is a
testimony of a revitalization without gentrification, and is, on the whole, a quite
satisfactory result.



Tourism as a target sector
This is the third main area concentrated on in order to find customers to the

heritage and the attractions of the city. These consumers make up a very
heterogeneous group, mainly though participants in congresses and conferences
and recreative tourists. The latter are both individual and group travellers. In the
Bergen tradition tourists have largely been seabome. However, regular line
passenger traffic has been very much reduced over the last two decades or so. This
decline has to some extent become compensated by airborne passengers, but
mainly by cruise traffic, Bergen having become the main cruise port of northern
Europe with a spectacular growth in the volume of traffic during the 19905, from
about 100 calls at the port in 1990 to 165 in 1994. Today, like in other Norwegian
regions, the majority of tourists are travellers in private cars, increasingly in motor
homes. Whereas the traditional group tourists, including cruise travellers, are
predominantly recruited from overseas, the bulk from USA and Japan, the landward
tourists mainly originate in Nonrvay, the Nordic countries and on the European
continent, notably in Germany.

Although tourist traffic is largely very income elastic, a fact which has tended to
boost the activity, it is also price elastic, and particularly sensitive to changes in
exchange rates. Moreover, conflict situations on the global and regional scale cause
fluctuations, recruitment of American tourists being particularly vulnerable to this
factor. Thus heavy requirement is put both on image-making and marketing in the
modern development of tourism. The Bergen image does not make up an isolated
product, but is advertised as the gateway to the fjords. Gradually this image is
supplemented with culture, mainly but not exclusively a Bergen product. In the tourist
business an interdependence is developed between producers, travel agencies,
transport companies and operators. To these should be added the County Tourist
Council and the Bergen Tourist Board, the latter being active for marketing purposes
at international fairs, including a yearly cruise operator fair in the world centre of this
traffic, lvliami.

A systematic evaluation of the marketing efforts and their effects is still to be
undertaken. It is only possible to indicate a connection between marketing measures
and results by the spectacular growth in the traffic and its multiplier effects, mainly
increased tax-free sales, which has taken place from the beginning of the 19905, in a
period of worid wide recession, but which was preceded by a reorganisation of sales
promotion. On this background prospects are good. Cruise traffic, for instance, which
used to be an upper class phenomenon, has become democratized, the middle
classes following in the footsteps of the former elites. Great interest is therefore
linked to the possibility of making Bergen a turning point in the cruise traffic by flying
in the passengers who would board the cruisers in the Bergen harbour. This would
probably increase income through deliveries to the fleet without necessarily adding
more negative environmental impacts by congesting already vulnerable sight points.



Bergen as The Cultural City of Europe

From the early 19903 the Bergen City Council came to advocate cultural
development as an instrumental measure in city development. This was to be
achieved within a wide context both by supporting decentralised popular cultural
activities and the fine arts, the latter located mainly in the central parts of the city.
This is the background of the idea of a European cultural city arrangement, which
reflected both a strong self-consciousness and the perception by the authorities of a
good investment for city marketing.
The Cultural City of Europe was conceived as an idea by the late Greek Minister of

Culture, Melina MEBCOURI. Adopted by the EU, this yearly arrangement was originally
restricted to EU cities. The status has yearly been bequeathed on some European
city with Athens as the first city in 1985. In 1992 the EU offered eligibility to non-EU
members, thus making it possible for Bergen to apply for the status. The motivation
of most of the cities having applied has been a prospect of attention and investment,
also in non-cultural fields. This was also the argument of the Mayor of Bergen, when
applying for this special status for 1998/99. The background and the argumentation
for the application were the general historical legacy and the fact that Bergen always
has been a window open to Europe and the World. The role as a cultural centre was
underlined by the fact that Bergen in relation to its size possesses a high number of
international relevant institutions and arenas. The hosting of the Bergen festival was
also stressed as a positive factor besides the broad experience as a host of more
specific international arrangements. As relevant in this context were emphasized
coming events like The World Conference of Heritage Cities in 1995 and The
Hanseatic Days in 1996.
The application was well composed and gave a broad qualitative presentation of

the city and its amenities. When it never came to be considered by the EU, it was
due to the fact that it was not fowvarded by the Nonrvegian Government. The official
argument was late arrival of the application. There are probably other reasons,
however, one of these being Copenhagen's already conferred status for 1996 and
the simultaneous application by Stockholm. The prime minister had challenged
Sweden and won in the fight for the Olympic Contest, and by the time of the
application a great deficit in the Olympic budget was still the headache of the
Minister of Culture. A rather narrow definition of culture compared to that of the
Copenhagen application (ANDEHSEN & WICHMANN MATl'l-liESSEN 1994) might also
have contributed to cooling the enthusiasm. Officially the application is not
withdrawn, however, only laid to rest. It remains to be seen whether it will again be
advanced. That would be no surprise. Bergen people are full of courage.

Concluding remarks

We have in this paper tried to show that marketing of cities as a modern form of city
promotion takes on many forms. It seems that the most balanced strategies



presuppose a combination of public planning and — semipublic — private
implementation. The role of participation by the different parties may vary, however,
according to the products marketed. Tourist products would probably sell better by
private organisations than by public agencies, whereas sales to entrepreneurs could
be taken better care of through more public intervention. We have tried to analyse a
case where the development model, also in marketing, and particularly when
addressing industrial investors, has been an efficient one as far as the need for
meeting the demand for flexibility and right timing is concerned. This has certainly
been of great value for the Bergen city development in a process of profound
restructuring. In theoretical terms organisation and practice comply more with an
institutional than a neoclassical economic model.
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This is a preliminary working paper. lts objective is to explore the structu see of the
. marketing of a city as a potential Olympic Games venue. Two dimensions of the city marketing ;_;.-2:=.

exercise are examined. They concern an appreciation of the nature and structural relations of the ä
product being marketed (the Olympic Games), on the one hand, and those of the place in which it
is to be marketed, on the other. 5-}-

The discussion casts the Olympic Games as a 'commodity' in the production process, the
interacting components of which establish a particular pattern of relations and qualities. Relations 1,
and qualities inherent in the commodity in turn determine the window of opportunity and the
barriers of constraint for cities wishing to compete in an Olympic cities market for the privilege of
staging the games. The competitive cities market is thus a conditional one. Onty those cities with
qualities appropriate to the basic market demands of the commodity will be considered.
Moreover, only that city which is able to display market advantage beyond the basic platform wiil Ïgë
ultimately be selected. Market advantage interestingly enough need not rest entirely upon issues 31,'
of profitability. These ideas are developed in relation to the marketing competition conducted .1:'
between South African cities for selection as the South African candidate for the 2004 Olympic

Introduction

This is a preliminary, work in progress, paper. Its objective is to explore the
structural bases of the marketing of a city as a potential Olympic Games venue. As a
resident of a city which is aspiring to be the 'Olympic city' of 2004, the topic is of
relevance in a parochial sense. It also offers wider opportunity, however, to examine
a field surprisingly neglected in the contemporary geographical literature on city
imaging and marketing - considering the wide international interest and significance
attached to Olympic Games events. lt is also a topic which in important respects
displays quintessential geographical concerns in the practice of city marketing.

In the given context of the paper two interactive dimensions of this particularly city
marketing exercise arise. They concern the necessity to develop an appreciation of
the nature and structural relations of the product being marketed, on the one hand,
and those of the place or venue in which it is to be marketed, on the other.

The Olympic Games may be viewed as a 'commodity‘ of a very particular kind and
order in the control of an intemational consortium - the lntemational Olympic
Committee (IOC). The consortium, very much as the owners or controllers of a high
order, major international commodity chain or franchising company might, will be
concerned to seek out appropriate places (venues) which meet stringent functional
requirements, including geographical location and accessibility, sufficient and suited
to the successful staging (marketing) of their commodity.



Marketing of an exceptional commodity in a particular place, carries substantial
potential direct and indirect benefits for the selected place. Individual cities will thus
enter a competitive ‘cities market' in an attempt to attract the consortium and its
product to their venue. The key issue in the city marketing exercise is to establish
comparative market advantage in the eye of the consortium - in this case the IOC.

Feasibility of making a bid in the cities market will be determined by the window of
opportunity provided and the barriers of constraint imposed by the market qualities
and demand inherent in the commodity. In other words the Olympic Cities Market is
a conditional one and only some cities with appropriate qualities and structural
underpinnings, will have a chance of being considered as possible venues.
Moreover, that city which can concretely display that it not only satisfies the basic
market demands of the commodity but can also offer market advantage beyond that
platform, will be selected.

Issues to be examined in the paper, on the one hand, hinge around the nature and
market qualities of the Olympic Games, as a commodity. On the other, an attempt is
made to penetrate the parameters of city marketing, as they have played themselves
out in an Olympic city market competition between South African cities for the
privilege of making a bid for the Olympic Games of 2004.

The Nature and Market Qualities of the Olympic Games as a Commodity

Sport is an activity which has roots as long as human history and stems from social
interaction and innate biological and psychological needs for physical movement,
recreation and the joy of play. lt is an activity which ranges over a continuum. At one
pole is spontaneous play in which individual human agency is paramount in
participation in casual games for pure enjoyment and the sake of the game
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 The Sport Continuum

AGENCY smucnm}:
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Towards the other pole is institutionalised sport which might involve millions of
participants and hundreds of millions as spectators. At the extreme of the latter
context is top-level sport of the quality that characterises Olympic Games
participation. This is sport in which individual agency remains significant but which,
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over time. has become highly organised and structured in ways which now cause
participants, sporting bodies, spectators and those involved in staging events to be
caught up in the controls of deep structural relations of society (Figure 2).

Figure 2 The Olympic Games: Outlines of the Production Process
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Top sporting bodies, their facilities and participants have become commoditied
directly or indirectly to ensure the production of top quality sports people and means
to sport. In achieving that goal the sporting bodies and participants are not
infrequently tied in with wider investment and production interests of major firms
through sponsorships, loans, grants and in some instances actual ownership. A
return on investment is expected through direct and indirect advertising and other
rights. In the wider sphere of economic production, moreover, a large scale, high
technology, sport equipment and facilities industry has developed. Such industry no
doubt plays a significant role in fostering relations of production through top-sport.

Participants in top—sport, through specialization, professionalism, intense measured
competition, training and control, have tended to develop structural relations not too
dissimilar from those encountered in the economic base and/or the state. In
important respects sport at that level assumes the character of work and,
participants, roles and relations similar to those of costly, high skilled workers in
economic production. At the same time and for their promoters, participants assume
the nature of a commodity.

Spectators in contemporary top-sport, including large television audiences, are cast
in the role of consumers in a sports market. Directly through entrance fees and



indirectly through advertising and sponsorships, sporting bodies and firms expect to
establish high profile market images and to reap significant incomes and profits from
the relations.

Characteristically also the structural relations of top-sport have a political
dimension. Achievement is important in building another measure of international
prestige and status. At a deeper level sport, through its participants and spectators,
is considered to be a vital means of ensuring the health of the population - essential
to production achievement and in national preparedness. It also contributes to the
sublimation of aggressive discontent (much as it did, for example, in ancient Fiorne)
and facilitates political and economic stability. The state will thus, usually, also be
concerned to establish structural relations with sporting activities and particularly with
those at the top-level which serve as models for the population at large. Direct
involvement of the state in support of participation in major events such as an
Olympic Games stems from such deep seated relations.

The staging of world collectives of top-sport activities, as in an Olympic Games
event, depends not only on the presence of top-level participants but on the selection
of top-level places and venues within which the event might be staged. As is
suggested in Figure 2, the process of creating the infrastructural commodities and
supports required to stage the Games necessarily places the organisers into
powerful structural relations with the forces of economic production. At the base of
the relations are needs for very substantial capital investments from private firms and
the state; the purchase of labour with particular high level skills including
organizational, management and technical skills, and the availability of, or capacity to
create, particular resources in the production of a highly complex, frequently high
technology, integrated infrastructure. Top-level athletes, produced in the sphere of
participating sporting bodies, will be the users of (or workers in) the infrastructure
(which might be viewed as means of sport production) in the production of the
commodity which is the sporting spectacle of an Olympic Games event. It is
anticipated that forward linkages in the set of relations will produce the income
necessary to permit investors and organisers to draw a return on costs and possible
profits. Many participants will often be rewarded through sponsorships, promotions,
employment offers and the like.

Beyond these baseline economic demands will be those that involve other circuits
of capital. They will include capacity for the production of appropriate, wider,
infrastructural commodities such as international access by air, internal and local
transport infrastructure; appropriate accommodation resources for spectators;
peripheral feeding and entertainment facilities and activities; national and
international organisational agencies; health services, security services, and
importantly the provision of opportunities for multiple purpose visits by the spectators
who will expect opportunity for peripheral tourism locally, regionally and possibly
nationally. Investment in such spheres will involve both private firms and the state
perhaps required to make expenditures ahead of normal expected future demand.



What these broad observations mean in real terms for particular cities is suggested
by the budgets prepared by the five competing cities for the 2000 Games. The
budgets show the level of financial commitment to cover operational costs and the
creation of the basic infrastructure to stage the games (Table 1). No readily available
data have been found to suggest the level of wider expenditures.

Table 1 Basic Financial Commitments of Five Cities for the 2000 Olympic Games
Cities

Beijing Berlin Istanbul Manchester Sydney

Budgeted: Millions of US$

Incomes 1 140 21 17 1232 1451 975
Expenditure 1 020 2001 1 025 1359 960
Surplus 120 1 16 207 92 15

Source: IOC Enquiry Commission for the Olympic Games of 2000

The budgets suggest constraints of the window of opportunity for cities in the
market. Clearly only cities which have a local and national economic, operational and
technological base sufficient to support the required levels of expenditure might bid.
The constraints are strongly evident in the geOgraphy of modern Olympic cities.
Though the 24 Olympic cities of the past have not all been world cities in the true
sense, they are nearly all (22) major places located within the Developed Core and
Inner Periphery zones of international economic space (using GGP per capita as a
crude measuring stick) (Figure 3). The remaining two cities (Mexico City and Seoul)
fall within the Mid-Economic Periphery, in newly industrializing countries with high
levels of economic primacy and concentration of development within the major city.
The cases of the two cities suggest that other major cities, in other significant Mid-
Periphery countries, might succeed in meeting the financial platform sufficient to
support a bid.

Several cities in Latin-America (Rio, Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires, Santiago and
Caracas), the Middle East (Istanbul, Teheran, Baghdad), North Africa (Algiers) and
South Africa fall in this category. It may be possible also that major cities, in large
countries in the Outer-Periphery, might succeed - including the cases of China
(Beijing or Shanghai and Hong Kong) and Indonesia or Egypt with Djakarta and
Cairo. The cities of Istanbul and Beijing were competitors in the 2000 games market
and are already cases in point. Such cities could, however, be excluded on other,
non-economic, grounds such as levels of human rights, political instability and
inadequate technological bases.



Figure 3 Geography of the Olympic City in Economic Space
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Though the level of investment required to stage an Olympic Games event
constitutes an affordability constraint, it also carries substantial potential for the
generation of economic output and profit, the lifting of employment levels over a wide
range of skills and a considerable time span. It will yield infrastructure that might
contribute to greater social well-being in the longer term. In cities with a local tourist
potential the status gained and publicity generated may also have a substantial
longer term impact. Potential development associated with staging an Olympic
Games will thus be attractive to major cities in developing countries. It would also
integrate with contemporary international awareness of development needs of poorer
countries - a factor which is not unlikely to have escaped the notice of the controllers
of the Games (IOC). Expectations might be that more bids might be received from
major cities, with the necessary production capacity, in developing countries in
future.

in the contemporary transition phase of South African society, this is undoubtedly
one of the contexts in which decisions were taken by the National Olympic
Committee (NOCSA) in suggesting that a South African city be put forward as a
candidate in the Olympic City market for 2004. This apart from the growing
perception that an Olympic event should be staged in Africa. There is also little
doubt, however, that cities in developing countries, which should include South
Africa, have a fairly narrow window of affordability opportunity and that their bids
might thus be of only moderate strength.



In the South African case, the inherited, unequal pattern of economic development
has possibly worked to its advantage in this particular market context. Production
capacities, organizational skill and a surprisingly high level of technological
development and infrastructure are highly concentrated in three major urban regions
- PWV (Johannesburg) Cape Town and Durban. Though the PWV with
approximately 40 per cent of GGP, is the largest and economically most powerful
urban region, not only in South Africa, but in Africa as a whole, each of the three city
regions has, within its own context, proved to have a sufficient economic base and
capacity to satisfy basic financial and production requirements to compete in the
national Olympic City market (1994).

In the Cape Town case budgeted revenue is R3800 million ($1036 million) with an
operating expenditure of R2800 million ($763 million) and a surplus of R840 million
($229 million). Of the expenditure some R128 million are expected to be spent
before 1997 in preparing for the international bid.

These budgetary levels compare fairly closely with those set for Sydney's winning
bid for 2000. While the R840 million surplus will be used in capital expenditure
necessary to provide Olympic level sport infrastructure, a substantial additional
capital investment of R5900 million ($1608 million) will be necessary to upgrade the
city's transport infrastructure, provide for the Olympic Village and Media Centre and
sporting facilities in less advantaged parts of the city. Much of that additional
expenditure (94 per cent), however, would be necessary in any event to cover costs
of future development needs in the city. The expenditure would thus represent a
‘forward spend'. The total investment budgeted would be nearly R9000 million
($2500 million) - a value equal to nearly 50 per cent of the regional GGP for one
yead

Bidding in the South African Olympic City Market

Though of fundamental importance, the fact that each of the three cities was able to
establish a financial base sufficient to enable it to bid for the Olympic Games tells us
little further about the 1994 city marketing exercise in competing for NOCSA'S
selection to make the international bid in 1997. It is necessary now to examine the
other structural underpinnings of the bids. The question hinges about the
establishment of market advantage and specifically the bases upon which Cape
Town, the winning city, attained success in the market. Beyond that it may be
possible to relate the exercise to basic marketing theory.

In this context two facets of market advantage arise. The first rests on more
superficial variables and the identification and imaging of innate qualities of the cities.
The second hinges about deeper concerns such as marketing strategies employed,
the penetration of the underlying bid philosophy, innovative use of urban space
relations and structural outcomes that might arise from staging the Olympic Games



event. Research reported here refers only to the two coastal cities (Cape Town and
Durban). Access to data for Johannesburg has unfortunately been delayed.

Comparison of Innate Qualities

Table 2 shows thumbnail assessments on 30 innate qualities of the two coastal
cities. They are drawn from personal investigations and data included in independent
bid submissions to NOCSA. Characteristically the list includes only qualities that
might be considered relevant and positive in the context of the bid or that might be
readily ameliorated. City marketing, in whatever context, will not include negative
characteristics - and there are several in both cases!

Though deeper research would be necessary to penetrate the detail of each
variable and to weight its relative importance, preliminary conclusions from the
overall picture presented suggest that:
(i) on half of the variables listed the two cities quality at the same level, though

in some instances on the basis of alternate opportunity,
(ii) in two instances, those of environmental category and setting, the cities offer

distinct, alternate opportunities. The one is a subtropical city with a distinctly
African setting, the other is set in a Mediterranean environment with few truly
African characteristics.

(iii) on four variables - access to the national population,
- tourist accommodation quotient
- a mass holiday alternative and
- dates proposed for the Games

Durban exceeds the level of Cape Town. The finding confirms the
key characteristics of Durban as South Africa's premier coastal,
mass—holiday resort.

Cape Town enjoys advantage over Durban on nine variables:
- natural environmental aesthetic at local and regional levels, buitt

environmental aesthetic, height of tourist profile at local and regional levels
- historical-cultural environment,
- theatre,
- the geographical relations of intra-urban space
- security
Appropriately these variables, on the one hand, image the key characteristics of the

historical ‘mother city' of the country. It is set in one of the aesthetically outstanding
major, urban sites in the world. Cape Town ranks with San Francisco, Flio de
Janeiro, Hong Kong, Sydney and Vancouver in the natural beauty of its site. On the
other, and without painting too glowing a picture, it is a city with a long social history
of positive interaction and empathy among its multi-ethnic people, and its resistance
to racial oppression and a lower, but by no means absent, level of political and social
unrest are matters of record. Major, and significant factors in its



Table 2 Two Cities: Innate Qualities Assessment

Variable Durban Cape Town

- Size Moderate Moderate
- Climate T 2390 2090

R 39-58mm 35mm
FlH 73-76% 55%

- Env. Category Sub-Trop. Mediterranean
- Altitude Sea Level Sea Level
- Env Aesthetic

Local Good Excellent
Regional V. Good Excellent
Distant Excellent Excellent
Setting African Mediterranean

- Built Env Aesthetic Moderate Moderate - Good
- Access Nat Pop Good Weak

lntnat Access
Tourism Profile

Local
Regional
Distant

Medical
Tour.Accomm.
Public Trans
Local Cult Env

History
Pop Mix
Theatre
Night

Tech Basis
Org Basis
Sport Org
Sport Infra. 97
Dates Games
City Geog Ftels

Sites

Security
Mass Holiday

Partial Gateway

Good
Good
Excellent
Good - Very Good
Very Good
Poor

Moderate
Very Good
Poor - moderate
Moderate
Good
Good
Good
79%
Excellent

Centralised

Problematic
Very Good

Gateway

Very Good
Very Good
Excellent
Very Good
Good . Moderate
Poor - Moderate

Very Good
Very
Moderate - good
Moderate
Good
Good
Good
78%
Good

Decentralization
Benefits
Good
Good



favour are the intra-urban geographical relations of the city and availability and
selection of structurally desirable sites for the location of the Olympic stadium,
Olympic village, media village and other important sporting facilities. The major
Olympic facilities will be concentrated on sites which, while providing for very
convenient access to the city centre and other major amenities, will at the same time
be oriented towards less advantaged communities in the city. Together with access
to new, decentralised major sports facilities, disadvantaged communities are likely to
be more strongly and directly integrated with the sports amenities of the city. Olympic
housing, too, will find appropriate after-games use. In Durban, by contrast, most
Olympic facilities, including housing, will, by virtue of the city's geographical relations,
be highly centralised in the inner city. The space relations would tend to entrench
spatial inequalities and the privilege enjoyed by the more affluent population. The
image of inequality could be very strong, and disadvantaged groups could remain
unintegrated in the urban periphery.

it is probable that these variables would carry a fair relative weight against others
and on innate qualities alone Cape Town appears to have significant market
advantage over Durban. Its distance from the centre of gravity of the national
population, a major source of spectators, and its non—'African' image, however, would
be distinct disadvantages.
The innate advantages Cape Town enjoys over Durban would, in themselves, not

be a sufficient basis upon which to clearly distinguish market advantage in the bids of
the two cities. In the context of a society in transition, deeper and possibly more
powerful factors arise. They concern the underlying philosophy of the two city bids,
strategies employed in staging the bids, evidence of underlying community support
and participation, and the imaging of the structural relations inherent in staging an
Olympic Games among others.
Key issues in the philosophy of the bids are listed in Table 3. In both cases the bids
contain noble and admirable rhetoric relevant to societal needs and the Olympic
ideals. The philosophy of the Cape Town bid, however, is more penetrating. It is
clearly underpinned by a development ethic concretely oriented towards effective
integration of disadvantaged communities. The city intends to use its intra-urban
geographical relations, through location of facilities and infrastructure, to attain that
goal. Durban's bid, on the other hand, relies heavily on rhetoric. It makes much of the
need to reduce violence and establish peace and harmony (major factors in the local
environment), and needs for regional investment. It does not, however, found its
ideas on a concrete base of intended action. This comment, of course, is not
intended to suggest that Durban's Olympic planners have no real concern for the
development of disadvantaged groups. They simply did not grasp the opportunity, at
a vital point in the bid, to suggest how their philosophy might be applied in practical
goals. The reason, possibly, and interestingly enough, is that the geographical
relations of the city do not lend themselves as well to the redistribution of Olympic
amenities and welfare as is the case in Cape Town.



Strategies employed in making the bid in Cape Town were multi-pronged. The bid
was the outcome of work by a widely representative Steering Committee headed by
black andwhite Co-Chairpersons. The Committee undertook city-wide discussion
and negotiation with institutional and grass roots community-based bodies. The
process, spread awareness widely and attained striking success. From evidence
available, it is apparent that in Durban such consultations, by a Committee headed
by a white, took place mainly at the institutional level with local government and
political bodies. The bid was municipally rather than community driven. Moreover,
Cape Town's bid was underpinned by powerful, and nationally recognised
community agents who very actively and publicly promoted it. They were
instrumental in drawing support from a range of distinguished South African
leadership across a wide spectrum of interests. This factor assisted the projection of
the image that the bid also enjoyed wide national support and patronage.

That the Cape Town bid found strong local support is strongly evident also in its
ability to raise private sector funding for its work with municipal assistance limited to
infrastructural support and expert research. Future strategy to raise further private
funds have been set in place. Over 50 per cent of Durban's bid was supported by
public funds drawn from the municipality and does not project an image of universal
enthusiasm.
The final element of assessment relates to a content analysis of video

presentations prepared in support of the bids. Visual imagery is a powerful marketing
tool universally employed in commodity marketing. The analysis is telling and
strikingly distinguishes differences in approach adopted by the two cities in imaging
their national Olympic bids (Table 4).

Without entering a detailed analysis of the content of the table the difference in
emphases between the two bids is strongly apparent. The Durban video highlights
the consumption of pleasure in a sub-tropical coastal environment and ability to
technically support an Olympic Games. By contrast the Cape Town presentation is
systematic, expressive of structural penetration of requirements in staging an
Olympic Games and the role which the Olympic Games might have in facilitating
important social change. Though important, the tourist dimension is given only an
appropriate weight. The video displays constructive, innovative lateral thinking and
imaginative means of application that characterise the bid in general.
Taken together, the innate qualities of the City, phiIOSOphy and strategies employed

in pursuing the Olympic bid and the format in which it presented itself as a potential
candidate, cleany demonstrate the attainment of market advantage by the winning
city - Cape Town. The city marketing exercise to be undertaken in making an
international bid in 1997 when Cape Town will possibly face major competitors such
as Paris, Berlin, Beijing, Istanbul and Cairo is now underway. That, however, is a
new challenge in which I hope geographers will participate.



Table3 Bid Philosophies, Strategies and Imaging of Structural Relations of the
National Olympic Bid : Cape Town and Durban 1994

CAPE TOWN DURBAN

Philosophies
Rhetoric

- development and unity

- empowerment and integration of dis-
advantaged communities

. symbolic use of Olympic ideal to cre-
ate hope, end of violence and poverty,
friendship

- promote interaction and harmony
- convert area to diverse prosperity,

capital investment, publicity
- improve quality of life, eliminate sport

inequalities, new opportunities
o create vision for those deprived

Application

- use games for upliftment, removal of
structural imbalance

- open participation opportunity

- use location to achieve goals

- develop facilities locally
- disadvantaged areas should be main

beneficiaries
- attention to after use of facilities

- Little mention of application of rheto-
ric

- emphasis on economic development
but not on who might benefit most

- emphasis on attainment of peace, end
to violence

Bid Strategies

Ihigh level of community and formal
institutional participation

IControl-management by widely re-
presentative Committee

- Hole of powerful community agents
- Private sector means of funding of

National Bid

- attempt to create representative par-
ticipation

. rather heavy reliance on formal institu-
tional participation

- municipally driven
- Committee strongly dependent on

public authority participation
-dependence on public authority fund-

ing for National Bid (+50%)
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Table 4 Key Dimensions of Content in Video Presentations of the Cape Town and
Durban Olympic Bids

Durban Cape Town

Dimensions %

-Phiiosophy of an Olympic
Games in a “new Eden“ and

Dimensions

-Philosophy of reconciliation
and reconstruction

“/u

an "African Paradise" 8 underpinned by practical
. Tourist attractions 28 application 37
- Outdoor life styles sub— - Events, places, people and

tropical, coastal setting 23 symbols of reconstruction
- Cultural mix 9 and reconciliation 22
- Sub-Tropical environment - Breadth of support 10

planning 5 . Technical bases and
- City Centre 5 supports for Olympic Games
- Accommodation 4 Establishment of desirable
-Life style images for Olympic urban geographical relations

participants 5 in sport 12
- Sports images 9
-Technical bases and supports - Tourist attractions 12

for Olympic games 4
100 100

Conclusion

Though this research is preliminary it offers opportunity to draw some theoretical
insights and conclusions.

Commodity marketing in general is based, in theory, on four mutually dependent
factors:
(i) adequate generic definition of the qualities of the commodity - penetrating

extraction of those qualities of the commodity which are, in reality, being
marketed,

(ii) a reading of the character, contexts and requirements of the target groupls)
towards whom the marketing exercise is being directed,

(iii) differential marketing - providing for different appeals that might be identified
and

(iv) creation of market advantage over competitors

4B1



In the specific context of this city marketing exercise, the primary target group is
NOCSA (with an eye to the eventual requirements of the IOC) Through NOCSA,
however, will be concern also for the needs of the potential body of participants and
spectators and, at base, those of the urban community that will underpin the Olympic
Games event and whose committed approval and support are fundamentally
necessary.

In generic definition both cities satisfy basic Olympic Games requirements. Beyond
those, Durban appears to be defining varied qualities of an exotic tourist-holiday
experience in a sub-tropical African-Eden rediscovered for participants and
spectators alike. An image of 'better-off' consumption is being projected. By contrast
Cape Town, which also offers an exiting, but alternate, tourist opportunity is defining
a far more diverse and powerful set of qualities. They include fundamental
community approval and support extending to full private funding for the bid and the
prospect of attaining concrete dimensions of urban reconstruction, development and
transformation directed at attaining a reduction in structural disadvantage.

Given the fact that NOCSA, the primary target group, at this stage is operating as
one agent in the social transformation process in South Africa, these additional
commodity qualities are likely to have attained approval. They are also powerful
qualities enriching the market diversity of the commodity. In the light of the Olympic
ideal to foster understanding and interaction, the IOC may very well also be attracted
by the market offering proposed by Cape Town. The model would be a very powerful
one not only in Africa but elsewhere. What spectators would make of these
considerations is a little obscure at this stage and more research would be necessary
to speak with any confidence.

Perhaps the most important theoretical findings in a purely city marketing sense, to
come out of this discussion, are the following:
(i) any city wishing to market itself effectively must pay particular attention to

generic definition of qualities and
(ii) such qualities should be identified and defined in terms appropriate to the

contexts of the target group it wishes to impress.



, All over the world cities competewith each other for investments, firms, and tourists.
Competition between cities which are very close to each other seems however unwise. j“
Cooperation could be more fruitful. In this paper the case of the 'double city‘ Enschedell-lengelo
in the Netherlands is discussed. For some years even a complete fusion of both cities has been
pursued, in the expectation that this would yield substantial extra economic development. The j:

à: plan for the fusion has been dropped in the meantime, but the experiment has produced a ”g
g; number of new research questions. A research project has been designed in which cases of

double cities in Europe and North America will be analysed and compared. In this paper first the
phenomenon of double cities will be explored and next we will, from a citymarketing approach,

g... discuss the
question

whether a double city could be a marketable
product.

' '

1 Introduction

This is a time of shrinking worlds, of expanding cities, and of integrating regions.
Territorial integration could be the catchword for the combined effects of these three
processes. Everywhere in the world people experience the collapse of familiar local
frameworks, which is brought about by the ease of travelling and receiving
information from all parts of the world, and by the abolishion of formal borders
between territories. Local and regional territories are gradually assimilated in larger
frameworks. At the same time the need of defending local values makes itself
increasingly felt, because the new world seems to be a threat to existing local
identities.

Most local and regional communities find themselves in a situation of adaption to
new circumstances. There are several choices, cooperation with a neighbouring
community being one of these. This strategy, a form of territorial integration, which is
perhaps not the most commonly chosen one, is the subject matter of this paper.

In this paper special attention will be paid to the case of 'double cities', by which is
meant a pair of two cities of about the same size, each with its own identity, which
are very close to each other and have grown together, now forming one continuous
urban area (agglomeration). Their physical integration could be a reason for
cooperation or even complete administrative integration. This could produce
administrative economies of a sizeable scale and a well-coordinated urban policy. A
question that remains to be answered is whether this would also yield other benefits -
in particular economic benefits? And if we approach the subject from the conceptual
framework of 'citymarketing', another question to be analysed is whether a 'double
city' is a marketable product?



2 What is a double city?

Double cities are a special case of the more general phenomenon of 'neighbouring
cities', pairs of cities which already many years ago were studied by the German
geographer Dietrich BAHTELS (Nachbarstädte, 1960) from the conceptual framework
of central place theory. Whereas 'neighbouring cities' as meant by BARTELS can be of
a very different size and also at some distance, 'double cities' are both very close to
each other and of about the same size. Rivalry is a very common relation between
neighbouring cities, in particular between double cities.

In our definition of a double city - not to be confused with 'dual cities' or 'divided
cities', but more or less synonymous with 'twin cities' - five elements are stressed:

1. size: both cities are of about equal population size and function;
2. situation: both cities adjoin each other immediately, having a common

administrative boundary and having no intermediate smaller city in between;
3. autonomy: both cities are - at least initially - separate administrative entities;
4. awareness: both cities are aware of their closeness and common interests,

which may appear from rivalries as well as from endeavours to cooperate;
5. presentation: both cities present themselves, or are recognized by the outside

world, as a fixed pair, sometimes with a common name.

In many cases double cities deveIOped on both sides of a river, because a river
location has always been an important factor behind urban development. However, a
city that crossed the river only in recent times, to realize its expansion on the other
side in green area (for instance Rotterdam in the 19th century) is - in our view - not to
be considered a 'double city', because there is no pro-existing equal urban
community on the other side.

A narrow strait or bay can be another location for the development of a double city.
State boundaries also provide some excellent cases of double cities. These cases
may even be of special importance in this time of territorial integration of national
states.
The structure of a double city is to be expressed in a theoretical model (Figure 1).

Both parts of a double city are supposed to have - initially - their own administrative
apparatus, their city centre, their local symbols, their local identity and
communication media, and of course their own history. So each double city has not
only its physical duality, but also a socio-cultural duality. If, however, a process of
territorial integration occurs, these local attributes are subject to changes and shifts.
The two cities eventually can become one.



3 Berlin, originally a double city

Benin is an excellent location for presenting a paper on double cities, because this
city has its very origin in a double city. And although our interest is first of all in
present day double cities, it may be of use to look first at some historical cases.

Presently, Berlin ows part of its reputation first of all for having been a separated
city - by The Wall - for decades. lts roots, however, are to be found in the double city
of Berlin/Coelln on the river Spree (Figure 2). Both cities were founded in the Middle
Ages (12th century) as merchants' settlements, possibly as an outcome of the urban
policy of the 'Markgraf' of Brandenburg, who may - according to HOFMEISTEB (1990) -
even consciously have created a situation of rivalry between the two neighbouring
small cities, in order to protect his preponderance ('diw'de er impera‘). Moreover, the
'Markgraf' took up his residence in the city of Coelln, preparing this environment for
its future as the capital of Brandenburg and Germany. The sovereigns of
Brandenburg deveIOped three new cities outside the area of Berlin/Coelln, to
accommodate their civil servants and soldiers. According to HOFMEISTEB (1990: 8),
these developments were in fact speculative projects. Revenues (taxes!) appeared
however to be much lower than costs, and in 1709 the sovereign therefore decided
to join up these three residential cities with Berlin and Coelln - both still small cities -
thus creating the new city of Berlin. In conclusion, the development of the double city
of BerlinfCoelln in the Middle Ages and the merger of these cities in the early 18th
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century, were both conscious acts of an urban policy, to create a large city. In the
19th century Berlin indeed became such a large city, that the historical nucleus of the
double city nowadays almost has sunk into nothingness. But the lesson of this
historical double city is that by policy a tiny settlement can grow into a genuinely big
city. A rather peculiar development of recent years - that is after the reunification of
East and West Berlin (1989) - is the policy to create once more two main centres for
the city as a whole, one around the Alexander Platz in East and the other one around
the Kurfürstendamm in West. After three hundred years Berlin can once again
become a double city!

4 Other historical examples of double cities

Besides Berlin many other large European cities (London) have their origin in a
double city. In North America Boston and Cambridge originally are true 'twin cities',
both having been founded in 1630, on either side of the Charles river. The best-
known historical example of a double city is however the Hungarian capital
Budapest, which was formed in 1872 by merging the three (l) independent cities of
Buda, Pest, and Obuda.

Budapest
Urban development in the area of present day Budapest started about 2000 years

ago, when the Romans built fortresses on both sides of the river Danuba. but mainly
on the hillside. Together with a civilian settlement, this military settlement formed the
city of Aquincum, which site was in the present Obuda. Aquincum, the capital of the
province of Pannonia fell into ruins, however, after the 4th century.

Urban development did not start again before the 13th century, when both the cities
of Buda and Pest developed on opposite sites along the river Danuba. Buda had its
starting point in the royal castle built by king Bela IV on a lengthy and steep hill on
the right bank of the river. Pest developed on the other side of the river, where a flat
terrain provided a suitable site for a settlement of merchants. In the Middle Ages
Buda was the larger one of the two cities.

In 1526 both cities were conquered by the Turks and remained in their hands till
1636. Their prosperity disappeared altogether. After the expulsion of the Turks both
cities received a new population. In 1720 Buda/Obuda had about 9600 inhabitants
and Pest merely 2600 (ELTEH and BAHOSS 1993). But in the course of the 18th
century Pest outstripped Buda. At the turn of the century Buda had 25.000
inhabitants and Pest already 35.000. Pest offered the best opportunities for
establishing industrial plants and other commercial activities, because of its flat
terrain. At the moment of the unification of both cities the difference in population
size was significant: at the Buda side 70.000, at the Pest side 200.000 inhabitants
(ELTEH and BAROSS 1993).
The unification of Buda and Pest was suggested by the creation of the 'double



menarchy' of Austria and Hungary (1867). Hungary needed a capital city, which was
created by the merger of Buda, Pest and also of the small city of Obuda.

Together these three cities could form the starting ground for what in fact was a
new city: Budapest. The local populations did not agree heartily, but they could only
accept the unification, which was believed to be necessary in order to give the new
state a proper capital. So, the motive for the merger was to be found in the
expectation that the new city would undergo a fast economic development and
growth of population. Individually, the three cities would not have been able to carry
the expected development.

Because of its lead in population size and commercial functions, Pest had no
difficulties at all to become the undisputed main centre of the new city, as earty as
the end of the 19th century. The main shopping area and the entertainment area are
now entirely concentrated in Pest. So, speaking of the 'inner city' or the 'city centre' of
Budapest, one refers to the Pest district. The Buda district now has the character of
a middle and upper class residential district, built in the hills behind the Castle Hill.
The Castle Hill itself can be characterized as the ceremonial centre of the city and
the country, because of the Matthias Church, the National Library, the National
Gallery and other historical monuments.

identities
So, at present, Buda and Pest have very different characteristics in their

morphological and functional structure. The social structure of both parts is also
different, Buda still being a residential area for the well-to-do citizens.

There is, however, no local identity in Buda or Post that is connected with a sense
of belonging (place identity) to either Buda or to Pest. This is so not only because the
unification already occurred well over a century ago. The main reason is that
afterwards new waves of citizens entered both parts of the city from outside, having
no attachment at all to either Buda or to Pest. They came from the countryside and
were mainly Hungarians, who gradually came to outnumber the resident population
groups (Germans, Austrians, Jews, Serbians, and others). Hence, there is no rivalry
between the inhabitants of Buda and Pest.

integrated city
At the end of the 20th century Budapest is a normal, monocentric and integrated

city, situated on both sides of a river like Berlin, Paris, London, Home and many
other riverside cities. There is only one city centre, in Pest, where all the main public
functions are to be found. Buda has not lost its centre functions, because it never
had such functions, due to its historical development. So, Budapest in fact is a
historical example of a double city, or a former double city.

The reason for the unification of Buda and Pest (and Obuda) in 1872 is, however, a
point of importance. The merger was motivated by the desire that the new capital of
the new state of Hungary should be big enough to carry out its capital functions. The
merger was a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for future growth. in this



respect the formation of Budapest resembles that of Berlin. Both cities prove the
argument that a merger of two cities can be followed by impressive expansion and
growth. Moreover they support the argument that the merger should be imposed by
central authorities. The ultimate success of Budapest (and of Berlin) is, however, due
to external conditions (state creation, construction of railways, industrialization).

Wuppertal
Less well-known but perhaps more instructive is the case of the German city of

Wuppertal, which was formed in 1929 by the merger of the pre—existing cities of
Elberfeld and Barmen. Wuppertal is to be found in the south of the Ruhr area, some
kilometres east of Diisseldorf, in the valley of the small river Wupper.

"Elberfeld und Bannen - sind sie nicht wie jene siamesischen Zwillinge, welche,
obwohl keineswegs in allen Stücken hannonirend, so fest mit einander verwachsen
waren, dass man sie lebendig nicht trennen kann?" With these pathetic words a local
author started his book "Elberfeld und Bannen. Beschreibung und Geschichte dieser
Doppelstadt des Wupperthals" (1863).
The concept of 'double city' may have originated in Wuppertal. In the mid 19th

century both places - Elberfeld and Barmen - had already become one elongated
industrial settlement. Elberfeld was originally a town, Barmen a village which
underwent rapid growth in the eariy 19th century. as a consequence of industrial
development. Both places were separate municipalities, although they already had
some institutions in common, such as a court of justice, a tax-collector‘s office and a
chamber of commerce. The author also reported many examples of rivalry and
jealousy between both communities. A merger of Elberfeld and Barmen had already
been suggested, but "A complete fusion into one administrative municipality is not
yet to be expected, because of the particularities of situation and history and - most
of all - interests". Nevertheless, the author foresaw a splendid future for the double
city, which would grow - in his vision - from a mere 100.000 inhabitants in 1861 to
almost 3 million (l) inhabitants 150 years later. This was, of course, not a very
professional prognosis. The noticeable point is the optimistic View that both cities
together would experience a tremendous population growth. The dream that a
double city will eventually become a big city was clearly present in eariy Wuppertal.

Actual situation
At this moment, at the end of the 20th century and 65 years after the merger,

Wuppertal is still not a city with over a million inhabitants, but a lively city with about
380.000 inhabitants. The district of Elberfeld has become the main shopping and
business district, where the central station is too located, whereas the administrative
centre is to be found in the district of Barmen. Besides Elberfeld and Barmen,
several small villages and communities have gradually been incorporated.

The people of Wuppertal now speak and write about Wuppertal as "Unsere Stadt“
(“Our City"). To people from other parts of Germany and from abroad, the names of
Barmen and Elberfeld are quite unknown. Wuppertal is a well established name.



Nevertheless, the several parts of the city ("Stadtteile") each have their
"Bürgerverein“, a local and non—political organization of citizens living in the
residential districts. Many inhabitants of Wuppertal attach their local feelings in the
first place to their own "Stadtteil". About 30 "Bürgervereine" express the 'sense of
place' of the citizens. The "Stadtverband der Burger- und Bezirksvereine Wuppertal"
is also present as a coordinating framework.

5 Contemporary double cities

Germany offers several more clear examples of contemporary double cities. Some
years after the formation of Wuppertal, the ski resorts of Gannisch and
Partenkirchen decided to merge (1935), but they still have a duopolic structure.
Other cases include for instance Mainz/Wiesbaden, Mannheirn/Ludwigshafen, and
Villingen/Schwenningen (merged in 1972). In Britain Bradford and Leeds have been
called ‘twin cities' by Robert DICKINSON, long ago. And in other European countries,
as France, Switzerland, Sweden and the Netherlands as well double cities can be
distinguished.

In the United States Minneapolis and St. Paul (ADAMS and VANDRASEK 1993) were
called 'twin cities' by Richard HARTSHORNE as early as 1932. Since that time they
present themselves as the Twin Cities. In the state of Maine Bangor and Brewer do
the same. Other cases are Tampa/St. Petersburg (Florida), Durham and Raleigh
(North Carolina), Dallas and Fort Worth (Texas) - already suggested by HARTSHORNE
in 1932 and analysed as 'multinodal metropolis' by BERRY a.o. (1993) - and Kansas
City in the states of Kansas and Missouri.

'

Transborder double cities
Special cases are provided by transborder double cities - which are frequently to be

found at border rivers - such as EI Paso (USA)/Ciudad Juarez (Mexico), Kon-
stanz(G)/Kreuzlingen(Sw), Cesky Tesin (Czechia)/Cieszyn (Poland), and Guben
(G)/Gubin (Poland). The last one, however, only became a double city after 1945,
when the Neisse river became the new border between Germany and Poland,
dividing the German city of Guben into a German and a Polish part.

In Scandinavia, the Danish/Swedish double city of Helsingor and Helsingborg can
be mentioned, whereas Copenhagen and Malmti/Lund are preparing themselves for
the role of a double city, after the completion of the new bridge across the Sund.

And outside Europe a new double city has come into existence, when Elat and
Aqabah discovered each other as close neighbours, after the opening of the border
between Israel and Jordan in the summer of 1994.

Research questions
In the present world there seem to be many cities which could be called 'double

cities' or even 'twin cities', because they are rather close, or because they have been



brought together into a new administrative entity. The idea of 'double cities' is easily
extended and applied to different pairs of cities. Therefore, it is preferable to restrict
the notion to cities that answer to the definition given above. Of crucial importance is,
however, the sense of belonging together.
The research question, however, is not where 'double cities' exist and how, but

whether it makes sense to entice two (or even more) different urban communities,
each with its own identity, to merge into a larger urban unit? This and other research
questions have been derived from recent experiences with double cities in the
Netherlands.

6 The Dutch experience

In the Netherfands the concept of ‘double city' became relevant some years ago
(1988), when the Dutch government designated a dozen 'urban nodes', inside and
outside the Randstad (Figure 3). These cities were considered the most important
economic centres with favourable growth perspectives for the future. In three cases
the 'urban node' was not a single city, but consisted of two nearby cities, which
therefore were called 'double nodes' (i.c. Amhern/Nijmegen, Maastn'cht/Heerlen and
Enschede/Hengelo). The neigbouring cities of Enschede (150.000) and Hengelo
(75.000), having been 'etemal' rivals for years, immediately developed aspirations for
becoming a real 'double city', after their designation in 1988. Consequently, they
called themselves the Double City.

Both cities owe their existence to the rise of the textile industry and of engineering
manufacture in the late 19th century, but suffered a dramatic fall of manufacturing in
the second half of this century. The built-up areas of both cities are at a distance of
only two or three kilometres, the area in between being mainly occupied by a
technical university and a business park. The local authorities in both cities made
plans not just for close cooperation, but for a complete merger of their municipalities,
in order to establish one new city of about 225.000 inhabitants. The dream of
becoming a big city was unmistakably present in the project, for the would-be double
city presented itself proudly as 'the nation's fifth city', which should also be able to do
well in the urban competition in Europe. The merger was emphatically promoted with
the expectation of a substantial economic development and increase of employment.
In the long run an increase of almost 30.000 jobs was predicted. Opponents,
however, criticised this policymakers' 'megaproject'. They doubted the benefits that
were to be gained in the long run and underlined the disadvantages in the short run.
By merging particular municipal services (sanitation departments), for instance, both
local authorities could cut back personnel, with the consequence that some tens of
jobs would be lost. In Hengelo, the smaller city, many people feared domination by
Enschede. To overcome this fear, Hengelo became designated as the seat for the
future town hall, after long negotiations. Local identities did indeed play an important
role in the process. Early 1994 the effort failed dramatically, however, for 2 reasons:
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First, the local elections were won by the anti-merger parties. Second, the central
government refused to guarantee an extra annual allotment of 45 million guilders tO
the future double city after the merger, in spite of its urban policy of favoring the
urban nodes. So, not only the financial basis, but also faith disappeared. Both
municipal councils immediately decided to postpone further steps towards the
merger, even before the referendum - planned after the elections - had taken place.

Pro '5 and contra ‘s
The project of Enschede and Hengelo has been observed and followed from

various sides, because of its innovative character. A fusion of two separate cities of
such size is a rare phenomenon. Apart from the purely administrative point of view,
the experiment is also of interest from an economic point of view.

We have to remember that 'urban nodes' were designated in the Netherlands,
because of their economic prospects - according to the national urban policymakers
in this country. The local politicians and administrators had no reason to doubt the
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insights and views of the national (urban) policymakers, and behaved accordingly.
Mayors and other local politicians expressed their firm belief in the official Fieport on
Physical Planning. as if it were a holy book. For physical planning is indeed a kind of
religion in this country. This could possibly explain the fanaticism of the local
policymakers in Enschede and Hengelo, who defended the merger with great
economic benefits to be gained in the hereafter. Another explanation of their
behaviour is the uncertainty about the economic future of cities, that makes
policymakers eager to embrace radical and new ideas.

Moreover, in this decade of 'entrepreneurial cities‘ and of 'city marketing', many
local authorities considered themselves 'entrepreneurs' and their city as a product or
a marketable commodity. Whether they were urban entrepreneurs or not, interurban
competition became almost a daily experience. And as it became a very common
thing to see competing firms decide to merge - in order to resist the competition of
other firms together — it was thought that the same could be done by two cities. A



fusion of the two cities of Enschede and Hengelo was motivated by the economic
prospects for the new double city.

At this point we have to distinguish between (calculable) economies of scale in the
administrative apparatus of the city after fusion, and (hypothetical) economic benefits
for the population and the local enterprises. A complete fusion of the administrative
apparatuses of both cities would produce substantial savings in exploitation costs
and a larger allotment of financial means from the central government. So, the
administration would be better off.

The efforts of local politicians and administrators in favour of the fusion have
generally been SUpported by the local business community. In their culture, fusion
and cooperation is a normal and sound phenomenon. They even became impatient,
when the process slowed down. Many ordinary people and experts from the local
university, however, uttered their doubts and unbelief. The first because the
inhabitants of both cities had always considered each other as 'braggarts' and
'sirnpletons'. Moreover, those of Hengelo feared domination by those of Enschede.
Environmental arguments (protection of the landscape) also played a role. The
experts could find no empirical evidence from other cases or theoretical argument for
the fusion.

This exactly is the Weak point in the project: nobody can demonstrate or prove that
the economic prospects for both cities will be substantially better after fusion than if
both cities continue on their road to the future separately. There is even no theory
why a fusion of two nearby cities will yield an extra increase of employment in the
long run. If so, it would be better to bring more cities into the process of fusion and it
goes without saying that other pairs of cities would have followed the example. So,
the economic argument for the fusion of both cities is very weak. An administrative
measure like the fusion of two cities can yield economies of scale, but will have no
impact at all upon the economic development of the area.

But even if it may have been impossible to develop any empirical economic
argument in favour of the fusion, the mere idea of a fusion of two rivalling cities, and
being a double city, could have radiated an image of being a modern and dynamic
environment to the outside world. Therefore, in the last section we will pay attention
to the marketing aspects of the project.

7 The marketing aspect

The pursued merger of the two rivalling cities should have produced a new impetus
for their economic development. The local authorities were convinced of the success;
the citizens were not. So, long before the economic fruits could be harvested, the
experiment failed politically. The champions of the merger had neither created
sufficient support inside their communities, nor outside, at the national political level.

Marketing, essentially being a communication effort, could possibly have
contributed to the success of the project. However, we have to distinguish between



the political and the economic success. Marketing the Double City should first of all
have been aimed at the identity and the internal support for the integration of both
cities, before being applied on external target groups.

In the opinion of the present author citymarketing has two important dimensions, an
external and an internal one. The extemal dimension, can be qualified as economic
and 'offensive', because its aim is to resist external competition; not only by attracting
new firms and investors from outside, but also by assessing the actual position of the
city in the world and by protecting its commercial and non-commercial values. The
internal dimension is socio-psychological and 'defensive', because its aim is to
mobilize the internal resources and identities. So, the champions of the fusion had a
double task. First, to understand why many citizens did not support the idea of the
fusion, and to bring forward convincing arguments in its favour. Second, to promote
the idea of a double city in the country and in Europe as a profitable environment for
enterprises. The first task is a political one, the second is an economic task.

In our democratic society it seems wise and self-evident that such a radical step as
a complete fusion of two cities cannot be taken without a broad consent of the
inhabitants, although the (few) successful examples of the past have all been
imposed top-down. The political result of the effort would have been better for the
champions of the fusion, if a thorough marketing campaign had been organized
previously. The target groups in both communities should have been approached,
not only with understanding for their feelings and attitudes, but also with convincing
arguments that the fusionwould be profitable for ordinary people, they being the
lclientsl of the double city.

However, does it really matter what inhabitants of two cities think of each other and
which stereotypes are popular? The people of both cities could, without any problem,
have kept their identities and rivalries for years, because these values are not really
relevant for economic developments. Ordinary citizens are not able to see the
economic significance of the fusion and - by consequence - are not competent to
judge its merits and disadvantages. (But do their town councillors and administrators
possess that insight?)

The problem was not that both communities did not like each other, but that they
did not need really each other. Why should both cities enter into a complete merger?
The champions in fact had no other argument that Enschede/Hengelo, once fused,
would be 'the fifth city of the country' and together would receive more financial
means from the central government than they could get separately. So the plan was
perceived as a dream of administrators, whose ambitions had been inspired by
national urban policy. Both, dream and stereotype, clashed with reality. The
politicians' dream would not have changed the economic reality of both cities and the
citizens' stereotypes did not even touch it.



8 Conclusion

In conclusion, city marketing could have contributed to a more realistic policy for
local economic development in this project. What city marketing could have added to
the project of the fusion of the two cities dealt with and the creation of a double city is
- in a word - consciousness. The local authorities, being the entrepreneurs of their
city, could have been better informed about the market position of both cities, apart
and together. A marketing procedure could have yielded better insights into the
internal and external possibilities, that is the opportunities and threats. A city
marketing procedure would have been a better foundation for a solid urban policy
than the govemment document on physical planning and urban policy. But the
experience with city marketing - or better place marketing - shows that the
marketing of entire cities is a difficult task. Place marketing offers better possibilities
for spatial parts (for instance a business park, the city centre, a revitalization project,
and so on) of the city, than for cities as a whole or even double cities.
Without doubt, being a double city can contribute to the external identity, but that

quality alone is not able to boost extra economic deveIOpment. Without a special
task that could only be performed by the two cities together (like the capital function
for former Buda and Pest), the fusion of Enschede and Hengelo would have become
a purpose as such rather than a means. In sum, 3 double city may be a remarkable
product, but is it also a marketable product?

What remains, anyhow, is the more general conclusion that being a double city
becomes a policy issue. This particular case of two Dutch cities has provided us an
interesting theme for research on the behaviour of urban policy makers and of urban
people, on the role of urban identities and - most of all - the implications of territorial
integration of neighbouring cities. For because so many more double cities exist in all
parts of the world, the problems of territorial integration and the political cooperation
between such cities are worth to be scrutinized.
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understand the contemporary meaning of space.
We need to knew who the organizers of the urban system at the first stage are. it is natural that

we cannot go forth without considerations of the gigantic corporation's spatial preferences. At the
,ç; second stage, we need to know why they build up such system. This must be deeply concerned
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15.3"with the formation of what I call 'ADMlNISTEFtED SPACE". At the third stage, we need to know iii.

.- how they organize and manage the system. This will lead us to see a light which focuses and
= makes clear the mechanism and meanings of the linkages and networks.

In this research. Japanese urban system will be taken up. Japan is a country that probably has
the clearest spatial order in the world. It takes on a pyramid shape which connotes a highly
centralized and hierarchical structure.

Tokyo is situated on the top of the system and controls the region extending beyond the
national border today. Under it, several levels of the sub-systems which support the hierarchy
exist. The points are that how far can we explain the urban system by looking at the corporate
spatial organisation.
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. General setting

Since the Second World War, Japanese economy has achieved phenomenal
growth in a relatively short period of time. In these processes, socio-economic maps
in Japan has drastically been changed (see Table 1).

In 1950, more than 48 percent of the working population were engaged in the
primary sector, 22 percent in the secondary and 30 percent in the tertiary sector
respectively. By 1990, the percentage in primary sector had rapidly decreased to
only about 7 percent and concomitantly great changes had also taken place in other
sectors, putting 34 percent of the working population in secondary and 59 percent in
tertiary sector.

Figures for classes of workers show that 39 percent were employees, 26 percent
were self-employed and 35 percent were unpaid family workers in 1950. A fairly
equal distribution among the sectors can be recognized. By 1990, however, these
percentages had altered dramatically: employed workers climbed to 78 percent while
self-employed and unpaid family workers had dropped to 14 percent and B percent.

Due to these shifts, the urban population, which had been only 37 percent in 1950.
zoomed to 77 percent by 1990, especially in the three major metropolitan areas such
as Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya, which together account for about half of the total
population. The concentration on the Tokyo Capital Region has been particularly



Table 1 Socio-economic Changes in Postwar Japan

Index 1950 1970 1990

Workers by industry sectors
Primary sector 48.3 % 17.4 % 7.2 %
Secondary sector 21.9 35.1 33.6
Tertiary sectors 29.7 47.5 59.2

GDP by industry sectors
Primary sector 26.0 11.4 2.5
Secondary sector 31.8 37.1 39.3
Tertiary sector 42.2 51.5 58.2

Classes of workers
Employees 39.3 65.0 77.6
Self-employed 26.2 19.2 14.1
Unpaid family workers 34.5 15.8 8.3

Populations by urban a rural
Rate of urban population 37.3 72.1 77.4
Flate of rural population 62.7 27.9 22.6
Total 84.6 mil. 104.7 mil. 123.6 mil.

Source: 'Nihon Kokusei Zue' Kokuseisha

eminent and caused serious city problems there. By contrast, the rural areas
occupying most part of the national land lost their economic importance and were
abandoned to the mercy of national development projects.

Under these rapid economic changes, the Japanese way of looking at things and
their sense of value had dramatically been changed. This was deeply concerned with
the disorganization of the traditional social and economic system built upon
traditional ideas, and brought about a highly capital oriented social and economic
system. As a result, functionally and rationally unified spatial order has emerged
clearly in Japan.

Though these processes apparently took on a chaotic aspect at each local phase,
these were the very processes in a larger sense to incorporate individual regions into
the whole spatial system rationally, based on economic functions and importance.

In this paper, the actual conditions of changing spatial systems in Japan will be
made clear by analyzing the behavioral pattem of 1,138 major manufacturing
corporations and 20 insurance companies. The number of manufacturing
corporations covered in this research reach more than 90 percent of the corporations
listed in the Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya and other local stock exchange market in Japan.

Also, in this paper, a logic of the ways of organizing space and a key to grasp the
contemporary meaning of spatial reorganization will be discussed.



ll. Some ideas on actual conditions of the spatial system

As the driving forces for forming a spatial system, including the urban system, or as
the organizers of the spatial system, we have to analyze the corporate behavior.
Why did they build up the present system. What kind of system do they want to
construct finally. How do they manage the system.

Japan is a country which has probably the most clear-cut spatial order in the world.
It takes a huge pyramid type which connotes highly centralized and hierarchical
structure which reflects the corporate strategy in itself. So, when we take up spatial
systems at any regional level such as national, international or even local level, the
evaluation of corporate spatial behaviors becomes important. Their huge spatial
organizations cover the whole country and even beyond the national boundary to all
over the world. If we think of the subsidiaries and other related companies, their
spatial organizations become even more gigantic. As a corporate size grows, the
spatial division of labor within corporate organization gains its importance. We can
see a part of this point - concretely in a set of arrangements of 'spatial units”.
Through the arrangement of spatial units, a more organizationally linked urban
system came to the fore. Therefore, by analyzing these corporate behavior, the
mechanism and the contemporary meaning of the urban system's formation can be
made clear.

III. The characteristics of headquarter location

1. Single-headquarter system

Figure 1 shows the actual conditions of the concentration of headquaters on the
very limited cities. A city in which major corporate headqarters are located has
generally very much implication on space and imprints itself as the largest node of
economic flow, since it situates on the top of the huge hierarchically organized
spatial systems which are to be constructed by sub-spatial units.

The largest concentration of headquarters can be seen in Tokyo. Of 1,138
corporations, about half of them have a headquarter within the city of Tokyo. This
number has increased even more from 552 in 1977 to 587 in 1991. Conversely,
Osaka, with the second largest concentration, shows a decrease from 157 to 153.
Nagoya, with the third largest concentration, also decreased in number from 33 to
32; Kyoto 27 to 23, Kobe, Yokohama and Kawasaki 22 to 21. There are 8 cities
which have more than 10 headquarters, 12 cities have 4 to 9, 17 cities have 3, 27
cities have 2 and 105 cities have 1 headquarter. Altogether, the number of cities
which have at least one headquarter of major manufacturing corporation became
169 which correspond to about 5 percent of the total number of municipalities in
Japan.

The headquarters relocation is substantially even more dynamic. When we look at
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Figure 1 Locational Pattern of the Headquarter of Major Manufacturing Corporations
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the history of each corporation, of 1,027 corporations data are available, 341
corporations moved their headquarter at the inter-city level. 181 corporations of them
(53 percent) moved their headquarters from other parts of the country to the city of
Tokyo. 47 corporations, corresponding to 14 percent. moved out of the city of Tokyo
mainly to its suburbs. If we look at this in more detail, we find that the larger the
corporations become in size, they tend to be more concentrated on the city of Tokyo.

For example, 124 corporations belong to the largest group with a capital of more
than 100 million US-dollar. 51 corporations have changed their headquarters
location. 78 percent of them, 40 corporations moved their headquarters to the city of
Tokyo, while 7 to the city of Osaka. 139 corporations belong to the next largest group
with a capital from 50 to 100 million US-dollar. 56 corporations changed their
headquarters location. About 66 percent of them, 37 moved to the city of Tokyo and
9 to the city of Osaka. The number of corporations belonging to the third group with a
capital from 10 to 50 million US-dollar amount to 522. 163 of them changed
headquarters location. 78, about 48 percent moved it to the city of Tokyo and 25 to
its suburbs, while 10 to the city of Osaka and 4 to its suburbs. The number of
corporations belonging to the fourth group with a capital less than 10 million US-
dollar is 242. 71 of them changed headquarters location. 26, about 37 percent of
them moved to the city of Tokyo and 19 to its suburbs, while 3 to the city of Osaka
and 3 to its suburbs.

Thus, we can point out that the locational change of corporate headquarters
becomes more dynamic in the larger size groups and takes clearer concentrated
fonn in very limited areas within the Capital space. Figure 2 shows the situation that
the location of corporate headquarters is spatially limited to very central part of Tokyo
such as Chiyoda-ward, Chuo-ward and Minato—ward areas. About two third of major
corporate headquarters posted in these parts of the city.

2. Double-headquarter system

There emerged another movement which reinforces the control and administrative
functions of Tokyo. This is the adoption of a two-headquarter system. 42
corporations had adopted this system within the period of 1955 and 1982. 36 of them
have newly established another headquarters in Tokyo, so-called "Tokyo Honsha ( =
Tokyo Head Office)“. This trend becomes eminent particularly in larger size
corporations.

As a result of these trends, the substantial component ratio of Tokyo went up in
each group: to 38.4 percent in IV, to 49.7 percent in III, to 58.4 percent in II and to
76.9 percent in l.

Osaka has still kept strategical importance in headquarters location of lower ranking
groups. However, the city had already lost its importance in higher ranking groups.
The turning point for that can be seen when the corporations capitalized somewhere
around 100 mil. US-dollar at present.
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Figure 2 Spatial Characteristics of Headquarters Location within the City of Tokyo
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Table 2 Locational pattern of corporate headquaters by size and cities in 1955

Total
345
101
23
21
16
12
11
10
8

. 6
Others 129
Total 111 682
No. of cities 17 108
and towns

O}{D

2
7
B
7
2
2
2
2Sakai

1 are classified into four groups by size.
I 50 mil. US-dollarm II = 10 - less than 50 mil. US-dollar
lll = 1 - less than 10 mil. US-dollar IV = 0.1 - less than 1 mil. US—dollar
2) Numerical values enclosed in parenthesis below total show number of cities which
have at least1 headquater. of major corporation.

Source: Historical record of each corporation listed on the Tokyo, the Osaka and the other Stock
Exchanges. 'Kaisha Nenkan' published by the Nippon Keizai Shinbunsha and author‘s own
heanngs.

Table 3 Locational pattern of corporate headquaters by size and cities in 1982

IV Total
70

12. 60 23 13.1
18 1
14 3

Kobe 10 2
Yokohama 12 4
Kawasaki 1 1 1

7 1
3 1 1
3 1

Others 129 . 129 18 12
372 499 125 117

No. of cities 115 104 25 18
and
Note: 1) Corporations are classified into four groups by capital size.

I = 50 mil. US—dollar on II = 10 - less than 50 mil. US—dollar
III = 1 - less than 10 mil. US-dollar IV = 0.1 - less than 1 mil. US-dollar
2) Numerical values enclosed in parenthesis below total show number of cities which
have at least 1 headquater of major corporation.

Source: Historical record of each corporation listed on the Tokyo, the Osaka and the other Stock
Exchanges, 'Kaisha Nenkan' published by the Nippon Keizai Shinbunsha and author‘s own
heanngs.



Other Iarge cities do not have so much importance in headquarter location.
Regional capital cities as Sapporo, Sendai, Hiroshima and Fukuoka have little
importance in this term. Under these circumstances, the cities located in the suburbs
of Tokyo and Osaka have gradually increased their weight as headquarters location
of lower ranking corporations. But they do not have large concentration individually.

Thus, the locational characteristics of corporate headquarters can be summarized
briefly as the process of reinforcing even more concentrated pattern centering the
capital city Tokyo.

IV. Locational characteristics of sub-spatial units

The development of a rational and effective network of sub-spatial units is
prerequisite to corporate existence and its further growth under severe competition.
The structure of their arrangements are the factors deeply concerned with the
formation of spatial order of the national economy.

1. Branch offices ( = a fundamental unit of self-supporting accounting systems
within corporate organization)

662 corporations listed in the First Stock Exchange Market are taken for my
conveniences. They had 882 branches of this level and arranged them to 60 cities in
1955. In 1982, the number of branches increased to 2,151. They are arranged to 242
cities.
Their locational characteristics are shown in Figure 3. In groUp IV, the rate of

branch arrangement was still very low in 1955. Even for Tokyo and Osaka, the
degrees remained only 46.8 percent and 27.8 percent respectively. All other cities
were insignificant in the rate with less than 10.0 percent. In 1982 it has risen to 89.4
percent in Tokyo and 52.4 percent in Osaka. Also the rate went up to the 20 percent
level in Nagoya and to the 10 percent level in Fukuoka, Sendai, Sapporo and
Hiroshima.

In group III, Tokyo had already reached 62.7 percent in 1955, while Osaka still
remained in 39.0 percent. The rate of the other cities was very low. In 1982, the rate
became 78.3 percent in Tokyo and 63.8 percent in Osaka. Also, the rate has
remarkably risen to 39.2 percent in Nagoya and to the 20 percent level in the
regional capital cities. The rate of other cities were not eminent.

In group II, the rate of Tokyo and Osaka has already reached such a high level as
81.0 percent and 67.5 percent in 1955. Other cities with a rate more than 10.0
percent were Nagoya, Fukuoka, Sapporo and Sendai. In 1982, the rate of Tokyo and
Osaka went up even more to 85.7 percent and 71.1 percent. Nagoya broke the 50
percent line, Fukuoka reached the 40 percent level, Hiroshima, Sapporo and Sendai
showed the 30 percent level. In addition, Takamatsu rose up to the 10 percent level.
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In group I, Tokyo got 97.5 percent even in 1955. Also, Osaka attained 70.1 percent.
The cities with a rate of the 20 percent level were Nagoya, Fukuoka and Sapporo,
while Sendai remained in the 10 percent level. Others had a rate less than 10.0
percent. In 1982, the rate of the two largest cities did not have so much change.
However, Nagoya exceeded the 50 percent line, Fukuoka, Sapporo and Sendai
reached the 40 percent level, Takamatsu reached the 20 percent level, Niigata and
Toyama have newly emerged as a city with a rate more than 10 percent.

Thus, the larger corporations have established the more extensive and dense
network from the earlier times across the country. However, it can be said that
branch locations have been mostly confined to only 7 cities.

2. Sub-branch offices

The location of sub-branch offices showed more dispersed pattem in comparison to
that of upper ranking branch offices (see Figure 4). The number of branches on this
level increased from 547 to 2,706 between the periods. Accordingly, spatial scope of
its location extended, and the number of cities in which a sub-branch office is located
increased from 140 to 500.

As to group IV, no noticeable trend can be seen in 1955, because the number itself
was very small. On the contrary, such cities as Nagoya, Sendai, Hiroshima, Fukuoka
and Sapporo became to have a rate over 10 percent.

In III group, only Nagoya reached the 10 percent level in 1955. In 1982, the rate of
such 5 cities as Nagoya, Hiroshima, Sapporo, Sendai and Fukuoka went up to the 20
percent level. The cities reached the 10 percent level are Shizuoka, Niigata,
Takamatsu and Okayama.

As to group II, the relatively high rate of sub-branch arrangement had been attained
even in the earlier times. For examples, Sapporo had the 20 percent level, Nagoya,
Fukuoka and Hiroshima showed the 10 percent level even in 1955. And the number
of cities which hold relatively high rate of sub-branch arrangement increased in the
period between 1955 and 1982. 6 cities had a rate of the 20 percent level. Those are
Nagoya, Sendai, Sapporo, Fukuoka, Hiroshima and Takamatsu. Also, the following
cities as Shizuoka, Kobe, Okayama, Niigata, Osaka, Toyama, Kanazawa and Chiba
reached the 10 percent level.
The trend was shown more cleany for group I. Nagoya and Sapporo had already

attained the 20 percent level. Hiroshima, Fukuoka, Kitakyushu, Sendai and
Takamatsu reached the 10 percent level in 1955. In 1982, the cities which had a rate
more than 20 percent were Sapporo and Fukuoka. Those with a rate of the 10
percent level were Aomori, Akita, Sendai, Niigata, Nagano, Chiba, Yokohama,
Toyama, Kanazawa, Shizuoka, Nagano, Kyoto, Kobe, Okayama, Hiroshima,
Takamatsu, Kitakyushu, Nagasaki and Oita.

Thus, the ways of the development of the branch network at this level mainly
covered prefectural capital cities.
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Figure 4 Spatial Arrangement of Sub-branch Offices of Major Manufacturing
Corporations
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3. Plants

As for plant's location, Tokyo still occupies the largest part. But a share in the total
number of plants has declined very rapidly. Their locations can be seen mainly in the
areas immediately outside of the city of Tokyo. Contrastingly, its locational areas
have extended to the fringe of the large cities and further out to the peripheral
regions. Some of them moved beyond the national border to foreign countries.

In case of Osakas corporations, the location of the plants shows a glass type which
has two main regions: the Osaka metropolitan area and the Tokyo metropolitan area.

4. Insurance companies

How is space organized? An answer will be found by looking at the spatial
organization of insurance companies which are the largest and the most densely,
and which have developed their own network throughout the country.

Three maps on the left show how Nihon Insurance Company, which is the world's
largest company and once posted its headquarters in Osaka and now substantially
relocated it to Tokyo, has organized space. Three maps on the right are on the Meiji
Insurance Company which is the oldest and posted in Tokyo from its foundation.
Both have initially different pattern in the formation of their network. Nihon Insurance
had developed from the western part of Japan to the eastern, while Meiji developed
from the eastern to the western part. However, at a certain stage of growth, they
became to have almost the same spatial pattern as shown in those maps.

At least 4 functional unit levels can be recognized from the maps. From the lowest
level, the units have been arranged at sub-divisional areas within a metropolitan area
or at a major city level. The next level units are arranged for covering a prefecture
level. The next level units are arranged at a regional level which covers several
prefectures. And a unit with the highest function, a headquarters, covers national
space as well as international.

Thus, the corporations tend to have quite similar spatial preferences which brought
about the emergence of clear-cut spatial order as shown in my explanatory model.
This spatial pattern can be seen not only in a network of most major private
corporations and institutions, but also, as shown in Figure 5, in the network of the
national government. As a result of these, 'ADMINISTERED SPACE', a kind of space
emerged and functions as if it is a machine socially built in for sustaining the whole
capitalistic economic system.

HAKANSON, L., Swedish geographer, built up a very interesting model on corporate
space which is very much applicable to the Japanese case, they expand their spatial
units in accordance with the corporate growth. However, the model has several
problems. On the headquarters location, it was treated as immovable existence. But
as I showed in this paper, a corporate headquarter changes its location dynamically



Figure 5 Corporate Spatial System and National Urban System
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in the course of its growth. Changing location in reSponse to its growth is an
important point to explain the ways of organizing space.

V. Conclusion

Several characteristics concerning the location of "spatial units" were made clear in
this paper. The idea of central place theory is applicable to this.

1. For Japanese corporations, financial institutions, foreign affiliated companies and
the national government, the space of the capital city Tokyo is strategically important
in terms of headquarters or central office location. This is especially true for the
larger size corporations and institutions.

2. Osaka has still kept important in headquarter location of lower ranking
corporations and sub-headquarters of major corporations used to be Osaka posted.
Conversely, no national government central office, almost no foreign affiliated
company is located here.

3. Nagoya, Yokohama, Kyoto and Kobe have further a limited number of
headquarters of major corporations. Also, these cities are relatively less important for
branch location. But they have relatively large agglomeration of headquarters of
medium sized corporations and financial institutions.

4. In regional capital cities as Sapporo, Sendai, Hiroshima, and Fukuoka no major
corporate headquarters is located - except regional oriented companies as electric
power and so on. This space is strikingly important for branch locations, the regional
offices of national govemment, and emerged branch economy there. They have also
a certain agglomeration level of small-medium sized corporations and financial
institutions.

5. In prefectural capital cities is the space for sub-branch locations and a smaller
number of major corporate branches.

NOTES

The 'Spatial units' is a functional unit: headquarter, branch offices, sub-branch offices, research and
development centers and plants.
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5 The nature of tourism exports of Tallinn, the capital city of Estonia, h
; since the collapse of the Soviet Union. This paper explores the impact of that change on the city's
. tourism image. Tourism, an industry that has complex impact on a travel destination. is
g _.: investigated as a tool for regional development. The qualitative analysis outlines the major
5 characteristics of the present and the future tourism image of Tallinn.
. '

International tourism has been promoted in Tallinn for its economic benefits since the late p.
1980s. Tourism helps the city to combat the problems, stemming from the changing economy of’ fi the former Soviet Union. Research shows that Tallinn's geographical and geopolitical location on
a crossroad of intemational travel and trade is the key to tourism development in this city. The

- local tourism infrastructure and the economic stability of the Baltic region are also important in
shaping Tallinn's tourism image. The long-tenu impact of international travel on Tallinn. both

Ä positive and negative. depends largely on the city's planning and marketing efforts. This paper "

_‚ indicates the importance of a careful consideration of Estonia's cultural heritage in planning
L - tourism in order to ensure a locally beneficial. sustainable growth of tourism in Tallinn.

Introduction

International tourism1 has been a rapidly growing sector of the global economy
since the Second World War. The increasing promotion of tourism in cities
particularly since the 19805 is a consequence of two factors. First, the de-
industrialisation process and a loss of jobs in manufacturing encouraged cities to
seek replacement industries that would create employment and re-use empty areas
and buildings in the former industrial inner cities. Second: tourism was perceived
wortd-wide as a growth industry. As a result, cities started promoting tourism services
in order to generate income and employment and ease the restructuring of the
economy (PEARCE and BUTLER 1993: 73).

The aim of this paper is to provide a qualitative analysis of the prospects and
problems of tourism exports in Tallinn, the capital city of Estonia. The paper reviews
the recent growth of international tourism in Tallinn and outlines the key factors that
will influence the development of tourism in the city until the end of the decade.
Finally. the analysis indicates the main opportunities and problems for the city of
Tallinn stemming from the growth of tourism.

Tourist flows to Tallinn (471,000 residents in January 1992) have been increasing
rapidly since the re-establishment of Estonian independence (see Figure 1). Tallinn
is trying to increase its share of the large Nordic travel marketz. Novelty has been the
primary basis for the city's marketing strategies by far. The promotional slogan
“Discover the New Estonia with its Old World Charm"I is a good example of the
image that Tallinn has been creating since the late 19805.



Figure 1 Foreign Visitors Served by the Estonian Tourism Firms 1989-1993
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However, the growth of western visitor3 arrivals by 2.5 times between 1989 and
1993 has not ensured a stable influx of tourism revenues for the local economy. The
increase of tourism receipts has not risen with the increase of visitor arrivals since an
increasing percentage of visitors do not stay overnight in Tallinn. The city is catering
mainly for short-tenn mass tourists4 who visit Tallinn to enjoy relatively lower prices
than in other North-European cities. Visitor arrivals however decreased by twenty
percent in the first half of 1994 in comparison with the first half of 1993, due mainly to
the absence of two cruise lines. This implies that novelty may be losing its attraction
four years after the establishment of the “New Estonia". The Tallinn Old Town5 which
is the only medieval town complex in North-Europe that has been preserved to such
a great extent in its original appearance, has the potential to attract more wealthy
tourists. Tallinn needs therefore to create a more permanent tourism image and to
utilise its tourism potential as a stable source of income.

Tourism, as a strategy of urban planning and urban marketing, requires specific
planning efforts in order to ensure a stable flow of tourist income for the travel
destination (INSKEEP 1992; PEARCE 1988, 1989; PEARCE and BUTLER 1993; SMITH
1939; SMITH and EADINGTON 1993). In terms of the tourist industry's contribution to
regional development, the critical considerations are the per capita spending levels
of tourists and the activities in which they participate (WILLIAMS and SHAW 1990: 5).
Increased tourism in terms of more visitors, more restaurants, and so on does not
automatically mean greater well-being for the host community. Planners of tourism
need to decide whether to market a destination for mass tourists in order to benefit
from economies of scale, or to attempt to attract fewer visitors with higher per capita
spending power. Where tourism develops gradually over a number of years, there is
usually a longer period for social and environmental adjustment, and the needs of
tourists are satisfied primarily by local resources. Where rapid development occurs.



there may be greater immediate financial returns but the host community is less
likely to be able to provide all that is needed for the industry's growth (PEARCE 1989:
193). Flegional tourism may, as a result, develop a dependence on foreign-owned
infrastructure and on imported goods. For example, small Pacific and Caribbean
islands lose up to half of gross foreign exchange earnings from tourism due to
imported goods and payments to overseas companies (PEARCE 1989: 197).
The impacts of international tourism cannot be measured only in economic terms.

Among the most important benefits from tourism is that it may assist regions in
creating a favourable image and thus in attracting investment (MCINTOSH and
GOELDNEFl 1986: 304). On the other hand, tourism may cause environmental and
cultural damage in a tourist region.

The historical heritage of an area is a major resource for the urban tourism industry.
As traditional industrial activities decline, the importance of tourism and heritage
emerge as economic counterweights (KNOX and SUGDEN 1992: 584). Tourism
increases both public and private interest in urban renewal and potentially provides
income for historic conservation. ASHWOFlTH notes:

"Selling the past, in various forms, to the present has become one of the largest
and most profitable parts of the tourism industry world-wide.“ (ASHWORTH and
GOODALL 1990: 138).

However, promoting historical and cultural heritage on a large scale evokes
questions about the commercialisation of history, and the loss of historical
authenticity in tourist cities. (MCCANNELL 1989; ASHWOFlTH and TUNBRIDGE 1990;
BOYER 1992). Mass tourism may erode the uniqueness of geographic places, the
resource that the travel industry depends on.

Recent Trends of Inbound Tourism in Tallinn

The tourism boom in Tallinn started in the late 1980s. Before that, Estonia was
practically closed to western tourists. The local tourism infrastructure was governed
by the all-Soviet "lntourist" agency. As a result, ninety percent of tourism revenues
went to Moscow and only ten percent were left to circulate in the local economy
(KARING 1986: 166). In the late 19805, however, tourism was among the first sectors
of the Estonian economy to attract domestic and foreign investment. Today, tourism
revenues (without passenger transport) make up 4.2% of the export of goods and
services and 14.5% of the exports of services in Estonia (Eesti Pank 1994). The
importance of tourism is even greater in Tallinn since about eighty percent of foreign
visitors spend most of their time in Tallinn. Nevertheless, the potential role of tourism
in the Estonian economy could be greater. For comparison, tourism accounts for
seven percent of the North-European6 exports of goods and services and twenty-four
percent of the export of services (WTO 1994: 100).

The collapse of the Soviet Union has changed the political and economic
background of Tallinn's tourism exports considerably. Estonia is in a stage of
transition from a centrally planned to a market oriented economy. Tallinn is



re-onenting its economic contacts from the East to the West and redefining its image
from a former Soviet city to a North-European city, a Hanseatic city and the capital of
the independent Estonia. The machine industry which used to serve the Soviet
market mostly (particularly the military complex) is in decline. Industry and industrial
port activities have vacated land in the central part of Tallinny, opening attractive
opportunities to redesign the city centre to a service— and leisure-oriented area.

These processes have promoted the search for development strategies, altemative
to the Soviet market oriented centrally planned industry. International trade, transport
and tourism have been proposed as the strategic priorities for Tallinn. "Opening to
the sea" and "Gateway Tallinn“ are the key ideas of this concept. Indeed, the
"discovery" of Tallinn's potential to serve the transit East-West transit trade and
travel flows is probably the most important aspect of the process of economic
restructuring.
The Estonian tourism industry has relied on western markets during recent years

(see Figure 1). Western visitors made up twenty seven percent of all foreigners
served by the local tourist firms in 1989 while the share of westerners was ninety-five
percent in 1993. Ninety-one percent of visitors are day visitors and do not spend a
night in Tallinn. Cruise tourists account for 74.8% of all visitors, remarkably more
than the global average of 1.4%. Finland is ovemhelmingly the most important
market, accounting for eighty-eight percent of all foreign travellers to Tallinn. The
tourist industry in Tallinn is therefore very vulnerable to the market situation in
Finland.
The government of Estonia declared tourism a priority branch of economic

development in November 1992. However, the concept of tourist growth has not
been worked out yet at either the state or the municipal government level. The
absence of a clearly defined concept has resulted in rather chaotic development.
There are few funds and little experience to enable an examination of the impact of
single investment projects on the tourist image of Tallinna. Furthermore, various
social and economic reforms such as the ownership reform are bringing about
profound changes in Estonian society. The accompanying legislative uncertainty
inhibits investment in the national economy. Under these circumstances, the long-
tenn benefits of tourism to the local community become problematical.

Forecasts suggest that the annual volumes of inbound tourism in Tallinn will be
between three and four and a half million at the end of the century. The volume of
tourism will thus double at least within the next six years (Eesti Vabariigi Fliiklik
Turismiamet 1992, Government of Estonia and the Commission of the European
Communities 1994). However, reliance on low-value mass tourism and the short stay
of visitors makes the same growth in terms of income questionable.



Factors that Shape the Tourism Image of Tallinn

The provision of tourist services affects many sectors of the economy. The
perception that (potential) tourists have of Tallinn is associated with numerous
aspects of the socio—economic development of the city and the whole Baltic region.
The factors that shape the tourist image of Tallinn, can nevertheless be grouped in
five broad categories:

1. Geographical location enables Tallinn as a gateway to market itself for
investment and trade flows between western Europe and the territories of the former
Soviet Union. Today, transit trade makes up about 90-95% of the turnover of
Estonian ports (The Estonian Institute of Future Studies 1994). The proximity to
St. Petersburg (300km), the second largest Russian city with about five million
residents enables Tallinn to market itself as a stopover on the route to and from
St. Petersburg and the whole of Northern Russia.
Tallinn is located on one end of the Via Baltica international highway which

traverses the three Baltic states, connecting Finland and Scandinavia with eastern
and central Europe. This may enable Tallinn to become a travel stopover on the
North-South tourist routes, perhaps even to become the northem terminus of Via
Baltica. About six million tourists travel to Scandinavia by car every year, about two
million of them visit Finland (The Estonian Institute of Future Studies 1994). Most of
these travellers go through Denmark and the alternative route of the Via Baltica is
today largely unused. However, the estimated income from the 200km long Estonian
section of Via Baltica will amount to $30 million annually by the end of the decade
(Estonian Road Administration 1993). This is about one third of Estonia's current
annual income from tourism (Estonian Tourist Board 1994).

2. Economic and political instabiliy and under-development of the local
infrastructure are closely inter-related since investment in the tourism infrastructure
of Tallinn depends on the stability of the Estonian economy. Furthermore, its
nearness to Russia associates Tallinn's economy and tourist image closely with that
country. As a result, the transit of goods services and information through Estonia
depends too on Russia's economic and political development. Today, cumbersome
border formalities between the Baltic States as well as between Estonia and Russia.
together with high crime rates depress potential tourism considerablyg.

The provision of tourist services does not meet the demand. For example, Helsinki
has about twice the population of Tallinn, but the number of hotel rooms in Helsinki is
three times larger than in Tallinn. Therefore, the tourist infrastructure of Tallinn needs
considerable improvement. The success of the modernisation efforts is tied largely to
the course of the ownership reform. Less than ten percent of the real estate in the
central part of Tallinn has as yet been privatised. Land ownership is further
complicated by questions relating restitution. Until basic terms of ownership are
settled, the city cannot implement land-use or historic conservation regulations.



3. The Tallinn Old Town: This part of Tallinn covers less than one percent of the
city's territorial area, but its image promotes the tourist attractivity of Tallinn and
largely the whole of Estonia. The processes of economic transition and restructuring
have impacted on the Old Town strongly. The cost of space rental and the price of
real estate are increasing steadily. More offices and shops are locating in the Old
Town while as a result permanent residents are moving out. In fact, the permanent
population of the Old Town has decreased by twenty-six percent during the past one
and a half years. Privatisation processes complicate the planning of the Old Town
considerably. At present, nearty ninety percent of the Old Town is in State or
municipal ownership. Most of it will return to private ownership over the next few
years, but no widely accepted mechanism for regulating the use of privately owned
houses in the Old Town has yet been worked out. Presently, restoration and
renovation in the Old Town are strictly regulated in order to protect the historical
character of the Old Town. This increases the costs of renovation and discourages
private investment in this part of the city. The need to encourage private investment
in the Old Town and to restore the valuable but decaying buildings puts a pressure
on city planners to ease restrictions for renovation and construction work in the Old
Town. Tallinn cannot effectively promote quality tourism unless the Old Town
receives major renovation. On the other hand, there is the danger that the Old Town
may lose its historical authenticity as a result of the simplification of the conservation
regulations.

4. CoobeLation and competition between the North- and East-European tourist
destinations: At present, Tallinn is marketing itself primarily on the Nordic travel
markets. Therefore, the city's future as a tourist attraction depends primarily for its
success on co—operating and competing with Helsinki, Riga, St. Petersburg and
Stockholm. On the other hand, Tallinn might take part in the tourist routes of East-
Europe, attracting the tourists formerly bound for the Soviet Union. The relative
importance of those two marketing strategies needs to be investigated thoroughly.

Possibilities of co-operation between Helsinki and Tallinn have attracted
considerable attention”. The distance between the two capitals is seventy
kilometres. This creates opportunities for joint marketing campaigns and for
increasing tourism for both cities. Helsinki is also Tallinn's primary rival in attracting
St. Petersburg-bound trade and tourism. The question is whether the two capitals will
play relatively equal roles as gateway cities between West-Europe and Russia or will
Tallinn remain the satellite of Helsinki in this respect.

5. Price levels: Lower prices for goods and services in comparison with Finland and
Sweden are very important in ensuring tourist arrivals in Tallinn. According to
estimates by the Estonian Tourist Board and the preliminary results of a border
survey, about half of Finnish visitors (forty per cent of the total number) are shopping
tourists. However, the boom of shopping tourism is likely to remain a phenomenon
for only next few years since the price-differences will decrease with the increase of
labour costs in Estonia. The present patterns cannot be therefore be the basis of
long-term marketing strategies.



Figure 2 Patterns of International Tourism in Tallinn 1991-1994
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Recommendations

The analysis emphasises the close interdependence between the growth of tourism
and general socio-economic development in Tallinn. The factors, pointed out above,
indicate only the major opportunities and problems that need to be addressed in
planning the tourism industry in Tallinn.

Its geographical location on the cross-roads of the North-South and East-West
travel routes and its rich historical heritage are Tallinn's main tourist attractions. The
city is likely to become mainly a travel stopover, traversed by the growing West-East
and North-South tourist flows. By the end of the decade transit tourists are predicted
to make up sixty percent of the total international visitor arrivals in Estonia (Eesti
Vabariigi Ftiiklik Turismiamet 1992). Essentially, the success of Tallinn as a tourist
destination depends largely on the role the city will play in facilitating the movements
of goods and services between West-Europe and Russia.
Tallinn has not yet established itself as a tourist destination on the European map.

The recent tourist boom can be accounted largely for by the city's novelty as a tourist
attraction. Tallinn needs to establish a presence and a favourable image within the
Scandinavian and European travel markets in order to utilise the existing curiosity
and stabilise the flow of inbound tourism. PINDER notes that there is likely to be
greater demand for quality tourism, especially from those taking several holidays a
year. The European tourist market will consist of more experienced customers who
travel more frequently, look for a cleaner environment and be increasingly drawn to
the more sophisticated facilities and services in North—Europe (PINDER 1990: 245).
Therefore, the specific challenge for Tallinn is to shift from the present low value
short-term mass tourism to more diverse and upscale markets.



Contemporary mass tourism is more than a mere quantitative jump in international
travel; it is a manifestation of mass consumption (SMITH 1989: 191). However,
tourism is based on the uniqueness of geographic places. Travel destinations need
to preserve the specific characteristics that attract visitors. PLOG maintains:

“Destination areas carry with them the potential seeds of their own destruction
as they allow themselves to become more commercialised and lose the
qualities which originally attracted tourists.“ (PEARCE 1989: 22).

The case of Tallinn and its Old Town illustrates the conflict between historic
conservation and the immediate needs of the expanding tourist industry. The
specialisation of the Tallinn tourist industry will depend on the image of the Old Town
as a North-European tourist attraction. On the other hand, the image of the Old Town
will depend largely on the type of service facilities that will be located there. The type
of tourists who come to Tallinn and the type of infrastructure in the Old Town are
thus closely inter-related. The optimum solution must yet be found between
maximum conservation and maximum commercialisation of the Old Town. Tallinn in
the 1990s cannot afford the first strategy; the second one would result in the loss of
the historic and cultural value of the Old Town, thereby calling into question the
attractivity of Tallinn for quality tourists in the long run.

In summary, the recent deveIOpment of tourism in Tallinn illustrates the blessings
and burdens that may result from a tourism boom in a new tourist destination. Tallinn
needs to develops a strategy for the deveIOpment of tourism in order to maximise the
long-term positive effects and minimise the negative effects of the growth of tourism
on the local community.11

NOTES

1. Travel across international borders for more than twenty-four hours. Includes excursionists and
cruise-passengers when used in the Estonian context.

2. The per capita expenditures on intemational travel were $781 in Sweden, $480 in Finland. $462 in
Germany and $343 in the United Kingdom in 1993 (WTO 1994).

3. Visitor from outside the former Soviet Union.
4. “Mass tourist" is a qualitative rather than quantitative term for the type of tourist who is least

adventuresome, preferring the familiarity in all that is experienced while travelling (METELKA 1988:
80). "Quality tourist“ refers to a traveller with more diverse interests and generally higher per capita
expenditures. For a more detailed description of the two type of travellers see PEARCE 1989: 21-22.

5. The Old Town (1184ha) dates back mostly to 13-17th centuries. The complex is under state
protection.

6. Includes the Nordic countries and the United Kingdom.
7. Under the Soviet rule the waterfront area at the city centre was a military zone that was off limits for

civilian planning. The Soviet military withdrawal that began in the early 199t has left most of the
area in the state of disrepair. Today. there are plans to remove most of the cargo-handling along
with the warehouses and industrial enterprises from the city centre to other ports in the vicinity of
Tallinn.

8. The present policy is to design new buildings lower than 15m in order to preserve the city's
historical skyline of bastions and church spires. For example, a project to build a high-rise hotel on
the waterfront was denied permission in 1993 because it did not meet this requirement. However,
economic considerations may alter these policies in the future.

9. Border-crossings between the Baltic states are notoriously time—consuming. It is practically
impossible to get a tourist visa to Russia in Estonia mainly due to political relations between the two
countries.



10.Both cities facilitate the movements of goods, services and information from western Europe to
Russia. Overlapping hinterlands have been proposed as the basis for Helsinki and Tallinn to
function as twin cities on the economic scene-
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During the last decades public-private partnership have become a popular concept for local _._.__
development policy. In Great Britain and the United States the preconditions of a civil society
enabled the emergence of the entrepreneurial city. But public-private partnerships for public gain ’Ï
are to a great extent incompatible with the German state-society. For that reason local planners
and politicians were urged to search for a national Specific political response on restructuring
beside the Anglo-American solutions. 'City marketing“ is a new welfare state—oriented negotiation
policy that occurred in Germany at the end of the 1980s. It contains a strategy for comprehensive
planning beyond market and state. The aims are a joint consent process on the objectives and fit
steps for a balanced local development. "

1 Introduction

In the 19803 a new keyword for local policy made its triumphal march through the
German local states: city marketing. City marketing as a new approach to local policy
beyond market and state. But what is city marketing? Can you treat the city like a
product, like soap, cars or washing powder and commercialise it? Or is the city not
the product but the enterprise itself? (KELLER 1990, p. 70). I would like to argue that
city marketing in Germany is far away from being just an adoption of private
marketing strategies. City marketing is not related to marketing theory. It does not
evolve the packaging or selling of the city. It is the wrong term for the right thing (see
BOHCHERT 1994 in this volume). City marketing is a new strategy for comprehensive
planning that transforms the traditional German fordist state. To state the reasons for
this thesis, a brief consideration of different planning stages in Germany is
necessary.

2 Stages of planning in Germany after 1945

If we look at the planning history in Germany after World War II we can distinguish
three different types of local planning strategies. During the 19605 and early 1970s
the traditional model of comprehensive planning gained prevalence. According to the
fordist welfare state, justice and rationality were to be realized through long term
planning and land use zoning etc. Scientists prepared models for future
development, planners acted as typical experts.

During the 19705 this planning model fall into a deep crisis. Planners had carried
their heavy demands too far. Comprehensive planning failed because of the
untenability of three hidden assumptions. a) Planners tried to draw objective



decisions on behalf of general welfare, which tended to be subjective and fallible.
They promoted their own interest in the name of the public (ADOHNO 1967, p. 125). It
was a kind of God the Father-model of comprehensive planning where the planners
pretended to posses the key to public welfare. b) According to this first assumption
planners used scientific methods to predict and control future developments. But this
claim failed too due to the disenchantment of science and deconstruction of the
modernist understanding of rationality. c) And last but not least was comprehensive
planning doomed to failure because of the complexity of local development issues
(BOEHME 1989, p. 160). No matter how comprehensive the master plans were
supposed to be, the reality of the city was even more complex. This triple failure of
comprehensive planning entailed an orderly retreat in the following years. During the
1980s physical planning only played a minor role in Germany. The emergence of
postmodern architecture and the aestheticisation of the postmodern city overlaid the
traditional ambitious goals of comprehensive planning. Within these years of
muddling through the entire city was withdrawn from the political agenda. As
substitutes traffic abatement, the colour of facades and park areas emerged as
important topics for the collage city.
The postmodern aesthetic and eclectic strategies worked for several years. But at

the end of the 1980s a new need for strategic management emerged. The European
unification process, the German reunification, and the growing competition between
cities and regions on the international scale made inventions in local policy urgently
necessary. A third stage of planning was inaugurated. Similar hunts for new local
development policies started in other western countries during the 1970s and 19803.
City marketing is part of the new hunt for a flexible local development policy in
Germany.

3 Why did public-private partnership fail in Germany? Anglo-American and
German preconditions for political incentives

In the Anglo-American wor1d public-private partnership promised to be the right
solution for local development policy beyond urban renewal and comprehensive
planning. It seemed to be the proper flexible response on the challenges in the
restructuring of the urban system, the economic markets and social and political
order under the conditions of postfordism. Many German planners and politicians
looked with envy across the English Channel and the Atlantic Ocean. Due to the
peculiar conditions of the German welfare state a direct transfer of public-private
partnerships seemed impossible. In Great Britain and North America the state is a
synonym for nation or territorial borders. The state as such does not exist
(WINDHOFF-HEHETIEH 1993, p. 104). Different groups within the society live social life
on their. Private initiatives are the main actors and the market guides their actions.
The state just provides a framework for this kind of social self-management. Public
and private spheres are not strictly separated. They are networking on the basis of



informal relations. Problems get solved in several procedures and commissions.
Political objectives and individual cases are discussed with the persons concerned
(MUENCH 1991, p. 168 f.). This system of checks and balances implicates a modest
universalism.

In relative conformity with these kinds of public self-image and state responsibilities
public-private partnership for public gain could develop very well. The emergence of
closer working relationships among private organizations and the established
agencies and local government principal organizations continued in a certain way the
Anglo-American understanding of public intervention. The transition from planning to
real estate management during the 19703 in the United States and the following
decade in Great Britain was criticized from planning theory. "Development through
public-private negotiation was a sharp break not only with urban renewal procedures
but with long-established traditions of public administration" (FHIEDEN 1990, p. 425).
The explicit shift from traditional planning activities to direct subsidies for promoting
urban economic development induced a shrinkage in the social activities of the local
welfare state (LEITNER 1987, p. 126). A strategy for local development and long-tenu
planning were intensively missed (ALBHICHTS 1991, p. 131). For all that criticism out
of traditional planning theory the emergence of public-private partnership for public
gain was in harmony with the traditional understanding of state responsibilities in
North America. The joint development enabled urban renewal, redevelopment and
the rebuilding of waterfront areas under the conditions of federal cutbacks. Most
locations and characters of the projects yielded moreover large profits (FFllEDEN
1990, p. 426). Although the privatization of government functions was criticized and
charged with a loss of democracy, public-private partnership for a certain time has
been a functioning model for local development policy under the conditions of
restructuring (SCO'IT 1992, p. 26).

But this shown path of local development policy was impassable for German local
politicians. The Germans usually look at the state as their father (FUEHST 1992, p. 5).
In the tradition of Georg W.F. HEGEL and other German philosophers the state is a
unitary, homogeneous institution that represents all social groups. The German
welfare state should be able to decide upon every question in public interest and to
define public welfare anytime at any place. He represents the common volition of the
German nation (WINDHOFF-HÊRETIER 1993, p. 104). Public decisions derive from
universal law. The law is the interpreter of politics. Private interests are strongly
separated. Within these patriarchal, authoritarian structures it is nearly inconceivable
that public and private actors draw decisions in a common process of negotiation
and dealing. Any form of multiple-advocacy is suspicious. So the Anglo-American
model of public-private partnership could be no example for the German local
government. The preconditions of a non-state or civil society on the Anglo-American
side are incompatible with the German state society on the other side. This is why
German local planners and politicians (also in Scandinavia, France, the Netherlands)
had to search for their own political response on restructuring.
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4 City marketing in Germany

4.1 Strategic approach and intentions

At the end of the 19805 the beginning of the German debate on city marketing
leaned strictly upon the idea of the entrepreneurial city imported from the United
States and Great Britain. The privatization of public services and the transfer of
management strategies stood in the center (KOESTEHI SCHMIDT 1992, p. 141).
Through marketing methods mayors should metamorphose into managers, the city
inhabitants should be regarded as clients, and the public administration had to
change into a general merchandise store that serves the pattern of demand
(MEFFEFiT 1989). But this kind of “wholesale transfer' of marketing methods was
unable to suit the needs of local policy. The innovation was rhetorical rather than
substantial. A whole range of serious problems occurred during the application of
marketing methods (LALLI/ KARTE 1992). Not a single town in Germany dared to
implement a wholesale transfer of private marketing methods.

Due to this failure of a wholesale transfer many urban planners pushed the idea of
a 'partial transfer'I of marketing methods into the public sector (see Figure 1). Only
specific issues of local development policy should be treated with marketing
techniques. Advertising and promotion, public-private partnerships in real estate
development and the marketing of singular public services (libraries, hospitals etc.)
were identified as marketable issues. These kinds of promotion, partnerships, and
privatization suited the local budget but they did not produce a local development
strategy. They were unable to present a holistic political response on the challenges
of restructuring (LALLI/ PLOEGEH 1990, p. 42). The entrepreneurial city was simply an
one-dimensional particular financial answer to the wholesale changes in society.
Therefore a third approach of city marketing occurred, that tried to create a "new
political interpretation“ of marketing methods for the public sector. A more
sophisticated kind of comprehensive planning was aspired with loose connections to
marketing theory. Within this approach the term city marketing might even be
replaced by other words like "cooperative local development policy", "discursive
planning'I etc.

To achieve this difficult goal in 1989 the state govemment of Bavaria, in the south
of Germany, and the federal govemment founded five model projects in different
towns. With public financial support a comprehensive policy in public-private
partnership under public leadership should be explored. Through venture capital
from the government some local governments preserved the chance to develop city
marketing in an experimental and creative way under the conditions of the German
welfare state. The model they invented received the following structure (HELBFiECHT
1994).
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Figure 1 City marketing in Germany
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City marketing in Germany is a new form of local development policy. It pursues the
old ambitious goals of comprehensive planning with new instruments, organizations
and methods. The overriding goals are to improve the quality of life and create
competitive advantages. The difference to zoning and land use planning consists in a
joint consent process on the objectives and steps for a balanced local development.
City marketing is more a communicative policy than just physical planning in the
traditional sense. The participants in the debate about the future of the city are public
and private actors like politicians, planners, retailers, inhabitants, social groups,
sports clubs, charitable societies. In opposite to Anglo-American public-private
partnerships city marketing is not limited to negotiations about special projects. The
aim of negotiation is a comprehensive program of measures (MUELLER 1992, p. 2 ff.).
These measures can belong to any political issue like housing policy, traffic policy,
promotion or public administration. The local participants make their individual
choice, they decide about the contents. To achieve this noble and lofty goal a neutral
mediator from an external consultant office, called city manager, is charged to
organize and neutralize the fragile communication process. During the last years the
five public financed examples have found several adherents. Three main reasons
have caused the spread out of city marketing and describe the strategical approach
(HELBHECHT 1994, p. 189 f.):



— The failure and orderly retreat of comprehensive planning left a vacuum of
strategic thinking in the public sector. Through city marketing the entire city has
come back on the agenda of local policy.

— Peculiarity should be according to the determinants of time-space compression an
essential part of local policy today (HARVEY 1989). Since city marketing integrates
many actors in the formulation of political goals, local knowledge and regional
innovation potentials are systematically included.

— Comprehensive planning plots plans, but from planning to realization often a long
time went by. City marketing is an political alternative that achieves concrete
results.

4.2 How to carry out city marketing

The definite form of city marketing differs from one project to another. The
pluralistic shape is essential to suit the individual situation in different local states.
Thereby city marketing enables a local policy that contains local choice. Although
different types of institutional settings, organization forms and methods exist, city
marketing can be roughly summarized in six chronological steps (HELBRECHT 1994,
p. 192 ff.).

City marketing starts with an institutionalization in form of a registered association,
an informal working group, a corporate body or any organizational form that enables
public and private actors to work together (see Figure 2). By the agreement on the
institutional setting the local actors draw an implicit decision on the structure of
participation. The institutionalized working group members occupy strategic positions
and influence the whole negotiation process. In general communities of economic
interest, planners, and politicians build an informal association and finance the joint
project. So the distribution of power between the different participants is unequal
from the beginning. To what extent cultural or social pressure groups get their
proposals accepted depends on the local power structure, political culture and the
groups ability to plead their cause (KEMMING 1991, p. 11).

The second step contains an inventory of the cities strengths and weaknesses.
Preparing an inventory is quite usual for comprehensive planning too. But city
marketing is not only interested in the objective facts in form of data, expert opinions
and consultants. In form of specially moderated workshops different local actors from
enterprises, local authorities, households, political, cultural and social organizations
are inquired. Together they produce a common opinion about the local strengths and
weaknesses. Through special means of communication the debate is considerable
stripped of emotional elements.
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Figure 2 How to carry out city marketing
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Source: HELEHECHT 1994, p. 152.

Thirdly alter the inventory the local participants try to develop a model for the local
development process. Again the local actors meet in a workshOp and produce by the
help of communicative methods a normative guiding line for the future development
of the city (KLEBEHT/ SCHFtADER/ STRAUB 1987). At this stage the different actors have
to show mutual understanding for separate interests. Everyone has to explain his or
her standpoint and appreciate other points of view. The search for a local consent on
the general welfare is the bold experiment for a new understanding of the German
welfare state beyond fordism. The local politicians have given up their decision-
making power without delivering on public-private partnership just for public gain or
abandon public good. One can imagine that this risky negotiation process does not
work anytime at any place. The local regulatory culture and tolerance are strong
criteria of success for city marketing.

In the next chronological step city marketing builds different working groups
according to the strengths, weaknesses and normative guidelines that have been
developed. Every team tries to produce concrete actions in different political realms
(traffic, inner city development, housing etc). The city manager guides the process
and supervises the working groups. The teamwork on special subjects is the core of
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city marketing. Negotiation gets concrete and ends up in projects (EBUS/ MUELLEH
1992, p. 10 ff.). The participants propose their knowledge, creativity and material
resources to find the best project for the desired aim.
When every working group has carried out its order the plural projects get

evaluated and considered carefully one against the other. Antagonisms, conflicts and
friction must be eliminated. A comprehensive program of projects is aimed. During
this fifth step the city manager convenes the working group participants in another
workshop. Together they evaluate the projects and develop a comprehensive action
strategy. After finishing this last step in the negotiation process city marketing enters
the final and decisive stage: the realization of measures can begin. By that time the
responsibility for city marketing shifts from the public-private negotiation structure
towards the local government. Whether the measures get realized depends on the
politicians goodwill. Finally city marketing comes back to where it belongs: the
responsibility for a comprehensive local policy rests on the local govemment.

4.3 Strengths and weaknesses of city marketing

City marketing is a soft strategic instrument, that is based on soft foundations like
cooperative culture, trust, and tolerance of the concerned persons. The success of
city marketing is strongly dependent on the regulatory culture of the local state. It
contains a jeopardy for public and private actors likewise. The planners and
politicians have to risk a negotiation process where the private actors may gain
prevalence. The private actors get involved into public policy and questions of
general welfare. They have to qualify their actions and points of view. But if the
fragile consent process succeeds, the advantages for the local state are many (see
Figure 3). City marketing enables a new level of quality within the local development
policy in terms of comprehensiveness, creativity and flexibility. New resources in
form of ideas, capital, and local knowledge are mobilized for local policy. In this way
city marketing enables a strategic approach to public planning in collaboration with
the private sector. It raises the acceptance of political decisions.

But contrary to the diverse strengths city marketing provokes several problems (see
Figure 3). Due to the discursive approach the opportunities for participation are
strictly limited. Only up to 100 persons can participate in a workshop, more than 20
people would break up a working group. City marketing ends up in a non-elected
policy network, where elitist pressure groups (Chamber of Commerce etc.) may gain
prevalence. So the decision-making process becomes the key problem of this new
comprehensive policy. City marketing only represents interests of those groups, who
are able to plead their cause. The traditional local authorities can scarcely prevent
the democratic deficit. The local government itself is a victim of city marketing and
has to cope with a loss of power due to public-private negotiations.



Figure 3 Strengths and weaknesses of city marketing
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5 Conclusion

City marketing is the wrong term for the right strategic approach in local
development policy. It tries to overcome the narrow project-oriented public—private
partnerships and enables a new approach to strategic planning in the public sector.
Despite its diverse strengths city marketing is far away from being a common
planning strategy in Germany. Only few German local municipalities venture on this
fragile negotiation process. Although city marketing is based on German political
qualities it goes beyond the traditional understanding of the welfare state. The role of
the local politicians is dramatically reduced during the negotiation process. In
consequence many city marketing projects suffer from the obstruction of the local
government when proposed measures are to be realised.
Apart from this concrete problems city marketing is part of a general debate on

state intervention, democracy, and the role of public and private actors in the
German welfare state. In fordist times corporatism was restricted to negotiations
between employers' associations, trade unions and the state. Nowadays new
informal networks between different social actors spread out and claim to make
public policy in neocorporatist shape to a growing extent. The American multiple



advocacy approach gains more and more power (BAUER 1991, p. 217).
Consequently the German state has recently become an important object of struggle
within social restructuring. Neither the traditional German state society nor the Anglo-
American model of a civil society are suitable. The emergence of city marketing
seems to be a paradigmatic example for the German difficulties to find the
appropriate political response between a state society and a civil society towards a
new postfordist political order.
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area. Due to growing inter-metropolitan competition, increasingly offensive and complex means fie.
if; are applied. This demands strong leadership, stable long term planning and willingness to accept
‚;-„. the costs in order to reach the objectives. Marketing versus strategic planning is discussed. The gee
gré general position of Copenhagen in the European urban system gives perspective to a potential 5,:

change on the South Scandinavian urban scene. New instruments of strategic planning in
‚i; Greater Copenhagen are introduced. The competitive level of Copenhagen is analyzed in relation
.- to Stockholm, Benin and Hamburg. Two examples of mega events are discussed that represent 3i:-

e; typical elements in urban competition: cultural events and infrastructure improvements.
g 1) Copenhagen as 'The Cultural City of Europe' in 1996 represents a temporary mega event. fife,
iii 2) The planned bridge between Copenhagen and the south Swedish city of Malmö. combined

with Swedish entrance into EU, opens up for development of the first cross-national integrated
large-city region outside the European centre. This is an example of a mega event which will alter
the scene permanently. Both events are important issues used in developing a growth strategy it:
for Greater Copenhagen. But neither the cultural city nor the bridge may by themselves
guarantee any advantages. It depends upon the ability of local actors to develop and promote the Pi“
quality of their city. is

This paper presentstwo mega events as tools in the strategic planningof the Copenhagenle?»

5
Key Words: Urban Geography, Strategic Planning, Urban Marketing, Copenhagen,
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Urban marketing means to think and act from the point of view of customers (BEFIG
et al, 1990). To be successful, funds, instruments, strategies and activities must be
planned and controlled to satisfy the needs of different groups of customers. The
traditional entrepreneurial management decision process focusing on product, price,
distribution, promotion, staff and policy could in principle be applicable to the urban
or regional product. The purpose of such an orientation is to run the town or region in
the best interest of its inhabitants. But company management is much more simple
than urban or regional management. First of all the urban product differs from other
products by complexity, lack of flexibility and durability. Secondly most urban units
are the core of larger functional regions, and their administrative composition seldom
mirrors the appropriate region for marketing. As a marketing or strategical level, the
functional urban region would be preferred to the municipality or county. Thirdly the
managers of an urban or regional unit only control parts of the product whereas
companies and other organizations could be considered as co-managers. The
influence of local government is largely limited to providing infrastructure and
services. Fourthly the responsibility of local govemment to balance widely different
group interests in itself prevents business-like strategies and objectives.
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Urban marketing is an not clearly defined process based on theory developed with
other purposes. The object is often considered to be the attraction of new customers
to the urban product. The customers are defined as investors or visitors. The overall
object is to attract and maintain activity. Strategic planning shares instruments and
views with urban marketing, but the objectives are differently defined as the
formulation and achievement of a new and better role on the urban scene for the city
concemed. The overall object is consequently not only to attract and maintain
activity, but also to improve the urban product for example by development of
infrastructure and attracting highly skilled expertise.
The original advantages of agglomeration have slowly but constantly been reduced.

Today high speed and densely developed networks for telecommunication, person—
and goods-transportation dominate. Most locations are accessible to import and
export of standardized products and information. Large city regions are under
transformation into a post-industrial structure. Qualified large city regions have no
comparative advantages for simple industrial production. The real advantages of
agglomeration are found in contacts with customers in the transferring of knowledge
and in the fabric of decision making.
The process of planning and managing urban units is influenced by the

transformation of the urban system. Traditional urban hierarchies based on
territorially identified networks change into network societies where hinterlands
become of decreasing importance. The dominance of high ranking central places
may fall, as positioning in a series of networks gives new opportunities to cities
favoured by nodal, multimodal or interrnodal characteristics. lntemationalization,
change into a society where information and creativity are of importance, and rising
weight of network position alter the risk pattern and thereby create new demands for
active urban policy of marketing and strategic planning.

The traditional way of competition, e.g. by selling off cheap land for industrial uses,
by keeping wages low etc., does not improve the structural relations of a city, which
consequently will be unable to profit from such activities. In order to cape with the
changing preconditions, most cities have modernised their activities. Privatization,
public-private partnerships, local economic development and infrastructure
development are typical ingredients. Only localities that actively fight for their future
will have one. Often, this form of urban policy consists of a combination of
cooperation and competition with other cities. The European urban scene is in focus
and new types of strategies are searched for. Accelerated competition puts stronger
demands on leadership and managing.

The Eurcrpean urban scene

Europe has around 500 urban agglomerations of more than 100,000 inhabitants
(estimate). In Table 1. the largest European urban agglomerations are presented,
see Arvoenssorv 8. MA'lTHlESSEN (1993). They are delimited in the same way all over



Europe as functional, consolidated urban areas. All agglomerations have been
identified as "greater-" urban units on the basis of detailed topographical maps. The
data are the latest available and are estimated on the basis of various statistics. A
homogenous method of estimate has been given priority. Eastern European
estimates are more uncertain than Western European estimates.

Table1 Large urban agglomerations around 1990. Population and “gross
agglomeration product"

Population (min. inhb.) “Gross agglomeration product' (bio. US S)

Flhein-Fluhr 10,4 Rhein-Fluhr 205
Paris 8,7 Paris 164
Moscow 6,6 London 125
London 7,7 Handstad 87
Handstad 5,6 Milan 61
St. Petersburg 4,9 Manch-Liverpool 54
Madrid 4,4 Frankfurt 53
Manch-Liverpool 4,1 Moscow 46
Milan 3,6 Sheffield-Leeds 45
Barcelona 3,4 Horne 42
Sheffield-Leeds 3,4 Birmingham 40
Katowice 3,3 Stuttgart 39
Berlin 3,1 Hamburg 39
Athens 3,0 Barcelona 37
Home 3,0 Berlin 34
Birmingham 2,7 Copenhagen 34
Frankfurt 2,7 Munich 34
Budapest 2,5 Vienna 33
Kievr 2,4 Madrid 31
Naples 2,4 Stockholm 29
Warsaw 2,1 Zurich 2B
Lisbon 2,1 Turin 27
Stuttgart 2,0 St. Petersburg 24
Hamburg 2,0 Naples 24
Vienna 2,0 Mannheim 24
Bucharest 1 ,9 Glasgow 22
Glasgow 1 ,7 Helsinki 21
Munich 1,7 Brussels 20
Turin 1,6 Hannover 20
Prague 1 ,6 Lyon 19
Kharkov 1 ,6 Genoa 17
Copenhagen 1 ,6 Marseilles 17
Stockholm 1,6 Nürnberg 17
Minsk 1 ,5 Gothenburg 17
Oporto 1 ,4 Oslo 16
Belgrade 1,4 Bremen 16
Brussels 1,3 Athens 16
Valencia 1 ,2 Lille 15
Brno 1 ,2 Newcasle 15
Chemnitz 1 ,2 Saarbrucken 15



The other type of size indicator listed in Table 1 is also an estimate. Estimates of
"gross agglomeration product" are based on data on population, gross national and
regional products, and on delimitation of the urban units. Compared with the ranking
of agglomerations according to population size, East- and South European cities
demonstrates lower ranks, North European cities higher.
Air traffic is a highly important link between superior international activities. Besides

tourists, important users of the air network are decision-makers, knowledge handlers,
administrators, and other advanced personnel. Table 2 presents international
passenger traffic measured in terms of embarking and disembarking persons. The
urban agglomeration is the unit so if there is more than one airport in a city (as for
instance in London) their figures are totaled. The figures indicate potential
accessibility to the very important network of decision making. London has an
outstanding lead, with traffic twice the size of "number two“. Three cities follow:
Paris, Frankfurt and Bandstad. A third level consists of 7 units: Zürich, Copenhagen,
Rhein-Huhn Home, Palma, and Manchester. East European centres are almost
absent and North Europe is over-represented.

More and more urban activities can be described as being knowledge and
information-based. Investment and employment increasingly reflect the
transformation of the economy from being capital-intensive to infonnation-intensive
(CAPELLO & NIJKAMP 1991). An increasing number of activities are now associated
with the production, collection, manipulation, storage, and distribution of information.
Innovation is a strategic resource for firms and is closely connected with urban
growth. ANDEHSSON & STHÖMQUIST (1989) have given the label "creativity" to this
growing base of wealth production. Creativity is defined as the production and
handling of technical, cultural, social, and organizational innovations. Communication
capacity, cognitive skill, knowledge availability, and the supply of creative and cultural
capacities are development factors. Excellence in all areas is a principal growth
factor. Rapid development is favoured by universities and other research facilities,
and by advanced and efficient telecommunication networks, other information
technology equipment, and fast passenger transport systems. The increasing
importance of the creativity sector is associated with the renewal of the economic
system in Europe towards dynamic product competition. ANDERSSON and
MA'I'rHIESSEN (1993) have presented a new study of the creativity base of large
European agglomerations (see Table 2). The data are papers from the 3000 most
cited refereed scientific periodicals within natural science, medicine and technical
science, 1988-91, registered by institutional address of author. London is the
European leader followed by Paris, Moscow and Bandstad. The next level consists
of Stockholm, Fthein-Fluhr, Brussels, Glasgow, Frankfurt, Manchester, Birmingham,
Copenhagen, Munich, Berlin, and Cambridge. It is interesting to note that these
centres of scientific production are very concentrated to Northwestern Europe. Only
Moscow is an exception to this and no other Eastern or Southern European
agglomeration produces scientific output proportional to their mass measured as
population.



Table2 Large urban agglomerations around 1990. International air traffic and
scientific output

Embarked plus disembarked Scientific output articles 1 988-91
air passengers 1989 (*1000)

London 55009 London—Oxford 1 15500
Paris 27441 Paris 86921
Frankfurt 1 9532 Moscow 75292
Handstad 1 5507 Randstad 42702
Zurich 10999 Stockholm-Uppsala 29480
Copenhagen 9098 Fthein-Ftuhr 28989
Rhein—Ftuhr 9010 Brussels-Antwerpen 27509
Flome 8498 Glasgow-Edinburgh 23980
Palma 8415 Frankfurt-Mainz 28955
Manchester 81 39 Manchester-Liverpocl 23842
Brussels 6869 Binningham-Nettingham 22786
Madrid 6564 Copenhagen 221 10
Milan 6303 Munich 21862
Athens 6234 Bertin 20396
Munich 6128 Cambridge 19394
Stockholm 6086 Bristol-Cardiff 17896
Moscow 5413 St. Petersburg 17254
Helsinki 5098 Milan-Pavia 17223
Vienna 4706 Heidelberg-Karlsruhe 17179
Dublin 4692 Sheffield-Leeds 15800
Geneva 4583 Kiev 15100
Malaga 3844 Madrid 15034
Oslo 3490 Stuttgart 1 5026
Lisbon 341 3 Home 1 491 1
Barcelona 3002 Geneva-Lausanna 1 41 45
Hamburg 2893 Nijmegen-Eindhoven 13596
Bi rrningham 2608 Helsinki 1 2897
Lanaroa 2535 Bologna-Pan'na 1 2571
Budapest 2367 Zurich 12276
Faro 2273 Malmo-Lund 12265
Alicante 221 5 Aachen-Liega 1 1 960
Stuttgart 2200 Vienna 1 1261
lbiza 1 969 Barcelona 1 1 005
Nice 1856 Grenoble 10460
Malta 1 779 Basel-Mullhause 9722
Prague 1 767 Budapest 9426
Lyon 1 748 Warsaw Q1 1 9
Gothenburg 1 622 Prague 9079
Marseilles 1621 Gothenburg 8786
Glasgow 1 548 Newcasle 8706

Capital cities have been defined in many ways, and capital cities are certainly a
category in the urban system. Their status is given by the centrality conceming
political functions. They are often large or even primate. But they also display
functions which are general for the urban system. Decision power is an important
performance of metropolitan cities and especially of capital cities. Decision power is
defined as the ability to control spatial-economic development, administrative



political circumstances, and conditions of daily life for persons and firms. The
category of capital cities is in itself an interesting object for research. VAN DEFl
WUSTEN (1993) lists an additional set of reasons to look anew at capital cities. He
raises the question if capital cities as a category have some advantages or
disadvantages in the newly structured environment of direct urban competition.

Many studies of the European urban scene have recently been published. The first
in this new sequence was the famous series of maps and conclusions (The
European “Banana") presented by RECLUS (1989). The grouping of the 154 largest
Western European cities is based on comprehensive data ranging from population,
jobs, firms, and infrastructure, to research, finance, traffic, culture, meetings and the
press. The general ranking synthesizes the many data by adding the different rank-
scores. The 154 cities are categorised in B classes. London and Paris are the
leaders and constitutes class 1. Milan is the only member of class 2. Class 3
comprises 7 cities; Madrid, Munich, Frankfurt, Rome, Brussels, Barcelona and
Amsterdam. The fourth class with 11 members includes Manchester, Berlin,
Hamburg, Stuttgart, Copenhagen, Athens, Rotterdam, Zurich, Turin, Lyon and
Geneva. The French study does not include Finland, Nomay, and Sweden, but
would probably add Stockholm to class 4 if those countries were included.

The cities could be ranked differently. PALOMAKI (1991) identifies a hierarchy of
Western European decision-making centres on the basis of ranking a series of
activities. He finds three leaders, London, Paris and Brussels, followed by a group of
17 important centres, and a number of centres of minor importance. The second
group includes from top to bottom Geneva, Randstad, Stockholm, Frankfurt, Munich,
Copenhagen, Ftorne, Vienna, Moscow, Strasbourg, Zurich, Oslo, Helsinki, Madrid,
Luxembourg, Milan and Hamburg.

COHTIE (1993) discusses the new urban order based on the global division of labour
within networks of urban regions. It is no longer the central location within a region
that determines a city's function, but the degree of its participation in the intemational
division of labour. The concentration of power to capitals of strong and centralized
nations is counteracted by deconcentration demands from less powerful nations,
who want their share of decision units in corporations and organizations. By virtue of
advances in technology and transportation, many functions have become
independent of place. In the new urban order decentralization of political, economic
and cultural functions are accelerated. COBTIE uses data from the studies by
RECLUS and PALOMÂKI to analyze the centrality, versus the network position of
European capitals. He finds most capital cities to be pre-eminent, national central
places. He views the decision-making triangle comprising Brussels, London and
Paris as a network with a distinct division of functions. London is the economic point
of gravity. Brussels is the centre for all kinds of organizations, and political
organizations in particular. Paris has a mixed structure.
There is no general agreement on a formal definition of metrOpolitan status but

many would consent to a definition as the one presented here. Metropolitan
functions are: communication node, financial centre, culture, entertainment, top level



private services, science, higher education, and economic leadership. Metropolitan
units are the focal points of the exchange of communication and the exercise of
competition. They have the capacity for innovation and adaptation. Metropolitan
urban product are of high quality and it is often within these units that person
productivity is highest and income is above average. On the basis of this kind of
functional definition and on the data listed in Tables 1 and 2, it is estimated that 25
European urban units can be characterized as metropolis. Operational definition:
urban agglomerations larger than 1 million inhabitants with a combined percentage
of total GNP, percentage of international air passengers and percentage of scientific
output which give a rank among the 25 agglomerations ranking highest. The thus
defined metropolitan units are indicated on the map in Figure 1.

Figure1 European Metropoles (for definition see text). European Center indicated
(RECLUS 1989)

EI Metropole

—-"'"‘ Economic center (Reclus) CI":



Symbol size is proportional with the scores. On the map the European economic
centre is also indicated. This centre is delimited according to RECLUS (1989) and
comprehends 50 percent of all economic activity of the continent. Within the
European centre 13 of Europe's 25 metropolitan units are found. They are
interdependent and competing. The labour markets overlap and the urban functions
(for instance airports) are often shared between cities. Hintertands are not clearly
delimited. Many large units are strongly specialized and there is a certain amount of
division of labour between cities. There is no clear urban hierarchy. The metropolitan
areas are congested, environments are under press, and prices of land are very
high. Many disadvantages of agglomeration are obvious. Outside the central parts of
Europe the network of large units with metropolitan status is less dense. To the north
and east there are: Glasgow-Edinburgh, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Berlin,
Vienna, St. Petersburg and Moscow. To the south there are Madrid, Barcelona,
Home and Athens. Each of these cities dominates large areas and urban hierarchy is
obvious.

The post-1991 European urban scene is a scene of both growth and decline. lt is a
scene of turbulence and of changing potential. Some of the old patterns of growth
location will break down, although the European centre will take on its share of new
activity. The disadvantages of agglomeration (congestion, land prices, pollution) are
a problem, especially in the European centre. Other growth centres will be identified
as promising. This will be the case for metropolitan and capital units with large, rich
regions outside the traditional centre. New areas, such as in Eastern Europe, will be
given the status of peripheral areas and receive subsidies, while the old peripheral
regions of the Atlantic fringe and South-eastem Europe will lag further behind. A
possible downturn in the Mediterranean growth might be expected as investors shift
their focus from south to east. A regionalization of Eastem Europe is a realistic
alternative to pre-1991 centralization.

Some of the large units of Europe have the potential to change and experience
rapid growth. This is a consequence of new qualities and characteristics, and Berlin
is an obvious example as the coming capital of Germany. Lille, as the planned node
of the TGV-system, as well as a series of airport towns, becoming the new gateways
to Eastern Europe, are other examples of such new characteristics. The capitals of
new nations will evolve and take their place in the first line of important centres.
Finally, there is Copenhagen with a high potential growth closely connected to a shift
in role on the North European scene. This will be discussed later.

Competitors: Copenhagen, Berlin, Hamburg and Stockholm

The principal competitors on the North European urban scene are the four
metropolis Berlin, Hamburg, Copenhagen and Stockholm. They also compete with
other European metropolis, with the European centre and with cities like Helsinki,
Oslo and centres of minor importance. Berlin, Copenhagen and Stockholm are old



national capitals with all the advantages it gives, and Hamburg is a non-capital city.
Berlin is the largest of the four cities, but has just recently become capital of the
reunited Germany. Berlin itself is also reunited, a fact that causes many practical as
well as social and political problems in the city. In the following the competition levels
of these four urban units are discussed.

The four cities have been analyzed in the project "Big city competition in the Baltic
Sea region", (ANDERSEN a JQRGENSEN 1994) according to three main dimensions
consisting of firstly the socio-economic basis of the city - its industries, their
technological level, the transition from manufacturing to service economy
(restructuring of the economic base), composition of the economy, the economic
level, infrastructure, labour market, educational structure, social structure and living
conditions in general. Secondly, the functional role of a city, i.e. main activities -
communications, advanced services, manufacturing, exchange, consumption,
research and development etc. - in relation to national and international markets.
And thirdly, the political and administrative structures of the city. A brief overview
based on the project is presented below:

Berlin has a weak industrial base as public services and administration have a
dominant position ELFE as most of the private businesses has survived primarily due
to substantial subsidies. As a consequence industrial development, with regard to
structure, technology and competence, has not kept pace with Western Europe. The
special circumstances of the reunification of Berlin have led to an almost total
deindustrialization of Eastern Berlin (more than 160.000 jobs have been lost in only 3
years) with an overwhelming increase in unemployment as a result. The
infrastructure of the city is problematic due to deficiencies in capacity as well as
quality. Improvements are undenrvay, but there is uncertainty about the location of
the new airport and high speed lines. The transition from manufacturing to a service
economy has in reality been heavily financed by govemment subsidies.

Berlin has just recently regained its formal position as German capital. But this will
only be a minor compensation for the loss of its former position — e.g. as pre-war
German and post-war East-Gennan centre of banking and insurance, media,
national headquarters for a large number of leading firms within manufacturing and
trade, research and education etc. In fact, Berlin is in a paradoxical situation, as its
functions - despite its size - are mainly of provincial level. Due to the special
circumstances of Berlin after 1945, the city has an exceptional intemational position.

Berlin, with its present borders, was formed in 1920 as a result of annexation of
suburban areas in order to guarantee coordinated planning and development. Today,
urban development has passed these borders, and consequently planners attempt to
coordinate the cross-border development. This is a difficult task, since both Berlin
and Brandenburg are Lander with a high level of autonomy - also with regard to
urban and regional planning. In combination with a underdeveloped leadership
capacity and a missing or weak strategy this has prevented successful restructuring.



Moreover, the reunification of two different political and administrative systems in
Berlin itself has further complicated planning and governance.

Copenhagen has passed through the process of deindustrialization and
compensated this by successful expansion in advanced services. However, since the
mid-19803 this positive trend has been broken and as a result, unemployment has
grown remarkably. The economic base is in general broad and of a full international
standard. Existing manufacturing industry is dominated by advanced production.
Private services have expanded and research and higher education are of
intemational quality. The infrastructure of the city is well developed, but needs
modernization and extension. Housing is of high standards, and housing deficit has
disappeared recently. Social problems, however, due to the high unemployment in
inner city areas have become visible.
Thanks to the broad economic base and the function as national capital.

Copenhagen has been able to devel0p into an important centre for research,
finance, culture, international organisations and communications. The city possesses
a clear international profile.

The tumults of metropolitan government (Greater Copenhagen Council was
abolished 1990) have removed the coordinating and decisive level of government for
the whole region. At the same time, the City of Copenhagen has been unable to
pursue long-term planning due to intemal political struggles. As a consequence
Copenhagen has had a under-developed leadership capacity and strategic planning
has only recently been initiated.

Hamburg is an old merchant republic, whose main focus has been on overseas
trade. The city has first-class transport links by sea, road and rail. The airport is of
only regional interest, but still growing. There is a steady improvement of
infrastructure. The industrial base of the city has always been the port-oriented
industries, but Hamburg aimed at restructuring its economy from the mid 19803 by
developing a high tech sector (e.g. production of Airbus). Although its overall welfare
level is among the highest in Europe, housing shortage and growing social
differences have become widespread.

Until the late 1940s Hamburg was only a city of regional importance (with the
exception of sea transport). But the post-war Berlin outmigration of banks, insurance,
newspapers, publishers, national headquarters of private firms, etc. tumed Hamburg
into a more diversified city with research and service functions for Northern
Germany. The city has a dominant position into several key sectors in Germany, but
has a surprisingly low level of internationalization.

As a German Land, Hamburg has much more autonomy than most other cities. In
combination with the narrow borderlines, however, common plans for the
metropolitan area are a complicated political-administrative matter. The leadership
capacity is well-developed, but the complexity of the formulated strategy limited.



Stockholm is located in the periphery of Europe, but has a high level of economic
development. Infrastructure is strongly developed, and further improvements are in
progress. The airport has a medium position internationally, but new investments are
still large. The city has been able to restructure its economic base with great success
in the 19703 and 1980s. Today economy in Stockholm is dominated by services and
has a high level in research, education and technology. The economic recession
caused a sharp rise in unemployment from 1990. The housing standard is the
highest even on a global scale and there is no shortage.

Like Copenhagen, Stockholm has been national capital for centuries, hence a
number of national functions - banking, insurance, administration, research &
education, communications - are concentrated in the city. Due to the structure of
private business, Stockholm has a number of headquarters for private firms of
international importance. Despite the high technical standard of all kinds of
communications, the peripheral location gives Stockholm a real and an image
problem.
The political and administrative structure has fit well to a coordinated planning and

development of the city. At present, however, this structure is unsuitable for both the
competition between the large cities of Europe and for the handling of present
industrial crisis. Both requires a fundamental change in policy style.

To sum up, all four cities have passed through the process of deindustrialization
and completely or partly compensated this by expanding the service sector.
Stockholm and Hamburg have done best, while Copenhagen and Berlin have
structural and employment problems. However, since the salty 19905 Stockholm and
Hamburg have also seen economic stagnation or decline with a sharply rising rate of
unemployment as a result.
While Berlin, more or less automatically thanks to its new function as united

German capital, will certainly gain a more significant position, Hamburg has, despite
proper attempts, not been able to intemationalise its functions. Neither Copenhagen
nor Stockholm have during the last few years changed their international function.

In metropolis, leadership capacity is limited (Hamburg being an exception) and a
broad, coherent and complex regeneration strategy is normally absent or only weakly
formulated. While the federal structure of Germany gives Berlin and Hamburg some
advantages, e.g. more autonomy, it also creates barriers for cross-border
coordination and cooperation within its functional urban regions. In the case of
Copenhagen, the abolition of the metropolitan council left the capital region without
coordination, planning and common policy. Moreover, it seems that the Danish
parliament primarily considers Copenhagen as a national burden and has weakened
the city to the advantage of the provinces. This is in sharp contrast to Stockholm
where national government has supported the restructuring of the city and clearly
considers Stockholm as the main locality for economic development.



New instruments of strategic planning in Greater Copenhagen

As in many other metropolitan units the leaders of COpenhagen have recently
adopted urban marketing and strategic planning. As in most other urban places this
has by no means been done wholeheartedly. At best, one can identify fragments of
such activities. Planning and strategy formulation still are in the hands of the 50
municipalities and 5 counties of Greater Copenhagen. But new organizations have
been established covering the whole region and given responsibilities and means.
This has been done as cooperative operations with municipal, county and national
government participation and also with private business and organizations as
partners. IIWonderful Copenhagen“ is a new organization which has the objective to
attract tourists and "Copenhagen Capacity" is a parallel organization focusing on
investments. The organizations were established in 1993 with yearly budgets of 2-4
millions ECU each, and with larger budgets in forthcoming years.

The establishment of small cooperative private-public partnerships could be
forerunners of more whole-hearted policies of urban marketing and strategic
planning. Nevertheless, almost as a gift come the two mega-events presented in this
paper. Both were initiated with little reference to the future of Greater Copenhagen.
The Danish capital was the 12th and last of the cultural cities of EU, and the decision
on a fixed link across the Sound was the consequence of general European
transportation problems. The two events have gradually become major instruments
under the marketing and strategic planning umbrella. Cultural City '96 has a budget
of 150 millions ECU and is partly seen as a means to concentrate world attention on
Copenhagen cf. Olympic Games. The fixed link between Denmark and Sweden
entails large local and regional potential of change and growth. This is seen as a
strategic possibility which can alter the European role of Copenhagen. A fusion of
Copenhagen and the large Swedish agglomerations of Malmö and Lund is a realistic
consequence of the fixed link. A take-off to a more sizeable and dominant role is an
expected result.

Temporary mega-event: Copenhagen the Cultural City of Europe 1996

The European City of Culture is an annual EU-event first realized in Athens (1985)
and followed by Florence (1986) and Amsterdam (1987). In 1990, Glasgow became
the European City of Culture. While the former cultural cities had used the position
for interesting exhibitions and festivals, the city of Glasgow formulated a total
concept for the event covering all aspects for a whole year; a much more ambitious
programme than those of previous cities of culture. The cultural event was an
integrated part of the urban regeneration strategy of Glasgow. In many respects, the
Glasgow event has been used as a model for Copenhagen.

Glasgow was severely hit by the process of deindustrialization. An enormous job
loss (nearfy 100.000 jobs disappeared between 1971 and 1983), high and growing



unemployment rate (est. 25%) and very visible decay. The city got a most negative
image, e.g. from second city of the empire to cancer of the empire (BOYLE & HUGHES
1991). This forced the city government to reconstruct the image of Glasgow. The first
step was the launch of the Glasgow Miles Better - promotional campaign and the
creation of Greater Glasgow Tourist Board. A few years later, this was followed by
There's A Lot Glasgowing On In 1990 (DAMER 1990). Moreover, the city tumed its
renewal efforts towards the city centre despite great need in peripheral estates.
Some of the more important campaigns are the GEAR-project (Glasgow Eastern
Area Renewal) on the fringe of the city, the rehabilitation of Merchant City, once a
derelict warehouse area close to the city, and the restoration of several smaller
locations along the river Clyde. These projects were further supported by cultural
developments, e.g. the Burrell Collection, the Mayfest and proposals for a new
concert hall and a new Royal College of Music and Drama. By the establishment of
Glasgow Action, the public - private partnership formed around some of the most
prominent businessmen of the city, private leadership was injected into the
revitalisation. Totally more than 50 million E had been spent for over 3800 cultural
activities. The Year of Culture 1990 was a most important platform for the city as it
both provided a general frame for the prior regeneration projects and introduced the
use of culture and arts as a component of economic planning and development. The
massive efforts have brought about results of a more permanent kind - first of all the
improved image, which makes possible attraction of investments, but also jobs in
tourist-related industries. This development strategy has been strongly attacked by
the left opposition, which claim it was more power than culture, a kind of treason
against the working class.

The RECLUS study (1989) presented the profile of Copenhagen as a city with high
scores regarding the international dimension, culture and research. The city comes
close to cultural primacy on the national Danish scene and concentrates the
institutions, of which the nation has only one, for example the Royal Theatre, the
Fioyal Library, the National Museum, the National Museum of Art, and various
academies and collections. Copenhagen also contains a wide variety of public and
private institutions under the heading of culture, and presents formal as well as
informal activities of all kinds ranging from Tivoli Gardens to strange subcultures.
Although the concept of 'European Cultural City“ indicates a temporary event, local
benefit will increase by implementation of long-term initiatives. Thus, the Cultural City
of Copenhagen intends to use the occasion to create durable improvements.

The event of Copenhagen as the European Cultural City of 1996 includes a broad,
well-prepared programme for culture in general, which also contains local
arrangements in different parts of the city, international workshops, seminars and a
number of organized, informal meetings with internationally leading artists. Moreover,
the infrastructure of culture will be improved with new institutions and expansion or
modernization of existing ones. In total a very ambitious attempt to raise the 'cultural
level' of Copenhagen. Nevertheless, intentions go further. The 1996-event is seen as
a support to restructure the economy of Copenhagen from a postindustrial service



economy to an economy based on advanced services with creativity, communication,
culture and knowledge of high international quality.
The Cultural City '96 itself is organized according to three dimensions

(Kulturbysekretariatet, 1993). The geographical dimension of the city represents the
physical form, character and quality (architectural and environmental) of the city, the
region and its various parts in a national and international context. The human
dimension focus on the resources of individuals and social groups, their creativity,
traditions, values, abilities and habits. The art dimension covers creativity and
mediation within all kinds of cultural activity, for example among artists or cultural
institutions.
The intentions of the project are first of all related to cultural activities - e.g. to

increase commitment to arts and culture, to increase the level of Danish culture
through internationalization, to make permanent improvements for arts, to focus on
international tendencies and to make culture and arts more visible in daily life.
Another important objective is to promote metropolitan Copenhagen by focusing on
its geographical, historical and physical qualities.
The development of such objectives has clear positive effects on the local

economy. The event will change the qualities of Copenhagen in the direction of a
creative society, which means a further modernization of infrastructure and a new
activity pattern. A successful progress of Cultural City '96 will be important to the
regional identity of metropolitan Copenhagen. It demonstrates a practical effort in
regional cooperation, and could thus be a forerunner in the ongoing process of
establishing some kind of regional government. On the marketing level, presentation
of the event will strengthen the image of the city as a major metropolis on the Baltic
Sea scene, and the event in itself provides a better basis to market the region
externally. Exploitation of the potential through tourism, congresses, international
exhibitions and the like, presents a real chance for new synergetic growth.

Permanent mega-event: the bridge to Sweden and the potential establishment
of a cross-national integrated big-city region

South Scandinavian geography represents a crossroads scene. The straits
between the Baltic Sea and the oceans of the world delimit the Danish islands and
the peninsulas of Jutland and Scandinavia. Seagoing traffic is intense and is
expected to increase when the East European nations catch up in intemational trade.
Three of the Scandinavian straits are considered as missing fixed links. They are the
Storebelt link between the islands of Zealand and Funen (Funen is linked to the
European continent by bridges), the Sound between Zealand and Sweden, and the
Femarbelt between Zealand and the German island of Femar (Femar is linked to the
European continent by a bridge). Each of the straits is close to 18 km in width. The
missing links present different barriers. Storebelt is a time and price barrier of a
magnitude which could be compared to a road distance of about 120 km. The two



others presents the same time and price barriers but also function as national
borders, marking linguistic, cultural and economic differences. In addition, the Sound
is (1994) an EU-border. lt also represents an efficient hindrance to the integration of
the Danish capital (Copenhagen, 1.6 million inhabitants) and the Malmö-Lund
agglomeration (0.5 million inhabitants) on the Swedish side of the Sound. Building
this bridge is a mega-event in itself but using the event as a tool in strategic planning
is a challenge.

On the European ranking lists Copenhagen is ranked no. 32 in size of
agglomeration population, and the city is no. 16 when size is measured as a gross
agglomeration product. When the measure is creativity (knowledge, culture, and
communication: innovations) Copenhagen ranks no. 12 in Europe and no. 6
concerning international air—passenger traffic. By adding figures from the Swedish
side of the Sound to the Copenhagen figures, the rank shifts. Altogether, the towns
within a radius of 50 kilometres from Copenhagen Airport are one of the five largest
agglomerations of Europe as regards creativity. This Danish-Swedish agglomeration
also represents one of the largest population concentrations in Northern Europe,
no. 20 on the European list. To find larger neighbours you have to go to Flhein-Fluhr,
Berlin, Warsaw, or St. Petersburg. In addition, Copenhagen, Malmö, and Lund are
high—income cities compared with the European average. The new rank measured as
gross agglomeration product is 8. When international passengers departing from the
airport of Malmö are added to Copenhagen figures, the total increases, but not
enough to change the rank. Adding figures do not create any new role for the South
Scandinavian urban region. But it illustrates potentials. Critical masses are overcome
without much investments apart from the bridge. New advantages of agglomeration
is gained without any new disadvantages.
To the changes of ranks will come the changing potential of growth. In 1994,

Copenhagen is the centre of Denmark (5 million inhabitants). At the turn of the
century, the new Danish-Swedish agglomeration could be the centre of the whole
South-Scandinavian region (8-9 mio. inhb.). The consequence will be a large-scale
change of dominance and hinterland on the Copenhagen-Stockholm level, for
example when it comes to the use of international airports.

A fusion of Greater Copenhagen and the Malmô—Lund agglomeration gives the two
hitherto non-interdependent urban economies access to more specialization and
opens up for co-operation not thought of yet. Synergy will be an obvious
consequence. To this change in growth potentials effects of new optimism and of
rise in world interest due to the event itself will be added. Large-scale engineering
and construction are of international interest, and a fusion of two agglomerations,
which co—operate very little at present, is a world-class event. In many respects
Copenhagen together with the South Scandinavian centres are expected to increase
economic growth when the missing transportation links between Scandinavia and the
European continent are substituted by fixed links and regional organization is
integrated. The arguments are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Sealand and Scania 1994 and 2004. Urban system. Distance measured
as time

The South Scandinavian scene represents an area outside the European centre
where development towards a cross-border regions is obvious. These trends
comprehend a capital which is also among the 25 metropolitan units of the continent.
It is in many respects an interesting laboratory of integration and of changes of the
major units in the urban system. What can be foreseen is a growth in competitive
vitality and a change in hinterland, not a parallel to the development of a network of
the kind present in the European centre.

Summary of conclusions

The transformation of structural conditions, internationalization, technological
development, European integration and the reemergence of Eastern Europe on the
scene of the international economy, open for a new phase of competition at the
upper levels of the urban system of Europe. The transformations form aturbulent
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phase which allows for sudden and surprising up- and down turns among the
metropolis. The turbulence has increased demand for leadership and strategic
planning. Ability to develop long-lasting alliances within the metropolis itself, between
the metropolis and its hinterland, and on the international level has become most
important. Two metropolis within the Baltic Sea region seem to have chances to
improve their position markedly in the near future; Berlin by becoming German
capital and Copenhagen in case of a successful integration with the large
agglomeration on the Swedish side of the Sound following establishment of a fixed
link. But these 1c incidents' do not guarantee success, they only provide some
opportunities. It is up to local governments to exploit these chances. In the case of
COpenhagen, the contours of a formulated strategy can be seen. A strategy that
contains the 'usual elements', but in particular attempts to exploit the specific
possibilities of Cepenhagen. The lessons leamed from the strategic mobilization of
Glasgow made leaders of Copenhagen focus on growth potentials from culture and
related industries. The policy of improving the urban cultural product would have a
series of side effects on regional cooperation, local identity and urban marketing.
Although being a temporary event, Cultural City '96 will be used to give the capital
region a permanent lift. The bridge between Copenhagen and Malmö gives the
region a chance for substantial improvement of position on the European scene. The
infrastructure in itself is only the means, not the purpose. The potential changes in
roles on the North European urban scene are illustrated in Figure 3 and 4. However
many problems still represent barriers to successful strategic planning, especially a
low degree of regional identity and the lack of regional government.
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The aim of this paper is to study the exercise of political and economical power and its
.. relationship to civil society and urban space. Behind the research problem lies the rapid and new
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track' planning practices which reduce democratic control in favour of development corporations, --
The economical growth tendency in city and regional policy and the marketing of cities have also -'
conflict—laden consequences in the civil society. In this light it is interesting to see how street-level

31'; interests of resistance are articulated, how they often become institutionalized and sometimes get “i
“à turned against themselves.

However, different groups in the civil society cannot be rendered as totally powerless or fit?-
. passive. Their ways of resistance include various strategies of physical and symbolical

“fr occupation of urban space which aim at making power visible and bringing out alternative
m viewpoints - turning spaces of planning into meaningful places of resistance. In Helsinki these

conflicts have recently materialized in the unbuift heart of the city whose future use is under Çj‘î
is; dispute.
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Introduction

Cities are in the focus of new kind of global geoeconomics and geopolitics. At the
same time new kinds of ways of life are constantly being created in them.
Competition between cities — or between city regions — and competition of the cities
between different interests in society form one basic line of tension in the social
struggle. We, as geographers and social scientists, can no longer approach cities as
neutral social space (KEAHNS and PHILO 1993; LEVER 1993). Instead, we have to see
cities as places where different social interests and cultural structures of meaning
collide.

Decision-makers and citizens are compelled into new forms of strategic thinking
and societal debate. Some initial forms of this can also be seen in Helsinki -— on the
one hand in the idea of Helsinki as the gateway between East and West. and on the
other in the increased activism of different citizens groups.

Behind these transformations lies the rapid and qualitatively new kind of change in
the post-industrial cities. Partly this reflects the broader development in the society
which has brought many of the traditional structures of the society in question. New
forms of participation have arisen beside the traditional party and trade-union politics
as different groups have found their own voices. The globalization of the economy



has driven cities into vigorous competition in which images are used as tools in
politics in order to attract foreign capital and to boost local economy (BOYLE and
HUGHES 1991; CHOOK et al. 1992).
The meaning of this economical, political and cultural change for urban planning is

not yet totally clear. However, it is quite clear that the old planning ideal has been
discarded and new planning practices have emerged. The sharpening of competition
and the changing political climate have also affected urban planning. The old
planning ideal has partly been replaced by public-private partnership and 'fast-track'
planning practices which reduce democratic control in favour of urban development
corporations. The ideology of equality which was one of the comer—stones of the
welfare-state has given way to markets and consumption. Markets, however, cannot
take care of social justice. Thus, it is highly unlikely that the new (postmodern)
planning practices in their businesshoriented and piecemeal approach will solve
social problems in the city (FAINSTEN 1994).

However, different groups in the civil society cannot be rendered as totally
powerless or passive. Their ways of resistance include various strategies of physical
and symbolical occupation of urban space which aim at making power visible and
bringing out alternative viewpoints — turning spaces of planning into meaningful
places of resistance. Skilful use of media and the use of symbolics and rhetoric
characterise the different citizens groups as they have Ieamt to use the same
methods as the governmental institutions. Symbolics and rhetoric have gained new
momentum as the struggle over urban space has more and more become the
struggle over meanings and definitions (KEITH and ROGERS 1991). The cultural
change has brought forward a spectrum of views which have challenged the
legitimacy of the ruling cultural and political urban opinion and brought new sides to
the discussion about cities. Thus, it is possible to say that space and place have
become politicized. From the point of view of urban geography — or should we say
geographies — this new situation means a partial move from the interpretation of
visual marks of the human activity in cities towards the interpretation of invisible — or
hardly visible — meanings and symbols (see JACKSON 1989).

Contradictory Interests in Urban Space

In my research l approach cities as socially constructed places of meaning and
power (see LEFEBVHE 1974/1991). This viewpoint emphasizes the problematical
nature of space as socially produced element which plays a part in the structuration
of society. It also takes into account the usually hidden aspect of exercise of power
which is associated with urban space — and space on the whole (SOJA 1989;
HOLLEVOET 1992; KEITH and PILE 1993)1.'Cities can be seen as arenas of symbolical
power in which dominant political, economical and cultural groups strive to

“(...) establish [their] own experience of the world, [their] own taken—for-granted
assumptions, as the objective and valid culture of all people. Power is



expressed and sustained in the reproduction of culture. This is most successful
when least apparent, when the cultural assumptions appear simply as common
sense " (COSGHOVE 1989: 124).

Creating landscapes can be seen as one part of this establishment of values.
Different subcultures, on their part, attempt to challenge these values through their
own spatial and cultural manifestations. These also include finding some landscape
expression, even if only in a fantasy landscape. (COSGHOVE 1989: 125; KNÜF‘P and
KUJAWA 1993). However, “reading" landscapes as such is not the point, rather it is to
reveal the struggles and contradictions which lie behind the production and
reproduction of urban space.

l am looking at those means in which grass-root level and marginal groups
challenge the exercise of power of the dominant groups and try to make it visible
through occupation of space. This kind of physical or symbolical occupation - even if
only for short-term - can attach space with set of new meanings. Thus, the
apparently neutral and universal space of planning can be turned into a politicized
place of resistance. The struggle over urban space includes establishing set of one's
own meanings and on the other hand excluding competing sets of meanings. In this
context the new internationalization strategies, image politics and marketing of cities
are also significant as they can be seen as one form of establishing sets of meanings
to urban Space. They also contribute to the change of urban environment and can
thus be seen as a potential source of conflict.

Understanding the contradictions and tensions contained in the production of urban
space requires also the study and interpretation of official planning documents.
These documents should not be considered as neutral expressions of “universal
truth" but as texts which have an author and which aim at realizing their author‘s
objectives. Critical interpretation of these texts makes possible to render the
structures of meaning they contain. Textual analysis emphasises the meaning of
language and the position of author or speaker. lt also questions our cultural norms
that are taken for granted.

Theoretically and methodologically my work relates to recent discussions in urban
geography and planning theory where the reappraisal of concepts such as culture
and space has been essential (e.g. JACKSON 1989; BlFlD et al. 1993; DUNCAN 1993;
KEITH and PILE 1993). These discussions — to which the discussion about
postmodern is for its part connected — have brought new viewpoints to geographical
inquiry. Interpretations of spatiality and power connected with gender, race, sexuality
etc. have indicated that holding to one and only universal viewpoint can no longer be
justifiable. Methodologically this has led to strengthening of qualitative approaches
and complementary use of different methods.

Realization of different emancipatory aspirations in the city can be regarded as a
positive interpretation of these new viewpoints. On the other hand, the widening
horizon also gives space to more sensitive interpretations of the negative aspects of
the city. Concepts such as the geography of fear and the architecture of control shed



Iight on the darker sides of the urban question. (e.g. KNOPP 1987, 1992; DAVIS 1990;
VALENTINE 1992, 1993; PEAKE 1993).

Discussion about the role of economy in development and developing of cities has
been parallel to and intertwined with the discussion of culture and space. Globalizing
economy with fast moving capital has placed cities into an unparalleled competition
situation (HARVEY 1985, 1989; LASH and UFlFtY 1987). Culture as an economical
factor has grown more important as cities have realized its meaning in the tightening
competition. Cities are building big cultural institutions such as opera houses and art
museums and aspire to the status of Cultural Capital in order to stimulate their
economies. lntertwining of economy and (high) culture has brought culture and
consumption closer and for its part defined what is generally considered as culture.

Strategies that cities use for luring in capital together with new kind of planning
practices have put pressures especially on declining inner-city areas, waterfronts and
“industrial wastelands". However, these areas are often used by marginal groups for
dwelling or to other purposes. in these cases planning conflicts may emerge in forms
of squatting, conservation disputes etc. Contradictions between developers and
conservationists may produce a set of different views of the history of an area which
are used to achieve the goals of their proposers. History — like culture — can be sold
(JACOBS 1992; KEARNS and PHILO 1993).

Helsinki — Conflict in the Hollow Heart

Signs of these new kinds of developments can also be found in Helsinki. Although
the city does not have a real inner city area — area that is characterised by declining
population and economy and derelict buildings — it has relatively large industrial
areas around its core which have been freed to other purposes as the structural
transformations have taken place. One thing, however, that is quite unique is the
large unbuilt area in the very heart of the city (the only other example of this kind of
an area which comes to mind is in Berlin) (Figure 1).

Fate of this former railway yard and its adjacent areas is the oldest unsolved
planning question in Helsinki. Its location in the heart of the capital of the country has
laden it with a burden of symbolical meaning which seems to be nearly impossible to
overcome. It has been sarcastically called "the cemetery of all Finnish urban
utopias".

In the 19th century the area was still in the outskirts of the city. in the beginning of
the 20th century the newly independent republic wanted to get rid of the memories of
its past under foreign rule, especially the last hundred years when Finland was a part
of Russian empire as an autonomous grand duchy. The old administrative centre of
the city which was built under the czars and which was in its time a source of pride
was now reminding the nation of foreign power. When the planning of the new
parliament house began, it very soon became clear that it had to be in a different
part of the city so that it would have nothing to do with the past. Its construction not
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only made a break with the past but also created a new space laden with political
meanings — a new landscape of power. It also completed a gradual shift which had
moved the commercial centre from the old administrative centre westwards towards
the new main street (Mannemeimintie) along which also the new parliament house
was located. As its neighbours it already had the National museum and later on the
main post office — all symbols of new times, national pride and independence.
Statues of presidents, equestrian statue of field-marshal Mannerheim - a national
military hero — and the Finlandia Hall as the latest addition came all to complement
the monumental nature of the area.

'

A Centre Planned to Death

Because of its central location — both physically and mentally — the Töölönlahti Bay
area has been an object of numerous planning competitions during the last 75 years.
All these competitions have sought for a comprehensive solution to the problem. The
earliest plans included the filling of the Töölönlahti Bay as the planners thought of
potential land values instead of water as an important part of Helsinki's character and
landscape. In the later plans the bay was kept unchanged but its shores were filled
with series of monumental buildings which were seen appropriate to the worth of the
area. Probably the most influential of all these unrealised plans has been the plan by
architect Alvar Aalto from the late 50s. Its objective was to build an area of cultural
buildings into the place of the railway yard and along the shores of the bay. The only
building that came into being from his plan is the Finlandia Hall (completed 1971)
which faces diagonally the parliament house. The Opera house (1993) is not directly
from Aalto's plan but it is faithful to its spirit (Figure 2). This spirit of monumentality
has enhanced the idea of an area belonging not to the city and its citizens, but to the
Republic and its subjects. It has also indirectly restricted the freedom of the later
plans as Aalto had the unofficial position of the national architect.
The fact that the area is at the same time in the interest of the City and the State

has led to contradictory situation in which citizens are left as onlookers when the
political forces struggle over the definition of place. Cultural policy has been a strong
denominator of this struggle as culture in its narrow sense has been used to overtake
the place from the citizens to the nation. Traffic and business play also a part in this
unresolved equation. The railway yard has been moved away from the centre but the
traffic problems are far from solved. The later plans have included a combined train
and bus terminus which would be situated next to the main railway station. This, and
the use of the area to business purposes has been in the interest of the City
although it has also shared some of the cultural-monumental views of the state. The
City as the land-owner has had some advantage in the struggle although this has
also had a paralysing effect on the development as time has passed. There are also
other kind of views of the area which tend to be downplayed when the future of the
area is discussed on the administrative level. Töölönlahti Bay with its surrounding
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parks and walkways is important for the people living in the centre. lt is a very
popular recreational spot and it forms an important link from the built form to the
nature. The adjacent railway yard with its old warehouses could be deveIOped as an
informal cultural and recreational area with parks, lawns, galleries, studios,
restaurants etc. This would mean preserving some of the existing structures and
careful planning of new ones so that it would develop — and would be let to develop —
into an area for different kinds of people and uses on a 24-hour basis. This would, of
course, mean that both the State and the City should compromise over their
conditions of the use of the area. However, this kind of retreat seems unlikely since it
would mean not only giving up authority but also a loss in potential profits from the
centrally situated and valuable piece of land.

Changing Economy —- Changing Planning (Crash - Boom - Bang)

Finland and Helsinki experienced an exceptional economical boom in the 805 which
lulled the City into delusion that the growth would go on forever. As the boom came
into abrupt halt in the beginning of 90s the decision-makers were waken up to harsh
reality. Declining revenues and new kind of competition between cities compelled the
City into new kind of strategic thinking. As domestic capital was becoming less and
less available new foreign sources had to be sought. The C'rty adopted very quickly
the idea of place-marketing as a tool for luring in foreign investments. Suitable image
for the City — Helsinki as the gateway between East and West, or the City as a
springboard to the East — and the most important rivals were soon found and
charted. The main problem in this strategy seems to be in its uninventive adoption of
exactly the same tools as any other rivalling city is using: efficient telecommunication
and traffic, versatile cultural offerings and highly skilled workforce. The only original
ingredient is the long experience of the trade with Russia, an experience which was
acquired during the years of bilateral trade and whose value in free-trade situation is
somewhat questionable.

The new planning ideals which had arrived in the end of the 80s gained new weight
as the City's economy started to decline. Old comprehensive planning which during
the boom-years was considered as slow and inflexible got even more unfashionable
because it was also considered as expensive. In the case of Töölönlahti Bay area
the failure of numerous planning competitions seemed to foster belief in new kind of
methods. When even the latest competition in the mid-80$ failed to get development
going, piecemeal approach was seen as appropriate. Planning of the Museum of
Modern Art was the first project which was detached from the whole as the City
sought a way out from the stalemate situation.



Modern Art and the Revenge of Military Hero

Planning of the Museum of the Modem Art is an interesting example not only of the
new planning practices but also of the local outcomes of certain processesz. My
initial hypothesis was that the planning of such an central area would bring up
protests and petitions concerning the use of the whole area. Instead, in the beginning
the discussion concentrated around the architecture of the Museum and later on it
focused to the equestrian statue of field-marshal Mannerheim. In the first phase it
was mainly architects who led the discussion and in the second phase veterans and
elderly people who felt that their values were being disgraced. The only opposing
voices expressing their worry over the area have been those belonging to a group of
artists who have used the old warehouses as a cafe and a gallery for more or less
spontaneous exhibitions and events. However, this relatively small group has been
unable to draw wider attention.
The planning of the Museum of Modern Art started in 1991 when the City and the

State signed a contract on changing land within the boundaries of Helsinki. In, return
for the future construction of the museum and handing over its plot to the State, the
City received considerable piece of land for housing outside the city centre. A year
later the City published the first plans for the Töölönlahti area which in addition to the
museum contained a site for the World Trade Centre, a hotel, a spa etc. In
September 1992 the planning contest for the museum was declared and it was
closed in June next year with the American architect Steven Hall as the winner. Only
a short time later a heated discussion started about the architecture of the winning
entry. In this discussion mainly architects made themselves heard. It can be said that
all the questions concerning the planning and the use of the whole area were walked
over by architectural details. One reason to this failure of public discussion can be
found in the strong professional status and public respect of architects in Finland.

In the beginning of 1994 the architectural debate had slackened considerably.
Instead of that rose new worries concerning the equestrian statue of Mannerheim. In
the previous year a group of veterans had expressed their worry about the possible
moving of the statue to another place. In January 1994 the City announced that the
statue would be protected on its present site. A misunderstanding that the statue had
been threatened was given rise partly because of this announcement. This started a
new round of debate about the museum which was now seen as a threat to national
values, the life and work of Mannerheim, the sacrifices made in the war etc. Modern
art was juxtaposed with all the sufferings of the nation which made it seem rather
useless and misplaced. Especially elderly people and veterans reacted in a way that
the City didn't expect. The long dead war hero succeeded to politicize the seemingly
neutral space of planning into a place full of meaning in a way which had been
impossible for other people. In May the city government accepted a proposal for city
plan which left both the statue and the museum unchanged. This led to a petition by
the Mannerheim Tradition Foundation which was signed by more than 20 000 people
in four days. The aim of the petition was to arrange a municipal referendumover the



site of the museum. In June 1994 the referendum was rejected by the city council as
unnecessary. The city council also accepted the proposed plan. Several appeals
have been made from the plan which are currently in the court.

Conclusions

The outcomes of the planning process of Töölönlahti area raises few questions.
First of all, why didn't citizens have more interest to the planning of the area, or if
they had, why weren't these interests expressed? This is especially conspicuous as
there has been significant increase in the activism of different non-party citizens
groups in the Finnish society during the last ten or so years. These groups have
been active in the questions of nature conservation — specially in the forest question
— and to a lesser extent in housing question, only to mention a few. In the following
section I try to outline few possible answers to this problem.

One reason why the planning of the area didn't activate different groups may lie in
the fact that the area has never belonged to citizens. It has been mentally overtaken
by the State long time ago. The long Finnish administrative tradition where citizens
have been more subjects to the State than citizens of the city, and the strong
constitutional rights of private property make it harder for people to protest in a case
in which they don't feel as having a rightful interest. The area is also “nobody's
neighbourhood" as it is a part of the city's administrative and business centre. The
seemingly endless planning of the area has also given people an impression of a
"frozen scene", an area which never changes. The planned construction of the
museum is not really a threat to this stability as it is going to be built in the corner of
the area right next to the main post office. As other projects are kept waiting, it is
highly unlikely that the situation will change rapidly.

For its part this case shows interestingly that the local outcomes of more general
processes in the society can be different, even totally opposite, in different places
(MASSEY 1983). However, this doesn't mean that the processes and the outcomes
didn't have anything to do with each other, or that this kind of research would only be
collecting local “curios" with no connection to things happening on larger scale.

NOTES

1. SOJA emphasizes that 'we have to be insistently aware of how space can be made to hide
consequences from us, how relations of power and discipline are inscribed into the apparently
innocent spatiality of social life, how human geographies become filled with politics and ideology.“
(Sam 1989: 6).

2. It has to be noted here that in spite of the growing popularity of the new planning practices, Finnish
urban planning is still relatively democratic if compared for example to some British or American
examples.
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Frequent assertions are made to the effect that gentrification has dramatically transformed the
social structure of inner cities in western countries This paper argues that these assertions are
exaggerations. Gentrification, at least in North America, has affected relatively few cities and
even in those favoured cities has not been the most significant process of social change.
Empirical evidence in support of these assertions is drawn from on-going research on the _-‘_-":;-':
changing ecology of income and social status in Canadian cities. Gentrification as a process, and
gentrified neighbourhoods as outcomes of that process, are shown to be rather localized and' relative marginal architects of social change. The paper concludes by identifying some of the

__-:.;
lessonsw

for further research that might be learned from these results.
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The contemporary literature on gentrification is voluminous and growing rapidly
(SMITH and WILLIAMS 1986; VAN WEESEP 1994; BEAUREGARD 1994). That literature.
although often providing useful case studies of local area change, frequently
contains generalizations that go far beyond the limits of the research design and the
empirical evidence available. As illustrations, the process of gentrification - defined
as involving the movement of middle-class households into older inner city
neighbourhoods formerly occupied by households of lower income and social status
- is said by some observers to have dramatically transformed the inner city, leading
to a reorganization of urban social space and an "embourgeoisement" of the living
environments that cities provide. To some authors gentrification is seen as the most
significant process reshaping the social structure and quality of life in contemporary
western cities.

This paper argues that these kinds of assertions are unwarranted exaggerations.
My starting premise is that gentrification, at least in North America, has to date
affected relatively few cities and even in those cities it is not the most significant
process of social or neighbourhood transition. The contention here is that such
assertions are inappropriate in part because the scale and impacts of gentrification
have not been systematically evaluated in relation to other forms of urban social
change. In this paper evidence in support of these criticisms is provided through an
empirical evaluation of the relative contribution of gentrification to the changing
ecology of income and neighbourhood change in Canadian cities in general, but with
particular emphasis on recent trends in the Toronto metropolitan area.



Setting the Stage: Gentrification in Context

A critique of gentrification would logically begin with a systematic deconstruction of
both its cultural origins and underlying conceptualizations. However, since the
following argument rests primarily on assessing the relative importance of the
process within an empirical framework, a detailed discussion of alternative concepts
and theories is not necessary. These issues are carefully reviewed elsewhere
(HAMNEIT 1991; VAN WEESEP 1994; BEAUHEGARD 1994; LEY 1994). Nevertheless, a
few poignant comments are appropriate to set the stage and to put gentrification "in
its place".
There is little doubt that part of the current debate on the meaning and significance

of gentrification is basically a matter of semantics. Most of us would agree that there
is no agreed-upon definition of what gentrification is or how it should be measured.
For many students of the inner city the restrictive definition given above - that is,
gentrification as a process in which members of one social class (the middle-class)
invade and subsequently dominate residential areas occupied by those of lower
status (usually the working class) - is the point of departure. Unfortunately, there are
relatively few situations where this specific form of social transition has actually taken
place. As a result, the tendency has been to extend the gentrification envelope to
encompass a variety of processes that may also lead to social upgrading in older
inner city areas, processes which some of us would argue do not constitute
gentrification in any sense of the term. These differences in application would not be
especially significant were it not that the terminology is itself loaded with excessive
cultural and political baggage. It is this combination of loose definitions and excess
theoretical baggage that leads to unwarranted generalizations and unrealistic
assessments of the role of gentrification in the inner city.

As an additional source of confusion, gentrification is frequently equated with the
process of urban revitalization, in all of its varied forms (BOUHNE 1993a; BADCOCK
1992 and 1993; BEAUHEGARD 1994). This in turn leads to the inclusion, as part of the
gentrification process, of the upgrading of older commercial districts, the reuse and
redevelopment of derelict industrial and waterfront areas, in-fill housing and
condominium construction, as well as improvements to public facilities and civic
institutions. lnvariably, this inclusive application conceals the distinctive and
restrictive origins of gentrification, and clearly results in an exaggeration of its scale
and impacts.

Nevertheless, any attempt to assess the relative importance of gentrification
requires that we specify not only a concrete definition but an explicit set of
measurement criteria. For present purposes, I have chosen to apply the restrictive
(and stereo-typical definition), which refers to a change in the social composition of
urban neighbourhoods, whereby households of one status level or class, typically
professionals, replace those of a lower status, typically described as working class.
For some the concept of class is central to the identification and explanation of the
process, but it too is an exceptionally porous concept. In practice, class is seldom



explicitly defined; it is simply assumed or imposed on an unsuspecting population.
Varying the criteria of measurement, of course, alters the results and the images
those results invoke.

My third point is that gentrification, however defined, can only be assessed in
context. By this I initially mean understanding the geographical setting - the locality -
in which the process occurs; an argument that LEES (1994) has recently reiterated
with respect to London and New York. But I also mean setting the relative
contributions of gentrification within any urban area against those of other processes
leading to social and residential change in the city. The processes of interest here
include the effects of dramatic post—war demographic transitions (e.g. baby and
marriage booms and busts, fertility declines); the social origins of fluctuations in
household formation rates and revised choices in living arrangements; the
condominium (and tenure) transformation; continued employment and occupational
restructuring; revisions in the linkages between the local economy and households
and individuals, as suppliers of labour; changing attitudes to family, community and
collective social responsibility; the localized and uneven impacts of crime, poverty,
racism and social alienation; the impacts of increasingly diverse flows of immigrants
and refugees; the revealed preferences and heightened aspirations of ethno-cultural
groups for social space, political recognition and a larger piece of the economic pie;
reorganizations of the social welfare net and systems of social service provision; and
the constraints and incentives provided by planning authorities and other public
agencies; to name but a few. The gentrification concept, it is argued here, captures
relatively few of these processes.
The traditional concept of gentrification can also be criticized here precisely

because it gives undue prominence to one form of neighbourhood change, resulting
from a specific combination of events, over all others. We could ask, for instance,
why the movement of a neighbourhood across an arbitrary class or status boundary
qualities that particular neighbourhood for privileged attention? Neighbourhoods, as
we know, are always changing; none are completely stable. Some are invariably
moving up the ladder of social status, others are moving down. Indeed, some may
shift markedly on the same scale but without crossing a class or status boundary, as
is often the case of elite districts. Are these any less significant? The same
neighbourhoods, as analyses of long-terrn trajectories have demonstrated, may shift
upward or downward at different points in time (BEAUFIEGARD 1990). Most empirical
research on gentrification has also been rather selective, if not myopic. Studies have
tended to focus on those few neighbourhoods where social status and housing
investment have shifted dramatically upward. However, such neighbourhoods,
although highly visible and vocal, are relatively rare.

The literature in this field can also be criticized with respect to assertions that the
process is relatively recent. In some settings it may indeed be recent, in others it is
clearly not. The earliest reference that I have found in post-war Canada to the
phenomenon of middle-income households moving back into older neighbourhoods
in the central city is in the report of a Floyal Commission published in 1957, and



drawing on data from the 1951 Census. Archival research in Toronto has also shown
that renovation activity was well underway much earlier in the inner city, during the
late 19203 and 19305 (LEMON 1985). Much of this investment appears to have made
use of public funds, or at least public leverage, but the result was the same - a
substantial change in the social attributes of the neighbourhood.

A considerable body of scholarly opinion has now accumulated to the effect that
gentrification has been much less prominent as a path of neighbourhood change in
the US than it first appeared to be. William FFlEY (1990), for example, ended his
assessment of recent demographic changes and urban population movements within
US cities by noting that while pockets of gentrification do exist within some large
central cities, and these are more likely to be found in cosmopolitan cities such as
San Francisco and Washington DC, it appears that:
"...the baby boom generation has followed the patterns of earlier generations by
moving to the suburbs as they begin to raise their families" (p.37).
With respect to the long-term impacts of gentrification, he concludes:
“The hope that affluent baby boomers would re-invigorate the nation's largest central
cities has evaporated" (p. 38).

Before turning to the empirical analysis, I should clarify what it is that I am not
saying. I am not arguing that gentrification is irrelevant to the state of the nation's
cities, as some might argue. Nor am I saying that it has not had significant impacts in
certain districts in selected cities. Nor does my position imply that gentrification is not
a prominent force elsewhere, perhaps in western and central Europe (VAN WEESEP
and MUSTERD 1991; BRUN and FAGNANI 1994), although there too the danger of over-
generalization'Is clearty present.

Assessing the Contribution of Gentrification: A Canadian Case Study

How does one assess the relative contribution of gentrification to neighbourhood
change and social upgrading in the inner city? The particular empirical evidence on
which much of my argument rests is drawn from an ongoing study on the
redistribution of income, wealth, capital investment and collective consumption within
Canadian metropolitan areas. Although still incomplete, this study explores the
dimensions, causes and implications of the changing geography of capital, income
and wealth, and social inequality both between and within inner cities and suburbs.
The objective, ultimately, is to contribute to extending a conceptual framework and
an empirical base for understanding how and why capital and income move over
space, among households and social groups, and into and out of the built
environment, and with what effects (HARVEY 1985; BADCOCK 1992; SMITH 1994).

The metric used to evaluate the contribution of gentrification is personal (household
and family) income. We have chosen to use this variable in this paper, rather than a
more complex multi-dimensional criterion, for three reasons; because of its simplicity
in interpretation, because it is the most consistent over the long time period under



analysis, and because it captures the interaction effects of changes in other
dimensions of contemporary social life (e.g. in demography, living arrangement,
occupation and labour market participation) better than any other index. It is not,
however, without serious limitations.
The income variable (discounted for inflation) encompasses wages and salaries,

interest and investment income, as well as all transfers to individuals through
government programs (e.g. social assistance) and collective consumption. At a later
stage, the income derived in kind from the consumption of public goods and services
will be imputed from local tax and assessment rates and from local variations in
levels of service provision. The brief discussion to follow, however, focuses only on
changes in the redistribution of income, by subarea and source.

These data are then used to examine the simple question posed at the outset: how
important has the gentrification process been in contributing to the changing ecology
of income within Canadian metropolitan areas? The present analysis builds on the
results reported in several earlier papers (BOURNE 1993a, 1993b, 1994), by
extending the data to include the results of the 1991 Census and by varying the
spatial units of analysis to include a wider range of neighbourhood types. The
examples below will cover only one metropolitan area, the Toronto census
metropolitan area (CMA), for the period 1951-1991, but with particular emphasis on
the most recent 1988-1991 census period‘.

To set an appropriate context for the empirical test to follow we should provide a
brief overview of recent trends in the distribution of income for the entire Toronto
metropolitan area and specifically for the central city and inner city area. Table 1
provides a summary of trends in the spatial distribution of household income,
measured as an index and by municipality within the CMA from 1950 to 1990. The
data reveal the classical ecological pattern: the central city and inner area
municipalities are on average poorer than the suburbs, and have become poorer
over time. Thus, in a metropolitan area that has frequently been cited as having
witnessed widespread gentrification over the last few decades (SABOUFIIN 1994; LEY
1994), the inner area-suburban contrast in incomes has intensified.
Nevertheless, the effects of urban revitalization and social upgrading are still evident.
The income (and thus social status) index for the central city as a whole, that had
declined steadily from at least the 19503, has increased moderately since 1980, from
89.0 to 91.3. At the same time, the relative social status of the older inner suburbs
and even the mature (post-war) suburbs, has declined very sharply. The suburb of
Scarborough, for example, had above average household income (103.2) as a new
suburb in the 19503, but by 1990 had income levels well below the metropolitan
average (89.8) and below that of the central city. Poverty, and low incomes, are
becoming common attributes of the older suburbs, in part because of the
suburbanization of social housing construction and the in-flows of new immigrants.

These aggregations, however, obscure considerable variability within each
municipality and district, especially the central city. Table 2 illustrates the contrasts in
income within and between the central downtown core, the inner city and the central



Table1 Trends in the Spatial Distribution of Average Household Income, by
Municipality, Toronto CMA, 1950-90 CMA=100

1950(a) 1970 1980 1985 1990

INNER AREA
City of Toronto 93.1 90.8 89.0 90.9 _ 91.3
East York 107.4 89.2 85.3 80.9 80.8
York 102.5 84.6 78.4 75.3 75.8

MATURE SUBURBS

Scarborough 103.2 99.7 97.7 95.3 89.8
North York 116.6 110.7 103.4 100.1 98.4
Etobicoke 116.8 109.0 105.5 102.4 96.8

NEWER SUBURBS

Mississauga n.a. 110.8 110.2 108.8 106.0
Brampton n.a. 103.8 106.3 105.4 105.5
Richmond Hill n.a. 98.2 107.7 116.2 120.0
Oakville n.a. 112.2 121.4 123.7 130.0
Vaughan n.a. 116.7 132.4 - 128.1 132.9
Markham n.a. 123.6 136.4 139.7 137.1

n.a. = not available
CMA = Census Metropolitan Area = 100
(a) = Municipalities aggregated to conform to present boundaries
Sources: Census of Canada, various years, 1951 through 1991

city, relative to the CMA. Note first that all of these zones have seen upgrading
relative to the CMA, and that the downtown core now has higher average incomes
than the OMA as a whole. This clearly is the combined result of revitalization and
new condominium construction on commercial and industrial lands, and
gentrification. Second, the skewness index (the standardized difference between
average and median incomes), has increased for all areas, but notably for the
downtown core and the inner city. In this sense income and status polarization has
deepened over the study period, in part we might assume as a result of both
revitalization and gentrification.
What specific contribution did gentrification and gentrified neighbourhoods in
particular make to this process of social upgrading? As a first step in reSponding to



Table2 Changing lncome Distributions and Levels of Polarization, Downtown
Core, Inner City and Central City, Toronto, 1970-90

Median Household 1970 1990 Change
Income by Area (a) (b) 1970-90

As Ratio of CMA (1) (b) - (a)

Central Core (2) 81.3 103.2 +21 .9
Inner City 68.7 74.5 +5.8
Central City 90.8 91.3 +0.5
CMA 100.0 100.0 -

Skewness Index (3) (b) - (a) / (a)

Central Core 31 .3 41.1 +37.7
Inner City 24.8 40.2 +62.1
Central City 22.8 33.8 +48.2
CMA (rest) 11.9 16.8 +41.1

Coefficient of Variation (%) (b) - (a)

Central Core n.a. n.a. n.a.
Inner City 37 69 +32
Central City 47 81 +14
CMA (rest) 36 43 +7

(1) CMA = Census Metropolitan Area

(2) Core = CBD, the central business district and its immediate surroundings of mixed commercial and

industrial uses
(3) Skewness Index (8). S = average-median income 11: 100/median
n.a. = not available

Sources: Census of Canada, various years

this question thirty-five neighbourhoods were identified within the central city as
having undergone some form of social upgrading. Otherwise stable neighbourhoods
(those whose relative income and status ranking changed by less than 5%), and
those of declining income, were not included, although they remain a primary focus
of the larger project.

These thirty-five neighbourhoods were in tum classified into five distinct types
based on both the social and physical forms of upgrading underway. These areas



included:
1) newer redevelopment districts (6); 2) long-established elite areas (6); 3) middle-
income districts (9); 4) immigrant-ethnic communities (8); and 5) gentrified
neighbourhoods (6). The latter neighbourhoods were identified from previous
research on gentrification in the city (e.g. LEY 1992; BOUHNE 1993b; SABOUFIIN 1994);
the four earlier types were defined by the usual socio-economic and ethnic origin
variables. The respective contributions of each neighbourhood type to overall income
growth were then calculated as simple summations (weighted) of income growth in
that area as percentages of city-wide growth. The results, for the household income
variable alone, and in terms of the relative ranking of neighbourhood types, are
summarized here as Table 3.

Tables The Contribution of Different Types and Processes of Neighbourhood
Transition to Aggregate Income Growth in the Central City, Toronto, 1950-
90

Flank in Neighbourhood No. of Range of Flank in
Income Type and lnputed Areas lncome* Aggregate
1991 Transition Process (COOO$) Contribution

1. Existing elite areas 6 125-235 2
2 Redeveloped - new social 4 75-155 1

spaces
3. Upgrading of middle-income 9 65-125 ' 3

neighbourhoods
4. Gentrified neighbourhoods 6 55-105 5
5. Upgrading of immigrant- 8 40-75 4

ethnic neighbourhoods

* Incomes are averages for all households (in 1990 current dollars).

Source: Calculations based on Statistics Canada data, Census of Canada. 1991; adapted and
extended from BOUHNE (1993a and 1994)

The obvious conclusion from this simple test is that gentrified neighbourhoods, as
aggregate social entities, and measured in terms of the total income growth received
by resident households in those areas, ranked fifth and last among the
neighbourhood types. The largest contributor to aggregate income growth and
redistribution in the inner city resulted from the redevelopment of formerly underused
or vacant industrial, railway and port lands for residential purposes, typically as
condominiums. Almost without exception, these areas contained little or no prior
residential population. The second and third ranked contributions to overall social
upgrading in the central city were the continued accumulation of wealth in older elite
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residential areas, and the more modest but still significant upgrading of existing
middle-income areas of the city. The fourth-ranked contributor, rather surprisingly,
was the relative growth in income in many of the city's older (primarily second and
third generation) and lower-income immigrant and ethnic neighbourhoods.

It seems reasonable to conclude that when set in context, gentrified
neighbourhoods in themselves did not represent a large proportion of total aggregate
income growth in the central city. When measured by the capital investment included
in residential renovation and house purchase, although these data are far less
reliable due to enumeration errors and spill-over effects (and thus are not reported
here), the proportional contribution of gentrification was even lower.

How would these results differ among individual neighbourhoods? Among the 12
highest income neighbourhoods in the central city in the 1991 Census (those with
average household incomes of over C$100,000), only one was a gentrified
neighbourhood as defined above. That neighbourhood, Don Vale, ranked eleventh
overall. Most of the other neighbourhoods typically classified as gentrified had
household incomes around the metropolitan average, and most witnessed slower rates
of income growth over the latter part of the study period than either elite or middle-
income areas.
The range and diversity of neighbourhood income levels and rates of social upgrading
are illustrated in Table 4 for a sample of each of the neighbourhood types. Note that
the income levels (in 1990) varied widely, from C$59,500 to over C$231,000, or from
100.2 to 329.6 as ratios of the metrOpolitan average. Over the period in question some
of these neighbourhoods more than doubled their wealth level relative to the entire
metropolitan area. Clearly, even among upgrading areas, social polarization is
immense and increasing. Only one of the gentrified neighbourhoods, again Don Vale,
became wealthier over the study period at a rate (105% increase) common among the
elite and middle-income areas. The proposition that gentrification is not a recent
phenomenon is confirmed through an analysis of the time series data. The peak of the
gentrification process in most of the gentrified neighbourhoods defined, at least in
terms of income growth (and associated) house price inflation, was in the late 19605
and eariy 19703. Among these neighbourhoods, only Don Vale continued to attract
middle-income households at the same rate during the house-price boom of the mid-
19805. Even then it was swamped by social changes taking place elsewhere in the
city, and through other kinds of processes. Thus, even in a city where gentrification is
widely regarded to have been substantial, and where incomes in the downtown core
area now exceed the metropolitan average, and those in the central city have risen
relative to the metropolitan area as a whole, gentrification was not the dominant
architect of social upgrading nor of the spatial redistribution of income. Assuming that
the above neighbourhood typology can be equated with the spatial outcomes of
different processes of social change - and that is a critical assumption - there are
several other processes and outcomes leading to upgrading and revitalization that
warrant higher priority in our research agenda?



Table 4 Rates of Income Growth and Social Upgrading Among Elite, Redeveloped,
Gentrified and Immigrant Neighbourhoods, Inner Area, Toronto, 1950-90

Selected Household 1950 1990 Index
Inner Area Income Index Index Change
Neighbourhoods 1990 (a) (b) (b) 1950-90
(and CT) (in 00035) CMA=100 CMA=100 (in %)

Old Elite areas:
Rosedale (86) 196.1 160.2 329.6 105.7
Rosedale (87) 129.9 127.1 218.7 72.1
Forest Hill(130) 172.1 158.8 289.7 85.9
Forest Hill(131) 123.9 157.1 208.5 32.7

Newly Redeveloped:
Waterfront (13) 1 13.1 - 190.4 -

Inner Suburban:
Bayview (264) 231.1 226.2 389.1 72.0
Don Valley (266) 160.7 186.3 304.2 63.3

Gentrified:
Don Vale (67) 102.4 89.0 172.4 93.7
Don Vale (68) 61.6 90.0 103.7 ‘ 15.2
Riverdale (69) 59.9 76.2 103.7 30.2

Immigrant:
Dundas W. (41 -45) 59.5 64.1 100.2 56.3

CENTRAL CITY 54.3 94.5 91.3 -3.5
METRO AREA (CMA) 59.5 100.0 100.0 -

(a) = average household income in thousands of current dollars.
(b) = ratio of neighbourhood income to CMA (Census Metropolitan Area) average.
Sources: Census of Canada, various years, 1951 through 1991

Among these priorities are the impacts of expanding immigrant populations,
residential redevelopment and condominium conversion, and the widespread
intensification of older elite and middle-income neighbourhoods.



Counter-arguments Addressed

How might the proponents of gentrification respond to these criticisms and
analytical results? Some observers will argue that all of the above processes of
social change and upgrading represent gentrification, but in different forms and
locations. To accept this definitional argument implies that the term has unlimited
flexibility, and therefore, in my view, little meaning and even less analytical utility. If
gentrification is supposed to have something to do with the replacement (or
displacement) of residents of one (low) class by those of higher income and status,
in particular places and neighbourhood settings, then it cannot in my view
encompass developments in areas that were not previously residential.

Others may argue that this analysis is not a real test of the significance of the
gentrification process, because of the restrictive definition and classification used, or
because of the selection of variables. Specifically, some will reply that this approach
ignores other and sometimes more subtle changes that may be unrelated to income
and that are more appropriate to evaluating the social imprint of the process itself.
Among the most obvious of such variables are educational level and occupational
status (LEY 1992). There is, for example, little doubt that indices based on
educational attainment and occupation status (e.g. professionals) show higher levels
in most Canadian inner cities than do indices for income alone. For example, in the
Toronto case the 1991 Census shows that average incomes in the central city are
only 91.3 percent of those in the CMA (median incomes are only 81.4 percent) and
the poverty level is much higher (19.2% to 12.4%). Yet the proportion of the
population with university degrees is substantially higher in the central city (21.7%
compared to 13.3% in the CMA), as is the proportion working in personal and
business services, government, health and education (32.4% to 27.7%).

How does one account for this apparent paradox? The most obvious explanation is
that they represent different populations. The City's pepulation has become
increasingly polarized, between an educated, professional and higher-income
population and a poorly educated, manual and lower-income cohort. The higher
proportion of university-educated in the central area also reflects the uneven
distribution of institutions of advanced learning, hospitals and government offices,
most of which are located in the central core. Yet, a much higher proportion of the
university-educated population in the city is in the younger age cohorts (under 34),
many presumably are students or recent graduates. Finally, the overwhelmingly
majority of university graduates live in established middle-income and elite areas, not
in gentrified neighbourhoods.

Others will argue that the above analysis primarily measures the physical extent of
gentrification, and that this is not the real issue. Instead, it has been suggested,
gentrification should be considered as a "metaphor for restructuring" that goes well
beyond the spatial imprint of gentrification itself. As MARCUSE (1986) argues, it is
possible and indeed likely that gentrification may not lead to an increase in the
average income (or rent-paying ability) of the entire central city, but rather involves a



redistribution of wealth and of middle-class households within the city, even within a
declining city. I agree; and this is precisely why the neighbourhood-level analysis
above was undertaken. The empirical results indicate that while income redistribution
has occurred it has taken place to a much greater extent in neighbourhoods and
districts other than those classified as gentrified.

Although the indices of change used above are admittedly blunt, they still capture a
significant proportion of social upgrading within the city of Toronto. Even if one were
to accept that gentrified neighbourhoods are unique, in terms of the attributes of the
residents, the housing stock or the nature of the residential conversion process
involved, the fact that they are overwhelmed by other changes in the social fabric,
and in property re-investment and income redistribution, undermines the widespread
attention they have received in the contemporary literature.

Lessons Learned: Implications for Research

What implications, if any, can be drawn from this analysis regarding research and
public policy? Are the conclusions with respect to the impacts of gentrification likely
to hold true in the future? In concluding the paper we attempt to draw out some of
the lessons leamed and to suggest future research needs.

The arguments presented here point first to the dangers inherent in research which
focuses on only the most visible - but not the most significant - process of social and
neighbourhood change, and that does so in isolation. The second lesson is to stress
the need to set gentrification in context, that is to put it "in its place" with regards to
locally-specific conditions and determinants of change. Third, there is an obvious
requirement to evaluate the role and impacts of gentrification in direct relation to the
contributions of other processes of social and residential transition operating in our
cities, including all forms and expressions of neighbourhood change and urban
revitalization. Fourth, the importance of local context, and the variability of the
gentrification process from city-to-c’rty, suggest that the search for an all-
encompassing explanation is inappropriate.

Finally, there is now a growing awareness that many of the socio-demographic,
economic and political conditions which initially encouraged the gentrification process
in the 19605 and 19703 are unlikely to continue in the 19903. Instead, the central
areas of most North American cities, including Toronto, began the decade with an
immense over-supply of offices, declining real estate prices, stagnant employment,
declining public services, and an aging population. Indeed, it has been argued
elsewhere that we may be entering a post-gentrification era (BOUHNE 1993a). This
era will likely witness - at least in most inner cities of North America - far less
employment growth, reduced capital investment in the built-environment, fewer new
households, a shrinkage of the middle-income cohort, reduced public sector
employment and downsized institutions.

To summarize, the argument here is that the spatial and social imprint of



gentrification, as a process of neighbourhood change, has been systematically
exaggerated. It is simply not that important in most cities, and is essentially irrelevant
in most others. It has not transformed our cities, nor re-written our agenda for
theoretical or applied research. In most Canadian and American cities, poverty
remains the most serious and persistent policy problem (GOLDSMITH and BLAKELY
1992; BOURNE 1993b). Further, and by implication, our undue emphasis on
gentrification as a priority for research represents a misallocation of scarce human
resources, diverting those resources from the study of more significant processes
and policy issues (HAMNETI' 1991; SPAIN 1992; BADCOCK 1993; BEAUREGARD 1994).

The challenge we face is that of re-conceptualizing the social and residential
dynamics of contemporary cities under the very different conditions prevailing in the
19905. Specifically, we need to allocate more of our collective resources and talents
to documenting the immense array of processes underlying urban social change,
and to an understanding of the diverse paths and uneven impacts of current social
transitions and conflicts in social space and living conditions. This is particularly
evident in the increasingly sharp contrasts between elite districts on the one hand
and the truly marginalized and impoverished neighbourhoods on the other hand. As
gentrification becomes increasingly marginal, the opportunity exists to redirect our
interests and energies to solving the real problems of cities.

NOTES

1. Income reported in the Census is for the calendar year preceding the census. Thus, the 1991 Census
reported income for 1990.

2. The other dimension of these changes is the increasing polarization of income within the central city
between the wealthy and middle class areas and those in the poorer districts, as well as among
households within each district. A simple measure of income inequality for the City of Toronto
(measured as the standardized differential between average and median household incomes) rose
from 26.1 in 1981 to 38.8 in 1991; compared to a metropolitan-wide average of 18.8 in 1991.
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The 1960s student movement reached its symbolic climax in spring 1988 in Paris. Although the
beginnings of gentrification as a discernible urban process in the late 19605 coincided with these

: events. the adversarial youth culture has been given surprisingly little attention in the historical
oontextualisation of the process. ,=-;_.

This paper summarises a longer argument that locates the beginnings of gentrification in the
critique of everyday life that was implicit in the late 1960s 'youth ghettoes' of major cities. Two is;
aspects of that critique are particularly relevant for gentrification. First the spatialisation of the
critique contrasted the one—dimensional conformity of the suburbs with the adversarial
spontaneity of old inner city areas, valued precisely because they were devalued by mainstream g}?
society. Second, the aestheticism of the critique as a cultural politics, with a lifestyle exalting the
prophetic status of the artist. aided the widespread aestheticisaticn that has accompanied later
stages of gentrification.‘ The paper reconsiders Stuart HALL's neglected claim in 1969 that the hippies, the most

. conspicuous element of youth culture, were “some of the first enlisted troops in a new kind of
politics of post-modem post-industrial society: the politics of cultural rebellion”. Or in the later
words of a Vancouver realtor, gentrification is a matter of 'follcwing the hippies". While not
neglecting alternative explanations, the posing of a cultural politics, and indeed a cultural
geography, that follows the youth movement is an insight worth pressing further. :5,»

Kev

For some years I have been examining the restructuring of labour markets and
housing markets in the downtowns and inner cities of six large metropolitan areas in
Canada: Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Ottawa, and Edmonton, the five largest
metropolitan areas, and Halifax, the major city in Atlantic Canada (LEY 1988, 1992,
1995). A principal feature of this restructuring has been the growth of managerial and
professional workers, the so-called quatemary sector of the work force. Since 1971
more than half of net employment growth in these metropolitan areas has comprised
quaternary level positions, a remarkable figure when it is recalled that these are jobs
at the top of the employment hierarchy, enjoying the highest salary levels.
A minority of these workers have sought out a residence in the inner city,

contributing to the phenomenon of gentrification. However, because of the
simultaneous loss of non-quatemary employees from these same neighbourhoods,
since 1981 quaternary workers have become overrepresented as inner city residents
relative to metropolitan totals. In the six cities together they have increased from 18
percent of labour force members resident in the inner city in 1971 to 38 percent in
1991, for a net gain of 160,000 residents with professional and managerial jobs. The
extent of this migration has contributed to a significant restructuring of many inner
city neighbourhoods.

This paper considers only one aspect of this embourgeor'sement of the inner city.
What, if any, is the relationship between the gentrification of the inner city in the past



two decades and the youth movements that preceded it in the 19603? For these
youth subcultures were also significantly concentrated in the inner city. In the City of
Toronto, for example, there was a net gain of 40,000 young adults aged 15-24 during
the 19603, while the inner districts subsequently gained 60,000 quaternary workers
between 1971 and 1991. If most pronounced in the primate city, these trends were
not limited to Toronto. In Vancouver, 60 percent of net migrants to the City between
1966 and 1971 were in the 20-24 age cohort, and here the research question may be
asked more pointedly. The Kitsilano neighbourhood gained several thousand young
adults in the 19605 and became the city's principal concentration of the
counterculture. But within a few years significant change was underway, and
between 1971 and 1976 some 40 three storey condominium buildings had been
constructed in the district, and it had achieved the reputation of the city's most
celebrated gentrified district.

What is the relationship between the presence of youth subcultures in the 19603
and subsequent gentrification of inner city districts? Three possibilities present
themselves. The first is that any association is coincidental, a random conjunction
warranting no further attention. A second possibility is a functional one, that the youth
were the last group of poor residents to generate an economic retum for owners from
deteriorating housing near the end of its history of down filtering, housing that was
occupied primarily because of its low cost. The third possibility is the most interesting
theoretically. Besides its functional value, these old inner city neighbourhoods held a
symbolic value for their residents. For the youth subcultures inner city living meant
not only affordability, but was also in significant ways a statement of a cultural and
political identity oppositional to mainstream culture. Place, or geography, became an
important component in the constitution of an alternative identity politics. In this third
interpretation, which will now be explored in more detail, the youth cultures
transformed the meaning of space, and as this new topography of meaning was
passed on to receptive fragments of the middle class, so gentrification emerged as a
strategy to enlarge a particular expression of cultural and political identity.

The Aestheticisation of the Contemporary City

Gentrification is part of a larger constellation of phenomena, what some authors
refer to as the aestheticisation of the contemporary city. This term invokes the rise of
the 'soft city', with a new found importance for the arts, heritage preservation, leisure
and tourism, a premium upon fashion and design, lively public places, boutiquing,
and greater prominence for major sporting events and the spectacle. In some
versions these are the essential conditions of the postmodern city (HARVEY 1989).

Aestheticisation is not a new phenomenon of course. The aesthetic personality was
a central element of nineteenth century Romanticism, and at mid-century
KIEHKEGAARD wrote with some passion on the relations between the aesthetic, the
ethical and the religious personality. More recently, the authors of the Frankfurt



School described the rise of the culture industry that they claimed sought to remove
ethical judgements from a population of consumers, and trained them to respond
sensuously to commercial and state prOpaganda, abandoning the responsibilities of
citizenship for the pleasures of consumption. The French activist Guy DEBoaD (1973)
referred to such a condition as the society of the spectacle, raising the spectre of a
brain-dead population, passive before the seductive delights of consumption.

It does seem as if there has been a quickening in the pace of aestheticiation in
major city centres in recent decades. Cities like Toronto and Vancouver have made
large investments in the arts, leisure, sports and tourism, while Montreal completed
14 substantial leisure projects in 1992 at a cost of $310 million. Three-quarters of
attractions listed in the Montreal Tourist Guide are located in or near the downtown
area (BROADWAY 1993). In this paper I will suggest in a preliminary manner that it
may well be worth looking more closely at the youth movements of the 1960s for one
source of the aesthetic disposition. This is by no means the only origin, and one
should not for a moment overtook the role of the market and the state in promoting
landscapes of consumption. But as we shall see, the youth movements were a large
enough social cohort that they were able to impact the city in important ways
concerning the meanings of urban life as well as the forms of urban development.

The Counterculture

First, consider the youth movements as a counterculture, concerned with the
recovery of authentic meaning in everyday life in a society dominated by systems
and structures that were perceived to be oppressive: sclerotic and authoritarian
educational structures, self-seeking private corporations, an impersonal and
repressive state apparatus, and an aggressive military-industrial complex. Here were
the alienations that Herbert MAHCUSE, one of the prophetic voices of the 1960s,
castigated for their role in shrinking civil society to a one-dimensional society
(Mancuse 1964).

Because these alienations moved beyond the workplace to invade the whole of
everyday life, the old Marxist focus upon the relations of production was inadequate.
Authors like MARCUSE, LEFEBVRE (1991), and DEBonD (1973) identified the insidious
control of a corporate society in the relations of reproduction. Particularly in French
social theory. an antidote to the passivity of consumption was identified in the
spontaneity and reversals of festival, a place and time for establishing community
and creative self-expression. Continuing in the avant-garde tradition of
defamiliarisation, throwing into doubt the taken-for—granted, LEFEBVFtE saw in the
freedom of festival a liminal condition where the routines of everyday life could be
suspended in an "explosion of forces" (LEFEBVFtE 1991, p. 202), where I"tout est
permit" (POSTER 1975, p. 244). So it was that the French student movement in
particular had a distinctively cultural and festive edge. A cri de coeur from the
Sorbonne in June 1968 declared "the bourgeois revolution was judicial, the



proletarian revolution was economic. Ours will be social and cultural so that man can
be himself“ (YINGER 1982, p. 202). Or, in perhaps the best remembered Paris gratiito
of spring 1968, "Beneath the paving stones, the beach".

The pursuit of anti-structure, and the elevation of spontaneity and self-expression,
had a strong Romantic character (TURKLE 1975; MARTIN 1981). Lord BYRON, the
nineteenth century Romantic poet and warrior, had claimed that 'the great object of
life is sensation', and critics of the student movement both on the right (BELL 1976),
and the left (HABEHMAS 1970), challenged what they saw as the sensuality of
liberated youth. Moreover, personality assessments showed that sympathisers of the
student movement scored highly on such personality dimensions as aestheticism,
emotion and sensitivity (QUARTER 1972). The sensuality of 19605 youth had a further
expression of the greatest importance that has not attracted the attention it deserves.
The Romantic turn led to the ascension of art and artistic imagination, and the
selective mobilisation of students in the arts and social sciences. A review of
American and Canadian findings, reinforced with an empirical study at the University
of Toronto, concluded that the most radical political sympathies were located in the
arts, humanities and social sciences, and such related fields as social work and
liberal theology, while conservative sentiments were held in engineering, law and
business programs, with the natural sciences and other professional schools falling
between (QUARTER 1972). Remarkably, we shall see later this disciplinary sequence
reappearing in residential patterns in Canadian cities in the 1980s.
There is one further point to make as we consider the distinctively cultural

complexion of the youth movement. The Romanticism of the movement and the
aestheticism of its adherents, led naturally to the privileged status of the artist as a
prophetic voice of social criticism in a secular society, usurping the traditional
authority of religious leaders. The artist, moreover, besides a social role, served an
exemplar of a liberated lifestyle. Freed from bourgeois disciplines, the artist was
released to pursue the creation of new meanings and self-detennination. The artistic
way of life was totemic of an alternative society of anti-structure. In this light it is
surely no accident that artists as an occupational group have experienced
remarkable growth over the past 25 years. Their rate of increase exceeded overall
job growth by 300 percent in Canada and the United States in the 1970s. Their
evocation is symbolic and expressive, not functional and instrumental; a Toronto
survey revealed that half the artists that were interviewed made a net loss in arts
related activity (Social Data Research 1990). Clearly they were marching to a
different drummer than that of the corporate organisation man.

The Counterculture

The youth movement was a culture of reversals, countering the presuppositions of
bourgeois society. In its repertoire of anti-structure, the single theme that will be
examined here is its reinterpretation of the meaning of urban space (see also



LEFEBVHE 1969). The artists are key players in this argument. HABEFiMAS has
observed how “the avant garde must find a direction in a landscape into which no
one yet seems to have ventured" (HABEFtMAS 1983). He was thinking, metaphorically,
of pure aesthetics, but his insight has a greater range, extending to the literal
astheticisation of space.

So what kinds of places are artists drawn to? First, and overwhelmingly, they are
drawn to large cities. In 1971, fifty percent of Canadian artists lived in the Toronto,
Montreal and Vancouver metropolitan areas. Moreover, they were further
concentrated in the largest central cities, with high location quotients ranging
between 2 and 3 for the different arts disciplines. There is a third level of Spatial
concentration, for within the central city, artists show a high level of centralisation,
living in old neighbourhoods near the downtown and in the inner city. Around
Toronto's CBD is a ring of census tracts with location quotients of 2.5 or more
relative to the metropolitan distribution of artists.
There are functional reasons for this distribution -- available studio space and

linkages with suppliers and markets - but there is more to it than that. Downtown
offers an intensity of stimulation, and also old neighbourhoods marginal to middle-
class society, and valued because they allow a critical distance (in both senses) from
middle-class life. As one Vancouver sculptor explained it: "Artists need authentic
locations. You know artists hate the suburbs. They're too confining. Every artist is an
anthropologist, unveiling culture. It helps to get some distance on that culture in an
environment which does not share all of its presuppositions, an old area, socially
diverse, including poverty groups“ (Interview, summer 1992). Artists place a premium
on sites that are devalued culturally as well as economically.

Note also the critical remarks concerning the suburbs. Here is a geographical
reversal, a new topography of meaning raised over city space. The privileged centre
is now the old inner city, while the suburbs are seen as containing the alienations of
a confonnist and commoditied mass culture, the locus of what DEBOHD identified as a
society fallen asleep. Reviewing the spaces of the youth movement in Paris,
LEFEBVHE (1969, pp. 117,119), too, contrasted the "social void' of the suburbs with
the "utopian locality“ of the centre.

The 19705: Into the Job Market

Through the 19705, the young adults of the 1960s entered the job market. Many
turned to the burgeoning welfare state for employment, where they might retain
some of their youthful idealism. During the 19705, the glory years of the Canadian
welfare state, more than half of college graduates gained employment in the public
sector, either in government departments or health and education. Jobs in health,
education and welfare expanded by more than half a million in the 19603, and by a
similar amount in the following decade. The largest share of public employees were
graduates of arts and social science departments, who typically followed professional



and managerial career paths. A number retained their inner city locations from
student days. So the City of Vancouver, for example, gained 10,000 residents aged
25-34 between 1971 and 1976. During this period, also, there was a marked uptum
of income levels in the central city; 12,000 new households entered the top income
bracket from 1972 to 1976 (City of Vancouver, 1977). Ernbourgeoisement was
redefining the inner city.

In their residential choices, the professionals tended to follow the precedent of the
artists. Indeed a quite remarkable residential progression is revealed which repeats
the ranking of support by academic discipline for the student movement. Using data
supplied by DANSEHEAU and BEAUDFiY (1985) l have identified 11 neighbourhoods in
Montreal, five of which gentrified in the 19703, while the remaining six gentrified in
the 1980s. The authors supply figures on the degree of over- or underrepresentation
of different occupational groups in these neighbourhoods relative to the mean for the
Montreal metropolitan area. I have added these figures together for the two sets of
five and six neighbourhoods (Table 1).

Table1 Over- and Underrepresentation of Professional Subgroups in Montreal
Neighbourhoods, 1981

(a) Neighbourhoods that (b) Neighbourhoods that
gentrified in 19803 gentrified in 19703

Artists 33 53
Social sciences 12 - 29
Education 3 48
Medicine 1 0 39
Natural sciences -15 16
Managers! administrators -35 14

Source: Computed from data in DANSEHEAU and BEAUDHY (1935)

Neighbourhoods gentrifying in the 1980s were, in 1981, near the beginning of the
gentrification cycle (Table 1, column (a)). Note the high overrepresentation of artists,
followed by occupations in the social sciences, education, and with
underrepresentation for medicine, the natural sciences and, last of all, management,
repeating with startling consistency the pattern of disciplinary support for the student
movement. In contrast neighbourhoods that gentrified in the 1970s were, in 1981,
much later in the cycle, and in these districts (Table 1, column (b)), all quaternary
groups were overrepresented as interest in these districts had diffused from the
artists, the location leaders, to other receptive professionals.

We see then the role of the artists as locational innovators, preparing a path that
other professionals will follow, but in a distinctive sequence according to their
ideological affiliation with counterculture! values. Not surprisingly, correlation analysis



shows robust associations in Montreal (and also in Toronto, Vancouver and Ottawa)
between the presence of artists in a census tract in 1971, and the tract's
gentrification over the following decade.
These spatial relationships are sustained at even more aggregate geographical

scales. In the six central cities as a whole, the most centralised of the major
occupational groups in 1986 were artists, followed by occupations related to the
social sciences, and then occupations related to religion, health care, teaching and
the natural sciences (Table 2).

Table 2 Location Quotient of Residents, by Occupational Groups, in Central Cities
Relative to Metropolitan Areas, 1986

Six cities Toronto Montreal Vancouver
Arts and related 149 225 137 149
Social sciences 144 201 128 144
Religion 1 37 1 21 1 59 99
Personal services 1 21 1 28 1 1 8 1 26
Medicine] health 116 118 110 112
Teaching 107 1 19 100 103
Natural sciences 1 01 99 97 1 08
Other crafts/ equipment 96 95 104 102
Processing 95 84 1 10 98
Clerical 94 81 97 95
Sales 93 93 87 89
Product fabrication 91 82 1 13 96
Managerial/ admin 91 104 80 92
Construction 91 93 87 89
Transportation 88 71 89 77
Materials handling 83 75 103 87
Machining 79 61 93 72
Ag/ fish/ forest/mines 76 77 67 75

All of these groups tended to be disproportionately concentrated in the central city.
Replicating the position of antipathy toward the student movement in the 19603, the
least centralised of the quaternary work force were managers, who, unlike the
professionals, tended to be underrepresented in the central city. The more
adversarial the disciplinary field in the 19603, and the higher the disposition toward
the aesthetic, the more likely that the holders of jobs related to these fields twenty
years later would be living in central city neighbourhoods. This is not simply a
functional movement related to cost and distance: it is also a symbolic movement to
a site that is perceived to support certain adversarial cultural identities.

So one finds that in old inner city neighbourhoods now occupied by the middle
class, a critical cultural politics survives, a politics engaging the environmental and



women's movement, gay rights, social justice, and neighbourhood and heritage
protection (CAULFIELD 1994; LEY 1994). Here the ideals of the 1960s are sustained.

Subversion: From Resistance to Collusion

One important step in my argument remains, for the adversarial culture in the
central city is neither stable nor secure. As an interest in inner city living diffuses
through the middle class to groups consecutively further from the countercultural
core represented by the artist, so more conservative dispositions enter the gentrified
inner city. Moreover, even critics may be insidiously co-opted, as the aesthetic
ideology is domesticated into the art of living, the festival into a festival of
consumption. The liberation of the sensuous, of individual self-determination may
slide into self-contemplation, narcissism. Social as well as psychological arguments
lead in the same direction. Like the counterculture, artists and their followers are
primarily children of the middle class, and cany unexamined class interests. So
apparently progressive struggles for heritage preservation, environmental
improvement, or neighbourhood protection may have perverse consequences. By
making neighbourhoods more desirable, they are creating a scarce good, and in the
market place scarcity drives up prices. So it is that adversarial politics over the built
environment may result in the housing displacement of the poor from gentrifying
neighbourhoods, and their replacement by middle class groups later in the
gentrification cycle, able to pay inflated prices for valuable inner city property, and
much less concerned with issues of social justice. An ungenerous assessment would
see the innovative ideas of the counterculture as the research and development that
permitted the successful commodification of the aesthetic by entrepreneurs over the
years to follow. As the art of living replaces a critical aesthetics, so the soft city of
festival, community and spontaneity becomes incorporated within the calculus of the
state and the market.

If this seems an excessive conclusion, consider the evolution of Yorkville, the core
of Toronto's counterculture in the 19605, a place then of street artists, American draft
dodgers, and hippy coffee shops. Today it is a cornucopia of upscale consumption,
and its principal mall is a suq-like bazaar called Hazelton Lanes. This aestheticised
landscape has a history worth tracing, for its developer, Richard WOOKEY,
perceptively anticipated the trajectory from the youth movement to gentrification. “In
1966 I saw all those 16 year old kids in Yorkville"l he recalled at the opening of the
Lanes in 1976. 'I thought: 10 years from now they will be 26. They will want Yorkville,
but a different kind. They will be consumers. And they will be more sophisticated"
(FEFiFiANTE and WARD 1976). WOOKEY frequently visited the beaches in the south of
France, his father's home, and understood intuitively their sensuous desires. In true
postmodern irony, Yorkville consummates the epigram of 1968: beneath the paving
stones the beach!
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The urban landscape is a cultural product of social change. It connects architecture, urban
planning and economy to urban form, and simultaneously reflects and hides the existing power __.,{
stmctures. A typical change that has been taking place in urban development is that from state
institutions or other unambiguous institutions of power to the power blocs of industry and .___
commerce, and to the new concepts of growth and effectiveness characteristic of those blocs.
lntemationalized production and consumption have meant a more international form, or ~._____
postmodern urban identity, which reflects fragmented and more problematic forms of power. if.

This paper examines the relationships between urban renewal processes involving the reuse of .
built-up environments and the power stctures behind those renewal processes. The intention is 5.”.
to specify the different meanings of the urban landscape (historical, cultural, functional, and
structural) and the changing concepts of power relations (material vs. symbolic, local preferences fi-
vs. multinational claims. individual vs. collective). As a specific example. the processes in which a
former industrial space, the 'Verkatehdas textile mill' in the inner city area of Turku is been .„__'_
transformed into a luxurious housing and service unit 'Verkahovi'. Industrial power based on
production is replaced by a power bloc of urban marketing systems which offer future forms of
urban living instead of traditional urban life. '

The interpretation of an urban landscape

The spatial form of a city is the outcome of a variety of social, economic and
political processes, and the factors contributing to it serve to depict certain historical
situations which are part of a larger social reality but will explain the changes which
have taken place in the urban landscape at particular moments in time. Any city will
yield examples of physical and social environments which have been created at
different periods in time and under different historical conditions. The economic and
social processes describing the structure and functioning of the society in which the
town is located determine the nature and extent of the spatial variants to be found
within its economic and social functions ('power structures') and the influence that
these have on certain urban landscapes inside the city. The power structures in
society and the allocation of resources form the key to understanding and
interpreting the processes of change in urban landscape.

In his numerous works published between 1975 and 1980. PAHL combines the view
of various groups exercising different degrees of power within society with the
concept of urban managerialism. PAHL's 'managerialist thesis', derived from urban
conflict theory and notions of the post-industrial state, provides a framework for
research which points to the existence of a set of factors goveming the allocation of
urban functions, comprising the representatives of the building companies, property
agents and local authorities. By studying the activities of these people and the



institutions they stand for, one can move towards an understanding of the functioning
of urban markets. The institutional approach is very useful for classifying 'urban
managers' as producers, consumers and changers of urban land. As the initiators of
structural changes, private developers (producers of urban land) have been the true
architects of the urban spatial structure and urban landscape. Even though the
developers are operating in an unstable system consisting of the value judgments of
private individuals, and under increasing public surveillance, they are still able to
assume the dominant role, since they are producers of the majority of the new
buildings which households and businesses come to occupy (cf. BOUFtNE 1976: 539).

Urban models conceived of within the managerial frame of reference take account
of the historical dimension to a certain extent and bear a direct relationship to other,
broader social processes, but even so, doubts have arisen regarding the capacity of
such an approach to comprehend the real nature of society and its influence upon
urban processes and the socio-spatial forms within cities. The development of a
political economy approach has meant the adoption of a more critical view of
changes in urban stmcture. Instead of institutional conflicts and constraints, urban
growth should be viewed as one aspect of a more extensive process of social
development, and an unban structure as a product of this development at a given
point in time. This also means that 'the faces of power are more complicated than
they are assumed to be in the case of institutional explanations. The spatial
restructuring of the city is organized by various 'place entrepreneurs' who practice
the politics of local economic development by forming growth coalitions. In their book
'Urban fortunes: the political economy of place', LOGAN and MOLOTCH (1987) speak
about 'systemic power“, which is a result of business people's continuous interaction
with public officials. The organization of the growth coalitions ('the growth machine')
included anybody who became an entrepreneur in a particular place: politicians, local
media, public utilities, financial institutions, even including universities and cultural
organizations. Later (e.g. HARVEY 1989, COUCH 1990) this relationship between the
private sector and the public sector ('private-public partnership') seemed to rise to the
status of a leading instrument for urban development, especially in urban renewal.

The postmodern debate in the late 1980's also emphasized the meaning of the
urban landscape as part of a set of changing power relations (see ZUKIN 1988, 1991,
1992, and KNOX 1993). ZUKIN in particular integrates the urban landscape with
structural forces and political, economic and cultural institutions: “The constant
rebuilding of cities in core capitalist societies suggests that the major condition of
architectural production is to create shifting material landscapes. These landscapes
bridge space and time; they also directly mediate economic power by both
conforming to and structuring norms of market-driven investment, production and
consumption“ (ZUKIN 1988: 435). Later ZUKIN emphasizes that new architecture and
urban forms are produced under almost the same social conditions as consumer
products (1991: 42). In urban renewal, especially concerning the reuse and recycling
of urban built-up environments, the power structure is more fragmented than eariier,
consisting of various consumption and cuftural experts, estate investors and more or



less obscure business circles. (Post)—modem urban landscapes are organized
around principles of consumption rather than production, which means a new and
different way of interpreting them. As KNOX (1993: 3) puts it: "The built environment,
then, must be seen as simultaneously dependent and conditioning, outcome and
mechanism of the dynamics of investments, production and consumption...
approaching the built environment in these terms presents a considerable
challenge“.

In terms of the urban landscape, the postmodern trend reflects the city of signs and
various species of information. The scheme in Figure 1 follows the idea of
interpreting urban landscapes in the field of cultural semiotics (see BENGS and his
applications of Juri LOTMAN's text analysis to urban planning - 'the city as a cultural
text', 1993). In this scheme the sender represent various power structures (from
urban managerialism to the postmodern debate), the receiver is a city resident, and
the urban landscape is a result of the exercise of power ('text'). The cultural context
is a society reflecting the imperatives of cultural, economic, political and social forces
at particular times. The sender communicates with the receiver through the urban
landscape. In this sense the urban landscape is full of remains representing the
exercise of power at different periods in time (old industrial buildings or areas are
connected with historical urban activities, industrial capitalists, organized labour,
estate investors, business circles etc.).

The shift in urban meaning from production to consumption has blurred the
distinctions between market and non-market norms. ZUKlN maintains that there are
two cultural products that most directly map the landscape: architecture and urban
form. Neither is free of market forces and the attachments of place nor entirely
bound by them. Where changing urban landscapes are concerned, ZUKIN also
emphasizes the concept of liminality (or 'liminal space') which mediates between
nature and the artifice, public use and private value, global markets and local space.
The commercialization of urban architecture (and urban planning) reflects the
increasing commercialization of the social category of design, which means that the
liminal experience is broadened so that new urban spaces are formed, permeated,
and defined by liminality (see ZUKIN 1991: 41-42). Liminal spaces complicate the
effort to construct a spatial identity, which means that mapping the urban landscape
entails admitting more interpretations than in the earlier periods of urban
development... and at the same time it has broadened in meaning to include an
appreciation of material culture ('the landscape as material culture'), a linguistic
metaphor ('the landscape as text‘), an economic activity ('the financial landscape'), a
cognitive construct ('the abstract landscape) and an existing social order, 'the
historical landscape' (see ROWNTHEE 1986: 580-581 and ZUKIN 1992: 223—224).
The most typical examples of 'landscape manipulationI have taken place in the

interior space of the city when reorganizing the quality of urban living (of
gentrification, new consumption areas and sophisticated entertainment). Many
traditional urban shopping districts are undergoing metamorphoses from realistic to
artificial environments. Senders who communicate with city dwellers via shopping



Figure 1 Interpreting an urban landscape as part of a body of information sent
and received

CULTURAL CONTEXT

SENDER: "i h“ RECEIVER:

- history ('power of place') - people
- urban politics and planning
- architecture
- urban activities (economy)

- utilities
'00rp0ratecapitalists UFIBAN LANDSCAPE- organized labour
- universities and research institutes
- cultural activities
i local media

- grass-root activities
- consumption experts
. estate dealers and investors
- business circles

districts have connections with architects, estate investors and international
investments which are transforming districts from locations of crafts to sites of mass
production and consumption. On the other hand, landscape manipulation also refers
to the restoration and redevelopment of older locales, their abstraction from a logic of
mercantile or industrial capitalism and their renewal as up—to-date consumption
spaces behind the red—brick or cast-iron façade of the past (ZUKIN 1992: 222). Reuse
(recycling) of urban landscapes has led to accelerated land use, which in some
cases defies the traditional methods of urban planning. The focus of investors (and
local authorities) has shifted from sustained long-tenu yield from property to
speculation in land and short-term development rights (BOUFlNE 1991: 188). This also
means a shift in power structures - or at least a situation in which the so-called
postmodern urban landscape has more 'senders' and more 'speculators' who are
willing to participate in new action on the urban scene. Where the industrial order of
the modern city created homogeneity, rationality, mass production and modern
residential developments as part of urban living and understanding, the
(post)industrial order of the (post)modem city has created plurality, flexibility, small
batch production and fragmentation - a process in which recycled urban landscapes
are fruitful for all kind of experimentation in urban marketing and future urban life.



Recycling urban landscapes

The reuse of existing urban areas has become prevalent in the course of the
intensification of land use in the city centres and the redevelopment of old industrial
and waterfront areas. This has indeed been the predominant form of deveIOpment in
many western market societies - 9.9. over half of the new urban land use in Great
Britain is now taking place through projects for the reuse of built environments. David
HAFlvEY (1985: 3-7) characterizes the economic process whereby consumption has
become dominant over production as a movement of capital away from the primary
circuit (capital flows in the production process) to the secondary circuit (involving the
capital which flows into fixed assets in the built environment and into the
consumption fund, see Figure 2). The gradual erosion of the 'industrial hegemony' is
encouraged by a number of circumstances which arise periodically within the
process of de-industn'alization (overproduction, falling rates of industrial profit, the
lack of investment opportunities etc.). Instead of traditional investments in industrial
growth, these factors lead to 'flexible accumulation', when too much capital is
produced relative to the available opportunities to employ it. Financial institutions and
estate investors seeking to invest their considerable pools of capital in projects with
maximal returns, invest more readily in the built environment under conditions of
flexible accumulation (of. TWEEDALE 1988: 189). In periods of general prosperity,
redevelopment of the built environment is one lucrative form of investment and
property speculation. The latest ideas have been to recycle existing buildings or built
environments, 'a cultural act' which hides the investor‘s potential profits.

Figure 2 Transformation of urban space - primary and secondary circuits of
capflal

recycling urban landscape

the primary_ _ the secondary
crrcurt of circuit of

. . . capital is flowing in the production . . . capital is flowing into the consump-
process ('factory acts as fixed capital tion fund ('factory becomes a part of
if it has an industrial function') consumption')



There has been a number of renewal projects in Finnish cities since the mid-1980's,
mainly concerning the intensification of land use in city centres and the reuse of old
inner city industrial areas. One common feature of all these projects has been the
miscellaneous nature of the land use agreements reached between the property
owners and the local authorities. A typical solution is that property owners submit to
conditions which impose more financial burdens on them than under the regulations
of the Building Act, in exchange for a greater permitted building volume, which will
increase the value of the property. Land use agreements usually contain various
stipulations which should allow the local authorities to influence the implementation
of the land use plans, but even so it has been the practice that quite extensive
responsibility and latitude in the renewal process has been delegated from the public
to the private sector. This could lead to excessive sameness and expense in urban
renewal, and, what is particular important, a slackening of local government
responsibility for the urban landscape. In most cases of redevelopment, local
politicians have to learn a new way of handling land use policy. Traditional policy was
connected with the supply of 'raw land', and usually took the form of contractual
agreements between the city authorities and building companies (developers). In the
recycling of urban space, however, the private sector is more fragmented, and local
government is actually uncertain as to what it is supplying and to whom.

Most of the old industrial buildings or districts in the inner city area of Turku are
owned by the city council itself or estate investors, as summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Owners of old industrial premises in the inner city area of Turku
(arrows indicate directions of changes in power relations)

owner industrialists city of Turku building
'

estate investors
(or state) companies ' (‘businesscir-

(deveIOpers) cleS')
location - -

city centre 2 5 - 8
(CBD) marketing companies

P
downtown 13 13 5 1B
(including board members
harbour) “““““““"'

riverfront — 6 2 6
estate agents—-—->-

total (7s) 15 24 7 32

Only a few premises are in the possession of industrialists. Typically, the
industrialists have either sold their industrial spaces or established marketing
companies for the purpose of negotiating good zoning contracts for future



redevelopment or recycling of these areas. The private sector has also been active in
taking over industrial premises predominantly occupying or located adjacent to sites
which offer the greatest private sector development potential and financial returns -
in most cases in the city centre or waterfront area (of. LOFrMAN 1994: 1). The power
relations that lie beyond these reproduced urban landscapes and the meaning of
‘urban function' also reflect future forms of urban living - different from the typically
gentrified urban areas. The chronology of the development of the Verkatehdas textile
mill in Turku gives an example of a recycling process in which the industrial building
and its environment have been used for a number of purposes during this century.

Chronology of the transformation of the Verkatehdas textile mill

The history of the Verkatehdas textile mill and its nearby environment from the old
industrial space to the luxurious housing and service unit 'Verkahovi' is described in
Table 2. These developmental phases reflect interpretative changes in the urban
landscape, various power structures lying behind the process of urban renewal and
more or less manipulated expectations regarding (future) urban living.

Table 2 Chronology of the transformation of the Verkatehdas textile mill in the inner
city area of Turku

1875 Master dyer Johan Limnell founds a weaving mill and dyehouse on the banks
of the River Aura.

1885 Johan Limnell is declared bankrupt and a new textile company is founded by a
group of businessmen.

1905 Working-class suburbs begin to deveIOp in the area between the textile mill
and the River Aura, producing a tightly meshed clump of city streets by around
1910.

1938 First red-brick factory building erected, a landmark for the industrial area-

1950 Second red-brick building erected, the last factory building in the area,
completing the formation of the industrial landscape. The working-class
suburb next to the mill has preserved its social content and physical features.

1964 The Hyvilla corporation, the last industrial owner of the Verkatehdas area,
goes bankrupt, and the Union Bank of Finland becomes the new owner. The
bank forms two property companies, Ekku 0y and Tervatori Oy, to organize
the future redevelopment of the area. The first red-brick factory building is
rented out to various small companies, mainly for industrial purposes. The
second remains empty.



1982 The Union Bank of Finland sells the second building, that administered by
Tervatori 0y, to the construction company Polar. The gentrification process is
gradually beginning in the old working-class suburb.

1986 The Polar company decides to demolish some of the old factory buildings. A
local citizens' organization Enemmisto ('Majority') lodges a proposal that it
should be protected as a historical industrial site. The National Board of
Antiquities and Historical Monuments suggests preservation under the zoning
regulations. The building company nevertheless demolishes some of the
buildings and starts work on a new, expensive housing area. Social and
physical gentrification is total and irreversible.

1990 The Union Bank of Finland applies for changes in the zoning regulations
concerning the remaining factory building. The bank and the building company
Haka form a property company Verkahovi 0y to convert the old industrial site
to consumer use. The insurance company Apollo raises the idea of building
suites for eldefly people financed out of their retirement pension insurances.
The leases of the small companies occupying the building expire. All activity in
the area is suspended on account of the recession. Haka and Apollo both go
bankrupt.

1993 The Union Bank of Finland revives its earlier plan to transform the industrial
building into housing and service premises (restaurant, solarium, medical
centre, library, swimming and bathing pool etc.). The four cornerstones of the
project are: finance of apartments (Union Bank of Finland and the Stella
insurance company owned by it), finance of service premises (Finnish Slot
Machine Association - a private investment company), suitable buyers for
investment stock (Turku University Foundation and the Foundation of the
Swedish-language university Àbo Akademi) and the marketing of suites
(retirement pension insurances, a 'personal way to live').

The Verkatehdas textile mill is one of the four old industrial districts of any size in
the inner city area of Turku. Industrial operations began there in 1875, when the
master dyer Johan Limnell founded a weaving mill and dyehouse on the banks of the
River Aura, and continued until the 1950's, when the last of the eight industrial
buildings was erected. The ninety—year history of the industrial urban landscape
ended in 1964, when the owner at that time, the industrial corporation Hyvilla 0y,
went bankrupt and the Verkatehdas area passed into the hands of a bank. The mill
had been part of a power block maintained by textile industrialists, which had greatly
affected the urban history and autonomy of the city, even though Turku was never
such a powerful 'textile town' as Tampere, for example. The Verkatehdas site and
the working-class suburbs surrounding it were signs of quite unambiguous social
relations between a 'sender‘ and a 'receiver'. People understood the meaning of
industrial work in everyday life, and they were able to connect this interpretation with
the cultural context of a growing modem city.



The events of the last thirty years point to conflicts, changes in ownership and
speculations conceming the future use of the former industrial area. The short boom
at the end of the 1980's led to extraordinary economic and political manipulations in
the urban world of Finnish society, which in the case of the Verkatehdas site meant
the demolition of some of the old industrial buildings (in spite of public appeals and
suggestions by central govemment authorities). The second phase in the urban
transformation started in 1993, this time through the medium of complicated
marketing systems. The owner, the Union Bank of Finland, was not willing to take
any risks in the redevelopment process (cf. the bank crisis in Finland in the early
1990's). A new marketing system was created around four comerstones: financing of
apartments by the bank itself and Stella, an insurance company owned by it,
financing of the service premises by the Finnish Slot Machine Association, a private
investment company, the finding of suitable buyers for investment stock, the Turku
University Foundation and the foundation of the Swedish-language university, Abo
Akademi, and the marketing of suites for retired persons, funded out of their pension
insurances and advertised as representing a 'personal way to live'. The first three of
these solutions tell us something of the multifarious power structures in which the
various estate investors were involved, including both private and public sector
operators, while the fourth 'suites for a personal way of life' serves as a sign of the
nature of future urban living - and its financing.
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.. In the 1980s, a stabilisation in the number of peOpIe in the core has been observed in many
West European cities. In the paper, the causes of this stabilisation in the case of Copenhagen

3,7 are analyzed. The following factors are concluded to play a role: (1) An increased attraction of
persons aged 20-34, some of whom are well-to-do (“gentrification“), but more are under _~:':
education, "social losers", or international immigrants. (2) The thinning out of the old population of _

j; mid-age and eldeny blue-collar workers and housewives has now proceeded so far that the {:ÏÏ
“reservoir’ has almost been emptied. (3) The building of new ownership housing in the periphery

«fi has - for a number of economic and legal reasons - been radically reduced, which has forced "Ç:
Î people to remain in the existing housing stock. (4) Urban renewal and house-building in derelict gag-if;

areas, on the other hand, has not played an important role. And (5) the hypothesis that the saving
of energy costs should be a factor can be discarded.
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Ever since urbanisation gained pace - in most European countries in the 19th
century - and the growing population could not be contained in the older city cores,
an intra-urban process of suburbanisation has taken place, in recent decades even
developing into exurbanisation: Residences and inhabitants expanded centrifugally,
while at the same time the population in the older, central parts of the cities declined.
Firms and working places, on the other hand, remained much longer in the central
parts of the cities. So massive centripetal commuting movements evolved. A main
planning problem was to create sufficient traffic capacity to cope with these
concentrated flows, especially in rush hours.

In the 19803, there are indications that these processes have come to an end in
many cities, and that new intra-urban structures emerge. In many cities, the
suburbanisation of working places is reported to accelerate, giving rise to
phenomena like “edge cities". On the other hand, the population living in the central
parts of the cities seems to stabilize - a phenomenon which is documented for
instance by BOUHNE (1991) and by two major EU reports (DREWETI', KNIGHT &
SCHUBERT 1992, and European Institute of Urban Affairs 1992).

Copenhagen is a case in which both of these new tendencies are observed, as
witnessed by Table 1. In this table, the central or core communes of Copenhagen
and Frederiksberg, which include the area up to 5 km's from the city centre, are
compared to the rest of the metropolitan region, up to 50 km's from the city centre. (It
should be noted that the working place data are not totally comparable from 1970 to
1982, but the main tendencies are certain enough).



Table1 Place of living and working of the economically active population in the
Copenhagen region, 1970-1991 (Thousand persons. In parenthesis: Share
of reg ion)

Copenhagen + Hast of Copenhagen
Frederiksberg region region
communes total

Place of living

1 970 361 (40) 534 (60) 895 (1 00)
1982 270 (30) 637 (70) 907 (100)
1991 256 (29) 638 (71) 894 (100)

Place of working(_1)

1970 476 (53) 429 (47) 905 (100)
1982 409 (44) 527 (56) 935 (1 00)
1991 353 (38) 573 (62) 926 (100)

In-commuters (2)

1 970 21 8 (53) 1 91 (47) 409 (1 00)
1 982 229 (46) 275 (54) 503 (1 00)
1991 208 (37) 348 (63) 556 (100)

(1) except persons with unknown or shifting places of work, but including in-commuters from
outside the region.

(2) persons living and working in different communes.

Table 1 clearty shows that while in the 19703 suburbanisation of both dwellings and
jobs of the active population took place - the former slightly stronger than the latter -
the 19803 have been a decade of only decentralisation of working places, white the
distribution of the (active) population according to place of living has stabilized. The
ever increasing commuting movements naturally follow the places of work. So the
planning problem is now one of much more diffuse commuting flows which are
difficult for the public transport to capture.

In this paper, I shall focus only on the stabilisation of the central city population. The
aboveumentioned EU reports do not try to analyze the question of why this
stabilisation has occurred. The purpose of this paper will be to discuss its causes, on
the basis of the Copenhagen case. But first it will be necessary to describe the
process in much more detail. Are the groups which nourished the out-migration from
the central communes declining, are new groups coming in and stabilizing the
number of inhabitants?



The region of Copenhagen (see Figures 1 and 2) will be subdivided into the
following areas (1 -3 form the core or central communes):

1. The Inner City: the historical centre and the 19th century multi-storey
extensions (Esterbro, Nerrebro, Vesterbro and Amagerbro, in Tables 2 and 3
also Sundbyester Nord).

2. The Outer Districts of the commune of Copenhagen, early 20th century mixed
building areas.

3. The commune of Frederiksberg, an enclave in the commune of Copenhagen
with higher standard residences.
The county of Copenhagen, a ring roughly 5-20 km's from the city centre.

5. The county of Frederiksborg, the northern periphery of the region.
6. The county of Fioskilde, the western periphery of the region.

F“

The evidence presented in this paper is exclusively taken from official statistics.
These are good and reliable, compared to data in many countries, but it has not
been possible to compare data on all characteristics of the population.

Migration within the Copenhagen region

Table 2 shows the distribution of the total population of the region.

Table 2 Population in the Copenhagen region 1970-1993 (thousands)

Area 6.11.1970 1.1.1981 1.1.1993

Cop. comm, Inner City‘ 336 259 244
Cop. comm., Outer districts 287 235 223
Frederiksberg commune 102 88 67
Cepenhagen county 615 625 604
Frederiksborg county 259 330 346
Ftoskilde county 153 203 221

Copenhagen region 1 753 1 740 1 725
* Including 2000-3000 persons with no fixed address

According to Table 2, the total population has stabilized in the 1980s in all parts of
the central communes. At the same time, population growth has turned into decline
in the suburban ring of the county of Copenhagen, and it has strongly decelerated in
the peripheral counties.



Figure 1
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Figure 2 Population in the Copenhagen region 1901 - 1992
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In Table 3, these total changes have been broken down to the components of
internal (domestic) and intemational net migration and national growth in selected
sub-periods. Figure 1 shows net migration each year since 1973.

As elsewhere. natural growth has influenced p0pulation change in the Copenhagen
region. The birth surplus decreased in peripheral zones and the birth deficit
increased in the core until the first half of the 1980s, then took a more positive
direction. These developments happened in more or less parallel ways everywhere
in the region, however. The cause of the difference between core and periphery is
above all the different age structures.

The variations in population change between the various parts of the region are
primarily due to the migration pattern.

The 19705 showed the traditional pattern (in Table 3 represented by the years
1976-78), with heavy net migration from the core, and to a small degree from the
suburban ring, to the peripheral zones, though these flows had already started to
decline. International migration only played a minor role.



Table 3 Population change and its components 1973-92 (annual rates per 1000
inhabitants)

Internal migration International migration

Area 76-78 80-82 84-86 87-89 90-92 76-78 80-82 84—88 87-89 90-92

Cop. comm, lnner City' -18.6 1.8 -0.2 3.9 1.9 0.8 0.1 3.7 0.9 3.5
Cop. comm, Outer distr. -18.2 -0.7 —6.0 2.0 -1.3 1.0 0.1 1.0 1.0 2.3

Frederiksberg commune -8.5 11.8 3.0 5.6 10.2 -0.5 -0.6 0.6 —0.2 2.6
Copenhagen county -5.3 -5.0 45.1 -4.2 -1.4 0.7 -o.4 0.9 0.3 1.7
Frederiksborg county 13.6 0.3 2.8 -1.7 0 1.1 —0.6 2.3 0.6 2.0

Floskilde county 13.2 3.2 6.7 1.8 1.4 1.7 -0.4 1.5 0.8 1.7

Copenhagen region —3.9 —0.6 -1.5 -0.5 0.3 0.9 -0.3 1.6 0.6 2.1

Natural growth Total population change

Cop. comm., Inner City" —11.2 -12.9 -12.0 —6.5 -5.2 -29.0 -11.0 —6.6 -1.7 0.2
Cop. comm... Outer distr. —3.6 -4.6 -5.0 -5.6 -2.2 -20.8 -5.2 -10.0 -2.6 -1.1
Frederiksberg commune -8.9 -10.7 -9.6 —9.0 -6.7 -17.9 0.5 -5.9 -3.7 6.0
Copenhagen county 4.1 1.3 0.2 0.6 1.3 —0.5 —4.0 -5.1 -3.3 1.7
Frederiksborg county 5.9 2.5 1.9 2.5 3.0 20.5 2.2 6.7 1.4 4.9
Fioskilde county 5.9 2.7 1.9 2.8 3.6 20.7 5.6 10.2 5.4 6.7

Copenhagen region 0.5 -1.9 -2.3 -1.0 0.1 —2.8 -2.8 -2.2 -1.0 2.6
* Including 2000-3000 persons with no fixed address

In the 19803, a different pattem emerged. The migration pattem of the Inner City
and especially the commune of Frederiksberg turned positive. This means that the
two core communes from 1981 to 1991 received 8000 in-migrants net instead of
losing 185,000, as they would have done had the 1973-75 tendency (not shown in
the Table) continued. The balance of the Outer Districts of the commune of
Copenhagen, on the other hand side, remained negative. The net migration into the
peripheral counties of Frederiksborg and Ftoskilde decreased substantially. From
1981 to 1991 they received 110,000 fewer net migrants than they would have got,
had the 1973-75 tendency continued. In the period 1984-86 and from 1990,
international net migration contributed significantly to the total population change.

One might say that the outward growth wave and the thinning out behind it almost
came to a stop about 1980 - though a small wave into the peripheral counties and
some thinning out in the older suburban ring continued to operate. A completely new
phenomenon was the net migration into the Inner City and the commune of
Frederiksberg. In the case of the Inner City, it consisted partly of international
immigration, primarily from Turkey, Yugoslavia, Pakistan and Morocco.

There are, however, fluctuations in the pattem of the last decade. The net flows
from the suburban rings into the peripheral counties were strongest from 1983 to 86



(a boom period). They were considerably weaker in the early 1980s as well as in the
early 90s (recession periods). The Copenhagen region had an improved migration
balance against the rest of the country in the recession periods, and this has
contributed to increased gains in the core communes and reduced losses in the
county of Copenhagen in these periods.

The demographic structure of the central communes

The analysis of the changing number of people is not enough to understand the
causes of the stabilisation in the core communes. Even if the total population has
stabilized, its composition still changes, and these processes must to investigated in
order to perceive the total dynamics. Hence, first the changing demographic and,
second, the socio-economic composition of the population must be mapped. The
focus will be exclusively on the central communes, and in order to follow the
processes of change, the 1960s will be included in the analysis.
Table 4 shows the particular age structure in the central communes. I order to

eliminate the influence of baby booms (all over Denmark in the 1940s, 603 and 905)
and the low number of births in the 1930s, 705 and 80s, the age structure is
compared to Denmark as a whole.

In central Copenhagen, there is a relative surplus of young people in the 20-24 age
bracket, due to a net migration gain in the 15-24 age bracket. This surplus has
gradually increased.

Table 4 Age distribution of population in core communes, 1960-93

Percent 26.9.1960 1.1.1971 1.1.1980 1.1.1994
of total Cop. and Den- Cop. and Den- Cop. and Den- Cop. and Den-

Fr. berg mark Fr. berg mark Fr. berg mark Fr. berg mark

0-4 5.9 8.0 5.4 7.7 4.2 6.3 5.4 6.3
5-14 12.7 17.1 9.7 15.5 8.1 14.8 6.5 10.8

15-19 7.7 6.4 5.8 7.5 5.1 7.6 3.9 6.5
20-24 7.3 6.6 9.9 8.3 9.0 7.3 10.5 7.2
25-34 11.4 12.3 13.4 14.1 16.0 15.5 22.7 15.5

35-44 13.3 13.3 9.4 11.4 10.0 12.8 12.8 14.3
45-54 15.4 13.0 13.2 12.0 9.9 10.7 11.3 14.2
55-64 13.1 10.5 15.2 11.1 13.7 10.7 7.8 9.7
65+ 13.1 10.6 18.0 12.4 23.9 14.3 19.1 15.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0



There is also a relative surplus of persons over 65. It increased up to 1980, but has
declined rather dramatically since then. The old generations die, and the age class is
not fed by any in-migration.

On the other hand, there was in 1960 a relative deficit in the 25-39 age bracket (the
parent generation) and among children, accompanied by net out-migration. After
1980, this deficit only exists among those over 35, while a huge surplus has
developed in the 25-34 age bracket, and the net out-migration has almost
disappeared. There is still a deficit of children (fertility is low in central Copenhagen),
but among young children it has been reduced.
The mid-age brackets, 40-64, displayed a surplus in 1960, but from 1980 this

turned into a considerable deficit (see Figure 2).
Demographically, the central communes have traditionally had two other main

characteristics, namely a relative large surplus of women and a relatively large
number of singles. In 1994 for instance, 52.5 per cent of the population were women,
against 50.7 per cent in the country as a whole. And in 1993, 67 per cent of the
central city "families“ were childless singles, against 50 per cent in the country as a
whole. ("Families" are defined as single adults or couples living together, plus
possible children - marital statistics have become irrelevant in Denmark since the
19705, since many couples live together without being married).
Table 5 shows the devel0pment in these variables. Since “family" data only are

available for a few years, mean household size has been used as a substitute,
households being defined as all persons living at a given address (before 1980, the
definition was slightly narrower).

Table 5 shows a slight decrease in the share of women in central Copenhagen
since 1980, and a stabilisation of household sizes, relative to the development in the
country as a whole. These observations fit well with the relative decline of the elderly
population in central Copenhagen (with many single women), and with the relative
growth in the age brackets 25-39 and 0-4, where men and non—single-perscn
households are better represented.

Table 5 Share of women, and mean household size, 1960-1994

Share of women Mean household size
Cop. + Fr. berg Denmark Cop. + Fr. berg Denmark

1960 53.2 50.4 1960 2.47 2.90
1971 53.2 50.3 1970 2.13 2.67
1980 53.7 50.7 1933 1.85 2.42
1990 53.1 50.7 1990 1.74 2.27
1994 52.5 50.7 1994 1.75 2.22



The socio—economic structure of the central communes

Several studies show the special socio—economic composition of the central city
population, in particular the high number of receivers of welfare payments and of
social services (e.g. ANDEHSEN et al. 1985). However, it is difficult to get data that
show the development over time. In Table 6, the population in the 15-64 age bracket
is split into (A) economically active persons (including receivers of unemployment
payments), who are subdivided into wage earners (blue collar workers) and salary
earners (white collar) plus independent firm owners. And (8) an estimate of non-
active persons, including housewives, persons under education, and persons living
from various transfer payments (estimated as the difference between all persons in
this age bracket and all active persons, and hence too low because some active
persons are over 64 years old). Definitions and data registration methods vary over
time, so only main trends may be considered reliable.

Table 6 indicates that the decline in the 15-64 age bracket primarily has hit the blue
collar population. Indeed, in 1960 the central commune (and in particular its inner
districts) could be called a predominantly working class area, with manual workers,
their wives and children, plus retired workers. By 1990, the blue collar workers have
all but disappeared - and especially so in the Inner City. The share of wage earners
has declined in the country as a whole, but not at all at the same pace.
Unemployment is high in the commune of Copenhagen: in November 1990, 11.4 per
cent against 8.7 per cent in Denmark as a whole, and since it primarily hits unskilled
workers, many of the remaining blue collar workers are undoubtedly unemployed.
The number of independents plus white collar workers has remained surprisingly
constant.

Finally, the number of non-active residents in this age bracket declined until 1980,
but seems to have increased in the 80s, especially in the Inner City. From other
sources it is known that housewives .. in 1960 the most numerous component - have
almost totally disappeared. There can be no doubt that the recent increase of non-
actives is due to an increasing number of young people under education (with
various sources of income) and of persons living on welfare payments.

We may summarize the shifts in the composition of central city population in the
following way: By 1960, the dominating group was blue collar workers and their
housewives, with an over-representation of the age classes over 40, and an above-
average number of elderly persons. There was also an emerging over-representation
of persons in their early twenties.

Since 1980, considerable changes have occurred. The blue collar workers and the
housewives have all but disappeared (probably most of the remaining ones are
immigrants, but there are no data to highlight this). The number of retired persons is,
after a culmination in the 1970s, declining. Instead, the population in the 20-34 age
bracket is now over-represented, accompanied by an increasing number of very
young children. Most of the inhabitants are under education, living on welfare
payments, or white collar workers. And most are single persons. All of these shifts



Table6 Socio-economic composition of the commune of Copenhagen, 1960-90
(in thousands)

Inner City 1960 1970 1980 1990

Age

0-14 62 45 27 23
15-64 Wage earners 106 78 45 31

Salary earners + indep. 84 77 79 66
non-active 55 48 34 44

85 + 54 58 50 39

Total 362 306 236 222

Outer districts 1960 1970 1980 1990

Age

0—14 75 51 32 26
15-64 Wage earners 98 76 46 36

Salary earners + indep. 66 65 79 60
non-active 62 52 32 36

65 + 37 51 66 63

Total 359 318 256 245

have been most pronounced in the Inner City, but also observed in the outer districts
of the commune of Copenhagen.With this notion of the processes of shift in the
composition of population, we can return to our initial question: Why did the
population stabilize in the 1980s? Why did the growth in some population segments
accelerate enough to compensate the continued decrease in other segments ?

Factors behind the stabilisation of the central city population

The traditional migration pattern in the Copenhagen region, as in other major urban
regions, could be explained by two factors. The outward wave of migration was partly
pulled by the construction of new housing on the ever moving periphery of the built
up area, and partly pushed by the size reduction in the households who lived in the
older stock of housing.
The fundamental changes which took place about 1980 require new explanations,

however, except for the suburban ring where the "thinning out" continues. Why has a
"turnaround" occurred in the Inner City, which now has a positive migration balance
in Copenhagen as well as in other big European cities? And why has the net
migration to the periphery decreased so much?



Several hypotheses have been put forward. In the following section they will be
discussed briefly, continuing the discussion in ILLEHIS (1983). First, hypotheses
concerned with the size of the moving groups will be discussed.

Increasing in-migration of new groups. The increased in-migration of young
people as well as the new relative surplus of persons in the 25-34 age bracket in the
19803 indicate a growing attraction of groups who earlier were not very important in
the population of the central communes.

The influx has often been connected with gentrification, understood as a socio-
economic process by which well-to-do (especially childless) households should move
"back to the city“ with its truly urban, high density environments and its proximity to
many people and services, in contrast to this group's earlier low density preferences.
There is no doubt that this has happened in some cases, in Copenhagen as well as
in other cities it is easy to point out "gentrified" areas.

in this connection, it may be argued that we must drop the notion of all-embracing
changes of preferences such as a “green wave" in the 19703 followed by
gentrification in the 803. In general, the shift from an “Industrial" or "Fordist" to a
"Service" or "Post-Fordist“ society is supposed to be connected with more
segmented markets and individualized tastes. This is probably also the case in the
residential sphere: Preferences for low densities and for dense urban environments
may very well exist in different groups of the population and both be realized when
peOple can afford it.

However, the increased influx observed in the demographic statistics may also
consist of less well-to-do persons. There is actually a good deal of evidence to
indicate that gentrification is rather the exception than the main cause of the Inner
City stabilisation:
- According to Table 6, both the number of salaried persons (plus independents)

and the (underestimated) number of non-active persons have increased in the
19803, especially in the Inner City, but the latter more than the former.

- The above-average unemployment rate in the commune of Copenhagen has
increased: In November 1980 it was 0.6 percentage points over the national
average, but in November 1990 2.7 percentage points above.

- The mean taxable income in the commune of Copenhagen was in 1980 7 per
cent over the national average, but in 1990 exactly the same as in the country
as a whole.

- The commune of Copenhagen has above-average rates of crime as well as of
disease and of deaths by suicide, alcoholism, drugs and lung cancer (ILLEFIIS
1984)

- A detailed study of all persons who moved into and out from the commune of
Copenhagen in 1982 showed that the out-migrants in all socio-economic
respects scored better than the in-migrants. Furthermore, the few immigrants
who moved into good and big dwellings only stayed there for short periods
(Kobenhavns kommune 1994).
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The less well-to-do persons are undoubtedly attracted to the central city by its
cheap old housing stock. To illustrate the low quality, it may be mentioned that 67
p.c. of the dwellings in the commune of Copenhagen are under 80 square meters,
against 33 p.c. in the country as a whole. The following sub-groups of less well-to-do
persons may be distinguished:
— Young people under education. This group is increasing in the country as a

whole. They prefer to live in the central city not only because of the cheap
housing, but also because of the proximity to many schools, and many probably
share the preferences for urban life of the "gentry“.

- International immigrants clearly form another increasing group of the Inner City
population. It is well known that immigrants usually prefer to live in big cities,
and we already observed that in 1990—92, the growth of the population of the
whole region was due to this factor. Furthermore, immigrants have a higher
fertility than Danish citizens. However, the total number of aliens in the Inner
City of Copenhagen by 1992 was only 24,000 or 10 per cent of the population
(against 3 per cent in Denmark as a whole), a modest increase by 4000
persons since 1982 - by far not enough to explain the changed trend of
population.

- "Social losers" of all kinds, attracted by cheap housing, possibly also by the
anonymity of the Inner City environment, and in some cases forming special
milieux. lt is often assumed that this ill-defined group has been growing in the
19805.

Altogether, a number of growing groups are attracted to central city and contribute
to the stabilisation of its number of people.

Thinning out of the traditional out-migrant groups. On the other hand, the
groups which traditionally have fed the net out-migration of persons over 40 years
are thinning out, and these flows are smaller than before 1980. The working-class
population, which must have contributed substantially, is by 1990 so reduced that it
cannot give rise to much out-migration (just like the agricultural population in rural
districts).

We shall now turn to hypotheses concerned with the motives for people to move or
stay.

The saving of energy costs was a widespread hypothesis in the wake of the two
oil price crises: People were supposed to concentrate in the Inner City in order to
save heating and transport costs - both things being cheaper in the multi-storey
houses of the Inner City, with short distances to many jobs and good public
transport, than in the onesfamily houses of the pen'phery. However, as the oil prices
have gone down without any real return to the old pattern of migration, this
hypothesis can be discarded.



The construction of new housing might also explain the stabilisation. This has
happened partly in urban renewal areas and partly on abandoned harbour, railway,
industrial and similar sites. As regards old housing areas, for many years it has in
Denmark been an objective of urban renewal policies to reduce densities in the 19th
century areas - only recently this objective has been loosened. Consequently, the
statistical district where most urban renewal has taken place, Inner Norrebro, has
seen its population decrease from 57,000 in 1970 (before the renewal started) to
34,000 in 1992, after the new housing had been built. Of course the process has
contributed to a more positive population development during the rebuilding phase of
the 805 than during the demolition phase of the 70s, but its total effect has been a
clear reduction of population.

The total stock of dwellings in the Copenhagen region is shown in Table 7.
Altogether, the number of dwellings in the core communes has, after a decrease in
the Inner City in the 19705, hardly changed in the 805. However, a comparison with
Table 2 shows that this stabilisation in the number of dwellings cannot explain the
total stabilisation of population: Not only did the number of dwellings stabilize in the
19805, but also the number of persons per dwelling (in the core communes 1970 2.2
persons, 1981 1.8 persons, 1992 1.7 persons).

Table 7 Number of dwellings in the Copenhagen region, 1970 - 1992

Thousands 1 970 1 981 1 984 1 987 1 990 1 992

Cop. comm, Inner City 180 148* 149 148 148 147
Cop. comm., Outer districts 128 125* 130 130 130 130
Frederiksberg commune 47 49 49 50 50 51
Copenhagen county 216 260 284 289 278 279
Frederiksborg county 87 122 127 133 139 141
Ftoskilde county 52 75 78 85 89 91

Copenhagen region 688 790 798 815 832 839
* 10,000 dwellings in the commune of Copenhagen not accounted for.

Economic barriers to new peripheral house-building. Table 7 leads to a new
hypothesis. It might be the very modest construction of new housing in the periphery
in the 19805 that was responsible, not only for the deceleration of net migration into
these counties, but also for the stabilisation of the population of the core. In this
hypothesis, it is not changed preferences and hence reduced demand that has
caused the slow-down of new peripheral house-building, but economic barriers such
as the long periods of recession (1980 - 83 and again from 1987), high real rates of
interest, reduced inflation and hence reduced value of home-ownership as an
investment, and finally less favourable taxation and mortgaging rules for ownership



housing from 1987. In brief: When people cannot afford to have new houses built,
they have to remain in the old ones!

This hypothesis probably explains the variation in the migration balance of the
peripheral counties. Indeed, in the boom period in the mid-19805, when house-
building increased somewhat, net migration into the periphery as well as out of the
older and newer suburban rings increased, too. If this hypothesis is correct, net
migration into the periphery may pick up again if and when economic conditions for
house-building improve.

Conclusion

The above discussion points towards the following factors behind the stabilisation
of the Copenhagen central city population since 1980:
- The thinning out of the old population of mid-age and elderly blue collar workers

and housewives has now reached a stage where the "reservoirs" are almost
empty.

- An increased attraction of persons aged 20-34. A certain rejuvenation has
taken place. Some of these people are well-to—do ("gentrification"), but more
are under education, “social losers“, or international immigrants.

- Economic and legal stimuli for the construction of new ownership housing in the
periphery have been reduced, forcing people to remain in the existing housing
stock.

On the other hand, the hypotheses were rejected that either saving of energy costs
or urban renewal and house-building on derelict land should play important roles.

The above-mentioned factors combine in a unique way in each metropolitan region.
The explanations found in the Copenhagen region cannot be generalized without an
individual examination of each case.
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TORONTO'S UNDERGROUND CITY: EXCAVATING THE TERMS OF
ACCESS

Jeffrey Hopkins
The University of Western Ontario, London, Canada

Among the most serious urban problems in Canada over the past several decades has been
the erosion of traditional streets where public life transpired. Much of the county's civic life now
occurs on privately-owned, publicly-used places: above- or below-ground pedestrian ways, atria,
officer'retail complexes and shopping malls. The privatization of public places has heightened
concern about surveillance, discrimination, accessibility and public safety. Similarly, the
publicization of private places has intensified anxieties about adequate social control. loss of
autonomy and public interference in the operation and management of private business
premises. Achieving an equitable balance between public and private rights and obligations, while

. promoting and maintaining both commercial and community interests, must be achieved if the
animation, flexibility, and freedoms conventionally associated with the street are not left outside.
How to meet this challenge?

Toronto's "underground city“ (TUC) — the ten kilometres of linked retail tunnels below the
downtown core - exemplifies this new "indoor street' and is the site of this geographical' excavation. Because spatial access structures the degree of publicness and privateness of a
place - which in turn assists in organizing the social environment of a place - how, why and by

_ whom access to TUC and its array of activities, civic amenities and resources is administered,
contested and negotiated is the focus. Excavating the terms of access will provide a framework
for critiquing the emergent problems, proposed solutions and the social implications for TUC and

_ . other cities grappling with underground and indoor issues.

Canada's sidewalks are changing; they are moving indoors onto private property‘.
The automobile, the skyscraper, the dispersed suburb and the shopping mall have
contributed to the demise of a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented, outdoor street life in our
city cores. Much of the country's civic life now occurs indoors on privately-owned,
publicly—used places in the form of above-ground 'skywalks' between buildings,
ground-level office/retail complexes, atriums and shopping malls, and below-ground,
shop-lined tunnels. The privatization of public places has heightened concern about
excessive surveillance, potential discrimination, universal accessibility and public
safety. Concomitantly, the publicization of private places has intensified anxieties
about inadequate social control, loss of autonomy and public interference in the
operation and management of private business premises. Achieving a just balance
between public and private rights and obligations, while promoting and maintaining
both commercial and community interests, is a challenge that must be met if we are
to ensure that neither the animation, flexibility, and freedoms conventionally
associated with the street, nor the economic livelihood of shopkeepers, are left
outside. It is this search for equitable public and private rights, reasonable rules of
social conduct and a just code of access that is the focus of this piece on Toronto's
public/private space interface.



Toronto's “underground city" (TUC) - the ten kilometres of tunnels beneath the
downtown core, lined with some 1,100 shops and services, and used daily by
100,000 pedestrians (City of Toronto 1993; FULFOFiD 1993: 29) - exemplifies this new
“indoor street.“ It is at the forefront of the public/private space debate and is the site
of this geographical excavation. The underlying supposition, which both inspires the
author and provides the basis for the critique to follow, is the ideal of a truly public
place: a spatially unrestricted communal meeting ground for all members of our
pluralistic society, a site for what HARVEY calls the "heterogeneity of open
democracy" (1992: 591). Such a place, I maintain, is threatened by the move indoors
and underground unless the existing social and legal relationships between private
property owners and public users are challenged, alternative modes of spatial control
are implemented, and a more balanced distribution of power is realized.

Sharing an "indoor street" raises a multitude of issues for society. For human
geographers, the crux of the problems arising from the public/private space interface
may be viewed as a territorial conflict: a power struggle among numerous agents
with varying interests over the boundaries demarcating spatial control. From this
perspective, access is the key issue. Access structures the degree of publicness and
privateness of a place which plays a major role in the organization of its social
environment (BENN and GAUS 1983: 5). By identifying how, why and by whom access
to TUC and its array of civic amenities and activities is organized and currently
contested, an understanding of the dynamics of the emergent problems, their
principal agents and interests, and the potential avenues for reaching a more
equitable distribution of power will be exhumed and discussed. Although Toronto's
"underground city" is unique in the sense it is at the centre of the public/private space
debate in Canada, it is, as will be shown, indicative of a growing world-wide trend
toward indoor cities and the privatization of civic space.

No air photograph or traverse atop a downtown city street will reveal Toronto's
underground city. It is, from above ground, a hidden geography, but it is by no means
a geography exclusive to Toronto; Montreal has in excess of fifteen kilometres of
underground city with access to approximately 1,600 shops and services (BorvIN
1991: 83; London Free Press 1993). There are at least eighty-three other cities in
North America with some form of above- or below-ground pedestrian networks within
the central core (MAITLAND 1992: 162). Asia and Europe also possess large
expanses of publicly-used, underground space. Japan, for example, has over
800,000 square metres of publicly accessible underground space (ISHIOKA
1992: 337), including more than seventy-six underground shopping malls (TATSUKAMI
1986: 19). Tokyo, alone, had more than fifty underground space projects proposed
or in progress by the eariy 1990s (WADA and SAKUGAWA 1990: 33). Finland,
Germany, The Netherlands, and Norway, for instance, also have underground
projects, ranging from a 1000-seat concert hall, sports facilities and swimming pools,
to a central bus terminalz. Toronto's underground city is certainly unique given its
size, scale and intensity of pedestrian use, but it is part of an indoor geography that
is international in scope and one fast becoming an integral part of the contemporary



urban fabric of major cities. The move underground in Toronto and elsewhere has
become technologically feasible, spatially advantageous and economically
attractivea.
Toronto's pedestrian walkway, as illustrated in Figure 1 on the last page, currently

covers the equivalent of roughly twelve city blocks in length and six blocks in width. it
connects at least sixty—three different buildings, including more than twenty parking
garages, nineteen shopping malls, five subway stations, four hotels, the Stock
Exchange and City Hall (JONES et al. 1990: 17). The rapidity of its growth over the
past three decades and the plans for future extensions would suggest TUC is a
success, but for whom? There are pressing questions about precisely who benefits,
who does not, and how Torontonians in particular, and Canadians in general, might
equally share the benefits and burdens of moving civic life inside and underground.

The advantages are, aside from the spatial and economic efficiency as noted
above, numerous for both the proprietors and users of the premises. For the former,
there are potential monetary savings through reduced energy and maintenance costs
relative to above-ground structures by virtue of occupying space that is enclosed,
subsumed in earth, and insulated from the natural weathering elements of sun, wind,
precipitation and seasonal and daily temperature fluctuations. Security is both
enhanced and simplified by the limited number of access points and their perpetual
surveillance by video cameras4. The passageways are, most importantly, a major
source of revenue. In the tunnels, or "cashacombs" as RELPH calls them (1990: 80),
pedestrians are quite literally a captured market. These monetary reasons alone are
incentive for developers to build indoor and underground sidewalks, and are, in a
market-driven, capitalist society, the primary reason for their constructions.

For the pedestrian, the conveniences are profuse: ease of mobility on the tiled,
well-lit and climate controlled corridors; direct access to public transit; proximity to
hundreds of stores, services and work places; isolation from the traffic, noise,
exhaust and potential physical harm of motor vehicles; a clean environment with
innumerable plants, fountains, benches, pay phones and rest roomsfi. There is the
sense of security generated from being indoors, a space guarded by video cameras
and removed from the panhandlers, leaf-letters and tumultuous crowds of the streets
outside. The convenience, protection and amenities of such an enclosed and
controlled space are, one suspects, sufficient cause to entice pedestrian use.
Despite these and other advantages for both proprietor and pedestrian, such built
environments come with qualities both troublesome and dubious.

For the operators there are responsibilities to both tenants and the public users.
These premises, like all businesses, need to operate in a safe, functional and
pleasing environment to promote and sustain their economic viability. Ensuring the
safety of preperty, patrons and employees, maintaining acceptable levels of
cleanliness and building maintenance, conforming to various municipal, provincial
and federal laws, such as building codes, fire safety standards and human rights,
present challenges for even the smallest of business establishments. Successfully
fulling these obligations in a private place of business that. by virtue of its position in
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a large, interconnected network of pedestrian corridors, is a public thoroughfare
presents a problem that, although familiar to all businesses, is unequaled in scale:
how to delimit, promote and maintain acceptable behaviour from the public to ensure
the proper functioning of the privately-operated business premises?

For the public user there are a host of drawbacks, ranging from concerns with
personal health and well—being to inconvenient design amenities and the potential
loss of civil liberties. Being indoors and underground may generate negative
psychological and physiological effects for some people, particularly those who work
inside on a regular basis (CARMODY and STERLING 1987: 59-80). Lack of exposure to
natural sunlight may encourage depression, and the absence of an exterior view may
generate a sense of isolation, Oppressive feelings of enclosure, phobias of
confinement and perceived or substantiated fears of entrapment during fire or other
potential calamities (WADA and SAKUGAWA 1990). The very notion of descending
"underground" has disturbing connotations of dampness, death or burial for some,
including perhaps, the owners of TUC who chose to call their corridors not the
underground but the "PATH: Toronto's Downtown Walkway" (FULFOFtD 1993: 31;
RINGSTAD 1994). Indoor air pollution, whether particulate from synthetic materials,
radon gas released from the stone and concrete building materials or simply mould
from air conditioning, may induce fatigue or illness if ventilation systems are
incompetent. Indoor noise pollution, created by the presence of people, piped
“muzak” and water fountains reverberating down the hard, tiled, and shiny surfaces
of the tunnels, may induce temporary or permanent hearing loss, negative
physiological and psychological reactions and impede social relations7. The design of
TUC has, like other underground cities, been criticized for being inaccessible to the
physically challenged due to a dearth of ramps and elevators, difficult to orient
oneself relative to the wortd above due to few direct, visible, vertical links with the
outdoors, and confusing for lack of adequate directional signage (BROWN 1989: 81;
FULFOFtD 1993: 29-31; RELPH 1990: 83). Visibly stated rules of conduct are also
sparse and limited to notices of hours of operation and "no soliciting". This latter sign
is the only declaration, implicit as it is, that the corridors are under predominantly
private control. Although the public's submission to private authority upon entry into a
place of business is a culturally accepted, legally sanctioned and everyday
occurrence, the domination by private interests of such a large and intensely-used
site of civic life is unprecedented.

Moving indoors and underground clearly has differing advantages and
disadvantages for proprietors and users, but they do share a common problem:
spatial control. The proprietors must maintain an atmosphere conducive to business,
which necessitates prohibiting those members of the public and activities they
perceive as detracting from this objective. Given the high intensity of public use in
these corridors, maintaining the desired level of spatial control may be problematic.
This level of control over the public's activities and composition in a civic
thoroughfare by private agents may be perceived by some members of the public as
itself problematic if access is discriminatory and rules of conduct unduly restrictive.



The corridors have become a site of territorial conflict because they are a space both
public and private. The boundaries demarcating private space from public space
have become blurred: privately-owned business corridors have become publicly-
used civic thoroughfares; publicly—used civic thoroughfares have come to occupy
privately-owned business premises. Control over this public/private space interface
has become a complex issue, but why, for whom, and by what means might this
strife be resolved?

At issue is the division of control over the corridors between private and public
agents, specifically over the power of exclusion granted and exercised by the former.
The dynamics of the conflict are immediately compounded by the number of
competing private and public agents involved with differing opinions, varying
concerns and disparate levels of power. To speak of private and public interests is to
amalgamate a multifarious collection of individuals and institutions into two broad
camps. The plurality of these groups notwithstanding, the rudimentary dynamics of
the conflict over exclusion may, for the sake of simplicity, be reduced to questions of
private and public rights, obligations and interests, which necessarily leads one into
the realm of law and the quest for territorial justice.

Fundamental to this territorial conflict is the ideal of private property and the rights
and obligations embodied therein. Under Canadian law, a public place is "a place
where the public goes, a place to which the public has or is permitted to have access
and any place of public resort“ (VASAN 1980: 302). The corridors of TUC are legally
public places, but they are not public property. On private property - regardless of the
intensity of the public's use of the premises - rules of access and conduct may be
determined and enforced in part by the owner as prescribed by government and the
courts through private property rights (MARTIN 1987: 39-50). With the possession of
property come, however, obligations. These restrictions are founded on the principle
that there is an inherent public interest in private land. This tenet provides the basis
for instituting government legislation that regulates and limits private property rights
(e.g., building codes, taxation, zoning bylaws). In short, this bundle of obligations
imposed by govemments is a formal recognition that public space is a shared space.
The public, in kind, has its bundle of rights and obligations, ranging from those

which are constitutionally entrenched to those implicitly understood as cultural
norms. Canadians have, for instance, the constitutionally guaranteed freedoms of
"expression," "peaceful assembly,"' and "association" which may be used to
challenge private codes of conduct on the grounds they violate these freedoms
(Charter of Rights and Freedoms 1982). There are also numerous liberties that are
sanctioned and maintained by traditional social norms, such as the freedoms of use
and action, temporary claim, and presence (LYNCH 1981: 205-220; CARR et al. 1992:
137-186). One may, for example, use the facilities of a public place as long one does
not appropriate them for exclusive personal use or deny others the same freedoms.
People also have the right to simply “be,“ to simply partake in civic life, as long at
they conform to the legally entrenched rules of public conduct and the cultural-
specific civilities of social intercourse. In order to "be," however, to participate in



public life, one has to have spatial access to public places. Access to space is,
therefore, fundamental to the fulfillment of these spatial rights and many of our other
democratic freedoms.

Flights and privileges for both the private property owner and the public come,
consequently, with controls or limitations in the form of obligations. The primary
obligation of both parties is to exercise their respective spatial freedoms without
infringing upon or abusing the spatial rights of others. Conflict has arisen over TUC
because the spatial rights and freedoms of individuals, groups or institutions within
each camp are perceived as a real or potential threat to the spatial rights or
freedoms of the other. The rapid growth of the underground city in Toronto in
particular and indoor space in Canada in general has surpassed the pace at which
society has been able to address the issue of spatial control and the exercise of
rights and obligations, but progress is being made. There are several modes
available for legitimately challenging the existing spatial power distributions within
TUC, and these have been exercised with varying degrees of success.

If ownership of the disputed corridors is transferred from the private to the public
realm, then the public/private space interface ceases to exist and with it, the conflict
over control. The tunnels could be policed, serviced, maintained and regulated like
any other publicly-used, publicly-owned outdoor city street (BROWN 1989: 79).
Although governments could acquire these lands through expropriation or purchase
on the open market, the costs involved - both in terms of public expense and political
fallout - deem this an extremely unlikely, unfeasible and perhaps naive solution to the
problem. This also assumes, of course, that municipalities wish to acquire the
premises, a responsibility Toronto City Hall has not expressed a desire to undertake
(MORGAN 1994). Acquisition of private property by the public sector is one possibility
for resolving the problems of spatial control but is an unlikely route due to its
Draconian nature and the costs incurred.
Challenges to the existing division of power may also be undertaken through the

courts. For example, a dispute arose in 1984 between Cadillac Fairview Corporation
- part owner of Toronto's Eaton Centre - and the Retail, Wholesale and Department
Store Union over the union's right to distribute information about joining the union to
Eaton employees (GLOBE and MAIL 1989). According to one witness, union members
merely stood in the publicly-used corridors, greeted employees with a “good
moming' and handed out leaflets informing them of a forthcoming meeting; there
were no placards and no boisterous activities (LAYTON 1989: 9). Cadillac Fairview
called the police and had the union members charged with trespassing on private
property.
The union challenged this charge and five years later the Supreme Court of Ontario

ruled “the right of workers to meet union organizers is more important than a
company's right to protect its private property from trespassers“ (GLOBE and MAIL
1989). Although this may be regarded as a victory of public rights over private rights,
such case law may be so specifically taylored to particular situations, in this instance
the Eaton Centre and the right to organize unions, that such rulings hold little, if any,



relevance for other cases and places. In addition to the questionable applicability of
the precedence set by individual case law, judicial proceedings are expensive and
time consuming. Unlike unions, few individuals - particularly the most marginalized
among us - have the time, money and resources to mount a successful legal
challenge against private agents in the courts. These drawbacks aside, litigation
does provide an opportunity to resolve specific issues between public and private
agents with particular attention paid to the rights and obligations of each.

Governments, as noted above, wheel an immense amount of authority over the
allocation of spatial power, and may, consequently, be very effective instruments of
social and spatial change through passing new statutes, retiring others or modifying
existing ones. For example, as Ontario's Trespass to Property Act (TPA) currently
stands, private property owners have, in effect, the right to expel others “at any time,
for any reason, or for no reason at all" (ANAND 1987: iii). The potential for abuse - be
it unwarranted restrictions on acceptable public behaviour, excessive surveillance or
discriminatory expulsion based on real or perceived age, economic position,
ethnocuttural heritage or sexual orientation - is considerable and comes with little, if
any, effective accountability. As a direct outcome of concerns initiated by the public
over unduly restrictive and discriminatory enforcement of the TPA by owners of
Toronto's underground city, the Attomey General of Ontario appointed a task force in
1986 with the mandate to investigate this allocation of power (ANAND 1987). This
human rights probe reached several conclusions: among them that some private
property owners discriminate against visible minorities, youth and other individuals
deemed undesirable; the current law does not distinguish different types of private
property and the intensity of the public's use; and invocation of the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms as a defense from expulsion only addresses symptoms of
the problem and not the unrestricted authority to exclude patrons that is the cause of
the problem. As a result the Government of Ontario preposed amendments to the
provincial petty trespass act that would have, if enacted into law, limited the
expulsionary powers of private property owners while providing a mechanism for
defining “reasonable use“ by the public in a case by case, space by space, fashion.
This bill failed to pass due to a variety of reasons, including lack of political will on the
part of the provincial government, intense opposition from the shopping mall industry
and small businesses, and a lack of consultation among the parties most effected by
the proposed amendments (FRAM 1994). Nonetheless, legislation remains one of the
most effective ways of redistributing power by mandating access and codes of
conduct in civic places”.

involving the government, whether the legislative or judiciary branch, is not the only
route available for resolution. The immediate parties involved may dialogue directly
with each other to solve a mutual problem. Metropolitan Toronto Police - the public
agent - and the owners of the Eaton Centre — the private agent - are currently
experimenting with a new model of sharing spatial controlg. Because of the high
number of requests for police in the Younge—Dundas district, which includes the
Eaton Centre, Metro Police have recently introduced foot-patrol officers to the area.



With permission granted by the landowners, the police office located inside the
shopping mall in a position of high visibility. Not only do police service the immediate
corridors of the Eaton Centre, more importantly, they have close proximity to a
neighbourhood in need of their presence. In theory, both the public and the private
sectors gain. Eaton's gets, in addition to its private security force, public police
presence to both deter and apprehend offenders, and the public, both mall patrons
and neighbourhood residents alike, receive added police protection. In practice,
however, problems may arise over precisely how the patrons, the police and private
security - acting as servants of the landowners - interact. The presence of publicly-
funded police officers on privately-owned property may, for example, lead the
common layperson to conclude the general corridors are truly public property and
behave accordingly, only to be informed otherwise by private security guards.
Altercations could develop from the misunderstandings generated by this enhanced
blurring of the public and private domains. Although this particular joint public/private
venture is too premature to evaluate, such a process of consultation and cooperation
seems well suited to the search for common ground and the spirit of sharing public
space.
The search for an equitable distribution of rights and an acceptable code of access

to Toronto's underground city is, upon excavation, a quest for territorial justice. How
Canadians chose to distribute the benefits and burdens of spatial control inside the
corridors of our emergent indoor cities is a morallyucharged, ideologically-laden
question of social justice”. Clearly the emergence of large expanses of publicly-
used, privately-owned space is modifying the spatial structure of our cities, but
changes to the social and legal organization dictating these indoor spatial structures -

be it through acquisition, litigation, legislation, and/or consultation - are lagging
behind. Maintaining the current distribution of spatial rights and obligations is socially
unjust insofar as the needs of both the public and private agents are not being met.
Notwithstanding the needs of business for premises conducive to commercial
enterprise, the power of exclusion held and exercised by the private sector threatens
the public's need for access to civic space. The right to simply “be,“ to partake in
civic life, is prerequisite for the creation and sustenance of shared experiences, a
sense of community and belonging. To lose a communal meeting ground - the
pedestrian space — on the basis of private property rights, market forces and the
desire of certain classes to associate with their own kind, is to lose the very site
which embodies the best of Western culture: a truly public place where the
democratic ideals of tolerance and equality are openly practiced and sustained
through the inclusion and interaction of people on the streets and sidewalks of our
pluralistic society. During the decades ahead as our indoor geographies expand,
Canadians should not become passive witnesses to yet another erosion of the
traditional street; the civil liberty conventionally associated with public life itself: the
freedom to just be. As we move indoors and underground, do we really want to leave
this civic identity outdoors and above ground?



NOTES

1. A longer, more in-depth version of this paper, entitled "Excavating Toronto's Underground Streets:
In Search of Equitable Flights, Rules and Revenue," may be found in the following forthcoming
book: CAULFIELD, J. and PEAKE, L. (in press). Critical Perspectives to Canadian Urbanism. Toronto:
University of Toronto.

2. The Hetretti Art Centre, in Punkaharju, Finland, contains a woo-seat concert hall built underground
in rock (ANTTIKOSKI et al. 1989: 17). Germany has an underground canteen in Bonn and numerous
below-ground shopping arcades such as those in Cologne and Dusseldorf (KlND-BARKAUSKAS 1993:
25). In an effort to reduce traffic congestion in Amsterdam, there is a proposal to build an
underground bus terminal that would accommodate up to 50 buses (SIKKEL 1993: 33). Underground
sports halls and swimming pools have been constructed and are widely used in Norway (Bacon:
and COLLINS 1990: 8).

3. Over 95 % of the cost to erect a building in central Tokyo may be attributed to the cost of land
acquisition (Beoorc and COLLINS 1990: B). At these prices, going underground to avoid purchasing
more surface space is attractive.

4. Of the 2.5 million calls for service received by Metropolitan Toronto Police in 1993, only 87 criminal
offenses or serious occurrences (Le. suicide) were investigated by the Force in the underground city
(DEAR 1994).

5. A 1991 survey of North American municipalities with an indoor city indicated commercial advantage
was the single largest factor driving its constnrction (MAITLAND 1992: 165).

6. Although the vast majority of the underground resembles a suburban shopping mall corridor, there
are parts that possess no stores or services, such as the link between Union Station and The Floyal
York Hotel, and sections that are murky, such as the underground parking garage which links City
Hall to the rest of the underground city.

7. For a case study of the potential auditory, physiological, psychological and social effects of ambient
noise on indoor-city patrons see HOPKINS (1994).

8. For a in-depth discussion of the now defunct proposed amendments to Ontario's Trespass to
Property Act see HOPKINS (1993). For a critique of a newly proposed category of quasi-public
property ownership, which recognizes the essentially public nature of mall space while retaining
reasonable rights for property owners, see KHUSHELNICKI (1993).

9. This account is based on an interview with Sgt. COCKSEDGE (1994) and correspondence with the
Director of Corporate Planning (DEAR 1994), both with Metropolitan Toronto Police.

10.For a succinct overview of social justice see SMITH (1994a). For an in-depth review of the topic as it
relates to geography see SMITH (1994b).
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The problem of this study is how nature is defined in the city. The questions of nature have
been widely neglected in urban geography. In recent years the discussions of environment and
sustainable development have increased the interest to nature in urban studies. In this project =
this broad question is focused to the city and its relation to the sea. The waterfront can be seen i;
as a reflection of society‘s relation to the nature. The making of built environment and urban life in '

.
new urban areas are processes of power. In the case of waterfronts the meaning of nature is
manifested in arguments concerning city's and citizens' relations to the sea. P

The city of Helsinki lies on the coast. Therefore the sea and the planning of Helsinki are
. entangled together. The development of Helsinki's waterfronts is related to the wider processes

of recent changes in location strategies in shipping and industry. The land-use of (":2
waterfront-areas is under redefinition. The public interpretations of nature and sea will be studied
through analysis of planning documents of Helsinki. .

The empirical focus of this study is a waterfront housing project near the centre of Helsinki. In ..
-’”--, this area, Fiuoholahti, which is planned by the City Planning Department, the analysis of private

interpretations of nature and sea is done by depth-interviews of residents of this area. In these .
. interviews personal relations to nature and personal housing history are concerned important "

when studying the meaning of urban nature.
'

Key words: Waterfront, City, Nature, Helsinki
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Introduction: Excavating the Nature in the City

The problem of this study has grown from the idea of urban nature. The conceptual
categories of nature and environment have been neglected in contemporary urban
studies. It is especially interesting that this has been happening in urban geography,
inside the discipline of geography which traditionally examines the relationship
between humans and their environment. One reason for this is the academic division
of labor. In urban studies nature and environment have largely been seen as an
scene for social events, not a problem itself. Problematization of nature has not been
work for urban geographers.

in urban social geography the theorization has been emphasized on space and
place. In these discussions of the problem between agency and structure social
theorists have become aware of the meaning of space and geography for social life
(GREGORY and UFtFlY 1985; KOBAYASHI and MACKENZIE 1989). These discussions are
only now beginning to proceed on the arena of nature.
The problem of nature in the city is an unexamined field in urban geography. Much

of the urban geography has been dominated by Spatial, quantitative and economical
perspectives. Also in contemporary cultural geography the city has been seen from a
socio-cultural perspective which has excluded nature from the social study of the



cities. One reason for this could be the urge to be separated from historical-
materialism. It has been argued that the modern environmental problems are
culminated when we in our thinking separate the concepts of nature and culture. This
process is conceptualized as alienation and through this process humans - as
individuals - have become distanced from their natural origins (KATZ and KIFIBY 1991:
263L
Operationalization of such a theoretical problem in one study is big challenge. I have
approached the problem by studying the meaning of sea to Helsinki through history,
as the sea has always been significant for Helsinki. This has been starting point in
the study where the question of the nature in the city is studied through the case of
Helsinki and sea. This problem will be analyzed from two different angles. The first
part is the study of urban planning in Helsinki. In this part I concentrate on the public
interpretations of nature and sea which are created in the sphere of planning. These
interpretations can be studied through a discourse analysis of planning documents
(for example KENNY 1992; TETI' and WOLFE 1991). In the second part the aim is to
study how the urban dwellers experience the relationship between city and sea. The
empirical focus of the study is one of the Helsinki's new waterfront-housing projects,
Ftuoholahti. One possible method for collecting information of people's relation to
their environment is depth-interview (BURGESS, LIMB and HARRISON 1988a, 1988b).
The first part of the study is in preparation, the second phase starts in the end of
1995. The analysis of the interpretations from both parts of the study can possibly
make visible the differences which cause conflicts in local urban planning. The basic
questions are all focused into Helsinki:

- What is the interpretation of sea and waterfront in public urban relationship to
nature?

- How is the Finnish relation to nature interpreted in the case of waterfronts?
- What is the meaning of sea in constitution of identity and in private relationship to

nature?
- How are private experiences of nature filtered to urban life?
These are the main questions of the whole study. In this paper my purpose is to

clarify shortly the theoretical ideas which have affected the study and then illustrate
the particular place of Helsinki where the studied processes take place. In the end I
present possible hypotheses for the empirical case study.
The question of waterfronts is widely discussed in geography and urban planning

(e.g. HAHN 1993; HOYLE et al. 1988; PHIEBS 1992a, 1992b). Usually waterfronts are
examined from the perspective of economy, image marketing or gentrification. In
Helsinki the regeneration of waterfront differs from the big metropolises. First of all,
the whole problematic of waterfronts came actual in Helsinki only in 19805 because
until then there was enough land available for construction. Also the need for new
port has become actual now and the discussion about the place of the new port is
currently going on. This process releases areas from the inner-city waterfront. In the
same time the legislative reforms concerning environmental impact assessment are



influencing planning process. These make the questions of waterfront topical in
Helsinki.

Theoretical Background of the Study

This study is part of a project in which the relationships of political and economical
power to civil society and nature in the city are examined. The methodological
background is inspired by British locality studies of the 1980s and their Finnish
counterparts done in the early 19905. However, the perspective has evolved into a
more culturally sensitive direction. The discussion in Anglo-American cultural
geography (e.g. BAHNES and DUNCAN 1992; DUNCAN and LEY 1993) has given new
perspectives also for the methodology in urban geography. This is important in times
when the roles of subject and representation have been widely questioned. The
universal subject of white, middle-aged, middle-class male is being taken apart.

How to study nature in the urban context with such premises in the domain of
planning and everyday life? An important starting point for this study is nature as a
conceptual entity. The aim is to study the interpretation and meanings of nature, not
the physical nature. This can be compared to the process of understanding a book. It
is done through interpreting the meanings of words, not analyzing their shape or
frequency (SAYER 1992: 35).

In lay thinking nature is often considered as something which is not very visible in
the city. This controversial argument reveals embedded ideals of western concepts
of nature. Nature is usually seen as the opposite to city because city is something
which humans have made. Also, it is not rare to draw a parallel between concepts of
country and nature. In the previously mentioned juxtaposition city usually represents
culture. Conceptual separation of nature from culture has happened when we have
become urban beings (FITZSIMMONS 1989: 108). Nature is said to be one of the most
complicated concepts of western culture. My purpose, therefore, is not to define the
concept of nature in urban context but to find some particular interpretations through
which it might be possible to develop our understanding of some urban problems.

In recent years nature and city has been dealt in many projects. William CRONON
has studied city of Chicago and its relation to surrounding nature in a praised and
criticized monograph (CFtONON 1991, and his critics in Antipode theme number 1994,
26: 2). There is also interesting research on urban growth and its relation to
environmental questions (CAHLIN and EMEL 1992). In Odense, Denmark, a 5-year
"Man and Nature" research program has been established. It includes projects
concerning nature, urban history and literature (KRISTENSEN et al. 1993; Man and
Nature 1993).

Urban planning is a powerful profession which combines political, economical and
professional power in order to transform our environments. Planning can be
analyzed in different ways. Traditionally planning has theoretically been divided into
theories of planning and theories in planning (CAMHIS 1979). In this work planning is



understood as an arena where values, opinions and targets are struggled and
negotiated into form of plans or instructions. In other words, planning is a discursive
field which is in continuous change. It is important to identify all the agents
participating in the planning process. Then it is possible to analyze their arguments.
This kind of work demands qualitative methods like discourse analysis (RYDIN and
MYEHSON 1989). However, the analysis of planning reveals only one side of the
conceptions of urban nature. I have conceptualized this side as public interpretation
of nature. Public is in this understood as the official view of society. The second
sphere is the collective interpretations of nature. These are expressed in different
forms of national culture. Traces of them can be found for example in myths,
literature and art. This kind of material is not included in this study. However, some
locally interesting examples can illustrate the particular problematic of the study area.
The third interpretation of nature is a private one. It is constituted in the sphere of
everyday life and done individually. This sphere is examined in the second phase of
my study.

Some Aspects of Finnish Conceptions of Nature

In Finland the forest is a crucial element of nature and our images of it. Many artists
from the time of nation-building are famous because of their portrayals and
interpretations of Finnish forests. The music of Jean Sibelius is connected to our
wildwood, painters Akseli Gallen-Kallela and Pekka Halonen have in their landscape
paintings used forest themes. Finnish literature has also drawn ideas from forests
and countryside. Urban milieu and cities, on the contrary, have inspired only few
Finnish artists and writers. City is not a part of Finnish national landscape (ILMONEN
1992: 36). However, these myths are changing. Finnish Ministry of Environment
published 1993 an illustrated book which listed 27 national landscapes and 5 of
these were urban milieux (Ymparistoministerid 1993).

The meaning of forest is important for the official image of Finland. The newly built
residence for president of Finland is located on a forested cape in its own privacy a
couple of kilometers from centre of Helsinki. The name of the place and the building
is "Mantyniemi' meaning 'pine cape". The meaning of forest is highlighted also
because of its importance to Finnish national economy. The developing of wood-
processing industry is considered to be the only way to get Finland out of the
economical crisis.

Late urbanization and low population density are also factors which condition
Finnish concepts of nature. Major part of Finnish population has direct family ties to
countryside. Many skills which are related to agriculture and hunter-gathering are
familiar to Finnish urban people: fishing, hunting, bony and mushroom picking or
making firewood. It has been argued that Finnish cultural relationship to nature is
defined through benefit and therefore there is no difference between nature and
"nature“. There is only one nature (BENGS 1992: 75).
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This concept of nature was interpreted in urban planning in 19605 when the big
migration from countryside to the cities happened. People whose ideas of life came
from an agrarian society wanted to experience nature at their home door in the city.
This problem was solved by building housing estates in the forest. It is possible to
say that in Helsinki there is a invisible border between inland forest culture and
coastal sea culture. In this controversial claim culture is quite freely defined. This
separation is currently breaking when the urban waterfronts are having new
importance as areas of housing. The dominant concept of the relation between
nature and city is changing and urban planning is the sphere where it is legitimized.

Short History of Planning and Waterfront Land-Use in Helsinki

The location of Helsinki is derived from the authoritative order from the King of
Sweden in 1550. In that time Finland was part of Swedish kingdom. Helsinki was
established as a trading place to compete with Tallinn (Fieval) on southern coast of
the Gulf of Finland. Russia, Sweden and Hanseatic League were the forces which
were competing in Baltic trade. Helsinki was originally located on the estuary of the
river Vantaa. There was no economic base for living in Helsinki so the king had to
order people from other towns to move into Helsinki. This policy was not successful
and the early years of the city were a struggle for existence. Timber and wood were
the main export goods. but they had to be transported from the inland. In 1640 the
city was moved to its present place which was considered to be a better harbor.

In the beginning of the 18th century Helsinki was a little town with 1700 inhabitants.
The waterfront of the built-up area was full of wooden storehouses and jetties. In the
year 1800 there were 7000 inhabitants and built-up area was less than one square
kilometer. Land-use on the waterfront became denser and landscape looked more
"urban". Waterfront had no special social or aesthetic meaning. For example the
slaughterhouse was still in the middle of the city on the waterfront. Industry began to
grow slowly and the first dock was founded in those times. The rest of present
Helsinki was countryside and only in few places on the waterfront forest and cliff was
changed to fields and meadows.

In the middle of the 19th century the population had grown to 21 000. That time was
the eve of industrialization in Helsinki and industry began to conquer city‘s
waterfronts. The shipbuilding industry on the south-eastem side of the built-up area
expanded. In south-west there was a brewery, in north-west a sugar factory and in
north-east a ceramic factory. The facade of the city began to be appreciated and the
slaughterhouse had to move on the edge of the city. Land-use on the waterfront was
not anymore based on demand for water. Seashore became to have other uses and
meanings. There was a hospital on the western shore of the city and near that was
new cemetery. University had it's botanical garden just beside city's centre facing the
Toolonlahti-bay. In southern point of the city's cape was Helsinki‘s first park on the
shore.



In the year 1900 port and railways had taken over the shores around city. There
was more industry and the amount of population was 79 000. The main railway was
built from the middle of the city's centre to the north. The city's harbor railway which
goes around the cape of Helsinki was built in the turn of the century. The city was
bordered by the railway and it was also a borderline between built-up area and the
wasteland on the shore. Port activities were centered on the northern side of the
town, which is separated from city's centre area by a narrow strait.

The first half of the 20th century was a time of fast growth for Helsinki. In fifty years
the population grew to 368 000. Industry and port activities spread and more land on
the waterfront was needed. Large areas of sea were filled in the south-westem and
north-eastem sides of the city's centre (KAHIVALO 1976). This process has been
going on up to these days but is now over because the new port is going to be
outside city's centre. Although industry began to move out from the center in 1960s
the waterfront areas were reserved to the end of the 19803. Helsinki is the biggest
port of importation in Finland and the growth of shipping kept the demand for port
area in high level. In the middle of the 19705 city was worried about the decreasing
population in the inner city and in the General Plan of Central City Area of 1976 one
of the main goals was to stop that development. Waterfronts were noticed as a
solution to this problem in the beginning of the 1980s when city examined alternative
uses of shore areas. Recreation and housing have been the two competing
alternatives. In housing the idea of welfare state and strong tradition of centralized
planning have favored public housing. Therefore, private development corporations
have not effected directly to the planning of the waterfronts. However, the unofficial
contacts between city and developers are still unexamined.

The meaning of sea and waterfronts for the image of Helsinki became clear in the
end of the 19805. In the General Plan of 1992 one main theme for future
development of the city is "Marine Helsinki". This idea is realized by developing the
passenger port, building of the new housing areas, maintaining grand marine entry
scenes and starting projects of ecological marine living.

Waterfront Projects in Helsinki

There have been several waterfront projects in Helsinki during last 20 years. First of
the new waterfront housing areas was Merihaka, an artificial cape one kilometer
north-east from city centre. It was built in 1970s. Merihaka was built as a modernist
high-rise area in the style of big metropolises. There are the only 12- and 16—storey
apartment blocks in inner city. The traffic was planned to be on two levels, cars on
the first level and pedestrians on the second level. Merihaka has been criticized for
its inhumane scale and unnatural, concrete environment. The waterfront itself is
linear and right-angled. On one side there is a little marina.
The next project was in Katajanokka, an island which lies on the eastem side of city

centre. In Katajanokka it is possible to find an urban milieu from the beginning of this
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century. It is also a part of Helsinki's passenger port with connections to Stockholm,
Travemiinde and Tallinn. On the waterfronts of Katajanokka there are warehouses
from early years of 20th century. The new waterfront housing area was built in the
end of the 19703 and in the beginning of the 19803. The idea was to build dense
urban milieu with contact to older parts of the area. There are 3-5-storeyed houses
covered with red tile. Street and parking lots sever apartment houses from the quay
and from waterfront park.

During the 19803 the construction of apartments was centered on north-east and
east suburban areas of Helsinki. In the end of 19803 the next waterfront project
started in Pikku-Huopalahti 5 km to north-west from city centre. It is an bay-area
between the inner-city and suburbia. The first houses in new Pikku—Huopalahti were
finished in 1990. In Pikku-Huopalahti the idea was to build an urban milieu with good
environmental qualities. The coastline with promenade, square and cafe is reserved
for inhabitants. The construction of the area is still uncompleted.

In Helsinki's eastern suburbs is one of the latest waterfront housing projects,
Vuosaari. This area was non-built coastal forest. The project represents the new idea
of building a typical Finnish forest-suburbia on the waterfront. The area is currently
under construction.

Chronologically the next one is Fiuoholahti which will be the case area of my study.
This new waterfront housing area is going to be joined with the inner city and it is
built on landfill. Until recently there has been industry, warehouses and port activities
on the area. The regeneration process started in the early 19803 when planning of
the area started by changing the land-use from harbor and stock area to housing
purposes. The area is planned to form a single whole with old central city area. The
idea of maritime city is carried out by building waterfront promenades and canal
which halves the area. First blocks are ready but the building of the area continues to
next decade.

There are other new projects which are just started or are under planning. In
eastern suburbia is the area of Herttoniemi, a former industrial area from 19305
where the construction work started in last winter. In this project the idea of
waterfront is still developed further. Two major waterfront projects, Arabianranta and
Viikki, are under planning. The first one is an old industrial site of ceramic
manufacturing. The construction is planned to start in nearest future. The second
one, Viikki, is an area with potential of conflict. Viikki is a preserved bird sanctuary
and the new housing i3 planned right next to it. New bio-technic science-park will
also be built in the area. The original location of Helsinki is between these two project
areas.

The Need to Analyze the Planning Process of Waterfronts

The public interpretation of nature in context of urban planning can be traced from
planning documents, official records and other archive documents. In the case of



Helsinki these processes can be followed through this century. The problem of
defining a relevant time span for this study depends not only on the material but on
the time when modern urban planning started in Helsinki. Finland was under Russian
rule from 1809 until its independence in 1917. However, under Russian rule Finland
had autonomy and thus independence was nota mark for new era in urban planning.
However, for architecture it was meaningful, and the nation-building of that period
changed a lot of Helsinki's street scenery. The first general plan which included
whole city was made in 1911 which can be considered a starting point for modern
planning in Helsinki. However, for a more detailed analysis of the urban waterfronts
in Helsinki, a relevant time span of study could be from the General Plan of 1970 to
these days.

In Finnish urban planning it is possible to find somewhat a colonial conflict. Finnish
government traditions owe much both to Swedish and Russian rulers. The meaning
of central administration is emphasized in Finnish culture. This administrative culture
meets traditional Finnish culture of nature in cities, which were villages until last
century. The lack of public discussion about planning projects is partly caused by this
juxtaposition. Even in these days of negotiation planning the head of Helsinki City
Planning Office has hoped that planning could be done in “windiess space" i.e.
without outside disturbance. This illustrates the viewpoints of the public planning and
it also underlines the need for analysis of the planning process and the arguments
which are used. If citizens are considered as troublemakers in planning process,
their possibility to participate in defining of the nature in the city is threatened.
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:;.-.- Never before has the focus on urban issues been so perspicuos as today. The challenging
questions are connected not only with the urban growth, but also with the environmental
problems not at least created by the increasing use of the car. In the more and more dispersed --
Urban landscape we require the mobility of the car in order to sew together the daily life. Thus,

f3 mobility is a crucial and necessary factor to analyse when we want to expand the theory of urban
iii: change and urban development. 2 ..
:3?»
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Introduction

“In Sweden the average temperature is rather lower than we had like to be. And
while our summers have a unique kind of beauty we can not pretend they are
particularly long or hot. Nevertheless, at SAAB we have always had a passionate
love affair with the convertible. It is not remotely logical."

I found this advertisement for the new SAAB 900 Convertible (open car) in the often
cited publication The Economist May 1994. The ad ends with "In fact, we have only
one regret. We wish we had your weather rather than ours".

Of course the company wants to sell as many cars as possible and this would also
be good for the Swedish economy and for General Motors. But with more cars the
greenhouse effect will develop at a faster rate and Sweden will reach a warmer
climate sooner than is foreseen. At the same time, in countries or regions on lower
latitudes the weather will probably be too hot for open cars. And we do not know how
the rain pattern will be redistributed over the globe!

Let us agree upon that in the longer mn, global structural aspects of this kind - a
higher average temperature on earth - may create changes of a magnitude we can
not even imagine today. This of course implies that we have drawn the right
conclusions. As researchers are not at all of the same opinion neither about the
factors behind the greenhouse effect nor the consequences, it is quite difficult to
know what shape the future will take. However, there are quite many researchers,
technicians, city planners, tourism advocates, investors, etc. in particular, who
seriously discuss whether the consequences of e.g. a rising sea level will be of a
negative or a positive character.

The ad also reveals questions of the relationship between the different scales
- local and global - implying the individual's behavior and his or her responsibility for
the surrounding environment. Summarized, all the individuals' car use and mobility
give strong contributions to the increasing environmental global problems. The



increasing mobility of man all over the world, the increasing transportation of goods,
the circulation of information and the borderless spread of emissions and substances
and the impact of all these factors in a spatial-geographical sense are among the
most urgent problems we must direct more attention to than we do today.

Which are the challenges?

Never before has the focus on urban issues been so perspicuous as today. The
increasing urban population not at least in the developing countries, demands a
foresight and a planning readiness of an unbelievable scale. On the other hand
"some argue that we no longer need the kind of geographically concentrated, dense,
economic combination of factories, and stores, surrounded by the homes of their
workers, that we have come to think of as archetypal city' (SALINS 1993, p. 148). The
increasing migration of not only people but also jobs and service out to the suburbs
may indicate the decline of cities, which seem to be a phenomenon all over the
world. But as SALINS continues: "... the city as an economic entity, the city as a more
or less concentrated collection of businesses, homes, and institutions,
interconnected by a dense and costly infrastructure of transportation, utilities, and
telecommunications, is alive, well, and a permanent, indeed growing, feature of
American life" (op.cit. 148). He also adds: "American cities can only be understood in
connection with their suburbs, and the distinction between city and suburb is a false
one". In Europe it has always been more common to have an integrated view of the
city and the suburbs, for instance with respect to the web of public transport systems
in order to facilitate for commuters to go to their works in city centres.
A more urgent problem in the developed countries are the consequences of

increased car traffic which require decisions involving both drastic reduction of car
use in cities and improvement of the public transport systems. An authoritative
working group under the heading of a former manager at General Motors has at the
request of the American Academy of Sciences been thinking of this problem and
published a report in November 1992 with the title “Taming the Car and Its Users:
Should We do Both?“ And was underlined. The answer is yes (JOHNSON 1992).

Thus, which are the most challenging questions for geographers interested in urban
change and urban development with special attention being paid to environmental
considerations? That almost half of the world population in the year 2000 will live in a
city or town? The problems of the mega-cities, cities over 10 million people? The
necessity of substituting the big cities with middle-sized cities of around 250.000
inhabitants (HAHDOY 1992)? Should we not continue more actively the process of
integrating cities or towns into regional, national and international networks and in a
deeper way start to analyze the amalgamation of the city and the surrounding
countryside? “As places of work, cities have transformed from centers of goods
processing to centers of information processing" as KASAHDA (1993, p. 109) argues,



will this also give other possibilities of foot-loose location of where you want to live
and work. What will be maintained in cities?

To summarize all these questions from a theoretical point of view, there seems to
be an increasing interest in searching for a new meta-theory in order to explain the
ongoing and the future urbanization process. As there are many doubts to work
towards a 'grounded theory', which is rather difficult to develop, the meta-theory will
be restricted to some clarifying concepts to elucidate the many processes going on in
the contemporary society (of. GREN 1994).

The main purpose of this article is to analyze the ongoing urban development and
also speculate around the question of urban destinies, particularly in respect to how
the situation develops in Sweden. To do that, I want to focus on the concept of
mobility in order to stimulate a discussion on whether the increasing mobility in
society may be used to foresee the next phase in the settlement pattern including
both urban places and the countryside.

Some trends in the Swedish urban development in the early 905

The alteration of the over-all residential pattern in Sweden over the past 150 years
is characterised by stability and change alike. While the population has almost
trebled (from 3.2 to 8.7 million in spite of an immigration deficit of about 350.000
people), the basic residential pattern has, by and large, remained surprisingly
unchanged. With the exception of the Stockholm region, whose share of the
population has increased, the different parts of the country have retained
approximately the same shares as before. Sweden has evolved a residential pattern
in which 80 per cent of the population live south of a latitude drawn through Uppsala
(see map in Figure 1).

Despite the stability of the main structure, major changes have taken place in
respect to the number of people living in the various urban areas. In the 18303,
Stockholm had some 80.000 inhabitants, whereas other towns housed less than a
couple of thousand people on average. Today, 90 per cent of the population live in
densely-populated areas, towns and cities. One person out of five lives in one of the
three major cities. The population decrease in rural areas has not infrequently been
regarded as a source of concern due to diminished opportunities for land utilisation
by way of farming and the potential lack of necessary foodstuffs if supplies from
abroad are cut off. Recently, the desire to preserve an "open landscape“ has
featured in this context, too.

A new survey of rural agglomerations has recently been published showing the
distribution of small places with 50-199 inhabitants (803 1993). A certain
concentration to the surroundings of the big cities is clear, but otherwise they are well
spread all over the country except from the mountain areas. Quite many of these
agglomerations consist of summer cottages which have changed into permanent
residence. During the recent recession this process has accelerated. In connection



with divorce it is also often the case that one of the parts may choose the summer
cottage as a cheaper dwelling.

Figure 1 The population distribution in Sweden in 19903
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Source: The Population. National Atlas of Sweden 1991

The distribution of the Swedish population on different settlement categories is
shown in Table 1. Even if the rural agglomerations take only a small part of the total
population in Sweden, they must be seen in the changing pattem of the urbanization
process. The Stockholm county can be used as an example of this. Between 1961
and 1990 the Stockholm county had 1/3 of the total growth in Sweden and today the



county stands for about 20% of the Swedish population. The increase depended to
51% on the excess of births, 54% on net immigration and 15% on net migration from
other counties in Sweden. Among the communities in Stockholm county the so called
"green communities“ increased most. During the 30 year period only the city of
Stockholm lost population. Some of the communities which grew very fast during the
19705 and 19805 now loose inhabitants during the early 19905.

Table 1 The distribution of the Swedish population in 1990

Category Size Number Population

Urban localities >200 1 843 7.162.615 (83%)
Rural agglomerations 50-199 2362 252.000 (3%)
Sparsely populated areas 1.180.000 (14%)

Source: Statistical Central Bureau Na 38 SM 9301

Throughout Sweden there are quite many people leaving the metropolitan areas
and densely built-up areas and taking up residence in the countryside. This
development started during 1970s and has implied an increasing house-building in
our smallest urban places. The changes between 1980 and 1990 show that in the
country as a whole, the population in sparsely populated areas has increased with
2%. In the Stockholm county this population increased with 20% and the population
in urban places with 7%. In absolute figures the urban places still gain most people.
Of the total population growth the increase in the countryside in Stockholm county
amounts to only 11%, but for certain communities to over 50%. For planners and
politicians this development creates a real challenge, but they also have to discuss
the explanation for this process. In most cases it is a question of permanenting
summer cottages but also to concentrate new houses to existing farm areas, not at
least for returning children of the farmers.
The prognosis is that this development will continue. The service base in the

countryside is sufficient and all the time the infrastructure develops and the attraction
of the countryside increases. But the car is absolutely necessary and with computer,
telephone, fax and mobile telephone it is no problem to live and work out in the
countryside. In Sweden there are about 300.000 persons working at home. Most of
them are men in the age of 35-50 years and they collect, analyse and sell
information of different kinds. Beside their rich equipment of electronic devices they
are also characterized by a very high mobility.

In Figure 1 the densely populated areas in Sweden are identified. As in many other
countries there are two features of significance. The "belts" with Stockholm as the
starting-point and the other with Göteborg and Malmö as the main centres are
reinforced the whole time. But the "isolated“ islands also grow, particularly the cities



with higher education, universities or colleges. Another feature which also is similar
to the pattern in many countries can be seen in the other map, where half of the
Swedish population live within a distance of 30 km from the coasts of the North Sea
and the Baltic. (On the global level around 80% of the pOpulation live within a two
hour drive from the coast of the sea or a lake).
The above mentioned development of organizing cities into on the one hand

networks of urban regions and on the other the policy of promoting the whole country
including the sparsely areas to live, seem at first to be contradictory. However, these
two policies coincide quite well with the two main international strategies of firstly to
merit city and region endeavors the status of “Global City", and secondly to make
places, communities, neighbourhoods and cities less dependent on global economic
premisses and to develop local resources. Are these policies possible to
amalgamate into one vision? The mobility of the people seems quite crucial in order
to fulfil these aims, particularly when we have in mind the rather small Swedish
population with on average 19 inhabitants per square km in addition to the modest
population growth.

Mobility - an underestimated factor behind urban development?

Mobility is fundamental to all natural systems and in all cultures, although the
changes inherent in it may take place according to varying spatial scales and rates. It
seems also quite clear that all the ways of transferring goods, persons, and
information have cooperated and supported one another. The increased
opportunities for contact, mainly by way of the telephone netwo'rk, have made for
more complex production systems, but they have brought us increased personal
contacts, too. Now, however, the question is whether we are facing the possibility of
replacing some personal mobility by information transmission. We are already
familiar with video conferences, the integrated computer, video cameras, and
television. In future, physical removals might be rendered unnecessary by fictitious
meetings in “technological spaces" or “cyberspace"! Will these fresh channels of
information stimulate a new physical mobility on the part of persons and goods?
What sort of impact are the various trends going to have on urban development and
urban environment?

Like the urban developments of the past, future changes will take place along the
spreading-out scale, attention being paid to production and consumption functions.
Increased mobility has led to a continuous urban landscape across as well as within
national boundaries. The evolution of the vast megalopolis has made the “problem
landscape" more continuous. A larger number of people are affected by the
environmental problems of cities. At the same time, this regional concentration
creates a basis for long-distance transports, which may in time reduce the need for
air transportation. However, regional concentration is offset by global spreading—out.
There is a tendency for growing proportions of commerce to take place between



different urban landscapes within and between continents, generating
comprehensive transportation.

More and more we have to focus on a fundamental theoretical research approach
concerning the role of the city as one part in the regional, national and global, not
only in the economic system but also in the ecosystem. Earkssorv has raised the
question: I"Will the urban places and the rural areas change their roles in the future?
Eartier the city has always been connected with the future and the countryside with
the history. With high technology and a new and different wave of 'green' movers the
rural areas will perhaps enjoy a renaissance” (EHIKSSON 1993:1). This question
strongly stresses the geographical dimension of future studies which has attracted
too little attention in public planning and administration.

FRANGSMYR (1980) argued that the future society in a geographical sense to a great
extent was located to the city. There the vision of the "Efficient Society" was easier to
realize and develop. The other utopia, “The Good Life“, was more adjusted to the
countryside, decentralization and local democracy. However, there are few who
really believe in this second utopia, which means that man connected with it are not
looking fonrvard but are seeking earlier days of "good life". The future was regarded
to belong to the city! But the conclusions drawn by some urbanists that the cities
more and more have come to appear as an independent network in which the
countryside is mostly apprehended as a distance-creating space between the nodes,
seems to be rather narrow-sighted.

Mobility is governing the settlement pattern more than we first apprehend. But the
structure is very complex and the relations between mobility and the geographical
physical development are not at all obvious. It is almost a truism to argue that the
relations consist of a loop - the spatial organization of residence, work places,
service etc., influence our travels but the mobility in itself creates opportunities giving
reinforced or new attraction points.
Almost everything in a modern society demand a very high degree of mobility by

their citizens. Economic growth implies that every person can split his or her time to
several places over the day and night. The supply of goods and service of different
kinds is spread over the surface and the businessmen need as much people as
possible to visit them and to buy. But also all other kinds of what we are offered
today of service, education, recreation, etc., require us as costumers. In addition, the
growing mass transport of tourists move people mostly to attractive places but in
reality all cities and municipalities compete and try to get their part of the tourist
stream.

Thus, man's increasing mobility creates strong forces in society. On the one hand
global mobility and mass tourism contribute to change the world cities. On the other,
and as a function of the growth of the global interaction by introducing new
information technology and establishing global networks of different kinds, the local
and regional face to face contacts and thereby the total mobility have increased over
time.



How to meet this development? SUDJIC (1993) argues that it is impossible to work
against the above mentioned forces and try to plan the big city in a direction against
them. The same must be said about middle-sized cities, towns and the surrounding
rural areas. It seems no longer possible to separate the development of urban and
rural or of city and countryside (cf. SALINS op.cit.).

An interwoven destiny of cities and countryside

Within the Committee on Spatial Development initiated by the European Union (EU)
in the Maastricht agreement, Sweden has as one of the applying countries presented
a first outline of a national spatial vision (Sverige 2009, 1994). Among the issues the
Swedish group has focused on are 'The urban system and the mobilityll and "The
cooperation between city and countryside“. As a fundamental principle lies the
maintenance of and the protection of the physical environment but also to economize
with the natural resources.

As mentioned before, the dilemma of the cities is the decreasing population density
and the dispersal of people, firms, services, recreational activities over vaster and
vaster areas. The car is the bridging element but also one of the large environmental
threats. Thus, the new systematic shift must contain the use of the car as it is still of
extreme importance for our daily life and for the economy as a whole, but at the
same time the environmental problems must not get worse.

The basic idea of the Swedish national spatial vision is to come back to the kind of
neamess or closeness measured e. g. in terms of population density we once
experienced in our cities and villages. But, also, more compact location of
workplaces for service, small industries etc., is on the agenda. To make this possible
involves among other presumptions a more developed integration of city and its
surroundings in order to create a deeper mutual dependence, particularly concerning
joint labor markets. This means further investments within the infrastructure, a
reinforcement of the so called electronic highways included.
The geographical result of these assumptions appears on the map in Figure 2.

These passages are called “co-operation arenas". To reduce the need of the car but
also at the same time allow people to chose jobs within the whole passage, faster
transport system, e. 9. modern commuter track systems, are required. This vision
implies a more rigid settlement structure and a much stronger governing of where to
build new residential, industrial and service areas. And of course, we can have our
doubts if the vision is plausible or not. Of all travels, a shrinking portion is the travel
between the home and the work (today around 25-30 %). The increasing portion
belongs to our "free time" travels, to service, recreation, education, visits to relatives
and friends, etc. As these starting and goal points will be more and more dispersed,
it seems rather difficult to satisfy them by public transport systems. Together with the
perrnanenting of summer cottages as mentioned before, the individual mobility by car
is in favour more and more in the future.



Source: Sverige 2009

Summary

The constantly increasing mobility in our modern society is a strategic trend with
far-reaching implications for towns/cities and regions, not least from the
environmental point of view. The observable emergence of the three major trading
blocs of Europe, North America, and Asia will reinforce this trend. At the same time,
these developments form an instructive example of how demands for, and
circumstances favouring. continued economic growth clash with environmentally-
adapted transport systems. Investments in infrastructure lend additional assistance
to these tendencies. Beside the direct effects on the environment of the construction



and utilisation of new roads, a number of indirect effects arise and have to be dealt
with. As the transport system is adapted to the needs of the environment, there will
be a demand for lifestyle analyses as well as for research on the localisation of
residential areas, workplaces, service functions, etc. The relationships between
peripheral and central regions will be affected in a direction which may entail major
difficulties for the periphery. Most studies suggest that in any relation between centre
and periphery, the former gains at the expense of the latter. In this context, it is
interesting to analyse the pros and cons of peripheral regions, as well as the ways in
which they may be influenced by increased or reduced mobility respectively.

Furthermore, socioeconomic conditions play an important part when it comes to
increasing insights into environmental problems and taking steps to deal with them.
In the long term, increased mobility and a “network society" favouring the centre may
erode the chances of societies (at the national, regional, and local levels) to develop
a basic system of values which embodies greater consideration for our environment.
One of the factors which might create conflicts and change values and loyalties is the
mixture, within a region, of people anchored in global networks versus people whose
"base" is exclusively local. This does not pertain to living conditions only; the
question who causes emissions and discharges, and who is affected by them, is
bound to arise, too.

Mobility is strongly connected with our use of the car, and to ''tame" it and its driver,
as the American report argues, seems to be the most urgent problem for urban
researchers, politicians, and planners to analyse and find solutions for. As almost
everything in our daily life in some way or another is dependent on high individual
mobility, there are no easily acquired solutions. Changing attitudes and lifestyles,
improved technology in the cars, more use of economic means, etc., are some
required conditions. But in the longer run the role of the city, the relations between
the urban and the surrounding rural areas and the future development of what the
service society will result in of further flexibility and dispersed location patterns must
be focused on to a higher degree. To foresee the implications of different
“geographies" is one of our challenges.

NOTE

This article is a part of a larger research project at the department and I do want to thank my two
collaborators, Docent Per-Olof HALLlN and MA Johan HULTMAN, for taking their time to read it and to
make soft criticism and constructive comments.
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The DUVA—concept is an integrated base, which contains the whole p ocess control for
statistics production from the survey about plausibility, storing. confidentiality, editing and Q
dissemination.

Every step in the process of production will be standardized independently of a specific statistic.
With that it is possible to realize in the production independent modules for every step. About
definition of the different interfaces, this concept can be developed step by step and in a division
of labour.

For storing data there are two models. Our input interface to the system are standardized basic
files, which can contain micro data or aggregated data. The second model are macro files with
preccmpressed aggregated data. Because both data models are standardized it is possible to ._:;'"
use a macro data generator. f";_fi

All needed descriptions for basic and macro files like structure of records, variables, categories
of attributes are stored in a metadata information system. All available information in that system

: will be used in an automatic way for further steps in the process of production.
Transformations in the statistical production process are realized on the basic of rules.

."i Therefore the metadata information system knows different types of mles (reference tables,
algorithms, lists of conditions, hierarchies) which can be used in an isolated or combined way.

_ For classifications the DUVA—ccncept has an own key concept. It guarantees, that it will be Ä
possible to combine horizontal or vertical different hierarchical levels from one or more
classifications. About a system of reference tables you can combine them always in the same
way.

User interface for the DUVA-system is a thesaurus. About that thesaurus the user can
communicate with the system in his natural language. In the thesaurus there is no redundancy.'
The problem of homonyms, which normally appears in thesauruses, are solved, since the words n.-

-;__ are seif-explanatory thanks to the contextual approach to the references. All words are found in
'

that context they were used in the system to describe a given situation.
In DUVA there is an approach to solve the statistical confidentiality on the level of basic files.

With our program SAFE (standardized anonymization functions for individual data). which is
realized as a prototype, all known problems like primary and secondary confidentiality and also
the problem of dominance can be solved.

DUVA contains many export interfaces to other systems, for example to SPSS, SAS, PC-AXIS. . .'
MS—Exoel and so on. DUVA is cemptualized as an open system so that it is possible to integrate En.

‘ more standardized products in this system.

The Aims of a Statistical Information System

1. The superior aim of a statistical information system (of official statistics) should
be to satisfy the statistical needs of the economy and the society in the best way
possible. For that, it would be necessary to adjust the statistical inforrnaticn system
consistently to user needs.



However, such user orientation can be made operational only indirectly, since the
needs for statistical information are not constant, but undergo permanent changes,
depending on the processes of social and economic changes. In addition, the users
of statistics represent a broad range of sometimes quite different needs, so that it is
practically impossible to adjust the planning involved in the conception of a statistical
information system accordingly.

2. In order to be able to further pursue the first aim mentioned, however, without
depending on changing needs of the various users, it is necessary to pursue a
second aim, namely to make the entire data stock of official statistics the basis on
which the different wishes of users are satisfied.

However, taking into account the manifold possibilities of evaluation, such data-
oriented approach is possible only on the basis of micro data. This inevitably raises
problems of data protection and of ensuring the statistical secret.

3. Thus, a third aim has to be mentioned, i.e., while implementing this data-oriented
approach, it is necessary to strictly observe the statistical secret. The assurance
given to respondents, that their data will be used for statistical purposes only, is not
only prescribed by law, but also a necessary condition for them to accept the
collection of statistics. If the respondents obliged to present information are not ready
to supply truthful data, official statistics would hardly be in a position to provide the
public with reliable information. It would be counterproductive if the data-oriented
approach endangered the observance of the principle of scientific neutrality,
objectiveness and neutrality regarding the collection and presentation of statistical
results.

However, to keep the statistical secret and at the same time to try to satisfy all the
wishes of users regarding the extent, the form and the required quality of data, is too
costly and too time-consuming. So far, because anonymization efforts have been
taken as a rule with regard to concrete evaluations and because tailor-made
solutions are more expensive than general statistical publications, this often collides
with the capabilities of statistical offices in terms of capacities available.

4. Thus, with a view to cost-benefit aspects it is necessary to look for possibilities to
satisfy individual user requirements in an economical way. An economical means to
achieve this aim is the multiple use of the data once collected, based on consistent
standardisation of the whole stock of data and of the instruments used, since the
value of statistical information is not lost in the course of utilisation, but. as a rule,
even increases, when this information is used repeatedly. Consistent standardisation
of the whole data stock and of the instruments to be used would make it possible to
achieve this aim.

However, almost all statistical techniques have developed over the time and are
characterised by a broad range of incompatible applications and organisational
forms. Thus, in view of the abundance and complexity of tasks to be fulfilled by a
statistical office, together with the capacity problems already existing and constraints
by concrete deadlines to be observed, it seems to be almost hopeless to achieve
standardisation.



5. That leads to a fifth aim: it is necessary for the statistical information system also
to support statistical offices in coping with the traditional tasks of evaluation by
providing means for their rationalisation in order to ease the burden on current
statistical production and to set free the resources required for standardisation
purposes. This should not be mixed up with the automation of traditional work
processes, since solutions, once they have been developed, can be transferred to
other applications only after appropriate standardisation. Such independence from
data and programs is the only means to achieve that different work fields can profit
from each other.

However, it will be seen quickly that this cannot be done without complete and
standardised descriptive information. But so far such metadata have neither been
standardised, nor been elaborated in a form generally suited for further processing.

6. Thus, the advantages of repeated uses, which are achieved thanks to such
independence from data and programs, will not become effective, unless we strive
for a standardised approach to the storage of metadata existing in the most different
forms in data files, registers or even just in the minds of the employed staff. In view
of the capacities available, this can only be done successfully, if metadata are
recorded without redundancy and, if possible, at the very moment, when they are
created, and if they can automatically be used later on in the statistical production
process.

However, this requires looking at the entire statistical production process in its
totality. But in view of the extent and the complexity of the range of tasks a statistical
office is confronted with, there is a lack of transparency preventing even insiders
from seeing all the structures and interrelationships of the various elements in the
entire statistical production process.

7. Thus, in order to reduce the complexity of the overall system, an attempt should
be made to elaborate roughly outlined structures of a statistical production process
and to define the interfaces between its various components. The different
components can only be refined as isolated elements, after this has been done.

Such project naturally raises scepticism, since, on the one hand, roughly outlined
structures are too abstract for many critics to accept them as a strategic approach to
possible improvements. On the other hand, concrete steps which might rapidly lead
to visible success risk to produce failures in development, such as the deficits of
presently existing statistical information systems.

8. For that reason the total concept to be developed should be set up so that a
frame is created which makes it possible to start implementation in sub fields
immediately. Thus, on the principle of trial and error it is then possible to develop
prototypes suited on the one hand to collect practical experience as quickly as
possible, and, on the other hand, to better assess and simultaneously to concretize
the total concept and to protect it from possible future deficiencies.

As this work has to be done in parallel with current statistical production, which,
however, in view of the problems of time and capacity, which exist anyway, must not
be burdened additionally, such research—induced approach will never be free of



friction in a statistical authority. On the other hand, one has to recognise that in view
of the many interdependencies and the lack of transparency such work, if it is only
done outside the statistical offices, without their active participation, can hardly have
good chances of success.

9. For that reason it is particularly important that in statistical offices it should be
possible to pursue an open systems approach, which allows to approach these aims
gradually, perhaps restricted to several sub fields only, but at the same time ensures
co-operation, excludes duplication of work and guarantees that partial steps, which
are at first implemented in isolation from each other, are compatible and that
elements which are unknown at a given moment or have to be newly developed can
be integrated into the system later on without difficulty.
An orientation towards hardware and software standards is not helpful here in view

of the methodological problems involved. In order to solve, in particular, the semantic
problems, it is necessary to standardise the contents of the subject matter, which, in
our opinion, can be achieved if a thesaurus is implemented as a user interface
providing access to all metadata.
As no experience has so far been collected in official statistics with the use of

thesauruses and as, basically, only linguists and librarians have traditionally dealt
with this field of work, the said efforts might increase the risk that in addition to
already existing communication problems in the field of information experts, data
processing specialists, statisticians, lawyers, miscellaneous users etc. with their
different technical terms, new difficulties for mutual understanding will directly be
programmed.

10. In spite of these problems it is absolutely necessary to establish co-operation,
because without interaction between offices and institutions and, above all, without
interdisciplinary interaction it will not be possible for us to cope with the tasks
involved in the implementation of a metainfonnation system. This can only be done
on the road of dialogue, of learning jointly, of reaching agreement on an absolutely
voluntary basis.

One Should not be too optimistic in assessing the readiness of many to cooperate
in such project. Mostly, there will be no co-operation, because the various interests
are too different. It is indeed easier to stick to the currently applied methods of work,
despite obvious deficits in the structure and operation of the present statistical
information systems. In addition, most systems were developed in respect of
concrete hardware and software solutions so that a new approach will be rejected as
long as the new techniques available will not abolish all the deficits immediately and
completely.

However, in view of the positive experience we gathered in the co-operation project
of large cities in Germany, we are optimistic and believe that co—operation is possible
and can be successful.



Elements and Interfaces of a Metadata Driven Statistical Information System

On this background and taking into account the profile of requirements described
above (Figure 1), which should be met by a statistical information system, we should
like to present below the major components which we found out as well as the
possibilities of subject—related standardisation.

Figure 1 Outline of a Metadata Driven Statistical Information System
Definition of Standards and Interfaces
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1. All plausibilised micro data from statistical surveys, automated administrative
registers and statistically relevant results from other sources are potential data inputs
for the statistical information system.

Theoretically, data input might begin with the survey itself, even with the planning
for a survey. However, since for many years statistical offices have dealt with a broad
range of very different statistics, partly involving highly complicated techniques, such
approach would without necessity complicate the setting-up of a metadata-driven
statistical information system or even render it impossible.

2. The system's input interface is the data model for those basic files, during the
formation of which data collected and already plausibilised are stored in a
standardised form and described in the metadata system, with regard to populations,
objects, attributes and variables, categories, units of measurement and additional
information.



3. All access operations in the system are made via a thesaurus (user interface), so
that it is possible to proceed ahead step by step, to avoid redundancies, to recognise
interrelations immediately and to integrate new words at any time without difficulty.

4. Relationships of any kind between objects, attributes and categories in the
various basic files are established at this input interface by separately maintained
classifications, references and reference tables, rather than by the basic files
themselves. The semantic and delimitation problems, which are sometimes very
difficult, have already been solved by others in advance and, thus, need not be
regarded as an additional burden on the input process.

5. In order to ensure statistical confidentiality, all basic files are duplicated and
ancnymized in a standardised form. Thus, a data base, which is accessible by
standard instruments, is available for evaluation purposes and, nevertheless, the
occurrence of confidentiality cases is excluded. The implementation of this module is
of utmost importance for efficient performance of the total system.

6. Evaluations as such, including the derivation of new attributes, are done in a
standardised way, using the rules of the metainforrnation system. Data model No. 2
includes macro files which can be further processed flexibly in interchangeable
formats.

7. All metadata regularly generated in the production process are stored
automatically. Cumulatively they lead to permanent extension of the metainforrnation
system and extend (and improve), with each further evaluation, the knowledge base
for future uses.

B. Transparency for all elements of the statistical information system is provided by
a registration or reference system, in which all components of the statistical
information system are documented, which helps to avoid duplication of work and
supports economical fulfilment of orders.

9. Thanks to the thesaurus, all queries for data can be drafted in natural language
and be used for the collection of additional use-related metadata with the help of an
electronic order processing system (output interface).

10. The electronic order processing system makes it possible to further develop
and optimise the statistical information system permanently, in accordance with user
needs. On the one hand, the user needs not grope his way through the specifications
of the system, on the other hand, thanks to the integration of requirement-induced
metadata the system is gradually and automatically adjusted by the users
themselves according to their specific data needs.

How this can concretely be done shall be described in more detail below, by
specifying the modules - basic files, statistical confidentiality, macro files, reference
system and metainforrnation system - and the aspects of standardisation will be
examined more closely by describing again 10 topics for each individual complex.
The data model for data input is a flat file used for the storage of plausible micro

data (Figure 2). We believe that, if the following standards are observed, it will be
possible to store all initial data of the statistical information system in a standardised
form.



Figure 2 Data Model I: Basic Files
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The standards for generating basic files are:

1. All data of a basic file must originate from one single survey or data source.
2. All data of a basic file have to belong to a population of objects unambiguously

defined in terms of subject, space and time.
3. All attributes of a basic file have to be stored per each object in a data record of

fixed length, arranged in an identical order.
4. All data of a basic file per each object have to be complete and free of

redundancy.
5. All data of a basic file per each object have to have the same rank of plausibility.
6. All records of a basic file have to contain an unambiguous identification mark

(record identifier) in the first field.
7. All qualitative attributes of a basic file have to be coded identically for identical

categories.
8. All quantitative variables in a basic file have to use identical units for their value

data.
9. All information required for the generation and utilisation of the basic file has to

be described in the metainfonnation system.
10. All additional information, which is relevant for later interpretation of the basic

file. must be recorded and stored separately as a non-formalised, free text.



Since the various statistical surveys in statistical offices cannot be seen in isolation,
but should be regarded as components of a total system of mutually harmonised and
interlaced surveys (full surveys, sector statistics, samples and the data from
administrative registers), it is very important for the integrity of the statistical
information system that it is possible to link all those different statistics to each other,
which have to be stored in separate basic files.

This requirement is met, for example, by key tables. Reference tables are drawn up
in the metainfonnation system, which are used, for example, to assign items within
classifications, to define relationships of superiority and inferiority or to combine
different classifications.

Figure 3 shows schematically how these reference tables permit that in the case of
qualitative attributes the corresponding data in a basic file can be substituted without
difficulty by corresponding other keys, so that it is possible to implement any sort of
combination or grouping on a one-to-one basis.
There is no doubt that the generation of basic files is not an easy task. But it should

be seen that the work required is done by those who are professionally engaged in
statistics and so are suited best to solve the substantial problems that may arise.

Statistical Confidentiality

To anonymize data for confidentiality reasons, traditionally, means for all statistical
offices to satisfy conflicting aims, Le. to find a sound compromise between
confidentiality, on the one hand, and adequate data quality, on the other hand. We
have developed ten criteria, which would have to be observed, if this conflict in aims,
with which official statistics are confronted as a consequence of the confidentiality
issue, is to be solved with standard instruments.

Due to the fact that confidentiality measures are taken at the end of the statistical
production process and always involve individual expenditure, it was necessary, in
order to establish standardisation, to look for solutions which would make it possible
to deal with confidentiality in an early phase of the statistical production process,
similarly as in the case of plausibility checks.

Reference tables are suited to ensure a standardised approach to the
confidentiality issue, because it is possible to replace keys which, in a certain
combination, raise confidentiality problems by other corresponding keys.



Figure 3 Key Concept
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So far, standardised basic files offer a good basis, on which it is possible to
organise this work so that all records with their concrete combinations of categories
occur at least three times in the basic file. At first, this seemed to be unrealistic, in
our opinion, but, in fact, it is principally feasible, because, though individual data are
actually required to provide a data base which can be used flexibly to satisfy the
most different evaluation needs, the statistical results themselves, however, always
relate to statements about sets and subsets and to their structures and trends. But
this is something for which just a few segments of the data base are utilised.

With our program system SAFE (standardised anonymization functions for
individual data), which is now under deveIOpment, we pursue an approach to
confidentiality which uses copies of the basic files to exchange various keys of
categories so that, on the one hand, the data stock includes only those records
which occur at least three times, but, on the other hand, the frequencies of the
various categories and also those of combinations of categories remain largely
intact.
The perturbation technique used for the said purpose cannot be applied in the case

of current economic statistics. Here it is better to solve confidentiality problems by
using grouping techniques. And in order to avoid cases of predominance, it has
turned out to be advisable to use the technique of suppression, because it does not
prevent the results from being further processed by external users.

Doubtless, our SAFE confidentiality approach involves considerable manipulations
with the initial statistical data, but the advantages connected with such standardised
approach are substantial. For that reason, to arrive at an assessment of possible
constraints and data quality, it is planned to also provide regular information about
the extent to which evaluations made on the basis of anonymized data deviate from
those based on original data.

But data quality also means, in our opinion, that the provision of data should not be
delayed without necessity or be made more expensive by anonymization measures
that may be required, which, however, is actually unavoidable with the present ways
of production. In this sense data quality is worst in such cases where for
considerations of data protection the supply of data, which would otherwise be
possible, is either delayed or even rejected entirely.

Macro Files

With regard to statistical evaluations it is not advisable to operate directly on the
level of basic files, even though they may be anonymized. According to experience,
only some attributes are required for evaluations, and not the entire set of data, so
that it is possible to raise the efficiency of work considerably, if the data are pre—
compressed. This relates even more to standardised cases. How this can be done
shall be demonstrated on a simple evaluation, for example, a file containing data on
100,000 individuals.



Population: all inhabitants (100 000 persons) Subject
of the region Berlin-Mitte Place
at a defined date. Time

Objelrt: individuals

Serial No. Attribute Category of attributes Key

M0 Identifier serial numbers 1, n

M1 Economic activity economically active 1
economically inactive 2

M2 Sex male 1
female 2

M3 Nationality German 1
non-Gennan 2

M4 Marital status single 1
mam'ed 2
widowed 3
divorced 4

If all records in this file are sorted by attribute and category, it is comparatively easy
to total the successively arranged identical records into one single record which is
identified by the keys of the categories contained in a given combination so that it is
necessary to just add the case number of the records totalled.
A large number of records were totalled in this way without any loss of statistical

information. The theoretically imaginable number of data records in such a macro file
is the result from the multiplication of the number of categories for all attributes,
where the number of data records in the macro file can never be larger than the
number of records in the intermediate file. In our example a maximum of 32 (2 x 2 x
2 x 4) data records may occur.

With this data model a standardised data base is available, which permits
evaluations in any combination for all attributes included in the basic file, without
making it necessary to use individual records. Its structure can easily be described
completely, since it contains the same names as the basic file.

The structure of this macro file is determined entirely by qualitative attributes
(Figure 4). lt is, of course, also possible to transfer quantitative variables into macro
files. However, they have no influence on the structure of the macro file, because
they have always only one dimension, namely the unit of measurement. That is why
quantitative values can be added to the frequency field as a sort of cell extension
and also be stored in this macro file in the form of value sums or averages. In the



same way it is also possible to store various hierarchical keys in this cell extension
and even to include, it necessary, footnote references or also additional relevant
information, which may be important for the interpretation of the cell contents.

Figure 4 Data Model ll: Macro Files
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Since basic files must not include data that can be determined in the statistical
production process, it is necessary to ensure that all operations, which are
characteristic of statistical evaluations, can be made during macro file generation by
using the metainformation system. On the level of files, objects, attributes and
categories, this includes operations of selection, combination, computation, etc.

The macro file data model can be evaluated at will, together with the corresponding
metainfon'nation. An isolated evaluation of the macro files may be done, for example,
by using PC axis developed in Sweden. But the normal case, probably, is that macro
files are generally used as a standardised intermediate product for further processing
in the most different forms both inside and outside the statistical offices.

Reference System

Traditionally, the classical output of a statistical office is the transfer of tables,
statistical reports, charts and comments. In addition, there are internal supply tables
as well as on-line storage capabilities, the transfer of diskettes, CD-ROM, geographic
and other specialised data banks in various fields.

A statistical information system should take account of this variety of uses and of
the specific requirement profiles of the various users, without compelling the user to



read through thick catalogues or to acquire specific knowledge in order to receive the
statistics he needs.

It is important to grant all users equally easy access to the information potential
and, at the same time, to use techniques which, as a feedback, analyse experience
collected during the processing of user requirements and, in particular, their
modifications in order to further develop the components of the system.

This is the purpose that our concept of a reference system, for which the following
ten standardisation requirements were drawn up, is to serve:

1. Everything available in the statistical information system should be transparent to
the user. The metainformation system with its descriptive information, to which each
user should have access, serves this purpose.

2. All users should have access to the statistical information system at any time and
in any way suited for them. There must not be barriers or unreasonable obstacles
resulting from different states of knowledge or the use of different technologies. This
easy access is realised by a thesaurus, since the use of natural language enables
everyone to utilise the statistical information system. This approach makes it even
possible to solve the problems raised by the use of different languages.

3. Data requirements should be met as inexpensively as possible. For that purpose
the registration system provides information about the availability of final or semi-
finished products (for example publications or macro files) or about the possibility of
compiling results out of basic files. This makes it possible to find the financially most
favourable solution.

4. This approach should be supported by electronic order processing to document
and trace electronically all queries to the system irrespectively of whether they come
from outside or inside the statistical office. By that, it is possible at the same time to
implement a dynamic, use-related extension of the metadata, because new queries
lead to new metadata and implementations in a form, different from that practised up
to now, should simultaneously be seen as a service rendered in advance for future
evaluations.

5. Electronic order processing can also be used systematically for dynamic system
adaptation, by replacing parts which have proved to be less satisfactory in practice
by better solutions so that the system is optimised continuously. For that purpose,
the weak points are analysed periodically and apprOpriate improvements are made.
In our opinion, this approach to optimization is a promising field for the use of expert
systems.

6. Further possibilities to increase the efficiency of the system are provided by the
thesaurus, which makes it possible to integrate into the metainformation system
additional requirements which cannot be satisfied on the basis of a data-oriented
approach, since the system can evaluate only those data which already exist in the
system. Thus, unsuccessful queries can be evaluated systematically, in order to find
out, for example, if missing data can either be replaced approximately by alternative



data or if an attempt should be made to open up new input-output sources. This
would lead to a demand-driven extension of the data stock available.

7. As it is always extremely difficult for a statistical office to make outsiders
understand the usefulness of its work, in particular that of a statistical information
system, it is necessary to document systematically - in the sense of controlling - how
the system is utilised. This can be achieved by interlacing the electronic processing
system with an electronic accounting system, which combines the queries entering
with the expenses for replying to them and automatically draws up invoices for those
data supplies which are not free of charge.

B. Statistical offices have not only to take account of presently existing information
needs, but they are also obliged to deal with quantitative historiography so that future
clients, for example historians, can later receive statistics from the statistical
information system. The appropriate means to take account of such future
information needs is to register all activities of the system consistently in archives.

9. The service of a statistical information system should also provide for the
possibility to establish links and to grant access to extemal data. For that purpose, it
is necessary not only to supply descriptive information about the data available and
the corresponding possibilities for processing them, but also to keep in the system a
directory of sources and literature, which should be as complete as possible and
continuously updated, so that access to text comments and external data sources is
ensured at any time.

10. Last but not least, apart from the man-machine interface the system should also
offer an individual form of service. For that it is continuously necessary to have
organisation charts and to define responsible employees so that it is possible quickly
to contact, if necessary, competent experts of the statistical offices who are able to
give individual advice at any time.

If these standards are taken into account, it will also be possible, in our opinion, to
fulfil the expectations linked with a statistical information system, namely rendering
optimal service to the clients of a Statistical office. better than up to now, because, in
addition to the supply of data, users are granted a possibility to exert influence in the
individual components of the system by their concrete demands, and likewise it will
be possible gradually to build up the metainforrnation system required for this
purpose. How this can concretely be done will be described in the section that
follows.

Metainformation System

What was said above was a description of the components needed for an
operational metainfonnation system and of the possibilities to build it up gradually
without running the risk that newly emerging components and demands cannot be
integrated later into the existing system.



In this context, a superior element of such a system is the thesaurus, which at first
is restricted to the inclusion of individual words used during the generation of
individual basic files and the storage of the respective classifications. Then, links
between these words and to the various elements will be established gradually
(Figure 5).

Figure 5 Data Model III: Meta lnforrnation System
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Attributes, classifications, units of measurement, rules and definitions have to be
described as general components of this metainforrnation system. Input-oriented
metadata include descriptions of basic files, of record structures and of the relevant
extra knowledge required. Here the issue of confidentiality protection is dealt with in
our project, too.
All metadata which are generated in the production process are stored with the

process in which they are generated. This is done during metadata-driven production
of macro files, during further processing operations, for example, in an on—line
storage or for the production of time-series, and during the application of methods of
mathematical statistics, which are used in the system.

Use-related metadata originate with the uses of the registration system, in
particular, with electronic order management, supplemented by a bibliography and a
list of organisational units and responsible staff members.



Final Remarks

The abundance of requirements with regard to subject-related standards of a
metainformation system shows clearly that a large package of tasks has to be
mastered here. It is certainly too much for an individual institution to cope with.
However, in our opinion, promising fields of co-operation present themselves, in
particular, with science. In addition, it is possible to approach the problem step by
step.

As has been said, it is advisable to start by developing prototypes in selected sub
fields, which can be used for new findings and later improvements.

In conclusion, it should be stressed that, in our opinion, without systematic
elaboration of a theoretically founded concept for the solution of the metainformation
problem, which is of relevance to the entire statistical information system, it will not
be possible in future, either, to arrive at generally satisfactory statistical information
systems, which means that, from this point of view, efforts in this field are justified in
any case.



In the last two decades, several interesting innovations have appeared in the field of urban
__ research. New paradigms such as the dynamics of open systems. self-organisation, synergetics,

chaos, evolution, were recognised as conveying fruitful analogies for urban theory. New types of i
modelling were investigated. as sets of non-linear differential equations for spatial systems,
cellular automata. multi-agents models, fractal growth, neural networks, evolutionary models... 5‘
However, most of the new ideas have added very little to the pre—existing ur’oan theory, and most 233;:

is of the models which have been built neither have been applied nor compared to other models.
Large urban models of the sixties failed mainly because of a lack of technical means for “

managing the huge amounts of spatially-disaggregated data that were required. Now that those
problems may be SDIVEd thanks to the development of Geographical Information Systems, there it
is still a risk for urban modelling of an inability to meet the social demand because of an
increasing trend of disconnecting 'pure' "theory“ and mathematical “modelling“ from empirical
research. It is suggested that the innovative power of the moment rests in the conjunction of new

: tcois together with old ideas, large amounts of facts and relevant questions, and this would be a -'
. further incentive to develop a closer cooperation between the members of both Commissions.
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Introduction

Is there a real need for organizing, under the auspices of the IGU, an exchange of
ideas between urban geographers and mathematical modelers? Urban geography is
certainly a field where models are more frequently used than any other branch of the
discipline. Most mathematical models which are developed in geography deal with
urban questions or are conceived in an urban framework.

However, there is still quite a lot of serious and interesting urban geographical
literature or teaching courses which ignore the issues of urban modeling. Not only
qualitative studies of urban perception and collective representations or of urban
hermeneutics are usually made without any help of mathematical tools, but new facts
and prospective debates about urbanism or social problems are described and
discussed, cross-cultural comparisons of urban systems are made without referring
to the possible relevant existing models. On the other hand, how many mathematical
models are built using urban objects as a pretext only and are developed only for the
sake of mathematical consistency rather than any real geographical, practical or
theoretical objective? How many models have appeared in one publication only,
without any comparison of their properties with those of previous models, neither
receiving the slightest beginning of an application to any kind of real data?



Such gaps and delays in communication are frequently observed in science, but
they may be detrimental to the discipline. It seems to be a good moment for
developing more interactions between the interests of urban geographers and
mathematical modelers, since a series of more or less recent and promising
innovations have appeared in the field of urban modeling. It is not our purpose to
provide an impossibly exhaustive review of those new urban models. Several
specialised reviews have already been published, about operational intra-urban
models (WEGENEFI, 1994), or computer-oriented urban modeling (BATTY, 1992), or
about models of systems of cities (MULLJGAN, 1984, PUMAIN, 1991), or urban models
in general (BERTUGLIA, LA BELLA, 1991, BOUFtNE, 1993). After recalling the conditions
under which those models could be useful and really used, we shall make some
remarks about new theoretical models and modeling tools which could be of interest
for urban geographers.

1. About the utility of models

Maximising utility has long been an objective, as a mathematical constraint,
hypothesized by urban modelers for the behaviour of urban actors... What about the
utility of urban models themselves for urban geographers? From recent reviews of
urban modeling, two main broad fields of utilization may be distinguished: models as
a means for the formalization and testing of urban theories, and models as
pedagogical tools for teaching or for assistance to urban decision-makers.

Mathematical modeling is often referred to as an activity in theoretical research.
However, perhaps under the influence of a similar trend in economics, the
significance of I'theory" has shifted from geography to mathematics. Is it necessary to
recall that the quality of mathematical urban modeling is not only made of
mathematical consistency but also its relevance and significance for the urban field?
Even if theory remains a pure intellectual construction, its chances of success are
linked to the number of facts that it is able to encompass and to enlighten.

A second utility of mathematical models is in their use as didactic tools, particularly
when they are included in computer software packages. Mathematical models or
simulation models on computers have the advantage of putting together several
elements of urban theory and producing quantified tables of data or cartographic
images, which are the results of a variety of sometimes rather complex interactions.
The consequences of some theoretical hypotheses of spatial urban form and of its
evolution may be studied and tested. The model user is also invited to do
experiments by changing various parameter values and the rules of the model. Two
main categories of users may be interested in such tools: first, students and young
researchers may improve their knowledge of urban theory; second, urban managers
and decision-makers can try to evaluate the possible consequences of some change
they would like to bring into an urban situation.



Such practical urban models have met with a reasonable success, especially when
they are designed as games. A software package like SIMCITY is known and used
even by people who are not specialists of the urban field. There is here a challenge
for urban geographers. If they want to avoid the severe regression which has been
observed for instance in the average quality of the production of thematic maps with
the increasing use of computer-assisted cartography and geographical information
systems, specialists of the urban field should intervene personally in the process of
designing those software dealing with urban problems.

2. New theories for urban modelling

Since the end of the seventies, urban models have contributed to a better
integration of sometimes old ideas or empirical research findings into a more
formalized urban theory. To my sense, two main improvements may be quoted in
this field: bifurcation theory and self-organizing systems on the one hand (ALLEN and
SANGLIER, 1979, ALLEN et al., 1981, WILSON, 1981), and individual spatial behaviour
and random choice theory on the other hand (DOMENCICH and MACFADDEN, 1985).

Self-organisation theory has been useful for describing the evolution of urban
systems at the level of a whole urban area (ALLEN et al.‚ 1981, WILSON, 1981), or of a
system of cities (ALLEN, SANGLIER, 1979, SANDERS, 1992). Models were transferred
from physics to geography, using nonlinear differential equations for the simulation of
urban change. Their novelty is not in the urban theory that they are referring to:
agglomeration economies, economic base theory, distance-decay interactions and
principles of central place theory are the main theoretical building blocks of those
models. But for the first time those theoretical elements are integrated together in the
same models; the models are both dynamic and spatial; they allow for modelling
qualitative changes in urban structure from quantitative variations in the parameters.
The models also try to derive in an explicit way the behaviour of a system at a higher
level from the shape of the interactions between its elements observed at a lower
level.

For all of those reasons, such dynamic urban models represent progress because
they conciliate old ideas about urban systems and empirical observations about
urban change with new mathematical and computing tools for experimenting and
testing them (PUMAIN, 1989).

Major progress also has been made in the field of urban theory by developing much
better insight, at a micro—level, into the behaviour of urban actors. Most operational
models of today, even if referring to equilibrium theory, are far away from the concept
of a perfectly informed and utility-optimizing homo economicus (MACMILLAN, 1993).
Several surveys and empirical research have brought new and useful insights about
the effects of a lack of information and uncertainties on spatial decisions, and to what
extent differences in individual trajectories and tastes could induce a large dispersion
of behaviours. Decisive advances have been made in the fields of residential mobility



and housing strategies, job search behaviour and about the choice of transportation
modes (CLARK, 1985, TIMMEHMANS, BORGERS, 1985). The location processes of
various kinds of urban industries, public facilities and retail services were
investigated in the same way (BlFlKIN and WILSON, 1986, WFlIGLEY, 1988). Random
utility or discrete choice theory and classical techniques of multinomial logit models
are used for integrating such knowledge into predictive models of urban development
(WEGENEFl, 1994).

Fractal geometry is another appealing field for urban modeling, for several reasons.
First, it provides a mean for describing spatial structures where an internal order is
compatible with a large part of randomness in the location and size of subsystems.
Fractal structures also are revealing nested hierarchical principles and multifractals
are helpful for describing systems where several levels of organisation are
recognisable. Applications to urban systems, until now, have been of several kinds:
the fractal structure of built-up areas has been investigated by comparing the length
of the perimeter and the surface of urban areas, as well as by measuring the fractal
dimension of the urban borders, or of the built-up space (FRANKHAUSEFl, 1994, BATTY,
LONGLEY, 1994). Several attempts have been made at simulating the spatial
extension of urban built-up areas with models of fractal growth (BATl'Y, 1991,
FRANKHAUSER, 1994). However, we still lack of the means for validating the similarity
between the computed and observed images. On the other hand, there is not always
a clear identification of the social processes which are actually formalised by the
parameters in such models. it is then interesting that for instance FHANKHAUSEH
(1994) identifies three kinds of urban processes which may lead to fractal structures
of built-up areas, including the duality between urban extension-and transportation
networks ramification, polycentric growth, and the trend to preserve empty places
inside urban spaces.

Fractal formalization also may lead to an improvement in the spatial theory of urban
systems (AHLINGHAUS, 1985 and 1989). Such an approach invites us to integrate into
models of the development of systems of cities the idea that, instead of using an
Euclidean space as a backcloth, it could be more relevant to consider a fractal
space, linking various speeds of movements in geographical space according to the
scale under consideration.

Several other possibilities of modeling urban spatial dynamics by developing
analogies with physical processes or mathematical computing have been explored,
but without giving rise to enough empirical testing for validating their relevance for
urban studies. This may be the case, however promising the models may appear, for
instance, for equations of spatial diffusion (ZHANG, 1990), or for systems of neural
networks (FISCHER, 1993, DIAPPI , OTrANA, 1994, WHITE, 1989), or for the theory of
evolution applied to urban modeling (ALLEN, MACGLADE, 1987, RABINO, 1993).

Progress in theoretical urban geography may come not only from transferring and
adapting ideas from other disciplines. New observations may lead to the
reformulating of urban theories, leading to more general description of urban
systems: for instance, the careful studies of several kinds of interactions taking place



between cities help to develop a broader concept of city networks than those
included in central place theory (DEMATrEls, 1990). Progress also can emerge from
the possibility of testing "old" hypotheses or models, with newly available large sets
of properly prepared data. For instance, a large part of the literature on the rank-size
rule and city primacy is invalidated because it uses data sets that are too limited or
non comparable urban definitions (PARR, 1985, GUEHIN-PACE. 1993). By using a
large data base, including strictly comparable figures (MORICONI-EBHAHD, 1993),
deeper insights have recently been brought into questions like the domain of validity
of the Paretian model for the distribution of city sizes, the generality of a stochastic
model for the repartition of urban growth within an urban system, or to the
justification of Jefferson's "law of primacy“.

3. New tools for urban analysis and simulation

At least as significant as the new theoretical paradigms for urban research are the
new modelling tools now available. M. WEGENEH (1994) shows how those merely
technical improvements succeeded in solving almost all theoretical difficulties which
justified LEES famous "requiem for large scale models" in 1973. M. WEGENEFI
identifies at least twenty research centres all over the world where operational
integrated urban models are used and experimented. He distinguishes between
"unified'l models, which are tightly integrated behind a single modeling objective, and
"composite" models, where models of urban subsystems (such as, for instance,
population, housing, transportation, employment...) are only loosely linked within a
broader framework. Whatever the chosen orientation, the existence and
operationality of those models is linked to the development of large and reliable data
bases, of appropriate software such as Geographical Information Systems, as well
as to the above mentioned theoretical progress.

The rather good performance of henceforth "classical" modeling tools of urban
geography when included in Geographical Information Systems is also evidenced for
instance by the success of a programme like GMAP as developed since 1991 at the
School of Geography at the University of Leeds (CLARKE, 1990, CLARKE and WILSON,
1987, BIHKIN et al., 1990). Micro-simulation procedures as well as spatial interaction
models or even neural network approaches are integrated in a library of available
programs working on urban or regional data bases, and used for solving problems of
location or of marketing for private firms or governmental agencies. The question
may be raised of the possible feedback of such applied studies on fundamental
research: it may help to elaborate more operational modeling tools, but carrying out
innovative research may become more difficult.

The introduction of systems for managing geographical information by computers
may also change our way of constructing models. Among the first attempts at
modeling the Spatial evolution of urban systems are the Monte Carlo simulations by
MOHFtlLL, following a method first initiated for the simulation of the spatial diffusion of



innovations by T. HÄGEHSTHAND. MOFlFlILL made simulation models at the scale of an
urban area, for describing the extension of the Negro ghetto in Seattle with simple
rules of social spatial segregation (MOHRILL, 1965a). He also simulated the
development of a system of central places according to migration flows between
places (MORRILL, 1965b). In this direction of spatial simulation, progress in computer
science and artificial intelligence opens new avenues for urban modeling.

A further set of models use cellular automata. A cellular automaton consists of an
array of cells which may be in any one of several states. At each iteration, the state
of each cell may remain the same or change to another state according to the states
of neighbouring cells. Some models, like the famous “game of life', are very simple,
but more complex cellular automata are useful in geography if they allow for several
possible states and for sophisticated definitions of neighbourhood. W. TOBLER (1979)
first mentioned cellular automata as one of the "geographical typeII of models. H.
COUCLEUS draw attention to their use for modeling micro-macro relationships in
spatial dynamic models (1985) and for deriving complex dynamics from simple rules
(1938). R. WHITE (1991) applied this formalism to simulate the evolution of land use
patterns within urban areas. WHITE and ENGELEN (1993) checked the fractality of the
simulated urban spatial structures.

Other simulation methods like 'multi-agent systems' may allow more flexibility in
spatial modeling of urban systems by generating the evolution of a global system
from rules about local interactions of various types and ranges between "agents" of
different kinds (BUHA et al.. 1993). Like all simulation models, cellular automata or
multi-agent systems raise delicate problems of calibration and validation, which are
not solved at the moment. However, they may be helpful tools for communicating the
intuitive complexity of spatial urban dynamics to decision-makers.
The progressive inclusion of spatial analysis tools and of dynamic models within

GIS may also change our way of doing research and our conception of modeling in
the future. The power and speed of computing, the quasi immediacy of response
between the formulation of an hypothesis and its testing, together with the
instantaneous visual display of results may invite the development of a kind of "soft"
modeling (MIKULA et al. 1994). The drawback of such flexibility is the development of
too many 'ad hoc' models with a great loss in simplicity and generality, which remain
however two decisive properties of good models.

4. Urban theory without models

It should not be forgotten that a large share of interesting urban research is
conducted and results are obtained without any reference to nor the help of
mathematical modeling. Many of the fields where progress has recently been
registered belong to that category. Among them, one could quote a few themes for
which special sessions were organised at the Berlin meeting of the IGU Commission
on Urban Development and Urban Life:



I counter-urbanization and metropolisation (which future for the contained
urban areas and the hierarchised settlement systems?);

. social integration, spatial segregation and exclusion ("polarisation of urban
space");

- city image and city marketing (connected to the questions of urban identity
and of hermeneutics);

- urban poverty and the role of informal economic sectors in the urban
development.

All those questions are socially important. New ideas and theories are emerging
about them. They have been enlightened by significant results from empirical
research and by connecting ideas coming from other fields of social sciences.
Despite their social and scientific interest, they heave nor received major
contributions from urban modelers. Not yet? Is the urban modeling to be conceived
mainly as a fonnalisation process, which would come after the social, intuitive and
empirical aspects of an urban question have been explored by more traditional
means of investigation? Are the mathematical or the "purely theoretical“ formulations
real barriers to a dialogue with the empirical research and with the experimentation?
Such interrogations bring back to the question asked in the first part of this paper,

about the utility of urban models.

Conclusion

So many more authorized papers already have been written on the status of
modeling in urban geography and so many other deeper studies should be made
about this topic that we can only consider the few remarks above as a short
contribution for bringing together the work of our two Commissions and as an
incentive to develop linkages through further meetings.
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In this paper we consider the city as a complex, open, and thus self-organized system, and f..-
is: describe it by means of City-1: a cell space model specifically designed to examine the impact of

- international migration on the urban dynamics. Our specific case study concerns the recent inflow
1 of new immigrants from ex-USSFt countries to Israel's towns and cities. We perceive cities from :33;

j? the perspective of HAKEN's synergetios approach to self-organization in which ordered steady-
',j"“‘_ state in the system is reached as a consequence of a competition among, and enslavement of,

some order parameters. In this paper we focus on the interplay among two order parameter
13.: which are central to the urban dynamic: the cultural order parameter and the economic order

parameter.
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Introduction

Self-organization is a property of open, complex and consequently far from
equilibrium, systems. 'Open' in the sense that they exchange matter, energy or
information with their environment and 'complex' in the sense that the number and
properties of their constitutive parts are undefinable (whether quantitatively or
qualitatively is a matter of philosophical dispute).

Though the theory originated within the disciplines of physics and chemistry (e.g.
HAKEN 1983a, 1983b; NICOLIs and PHIGOGINE 1977), the 'city', from the start, was
referred to as an example for a self-organizing system. First, as a metaphor to
convey the notion of self-organization (NICOLIS and PHIGOGINE 1977), and later as a
subject-matter in the general attempt to expand the notion of self-organization to the
socic-human domain (ALLEN 1981; ALLEN and SANGLIER 1981; ALLEN et al. 1985;
WEIDLICH 1987; DENDHINOS and 80l 1990).

HAKEN'S synergetios approach to self-organization suggests that since the
complexity of such systems constrains our ability to treat them causally and
mechanistically, it will be more useful to focus on their morphological behavior. Such
an examination revealed that the evolution of self-organizing systems follows a
distinct routinized path: long periods of steady dynamics, interfered by relatively short
periods of strong fluctuations and chaos. According to HAKEN (1985) while in steady
state, the system is governed by a certain order parameter; while in fluctuations and
chaos, several order-states compete, until one wins, enslaves the system, brings it to
a new steady state and thus becomes the new order parameter.

In two previous studies (PORTUGALI, BENENSON and OMEH 1994; PORTUGALI and
BENENSON) we have suggested seeing cities and metropolises as open, complex, far
from equilibrium, and thus self-organizing, systems. Perceiving cities as such we
have developed two models: a cellular automata (CA) model we termed City on



which various heuristic games could be played as means to study phenomena of
sociospatial segregation of national, ethnic, and other groups in the city, and a cell-
space model, termed City-1, on which the relations between international migration
and the internal structure of cities, could be played, with special reference to the
recent migration waves to Israel from ex-USSR countries. The aim of the present
paper is to use City-1 as means to study cultural spatial segregation in light of the
interrelation between two order parameters which play a central role in shaping the
sosie-spatial structure of cities: the cultural order parameter (COP) and the economic
order parameter (EOP).

The model

The formal description of our model is given in the Appendix. Generally speaking,
City-1 is a cell-space (CS) model (ALBIN 1975; COUCLELIS 1988; TOBLEFi 1979) whose
territory is a 2D lattice of cells H.) {0 u: i c. n; 0 c: j «c: m), each of which might be
considered a single house. Individuals occupy or leave the houses and thus
participate in generating the migration dynamics of the city and its sosie—spatial
structure. One individual only can occupy a house. Each individual is characterized
by status and tendency. Status refers to the individual's economic ability, while
tendency his/her potential to improve status. Individuals are of two origins: Veterans
and Otr'm (Hebrew for Jewish new immigrants; singular Ole). Depending on status
and tendency, each individual can either buy or rent a house, that is, a house can be
in two forms of occupation: rented or privately owned.

Each house has a value. The value of a vacant house is some function of the
values of its neighbors. The value of an occupied house is, additionally a function of
the status of the occupant.

An individual can either rent or buy a house. Both cases imply payments which are
proportional to the value of the house and both also effect the status of the paying
individual in a way that we define below.

Each sequential time—step every individual takes the following series of decisions
(Figure 1): A resident of the city decides whether to stay in, or leave his present
house, and in the latter situation, whether to rent or buy a new house in the city, to
altogether leave the system, or only to leave his house in the city. In the latter case
the resident becomes " homeless“, i.e. he or she enters the queue for houses. A new
immigrant (veteran or Ole) enters the city by joining the queue and then decides
whether to buy/rent a house, further wait in the queue for housing, or altogether
leave the queue (and thus the city). The various individuals take such decisions by
comparing their own properties (status, tendency) to the properties of their houses,
the vacant houses, and their nearest neighbors.

The decisions have probabilistic and deterministic components. They are
probabilistic in the sense that the larger the gap between the properties of the
individual and his/her neighbors, the higher is the probability that he/she will decide



Structure of Decision MakingFigure 1
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to leave the house, and visa versa with respect to occupying a place. They are
deterministic in the sense that the individual can buy or rent the house when hislher
status is sufficiently high compared to the value of a house, or when he/she cannot
afford paying the rent, or the mortgage, of a house in the city and has to leave the
city. The result of the latter is a queue of individuals who want to occupy a house
within the city territory, but cannot afford doing so.

Competing order parameters in the city

Cultural (ethnic and/or national) and socio-economic spatial segregations are
typical phenomena in cities in general and in cities which are subject to international
migration processes, in particular. This came out also from our previous study
(PORTUGALI and BENENSON) in which we have used City-1 as means to simulate and
study the implications of the recent migration wave of Jews from ex—USSFl countries,
to Israeli cities. We have found that cultural relations and socio-economic relations,
as formulated in our model, act as two order parameter which compete and interact
in a complex way in the evolution of the city. While the aim of our previous paper was
to study spatial segregation in the city, our present paper aims, as noted above, to
study the complex interplay between the cultural order parameter (COP) and the
economic order parameter (EOP).

For this purpose we have played on City-1 three scenarios which described the
dynamics of the city and the interplay between the EOP and COP when (i) the EOP
is dominant in a certain way, (ii) the COP is dominant in a certain way, and (iii) both
the GOP and EOP act together. In the following we will describe'each scenario in a
sequence and examine their evolution by means of three devises: segregation
indices (Figure 3), three moments (T:20, T=40, T=120) of the evolving spatial
cultural segregation (Figure 4), and the same three moments of the evolving land
value surface (Figure 5). Note that Figure 5 can be seen as a surrogate to the
evolving spatial economic segregation of individuals in the city. In all scenarios the
initial mean value and STD of the status of veterans is four times higher than that of
Olim; mean tendency of Olim is four times higher than that of veterans; STD of Olim
tendency is four times lower than that of veterans.

(i) When the EOP is dominant in a certain way

The EOP is dominant when we assume two forms of economic antagonism: First,
the probability for an individual to leave his house increases with the growth of the
difference between the individual's and his neighbors' economic status. Second, the
attractivity of a house increases with the increase of the economic improvement of its
environment (Figure 2). As can be seen in Figure 3 and 4, in this case the city
evolves with no cultural spatial segregation. The city's evolution is thus dominated by
the EOP as some economic segregation can be observed (Figure 5). lt is important
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Figure 3 Dynamics of Cuttural Segregation for Three Scenarios Studied



to note, however, that despite the fact that this scenario is governed by economic
forces only, economic segregation is not very distinguished.

(ii) When the COP is dominant in a certain way

Here there is no economic antagonism and the GOP is dominant in the sense that
we assume a I'mild" cultural antagonism between veterans and Olim. The latter
shows up, first, in that the individual's decision to leave a house does not depend on
the characteristics of his neighbors, and second, in that when choosing a new house
the individual prefers neighbors of his/her own kind. "Prefers“ implies that the
attractivity of a fully friendly environment is 0.45 compared to 0.1 of a fully strange
one (Figure 2). In this case the evolution of the city and the interplay between EOP
and COP is more complex than in the previous scenario: At the beginning (0: E40),
the COP slaves the EOP and dominates the city's evolution: the city is segregated
culturally (Figure 3 and 4) and economically (Figure 5). Then gradually the EOP and
the COP neutralize each other, until in T=120 no cultural segregation (Figure 4), nor
economic segregation (Figure 5) can be observed. Apparently this is a result of the
higher economic tendency of Olim relative to the veterans.

(iii) When COP and EOP interact

Here we assume the existence of both economic and cultural antagonism as
above, and the repel and attraction functions are thus the sum of both antagonisms
as defined in the Appendix. This scenario is rather interesting. At first, the evolution
of the city is governed fully by the COP - a strong trend towards cultural segregation
can be observed in Figure 3. Then segregation decreases but do not disappear, and
in fact it can be observed all the way to T=120. The interesting part is the role played
here by the EOP. Indeed, as can be seen in Figure 3, it acts to moderate cultural
spatial segregation, but at the same time it does not eliminates it, but actually acts as
a catalyst and reinforces it: the COP enslaves the EOP and the city becomes
culturally (Figure 4) and economically (Figure 5) segregated in line with the COP.
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Appendix

08 model City-1 consists of territory, transfonnation rules , and immigration-
emigrafion rules. Transformation rules define the properties and occupants of each
house at the next time-step depending on properties and occupants of all the
neighboring houses. Immigration-emigration rules define the flows of the individuals
into— and out of the city.

Consider individual P with status s, (o r Sp r 1), tendency T, (o r 1'... {1), and
origin Op (Op l {Veteran, Ole}). When P occupies a house/cell H“ whose value is
VH (O r VH f 1), we denote an occupation form as Fp (Fp l {Ownen Renter». The
payment of an individual occupying house H is WH (0 r WH r 1). The status of an
individual and the value of a house depend on time. We'shall mark it explicitely,
when necessary.

We consider as neighbors individuals and houses in the 5x5 square around a
house. that is, individuals occupying houses from the set of

U(H|‚) = {Hm |max(0, i-3) s: k < min(n, i+3), max(0, j-3) < j < min(m, i+3)}
Below 5mm”. is an average status of the individuals in the U(Hu), Omaha“ is a

fraction of individuals in the U(H„), whose origin is the same as an origin of individual
P, situated in the H...

Each time step the sequence of decisions and parameters changes is calculated in
the following way (equations' numbers correspond to the numbers of the boxes in the
flow chart at the Figure 1):

Transformation rules
1. To change a house?
The probability for an individual P to leave house H depends on the occupant's

origin, fraction of his/her neighbors whose origin differs from occupants' one and the
absolute value of the difference between occupants' status and the status of his/her
neighbors:
a. = a1 (op) + 31(0P) exptmopmwsp - stasis...» +

a2(0p) + B2(OP) BXPÜÄOPX" " OmlgnborD (1 -1 -)
We suppose that Hp increases monotonously with the increase of
AMSP - SMIGhWI) and 1 - 0.1.19t

2. To buy a new house?
This deterministic condition is applied to queuing individuals who want to enter the

city as well as to residents who want to change their houses. An individual P can buy
house H of value VH if his/her status and tendency are sufficiently high relative to the
value of the house. That is

Sp 2!- 50+ 51V“, Tp >- To -I- T1VH (2.1)

where öo, 51, 1:0, 11 are constants.
An individual P chooses a house from the set of vacant houses satisfying

conditions (2.1). The I'attractivity" of a house H (Qp(H)) is estimated as follows:



QP0") = (MOP) + I33(OP)°XP(T3(OP)SnoI9hbors) +
0L4(0P) + ß4(OP)exP(T4(OP)Onoighbm) (2-2)

We suppose that Qp(H) monotonously increases with an increase in the Smighbm
and 0.1mm” and interpret "attractivity' as the probability to occupy (buy or rent) a
vacant II“house“ H" when it is the only possible choice.

An individual occupies one of the houses satisfying (2.1) or fails to occupy any of
the houses in the following way. Let us denote as A the set of the houses, satisfying
(2.1), plus some special element Ho, corresponding to failure of the attempt to
occupy. We define the probability p" to occupy house H" e A as

Pu = Su I Ï. Su (2.3)
H" 8 A

where s" = Q(H;,)so I (1 - Q(H")), So = l'I (1 -Q(Hq))
H115 A, {Ho}

3. To rent a new house?
If an individual did not succeed to buy a house, he/she tries to rent one. In the same

manner as above the individual chooses from the set of houses satisfying condition
(3.1) which is similar to the second of conditions (2.1):

Tp > 122 + T3VH (3.1)
where 12,13 are constants.

Each vacant house, satisfying condition (3.1), can be rented. The 'attractivity' of
the vacant houses is estimated according to (2.2). The probability to rent one of the
houses H satisfying (3.1) is calculated according to (2.3).

4. Change of Status
Simultaneously with the above activities regarding spatial location. the individual‘s

status changes every time-step. The status, at the next time-step, of individual P
located at house H, depends on his/her current status, tendency and payment in the
following manner

Sp(t+1) = max {0, SP“) + Tp(t) " wH(FP(t))} if TPÜ) ' wH(FP(t)) rO
min {1, Spfl) + Tp(t) - Wn(Fp(t))} if Tp(t) - Wu(Fp(t)) > 0 (4-1)

where Sla-(t),I Tp(t) are defined as above. t denotes the number of the time-step.
We define payment WH(Fp(t)) as the right parts of formulae (2.1) and (3.1):

WH(FP(t)) = 1:0 + 1:1VH(t) for Fp(t) = owner
1:2 + 13V„(t) for Fp(t) = renter (4.2)

Queuing individuals have no payment and consequently the changes in their status
are determined as follows:

Sp(t+1) = min{1, Sp(t) + Tp(t)} (4.3)

5. Change of Value
The value of a vacant house H at the next time-step is defined as the average of

the status of individuals occupying houses or the value of the vacant houses in the
neighborhood U(H). That is



V„(t+1) = ((S1(t) + 82(t) + 83(t) + ...) + (V1(t) + V2(t) + V3(t) + ..))l25 (5.1)
where D < 1 is a decrement of value.

In the first pair of brackets we include status of individuals occupying houses in
U(H). and in the second pair the values of the vacant houses in U(H).

Immigration-emigration rules
6. To leave the system?

A resident who could not buy a new house nor rent one. stays at his/her current
house in the city or leaves the system. It is supposed that Lp, the probability to leave
the system, is:

Lp = const (6.1)
A new immigrant who failed to buy or rent a house either returns to the queue or

else leaves the system.

7. To leave the queue?
An individual entering the queue is trying to occupy a house each time-step. If

he/she did not succeed to occupy a house during some pre-detennined time—steps
(1'mm), he/she leaves the system. Below

Tm” = const (7.1)

B. To leave the city?
This is a deterministic mle. An individual will leave the city’s territory and enter the

queue if
Spa) d: smmhgfl ' (3.1)

where 3mm is a threshold status level.

9. Inflow of individuals
Each time-step a constant number of Veterans and Olim enter the city. Their initial

status and tendency are assigned randomly and independently according to the
given normal distributions with

mean = MOP), STD = STD(Op) (9.1)
that is mean and average differ for Veterans and Olim.
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